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Preface (2nd Edition) 
 

The Covid19 outbreak in the beginning of 2020 has two important impacts. 

One, the physical economy (PE, the production economy) of China was reduced about one trillion US dollars, and the PE 

outside of China has suffered about the same amount. On the financial site, the US stock market dropped five (5) trillion 

US dollars in value thus far (March 10, 2020). And, it is declared as pandemic by the WHO now (March 10, 2020). 

 

Two, on February 8, 2020, I tweeted a set of Virus Potency Laws to WHO (World Health Organization), see the tweet, 

https://twitter.com/Tienzen/status/1226206752489689088 

 

 
 

These laws are the direct consequences of the ‘Life-TOE Evolution’ theory 

[see Volume II (Life-TOE) and Chapter sixteen]. 

 

The key point in the law 2 is the definition of ‘vertical transmission’.  

If Mr. A is a generation zero carrier of a virus, he could pass that virus to many others (tens or hundreds) during his 

incubation period (the asymptomatic period), all those transmissions do not count as a new generation (vertical 

transmission). That is, the generation zero carriers can be very large in number. 

https://twitter.com/Tienzen/status/1226206752489689088
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When a transmission after showing some symptoms, it will count as a vertical transmission. On the same token, the 

generation one carriers could be in thousands or tens thousands.  

If we count two weeks as the incubation period, then 10 generations will take 20 to 26 weeks [2 x 10 + some uncertainty 

(about 6 weeks)].  

 

By February 21, 2020 (about 10 weeks after the outbreak), the data from China verified my law 2, and I tweeted to the 

US CDC (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention), see the tweet 

https://twitter.com/Tienzen/status/1230931552327987200 

 

 
 
I, then, tweeted to the Vice President of China (Wang Qishan) and asked him to do the study about the Gong’s law 2 
with China’s life-data.  
 
After that, I included my ‘Wang Qishan’ tweet in my tweet to WHO (on February 22) and predicted that China’s Covid19 
epidemic will peter out in 4 to 6 weeks (about from March 22 to April 5, 2020), see the tweet, 
https://twitter.com/Tienzen/status/1231271852065968129 
 

https://twitter.com/Tienzen/status/1230931552327987200
https://twitter.com/Tienzen/status/1231271852065968129
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The Gong’s Virus Potency laws (GVPL) govern the dynamics of virus potency without the consideration of any (modern) 
medical intervention.  Of course, this becomes the base for intelligent human interventions (either medical or political). 
 
In addition to the application on epidemic management, these laws can also make other predictions.  
The first Iran case was reported on February 16, 2020 (2 months after the China outbreak). Yet, its morality rate was 
much higher than China’s. In accordance to the GVPL, the Covid19 (of Iran) cannot be the China variety, and I tweeted 
this to WHO on March 2, 2020, see the tweet, https://twitter.com/Tienzen/status/1234550978327633926 
 

https://twitter.com/Tienzen/status/1234550978327633926
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By now (March 11, 2020), the actual data as the followings: 
Italy (March 10, 2020): 10,149 cases, of which 631 were fatal 
Morality: 631/10149 = 0.06217 = 6.2% 
 
Iran (March 11, 2020):  8,042 and 291, 
Morality: 291/8042 = 0.03618 = 3.6% 
 
South Korea (March 11, 2020): 7,513 cases and 54 deaths 
Morality: 54/7513 = 0.00718 = 0.7% 
 
Japan (March 11, 2020): 503 cases, along with 64 asymptomatic cases, and 12 deaths 
Morality: 12/503 = 0.023 = 2.3% 
 
These four countries can be grouped into two groups. 
South Korea and Japan with mortality rate less than China. 
Iran and Italy with mortality rate larger than China. 
 
With Gong’s Virus Potency Law 2, the Covid19 of Iran/Italy is not a China variety. This conclusion is eventually verifiable 
by the DNA analysis.  
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As these Gong’s Virus Potency Laws are the direct consequences of the 
‘Intelligent Evolution’ theory (Volume II), it is a good time to make a 2nd 
print of this book. 
 
This book also discusses many important philosophical and metaphysical issues, such as: 

Hume's guillotine/Morality (see Volume IV) 

Free will [see, Introduction (Volume I), Chapter 14] 

Metaphysically necessary (Volume IV) 

Popperianism (Chapter nine) 

Intelligence and consciousness (Chapter fourteen/fifteen) 

{Why is there something rather than nothing?} is an important issue for both theology and philosophy. I have discussed 

this issue in detail in many chapters [see, Introduction (Volume I), Chapter 4, 6, 12].  

 

I did not emphasis about those philosophical issues in the preface (first edition), and now I would invite philosophers to 

review those subjects. 

 

Tienzen (Jeh-Tween) Gong 

March 11, 2020 
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Preface (1st edition)  
 

In 1984, I published a book “Super Unified Theory; ISBN 9780916713010”. 
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ALL its predictions have been verified. 
One, {the uniform expansion at EVERY point = acceleration of the Universe} 

See (Chapter 5 of SUT --- The future of the universe, page 42). 

But others received Nobel for this in 2011. See {Nobel Prize 2011, Accelerating expansion of the universe was predicted 

in 1984, http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/nobel-prize-2011-accelerating-expansion.html } 

 

 

 
 

Two, {a vacuum boson should have mass = 125.45 (+/- 1/2) Gev.} 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/nobel-prize-2011-accelerating-expansion.html
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But, Peter Higgs got Nobel-physics on this in 2013. 

 

Three, G-theory is centered on ‘Cyclic Universes (C-multiverse)’, and this is supported now with observation data: The 

Planck 2015 and Planck 2013 observations, the results by the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP), Atacama 

Cosmology Tele-scope (ACT) and South Pole Telescope (SPT).  

 
 

Yet, someone is now claiming the credit. 

 

Four, predicted {Planck CMB data 1: (dark energy = 69.2; dark matter = 25.8; and visible matter = 4.82)} and the dark 

flow {= 9%}. 
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This calculation is widely known in the physics community. It was posted at over 10 prominent physics blogs. See 

Chapter two. 

But, this is ignored by the mainstream physics community. 

 

Five, calculated Alpha: 

This calculation is posted at over 10 prominent physics blogs. But this is not recognized by the mainstream physics 

community at this point. Is a verified scientific fact (or easily verifiable fact) still not a truth until it is *ordained* by the 

current paradigm?  How can {137.0359… not equal to 137.0359…}? 
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Six, calculated Cosmology Constant (see Chapter six): 

 
 

 

Again, this is denied by the mainstream physics community. 

 

Obviously, the mainstream physics community is not interested in searching for truth. When it (mainstream physics) is 

wrong, it simply tries to weasel in and out to protect its interests, and this is Bullcrap (not just being wrong). 

 

Thus, describing truths is mostly wasting of time if it is not in the interests of the mainstream paradigm. So, in addition 

to describing the Nature’s secrets, the key point of this book is talking about the ‘bullcraps’ in the modern science. 

 

Pointing out the bullcraps of the mainstream, this book will obviously not be welcome by the current generation. 

Indeed, this book is not for my contemporary but is for marking the history, as a witness for humanity.  
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The Science Bullcraps  
Written on November 1, 2015 

(See http://blog.talkingphilosophy.com/?p=9017#comment-1383933 ) 

 

Is “reality” merely socially constructed: the beliefs, meanings and values available within a culture? 

 

Science is a human activity, and it is of course totally socially-biased construction. However, the human bias can never 

out do the Nature IF the final goal of science is to describe Nature.  

Religion is definitely 100% culturally biased while the science is socially biased with a self-correction mechanism, making 

paradigm change when evidences no longer can be explained away by biased ideology: however, the essence of SCIENCE 

is socially biased, paradigm-centered and biased. 

I am giving two solid examples here. 

Example one: George Johnson (columnist of The New York Times) wrote an article (June 22, 2015): {Humankind’s 

Existentially Lucky Numbers, which states: “Alpha’s value seems no more predictable than digits randomly spit out by a 

lottery machine: 0.0072973525698. One of the greatest mysteries of physics, the physicist Richard Feynman called it, ‘a 

magic number that comes to us with no understanding by man.”} 

Yet, the precise CALCULATION for Alpha was available online for 20 long years (at many prominent physics blogs), see 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/totally-blind-deaf-googlefacebookblogosphere-era-jeh-tween-gong . Socially, the 

community self-lying can kill this fact easily. Yet, how can {137.0359… not equal to 137.0359…?}. This social bullcrap is 

just a bullcrap. 

 

Example two: Peter Higgs received Nobel of physics in 2013. But, three years after the discovery of the so called ‘Higgs 

boson’, the Higgs mechanism is not verified. In fact, the newly discovered boson was predicted over 30 years ago in a 

copyrighted book, and this fact is recently informed to the whole world (CERN, FermiLab, New York Times, etc.) via blogs 

and twitter. See Chapter Eleven. Now, this fact is known by over one million street walking persons. 

 

These two facts show that SCIENCE is a totally socially biased construction. Yet, the human power is no match to the 

Nature’s truth.  

 

Tienzen (Jeh-Tween) Gong 

January 1, 2017 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://blog.talkingphilosophy.com/?p=9017#comment-1383933
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/totally-blind-deaf-googlefacebookblogosphere-era-jeh-tween-gong
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Introduction  
 

Religion is all about the self-definition about the ‘meaning’ of one’s life. So, any kind of ‘nonsense’ can be ordinated as 

golden truth for the meaning of one’s life. And this self-definition is all legit. 

 

On the other hand, science claims to be the study of Nature, not any kind of self-definition. So, any science statement 

which does not agree with Nature is simply WRONG.  

 

While ‘nonsense’ is legit in religion, it is bullcrap in science. Of course, science is a human endeavor, prone for errors. 

Yet, science should have a self-correcting mechanism.  Making mistakes in science is normal. Thus, lying to one’s self and 

dishonesty can be legit behaviors in religions but will definitely be ‘bullcrap’ in science.  

 

Today, the modern science has lost this self-correcting (self-introspection) ability.  

The mission of this book is not talking about the wrongs in science but points out all the ‘bullcraps’ in science.  

 

“Bullcrap” is precisely defined with the following attributes in this book: 

One, lying to one’s self 

Two, dishonesty 

Three, uneducable ignorance/the cowardice to hide the dishonesty away. 

 

And, I will show at least one SOLID example for each category in this introduction. 

First, lying to one’s self: 

On June 22, 2015, George Johnson (from The New York Times) wrote an article “Humankind’s Existentially Lucky 

Numbers”, which states that the Alpha is not calculable, see, 

http://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/23/science/humankinds-existentially-lucky-numbers.html?_r=0  ). 

On June 24, 2015, I wrote an article {Totally blind and deaf in this Google/Facebook/blogosphere era, 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/totally-blind-deaf-googlefacebookblogosphere-era-jeh-tween-gong } which shows a 

formula, check and verifiable by every 8th grade kid. 

 

 
 

Second, total dishonesty: 

 

http://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/23/science/humankinds-existentially-lucky-numbers.html?_r=0
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/totally-blind-deaf-googlefacebookblogosphere-era-jeh-tween-gong
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Then, the major Higgs decaying channel (should account for 60%) is not verified thus far (on December 31, 2016). How 

can it be Higgs if its major decaying channel is not confirmed? 
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On July 4th, 2012, LHC discovered a new boson, and Peter Higgs won the Nobel-physics for it in 2013. I wrote an article 

{Higgs Nonsense: enough is enough; https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/before-lhc-run-2-begins-enough-jeh-tween-gong } 

on July 4, 2015. I also tweeted to CERN directly on August 28, 2015, with hundreds retweet and likes.  

 

Third, uneducable ignorance: 

Every number can always be reached via some numerological formula. But reaching a set (more than two) numbers with 

a single numerological formula will be difficult, if it is not all impossible.  

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/before-lhc-run-2-begins-enough-jeh-tween-gong
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THIS universe is defined with a set STRUCTURE parameters. 

One, Vacuum (wrongly named as Higgs) boson’s mass: 125.09 +/- 0.24 Gev 

Two, dark energy/dark mass/visible mass distribution 

Three, Neff = ??? 

Four, Hubble constant (Ho) 

Five, baryongenesis 

Six, dark flow??? 

Seven, nature constants (Alpha, Cosmology constant, etc.) 

 

The Planck CMB data provides, at least, three STRUCTURE parameters.  

One, dark energy/dark mass/visible mass: (DE=69.22 % 、D=25.90 % 、V=4.86 %) 

Two, Neff = 3.04 

Three, Hubble constant (Ho) = 66.93 ± 0.62 km s−1 Mpc−1 (measurements from the ancient relic) 

 

Here is the magic numerological formula: 

 
 

This numerological formula covers 4 of the 7 STRUCTURE parameters DIRECTLY: {dark energy/dark mass/visible mass 

distribution; Neff = 3; Hubble constant (Ho)/ dark flow (See http://vixra.freeforums.org/the-dark-flow-t823.html ) and 

baryongenesis}.  

 

If a numerological formula can relate to some physics issues, it becomes a wonder. If it can resolve ALL physics open 

issues, it becomes magical. Although this formula is widely known in ALL major physics blogs (see Chapter two), it is still 

ignored by the physics mainstream community; another case of community self-lying. 

 

These three examples above are the SOLID ‘bullcraps’. However, this book is “Nature’s Manifesto on bullcraps”, and 

thus ‘bullcrap’ will be precisely defined in terms of Nature. 

 

The worst ‘lying to one’s self’ is denying THIS universe and the reality of LIFE. The worst ‘dishonesty’ is for advocating 

this self-lying. The worst ‘uneducable ignorance’ is rejecting the obvious derivations of THIS universe and LIFE via a FIRST 

principle. So, ‘bullcrap’ in this book is defined with the following two principles. 

 

 

http://vixra.freeforums.org/the-dark-flow-t823.html
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Now, ‘bullcrap’ is clearly defined with THIS universe and the reality of LIFE. And, I will discuss three more in this book: 
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One, Darwinianism-bullcrap 

Two, Math-bullcrap 

Three, Epistemology-bullcrap 

 

Although the {bullcrap in science} is the key point of this book, it accounts only about 20% of pages. In order to show 

that bullcrap is bullcrap, Nature must reveal its true secrets. So, most of the pages (80%) of this book are on revealing 

the Nature’s secrets. This book is thus composed of two parts: 

The revealing of Nature’s secret, 

The denouncing bullcraps in science. 

 

Yet, I must emphasize again and again that although ‘revealing Nature’s secret takes up 80% of the pages, it is not the 

key point of this book, as most of those secrets are revealed in the book {Super Unified Theory} and many web posts 

long ago.  

 

The key point of this book is all about the Bullcraps {the Dishonesty, the lying to one’s self and the total stupidity in 

and about the modern science} in the modern science. Each science bullcrap will receive a “Bullcrap Stamp”. 

 

 
 

The Nature is a unified whole while our descriptions of it are divided into many disciplines with no sign of a holistic 

nature. This is obviously a failure of us (human). But now, many kind of anti-realism arose, and some of them even claim 

that Nature itself is not natural. Worst yet, THIS universe could be just a happenstance among gazillions other universes. 

If this is the case, then our failure of figuring out the detailed structure and its evolution is absolutely not our fault. Anti-

realism and multiverse are great ways of finding excuses for our failure of cracking mysteries of Nature.  

 

The best way to put away those excuses is to show that all phenomena of THIS universe can be described with a unified 

scheme.  

THIS Nature gives rise to, at least, four dominions. 

D1, physical universe (elementary particles, stars, galaxies, body of life, etc.): governed by physics (nature constants and 

physics laws) 

D2, mathematics universe (numbers, infinities, geometry, topology, etc.): governed by mathematics 

D3, life universe (all lives, ecosystems, etc.): governed by biology 

D4, consciousness universe (intelligence, consciousness, morality, spirituality, economics, politics, etc.): governed by 

consciousness and intelligence 
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These four dominions cannot be reduced to one another as they are arisen from the same source with the similarity 

transformation in accordance to: 

 The "Large Complex System Principle" (LCSP) -- there is a set principles which govern all large complex 

systems regardless of whatever those systems are, a number set, a physics set, a life set or a vocabulary 

set.  

Corollary of LCSP (CLCSP) -- the laws or principles of a "large complex system x" will have their 

correspondent laws and principles in a "large complex system y."  

[Note: see “Linguistics Manifesto", ISBN 978-3-8383-9722-1). ] 

 

The traditional reductionism works in each domain but stops at the domain wall. With LCSP, a unified description of 

Nature is the direct consequence, and the validity of laws of each domain can be checked with the laws of other 

domains. Thus, the laws of life domain can be reviewed with the empirical facts of other domains.  

This domain wall is different from the ‘strong emergence (SE)’, if SE is defined as an emergence without a base. Domain 

walls separate domains while each domain has its own expression and language, but all domains are linked via a shared 

root base. That is, there is NO strong-emergence in nature after the initial creation. 

Nature is about everything, and it must arise from a single FIRST PRINCIPLE. This criterion is simple enough and is 

verifiable by every street walking person. This criterion is the ‘Litmus criterion’, the essence of this book. 

As every domain has its own expression and language, the ‘Final Total TOE’ must be described with a language which is 

the base for all domains. Thus, the KEY point about the Nature’s manifesto is about this base-language: {first principle -

-- > Real/Ghost symmetry --- > a seven-code language}. 

This book is not about the wrongs in science, not about Nature’s secrets 

but is all about the bullcraps in science.  
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This book is really an abridged version (about 10%) of the bigger book which resides online. It consists of my own blog 

posts, conversations (comments) with many very prominent physics/philosophy blogs and some communications via 

Twitter.  

The BIG book is dispersed all over the places and is hard for one to get it in an organized fashion. So, THIS book is, in fact, 

an index book for that BIG book. Reader can find the remaining 90% from the leads (links) provided in this book. The 

followings are the key places of my online writings. 

One, physics or science 

http://www.prequark.org/  

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/  

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/  

http://tienzen.blogspot.com/  

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/natures-manifesto-physics-jeh-tween-gong  

https://medium.com/@Tienzen/redemption-of-nobel-physics-12d625f6a03f#.hgw4jzs1i  

 

Two, linguistics 

http://www.prebabel.info/  

http://www.chinese-word-roots.org/  

http://www.chineselanguageforums.com/  

http://chineselanguageetymology.blogspot.com/  

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/introduction-chinese-etymology-part-one-jeh-tween-gong  

 

Three, conservations with other blogs; the followings are small part of the list. 

Theoretical Physicist Matt Strassler, https://profmattstrassler.com/  

 

Sean Carroll, http://www.preposterousuniverse.com/blog/  

 

Quantum Diaries (CERN blog), http://www.quantumdiaries.org/  

 

Résonaances (Jester), http://resonaances.blogspot.com/  

 

Ethan Siegel, https://medium.com/starts-with-a-bang  

 

Sabine Hossenfelder, https://medium.com/starts-with-a-bang/why-trust-a-theory-c6ea58058086#.kkka4nuw6  

 

Hilary Putnam, http://putnamphil.blogspot.com/  

 

Massimo Pigliucci/Daniel A. Kaufman, http://scientiasalon.org/    

 

Mitchell, http://snarxivblog.blogspot.com/  

 

Scott Aaronson, http://www.scottaaronson.com/blog/ 

 

Cosmic Variance (Discover magazine), http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/cosmicvariance/  

 

http://www.prequark.org/
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/
http://tienzen.blogspot.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/natures-manifesto-physics-jeh-tween-gong
https://medium.com/@Tienzen/redemption-of-nobel-physics-12d625f6a03f#.hgw4jzs1i
http://www.prebabel.info/
http://www.chinese-word-roots.org/
http://www.chineselanguageforums.com/
http://chineselanguageetymology.blogspot.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/introduction-chinese-etymology-part-one-jeh-tween-gong
https://profmattstrassler.com/
http://www.preposterousuniverse.com/blog/
http://www.quantumdiaries.org/
http://resonaances.blogspot.com/
https://medium.com/starts-with-a-bang
https://medium.com/starts-with-a-bang/why-trust-a-theory-c6ea58058086#.kkka4nuw6
http://putnamphil.blogspot.com/
http://scientiasalon.org/
http://snarxivblog.blogspot.com/
http://www.scottaaronson.com/blog/
http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/cosmicvariance/
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SelfAwarePatterns, https://selfawarepatterns.com/  

 

4 gravitons, https://4gravitons.wordpress.com/  

Most of those conversations {comments at other blogs} are available at my comment-repository site 

http://tienzen.livejournal.com/  and https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/some-works-tienzen-jeh-tween-gong-jeh-tween-

gong  

 

Four, communications via Twitter 

Fermilab @Fermilab  

CERN @CERN 

LIGO @LIGO 

EPS HEPP Board @HEPPboardEPS 

CMS Experiment CERN @CMSexperiment 

ATLAS Experiment @ATLASexperiment  

DESY @desynews 

@royalsociety 

KEK 高エネルギー加速器研究機構 @KEK_JP 

Nature Physics @NaturePhysics 

Physics Today @PhysicsToday 

Frontiers in Physics @FrontPhysics 

Bristol Uni Physics @UniBrisPhysics 

Scientific American @sciam 

APS Physics @APSphysics 

Interactions.org @particlenews 

Institute of Physics @PhysicsNews 

symmetry magazine @symmetrymag 

AAS Nova @AASNova 

Physics World @PhysicsWorld 

New Scientist @newscientist 

LHCb Experiment @LHCbExperiment 

National Science Fdn @NSF 

NYU Science @NYUScience  

@HiggsBosonRS14+ 

 

Sci Curious @scicurious  

Media Lens @medialens  

The New York Times @nytimes 

Los Angeles Times @latimes 

Washington Post @washingtonpost 

NIU @NIUlive 

Wall Street Journal @WSJ 

The Associated Press @AP 

Times Science @TimesScience 

https://selfawarepatterns.com/
https://4gravitons.wordpress.com/
http://tienzen.livejournal.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/some-works-tienzen-jeh-tween-gong-jeh-tween-gong
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/some-works-tienzen-jeh-tween-gong-jeh-tween-gong
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GuardianScienceBlogs @guardiansciblog 

The New Yorker @NewYorker 

TED Talks @TEDTalks 

CBC News Alerts @CBCAlerts 

The Verge @verge 

The Economist @TheEconomist 

BBC Breaking News @BBCBreaking 

NewsTube @news___tube 

Science Channel @ScienceChannel 

 

Max Tegmark @tegmark 

Fundamental Physics @FunPhyLernCent 

Maurizio Pierini (Physicist at CERN) @xmpierinix 

Frank Wilczek @FrankWilczek 

Peter Woit @peterwoit 

Sabine Hossenfelder @skdh 

Sean Carroll @seanmcarroll 

Nigel Lockyer @Nigel_Lockyer 

Phil Bull @philipbull 

Philip Gibbs @viXra 

Elio Di Rupo @eliodirupo 

Jon Butterworth @jonmbutterworth 

Lisa Randall @lirarandall 

Lawrence M. Krauss @LKrauss1 

Matt Strassler @MattStrassler 

George Johnson @byGeorgeJohnson 

Natalie Wolchover (Quanta Magazine) @QuantaMagazine  

 

The bullcrap king: Wikipedia (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fine-structure_constant ) states (on December 31, 2016): {... 

However, no numerological explanation has ever been accepted by the community.} How can 137.0359… not equal to 

{137.0359…}? 

How can one lie to one’s self in such a way? 

References: 

One, for the issues of Reductionism and domain walls, see: https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2015/03/05/science-vs-

scientism/comment-page-1/#comment-12621    and  

https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2015/03/05/science-vs-scientism/comment-page-2/#comment-12648 . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fine-structure_constant
https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2015/03/05/science-vs-scientism/comment-page-1/#comment-12621
https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2015/03/05/science-vs-scientism/comment-page-1/#comment-12621
https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2015/03/05/science-vs-scientism/comment-page-2/#comment-12648
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Volume one: Physics-TOE  
 
For the past half a century, the mainstream physics was (and still is) bogged down by the naturalness and fine-tuning 
issues. 
 
In physics, naturalness is defined as the dimensionless ratios between free parameters or physical constants appearing in 
a physical theory should take values “of order 1”. That is, a natural theory would have parameter ratios with values like 
2.34 rather than 234000 or 0.000234. 
 
This ‘naturalness’ criterion is obviously not discovered in nature but is a human cooked-up desire. This desire came from 
the failure that the mainstream physics models cannot derive almost all the important parameters (especially, the nature 
constants) and must hand-put them in in their equations. 
 
The ‘naturalness’ and ‘fine-tuning’ are thus closely related but can still form some subgroups. 
 
The obvious ‘naturalness’ issues are: 
Hierarchy issue: the difference between weak coupling and gravity is over 30th order of magnitude. 
Cosmology Constant: it is over at least 120th order of magnitude smaller than 1. 
Vacuum (wrongly named as Higgs) boson mass: it is too light for the M-string quantum gravity. 
 
The obvious ‘fine-tuning’ issues are: 
Alpha = 1 / (137.0359…): there is no way of calculating this value in the mainstream physics. 

Planck CMB data (DE=69.22 % 、D=25.90 % 、V=4.86 %): again, there is no way of calculating these numbers in the 

mainstream physics. 
 
In summary, Nature is constructed with some structure parameters, such as: 

One, Vacuum (wrongly named as Higgs) boson mass: 125.09 +/- 0.24 Gev 

Two, dark energy/dark mass/visible mass distribution: the Planck CMB data (DE=69.22 % 、D=25.90 % 、V=4.86 %) 

Three, Neff (SM) = 3; Neff (Planck CMB) = 3.04  

Four, Hubble constant (Ho) 

Five, baryongenesis 

Six, dark flow 

Seven, nature constants (Alpha, Cosmology constant, etc.) 

 

And, these can be simplified with four hashtags. 

#how2CalculateAlpha 

#how2CalculatePlanckCMBdata 

#how2CalculateHiggsbosonMass 

#how2CalculateCosmologyConstant 

 

In this Volume One, I will of course show how these #how2CalculateXyz 

are derived. Yet, I will set one additional criterion (the Litmus Criterion) for these jobs. That is, all those calculations 

must be based on a SINGLE ‘first principle’. If the derivations of those #how2CalculateXyz are unrelated among one 

another, then they are wrong.  
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I have found two passages from Paine most enlightening. Paine wrote, “Ignorance of a peculiar nature: once dispelled, 
and it is impossible to re-establish it. It is not originally a thing of itself, but is only the absence of knowledge; and though 
man may be kept ignorant, he cannot be made ignorant.” (page 121, Rights of Man)  
 
Again, in his Introduction to The Common Sense, Paine wrote, “Perhaps the sentiments contained in the following 
pages, are not yet sufficiently fashionable to procure them general favor; a long habit of not thinking a thing wrong, 
gives it a superficial appearance of being right, and raises at first a formidable outcry in defense of custom. But the 
tumult soon subsides. Time makes more converts than reason.” (page 3)  
 

This book is definitely not fashionable to procure it general favor, but the truths of Nature sit here silently; no one can 

go over it, go under it nor go around it. 
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Introduction (Volume I)  
 

In addition to those #how2Calculate (Nature Constants), there are three fundamental issues for nature: 

One, why is there something rather than nothing? 

Two, how was life (including the consciousness and intelligence) arise? 

Three, what is Free Will? 

 

The issue ‘Two’ will be discussed in Volume II.  

Here, I will make an introduction on the issue ‘One’ and ‘Three’. 

 

 

 

 

WHY IS THERE SOMETHING RATHER THAN NOTHING?  
(Written on March 11, 2018, see https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2018/03/11/why-is-there-something-rather-than-

nothing/ ) 

 

Why is there something rather than nothing? Without getting an answer to this question, any physics theory cannot be 

the FINAL theory.  

 

This issue is discussed in details in Chapter 4, 12 and 17. 

As it is the most important issue, I will discuss it as an introduction and as a summary here. 

 

Sean M. Carroll has recently (February 8, 2018) wrote a chapter on this for ‘Routledge Companion to the Philosophy of 

Physics, with the following abstract. 

{It seems natural to ask why the universe exists at all. Modern physics suggests that the universe can exist all by itself as 

a self-contained system, without anything external to create or sustain it. But there might not be an absolute answer to 

why it exists. I argue that any attempt to account for the existence of something rather than nothing must ultimately 

bottom out in a set of brute facts; the universe simply is, without ultimate cause or explanation.} 

And with the conclusion: {the right response is “that’s just the way things are.” It’s up to us as a species to cultivate the 

intellectual maturity to accept that some questions don’t have the kinds of answers that are designed to make us feel 

satisfied.} 

  

That is, Carroll has denied that {Why is there something rather than nothing?} is a legit question of any kind (physics or 

otherwise). And, I have made the following tweet ( https://twitter.com/Tienzen/status/967091210039906306 ) as a 

response. 

 

That is, if there is an answer, then Carroll’s argument will be cut out by Occam’s razor. 

 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2018/03/11/why-is-there-something-rather-than-nothing/
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2018/03/11/why-is-there-something-rather-than-nothing/
https://twitter.com/Tienzen/status/967091210039906306
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{Why is there something rather than nothing?} is really a question of {How this universe was created?}; I have provided a 

detailed answer on this at my tweet  

  

However, I will provide a detailed discussion about: 

{Something (in appearance)} = {Nothing (in essence)} 

First, what is nothing? 
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In math, ‘nothing’ can be represented by a number (zero). 

Then, what is zero? 

In math, zero can be defined with, at least, two equations. 

Zero (c) = 1/ (countable infinity) 

Zero (u) = 1/ (uncountable infinity) 

As these two infinities are clearly and precisely defined in math, thus ‘nothing (zero)’ is also precisely defined. 

  

Second, in addition to zero/infinity, there are FINITE numbers in math. However, these two parts are totally disjoined: 

infinities can never transform into finite, and vice versa. 

 

Third, is there ‘nothing (zero)’ in the physical universe? Obviously, the answer is no. If the answer is Yes, then the 

question {Why is there something rather than nothing?} has been answered.  The best ‘nothing (zero)’ in the physics 

universe is the CC (Cosmology Constant) which has 120 zeros after the decimal point at least. 

Without ‘nothing’, then this physical universe cannot have ‘infinities’ neither as a physical REALITY. 

If these are the case, then there is a fundamental difference between math and physics although math is a great tool 

and language for physics. And, the issue of CREATION can, indeed, never be answered by science. 

  

Of course, there is another possibility. Although infinities can never transform into finite numbers, they might be able to 

be embedded in physical objects. If this is the case, something can be created from nothing (infinities); that is, 

{Something (in appearance)} = {Nothing (in essence)} 

  

In G-theory, I have shown two such transformations. 

One, countable infinity (or zero (c)) is embedded (transformed) into a trisected angle. 

It takes COUNTABLE steps to trisect any angle by evenly dividing it, with the following steps. 

1/3 = 1/2 – 1/4 + 1/8 – 1/16 + 1/32 – 1/64 + 1/128 – 1/256 + 1/512 – 1/1024 + 1/2048 -… +… 

= .33349 – … + … = .3333333333333….. 

 

Of course, a trisected angle is definitely a concrete object. If humans do not have the time to complete this task, nature 

will definitely have a better chance of doing it. 

  

Two, can uncountable infinity manifest into a concrete object? For the number pi (3.14159…), it has uncountable digits 

as it is a “normal” number. 

{(Pi / 4) = 1 – 1/3 + 1/5 – 1/7 + 1/9 – 1/11 + 1/13 – … + … (with “countable” infinite steps)} 

That is, pi (having uncountable digits) is reached with the above equation. Yet, there is a concrete object (a circle) which 

always associates with the number pi. Thus, the uncountable infinity MANIFESTS as a circle which is a concrete object. 

  

As these two infinities (of math) are embedded (transformed) into two physics (concrete) objects: 

First, the {math universe = physics universe} becomes possible. But, I will not discuss this here. 

Second, these two embedments have shown: 

{Something (in appearance)} = {Nothing (in essence)} 

These simply lead to the ‘First principle’ and the creation equation (equation zero). 
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At every moment of ‘t’ on the time hose, it is, in fact, ‘nothing’ while ‘equation zero’ creates ‘something (a structure)’. 

The parts of that structure are something but that structure is in essence ‘nothing’. 

So, the structure (encompassing matter and anti-matter) will not annihilate while the parts (something) can be 

annihilated between their anti-partners. That is, there is no BaryonGenesis issue, see 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/12/baryongenesis-master-key-of-all.html . 

 

After the creation of a structure (nothingness in essence), the arrangement (distribution) of its parts becomes the 

‘Second Principle (Mixing principle)”, and it leads to the { Cabibbo angle (θc)), Weinberg angle (θW ) and Alpha}. 

 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/12/baryongenesis-master-key-of-all.html
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See https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/totally-blind-deaf-googlefacebookblogosphere-era-jeh-tween-gong 

These calculations are direct results of the {Second Principle (Distribution/Mixing principle)} which is totally based on the 

Pi (uncountable infinity concretizing process). 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/totally-blind-deaf-googlefacebookblogosphere-era-jeh-tween-gong
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At the same time, the (countable infinity concretizing process) creates three Line-strings which carries two Trinary-

charges (quark colors and Gene-colors). 
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Then, the Third Principle should be the ‘Bookkeeping/Information Processing’ which leads to CC (Cosmology Constant) 

and a computing device. 
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See https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/04/24/entropy-quantum-gravity-cosmology-constant/ 

 

 

See http://www.prequark.org/Biolife.htm 

 

Of course, this computing device leads to the manifestation of Life. 

  

Furthermore, these principles must lead to some consequences. 

One, time hose must lead to an accelerating expansion of the universe and the Unified force. 

 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/04/24/entropy-quantum-gravity-cosmology-constant/
http://www.prequark.org/Biolife.htm
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This leads to QG (quantum gravity). 
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And, it must produce the following distribution. 
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See, https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2015/04/22/dark-energydark-mass-the-silent-truth/ 

  

This calculation also shows the answer to the BaryonGenesis. 

 

And this dark energy (vacuum energy) must lead to a Vacuum-Boson. 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2015/04/22/dark-energydark-mass-the-silent-truth/
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About the Higgs: see, https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/before-lhc-run-2-begins-enough-jeh-tween-gong 

 

Two, as the Dark Flow is changing the distribution of the parts of the STRUCTURE, this universe must swing from one 

extreme to another; that is, it must be cycling. 

 

 

See http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/10/multiverse-bubbles-are-now-all-burst-by.html 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/before-lhc-run-2-begins-enough-jeh-tween-gong
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/10/multiverse-bubbles-are-now-all-burst-by.html
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See https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2017/05/13/the-end-of-the-inflation-war/ 

 

The evidence of this Dark Flow has discovered about one year ago. 

 

 

 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2017/05/13/the-end-of-the-inflation-war/
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 Finally, these lead to an 11-dimension universe. 

 

See http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/origin-of-spatial-dimensions-and.html 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/origin-of-spatial-dimensions-and.html
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See, http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-energy-make-

universe.html , https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2015/04/22/dark-energydark-mass-the-silent-

truth/ and http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/alpha-fine-structure-constant-mystery.html 

 

 

Some conversations: 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-energy-make-universe.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-energy-make-universe.html
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2015/04/22/dark-energydark-mass-the-silent-truth/
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2015/04/22/dark-energydark-mass-the-silent-truth/
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/alpha-fine-structure-constant-mystery.html
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More details, see https://tienzen.livejournal.com/1323.html   

This issue can be understood via linguistics too, see the new book {PreBabel — The Universal & Perfect language}. 

https://tienzen.livejournal.com/1323.html
https://tienzengong.files.wordpress.com/2018/03/prebabel-the-universal.pdf
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Free Will  
--- The Mickey Mouse Principle  

 

Free will was an issue of philosophy and of theology, absolutely nothing to do with science (especially the physics).  

However, the free will is the key essence for defining ‘Intelligence’ (see Chapter 14) and the key force for biological 

evolution (see Chapter 15). In this book, I will show that ‘free will’ is the base for quantum-ness.  

I am making an introduction and a summary on this here. 

 

After the EPR argument, the ‘quantum mechanics (QM)’ is known as incomplete. In recent years, Steven Weinberg has 

repeatedly voiced his complain about the incompleteness of QM, see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/01/welcome-

to-camp-of-truth-nobel-laureate.html , without giving a precise new proposal. 

On the other hand, Gerard ‘t Hooft (a Nobel Laureate of physics) published a book {The Cellular Automaton 

Interpretation of Quantum Mechanics (by Springer in 2016)} and followed up with a new article {Free Will in the Theory 

of Everything (in September 2017)} to propose a complete new FRAMEWORK for QM. 

 

A) The ‘t Hooft/ Maudlin debate 

However, ‘t Hooft’s new QM is violently attacked by many, such as Tim Maudlin. The center of the battlefield is still 

about the EPR argument, especially about its derivative (the Bell’s theorem). 

Bell’s theorem: {No physical theory of local hidden variables can ever reproduce all of the predictions of quantum 

mechanics}; rules out local hidden variables as a viable explanation of quantum mechanics (though it still leaves the door 

open for non-local hidden variables). 

In the general consensus, Bell’s theorem is now verified by Alain Aspect (1981) and Hensen (2015) experiments. 

However, even John Stewart Bell admitted that Bell’s theorem can be invalided under the condition of 

superdeterminism. 

Superdeterminism: the apparent freedom of choice of an agent (Alice or Bob) is in fact the reenacting a predetermined 

screenplay; that is, there is not true free-will. Thus, Bell’s theorem depends on the assumption of “free will”, which does 

not apply to deterministic theories. 

 

Now, the battle line is very clear:  

For Maudlin: 

One, Bell’s theorem has verified. 

Two, the automata are 1) following deterministic rules and 2) reacting at any time to only local inputs. That is, cellular 

automaton lying on a grid are updated according to laws that only involve nearest neighbors, nothing else, so that 

deserves to be called “local”. 

Three: so I hope we agree that neither the local indeterministic automata nor the local deterministic automata of this 

sort could be used in an empirically acceptable theory, even though producing the right empirical results is logically 

possible in each case. 

Four (conclusion): cellular automaton QM is totally wrong. 

 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/01/welcome-to-camp-of-truth-nobel-laureate.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/01/welcome-to-camp-of-truth-nobel-laureate.html
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For   ‘t Hooft:  

One, my findings are so different from Bell’s. The core ingredient of my views is the existence of mappings of the states 

of a local, deterministic system onto orthonormal sets of basic elements of Hilbert space.  QFT is a local indeterministic 

theory that obviously predicts violations of Bell’s inequality, and it was described by Bell himself as “not just inanimate 

nature running on behind-the-scenes clockwork, but with our behaviour, including our belief that we are free to choose 

to do one experiment rather than another, absolutely predetermined” 

 

Two, ‘t Hooft’s CA is a *quantum* cellular automata: “the local indeterministic automata should produce behavior that 

is indistinguishable from local deterministic automata that are all running different deterministic pseudo-random 

number generators; that is, there exists an automaton-like theory with quantum evolution laws, mimicking the Standard 

Model at large distances, that yields the same predictions as a deterministic automaton. 

 

With the superdeterminism loophole remains open, the above argument is identical to the ‘chicken talk to duck’, singing 

their own songs without any meaningful conversation. 

B) The verdict 

So, ‘t Hooft concluded: {I still feel the burden of producing more precise models, ones that generate more precisely 

systems of particles resembling the SM. As long as that hasn’t been completed, you can continue shouting at me.} 

Fortunately, there is a (the) precise model which generates particles exactly resembling (identical to) the SM zoo. 
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See http://www.prequark.org/Biolife.htm 

 

In Prequark Chromodynamics, both proton and neutron have the cellular automaton descriptions (as glider of Conway’s 

Life game, the base for a Turing computer), see http://www.prequark.org/Biolife.htm . And, this is now widely known via 

Twitter. 

 

http://www.prequark.org/Biolife.htm
http://www.prequark.org/Biolife.htm
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See, 

https://twitter.com/Tienzen/status/887555274118057985 

https://twitter.com/Tienzen/status/887883964676923392 

http://physicstoday.scitation.org/do/10.1063/PT.6.4.20170711a/full/#comment-3421854536 

https://twitter.com/Tienzen/status/887196643035987969 

https://twitter.com/Tienzen/status/887195619726565376 

  

C) Bell’s theorem revisited 

With Prequark Chromodynamics, the ‘t Hooft/Maudlin debate can now be settled. But, I do not agree with the view that 

superdeterminism plays a major role in QM. Thus, I will revisit this ‘Bell’s theorem’ issue. 

In addition to the superdeterminism loophole, there are two issues for the experimental verification for the theorem. 

One, there are loopholes for the experiments, and some of them are intrinsic, having new loopholes in ad infinitum 

sense. 

Two, all experiments are theory-based (biased). That is, all the experimental verification will not guaranteed the 

intended theory to be CORRECT. The two best examples are GR (general relativity) and SM (standard model of particles). 

GR has passed ALL experimental tests which we human can throw at it, but it is now known as an ‘effective theory’ at 

best if not all the way wrong (as a gravity theory). SM has also passed all tests which we human can throw at it, but no 

one in the whole world believes that it is a complete theory. 

On the other hand, a theorem (not law) could be disproved logically or linguistically. 

Bell’s theorem: {No physical theory of local hidden variables can ever reproduce all of the predictions of quantum 

mechanics}; rules out local hidden variables as a viable explanation of quantum mechanics (though it still leaves the door 

open for non-local hidden variables). 

 

Is this theorem logically or linguistically sound? 

It consists of only two linguistic (logic) terms: {local hidden variables theory} and {quantum mechanics}. 

“Local hidden variables” = “”local realism” 

https://twitter.com/Tienzen/status/887555274118057985
https://twitter.com/Tienzen/status/887883964676923392
http://physicstoday.scitation.org/do/10.1063/PT.6.4.20170711a/full/#comment-3421854536
https://twitter.com/Tienzen/status/887196643035987969
https://twitter.com/Tienzen/status/887195619726565376
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Locality: means that reality in one location is not influenced by measurements performed simultaneously at a distant 

location; that is, no instantaneous (“spooky”) action at a distance. 

 

Realism: means that the moon is there even when not being observed; that is, microscopic objects have real properties 

determining the outcomes of quantum mechanical measurements. 

Yet, violation of Bell’s inequality implies that at least one of the two assumptions (locality or realism) must be false. 

Determinism must be confined in the domain of {locality + realism}. 

Superdeterminism (without free will) can roam outside of the deterministic domain. 

Freedom refers to the physical possibility of determining settings on measurement devices independently of the internal 

state of the physical system being measured. 

Non-locality: the signal involved must propagate instantaneously (or with superluminally signal), so that such a theory 

could not be Lorentz invariant. 

If we can show that QM is totally local and real, then Bell’s theorem is invalid or simply moot. 

  

QM is different from the local/real theory with only two major attributes: quantum uncertainty and superposition 

(Schrödinger’s cat). 

One, quantum uncertainty: means that two noncommuting observables (such as position/momentum or time/energy) 

can never have completely well-defined values simultaneously, and this uncertainty is intrinsic, irremovable by the 

improvement of the measurements. 

Two, superposition: the fate of Schrödinger’s cat. 

 

In G-theory, these two mysterious QM wonders are totally deterministic. 

First, QM is an emergent, not fundamental. QM uncertainty equation is the result of dark energy (the expansion of the 

universe). 
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See http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-energy-make-universe.html and see Note 2 below. 

  

Second, there is a {deterministic attractor}: all superposed states converge to  deterministic macro-states, 

see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/09/quantum-algebra-and-axiomatic-physics.html 

 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-energy-make-universe.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/09/quantum-algebra-and-axiomatic-physics.html
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Third, quantum-ness cannot avoid the deterministic outcome. 
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In fact, all the Alain Aspect type experiments show only that quantum particles have a special attribute, the 

entanglement while the entanglement is 100% deterministic. There is no superluminally signal between the entangled 

particles as their states are superdetermined. 

  

However, the superdeterministic feature of entanglement does not imply that the entire QM is superdeterministic. QM 

is completely deterministic (local and real) for three reasons. 

One, the QM uncertainty is only the apparent effect of the expansion of the universe. 

Two, the superposition is erased by the deterministic attractor. 

Three, the entanglement is superdetermined. 

  

Now, the Bell’s theorem can be mooted for three reasons. 

One, there is a loophole (superdeterminism). 
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Two, all the experimental tests which support the Bell’s theorem cannot and will not guaranteed its validity (same fate 

as GR and SM). 

Three, G-theory shows that 1) proton and neutron are Gliders (cellular automaton), 2) the expansion of the universe is 

100% deterministic while the QM uncertainty is the emergent of it, 3) the superposition is erased by the deterministic 

attractor. 

 D) Clarifying the differences   

I do agree with ‘t Hooft’s Cellular Automaton QM in principle as the G-theory (with proton/neutron as Glider) was 

developed 30 years before ‘t Hooft’s book (by Springer in 2016). I, however, do not agree with him about the 

‘superdeterminism’ playing a MAJOR role in the case of completely excluding the ‘free will’. 

Here, I would like to introduce the “Mickey Mouse principle”. 

Mickey Mouse principle: Mickey Mouse and all Mickey Mouse-like entities are real. 

At here, Mickey Mouse is an undefined term, understood in sociological sense. However, it has, at least, two attributes. 

One, Mickey Mouse has no biological correspondence in terms of the ‘word’ mouse. That is, it is not real as a biological 

mouse. 

Two, Mickey Mouse is observable as it is. 

  

So, anything which encompasses the two attributes above will be a Mickey Mouse-like entity. 

Example: if rhinoceros (or Saola, Narwhal, Unicornfish, Texas unicorn mantis, Okapi, Goblin spiders, Helmeted 

curassows, Unicorn shrimp, Arabian oryx, etc.) is clearly defined as not Unicorn, then Unicorn has no biological base, 

similar to Mickey Mouse, and it is a Mickey Mouse-like entity. 

 

Yet, Unicorn is of course REAL in accordance to the “Mickey Mouse principle” as it is observable at many places, in arts 

(paintings, sculptures, animations, etc.). 

The ‘free will’ is the backbone of the legal system (a subsystem of nature). Without IT, the entire legal system collapse. 

So, the ‘free will’ is, at least, a Mickey Mouse-like entity, and thus no law can exclude it. 

 

On the same token, ‘superdeterminism’ cannot be excluded as it is the backbone for entanglement. 

Of course, we cannot exclude the Bell’s theorem although it is a totally useless in the REAL world. 

  

Note 1: the Mickey Mouse principle was first introduced here, https://telescoper.wordpress.com/2017/09/21/free-will-

in-the-theory-of-everything/#comment-233996 

  

https://telescoper.wordpress.com/2017/09/21/free-will-in-the-theory-of-everything/#comment-233996
https://telescoper.wordpress.com/2017/09/21/free-will-in-the-theory-of-everything/#comment-233996
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Note 2: in addition to change QM uncertainty to QM certainty (see Chapter 12), the EMERGENT QM equation also 

controls the evolution of the universe, also see https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2014/12/27/the-certainty-

principle/ . 

This PREDICTED dark flow (by G-theory) is now verified, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And, all these was predicted in the book (Super Unified Theory) 

 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2014/12/27/the-certainty-principle/
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2014/12/27/the-certainty-principle/
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See http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/10/multiverse-bubbles-are-now-all-burst-by.html 

See https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2017/05/13/the-end-of-the-inflation-war/ 

  

Note 3: I discussed this issue in August 2012 already, at http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/08/quantum-behavior-vs-

cellular-automaton.html  

 

Conclusion: 

First, QM is an emergent, not fundamental. QM uncertainty equation is the result of dark energy (the expansion of the 

universe). 

Second, there is a {deterministic attractor}: all superposed states converge to deterministic macro-states. 

Third, quantum-ness cannot avoid the deterministic outcome. 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/10/multiverse-bubbles-are-now-all-burst-by.html
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2017/05/13/the-end-of-the-inflation-war/
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/08/quantum-behavior-vs-cellular-automaton.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/08/quantum-behavior-vs-cellular-automaton.html
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Free will and {Why is there something rather than nothing?} were key issues in philosophy and theology. However, I 

have discussed these issues as the most important bases for nature, that is, in physics. 
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Chapter one: #how2CalculateAlpha  
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If a theory is not able to DERIVE Alpha, it is not a viable 

(final) physics theory.  
 

 
 

 

 

Alpha, Fine Structure Constant, mystery no more! 
Written on April 14, 2012 

(See http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/alpha-fine-structure-constant-mystery.html ) 

 

 

Alpha (Fine Structure Constant) was initially viewed as an observed coupling constant for the amplitude of a real 

electron to emit or absorb a real photon. Thus, the value for Alpha could vary depending upon the energy level. In the 

GUT (Grand Unified Theory) energy level, the Alpha should approach the same level as the strong force coupling value, 

and its observed value does approach 1/128 at interaction energies above 80 GeV. 

 

My theoretical calculation for Alpha was published online since 1997. However, the 1997 online page is no longer 

available. Now, it is available at the following sites. 

 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/alpha-fine-structure-constant-mystery.html
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a. at professor Matt Strassler's blog (http://profmattstrassler.com/2012/02/23/synopsis-of-the-opera-

situation/#comment-6531 ), a very popular physics discussion site. 

b. http://physicsfocus.org/athene-donald-we-should-all-be-aware-of-our-unconscious-biases/#comment-3407  

c. the Prequark site (http://www.prequark.org/pq04.htm ) since May, 2005. 

d. http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/05/higgs-boson-bad-idea-part-four.html , May 2011. 

e. http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/09/16/what-can-evolutionary-biology-learn-from-creationists/comment-

page-3/#comment-8334 

f. https://4gravitons.wordpress.com/2015/03/12/what-can-pi-do-for-you/#comment-2246  

g. http://www.preposterousuniverse.com/blog/2013/10/14/inside-the-mind-of-the-republican-party/comment-page-

2/#comment-7295910552604272743  

h. http://snarxivblog.blogspot.com/2014/01/numerology-from-m-

theory.html?showComment=1390119675651#c5215054552035276267  

k, https://medium.com/@Tienzen/ethan-siegel-the-story-of-what-the-universe-is-like-from-it-s-literally-the-greatest-

story-one-e6163c12814d#.mc4u0snap  

l. http://putnamphil.blogspot.com/2014/06/a-final-post-for-now-on-whether-

quine.html?showComment=1403375865284#c8045600555416019073  

 

 

In this chapter, I also provide 5 ScreenPrints which show that the mainstream physics community is fully informed about 

my calculation. 

 

In G-theory, the Alpha calculation is based on the first principle (see Chapter four) which gives rise to an intrinsic unit 

angle,  

                 A (0) = {(360/2pi) * [(pi/64 + (pi/64) ^ 2 + (pi/64)^3  + ... ]/2]} 

                           = 1.4788413 degrees.  

{See https://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/05/higgs-boson-bad-idea-part-four.html } 

 

 

http://profmattstrassler.com/2012/02/23/synopsis-of-the-opera-situation/#comment-6531
http://profmattstrassler.com/2012/02/23/synopsis-of-the-opera-situation/#comment-6531
http://physicsfocus.org/athene-donald-we-should-all-be-aware-of-our-unconscious-biases/#comment-3407
http://www.prequark.org/pq04.htm
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/05/higgs-boson-bad-idea-part-four.html
http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/09/16/what-can-evolutionary-biology-learn-from-creationists/comment-page-3/#comment-8334
http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/09/16/what-can-evolutionary-biology-learn-from-creationists/comment-page-3/#comment-8334
https://4gravitons.wordpress.com/2015/03/12/what-can-pi-do-for-you/#comment-2246
http://www.preposterousuniverse.com/blog/2013/10/14/inside-the-mind-of-the-republican-party/comment-page-2/#comment-7295910552604272743
http://www.preposterousuniverse.com/blog/2013/10/14/inside-the-mind-of-the-republican-party/comment-page-2/#comment-7295910552604272743
http://snarxivblog.blogspot.com/2014/01/numerology-from-m-theory.html?showComment=1390119675651#c5215054552035276267
http://snarxivblog.blogspot.com/2014/01/numerology-from-m-theory.html?showComment=1390119675651#c5215054552035276267
https://medium.com/@Tienzen/ethan-siegel-the-story-of-what-the-universe-is-like-from-it-s-literally-the-greatest-story-one-e6163c12814d#.mc4u0snap
https://medium.com/@Tienzen/ethan-siegel-the-story-of-what-the-universe-is-like-from-it-s-literally-the-greatest-story-one-e6163c12814d#.mc4u0snap
http://putnamphil.blogspot.com/2014/06/a-final-post-for-now-on-whether-quine.html?showComment=1403375865284#c8045600555416019073
http://putnamphil.blogspot.com/2014/06/a-final-post-for-now-on-whether-quine.html?showComment=1403375865284#c8045600555416019073
https://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/05/higgs-boson-bad-idea-part-four.html
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From A (0), the Cabibbo and Weinberg angles were calculated theoretically, and it was done in 1984 in the book “Super 

Unified Theory” (ISBN 0-916713-02-4, Copyright # TX 1-323-231, Library of Congress Catalog Card Number 84-90325), 
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which is available in many university libraries around the world. And this info is available from the WorldCat (the world's 

largest library catalog). 

 

  

 

 

 

Theoretical calculation of Cabibbo and Weinberg angles  
Written on October 26, 2011 

(See http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/theoretical-calculation-of-cabibbo-and.html ) 

 

With the Fictitious Universe physics (http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/super-unified-theory-via-new.html ), we 

can calculate these two mixing angles with ease. 

 

I have derived a unit angle, A (0) equals to 1.4788425146211 degrees [57.29577951 * .051621342/2] 

 

With A(0), we get A(1) = [360 - 24 * A(0)]/24 = 13.5211574853 degrees, and this is very close to the Cabibbo angle (θc). 

 

With A(0) and A(1), we get A(2) = 2 * [360 - A(1) - A(0)]/24 = 28.75 degree, and this is almost the same as the measured 

Weinberg angle (θW ). 

 

In the Fictitious Universe physics (see Chapter nine), it has two steps. 

1. Constructing a Fictitious Universe by selecting (not discovering) a set of physics laws. Why A(0),  A(1) and A(2) take 

these equations? They are the results of this Fictitious Universe physics. 

2. Comparing these laws and their derived phenomena with the Nature universe. 

 

Now, two greatest mysteries of Standard Model (the theoretical foundation for calculating both the Cabibbo and 

Weinberg angles) are easily resolved in this Fictitious Universe physics.   

 

Conclusion 

Yet, Wikipedia (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fine-structure_constant ) states (on December 31, 2016): {Attempts to 

find a mathematical basis for this dimensionless constant have continued up to the present time. However, no 

numerological explanation has ever been accepted by the community.} 

How can 137.0359… not equal to {137.0359…}? This shameless nonsense is now STAMPED with the bullcrap stamp. 

 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/theoretical-calculation-of-cabibbo-and.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/super-unified-theory-via-new.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fine-structure_constant
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Update (January 24, 2014): 

On January 5, 2014, Amir Mulic published an Alpha formula (4π^3+π^2+π). Although he gave it a M-string 

interpretation, it is still basically a numerological formula.  

The fine-structure constant should be a running constant with (1/α) = 4π^3+π^2+π at low energy while it approaches to 

128 at energy higher than 90 Gev. . Thus, the 4π^3+π^2+π formula meets only one point of that spectrum. Furthermore, 

that formula can only be interpreted in terms of geometry or topology, hinting an eleven (11) dimension universe. But, 

my Alpha formula has the following points. 

1.       It has a ‘physics’ parameter, the Weinberg angle. 

2.       As this Weinberg mixing angle is a function depending on the energy, this formula encompasses the entire (1/α) 

spectrum (from 4π^3+π^2+π to 128). 

3.       It is also a formula for an eleven dimension universe. 

 

My Alpha-formula above (with the Weinberg angle) is, in fact, the result of three points. 

First, ‘uncountable-infinity to finite’ concretization process, see "Multiverse bubbles are now all burst by the math of 

Nature (http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/10/multiverse-bubbles-are-now-all-burst-by.html )”. That is, the 

uncountable-infinity is concretized as a circle (or a pie). 

 

Second, this pie (the highest infinity) is ‘divided’ by 64 kids (of this ultimate infinity) which consist of two groups; one 

group (16 kids) takes the energy (dark energy), the other (48 kids) takes the landmass as landlords.  See {Pimple Model; 

BARKED UP THE WRONG TREES (M-THEORY AND SUSY); (http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/19/barked-up-

the-wrong-trees-m-theory-and-susy/  )} and {DARK ENERGY, MYSTERY NO MORE! 

(http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/25/dark-energy-mystery-no-more/ )}. Thus, the numbers (64, 48 and 24) 

play the key roles in my Alpha-formula. The whole point is about the ‘dividing’ the pie. 

 

Third, the 64 and 48 are the result of a True-Ultimate-Symmetry (the real/ghost symmetry, see 

http://www.prequark.org/Gravity.htm ) breaking. 

 

Yet, when Mulic’s formula is rewritten with the following equation, the physics significance is now all clear. 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/10/multiverse-bubbles-are-now-all-burst-by.html
http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/19/barked-up-the-wrong-trees-m-theory-and-susy/
http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/19/barked-up-the-wrong-trees-m-theory-and-susy/
http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/25/dark-energy-mystery-no-more/
http://www.prequark.org/Gravity.htm
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Let 2 π = the circumference of a unit disk (with radius = 1) = Pie 

          π = half Pie = HPie 

Then, his formula can be written as, 

(1/α) = (1/2) {Pie * [(Pie + 1/Pie)^2 + (HPie – 1/HPie) – ((1/Pie) – 1)^2]} … equation A 

 

The equation A above is the topological (static) description of the three points above 

(Pie + 1/ Pie), type 1 mixing (division); (Pie + 1/ Pie)^2, the first order mixing 

(HPie – 1/HPie), type 2 mixing (division), the second order mixing 

[(1/Pie) – 1]^2, the ‘remainder’ (indivisible) of the division 

 

So, equation A = (1/2) Pie * (the first order mixing + the second order mixing - the ‘remainder’ of mixing) 

 

Thus, although Amir Mulic’s formula (4π^3+π^2+π) is purely numerological, it can be rewritten with my physics. The fact 

that the Alpha is now written with two formulas (one static and one dynamic), the validity of this Alpha-physics is very 

much assured. 

 

 

Update (3-9-2020): New Electroweak Precision Measurements  

(Written on November 16, 2017, see https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2017/11/16/new-electroweak-precision-

measurements/ ) 

 

CMS of LHC (CERN) has just reported new Electroweak precision measurements {(sin (θ), lepton/eff) 

^2 = 0.23101±0.00052} on November 14, 2017, see https://arxiv.org/abs/1711.05288 . 

In Standard Model, Weinberg angle is a function of two more fundamental physical constants: weak isospin g and weak 

hypercharge g’, and they are all ‘free parameters’ (not derived theoretically). 

On the other hand, the Weinberg angle was calculated theoretically in G-theory, 

see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/theoretical-calculation-of-cabibbo-and.html or page 36 of ‘Super Unified 

Theory”. 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2017/11/16/new-electroweak-precision-measurements/
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2017/11/16/new-electroweak-precision-measurements/
https://arxiv.org/abs/1711.05288
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/theoretical-calculation-of-cabibbo-and.html
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In fact, the Weinberg angle (θw ) is precisely defined by the equation (10), page 37 of ‘Super Unified Theory”, as follows. 

  Sin (Δ θ1) = Sin^2 (Δ θ2) = (Sin^2   Δ θ3) ^2 = (Sin^3 Δ θ4) ^3 

                    = (Sin^6 Δ θ5) ^6 = (Sin^64 Δ θ6) ^64 ……. Equation (10) 

  

   Sin (Δ θ1) = Sin {A (1) – 3 (A (0)/24)} 

                      = Sin {Cabibbo angle (θc)) – 3 (A (0)/24} = 0.23067 

 A (0) = 1.4788413 degrees 

A (1) = θc = 13.521159 degrees 

 

Sin^2 (Δ θ2 = 28.75°; Weinberg angle (θw)) = 0.2313502 

Δ θ2 = 28.75° (Weinberg angle (θw )) 

  

{Sin (Δ θ1) + Sin^2 (Δ θ2)}/2 = 0.2310 ~ to CMS of LHC (CERN) precision measurements {(sin (θ), lepton/eff) 

^2 = 0.23101±0.00052 

All Δ θn are mixing angles. 
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Chapter two: #how2CalculatePlanckCMBdata  
 

 
 

This calculation was first posted on September 26, 2013, at http://physicsfocus.org/katie-mack-space-

station-ams-detector-has-not-found-dark-matter-despite-what-some-media-reports-say/#comment-

3232 

 

Dark Energy/Dark Mass: The silent Truth 

Written on APRIL 22, 2015 

(https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2015/04/22/dark-energydark-mass-the-silent-truth/ ) 

 

In the Alpha calculation, this universe ‘pie’ is divided into 64 shares: 16 spacetime (vacuum energy, dark energy) and 48 

fermions (matter, dark/visible).  

One, there is a mass-charge which is carried by every fermion. That is, the apparent mass of each fermion is only a 

PIMPLE on its mass charge, see http://profmattstrassler.com/2013/09/16/a-quantum-gravity-cosmology-

conference/#comment-86056 . 

 

Two, fermions are made out of ‘pre-quark’, not subquark. ‘Pre-‘ means before, not ‘sub-‘. So, prequark model is an 

iceberg model: quark as the tip of the iceberg while prequarks are the ocean, sky and the hidden ice. 

 

http://physicsfocus.org/katie-mack-space-station-ams-detector-has-not-found-dark-matter-despite-what-some-media-reports-say/#comment-3232
http://physicsfocus.org/katie-mack-space-station-ams-detector-has-not-found-dark-matter-despite-what-some-media-reports-say/#comment-3232
http://physicsfocus.org/katie-mack-space-station-ams-detector-has-not-found-dark-matter-despite-what-some-media-reports-say/#comment-3232
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2015/04/22/dark-energydark-mass-the-silent-truth/
http://profmattstrassler.com/2013/09/16/a-quantum-gravity-cosmology-conference/#comment-86056
http://profmattstrassler.com/2013/09/16/a-quantum-gravity-cosmology-conference/#comment-86056
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Three, matter universe is organized as an amphitheater:  

Seven (7) G1 strings (see Chapter three) are the actors on stages, visible mass. 

The e-neutrino, G2, G3 strings (total 17) are audients, dark mass 1. 

The anti-matters (total 24) are on the backstage, dark mass 2. 

 

 
 

 

So, the d/v (dark/visible ratio) = [41 (100 – W) % / 7] 

When, dark flow W = 9 % (a prediction of this G-string model), d/v = 5.33 

 

In addition to the dark mass, there is dark energy, and they form a *iceberg model* too, composing of {space, time and 

mass}. Let, 

Space = X 

Time = Y 

Total mass (universe) = Z 

And X = Y = Z 
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In iceberg model (ice, ocean, sky), Z is ice while the (X + Y) is the ocean and sky, the energy ocean (the dark energy). Yet, 

the ice (Z) will melt into the ocean (X + Y) with a ratio W. 

 

When dark flow W = 9%, 

[(Z – V) x (100 – W) %] /5.33 = V, V is visible mass of this universe. 

[(33.33 –V) x .91]/5.33 = V 

V= 5.69048/1.17073 = 4.86   (while the Planck data is 4.82), 

D (Dark mass) = [(Z – 4.86) x (100 – W) %] = [(33.33 -4.86) x .91] = 25.90 (while the Planck data = 25.8) 

 

So, the total dark energy = (X + Y) + [(Z – 4.86) x W %)] = 66.66 + (28.47 x 0.09) = 69.22 (while the Planck data is 69.2) 
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Except the ‘W’ is a free parameter (testable), the above calculation is *purely* theoretical, and it matches the data to an 

amazing degree. 

 

 
 

On June 6, 2016, (Adam G. Riess, Lucas M. Macri, Samantha L. Hoffmann, Dan Scolnic, etc.) shows that the Local value of 

the Hubble Constant is about 9% higher than the Planck CMB data (2015) estimation. That is, there is a dark flow, as I 

predicted three years before their observation. 

See, http://news.berkeley.edu/2016/06/02/universe-expanding-faster-than-expected/  

 

This dark flow is also supported by an article {“Dark section interaction” by Jussi Valiviita, Elina Palmgren 

(http://arxiv.org/abs/1504.02464 )} which indicates that W = 10% is a good fit with {CMB+BAO (baryon acoustic 

oscillation) + lensing} data for energy transfer from dark matter to dark energy. The non-interacting model lied outside 

of the 95% CL interval.] 

 

This calculation shows that the dark energy/dark matter is all about the STRUCTURE of the universe; that is, it (the 

structure) must have a longer lifetime than the AGE and the COMPONENT (such as proton) of this universe. 

 

The above calculations have four points. 

One, the Litmus Criterion has made. 

The scheme for deriving the Planck data 1 is also the base for all other fundamental physics issues, as a shared ‘base’ for 

#how2CalculateAlpha 

#how2CalculatePlanckCMBdata 

#how2CalculateHiggsbosonMass 

#how2CalculateCosmologyConstant 

These will be shown one chapter at the time. 

http://news.berkeley.edu/2016/06/02/universe-expanding-faster-than-expected/
http://arxiv.org/abs/1504.02464
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The Planck data 1 has only some pure numbers, and every number can always be reached by zillion different 

numerological formulas. But, a single numerological scheme cannot normally reach two different numbers, let alone for 

three different numbers. Furthermore, being right once could be just happenstance. Being right every time at every 

point, it cannot be a coincidence.  

 

Two, {(48/2)/8 = 3}. That is, the Neff = 3 exactly, no more nor less. There is no 4th generations nor any sterile neutrino. 

 

Three, this calculation shows that the anti-matter is a solid part of this universe while it does not show up as visible. That 

is, there is no BaryonGenesis issue (more detail, see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/12/baryongenesis-master-key-

of-all.html or Chapter three). 

 

Four, this calculation shows that the red-up-quark and the blue-up-quark are totally different particles. That is, the quark 

color charge is fundamental, and there are 36 quarks and 12 leptons. Every quark or lepton carries identical mass-

charge while their apparent mass is just a tag (name tag or pimple) for their differences (more detail, see Pimple model, 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/19/barked-up-the-wrong-trees-m-theory-and-susy/ and, 

http://profmattstrassler.com/2013/09/16/a-quantum-gravity-cosmology-conference/#comment-86056 ). Furthermore, 

those 41 not shinning particles do have the mass-land RIGHT the same as the shinning particles. For the detail of this 

mass-land-RIGHT, see http://profmattstrassler.com/2013/07/31/a-few-stories-worth-a-comment/#comment-71962 , 

and https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/08/28/the-return-of-radical-empiricism/comment-page-4/#comment-

6918 . 

One interesting thing here, the dark/visible ratio was calculated with two different pathways. Yet, the average [(5.33 + 

5.375)/2] = 5.3527, exactly the same as the Planck data. 

Since these are simple numbers, the *predictions* of a model for these numbers are very straightforward, no debate 

can come about. 

 

Now, dark energy and dark mass are the truths sit here silently in this universe, blocking all detour attempts. No one can 

go over, go under nor go around it. There is no other way to derive the above nature constants. 

 

This dark energy/dark mass calculation was available at the following places for many years. 

http://dispatchesfromturtleisland.blogspot.com/2014/05/an-alternative-ckm-

matrix.html?showComment=1401648644885#c2452418072165290288 , 

 

http://www.preposterousuniverse.com/blog/2013/09/16/dark-energy-detectives/#comment-7295910552604271829 , 

 

https://4gravitons.wordpress.com/2015/03/12/what-can-pi-do-for-you/comment-page-1/#comment-2253 , 

 

http://profmattstrassler.com/2013/04/15/the-bedlam-within-protons-and-neutrons/#comment-55452 , 

 

http://www.blogger.com/comment.g?blogID=2846514233477399562&postID=8568279997798441720 , 

 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/09/higgs-boson-not-best-idea.html , 

 

http://profmattstrassler.com/articles-and-posts/relativity-space-astronomy-and-cosmology/dark-matter/current-hints-

of-dark-matter-413/#comment-56471 , 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/12/baryongenesis-master-key-of-all.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/12/baryongenesis-master-key-of-all.html
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/19/barked-up-the-wrong-trees-m-theory-and-susy/
http://profmattstrassler.com/2013/09/16/a-quantum-gravity-cosmology-conference/#comment-86056
http://profmattstrassler.com/2013/07/31/a-few-stories-worth-a-comment/#comment-71962
https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/08/28/the-return-of-radical-empiricism/comment-page-4/#comment-6918
https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/08/28/the-return-of-radical-empiricism/comment-page-4/#comment-6918
http://dispatchesfromturtleisland.blogspot.com/2014/05/an-alternative-ckm-matrix.html?showComment=1401648644885#c2452418072165290288
http://dispatchesfromturtleisland.blogspot.com/2014/05/an-alternative-ckm-matrix.html?showComment=1401648644885#c2452418072165290288
http://www.preposterousuniverse.com/blog/2013/09/16/dark-energy-detectives/#comment-7295910552604271829
https://4gravitons.wordpress.com/2015/03/12/what-can-pi-do-for-you/comment-page-1/#comment-2253
http://profmattstrassler.com/2013/04/15/the-bedlam-within-protons-and-neutrons/#comment-55452
http://www.blogger.com/comment.g?blogID=2846514233477399562&postID=8568279997798441720
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/09/higgs-boson-not-best-idea.html
http://profmattstrassler.com/articles-and-posts/relativity-space-astronomy-and-cosmology/dark-matter/current-hints-of-dark-matter-413/#comment-56471
http://profmattstrassler.com/articles-and-posts/relativity-space-astronomy-and-cosmology/dark-matter/current-hints-of-dark-matter-413/#comment-56471
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http://profmattstrassler.com/articles-and-posts/relativity-space-astronomy-and-cosmology/dark-matter/current-hints-

of-dark-matter-413/#comment-56602 , 

 

 
 

(See http://www.preposterousuniverse.com/blog/2013/09/16/dark-energy-detectives/#comment-

7295910552604271829 ) 

http://profmattstrassler.com/articles-and-posts/relativity-space-astronomy-and-cosmology/dark-matter/current-hints-of-dark-matter-413/#comment-56602
http://profmattstrassler.com/articles-and-posts/relativity-space-astronomy-and-cosmology/dark-matter/current-hints-of-dark-matter-413/#comment-56602
http://www.preposterousuniverse.com/blog/2013/09/16/dark-energy-detectives/#comment-7295910552604271829
http://www.preposterousuniverse.com/blog/2013/09/16/dark-energy-detectives/#comment-7295910552604271829
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Comment on "Fiat LUX" at Résonaances blog 
 Written on 3 November 2013 

(See http://resonaances.blogspot.com/2013/10/fiat-lux.html?showComment=1383504047267#c929056730360928392 

) 

 

 

 
 

https://medium.com/@Tienzen/why-are-we-so-totally-blind-638172a93c6b#.ljphea73o , 

 

 http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/08/dark-matter-mystery-no-more-part-2.html , 

http://resonaances.blogspot.com/2013/10/fiat-lux.html?showComment=1383504047267#c929056730360928392
https://medium.com/@Tienzen/why-are-we-so-totally-blind-638172a93c6b#.ljphea73o
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/08/dark-matter-mystery-no-more-part-2.html
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https://www.facebook.com/tienzen.gong/posts/795939947165385 , 

 

 

 

 

Barked up the wrong trees (String M-theory and SUSY) 
Written on September 19, 2013 

(See http://profmattstrassler.com/2013/09/16/a-quantum-gravity-cosmology-conference/#comment-85988 ) 

 

A post (from Professor Matt Strassler‘s blog) covers almost the entire frontier of physics; the quantum gravity, the 

supergravity, the black holes (including the firewall problem) and cosmic inflation. But, most importantly, it is about the  

following comments, “Susskind stated clearly his view that string theory, as currently understood, does not appear to 

provide a complete picture of how quantum gravity works. … It’s remarkable to hear Susskind, who helped invent string 

theory over 40 years ago, say this so forcefully.”  

 

The Apple Boy was truly moved by this comment and had a discussion with his G-grandmother. 

 

Apple Boy: The M-theory and SUSY were the only two huge trees in the physics forest for the past 45 years. Now, 

someone (including the original tree planter) finally admit that they have barked up the wrong trees. Especially when 

this is reported by a great physicist Matt Strassler, it will be truly a genuine news. Hi, G-grandmother, what do you think 

about this quantum gravity and black hole issues? 

G-grandmother: Oh, they are deeply entangled with the quantum principle, you know. The only way to resolve these 

issues must first get the bottom of the quantum principle, as I said last time that it is *the* issue.  Which one of the two 

cases below is the correct answer? 

1. Quantum principle (fundamental) causes the nonzero vacuum energy (emergent). 

2. Nonzero vacuum energy (fundamental) causes the quantum principle (emergent). 

 

Apple Boy: I can obviously see some differences between the two cases. But, what is the big deal? 

G-grandmother: Huge, huge. There are huge differences in three tiers. 

First, in case 1, the size of vacuum energy is controlled by the quantum fluctuations, that is, it can be any size depending 

upon the moods of the quantum daddy. On the other hand, in case 2, the vacuum energy is set by the fiber-structure of 

the space-time field, and the quantum fluctuations are the squires of the vacuum energy master. 

 

Apple Boy: What is the fiber-structure of the space-time field? I have never heard about this before. 

G-grandmother: Oh, this is the second tier huge difference. When we see quantum principle as the fundamental, we 

block the true fundamental (the space-time field) from our view.  It is the *fiber* of the space-time field gives rise to 

quantum principle. 

 

Apple Boy: Well, it is great. But, so what? By following your saying, the quantum principle is correct, and it is a great tool 

for solving physics problems. Do we need to know the fiber of the space-time filed? As far as I know that no one on this 

Earth knows about it? That is, even if *you* tell us the answer, no one will believe you. How can you convince anyone 

that your fiber story is correct if you do know the answer? 

https://www.facebook.com/tienzen.gong/posts/795939947165385
http://profmattstrassler.com/2013/09/16/a-quantum-gravity-cosmology-conference/#comment-85988
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G-grandmother:  Wow, boy, you really got me. I have never thought about the issue of convincing others. Well, you have 

been driving for many hours. How far away from home now? I got to take a break for thinking about that challenge. 

 

Apple boy: Only 14.15 miles from our driveway now. Just relax, no big deal. 

G-grandmother:  Wow, how can you get the distance so accurately? 

 

Apple boy: GPS. With GPS you know. About 30 satellites orbiting the Earth, and they together can calculate the location 

of every point on Earth and can give out the precise distance between any points on Earth. 

G-grandmother:  Oh, I know, I know now. When I came down from upstairs, I did see some metal balls flying around in 

space, peeking on some *landmarks*.  That is, the landmarks. As long as they know their own positions relating to those 

landmarks, they can calculate the location of every point on Earth. But, it is plagiarism, the violation of the copyrights, 

you know. It was the precise way that the *Nature-master* used for constructing the fiber-structure of the space-time 

field.  

 

Apple boy: Very interesting. There is a landmark for the space-time field. How many landmarks the Nature-master needs 

for his work? GPS uses many landmarks, you know. 

G-grandmother:  One, just one. Nature-master has three crowns; Omnipresent, Omnipotent, Omniscience. So, he needs 

just one which is eternally accurate, not shakable by any external forces (good or evil).  

 

Apple boy: Wow, what is it? What is its name? Where is it located? 

G-grandmother:  Name? Oh, no name. Nature-master did not give it a name. But, your brother told me a while back, it is 

called Alpha [α (electron fine structure constant)], a pure number which cannot be changed by any external force. With 

that eternal landmark, the Nature-master made three *rulers*; ħ (Planck constant),   c (light speed) and electric charge. 

With the reference point anchored (the landmark), he used these three rulers to map out the space-time field. By the 

way, being very lazy, the Nature-master made two auxiliary landmarks; the Cabibbo and Weinberg angles. 

 

Apple boy: Well, it is a truly interesting story. But, how can you or the Nature-master convince anyone that it is the 

correct story. 

G-grandmother:  Backward, go backward. Only with the correct fiber structure, one can *calculate* (derive) those 

landmarks. So, anyone who can derive Alpha is having the correct knowledge of the fiber of the space-time field. 

 

Apple boy:  I just checked the Wikipedia now, and it says that no one is able to calculate the Alpha. That is, we got back 

to the ground zero after all. There is no hope of getting any answer for those great issues; the quantum gravity, black 

holes. 

G-grandmother:  Oh, no, no. Your brother showed me an equation about how to calculate the Alpha a while back (see 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/alpha-fine-structure-constant-mystery.html ). I hate math, you know. So, I asked 

an 8th grader to check that equation out. The number comes out exactly correct. As he knows no physics at all, he won’t 

even know how to mess up the calculation. So, I am quite confident about that equation. By the way, what is Wikipedia? 

You seemingly take it as Gospels.  Why does it not list that equation? 

 

Apple boy: You are really outdated. Now is 21st century, you know. A correct equation is often not politic correct. Not 

correct in physics or in calculation is no big deal. Not correct politically is a major sin. My brother’s equation must be 

not correct politically. But, I think that there is another way to resolve those issues. Now, the dark mass and dark energy 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/alpha-fine-structure-constant-mystery.html
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are two greatest mysteries in physics. When they two are resolved, all other issues will be resolved too. Don’t you think? 

By the way, what is the third tier difference? 

G-grandmother:  Boy, you are definitely correct. But, they are not mysteries but two pieces great *cakes*. About the 

third tier difference, embarrassing, very embarrassing… 

 

The next day, 

Apple Boy: Hi, G-grandmother, your landmark and the fiber of space-time ideas are not appreciated by a commenter 

duffieldjohn, he says, “Thus α depends upon the energy at which it is measured, increasing with increasing energy, and 

is considered an effective or running coupling constant.” Professor Matt Strassler also says that “You need to unify at 

least hypercharge and weak isospin with gravity if you want to play that game.” What do you say? 

 

G-grandmother:  duffieldjohn’s saying is not wrong. When someone took pictures of me, those pictures are all different. 

I don’t even recognize that some of them are truly me. Many of them confused about me (the true me) from those 

pictures from some paparazzi. It must be a similar situation for that landmark α (Alpha).  Yesterday, I talked about only 

two points. 

The fiber of space-time field is the fundamental while the quantum principle is the emergent. 

The fiber-structure of the space-time field was laid out with a landmark as the key reference. 

If they agree with these two points, the other nitty-gritty does not concern me. If the Nature-master used a different 

landmark, it will be just fine with me. Matt’s comment really hits the point. But, it is so big an issue and cannot be 

discussed with a few comments, you know. We need to do some preparations for that huge, huge feast. Furthermore, I 

have heard that gravity was described in many different ways; by Newton, Einstein, quantum gravity, supergravity, etc... 

How can gravity be unified with anything else if it itself is a pile of marbles. Thus, first, we must know exactly what 

gravity is.  The dark mass and dark energy play a big part in gravity. So, this unification issue can be started from these 

two issues. Most importantly, these two issues are more clearly defined by the Planck CMB data, that is, there are 

*numbers* to be checked with, and we won’t go into the tongue in cheek arguing. 

 

Apple Boy:  In the article “Storm in Ice Cube (Résonaances)”, it says that a PeV dark matter candidate was discovered. I 

think that the dark matter issue will be resolved very soon. 

G-grandmother:  Oh, that will be truly nice.  {Pev x N (numbers of it in the universe)/visible matter = 5.3526}, then they 

got it. Maybe their model is a bit more complicated than that, but this is the basic idea. The dark matter issue is very 

simple, you know, as the ratio is known from the Planck’s data to be 5.3526, a very simple number to check with. But, I 

have peeked into the Nature-master’s file box for dark matter, I did not see any Pev type dark matter in there. Is any 

known physics model predicting a Pev dark matter? Or someone has to come up one in a hurry? 

 

Apple Boy: It sounds simple enough with the ratio known. That the one who can whip up that number in some kind of 

physics equation must be the winner of this puzzle solving game. But, even that dark matter puzzle is solved, I am still 

confused about this mass-charge issue. What the heck is the mass-charge anyway? For electric charge, it is unique, only 

one charge regardless of who is carrying it. Why are here so many mass-charges? 

G-grandmother:  What? I never know that. I was told by the Nature-master zillion years ago that there is one and only 

one mass-charge. Maybe something new has evolved in this universe since my last visit. Can you tell me how many 

different mass-charges there are? 
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Apple Boy:  Oh, G-g-mother, you are really outdated. The up-quark is many times heavier than electron, not to say about 

the e-neutrino. If we use the electron mass as the mass-charge unit, it won’t work for the neutrinos. We just very 

recently discovered that neutrinos also carry mass-charge, you know. 

G-grandmother:  Thanks heaven, boy. I thought that you was talking about something huge and difficult. You just got it 

wrong. Those 48 matter particles all carry different masses, but they are not different mass-charges. Those 48 are 48 

pimples on the mass-charge. Those pimples weight differently, but the mass-charge which they sit on is all the same. 

There is only one mass-charge in this universe. 

 

Apple Boy:   Wow, never heard about this before. How can you convince anyone on Earth about your pimple story? 

G-grandmother:  The number, the dark mass/visible mass ratio number (= 5.3526), from the Planck CMB data. The 

Nature master divided his universe into two dominions; the ocean of energy and the continent of mass.  Then, this 

continent of mass was given to his 48 kids (you call them 48 matter particles) *evenly*, exactly measured by the mass-

charge, you know. Yet, only the youngest generation who takes up the stage (not back stage which houses their anti-

cousins) is horsing around and making a lot of sparks. The two older generations are stay put inside without giving out 

any lights. By the way, although the neutrino is also out playing, but it does not giving out lights neither, being too shy, 

you know. So, the dark/visible ratio = [41 x (100 – w) % /7]. 

 

Apple Boy: What is the *w* in the equation? 

 G-grandmother:  Statistics, the out-of-bound statistics. Many balls went out of bound and disturbed those old folks who 

do give out lights when disturbed. If we choose w = 9, then the dark/visible ratio = 5.33, and it fits the Planck data 

perfectly. 

 

 Apple Boy:  How about the mass of W, Z bosons and gluons? 

G-grandmother:   Oh, no. The land right in the dominion is only giving to the legitimate kids (the matter particles) of 

Nature master. Those bosons and gluons are workers, already counted in their landlord’s account, as they themselves 

have no mass-land rights. The different apparent mass for the different landlord is as different name tags for his mass-

territory, a pimple on the mass-charge, so to speak. 

Apple Boy:  Well, even if this is correct, it is only 1/3 of gravity story. How about the dark energy issue? Is it an important 

part of the gravity? As far as I know, it is a true mystery now. 

G-grandmother:   Definitely, dark energy, 2/3 of story. Mystery? Kind of. But, no. But, not today. 

The above is also available at https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/19/barked-up-the-wrong-trees-m-theory-

and-susy/  

     {On June 6, 2016:, the cosmosmagazine published an article [The dark side of the universe 

(https://cosmosmagazine.com/physical-sciences/dark-side-universe-primer )]: Over the past 40 years astronomers have 

realized that everything we can see – all the stars, planets and galaxies – make up less than 5% of the entire universe. 

What is the rest? The short answer is, we have no idea. 

What we do know is there are two gaping holes in our understanding of our universe. As a placeholder, physicists call 

them dark matter and dark energy. 

In a nutshell, dark matter is the invisible stuff which we can only detect from the way its immense gravity moves stars 

and galaxies. 

Dark energy, on the other hand, is the mysterious something causing the universe to expand with ever increasing speed. 

We don’t know if dark matter and dark energy are related – in fact they’re probably two completely different 

phenomena, both called “dark” just because we can’t see them.} 

 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/19/barked-up-the-wrong-trees-m-theory-and-susy/
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/19/barked-up-the-wrong-trees-m-theory-and-susy/
https://cosmosmagazine.com/physical-sciences/dark-side-universe-primer
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This #how2CalculatePlanckCMBdata was published in many prominent physics blog in 2013. Being wrong is a big OK, but 

playing blind and deaf is Bullcrap. Here is the Bullcrap stamp for {mainstream physics’ dark energy/dark mass} stance. 

 

 

 

 

AMS02 hype 
Written on April 4, 2013 

(http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/04/higgs-game-is-over.html ) 

 

CERN did it again, with caveats forever. In the press releases (AMS experiment measures antimatter excess in space, 

http://press.web.cern.ch/press-releases/2013/04/ams-experiment-measures-antimatter-excess-space ) on April 3, 2013, 

CERN said, {These results are consistent with the positrons originating from the annihilation of dark matter particles in 

space, but not yet sufficiently conclusive to rule out other explanations. ... said AMS spokesperson, Samuel Ting. “Over 

the coming months, AMS will be able to tell us conclusively whether these positrons are a signal for dark matter, or 

whether they have some other origin”.} 

Note (added on December 29, 2016): On December 8, 2016, three and a half years after the {Over the coming months}, 

AMS02 gave a five year report, HINTING for a dark matter (particle) in their data. 

One, the actual data has a sharp drop (character for dark matter annihilation) in comparison to the pulsar profile. 

 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/04/higgs-game-is-over.html
http://press.web.cern.ch/press-releases/2013/04/ams-experiment-measures-antimatter-excess-space
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The above charts are total bullcraps even for a grade school kid. Pulsar profile is very much known. If there is a dark-

matter-particle-annihilation at ‘one place’ on (overlaps) that profile line, there should be a blip (excess) over the pulsar 

profile, not a drop. 

 

Two, the anti-proton (nothing to do with pulsar) data is very much match the dark matter-annihilation curve which is 

significantly higher than the background expectation. 

 

 
 

But the background experts say that AMS02’s background calculation is wrong. Its data actually fits the correct 

background calculation very well, see graph below. 
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In addition to the above, there is a fundamental method to sort this issue out. 

The Planck CMB data is now DERIVED (calculated). In this calculation, there is a DARK FLOW; that is, the anti-proton and 

position (the AMS02 data) are parts of this dark flow. AMS02 data can be very helpful on verifying that the dark flow 

(anti-particles + G2 + G3) is about 9%. 

 

Any speculation on a new ‘particle’ which goes beyond the known 48 fermions is just a total nonsense. Although not yet 

making an official announcement on the discovering of ‘dark matter particle’, AMS02’s attempt is very much on the 

edge of being a Bullcrap. 
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Chapter three: Where is the beef? 
 

 
 

 

 

String unification 

Prequark Chromodynamics  
Written in 1992 by  

(see http://www.prequark.org/ ) 

 
Standard Model is a phenomenological construction, without a theoretical base to describe its particle zoo. On the other 
hand, Prequark Chromodynamics is a LANGUAGE which describes the SM particle zoo. 
In Prequark Chromodynamics, quarks and leptons are described with prequark-language [Angultron (carries 1/3 electric 
charge) and Vacutron (vacuum)]. This Prequark Chromodynamics provides three very important results. 

1. Many well-known processes (such as moun decay and neutron decay) can be understood in a much better way. 
2. Why does proton have an incredible longer lifetime than the age of the universe? 
3. Both proton and neutron are, in fact, universal Turing computers.  That is, they can give rise to biological life. 

 
• I: Prequark Representations 
• II: Examples of Prequark Chromodynamics 
• III: Proton's stability and its decay mode 
• IV: Experimental evidence 
• V: Prequark string Model gives rise to biological life (see Chapter fifteen, p329) 
• VI: Why Prequark Superstring Model? 
• Frequently Asked Questions 

http://www.prequark.org/
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I: Prequark representations 

In Quantum Chromodynamics, the fundamental elementary particles are described with the graph below. 

 
 

 
There are also three quark colors. In Prequark LANGUAGE, these three colors can be represented as three seats. For 
each seat, it can be either empty (Vacutron) or occupied (Angultron). Thus, only four different kinds of particles can be 
formed: 

1. A particle with all seats occupied by Angultrons carries one unit of electric charge, and it is named positron. 
2. A particle with two seats occupied by Angultrons carries 2/3 units of electric charge, and it is named UP quark. 
3. A particle with one seat occupied by an anti-Angultron carries -1/3 units of electric charge, and it is named Down 

quark. 
4. A particle with no seat occupied by Angultron carries zero units of electric charge, and it is named neutrino. 

Furthermore, for a given quark, there are three ways to arrange the seating (as line-string), and each way is 
distinguishable from others. I have chosen three color labels to identify these differences. So, two quarks (Up and Down) 
evolve into six distinguishable quarks. The entire present universe is constructed with these eight elementary particles 
(six quarks and two leptons). 
Again, in Prequark Chromodynamics, there are three generations of quarks. These three generations are identified with 
three numbers, 1, 2 and 3. The prequark representations for those elementary particles are listed in table I and table II. 

Table I: Prequark Representation for Leptons 

Generation Particle name Prequark Representation Colors Electric Charge 

1st Electron    -(A, A, A1)   colorless    one (1) 

1st Neutrino     (V, V, V1)   colorless     0 

2nd Muon     -(A, A, A2)   colorless     one (1) 

2nd Muon neutrino     (V, V, V2)   colorless      0 

3rd Tau     -(A, A, A3)    colorless     one (1) 

3rd Tau neutrino      (V, V, V3)    colorless      0 
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Table II: Prequark Representation for Quarks 

Generation  Particle name Red  Yellow   Blue Electric Charge 

1st Up quark (V, A, A1)   (A, V, A1)    (A, A, V1)        2/3 

1st Down quark -(A, V, V1)   -(V, A, V1)    -(V, V, A1)       -1/3 

2nd Charm quark (V. A. A2)   (A, V, A2)    (A, A, V2)        2/3 

2nd Strange quark -(A, V, V2)   -(V, A, V2)    -(V, V, A2)        -1/3 

3rd Top quark (V, A, A3)   (A, V, A3)     (A, A, V3)         2/3 

3rd Bottom quark -(A, V, V3)   -(V, A, V3)    -(V, V, A3)        -1/3 

 
Three notions shall be mentioned here. 
First, the quark color corresponds to a special seating arrangement. I have chosen the first seat to be red, yellow for the 
second seat, blue for the third. The quark color is identified by the seat's color which is occupied by a minority prequark. 
For example, V is the minority prequark in (V, A, A1), and it sits on the red seat; so (V, A, A1) has a red color. (V, A, V1) is 
yellow because the minority prequark A sits on the yellow seat. The prequarks (A or V) themselves are colorless. 
 
Second, quark colors obey the complementary rules:  
a) R + Y + B = White (colorless),  
b) R + Y = anti-B, etc. 
 
Third, the generation of a quark or a lepton is represented by a number, 1, 2 or 3. For convenience, the generation 
numbers are attached on the third seat. The prequarks and seats have no generation.  

 

II: Examples of Prequark Chromodynamics 

 

a: Neutron Beta Decay 

When neutron comes out of a nucleus and becomes a free neutron, it decays into one electron, one proton and one 

electron anti-neutrino. 

 

n = e + p + v (e) bar 

 

Now, I will discuss this neutron decay process in terms of the Standard Model first. 

 
 Frame 1: The neutron (charge = 0) made up of up, down, down quarks. 
 Frame 2: One of the down quarks is transformed into an up quark. Since the down quark has charge of -1/3 and 

the up quark has a charge of 2/3: this process is mediated by a virtual (W-) particle, which carries away a (-1) 
charge (thus charge is conserved!) 

 Frame 3: with an emitted W-, the neutron now has become a proton. 
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 Frame 4: An electron and antineutrino emerge from the virtual (W-) boson. 
 Frame 5: The proton, electron, and the antineutrino move away from one another. 

Note: This Standard Model was download from the www.pdg.lbl.gov web site in 1998. 
 
In Prequark Chromodynamics, there are three important principles: 

1. All elementary particles (quarks, leptons and prequarks) cannot be viewed as an isolated entity. It is a part of 
space-time the same as the glider is a part of the Go board. That is, particles will have interaction with space-
time. 

2. Vacuum can, indeed, turns into particles, but they must come in pairs, the particle and antiparticle pair to be 
exact. 

3. Although a u-quark can turn into a d-quark in the Standard Model via weak current, in this prequark theory, a (u 
- u bar) quark pair turn into a (d - d bar) pair, and vice versa. 

 

The diagram below consists four detailed steps for neutron [u (blue), d (-red), d (-yellow)] decay. 

 

 First, a virtue (d - d bar) pair is squeezed out from space-time vacuum when neutron comes out a nucleus. 
 Second, this neutron captures this virtue (d - d bar) pair to form a five quark mixture. 
 Third, a (d (blue), -d (-yellow)) quark pair is transformed into a (u (yellow), -u (-blue)) quark pair. 
 Finally, this five quark mixture decays into a proton (u (blue), u (yellow), d (-red)), an electron and an electron 

anti-neutrino. 
 

 
 

 

Note: This graph and description is quoted from the book {Super Unified Theory, ISBN 9780916713010, and US 

Copyright number TX 1–323–231}.  
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The above diagram not only verifies the old theory that neutron decays into a proton, an electron, and an electron anti-

neutrino, but it gives much more detailed information of how exactly this process works than Standard Model does. 

1. Prequark model shows the detailed quark color interaction and quark color conservation while the Standard 
Model does not address this issue explicitly. 

2. Prequark model shows the detailed quark and space-time interaction while the Standard Model used a d-quark 
to u-quark transformation concept which is acceptable on phenomenology but undesirable on theoretical 
ground. 

3. Prequark Model shows the detailed internal structure of (W-) particle, including its internal color interaction and 
its decaying process while the Standard Model does not provide any of these. 

4. Prequark Model shows the detail of the ‘Vacuum Boson (VB)’ transformation and predicts that the mass of VB = 
{Vacuum energy divided by 2} + {a push over energy (vacuum fluctuation)} = 125.46 +/- … Gev. 

 
Yet, the Prequark Model is much simpler than the Standard Model. In short, this diagram of Prequark Model of neutron 
decay verifies the validity of the Prequark Chromodynamics.  
 

b: Muon decay 

The generations are also colors (genecolors). They obey the color complementary rules, such as 2 is the complement of 
(1, 3) and 3 the complement of (1, 2). In the 1st order, genecolor 2 can be represented as (1, 3); in the 2nd order it can 
be represented as (1, (1, 2)). Table III shows the genecolors representation in terms of complementary rules. 
 

Table III: Complementary representation for genecolors 

Genecolor 1st order 2nd order 2nd order (simplified) 

1   (2, 3)    (2, (1, 2))              (2, 1, 2) 

2   (1, 3)    (1, (1, 2))              (1, 1, 2) 

3   (1, 2)    (1, (1, 3))              (1, 1, 3) 

 
In fact, the muon decay is caused entirely by this genecolor dynamics. Muon will decay into electron, electron neutrino 
and muon neutrino. That is, muon - (A, A, A2) becomes 
electron -(A, A, A1),  
electron anti-neutrino -(V, V, V1) and  
muon neutrino (V, V, V2).  
 
Obviously, the total Angultrons are conserved. The seemingly non-conservation of Vacutrons are also conserved because 
Vacutron is just a vacuum (nothingness), but the entropy will increase. The most important event in this reaction is the 
transformation of  

genecolor {2 to (1, 1, 2)} 
according to the genecolor complementary rules. Again, the Prequark Model is a better and a simpler model than the 
Standard Model. 
This genecolor charge directly predicts that neutrinos should ‘oscillate’. 
 

III: Proton's stability and its decay mode 

 
The greatest shortcoming of SU(5) (Grand Unified Theory) is the failure of its proton decay prediction. After 20 years (by 
1992) observation, no single proton decay case was recorded. The low limit for the proton lifetime is now set at about 
10^33 years, which is incredibly longer than the age of the universe. 
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It is good news that proton don't decay. Otherwise, lives would have difficulty remaining alive. But, why won't proton 
decay under the current condition? SU(5) (Grand Unified Theory) does not have an answer but the Prequark Model 
does. 

 First, we should review the differences between the two models about the neutron decay. 
o In Standard Model, neutron decay starts out from some probability that one of the down quark of 

neutron transforms into an up quark, which is mediated by a virtual W- boson. 
o In Prequark Model, things are very simple. 

1. The spacetime vacuum energy produces a down quark (d - d bar) pair. 
2. This d - d bar pair captures a down quark of neutron to form a three-quark mixture. 
3. Then, a d - d bar pair transforms into a u - u bar pair (via Vacuum Boson process). 
4. Finally, by exchanging an Angultron and a Vacutron (W-like process) completes the decaying 

process. 
It is the spacetime vacuum energy driving the neutron to decay. 

 Second, the proton decay mode of Prequark Model is shown in graph below. The proton decays into a positron 
and a pion (zero) [a (d - d bar pair)]. This decay mode is significantly different from the neutron decay mode in 
the following ways. 

1. This is an internal decay. That is, it does not require any external helps. 
2. Because it is an internal decaying process, the spacetime vacuum energy can produce zillion pairs of d 

quark or up quark and dance around the proton all day long but still cannot influence the proton 
decaying process one bit. 

3. Although both sides of proton decaying process are electric charge conserved and color charge 
balanced, the left hand side has much lower energy, and thus much more stable. 

4. That the only way to force the left side moves to the right side is when the spacetime vacuum energy 
could capture a proton's quark, that is, a high enough energy to break up the proton. 

5. That is, the Prequark Model can calculate the proton's decay rate with the following equation: 
Proton's decay rate equals the probability that the fluctuation amplitude of spacetime vacuum 
energy equals to the breaking up proton energy.  
Note: This level of spacetime vacuum fluctuation might exist during the Big Bang period. 

 
 
Only by knowing the difference between an internal decaying process (such as the proton decay) from a spacetime 
vacuum energy induced decaying process (such as the neutron decay), the issue of proton's stability can be understood. 
 

 
 

Frequently Asked Questions 

1. Q: How prequark seats are arranged in space? If the seats are arranged in a straight line, it would means that 
color symmetry is broken. If they are arranged in a triangle with equal sides, then one cannot find any difference 

http://www.prequark.org/Prequark.htm#Neu
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among 3 colors. 
A: 

o Quark is a G-string. If quark has only two prequarks, it can only be a straight string. In G-string theory, a 
string can be a straight string or a joined circle (triangle with equal sides). Quark is a line-string, having 
defined q-colors. Only when quarks join as a ring –string, it becomes colorless, such as proton and 
mesons. Lepton by definition is a ring-string. 
Note 1: Traditional Superstring theory does not know the internal structure of quark, but Prequark string 
theory does. 
Note 2: Most of dynamic equations of Superstring (M-) theory works for prequark theory. 

o Quark colors are conserved in the prequark representation of neutron decay. That is, Prequark string 
theory preserves the SU(3) color symmetry. 
Note 3: Both quark colors and genecolors are attributes of prequark seats which are, in fact, space-time. 
That is, all particles (proton or quarks, etc.) are deeply imbedded in or permanently confined to space-
time. 
Note 4: The prequark representation of proton or neutron is very much similar to glider. Gliders roam in 
a two-dimensional world sheet which does not have the anti-particle world. On the contrary, protons or 
neutrons roam in a multi-dimensional world sheet (see question 6). Both particles and anti-particles are 
imbedded in this multi-dimensional world sheet. The internal structure of elementary particles has 7-
dimensions (3 quark colors, 3 genecolors and one colorless color). That is, with the 4 visible space-time 
dimensions, the universe has a total of 11 (4 + 7) dimensions. 

2. Q: In Standard Model, neutron decay is mediated via weak current (W- boson), and W boson has been observed. 
Why does W boson not appear in the prequark representation of neutron decay? 
A: During the -(V, A) exchange, this mixture is W boson. Prequark model gives much more detailed and clear 
picture. 

3. Q: Proton is not composite of only three quarks but includes gluons, spin, electric charges, weak charge, etc. 
A: Spin and electric charges are carried by Angultron. The gluons are consequences of SU(3) color symmetry. As 
long as the SU(3) color symmetry is preserved in the Prequark theory, the gluons are imbedded in it. 

4. Q: Does prequark theory predict any new particles? 
A: Prequark theory see quarks which are composites of prequarks. However, prequarks are not particles in the 
traditional sense, such as proton or quark. As for the traditional particles, prequark theory does not predict any 
new "elementary" particle. Note: Prequark does encompass the ‘vacuum boson’ which is now wrongly named 
as Higgs boson. 

5. Q: Is prequark a particle? 
A: No. Prequark is not a particle in any sense. How can a vacuum (Vacutron) be a particle? Prequark itself is not 
even a string; quark is. Prequarks are attributes of the space-time world sheet. We can view Vacutron as the 
valley bottom of the space-time world sheet, Angultron the summit of the hill. When the two sections (two 
seats) of a space-time string lay on the summit of two hills and one lay on the bottom of the valley, this string is 
an up-quark. If the first section (seat) is on the bottom of the valley, it is a red up-quark, etc... When all three 
sections (seats) of a space-time string lay on the summit of three hills, it is an electron. When all three sections 
of a space-time string lay on the bottom of three valleys, it is a neutrino. See Chapter eight. 

6. Q: How can this space-time world sheet house three generations of particles? 
A: The space-time equation (Equation Zero) demands that time hose (a time-sheet itself) to include the 
imaginary time. It also demands that time quanta cannot be reduced to zero length (a continuous point). That is, 
this time sheet is, in fact, a donut which has one hole at origin and another hole at infinity.  See Chapter four: 
the First Principle. 

 
G-theory again demands that this time quanta moves in an Archimedes spiral fashion to form a time cone which 
again is a donut. That is, the space-time world sheet is formed by two donuts. 
Every donut has the following topological properties: 

http://www.prequark.org/Mphy.htm#Zero
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o It can be viewed as a ball with two punched holes (two poles). And it has two surfaces, the external ball 
surface and the internal ball surface. The internal ball surface could be hidden from view. 

o  There is a four (4) color theorem for balls. That is, all variations (or events) on ball surface can be 
identified with 4 colors. For a donut, three additonal colors are needed for the internal ball surface.  

In G-theory, the time is a the time-hose, a the first donut, and its internal surface contains three quark colors. 

The time-hose "forms" a second donut, and its external surface contains three genecolors. See Chapter four: the 

First Principle. 

 

 
 

The holes link this world sheet to Nothingness which must also be counted as one dimension, the colorlessness 

demanded by the color complementary rule. Thus, the space-time world sheet has a total of eleven (11) 

dimensions (4 visible space-time dimensions, 3 quark colors, 3 genecolors [generations], and one colorlessness 

dimension). The graphs below are the summary of above concepts 

7. Q: How can this space-time world sheet make up with or by two donuts? Can these 11 dimensions be visualized 
in terms of geometry instead of quark colors? 
A: See Chapter twelve. 

8. Q: Why should the time quanta be like a garden hose? 
A: The Schrodinger equation has the space symmetry. When Dirac rewrote it into two first order equations, he 
predicted the anti-particles. If Schrodinger equation also has time symmetry, the imaginary time must be 
introduced. Again, if time is a quanta, it cannot be reduced to zero, a continuous point, that is, the origin of time 
sheet must have a hole. Thus, time quanta must be like a garden hose.  

9. Q: Regardless of what prequarks really are, they form a great notation system for quark model. But, what is the 
benefit to have a new notation system for an old model? 
A: One of the 11 dimension of the space-time world sheet is E (nothingness) which is not clearly identified by 
and with Quark Model, but the Vacutron (the vacuum, the nothingness) clearly represents it in Prequark 
Superstring model.      

10. Q: Can we, then, reduce Prequark system (V, A) to a simpler binary (0, 1) system? 
A: Vacutron is identical to 0. However, Angultron is a bit more complicated than 1. Angultron is a trisected angle. 
It will take forever to trisect an angle. Thus, Angultron is a dynamic process which causes everybody's head spin. 
Very funny, we do call it spin. When this spin h(bar) moves with light speed in time, it expresses electric charge. 
The residual binding energy (resulted from mixing angles) of those prequarks is expressed as mass, although the 
mass of prequarks cannot be defined. 
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11. Q: What are new in Prequark string theory comparing to the other theories? 
A: 

o Quark has internal structure, made of prequarks. 
o Quark colors are attributes of prequark seats which have SU(3) color symmetry.  
o Quark generations are new color charges. 
o Superstring (M-) theory does not know the internal structure of quark, but Prequark theory does. 
o The prequark representation of proton and neutron is the base for building a Turing computer according 

to Conway's theory, that is, prequark theory could make a new breakthrough on the issue of the rise of 
biological life in terms of physics laws. 

 

Prequark theory was developed in 1979. The first draft of the manuscript was sent for peer reviews in early 1980. The 

following is a partial list of those reveiwers. RD (review date) is the date they sent back their review. 

1. J.D. Jackson, Chairman of physics dept., University of California, Berkeley, RD (Review Date) January 22, 1980 
2. Richard P. Feynman, CIT, RD: October 6, 1980 
3. F. Bary Malik, Chairman of Physics Dept., Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, RD: August 22, 1980 
4. Alan Berman, Director of Naval Research Laboratory, RD: August 15, 1980 
5. W. M. Reid, Vice-President of College of Cape Breton, Canada, RD: March 26, 1982 
6. D. B. Trauger, Associate Director, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, RD: April 1, 1982 
7. The Physics Teacher, Clifford Swartz, RD: July 8, 1982 
8. George E. Duvall, Washington State University, Pullman, RD: November 8, 1982 
9. Edwin J. Prior, NASA, Langley Research Center, RD: December 17, 1982 
10. John J. Gassner, Department of the Army, RD: April 7, 1983 
11. Elmer Nussbaum, Taylor University, Upland, Indiana, RD: April 29, 1983 
12. Sidney D. Drell, Stanford University, SLAC, RD: July 7, 1983 
13. Progress of Theoretical Physics, Kyoto University, Japan, RD: July 18, 1983 
14. The Physical Review D, D. Nordstrom, RD: October 15, 1983 
15. Science Digest, Frances Bishop, RD: October 31, 1983 
16. Reviews of Modern Physics, David Pine, RD: November 30, 1983 

 

In 1984, the Prequark Theory was developed as "Super Unified Theory" which was published in April 1984; {Super 

Unified Theory: by Tienzen (Jeh-Tween) Gong, 1984. Library of Congress Catalog Card Number 84-90325, ISBN 0-

916713-02-4 or ISBN 978-0916713010}. It is listed at Amazon,  

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0916713016/qid=1123750002/sr=1-2/ref=sr_1_2/102-8336886-

8690517?v=glance&s=books   

 

 

BaryonGenesis 
 

BaryonGenesis is the biggest mystery in modern physics. In #how2CalculatePlanckCMBdata, I have showed that anti-

matter is right HERE in this universe, playing an important role as dark mass. Here, I will give a direct description of why 

anti-matter is right here in THIS universe. 

 

BaryonGenesis, the master-key of all mysteries 
Written on December 3, 2013 

(see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/12/baryongenesis-master-key-of-all.html ) 

 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0916713016/qid=1123750002/sr=1-2/ref=sr_1_2/102-8336886-8690517?v=glance&s=books
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0916713016/qid=1123750002/sr=1-2/ref=sr_1_2/102-8336886-8690517?v=glance&s=books
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/12/baryongenesis-master-key-of-all.html
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In the article “Fundamental Physics 2013: What is the Big Picture? (by Philip Gibbs, on November 26, 2013)”, it wrote, 

{The discovery of the Higgs boson marks a watershed moment for fundamental physics. The standard model is complete 

but many mysteries remain. Most notably the following questions are unanswered and appear to require new physics 

beyond the standard model: 

What is dark matter? 

What is the mechanism that led to matter dominating over anti-matter? The BaryonGenesis. 

… etc.} 

 

This list shows the predicament of current status of physics. But, if we can resolve some key issues, all other issues will 

fall into its right spot automatically. One such a key issue is the baryongenesis. 

 

In the standard cosmology, it roughly has three periods. 

i.       Inflationary period 

ii.      Big bang (opaque) period 

iii.     Matter dominant (transparent, dark mass/dark energy) period 

 

In fact, by resolving the baryongenesis, all other issues will be resolved automatically. In the article, “More Cosmic 

Accounting And Some Speculations On Matter-Antimatter Asymmetry (by Andrew, on November 27, 2013, 

http://dispatchesfromturtleisland.blogspot.com/2013/11/more-cosmic-accounting-and-some.html )”, it wrote, "The 

trouble is that if you start with B=0 and L=0, as you would expect to in a Big Bang comprised initially of pure energy, it is 

hard to determine how you end up with the observed values of B and L in the universe which are so far from zero. … 

we should pay more attention to possibilities in which baryon asymmetry exists in the initial conditions of the universe 

at the time of the Big Bang. Baryon asymmetry at that moment supports, for example, scenarios in which there is a 

cyclical Big Bounce with SM sphaelron process taking place each cycle ...". 

 

At here, Andrew points out two very important points. 

a.      The period of zero (0) to non-zero transformation (the creation) 

b.      The possible solution is the cycling universes. 

 

Andrew indeed has a good intuition. But, it is easier to show the answers with a reverse order, beginning from the issue 

of baryongenesis, then back to the creation. In G-strings (http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/08/24/g-string-and-

dark-energy/ ), the ordinary matter and anti-matter are having G-string (Prequark) representations as below. 

 

Note: the following was also posted at http://putnamphil.blogspot.com/2014/06/a-final-post-for-now-

on-whether-quine.html?showComment=1403375810880#c249913231636084948  

 

One G-string (a, b, c) has eight (8) strings. 

String 1 = (V, A, A 1) = {1st , red, 2/3 e, ½ ħ} = red up quark. 

String 2 = (A, V, A 1) = {1st , yellow, 2/3 e, ½ ħ} = yellow up quark. 

String 3 = (A, A, V 1) = {1st , blue, 2/3 e, ½ ħ} = blue up quark. 

 

String 4 = (A, V, V 1) = {1st , red, 1/3 e, ½ ħ} = red anti-down quark. 

String 5 = (V, A, V 1) = {1st , yellow, 1/3 e, ½ ħ} = yellow anti-down quark. 

String 6 = (V, V, A 1) = {1st , blue, 1/3 e, ½ ħ} = blue anti-down quark. 

http://dispatchesfromturtleisland.blogspot.com/2013/11/more-cosmic-accounting-and-some.html
http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/08/24/g-string-and-dark-energy/
http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/08/24/g-string-and-dark-energy/
http://putnamphil.blogspot.com/2014/06/a-final-post-for-now-on-whether-quine.html?showComment=1403375810880#c249913231636084948
http://putnamphil.blogspot.com/2014/06/a-final-post-for-now-on-whether-quine.html?showComment=1403375810880#c249913231636084948
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String 7 = (A, A, A 1) = {1st , colorless, 1 e, ½ ħ} = positron. 

String 8 = (V, V, V 1) = {1st , colorless, 0 e, ½ ħ} = positron-neutrino. 

 

Obviously, these eight (8) strings are unable to produce neither proton nor neutron. That is, Nature needs another 

string, the anti-G-string [-(a, b, c)]. Again, it has eight (8) strings. 

 

String  9 = - (V, A, A 1) = {1st , red, -2/3 e, ½ ħ} = red anti-up quark. 

String 10 = - (A, V, A 1) = {1st , yellow, -2/3 e, ½ ħ} = yellow anti-up quark. 

String 11 = - (A, A, V 1) = {1st , blue, -2/3 e, ½ ħ} = blue anti-up quark. 

 

String 12 = - (A, V, V 1) = {1st , red, -1/3 e, ½ ħ} = red down quark. 

String 13 = - (V, A, V 1) = {1st , yellow, -1/3 e, ½ ħ} = yellow down quark. 

String 14 = - (V, V, A 1) = {1st , blue, -1/3 e, ½ ħ} = blue down quark. 

 

String 15 = - (A, A, A 1) = {1st , colorless, -1 e, ½ ħ} = electron. 

String 16 = - (V, V, V 1) = {1st , colorless, 0 e, ½ ħ} = electron-neutrino. 

 

 
 

With this G-string representation,  one Line-string (a, b, c), it can produce “8” distinguishable strings, {3 up-quark-like, 3 

“anti”-down-quark-like, one positron-like, one positron-neutrino-like}. That is, the up quark and down quark must come 

from two different G-Line-strings (one matter-string and the other anti-matter-string).  Thus, if we want to produce a 

proton-like string (a ring-string), we need “8” more “anti”-strings which produce the *down quark". Now, we have two 

very important consequences. 

i. In G-theory (Prequark), matter (proton, neutron, etc.) needs parts from both the matter-like and the anti-

matter-like strings {Line string (a, b, c) and Line string - (a, b, c)}. Thus, the anti-matter is the necessary 

partner co-exist with the matter simultaneously, such as, there are zillions of quarks and anti-quarks co-

exist in proton simultaneously. That is, the matter and anti-matter are entangled in this G-string 

representation.  
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ii. In order to form a proton-like string, we need “16” G-strings as the “domain”. So, Neff = 48/16 =3. 

As the anti-matter is a co-existing partner of matter, the dark mass calculation must account the anti-matter together 

with the matter in the equation, and that calculation fits the Planck CMB data perfectly (see the “Pimple Model” at 

http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/25/dark-energy-mystery-no-more/ ). Furthermore, the cryptic relationships 

between the experimentally measured Standard Model constants can also be understood (see “Litmus test for the final 

physics” at http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/04/litmus-test-for-final-physics.html ). 

 

Note: The most common critic on my articles is that it lacks testable phenomenological consequences. I will rebut it with 

two points. 

One: The G-string is an axiom system.  And in its axiomatic base, it contains *NO* known physics, neither theoretical 

physics (such as, quantum principle or General Relativity) nor any experimental data (such as Standard Model particle 

zoo, or its free parameters).  

 

Two: Yet, this G-string representation has *predicted* or *produced* (as the direct consequences) the followings. 

a.      The Standard Model particle zoo  

b.      The Planck data for dark mass and dark energy 

c.       The cryptic relationships between the experimentally measured Standard Model constants 

d.      The Baryongenesis 

e.      The rest mass rising mechanism (see http://www.prequark.org/Gravity.htm ) 

f.        providing a bio-computer (see chapter fifteen) 

g.       Many others 

 

What kind of phenomenological consequences should be demanded in addition to the above? Nature sits here silently, 

blocking all detour attempts. No one can go over, go under and go around it. There is no other pathway to enter into the 

courtyard of Nature. Yet, we get one *KEY*, we unlock all locks. This baryongenesis key is such a master-key. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/25/dark-energy-mystery-no-more/
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/04/litmus-test-for-final-physics.html
http://www.prequark.org/Gravity.htm
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Chapter four: the First Principle 
 

I have showed the following two #how2, 

#how2CalculateAlpha 

#how2CalculatePlanckCMBdata 

And produced the Standard Model particle zoo. 

 

These two are two sets of pure numbers. There is absolutely no argument point about that (137.0359…) should and 

must be equal to (137.0359…). If anyone who cannot accept this, there is absolutely no reason for him to waste his time 

to read this book any further. 

 

Of course, one can challenge the above (previous three chapters) by invoking the ‘Litmus Criterion (LC)’: all those three 

derivations (calculations) must be based on the same ‘principle’. If they fail on LC, they will simply be ‘bullcraps’. 

 

 
 

This ‘first principle’ is all about a “Perfect Symmetry”, which is expressed as the {Real/Ghost symmetry}, an infinity to 

finite transformation. The ghost point is an infinity; the {ball/without the ghost point} is a finitude. The detail of this will 

be discussed in Chapter twenty-one:  Law of Creation. 

 

Then, this {Real/Ghost symmetry} is manifested as a ‘time-hose’: at every point (t), it is in fact Timeless = {+t, -t, +it, -it}. 

That is, nothingness remains as nothingness. 
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The movement of this ‘time-hose’ forms 11-dimensions. 

 

 
 

Of course, the major issue is how to CREATE this universe {with fermion zoo, structure parameters and life} from this 

‘First Principle’. Without showing the detailed mechanisms, all the above are just bullcraps. 

 

How can ‘nothingness’ be defined? Is any definition of ‘nothingness’ automatically destroying the ‘nothingness’? Well, 

there is no point to argue this philosophically. We should simply review Nature’s definition and check whether that 

definition meets the reality (observations) and the Litmus Criterion. 

 

Nature defines ‘nothingness’ with two points. 

One, timelessness: a Real-time is just a PART of timelessness. 

Two, immutability: any mutable order/chaos is just a ‘bubble’ in the immutable ocean. 

 

From the timelessness, Nature produces the equation (0) 

                 {Delta S = (i^n1, i^n2, i^n3) x C x Delta T} ------ Equation 0 

This is totally different from the mainstream physics. 
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Giving rise to Fermion particle zoo 
--- the timelessness pathway 

April 30, 2012 

(See http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/48-exact-number-for-number-of.html ) 

 

Many physicists believe that the Higgs boson is the last “elementary” particle which will be discovered. Many more 

physicists are patiently waiting for the discovery of a whole set of s-particles. Then, there are someone still believing that 

there are 4th generation of quarks and leptons. Of course, these questions will be answered by the LHC data one day, 

perhaps. Yet, can these questions be answered in this AP (Axiomatic Physics, see 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/lhc-end-of-old-physics-epistemology.html )? The answer is a big Yes. There are 

only 48 elementary fermions exactly, no more or less. 

 

In this AP, the space-time is not an egg-laying hen but is with a definite structure which is described with the equation 

below. 

          Delta S = N * C * (Delta T) 

                        = (i^n1, i^n2, i^n3) * C * (Delta T) ..................... Equation zero 

 

The n1, n2 and n3 can take the numbers {1, 2, 3 or 4}. That is, this N (trait matrix) describes a 64 state set (4 x 4 x 4 = 64). 

The inner-product (IP) of each pair states can be of one of the four values {+/- 1, +/- 3}. 

 

That is, this inner product (IP) of N gives rise to two groups with two sub-groups each. 

                a. Positive (32 dimensions) 

                           1. When IP = +1 (24 dimensions or states) 

                           2. When IP = +3 (8 dimensions or states) 

                b. Negative (32 dimensions) 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/48-exact-number-for-number-of.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/lhc-end-of-old-physics-epistemology.html
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                           1. When IP = -1 (24 dimensions or states) 

                           2. When IP = -3 (8 dimensions or states) 

 

Why should n1, n2 and n3 take the numbers {1, 2, 3 or 4}? It is because that “time” has four dimensions in this AP, {+/- t, 

+/- it}. 

 

Why are there three seats in N? I discussed this in my previous posts and will discuss it again soon. Yet, I will skip this 

question for now. 

 

In {Prequark Chromodynamics, http://www.prequark.org/ }, on the rock bottom of this AP universe, there are two 

Prequark charges; [V (Vacutron), the vacuum] and [A (Angultron), an innate angle]. With these two charges and three 

seats, only four different kinds of states (or particles) can be formed, and I have given them the names of u- or d-quark 

and electron or neutrino. The fact that they have the same names as the known quarks and leptons is purely incidental. 

 

When the seating arrangement (as line-string) is distinguishable for the four particles above, the two quarks above will 

become six distinguishable quarks (could be identified with three colors). Thus, the four states (or particles) above 

become 8 distinguishable states (or particles). 

 

As there are 24 states when IP = +1, there can be three groups of states (or particles), as 24/8 = 3. When IP = 3, those 

states (8 of them) are not particles but are spacetime vacuum in this AP. 

 

Thus, in this AP (Axiomatic Physics), the N (trait matrix) gives rise to the followings, 

      i. two rock bottom charges; V and A. 

     ii. three seats (identified with three colors). 

     iii. 64 dimensions (states), consequence of the “time” having 4 dimensions and the “space” having 3 seats. 

     iv. only 48 of the 64 states are particles. The other 16 states are pure vacuum (dark energy). 

 

Now, in this AP, there are three groups of particles (the three generations). And, in each group, there are two types of 

particles (quarks or leptons). Then, each type has two flavors, such as, [(u- or d-quark) and (electron or neutrino)]. Of 

course, there is another set which is the anti-particles (when IP = -1), also with only 24 states (anti-particles). The above 

calculation is purely axiomatic in the framework of this AP while adding any “external elements” (not part of this axiom 

system) into the system is not allowed. 

 

In conclusion, this AP (Axiomatic Physics) can accommodate “only” three generations of particles with two types of 

particles in each generation, and two flavors for each type of particle. Of course, there is an identical copy of the anti-

particle universe. Thus, any additional “fundamental” (not composite) particle (such as the 4thgeneration quarks, any s-

particles or sterile neutrino) is prohibited in this AP. And, the issue of the origin of flavor and of generation is, now, 

answered. 

 

In this AP, the force carries [photons, gluons, weak bosons (W and Z) and vacuum boson] are not considered as the 

spacetime “structure” elementary particles. While the W and Z bosons are well-defined particles in observational 

sense, they are only the transient states in this AP (see the article “Neutron Beta Decay, 

at http://www.prequark.org/Q2.htm “. 

 

http://www.prequark.org/
http://www.prequark.org/Q2.htm
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Furthermore, the numbers {64, 48 and 24} are the vital numbers for calculating many other “structure” parameters in 

this AP. And, we will see their appearances in many AP equations. 

 

Note: the detail of the equation zero was discussed on the page 26 of the book “Super Unified Theory” (ISBN 0-916713-

02-4, Copyright # TX 1-323-231, Library of Congress Catalog Card Number 84-90325). This book is available in many 

university libraries around the world, and that library info is available at the WorldCat (the world's largest library 

catalog). 

 

 

 

The immutability path 
Written on February 9, 2014 

(See http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2014/02/ghost-rascal-conjecture-and-ultimate.html ) 

 

This article was also posted at http://rationallyspeaking.blogspot.com/2014/02/rationally-speaking-

podcast-max-tegmark.html?showComment=1392189721258#c3682891828056566717 and 

http://snarxivblog.blogspot.com/2014/01/numerology-from-m-

theory.html?showComment=1392313886816#c7025747599651769791  

 

Byron Jennings (a physicist at TRIUMF, Canada) wrote an article “Reality and the Interpretations of Quantum Mechanics” 

which in my view is the most important issue of physics today. I thus wrote a comment on it (at, 

http://www.quantumdiaries.org/2014/02/07/interpretations-of-quantum-mechanics/#comment-172443 ).  The 

following is a deeper elaboration of that comment. 

 

The basic of atheism is of against the concepts of ‘supernatural (being)’ and the ‘design’ of the universe. Of course, the 

Christian cosmology is totally nonsense in terms of the modern physics. But, what is the difference between {un-

naturalness, tuning} and {supernatural, design}? This neo-atheism is now falling into a trap of no return in its own 

making. Yet, thus far, the issue of the ‘ultimate nature of reality’ is still elusive in all disciplines. 

 

In Buddhism, it searches the ‘Ultimate’ with a methodology, the ‘negation’ (emptying out the non-eternal). In Science, it 

searches the ‘Ultimate’ also with a methodology, the ‘falsifiability’. Now, Buddhism has taken its ‘methodology’ as the 

‘Ultimate’ (a total confusion), and physicists are also mistaken the ‘falsifiability’ as the Gospel.  For a given destination, it 

could have many different pathways. Furthermore, the two pathways of above cannot reach the destination by 

definition, as the true ‘Ultimate’ (if any) must not 

a.      be emptied out, 

b.      be falsified. 

 

In a sense, the ‘Ultimate’ is already defined above, but it is operational useless. Thus, I will try to give it an operational 

definition. The ‘Ultimate’ (if any) must consist of two parts. 

A.      It must be ‘eternal’, that is, it is time-independent; not created in-time and cannot be destroyed at the end of time. 

B.      It must give rise to ‘this’ universe; an itemized list of realities, such as, 

1.       gives rise to nature constants {Alpha, e (electric charge), c (light speed), ħ (Planck constant), etc.}, 

2.       gives rise to the particle zoo of the Standard Model, 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2014/02/ghost-rascal-conjecture-and-ultimate.html
http://rationallyspeaking.blogspot.com/2014/02/rationally-speaking-podcast-max-tegmark.html?showComment=1392189721258#c3682891828056566717
http://rationallyspeaking.blogspot.com/2014/02/rationally-speaking-podcast-max-tegmark.html?showComment=1392189721258#c3682891828056566717
http://snarxivblog.blogspot.com/2014/01/numerology-from-m-theory.html?showComment=1392313886816#c7025747599651769791
http://snarxivblog.blogspot.com/2014/01/numerology-from-m-theory.html?showComment=1392313886816#c7025747599651769791
http://www.quantumdiaries.org/2014/02/07/interpretations-of-quantum-mechanics/#comment-172443
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3.       gives rise to quantum principle, 

4.       gives rise to unified force equation (including gravity), 

5.       gives rise to dark mass and dark energy, the Planck data, 

6.       gives rise to life, 

7.       gives rise to arithmetic,  

8.       gives rise to baryongenesis, 

9.       gives rise to cosmological constant (Λ), 

10.     gives rise to the Quantum-Spin, 

11.     gives rise to … everything in ‘this’ universe. 

 

Then, is the ‘Ultimate’ a reality? How to verify a theory to be the ‘Ultimate’ theory? Both questions can be answered, as 

the definition of ‘Ultimate’ is now super clear. A failure of any one of the ‘gives rise to …’, it cannot be the Ultimate 

theory.  

 

In the book ("Linguistics Manifesto", ISBN 978-3-8383-9722-1), its central issue is one statement (or thesis), as follow, 

“Every chaotic system can always be described with an ordered system (from a Formal system to Gödel 

to Life system)”.  

That is, any chaotic system is a ‘shadow’ of an ordered system. Note: biological system is a Life system, but the Life 

system in ‘Linguistics Manifesto’ is much bigger than a bio-system by definition in that book. 

 

This statement is truly time-independent. Yet, its direct consequence is that any chaotic system can arise from a simple 

ordered formal system. The argument of this statement in the book is very complicated, thus I will only give a simple 

example here to show the point. A system of two persons (I and a ghost) and one game (flipping an American quarter 10 

times as a game). 

 

By playing alone (me only), the probability of the outcome patterns (one head/9 tails; …, 9 heads/one tail, etc.) should 

all be the same after played a large number (such as, 10^500) of times. Now, a ghost (not visible by me) comes in and 

tries to mess up my play either randomly or with a planed-system (of sabotages); yet, he is unable to change the 

outcome when the played number of times is as large as the 10^500 (a very large but finite number). On a first glance, 

this seems not logic. Yet, when we change ‘a game’ from flipping coin 10 times to 20 times, it becomes obvious that the 

Ghost’s task becomes much harder. When we change that number from 10 to one million, the Ghost will probably give 

up on this sabotage task. Of course, without providing a mathematical proof, I call this the “Ghost-rascal conjecture”: 

that is,  

{Ghost-rascal conjecture --- For a coin flipping game (head vs tail), T is the number times flipped as one 

‘game’, N is the number times that that ‘game’ is played. If T >= 10 and N >= 10^500, then no amount of 

sabotage from a Ghost can change the outcome of this game.} 

 

With this “Ghost-rascal conjecture”, the words of ‘eternal’ and ‘immutable’ are no longer the terms of philosophy and 

theology only, as this conjecture is a concrete game which can be played even by a first grader. Yet, if it cannot meet the 

second part of the definition of ‘Ultimate nature of Reality’ above (a long list of ‘gives rise to …’), then it becomes an 

absolutely useless nonsense. Thus, if this game cannot make any contact to ‘this’ physical universe, it will be just a 

meaningless game for physics although it can still be a fun game in math.  
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As stated above, the bigger the T is, the smaller the N is needed. If we choose T >= 100, the immutable power is much 

stronger, but it becomes a too big a game for a grade school kid to play, although it is not too big for a computer 

programmer.  

 

When T = 1, the conjecture could fail unless the ‘N’ goes to infinite. When T = 2, the Ghost’s hand can still be very 

powerful, and the conjecture needs a very large ‘N’. When T >= 3, the power of immutable becomes strong, and my-

hand becomes dominant.  In fact, when T >= 3, the conjecture can be easily empirically proved. But, the key point here is 

not only to play a game of immutability but to meet the long list of ‘gives rise to …”.  Thus, I will show a game with T = 3 

and get three games, as below. 

 

Game 1: (tail, head, head) 

Game 2: (head, tail, head) 

Game 3:  - (tail, tail, head) 

 

Can these three games make contact to this physical universe? When we make this game a bit spicier, we can truly 

surprise ourselves. Let’s add three more spices (hot, color, and twister) for this game. 

 

One, hot-juice: the head carries 1/3 of electric charge, the tail with zero (0). 

 

Two, color: the first flip (or spin) is red, yellow the second and the blue the third. Then, every game carries a color-tag 

which is the color of the ‘single’, such as the Game 1 is red; Game 2 is yellow; Game 3 is blue. 

 

Three, twister: flipped by left hand (sabotaged by the Ghost) is marked with a negative sign. Flipped by the right hand 

(my hand) carries a positive sign for the game. 

 

With these additional spices, this game can actually describe all the Standard Model particles (excluding the bosons) 

symbolically.  That is, this game has made one ‘gives rise to …’ of the above list. 

 

Then, when we make the three game (1, 2, 3) as a compound game, it actually is the symbolical description of ‘proton’ in 

the G-string theory. Yet, for a color-blind person who is unable to see (the color), to feel (the hot juice) or to know (the 

twisting), he sees that the three games above are as below. 

 

Game 1: (# * *) 

Game 2: (* # *) 

Game 3: (# # *) 

This new compound game is, in fact, a glider of Conway’s Life game which can be the base for building a Turing 

computer. That is, there is a chance for this game to ‘give rise to life’.  

 

Then, for this Ghost-rascal game, the probability of each game-pattern should all be the same at a number N (z). Then, 

we can define a special function Λ, 

 

Function Λ = P (top, the largest probability of a game-pattern) – P (bottom, the smallest probability of a game-pattern) at 

any given N.  
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By the definition of the conjecture, the probability of each game-pattern should all be the same at a number N (z), that is 

Λ (z)= 0 (exactly) at N (z). For a number N (i) < N (z), Λ (i) > 0. When this N (i) is very large, this Λ (i) should be almost to 

be zero. And now, zero (0) is precisely defined operationally in a finite {N (z) is very large but finite} ‘physical’ game, in 

addition to be only as a math concept. Furthermore, a Λ function must be a part of ‘this’ universe. 

 

In summary, this game has the following attributes. 

i. It is time-independent, not created in time and will not be destroyed at the end of time. 

ii. It is immutable; no amount of sabotage can change the outcome of this game. Furthermore, it is a ‘concrete’ thing, 

not a philosophical or theological ‘speculation’. 

iii. It can devour all types of order (systematic sabotage). That is, it can, in fact, puke up all types of order too. 

iv. The left-hand game (sabotaged by the Ghost, marked with a negative sign) is the ‘source’ of ‘orderliness’, not a true 

symmetrical partner of the right-hand game. That is, there is a right-hand-genesis which is similar to the baryongenesis 

(see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/12/baryongenesis-master-key-of-all.html ). 

 

Now, we have a definition for the ‘Ultimate Nature of Reality’ and have a concrete thing which meets that definition. I 

also showed a few examples about the ‘gives rise to …”, but it must meet ‘all’ of them in the above list. In order to do 

that, I must introduce the ‘gives rise to Quantum-Spin’ first (see 

http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2014/02/16/visualizing-the-quantum-spin/ ). The Quantum-Spin is arisen via a 

Perfect Symmetry (the Real/Imaginary Time symmetry). By adding this new symmetry on the Ghost-rascal conjecture, it 

will give rise to three structure numbers (64, 48, 24) which give rise to Cabibbo, Weinberg angles and Alpha. The 

explanation of this is available via the links below. 

1.       Gives rise to the cosmological constant (Λ), (see https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/04/24/entropy-

quantum-gravity-cosmology-constant/ ), 

2.       gives rise to Cabibbo and Weinberg angles (see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/theoretical-calculation-of-

cabibbo-and.html ), 

3.       gives rise to  Alpha (see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/alpha-fine-structure-constant-mystery.html ), 

4.       gives rise to Neff = 3 (see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/48-exact-number-for-number-of.html ), 

5.       gives rise to Planck CMB data (for dark energy, see  http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/25/dark-energy-

mystery-no-more/ ). 

6.       gives rise to the particle zoo of the Standard Model (see http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/08/24/g-string-

and-dark-energy/ ), 

7.       gives rise to Baryongenesis (see link above), 

8.       gives rise to quantum principle (see http://tienzen.livejournal.com/973.html ), 

9.       gives rise to unified force equation (see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-energy-make-

universe.html ), 

10.   gives rise to life (see http://www.prequark.org/Biolife.htm ), 

11.   gives rise to arithmetic (see http://www.prequark.org/Mlaw.htm ), 

12.   gives rise the Quantum-Spin (see link above). 

13.   Why is there something rather than nothing? (http://tienzen.livejournal.com/1323.html ) 

 

 

 

 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/12/baryongenesis-master-key-of-all.html
http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2014/02/16/visualizing-the-quantum-spin/
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/04/24/entropy-quantum-gravity-cosmology-constant/
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/04/24/entropy-quantum-gravity-cosmology-constant/
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/theoretical-calculation-of-cabibbo-and.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/theoretical-calculation-of-cabibbo-and.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/alpha-fine-structure-constant-mystery.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/48-exact-number-for-number-of.html
http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/25/dark-energy-mystery-no-more/
http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/25/dark-energy-mystery-no-more/
http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/08/24/g-string-and-dark-energy/
http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/08/24/g-string-and-dark-energy/
http://tienzen.livejournal.com/973.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-energy-make-universe.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-energy-make-universe.html
http://www.prequark.org/Biolife.htm
http://www.prequark.org/Mlaw.htm
http://tienzen.livejournal.com/1323.html
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Giving rise to quantum spin (ħ) 
Written on FEBRUARY 16, 2014 

(See https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2014/02/16/visualizing-the-quantum-spin/ ) 

 

Theoretical Physicist Matt Strassler wrote, {Spin is fundamentally unintuitive. I can tell you facts about spin, I can show 

you math about spin, but I cannot tell you how to visualize it, because you and I have never see anything “spin” the way 

particles do. Sometimes particle physicists really have to rely on the math to explain the world we see. We understand 

spin very well (in the sense that we can predict everything about it using math) but that doesn’t mean we can visualize it 

independently of the math. And that’s the basic problem (see http://profmattstrassler.com/2014/02/13/more-on-

possible-unexpected-higgs-decays/ )}. 

 

Quantum spin is the greatest mystery in physics, especially about its ‘unit’ = ½. Yet, physicists sweep away that mystery 

by saying that they know how to calculate it and are all happy about, and this is a truly very unfortunate thing for 

physics, as this ‘quantum spin’ is ‘the key’ for all physics mysteries, which I have listed them many times. 

 

The ‘first principle’ of Alpha-physics (which gives rise to Alpha, the fine structure constant) is the ‘Ghost-rascal 

conjecture’. 

 

Ghost-rascal conjecture: see previous section.  Note: a brief description of this is available at 

http://snarxivblog.blogspot.com/2014/01/numerology-from-m-

theory.html?showComment=1392313886816#c7025747599651769791 . 

 

The flip (or ‘spin’) of a coin has only two outcomes (head vs tail), that is, the unit of this ‘spin’ is = ½. Yet, its ontological 

meaning of this ½ is of supreme importance. When a ½ appears (such as a head), it points to the solid fact that the tail 

(which did not appear) is also a concrete reality. That is, this coin-‘spin’ universe has two parts, the materialized part and 

the ghostly invisible part (which is just as real as the material part). This two parts form a single (not many) universe. 

 

What is the physical consequence for having two parts in this universe? That is, for a spin- ½ particle, it will ‘see’ two 

copies of universe. For a spin- ½ particle sitting in a room while facing a mirror at its front with a door at its back, it will 

not come back to its original position after rotating 360 degrees, that is, instead of seeing the mirror, it will facing the 

door (which was at its back before the rotation). In fact, it (the spin- ½ particle) can only come back to its original 

position after rotating 720 degrees.  

 

 
 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2014/02/16/visualizing-the-quantum-spin/
http://profmattstrassler.com/2014/02/13/more-on-possible-unexpected-higgs-decays/
http://profmattstrassler.com/2014/02/13/more-on-possible-unexpected-higgs-decays/
http://snarxivblog.blogspot.com/2014/01/numerology-from-m-theory.html?showComment=1392313886816#c7025747599651769791
http://snarxivblog.blogspot.com/2014/01/numerology-from-m-theory.html?showComment=1392313886816#c7025747599651769791
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Now, we have visualized the ‘quantum-spin’ which gives rise to two copies of universe (not multiverse) which is the 

consequence of a ‘Perfect Symmetry’, the real/imaginary time symmetry (see http://www.prequark.org/Mphy.htm ). 

Without this Perfect Symmetry, none of the physics mysteries can be resolved, and there is no way out on this. 

 

For the ‘Ghost-rascal conjecture’, a brief description of it is also available at the following places. 

http://rationallyspeaking.blogspot.com/2014/02/rationally-speaking-podcast-max-

tegmark.html?showComment=1392189721258#c3682891828056566717 ,  

http://www.quantumdiaries.org/2014/02/07/interpretations-of-quantum-mechanics/#comment-172443 , and 

http://tienzen.livejournal.com/1026.html . 

 

 

 

Origin of time 
Written on April 22, 2012 

(See http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/origin-of-time-breaking-of-perfect.html ) 

 

For a particle physicist, he knows about the baryongenesis, the p-violation, the cp-violation, that is, there are symmetry 

breaking in this universe. But, the t (time) symmetry is preserved in all physics equations. Yet, for the common folk who 

know no physics will not know about those symmetry breaking and about the time-symmetry preservation in physics 

equations. However, I have introduced an “Existential principle” in my article “Origin of spatial dimensions, and the 

definition for dimension” (http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/origin-of-spatial-dimensions-and.html ). 

 

Existential principle (EP) --- for attribute X which exists at the bottom tier of a hierarchy system (with 

multi-level tiers), the “meaning” of the attribute X will be preserved (shown up) in the top tier  (such as 

the macro-world) of the system even it goes through with many hysteresis (history or trace killing) 

processes. 

 

With the EP, even the common folk who know no physics will know that “time” is the result of a symmetry breaking 

deep down somewhere regardless of the fact that t-symmetry preserves in all physics equations, although the perceived 

“time” (the macro-meaning) is not symmetrical in its moving direction. Yet, the semantic meaning of the term of 

“symmetry-breaking” points out that there is a symmetry before that breaking. Then, what is that symmetry and what is 

that symmetry-breaking process? 

 

In fact, there are infinite ways to break a symmetry (such as a round disk). I also introduced a “Naturalness Thesis (NT)” 

in a previous article. According to NT, in a group of processes (x, y, z,  etc.), if y is more complicated than x, than y is less 

natural then x. That is, y needs more “fine-turning” than x. 

In my article “Supersymmetry, Gone with the wind” (http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/supersymmetry-gone-with-

wind.html ), I have showed two different ways for breaking a round disk symmetry. 

1. SB1 --- breaks it into two equal halves, right through the center. And, all SUSY theories are taking this approach, with 

s-particles for each known particles. 

2. SB2 --- breaks only “one” point on the circumference of the disk. For the SB2 symmetry-breaking, no s-particles are 

needed. 

 

http://www.prequark.org/Mphy.htm
http://rationallyspeaking.blogspot.com/2014/02/rationally-speaking-podcast-max-tegmark.html?showComment=1392189721258#c3682891828056566717
http://rationallyspeaking.blogspot.com/2014/02/rationally-speaking-podcast-max-tegmark.html?showComment=1392189721258#c3682891828056566717
http://www.quantumdiaries.org/2014/02/07/interpretations-of-quantum-mechanics/#comment-172443
http://tienzen.livejournal.com/1026.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/origin-of-time-breaking-of-perfect.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/origin-of-spatial-dimensions-and.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/supersymmetry-gone-with-wind.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/supersymmetry-gone-with-wind.html
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Obviously, SB1 is more cumbersome than SB2. That is, the SB2 is more natural than SB1. Thus, with the NT, any SUSY 

with s-particles will be abandoned by Nature.  

In the article “SUSY And The Silence Of The (Roasted) Lamb” [by Tommaso Dorigo, a physicist a CERN, 

http://www.science20.com/quantum_diaries_survivor/susy_and_silence_roasted_lamb-89141 ], he wrote, "The silence 

of that Easter lamb reminds me of the silence with which these days Supersymmetric theories are going down one by 

one, almost by the day. While collecting data at 8 TeV and getting ready to squeeze it for new results, ATLAS and CMS 

are publishing the remainder of their searches for SUSY signatures in their 2011 data sets. And every new result that 

gets published typically kills one or two of the interesting points of "natural" low-energy Supersymmetry which had been 

left alive by the previous searches." 

 

Of course, the fates of all those SUSY theories will be checked out by the LHC data sooner or later. Yet, for this Axiomatic 

Physics, we do not need to wait for those test data. We can define the “time” axiomatically. On page 26 of the book 

“Super Unified Theory” (ISBN 0-916713-02-4, Copyright # TX 1-323-231, Library of Congress Catalog Card Number 84-

90325), I defined “time” axiomatically as follows. 

a. Time is the result of symmetry-breaking of “zero” (a complex number). Thus, time has four dimensions (+/- t, +/-it). 

b. As time is the result of the “symmetry (zero)” breaking, it cannot encompass that symmetry (zero). Thus, t = 0 or delta 

t = 0 is not defined. So, delta t > 0, that is, t (time) is a quanta. 

 

The graph description of this definition of “time” is available at http://www.prequark.org/Q7.htm . After “time” is 

defined in this axiomatic way, the space is defined with the “equation zero”. 

              Delta S = N * C * (Delta T) 

                            = (i^n1, i^n2, i^n3) * C * (Delta T) ..................... Equation zero 

 

 

 

Origin of mass 
Written on April 20, 2012 

(See http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/origin-of-mass-gateway-to-final-physics.html ) 

 

The current cosmology model describes our universe as started from a singular point (the Big Bang) to the current living 

universe (encompassing the biological lives). In the book "Linguistics Manifesto" (ISBN 978-3-8383-9722-1), the living 

universe is described as a “life-system” which evolves from a simple axiom system as a seed. As this axiomatic 

expression and evolution process for the life-system is described in detail in that book, I will not repeat it here. An 

abridged description of that process is available at http://www.prebabel.info/bab016.htm . 

 

Thus, this cosmological evolution can be described with this “axiom system to life-system” expression (evolution) 

process, and it will start with a Naturalness Thesis. 

 

Naturalness Thesis (NT) --- the current universe is evolved via an “axiom system to life-system” evolution 

process which fellows the rules of axiomatic and Godel systems. 

             Corollary of Naturalness Thesis   --- there is no “fine turning” in the rules of axiomatic and Godel 

systems. 

 

http://www.science20.com/quantum_diaries_survivor/susy_and_silence_roasted_lamb-89141
http://www.prequark.org/Q7.htm
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/origin-of-mass-gateway-to-final-physics.html
http://www.prebabel.info/bab016.htm
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“Fine turning” is defined as making adjustment with trial-and-error. That is, after a seed-axiom-system is selected, it 

evolves and expresses according only to the internal rules of the “axiom/life system” without any adjustment. That is, 

the entire Nature physics is “completed” at the moment when the seed-axiom was selected. 

 

With this Naturalness Thesis, the entire Nature physics can be “derived” if the seed-axiom is known. With the following 

articles, readers will get a sense about this new physics and this new physics epistemology. 

1. LHC and the knowledge-based physics (http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/03/lhc-and-knowledge-based-

phyiscs.html ). 

2. LHC, the end of the old physics epistemology (http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/lhc-end-of-old-physics-

epistemology.html ) 

 

 In my previous posts, I have selected Alpha (Fine Structure Constant) as the seed-axiom.  With this seed-axiom, two 

tasks were done. 

A. The universe was anchored and the Nature physics was locked --- this was done by a double-lock. 

   i. first lock --- e (electric charge) was locked with two Nature constants,  c (light speed) and h-bar (Planck constant). 

   ii. second lock --- all three Nature constants (e, c and h-bar) was locked by Alpha. 

 

B. The evolution pathway of the universe is “open-ended” --- this was done by giving rise to three dimensions (space, 

time and mass), being all open-ended. Although these dimensions are open-ended, they are still interlocked. 

    i. time is defined and locked by c (light speed) 

    ii. space is defined and locked by both c (light speed) and h-bar (Planck constant). There are three spatial dimensions 

for space, and they can arise from time and an angle (an innate attribute of h-bar).  

   iii. mass is also defined and locked by both c (light speed) and h-bar (Planck constant). While e (electric charge) is 

defined as the product of c and h-bar, mass is defined as the division of h-bar over c. 

     a. e (electric charge) = the square root of {(1/2)c * h-bar}, and e is a universal constant. 

     b. m (mass) = {(h-bar/c)(2pi/L)}, L is the wavelength (lambda) of a particle. As the L (lambda) is an attribute of a 

particle, m (mass) is also an attribute (not a universal constant) of a particle. 

 

Now, both e (electric charge) and m (mass) are axiomatically defined. Thus, we can discuss their axiomatic meanings. 

 

The h-bar has two physics meanings. 

One, it is a “viewing” window (analogy to a microscope or a telescope) for viewing the universe (the expression of the 

seed-axiom). Please read the article “Constants of Nature” (at http://www.prequark.org/Constant.htm ). As e (electric 

charge) is the product of c and h-bar, e defines an event horizon (the largest space that is linked causally). As m (mass) is 

the division of h-bar over c, m defines an internal (enveloped) spacetime. 

 

 Two, it is a spin. We already know the effects of this spin on electromagnetism and particle physics. Now, we know that 

it must have significant contribution to the rise of mass too. As this spin carries an innate angle, thus the rising of mass 

must be ruled by some angles. And, I have showed that the mass rising physics parameters are two angles, the Cabibbo 

and Weinberg angles. I have showed that these two angles were arisen from h-bar with the article “Definition of mass, 

the gateway to the final unification in physics”, (at http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/definition-of-mass-gateway-

to-final.html  ). 

 

With the above understanding, now, I can introduce an Interlocking Thesis. 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/03/lhc-and-knowledge-based-phyiscs.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/03/lhc-and-knowledge-based-phyiscs.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/lhc-end-of-old-physics-epistemology.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/lhc-end-of-old-physics-epistemology.html
http://www.prequark.org/Constant.htm
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/definition-of-mass-gateway-to-final.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/definition-of-mass-gateway-to-final.html
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Interlocking Thesis (IT) --- all Nature constant [Alpha, e (electric charge), c (light speed) and h-bar (Planck 

constant)] and Nature dimensions (space, time and mass) are interlocked (cross-checked). 

           Corollary of (IT) --- all parameters of IT can be recursively defined. 

 

With this IT, we should write down the definitions of mass in “all” different axiomatic forms and to do the crosscheck. 

After this is done, the mass-rising mechanism will show up by itself. On the page 27 to 28 of the book “Super Unified 

Theory” (ISBN 0-916713-02-4, Copyright # TX 1-323-231, Library of Congress Catalog Card Number 84-90325), I defined 

mass with the following axiomatic sentences. 

    a. Ms (space-defined mass) = (h-bar/c) * (1/delta s), c (light speed), s (space) 

    b. Mt (time-defined mass) = (h-bar/c) * (1/[c * delta t]), t (time) 

So, M (mass) = (Ms * Mt) ^ (1/2) 

That is, as soon as we know the axiomatic definitions for both space and time, the mass is also defined axiomatically. 

The axiomatic definitions for both space and time will be discussed in the next posts. 

 

In addition to this mass definition, the mass-rising mechanism is described in detail in the article "The Rise of Gravity and 

Electric Charge (http://www.prequark.org/Gravity.htm )”.  

 

Note: Theoretical Physicist Matt Strassler had the following comments. If you define m to be E/c^2, then you're using 

the archaic notion of ``relativistic mass'', which particle physicists avoid for several reasons. His comment is, of course, 

correct. But, in this “Axiomatic physics”, we can define m (mass) as an axiomatic term without the concern of other 

physics fact at this stage. Only if the developed axiom system does not match with the known Nature physics, we should 

then revise our axiomatic definition. 

 

 

Origin of spatial dimensions, and the definition for dimension 
Written on April 21, 2012 

(See http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/origin-of-spatial-dimensions-and.html ) 

 

In my last article “Origin of mass, gateway to the final physics” (http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/origin-of-mass-

gateway-to-final-physics.html ), I have defined m (mass) axiomatically. Mass is the attribute which describes the internal 

structure (spacetime structure) of a wave-packet (with a wavelength L = lambda). 

 

I also introduced the “Interlocking Thesis (IT)”. That is, all parameters of IT can be recursively defined. Thus, mass must 

also be defined with both space and time. And now, it is the time to define space axiomatically. 

 

In fact, there is no way to define what the “space” is with the anchor-lock (the Alpha). I can only define the “delta s”. 

                delta s = c * delta t, t is the time 

Someone can object this definition quickly by pointing out that time is one-dimensional while the space has three 

dimensions. Thus, I will discuss these issues with three points. 

 

One, the existential issue --- For any symbol (representing concrete, conceptual, abstract or all the whatnots), its 

existence consists of two parts. 

http://www.prequark.org/Gravity.htm
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/origin-of-spatial-dimensions-and.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/origin-of-mass-gateway-to-final-physics.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/origin-of-mass-gateway-to-final-physics.html
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1. It is physically there. 

2. It carries meaning. 

 

If a thing is physically there but is “never” interact with anything (including itself), it carries no meaning. At here, the 

“meaning” of a thing has nothing to do with consciousness or any teleological content. As long as it participates in an 

interaction, it provides a meaning to that interaction. Thus, a physical reality without meaning has no existential value 

(again, having nothing to do with consciousness). Black hole or dark matter has meaning as they participate in 

gravitational interaction.   

 

On the other hand, a symbol without a corresponding reality does have existential value if it carries meaning. The 

concept of Heaven might not have a corresponding reality but has the existential value. 

 

As the meaning of a thing arises from participation (not from consciousness or teleological content), multi-level 

meanings can arise from multi-level participations. And, the trace or signal of the early participation can be erased by 

the later (higher level) interaction.  Thus, although the trace of the early signal cannot be detected physically at the 

higher level after some history killing processes, its meaning must be still visible at that higher level. Thus, a seed-reality 

can always be defined with high level and visible entity. Space being a high level visible entity, its existential value is 

guaranteed. 

 

Two, then, what is dimension? And, what are its attributes? What those attributes got to do with the universe? 

We should look what are already known. 

1. In 1870s, Georg Cantor proved that every n-dimensional space can always be brought into a one-to-one 

correspondence with the one dimensional line, that is, one dimensional line can give rise to n-dimensional space. 

2. This dimensionality issue can also be understood with fractal geometry. In fractal geometry, there are many space-

filling curves, an infinite number of them to be exact. With the Hilbert space-filling curve, it crosses every point on a 

plane without crossing itself, that is, a two dimensional plane is reduced to a one dimensional line. 

 

From two facts above, all high-dimensions can always be reduced to one-dimension. 

 

In physics, the dimension refers mostly as the spatial dimensions. In the String theory, it predicts some extra dimensions, 

and their existence can be tested by looking for the Kaluza-Klein (KK) partner particles. The LHC data thus far (April 21, 

2012) has ruled out all KK particles. Yet, my definition of the term of “dimension” is significantly different from the one 

of String theory. It has a much bigger scope. 

 

New definition: If “all” information of system B can be “wholly” described with n codes, then system B 

has n dimensions. 

 

The above definition is a linguistics definition, having nothing to do with the concept of ‘spatial’. It is similar to the base-

dimension of a vector space, such as, “A location inside a two-dimensional space is specified by two pieces of 

information.” 

 

With this new definition, the entire world must change. 

1. Regardless of how many “physical dimensions” it has, the entire computable world has only two-dimensions, as it can 

be wholly described with two codes (such as, [0, 1]). This is guaranteed with the Two-code theorem of mathematics. 
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2. The outer surface of a ball has 4 dimensions, guaranteed with the four-color theorem. 

3. The outer surface of a torus has 7 dimensions, calculated by the edge-equations or the Heawood Conjecture. 

 

With this new definition, the consciousness and the intelligence could be dimensions, even the dimensions for the non-

computable world. 

 

Three, how can the spatial dimensions be defined with the above general definition? That is, how do the three spatial 

dimensions arise from Cantor’s theorem? 

 

Cantor’s theorem is well-known, and its proof is very intense. However, I will show a shorter proof here in order to show 

the process of the rising of three spatial dimensions. 

 

With Cantor’s theorem, there is one and only one dimension, the number line, and we can call it x-dimension. While this 

x-dimension has an infinite length, its thickness is zero. 

 

For a plane, it is viewed to have two dimensions in physics, but it is, in fact, the x-dimension which acquires a width (y) 

for its dimension-line. And, this “width” is only a “trait” for this one-dimension of x. In essence, y is not a true dimension 

but is a “trait” of x. Perhaps, we can call it a “trait-dimension”. 

 

For a physical three dimensions (x, y, z), it is again the result of the x-dimension which acquires two traits, the width (y) 

and the height (z). 

 

With the above simple procedure, the Cantor’s theorem is proved. Every point in the three dimensional space is brought 

to a one-to-one correspondence to one-dimensional number line x.      

(x, y, z) = {x, x-trait (1), x-trait (2)} 

Of course, there is no reason to re-prove Cantor’s theorem here. My point is trying to discuss the true meaning and the 

true essence on dimension. There is one and only one dimension, and any other dimensions are “trait-dimensions”. 

 

In physics, the time is the Cantor dimension which gives rise to three spatial dimensions. As these three spatial 

dimensions are the “trait” dimensions of time, there needs a matrix (N) to describe those traits. Thus, the space can be 

defined axiomatically as, 

Delta s = (N) c * delta t, N is a trait matrix, c the light speed. 

 

 

 

Constants of Nature 
Written in 1994 

(See http://www.prequark.org/Constant.htm ) 

 

Constants of nature and the initial condition determine the structure of universe. Some constants of nature must be true 

constants; so the causal laws can arise and be preserved. But, at least one constant of nature must be a varying 

constant; so universe can evolve. But, why and how do constants of nature arise? This paper will explain it. Furthermore, 

http://www.prequark.org/Constant.htm
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this paper will introduce a new principle -- the corresponding principle which provides a new methodology to construct 

a new and complete physics. 

 

I: Introduction 

II: Constant of Event Horizon 

III: Constant of Causality 

IV: Spooky Action 

V: Constant of Non-locality 

VI: Constant of Initial Condition 

 

I: Introduction 

What are constants of nature? They are linking bridges between physical realities. In general, physics laws are expressed 

by setting one formula to be equal to another with a proportionality factor, such as: 

              {Physical variable = constant x mathematical formula} 

So, constants do not change physics laws but alter the strength of them. 

There are many ways to classify the constants of nature. I will divide them into three groups. 

Group A: Constants that determine properties of matter, such as: thermal capacity, coefficients of elasticity, magnetic 

moments, masses of elementary particle, amount of electric charges, etc... 

Group B: Constants that determine the strength of interactions such as, the four fine structure constants. 

Group C: Constants that determine the structure of the universe, that is, they are the yardsticks of nature. 

 

With this classification, only group C is non-reducible and thus fundamental. Only four constants of nature belong to 

group C, that is, 0 (approximated by cosmological constant), h-bar (Planck constant), and (light speed), and a locker 

(Alpha). 

Group A and B can be derived from group C. The electric charge can be expressed as;  

     [e = {the square root of h (Planck constant) x c (light speed)}] 

The mass of elementary particles arise from Weinberg angle which can be derived quite easily. I showed this procedure 

in my books many times. 

 

II: Constant of Event Horizon 

Planck constant h-bar is the basis for the entire quantum physics. It forms a horizon for all actions. In physics, action is 

defined as energy (E) times time (t). According to the uncertainty principle, all actions (delta E x delta T) must be larger 

than or equal to h (Planck constant). In fact, the uncertainty principle has two expressions. 

delta E x delta T >=h  

delta P x delta S >= h 

P is momentum, S distance, E energy and T time. 

 

These two expressions actually form a viewing window. Let's E be the left edge of the window square, T the right edge, P 

the top and S the bottom. If we want to view more of what is behind the left by pushing the left edge further left 

(smaller delta E), we will inevitably lose information on the right (larger delta T). If we want to know more about what is 

behind the top by pushing the viewing window upward (smaller delta P), we will inevitably lose the knowledge we 

already had at the bottom (larger delta S). In short, the uncertainty principle guarantees that all viewing windows for 

information (such as: energy, time, momentum and position) must be finite in size. There is absolutely no way to enlarge 
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this viewing window to an infinite size. In short, there is a horizon of knowledge. So Planck constant h can be called the 

horizon constant. 

 

III: Constant of causality 

The viewing window of geodesic survey is also finite in size. By moving that viewing window one square at a time, we 

can eventually map out the entire Earth. Perhaps, someone will argue that by moving the quantum window (h) we also 

can map out the entire universe. Can we? 

 

The fastest way of moving that quantum window (h) is with light speed (c). Thus, there is a new window with a size of h 

times c (hc). Can this new window encompasses the entire universe? 

The answer is NO. There are three possible geometry for universe -- open, flat or closed. Both open and flat universes 

are infinite in size; hc being finite, it can never cover those universes. A closed universe has a finite size. Can hc 

encompasses a closed universe? 

 

Again, the answer is NO. The idea that one could go right round a closed universe (having finite size) and end up where 

one started doesn't have any practical significance, because it can be shown that the universe would recollapse to zero 

size before one could get round.  

 

So, on the one hand, h creates a horizon (limitation) of knowledge; on the other hand, hc provides us knowledge. The 

square root of hc is electric charge which generates photons. Then, photons set the upper limit on all causal contacts, 

that is, photons give rise to a causal world. In short, c (the speed of photon) is the constant of causality. 

 

IV: Spooky Action: omitted. 

 

V: Constant of non-locality 

The idea that the gravitational constant is a varying constant was first contemplated by Paul Dirac in 1938 when he 

discovered the cosmic coincidences (also called the Large Number Hypothesis).  

The age of the universe measured in electron timescale is equal to the reciprocal of the gravitational fine 

structure constant. 

 

From this simple coincidence, it is very clear that either the electron timescale or the gravitational fine structure 

constant must be varying because the age of the cosmos is constantly moving ahead. Dirac guessed that the electron 

timescale is a true constant but the gravitational fine structure constant must be a varying constant. His guess was 

correct. 

 

Only a varying constant can give rise to an evolving cosmos. Furthermore, if the universe contains two disjointed 

causality boxes, these tow disjointed causality boxes must still be connected in some ways because they are still parts of 

the whole, although there is no causal contact between them. The only candidate which can connect these two 

disjointed causality (hc) boxes is gravity, that is, gravitational constant (Gf) is the constant of non-locality. 

 

VI: Constant of Initial Condition: abridged, … I mentioned in my books many times that the initial condition of universe 

not only cannot be blown away by Big Bang but must become the boundary condition of cosmos. Since cosmological 

constant represents the boundary condition of universe, it must also be the initial condition. 
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Why is there something rather than nothing? 
Written on February 17, 2014 

(http://tienzen.livejournal.com/1323.html ) 

 

This was the key question for philosophy and theology. For physics, it was out of its scope as this ‘nothing to something 

relationship’ was an issue of creation before ‘time’, while physics was a discipline confined in-time and space before the 

ideas of inflation and multiverse. However, in the modern cosmology, it is no longer a taboo issue, and it is now a hot 

issue debated among physicists, philosophers and theologians. Some recent debates are widely reported, and the most 

important ones are the following five. 

 

By Victor J. Stenger (June 2006, at http://www.csicop.org/sb/show/why_is_there_something_rather_than_nothing/ ) 

BY JOEL ACHENBACH (May 14, 2013 at http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/achenblog/wp/2013/05/14/why-theres-

something-rather-than-nothing/ ). 

By John Horgan (April 23, 2012 at http://blogs.scientificamerican.com/cross-check/2012/04/23/science-will-never-

explain-why-theres-something-rather-than-nothing/ ). 

By Dominicans of the Province of St. Joseph (at http://www.strangenotions.com/something-nothing/ ).  

Debates among LAWRENCE KRAUSS, JOHN ELLIS, DON CUPITT (http://iai.tv/video/why-is-there-something-rather-than-

nothing , video). 

 

Readers are encouraged to read or to view those articles. Basically, there is no consensus among them while most of 

them accept Bede Rundle’s answer, “There has to be something.” Although this is obviously a nonsense answer, it is the 

best consensus they can get.  

 

In fact, this issue must be addressed from two directions. 

1. What is nothing?  

2. What is the relationship between nothing and something (this physical universe and lives)? 

 

‘Nothing’ can be defined as a ‘state’ or a ‘process’. There are two different ‘states’ for nothing.  

a. Nothing (state one) --- currently ‘nothing’ but will ‘emergent’ in the future time, such as, my great-grand son is 

now a ‘nothing’ but will be a good boy in the near future. 

b. Nothing (state two) --- currently ‘something’ but will ‘disappear’ in the future, such as, a last copy of a book 

which is burnt. Although the ashes and smokes are eternal, but the ‘book’ (especial its ‘information – the context of the 

book’, not quantum wave-functions) will disappear forever, from something to nothing. 

 

Both states of ‘nothing’ are the results of processes. That is, ‘nothing’ must be related to some ‘processes’ or must be 

defined with a ‘process’. If ‘nothing’ itself is not a process, ‘something’ and it (nothing) must be tied together with a 

‘process’. However that it is (processes or states), it (nothing) can be mathematically expressed as a symbol, the zero (0).  

 

With the above understanding, we now know that the question (Why is there something rather than nothing?) is not a 

correct question in general, as there are many ‘nothing’ co-exist with the ‘something’, and those ‘nothing’ are both 

observable and logically inferable. That question makes sense only while it refers to the first ‘nothing’ which is ultimately 

unobservable and logically un-inferable. If the first ‘nothing’ is a pure nothing literally, why did it not to stay as it was? 

http://tienzen.livejournal.com/1323.html
http://www.csicop.org/sb/show/why_is_there_something_rather_than_nothing/
http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/achenblog/wp/2013/05/14/why-theres-something-rather-than-nothing/
http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/achenblog/wp/2013/05/14/why-theres-something-rather-than-nothing/
http://blogs.scientificamerican.com/cross-check/2012/04/23/science-will-never-explain-why-theres-something-rather-than-nothing/
http://blogs.scientificamerican.com/cross-check/2012/04/23/science-will-never-explain-why-theres-something-rather-than-nothing/
http://www.strangenotions.com/something-nothing/
http://iai.tv/video/why-is-there-something-rather-than-nothing
http://iai.tv/video/why-is-there-something-rather-than-nothing
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Can the first ‘nothing’ stay as itself, as an immutable self eternally? If not, why not? Or, there is no first ‘nothing’, as 

there was always ‘something’. That is, ‘something’ is immutable and eternal while ‘nothing’ is the emergent.  

 

The above arguments are purely philosophical, metaphysical and theological. In physics, all the above arguments are 

useless. We just need find ‘one thing’ (either nothing or something) which has two attributes, 

A. It is eternal, that is independent of time, not created in-time and will not be destroyed at the end of the time. 

B. It must give rise to this known universe (physical universe and lives). 

 

By meeting the two criteria above, that ‘one thing’ (whatever it is, named as ‘nothing’ or ‘something’) is the 

fundamental of its ‘emergence’ (this known universe). Thus, we better give this ‘one thing’ a better definition as below, 

Nothing = 0 (zero) 

Something < not equal to> zero (0) 

I have introduced a ‘Ghost-rascal conjecture’, which is process meeting both criteria (attributes) above. See, 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2014/02/ghost-rascal-conjecture-and-ultimate.html . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2014/02/ghost-rascal-conjecture-and-ultimate.html
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Chapter five: the Expansion and Acceleration of the universe 
 

 
 

The equation zero is the math expression of the time-hose which is the manifestation of the (Real/Ghost symmetry).  

              Delta S = (i^n1, i^n2, i^n3) * C * (Delta T) ..................... Equation zero 

When time-quanta moves forward, the fermions are created and the spacetime expands. Yet,  

       {Uniform expansion at EVERY point = accelerating expansion of Cosmos} 

 

 

 

Why Does Dark Energy Make the Universe Accelerate? 
Written on November 17, 2013 

(See http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-energy-make-universe.html ) 

 

Sean Carroll has a post "Why Does Dark Energy Make the Universe Accelerate? 

(http://www.preposterousuniverse.com/blog/2013/11/16/why-does-dark-energy-make-the-universe-accelerate/ )”. The 

following four points are his answer. 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-energy-make-universe.html
http://www.preposterousuniverse.com/blog/2013/11/16/why-does-dark-energy-make-the-universe-accelerate/
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a.     the density of dark energy is constant and *persistent*,  

b.     which means the curvature of spacetime is constant,  

c.      which means that the universe expands at a fixed rate. 

d.     “Constant expansion rate” implies accelerating away from us, exponentially. 

 

These are all good and correct points. But there are two problems. 

i. “Why Does Dark Energy Make the Universe Accelerate?” is not a good question, as it already has a partial answer --- 

dark energy makes the universe accelerating. The good question should be “What does make the universe expanding 

accelerate?” 

ii. What is the source or mechanism to keep dark energy to be constant?  While *persistent* is a fact but is not a good 

answer. 

 

For the Big-bang cosmology, the universe is *finite*, that is, it has a boundary (surface). Then, 

iii. Where is that boundary? 

iv. What is outside of that boundary? 

v. How to move that boundary to its outside? 

 

When we answer the question iii, iv and v, we get the answers for the i. and ii automatically.  Let me give some short 

answers here. 

For Q iii --- the answer is *Here*. 

For Q iv --- the answer is *Next*. 

For Q v --- the answer is *with ħ (Planck constant)*. 

 

With these three answers, we derive the force equation: moving from  

{[Here (now), Now] to [Here (next), Next]} = {Delta S, Delta T} = (Delta S x Delta T); 

 F = ħ/ (delta S x delta T)  

This is the force driving the universe accelerating outward. The details of this equation is available at 

http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/25/dark-energy-mystery-no-more/   

 

It is very easy to see that this F-equation can easily derive the {Uncertainty Principle}. 

 

It can also calculate the Planck data (dark energy = 69.2; dark matter = 25.8; and visible matter = 4.82), See 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2015/04/22/dark-energydark-mass-the-silent-truth/    

 

It also provides the G-string unification details, see https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/01/18/the-final-toe-

theory-of-everything/  

 

 

 

Cosmic acceleration 
Written on August 21, 2016 

(See https://medium.com/@Tienzen/coin-analogy-is-better-but-is-still-wrong-2925a7ed4f1c#.tn0z1vnqj ) 

 

http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/25/dark-energy-mystery-no-more/
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2015/04/22/dark-energydark-mass-the-silent-truth/
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/01/18/the-final-toe-theory-of-everything/
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/01/18/the-final-toe-theory-of-everything/
https://medium.com/@Tienzen/coin-analogy-is-better-but-is-still-wrong-2925a7ed4f1c#.tn0z1vnqj
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There are five facts (not theories) about this Cosmos. 

One, the universe is expanding, measured by and with Hubble constant. 

Two, that expanding is accelerating. 

Three, there is Cosmology constant Λ, defined as the value of the energy density of the vacuum of space. The 

measured value is between 10 ^ (-120) to 10 ^ (-124), depending on using h or ħ for the measurement. 

Four, there is dark energy, accounts for 69.2% of the total energy of this universe. 

Five, no space expansion inside of galaxy. 

 

These five facts could be caused by different sources but are most likely from a single source. Of course, with Occam’s 

razor, the single source explanation will kill other explanations. 

 

Yet, is there a single source explanation? Is there an explanation at all? 

Yes, there is a single source explanation, which encompasses not only those five facts above but all facts of this universe. 

 

It starts from the clear and precise definition and calculation of Cosmology constant Λ. 

Cosmology constant Λ = {1/ (total quantum action count of this universe)} 

Λ is the SHARE of a single quantum action to the total quantum action count of this universe, see 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/04/24/entropy-quantum-gravity-cosmology-constant/ . 

Then, what is ‘quantum action’? 

Quantum action = {action of a quantum entity (particle, space, time) moves from [here (now), now] to [here (next), 

next], measured with a quantum UNIT ħ} 

 

Thus, it can be written as an equation: 

Delta S x Delta T = F (ħ) …… Equation A 

So, a function F (quantum action) can be defined as: 

F (quantum action) = K ħ/ (Delta S x Delta T), K is a coupling coefficient. 

 

Yet, F (quantum action) x Delta T = delta P (momentum) 

So, we get a measuring ruler: Delta P x Delta S >= ħ 

 

Now, we can calculate Cosmology constant Λ. 

The {total quantum action count of this universe} = {[1/ (ħ C) ^4] x T} 

Why?  

One, this entire universe is structured with a time-hose which has four (4) dimensions.  

Two, (ħ C) is the largest quantum action possible in a given time-unit. 

Three, T (life time of universe, 13.799±0.021 billion years) = 4.34 x 10 ^17 s (second) 

So, Cosmology constant Λ = 2.242 x 10^-120 

If replace ħ with h, Λ will be a few orders smaller, about 10 ^ (-124). The actual measured value is about 3 x 10 ^ -123 

 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/04/24/entropy-quantum-gravity-cosmology-constant/
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Equation A is in fact the universe EXPENSION equation, moving EVERY point of this universe from {here, now} to {here, 

next}. 

 

That is, every POINT of this universe is expending. The atom in the cell of your nose has zillion quantum actions in a 

given unit of time, and they are all expanding. 

 

But, why is your nose not exploding away? 

It is because that your nose is held together by other stronger forces (strong force, electromagnetic force, etc.), and 

those expanded SPACE is squeezed out. In fact, those expanded SPACE are squeezed out even by the gravity of galaxy; 

that is, no space expansion inside of galaxies. The expanded space from the entire galaxy is pushed out into the space 

between galaxies. 

Yet, how can the above process causing the acceleration of expansion? 
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Just look at three points from the graph above. 

A = R (n — 1) 

B = R (n) 

C = R (n + 1) 

With the equation A, the expansion is uniform. So, the expansion among the three points (A, B, C) is the function of the 

AREA (function of delta R square) between the rings. 

Now, we can define the expansion velocity. 

V1 = V (T1, BA) = delta R (BA)/delta T = R, when we choose delta T = 1, and delta R (BA, T1) is measured as R. 

V2 = V (T1, CA) = delta R (CA)/ delta T = aR, a > 1 by measurement. 

 

That is, (V2 — V1) > 0, and this is acceleration. 

This calculation actually works for the {V1 (T1, BA), V2 (T2, BA)}. By definition of this mechanism, delta R (T2, BA) must 

be bigger than delta R (T1, BA). So, {V2 (T2, BA) — V1 (T1, BA) > 0}. 

 

That is, (uniform expansion at every point) = (accelerating expansion of universe) 
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Now, we have explained all five facts with a single mechanism, the equation A (details, see 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-energy-make-universe.html ). 

 

 

References: 

One, Initial condition/Cyclic universes: The recent data from The Planck 2015 and Planck 2013 observations, the results 

by the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP), Atacama Cosmology Tele-scope (ACT) and South Pole Telescope 

(SPT), they are now very much ruling out the ‘Inflation theories’ and now favors the cyclic universes (C-multiverse) 

model. (See, https://medium.com/@Tienzen/paul-steinhardt-advocates-the-cyclic-universes-c-multiverse-

d93b93081daf#.rry3g04a1 ) 

 

The simultaneous-coexist-multiverse (S-multiverse, with different physics laws and nature constants) is totally wrong. 

And, it (S-multiverse) can of course be ruled out although by definition that those other universes are unobservable 

from ‘this’ universe, see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/10/multiverse-bubbles-are-now-all-burst-by.html ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-energy-make-universe.html
https://medium.com/@Tienzen/paul-steinhardt-advocates-the-cyclic-universes-c-multiverse-d93b93081daf#.rry3g04a1
https://medium.com/@Tienzen/paul-steinhardt-advocates-the-cyclic-universes-c-multiverse-d93b93081daf#.rry3g04a1
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/10/multiverse-bubbles-are-now-all-burst-by.html
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Chapter six: #how2CalculateCosmologyConstant 
 

 
 

At the “SUSY Bet” event in Copenhagen (on August 22, 2016), David Gross (Nobel Laureate) said: "Thus far, there is no 

way to calculate Cosmology Constant...”, see "Susy Bet 2016 livestream video, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YfLNVeHX_wA , (at 43:30 to 46:00 minute mark). 

 

On the question: {How can the cosmological constant be so close to zero but not zero?} 

Answered by Ed Witten: {I really don’t know. It’s very perplexing that astronomical observations seem to show that 

there is a cosmological constant. It’s definitely the most troublesome, for my interests, definitely the most troublesome, 

observation in physics in my lifetime. In my career that is. See http://www.superstringtheory.com/people/witten.html }. 

 

But, here it is: how to derive the Cosmology Constant. 

 

 

 

Entropy: Quantum Gravity: Cosmology Constant 
Written April 24, 2016 

(https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/04/24/entropy-quantum-gravity-cosmology-constant/ ) 

 

One: Quantum gravity 

Gravity is all about mass. But, masses are carried by fermions, the quantum particles. 

So, any gravity theory which is not based on particle theory is not correct, see 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/03/16/nothingness-vs-nothing-there-the-quantum-gravity/ . 

 

Most of mainstream ‘quantum gravity’ theories try to quantize the GR (General Relativity) spacetime sheet in one way 

or another (discrete space or time, fixed coupling constants, etc.), such as those theories below. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YfLNVeHX_wA
http://www.superstringtheory.com/people/witten.html
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/04/24/entropy-quantum-gravity-cosmology-constant/
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/03/16/nothingness-vs-nothing-there-the-quantum-gravity/
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Loop Quantum Gravity: space itself is discrete 

Asymptotically Safe Gravity: pick a high-energy fixed point for the coupling constant 

Causal Dynamical Triangulations: It’s similar to LQG in that space itself is discrete, but time must be discrete as well!  

 

On the other hand, the M-string quantum gravity does describe the spacetime sheet with particles (the M-strings). But, 

the M-string itself does not have a ‘mass-rising’ mechanism of its own but borrows the {Higgs Nonsense} which is a total 

bullcrap, see https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/before-lhc-run-2-begins-enough-jeh-tween-gong ; that is, M-string 

quantum gravity is just a hallow hype. 

 

Gravity is all about moving the ‘entire universe’ from {[HERE (now), NOW] to [HERE (next), Next]}, see 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-energy-make-universe.html . This accelerates the expansion of 

universe and gives rise to the ‘uncertainty principle’. 

 

Yet, this ‘arrow of time’ is the result of {nothing to something transformation} process, the answer for {why is there 

something rather than nothing?} 

 

The {Nothingness} is defined as {timelessness and immutability}. 

The timelessness is expressed with 4-real/ghost time dimensions, the time-hose (not time-line). See 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/origin-of-spatial-dimensions-and.html  or Chapter four. 

 

Then, the next is to set up the measuring rulers {ħ (Planck constant), C (light speed)}. 

Then these rulers must be locked up:  

e (electric charge) = F (ħ, C), the first lock. 

A second lock is need: Alpha = F (e, ħ, C) 

 

With these two locks, this universe is set FREE for its evolution, see 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/arbitrariness-and-final-unification-in.html . 

 

Of course, the litmus test for the above is that the nature constants and parameters must be derived from the above 

scheme. 

Cabibbo and Weinberg angles, see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/theoretical-calculation-of-cabibbo-and.html  

Alpha calculation, see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/alpha-fine-structure-constant-mystery.html  . 

For Planck CMB data, see https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2015/04/22/dark-energydark-mass-the-silent-truth/  

 

With the above, the Mass and Spin arise for Fermions: see Chapter eight and  

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/03/16/nothingness-vs-nothing-there-the-quantum-gravity/  

 

Two: about entropy 

Entropy was initially defined as a macro-thermo-phenomena, as lack of order or predictability; gradual decline into 

disorder with the following equation, with the dimension of energy divided by temperature, which has a unit of joules 

per kelvin (J K−1). 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/before-lhc-run-2-begins-enough-jeh-tween-gong
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-energy-make-universe.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/origin-of-spatial-dimensions-and.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/arbitrariness-and-final-unification-in.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/theoretical-calculation-of-cabibbo-and.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/alpha-fine-structure-constant-mystery.html
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2015/04/22/dark-energydark-mass-the-silent-truth/
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/03/16/nothingness-vs-nothing-there-the-quantum-gravity/
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In the modern microscopic interpretation of entropy in statistical mechanics, entropy is the amount of additional 

information needed to specify the exact physical state of a system, given its thermodynamic specification. 

Understanding the role of thermodynamic entropy in various processes requires an understanding of how and why that 

information changes as the system evolves from its initial to its final condition. Again, it is often said that entropy is an 

expression of the disorder, or randomness of a system, or of our lack of information about it.  

 

This statistical entropy is expressed as Boltzmann’s entropy equation (S = k log W), and the ‘S’ is an irreducible essence 

of any large ‘system’. Then, the concept of entropy is spreading into many (almost all) systems, especially the 

‘information’ system. Again, it is all about the inherent tendency of any system towards the dissipation of useful energy 

or information. 

 

So, entropy is thus far a phenomenological parameter without a deep connections to the other fundamental laws of 

physics (SM particles theory and gravity). Yet, very recently, there is a ‘quantum gravity’ which is based on entropy: the  

entropic gravity (EG), which views that gravity was not a fundamental force, but rather emerged as a phenomenon 

linked to entropy. Unfortunately, those EG physicists still view the entropy with the above phenomenological sense, not 

knowing the true ‘essence’ of entropy. Thus, there is no chance for EG to success. 

 

For constructing any system (a universe or else), it needs three departments. 

 

D-one, the big framework: the 11 dimensions, the nothing to something transformation. 

D-two, the locked measuring rulers. 

D-three, a bookkeeper. 

 

Entropy is the result of the bookkeeping. 

This bookkeeping is all about the ‘action count’. 

 

State one, a particle is at location (1), no action 

State two, that particle moves to location (2), action one (1) 

State three, that particle moves back to location (1), action (2) 

 

State one and state three have the identical ‘physical’ states, but the action count for them is different. And, the count is 

an arrow, always in the increase, a true arrow. In a big system (especially a thermo-system), the measurement of the 

action count (entropy) is described with the Boltzmann’s entropy equation. 

 

So, the arrow of time and the arrow of entropy are totally different arrows. 

 

But, but, but, when a Pepsi can sits on my desk without any movement in the past 10 years, is there any action count for 

it? The answer is big YES in this G-string quantum gravity, as it is in fact moving in ‘time’, and every movement is an 
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action. So, many people is confusing about that the two arrows are the same arrow. No, they are completely different 

arrows. 

 

One, arrow of ‘time’: an emergent of the ‘timelessness’. 

Two, arrow of ‘entropy’: the ever increasing the action count. 

 

In the example above (from state one to state three), it gained nothing but still paid with higher action count. 

Phenomenologically, this is viewed as ‘dissipation’, and thus the entropy has not much to do with the fundamental laws 

of physics. 

 

On the other hand, the TOTAL action count of this universe defines the STATUS of this universe. So, this {TOTAL COUNT} 

must be the most important number in the BOOK of this universe. 

 

How can we calculate this {TOTAL COUNT}? 

In the G-string quantum gravity, the universe moves {from [here (now), now] to [here (next), next]} with 

quantum action {ħ}, and each action is one {quantum information}, the quantum-bit. 

 

Then, the largest UNIT of this quantum information is {ħ C} in one unit of time. 

 

Finally, the NUMBER of quantum ACTIONs per time-dimension in a unit of time is {1/ (ħ C)}. 

 

So, the {TOATL quantum action COUNT} of this universe {(TC) = {1/ (ħ C)} ^4 x T};  

T, life time of universe; there are 4-time-dimensions. 

So, TC = {1/ (ħ C) ^4} x T = 4.34/9.714 x 10^103 x 10^17 

= 0.446 x 10 ^ 120 

 

Planck’s constant   ħ = 1.0545718 × 10-34 m2 kg / s 

The speed of light = 299 792 458 m / s = 2.99 x 10 ^ 8 m/s 

 

So, (ħ C) ^ 4 = {(1.05 x 2.99) x (10 ^ (-34 + 8))} ^4 = 97.14 x 10 ^ (-104) = 9.714 x 10 (-103) 

T (life time of universe, 13.799±0.021 billion years) = 4.34 x 10 ^17 s (second) 

 

This universe thus far should have a {TOATL quantum action COUNT, (TC)} in an order of 10^120. Note: if we choose the 

h over ħ, TC ~ 10 ^ 124. 

 

Three: Cosmological Constant 

Cosmology constant (Λ) is the value of the energy density of the vacuum of space. A positive vacuum energy density 

resulting from a cosmological constant implies a negative pressure, and vice versa. In terms of Planck units, and as a 

natural dimensionless value, the cosmological constant, Λ, is on the order of 10^−120 or 10^−123. 

 

Thus far, the Cosmology constant (Λ) is a phenomenological parameter without a theoretical meaning, although it was 

ad hoc defined in the GR equation. Again, it cannot be derived with any mainstream quantum gravity theories. M-string 

theory cannot even determine its sign (being positive or negative). 
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In this G-string quantum gravity, Cosmology constant (Λ) is defined as the ‘SHARE’ per quantum action. 

 

So, Cosmology constant (Λ) = {1/ (TOATL quantum action COUNT)} 

= {1/( [1/ (ħ C) ^4] x T)} 

= 2.242 x 10^-120 

In h-unit, Cosmology constant (Λ) ~ 3 x 10^−124 

 

Four: Conclusion 

Now, quantum gravity, entropy and Cosmology constant (Λ) are linked together. 

 

One, Quantum gravity: moving this universe from {[here (now), now] to [here (next), next]} with a quantum action ħ. 

Two, the total quantum action count is manifested as entropy. 

Three, the Cosmology constant (Λ) is the SHARE per quantum action in this quantum gravity. 

 

References: 

One, Hierarchy mystery is now no more! See http://profmattstrassler.com/articles-and-posts/particle-physics-

basics/the-hierarchy-problem/naturalness/#comment-84640 

Two, Why making something easy so difficult? See https://medium.com/@Tienzen/why-making-something-easy-so-

difficult-aae8e3715b6d#.2d928r31b  
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http://profmattstrassler.com/articles-and-posts/particle-physics-basics/the-hierarchy-problem/naturalness/#comment-84640
https://medium.com/@Tienzen/why-making-something-easy-so-difficult-aae8e3715b6d#.2d928r31b
https://medium.com/@Tienzen/why-making-something-easy-so-difficult-aae8e3715b6d#.2d928r31b
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Chapter seven: Why not SUSY (s-particle) 
Written on SEPTEMBER 16, 2016 

(see https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/09/16/why-not-susy-s-particle/ ) 

 

Why not SUSY (s-particle)? 

Unless this question is answered THEORETICALLY (not just by any CURRENT test data), we cannot truly rule out the SUSY. 

In order to answer this question theoretically, I should first ask a different question, {Why SUSY?} 

  

One: Why SUSY? 

There are three good motivations, one {why not?}, two {why shouldn’t?} and most importantly {what else?} 

  

First, two great motivations: 

One, Standard Model is 100% unambiguously incomplete, {not encompassing gravity, dark energy/dark mass, cosmology 

constant, naturalness issues, etc.} 

Two, quantum mechanics and General Relativity are totally incompatible. 

That is, SUSY can be the crack filling answer for these issues. 

  

Second, {why not?} 

Standard model is totally successful on describing the ‘particle world’ by using a base of {gauge symmetry + Poincare 

group}. Then, a simple (one step) extension of this base to Super Poincare (SUSY) not only is mathematically valid but is 

also the most logically sound step for a stop cracks design to mend the incompleteness of SM. If nature does not make 

this choice, why not? 

  

Third, {why shouldn’t?} 

The fermions and bosons are totally different in SM. But, why? There can be two answers. 

One, the difference between fermions and bosons is INTENSIONAL and fundamental. Then, there must be a mechanism 

to produce that difference. But, no such mechanism was and still is on the horizon in the mainstream physics. 

Two, the difference between fermions and bosons is superficial, not fundamental. Then, there should have a mechanism 

to smooth out that superficial difference. And, SUSY does this job perfectly. 

If SUSY is already a good (great) answer for the question, why shouldn’t it be? 

  

Fourth, {what else?} 

In the mainstream physics, SUSY is {the only game in town}. 

  

Two: a brief history 

The CALLING for SUSY is as a SM cracks filling measure. With this calling, SUSY should appear at weak-scale; that is, SUSY 

particles are supposed to be discovered over 20 years ago (at LEP). 

When that failed, the SUSY devotees moved their goal post to higher energy and sworn for its inevitable discovery at 

Tevatron. 

When that failed, they sworn again for its appearances at LHC run 1. 

After that failed again, they moved the goal post to the LHC run 2. 

Of course, they failed on that too. 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/09/16/why-not-susy-s-particle/
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See http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/the-hope-of-susy-parousia.html 

Now, they are moving the goal post all the way to China, putting their fantasy wish on the not yet build ‘Great Collider’. 

This ‘goal post moving show’ not only becomes a big joke for science but is the greatest SHAME for physics. 

 

Three: Some basics and facts 

First, for anything to make meaning with this universe, it must interact with this universe in one way or the other. In 

particle physics, the GATE of interaction with the particles of this universe is at the weak-scale {ranging from W boson 

(with mass about 80.385±0.015 GeV) to Top quark (with mass about 173.34 ± 0.27 GeV)}. So, if SUSY makes any 

interaction with this universe, it should have at least one member (the s-particles or its messenger) having a mass in the 

weak-scale. 

 

Second, what kind of particle can be produced at hadron collider? The calculation is very simple. 

One, it should produce a particle about half (1/2) of the colliding total energy. If the total colliding energy is 8 Tev, the 

mass of 4 Tev particle could be produced. On the safe side, if we take only 80% efficiency, 3.2 Tev particle could be 

produced at LHC run-1. 

Two, although one particle could be produced, its production rate could be very small; that is, it might take years of 

running to get enough data for discovering that particle. 

Three, the production rate will be increased if the colliding energy is increased. So, the production rate should be much 

higher (more than twice) for a particle with 1.6 Tev mass. 

Four, as most of the Standard Model particles have the mass below the weak-scale (200 GeV), the background is very 

noisy at that scale. But, above 500 Gev, there should not have too much background noisy. For example, if the average 

height of men is 6 feet, then trying to find a person with height of 6 feet and 3 inches will be very difficult in a crowd of 

million people. But, it should not be any problem to spot a person with height of 60 feet in that same crowd. 

 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/the-hope-of-susy-parousia.html
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Last year (2015), the LHC run-2 began with colliding energy of 13 Tev. So, it can produce some particles with the mass of 

6 Tev. 

In terms of production rate, the 3 Tev particle should be visible with about 5 fb(-1) amount of data. 

For a particle of 1.5 Tev, it should definitely be discoverable with 5 fb(-1) data because that its production rate is more 

than doubled once more. At the same time, it should not have any background noise issue as it is way above the weak 

scale. 

Yet, no 1.5 Tev particle was discovered in the LHC run-2 which collected about 40 fb(-1) amount of data (in 2016). That 

is, no SUSY particle at or below 1.5 Tev.  

 

In M-string theory, a particle with 1 Tev/c^2 mass could form a black hole which can evaporate by radiating out gamma 

rays. So, if any SUSY particle with mass over 1.5 Tev., it could turn into a micro-black hole and should radiate out easily 

detectable gamma ray flashes. But no such flashes are detected thus far. 

 

Furthermore, any more data from LHC will help very little, as the discovery rate will decrease exponentially, see graph 

below. 

 

 
 

Third, in addition to the LHC data, SUSY is further wounded by two other empirical data: the EDM (electric dipole 

moment, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electron_electric_dipole_moment ) and LHCb (studying the decay of bottom 

quarks, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LHCb ). 

 

These two tests are based on the ‘bystander effect’. Even while the s-particle is undetectable with the current 

technology and is not interacting with the SM particles directly, its standing around (being a bystander) will block or 

reduce the freedom of SM particles on their expression or on their decaying pathways. If there is a bystander (whatever 

that is) around an electron, its EDM will be deformed somewhat. If there is a bystander around a b-quark, its decaying 

channels will be effected somewhat. 

 

Now, the EDM and the b-quark decaying channels (without any bystander) can be calculated with Standard Model 

equations. Then, they can be measured to the accuracy of 10^ (-10). For both measurements, no deviation from the 

calculations (assuming no bystander) is found. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electron_electric_dipole_moment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LHCb
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For EDM data, no bystander in a radius of 30 Tev; that is, no SUSY below 30 Tev, see 

http://resonaances.blogspot.com/2013/11/electric-dipole-moments-and-new-physics.html . 

For LHCb data, no bystander in a radius of 100 Tev; that is, no SUSY below 100 TeV, see 

http://resonaances.blogspot.com/2012/11/bs-and-susy.html . 

 

Summary: 

One: SUSY is dead 

 
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/the-hope-of-susy-parousia.html 

 
Two, SUSY is conceptually wrong to be a ‘Super’ symmetry, as it does not increase the symmetry but reduce it. 
A sphere is a perfect symmetry. But SUSY reduces a perfect sphere (as Standard Model can be expressed approximately 

as a sphere) into lower symmetry, two spheres. As the above graph shows, they have no meaning to each other when 

two spheres are disjointed, and at best that SUSY becomes a multiverse. However, I have showed that multiverse is 

wrong, see https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/try-again-part-5-multiverse-jeh-tween-gong . 

 

 Thus, for a meaningful SUSY, it must have a connecting rod to link two spheres together, but it has a terrible ‘LOWER’ 

symmetry in comparison to the PERFECT symmetry on the left (see graph below). This point was discussed in details at 

the following posts. 

http://profmattstrassler.com/2013/07/31/a-few-stories-worth-a-comment/#comment-71566 ,  
http://profmattstrassler.com/2013/07/31/a-few-stories-worth-a-comment/#comment-71962 and  
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/08/dark-matter-mystery-no-more-part-2.html . 
 

http://resonaances.blogspot.com/2013/11/electric-dipole-moments-and-new-physics.html
http://resonaances.blogspot.com/2012/11/bs-and-susy.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/the-hope-of-susy-parousia.html
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/try-again-part-5-multiverse-jeh-tween-gong
http://profmattstrassler.com/2013/07/31/a-few-stories-worth-a-comment/#comment-71566
http://profmattstrassler.com/2013/07/31/a-few-stories-worth-a-comment/#comment-71962
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/08/dark-matter-mystery-no-more-part-2.html
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Three: SUSY is totally (100%) useless for fulfilling its ORIGINAL calling, filling the cracks of Standard Model. 
One simple (very simple) crack is the naturalness/fine tuning issue. 
The obvious ‘naturalness’ issues are: 
Hierarchy issue: the difference between weak coupling and gravity is over 30th order of magnitude. 
Cosmology Constant: it is over at least 120th order of magnitude smaller than 1. 
Vacuum (wrongly named as Higgs) boson mass: it is too light for the M-string quantum gravity. 
  
The obvious ‘fine-tuning’ issues are: 
Alpha = 1 / (137.0359…): the slightest change on electron and/or proton masses will change this number dramatically. 

Planck CMB data (DE=69.22 % 、D=25.90 % 、V=4.86 %). 

  
These issues can be written out with 4 simple hashtags, as below. 
#how2CalculateAlpha 
#how2CalculatePlanckCMBdata 
#how2CalculateHiggsbosonMass 
#how2CalculateCosmologyConstant 
Yet, SUSY of any kind (with hundreds of varieties) cannot QUANTITATIVELY derive those (four) numbers. That is, SUSY is 
wrong and useless at the beginning. Even if nature implemented SUSY of any kind at very high energy, it is still not the 
answer for the current questions. 
 
Four: there is an ‘ELSE’. Those four ‘#how2’ are PRECISELY calculated (derived), see 
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/08/26/vision-eulogy-the-post-checkmate-temper-tantrum-fit/  
 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/08/26/vision-eulogy-the-post-checkmate-temper-tantrum-fit/
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The hope of SUSY Parousia 
Written on November 23, 2013 

(See http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/the-hope-of-susy-parousia.html ) 
 
Now, most of SUSY (with s-particle) devotees are making SUSY into a hope of parousia which ignores all  negative data 

and simply pushes SUSY into higher energy territory (from 1 Tev., to 10, 100 or even 1,000 Tev.), with an open-end.  

 

However, there is a way to address this open-end SYSY parousia. Today, the physics has two spheres, the Reality Sphere 

and the Speculative (Parousia) Sphere. 

One: The Reality Sphere has at least three reality pillars, 

   --- Reality pillar one (RP 1): the particle zoo of the Standard Model, and the Neff = 3. 

  --- Reality pillar two (RP 2): Planck CMB data (dark energy = 69.2; dark matter = 25.8; visible matter = 4.82) 

  --- Reality pillar three (RP 3): SM parameters, such as, Cabibbo/Weinberg angles and Alpha. 

 

Two: Speculative (Parousia) Sphere has three corresponding pillars 

  --- Speculative pillar one (SP 1): in addition to the SM particle zoo, there is a zoo of s-particle (SUSY), and Neff >= 3 

  --- Speculative pillar two (SP 2): there are dark matter and the s-particles (SUSY) are the best candidates for the dark 

matter.  

  --- Speculative pillar three (SP 3): in addition to this observable universe, there are other-universes (the multiverse) 

which have different nature constants. 

 

This Parousia sphere can never be ruled out by any data. When a data (at an energy scale) rules out SUSY, it simply 

moves into a higher energy territory. When a data rules out SUSY from *this universe*, it simply moves into the other-

universes. This SUSY Parousia is supported by two points. 

i.      All the realities pillars (RP1, RP2 and RP3) are test facts without any *theoretical base*, that is, they themselves 

have no constraining power over those speculative pillars. 

ii.     By definition, the multiverse cannot be tested in this universe. Thus, the multiverse hypothesis is invincible by any 

test data of this universe. 

 

Thus, the only ways to crash this SUSY parousia are to smash its two supporting points. Thus, we need two steps. 

 

Step one: we must find a theoretical base for all those realities pillars, that is, all those RPs are the emergent of that 

theory. With such a theoretical framework, it will have the power to rule in or out any SPs. And, now, such a theory is 

available. 

For SP 1 (the String unification, the reproduction the particle zoo of the Standard Model), see “G-STRING AND DARK 

ENERGY (http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/08/24/g-string-and-dark-energy/ )”. 

 

For SP2 (the dark mass and dark energy), see “DARK ENERGY, MYSTERY NO MORE! 

(http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/25/dark-energy-mystery-no-more/ )”, “BARKED UP THE WRONG TREES 

(M-THEORY AND SUSY) (about the dark mass, http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/19/barked-up-the-wrong-

trees-m-theory-and-susy/ )” and “Why Does Dark Energy Make the Universe Accelerate? 

(http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-energy-make-universe.html )”. 

 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/the-hope-of-susy-parousia.html
http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/08/24/g-string-and-dark-energy/
http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/25/dark-energy-mystery-no-more/
http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/19/barked-up-the-wrong-trees-m-theory-and-susy/
http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/19/barked-up-the-wrong-trees-m-theory-and-susy/
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-energy-make-universe.html
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For SP3 (about SM parameters), see “NATURE’S MASTER-KEY CUTS OUT SUSY THE UNDEAD 

(http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/08/natures-master-key-cuts-out-susy-the-undead/ )” and “Litmus test for 

the final physics (http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/04/litmus-test-for-final-physics.html )”. 

 

Step two: we must show that all other-verses are in fact connected to this universe. That is, all multiverse bubbles are 

just one bubble.  

By definition, the other-verses have different nature constants from this universe. As this universe is just one of the 

verse in the Multiverse, thus, the constants of this universe must be bubble-dependent too. If we can show that the 

constants of this universe is *NOT* bubble-dependent, then they must be universal, and the Multiverse must be the 

*Universe*. And this is done and available at “Multiverse bubbles are now all burst by the math of Nature 

(http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/10/multiverse-bubbles-are-now-all-burst-by.html )”. 

 

With these two steps, the SUSY parousia is no more. The Nature sits there silently, blocking all detour attempts (such as 

the SUSY parousia), that is, no one can go over, go under or go around it.  

 
 
 

Multiverse bubbles are now all burst by the math of Nature 
Written on October 27, 2013 

(See http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/10/multiverse-bubbles-are-now-all-burst-by.html ) 
 

Steven Weinberg commented on the issue of multiverse (at 

http://www.nybooks.com/articles/archives/2013/nov/07/physics-what-we-do-and-dont-know/ ). He wrote, {Inflation is 

naturally chaotic. Bubbles form in the expanding universe, each developing into a big or small bang, perhaps each with 

different values for what we usually call the constants of nature. The inhabitants (if any) of one bubble cannot observe 

other bubbles, so to them their bubble appears as the whole universe. The whole assembly of all these universes has 

come to be called the multiverse. ... Such crude anthropic explanations are not what we have hoped for in physics, but 

they may have to content us.}  

 

Per Weinberg’s definition, the bubbles are distinguished by the different nature constants. Now, let’s discuss two 

bubbles only. 

a. The bubble (us) has three well defined nature constants [e (electric charge), c (light speed) and ħ (Planck constant)]. 

Then, these three constants are locked with a pure number, the Alpha. 

b. The bubble (A) has some different nature constants [d, f, g and more], and we do not know anything about these 

constants. It might also be locked in some way, or might be not. If it does, we can also call it the Alpha [bubble (A)]. 

 

Thus, the Alpha should be a function of  

{Alpha (bubble x) = Alpha [something (some nature constants perhaps), bubble-specific factors]}. 

That is, Alpha (the constants lock) must be bubble dependent according to Weinberg’s definition.  

 

For the Alpha [bubble (us)], it is a lock which locks three bubble (us)-nature-constants. Yet, if we can show that the 

Alpha [bubble (us)]-equation is completely independent from any bubble-factor, then it should be a bubble-

independent parameter (a universal parameter for bubble (us)). 

 

http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/08/natures-master-key-cuts-out-susy-the-undead/
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/04/litmus-test-for-final-physics.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/10/multiverse-bubbles-are-now-all-burst-by.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/10/multiverse-bubbles-are-now-all-burst-by.html
http://www.nybooks.com/articles/archives/2013/nov/07/physics-what-we-do-and-dont-know/
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I have showed that the Alpha (bubble (us))-equation: See Chapter one: #how2CalculateAlpha. 

 

This Alpha equation is dominated by the number (48 and 64) and the Weinberg angle. If these three numbers are bubble 

independent, then the Alpha (bubble (us)) is a universal parameter for all bubbles. 

 

First, I would like to ask a question with two parts. 

One, is math the human construct and only as the *tool* for describing the laws of Nature? Or, the laws of Nature are 

embedded in math?  

Two, if all laws of nature (physics) are embedded in math, and all laws of nature (including the nature constants) are 

direct consequence of math, then the *Inflation chaos* can only make bubbles but not *different kind of* bubbles. 

Thus, the way to examine the multiverse-hypothesis is hinged on the fact whether we can *derive* all known (including 

the unknown) laws of Nature from *math* or not.   

 

As the math universe is *infinite* while the nature universe is finite, this task becomes concretizing infinities (the 

countable and the uncountable). In the book “Linguistics Manifesto (ISBN 978-3-8383-9722-1)”, it shows two 

concretizing processes.  

P1, embedding the countable infinite in finite --- this is done by trisecting an (any) angle. The following is quoted from 

that book. 

{If a thing "TA" is the product of an infinity to finite transformation, then TA is the concrete representation of 

that infinity. Can we find such a TA?  

If such a TA does exist, it must be produced with "infinite" steps. Then TA and infinity (TA) are two sides of the 

same coin. That is, 

From TA, we get infinity (TA) 

From infinity (TA), we get TA. 

In mathematics, there are two kinds of infinity, countable and uncountable. There is a commonly accept belief 

that there is no way to trisect an angle in Euclidean geometry. In fact, if we can evenly divide an angle, we can 

always trisect that same angle with the following process. 

Divide angle A evenly. 

Divide the two angles evenly again. 

The top and the bottom angles are now 1/4 of A. As they are symmetrical, we will look the top angle AT only. 

The middle angles are divided evenly again. They become 1/8 of A. 

Let AT plus 1/8 A, and it is larger than 1/3 A. 

Divide the 1/8 A evenly again, 1/16 A. 

Let AT (1/4 + 1/8) minus 1/16 A. "AT" is now smaller than 1/3 A. 

the above process goes countable steps. 

Then, AT = 1/2 - 1/4 + 1/8 - 1/16 + 1/32 - 1/64 + 1/128 - 1/256 + 1/512 - 1/1024 + 1/2048 -... +...  

                 = .33349 - ... + ... = .3333333333333..... = 1/3 } 

 

P2, with countable steps, the above process trisects the angle A "exactly". That is, with countable infinity, we get AT. 

With AT, we get countable infinity. 

 

With the above trisecting angle procedure, we know that 1/3 = 0.333333..., that is, 1/3 has countable number of digits. 

In mathematics, we do know that the number pi (=3.14159...) is a normal number, that is, it has uncountable number of 

digits in it. Then, how can we reach pi (precisely)? Well, we can reach it with the following equation.  
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Equation A: 

    {(The circumference of a circle with a radius of 1/8) = 1 - 1/3 + 1/5 - 1/7 + 1/9 - 1/11 + 1/13 - ... + ... (with "countable" 

infinite steps) = pi / 4} 

 

That is, the number pi (which contains uncountable number of digits) is reached with a "countable" steps. So, the 

uncountable infinity can be concretized with countable infinity, and countable infinity can be concretized with the 

trisecting angle procedure.  

 

Note 1: There is something interesting in equation A. The circumference of a circle with a radius of 1/8 (with an even 

number denominator) can be reached only with a sequence of odd number denominators (the number entanglement).  

Note 2: The area of this circle = pi / 64; then, the number "64" must be fundamental for this uncountable infinity 

renormalization process.  

 

In the two equations above, the countable is concretized as a trisected angle, and the uncountable is concretized as a 

pie (with a radius of 1/8). These two concretizations are in fact the creation process (from infinities to finites), and it 

depends on two very important numbers [3 (or 1/3), 64 (or 4^3)]. Yet, these are the numbers for the Alpha-equation 

above. The “Theoretical calculation of Cabibbo and Weinberg angles 

(http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/theoretical-calculation-of-cabibbo-and.html )” is also the direct consequence of 

the *trisected angle* and *the division of the pie (pi)*.  

 

That is, the Alpha (bubble (us)) is not bubble dependent but is derived from a universal *concretization* process.  

 

The definition for bubble is that two bubbles must not have any connection. If there is a connection between two 

bubbles, they are in fact a single bubble. Thus, as soon as we show that Alpha [bubble (us)]-equation is bubble-

independent, there is no need for us to content with the bubble(s) issue anymore. The concretization in the Nature 

math is indeed fulfilling a *mission* of bubble-busting. Thus, the multiverse-hypothesis is wrong. Furthermore, the 

physics underneath this Alpha-equation must be the fundamental for all laws of physics. This truth sits here silently, 

blocking all detour attempts.   

 

The above approach are significantly different from the current paradigm. The major difference is about the view on 

*MATH*, see Volume three.  

 

Of course, if I cannot actually show the *derivations* of physics laws from pure math, it will just be a personal opinion 

(simply nonsense). But, I have showed the calculations of the Cabibbo/Weinberg angles and Alpha. I also showed the 

calculations for dark mass and dark energy [DARK ENERGY, MYSTERY NO MORE! 

(http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/25/dark-energy-mystery-no-more/ )] and the string unification. I think that 

these are enough as appetizers. Investigating the *physics* underneath those appetizers is much easier than building a 

new collider while I personally do support for building a new collider. More these, see Chapter twenty-one. 

 

 

 

About p-zombies and multiverse 
Written on August 6, 2014 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/theoretical-calculation-of-cabibbo-and.html
http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/25/dark-energy-mystery-no-more/
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(See http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/08/04/p-zombies-are-inconceivable-with-notes-on-the-idea-of-

metaphysical-possibility/comment-page-3/#comment-5683 ) 

 

Paul Braterman: "There is something very wrong with the idea that there is any necessity to the fact that water is H2O. 

Firstly, it is at best contingently true, given our laws of nature, that there exists a compound with this formula, but under 

different laws of nature this would not have been the case." 

“... is Kripke’s statement that “water is H2O” is metaphysically but not logically necessary. The idea is that there is no 

logical contradiction is thinking that water might not be H2O (so this doesn’t rise to the level of logical necessity), and 

yet it seems physically impossible for that to be the case.” 

 

I have read this type of statement many times before without giving a hoot about it as I simply discounted it as simply 

nonsense. Yet, it is seemingly becoming a widely accepted great wisdom. Thus, I would like to say something about it 

now. I will talk about it on three levels. 

 

One, linguistically: is H2O as water, as ater, as terwa,… ? It does not make one bit of difference. 

 

Two, is H2O logically necessary? For heaven’s sake, what ‘logic’? Logic of induction? Logic of deduction? Logic of 

physics? Logic of math? Logic of ‘heaven’s sake’? Before they make such a strong statement “… not logically 

necessary…”, they should at least show “what the damn logic they are talking about?” The only logic which makes H2O 

not logically necessary is the multiverse argument. Yet, multiverse can be ruled out by simply showing that the key 

nature constants (Alpha, Cabibbo and Weinberg angles, ħ, etc.) are not bubble-dependent, (see 

http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2014/02/18/damage-control-for-the-multiverse/ ). 

 

Three, is H2O a metaphysically necessary? What the heck is metaphysics? This will quickly turn into the chicken/duck 

argument, and thus, there is no point to argue over this issue. Today (yes, today, not the time of Aristotle or Hume), the 

physics knows about a lot of facts (truths) which will stay true for long time to come (in fact, eternally). I will list only five 

of them below while ignoring all the other nitty-gritty. 

1. Four forces 

2. Forty-eight ‘matter (fermion)’ particles  

3. Quantum principle 

4. Relativity 

5. Some key nature constants (Alpha, Cabibbo and Weinberg angles, ħ, Planck data, etc.) 

 Now, let’s put the metaphysics aside but discuss only two ‘physics’ issues. 

A. How did these ‘five’ come about? 

B. Can a different set of ‘five’ be ‘produced’? 

There is a good chance that these two issues become one if the ‘five’ can only be produced with ‘one’ way. This is in fact 

a ‘physics’ issue, not about metaphysics.  

 

If ‘procedure A (PA)’ produces the ‘known five’, can PA produce a ‘new five’? 

If a ‘procedure B (PB)’ produces a ‘new five’, can PB produce the ‘known five’? 

 

If we can show that for any (arbitrary) PB, PB = PA, then PA is universal, no multiverse. Yet, what is PA? In fact, this is not 

a very important question. If we know the ‘attributes’ of PA and PB, we can do a great deal of analysis on them without 

http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/08/04/p-zombies-are-inconceivable-with-notes-on-the-idea-of-metaphysical-possibility/comment-page-3/#comment-5683
http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/08/04/p-zombies-are-inconceivable-with-notes-on-the-idea-of-metaphysical-possibility/comment-page-3/#comment-5683
http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2014/02/18/damage-control-for-the-multiverse/
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knowing exactly what they are. In fact, we can simplify the issue one step further.  Instead of being a ‘procedure’, we can 

view the PA as an ‘object’ first. But, what are the key attributes for PA? 

 

For any PB, PB = PA. This equation holds only if PA is ‘unchangeable’ and ‘unsubstitutable” which could be expressed as 

‘timeless’ and ‘immutable’. However, they are not terms of philosophy or theology. They are the terms of physics, that 

is, they must be ‘operational’ defined (not philosophical concepts or theological ideas). Can we find an ‘object’ in this 

universe which is both timeless and immutable (unchangeable and unsubstitutable)? Yes, ‘infinity’ is an object in math, 

and it is both unchangeable and unsubstitutable. However, for the ‘current mainstream physics’, the infinity is not an 

object as a physics-reality. Yet, infinity has another ‘side’ {0 = 1/infinity}. Yet, can ‘nothingness (0)’ be a physics-timeless-

and-immutable entity? 

 

In short, is zero (0) [nothingness] a physics-reality? Seemingly, the answer is no. At the moment of this universe came 

into being, it has an ‘arrow of time’ which is something, not nothing. That is, in the entire lifetime of this universe, there 

is always ‘something’, not one moment in the state of ‘nothing’. In this physics-universe, the best ‘nothing (0)’ is the 

Cosmology-constant (with at least 120 zero after the decimal point). But, there is no guarantee that a non-zero digit 

won’t pop out after that. In short, we have not found a physics-zero in this universe thus far. If this is the case, then 

there is no ‘timeless and immutable’ object (let alone a process) in ‘this’ universe. Then, there is no way to guarantee 

that PA is timeless and immutable, that is, there could have many PB(s) which are not PA (thus, multiverse prevail). And, 

‘the H2O, not logically necessary’-nonsense might no longer be a nonsense. 

 

Now, the issue is very clear. The only way to rule out the ‘multiverse’ is ‘if the PA is indeed timeless and immutable’. Of 

course, PA could be timeless and immutable even while this universe is not. But, if we can find ‘one’ item in this 

universe which is timeless and immutable, then we can show that PA is definitely timeless and immutable. Now, we 

know that the only chance of finding a thing in this universe is timeless and immutable is by crashing the ‘arrow of 

time’. At least, we must show that the ‘arrow of time’ is only an ‘emergent’ from a ‘fundamental’ which is timeless and 

immutable. So, our task has two parts. 

First, to ‘derive’ the ‘known five’ from a PA (the process which gives rise to the laws of physics). 

Second, to show that that PA is timeless and immutable (not as concepts and ideas, but must be processes).  So, 

a. Timeless ‘process’; the ‘First Principle’, see Chapter four. 

b. Immutable ‘process’; the ‘Ghost rascal’. 

Thus, there will definitely be no multiverse and ‘the H2O, not logically necessary’-nonsense is definitely a nonsense. 

 

 

References: 
One, Nature's Master-Key Cuts out SUSY the Undead 

 (See https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/08/natures-master-key-cuts-out-susy-the-undead/ ) and  
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/try-again-part-2-susy-jeh-tween-gong   
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/08/natures-master-key-cuts-out-susy-the-undead/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/try-again-part-2-susy-jeh-tween-gong
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Chapter eight: Quantum Gravity --- from here to eternity 
Written on November 6, 2016 

(https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/11/06/quantum-gravity-from-here-to-eternity/ ) 

 

Quantum Gravity is all about {From here (matter particles) to Eternity (fate of the Cosmos)}. 

There are two facts about Quantum Gravity. 

One, quantizing GR (general relativity) is a totally failed endeavor (such as loop quantum gravity). 

Two, all other approaches (such as, string theory, asymptotically safe gravity, and causal dynamical triangulation, etc.) 

have also totally failed to address the issues of Quantum Gravity. 

 

“Quantum Gravity” is only a name in the mainstream physics, without any substance; that is, there is no ‘quantum 

gravity’ theory in the mainstream physics. 

 

Sabine Hossenfelder (a theoretical physicist) gave a criterion for ‘quantum gravity’; she said, 

{The sought-after theory of quantum gravity is expected to solve these three problems: 

1) tell us how to couple quantum matter to gravity, 

2) explain what happens to information that falls into a black hole, 

3) and avoid singularities in general relativity. 

Any theory which achieves this we’d call quantum gravity, whether or not you actually get it by quantizing 

gravity.} 

 

Her 2) and 3) are related. As GR is only a great approximation on gravity, the correct QG will not have the singularity 

issues and will not have the black hole information issue. I thus will define ‘quantum gravity (QG)’ in a much more 

precise manner. 

 

First, QG is the backbone for the Final Theory (FT) for Nature. Yet, FT consists of the following Structure parameters: 

One, Vacuum Boson (wrongly named as Higgs) mass: 125.09 +/- 0.24 Gev 

Two, dark energy/dark mass/visible mass distribution 

Three, Neff = ??? 

Four, Hubble constant (Ho) 

Five, baryongenesis 

Six, dark flow??? 

Seven, nature constants (Alpha, Cosmology constant, etc.) 

That is, QG must play important roles to address (derive/calculate) these parameters. 

 

Second, there are at least three very precisely defined issues for QG. 

One, giving rise to fermion mass/spin and SM zoo 

Two, expansion and acceleration of the Cosmos 

Three, every particle is interacting with ALL particles simultaneously. 

 

For one: giving rise to fermion mass/spin and SM zoo 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/11/06/quantum-gravity-from-here-to-eternity/
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This is all about Nature’s symmetry: why is fermion different from boson? There are two choices for this question. 

First, fermion and boson are different in essence, and there is a physics to distinguish them. 

Second, their difference is superficial, as there is a ‘symmetry, SUSY’ to smooth out that difference. 

 

But, SUSY is dead, see http://vixra.freeforums.org/why-not-susy-t828.html  

The fermion/boson difference is fundamental, and it is the result of the Real/Ghost symmetry, see Chapter four and 

Chapter seven. 

 

One: giving rise to mass and spin 

Fermion mass: arises from bouncing between Real universe (matter, a finitude) and Ghost sphere (a point, an infinity) 

Boson mass: arises from bouncing between fermions 

Fermion spin: seeing two copies of universe (Real/Ghost) 

Boson spin: residing in (seeing) Real (matter) universe only 

How about the Higgs mechanism? See https://medium.com/@Tienzen/redemption-of-nobel-physics-

12d625f6a03f#.qsl4o7ngj or Chapter eleven. 

 

 
 

Two: giving rise to SM zoo via line-G-strings 

See https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/08/24/g-string-and-dark-energy/  

 

http://vixra.freeforums.org/why-not-susy-t828.html
https://medium.com/@Tienzen/redemption-of-nobel-physics-12d625f6a03f#.qsl4o7ngj
https://medium.com/@Tienzen/redemption-of-nobel-physics-12d625f6a03f#.qsl4o7ngj
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/08/24/g-string-and-dark-energy/
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This G-string model is based on ‘Time Hose’ which produces 11 dimensions. See Chapter four: the First Principle/11-

dimensions, and  

The spatial dimensions is just a subset of ‘QG dimension’ which means ‘CODEs’; that is, seven of the 11 dimensions are 

‘color codes’, see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/origin-of-spatial-dimensions-and.html  

Seven dimensions: {nothingness (white, 1), time hose internal (3 quark colors), time hose external (3 generations)} 

That is, Neff = 3 

Expansion and Acceleration of Cosmos, see https://medium.com/@Tienzen/coin-analogy-is-better-but-is-still-wrong-

2925a7ed4f1c#.d4cjx17qm  

 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/origin-of-spatial-dimensions-and.html
https://medium.com/@Tienzen/coin-analogy-is-better-but-is-still-wrong-2925a7ed4f1c#.d4cjx17qm
https://medium.com/@Tienzen/coin-analogy-is-better-but-is-still-wrong-2925a7ed4f1c#.d4cjx17qm
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Every particle is interacting with ALL particles simultaneously. See http://www.prequark.org/Gravity.htm  

 

http://www.prequark.org/Gravity.htm
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Although all other forces are carried out via bosons (particles), gravity cannot be carried out via any type of boson as 

every particle is interacting with ALL particles simultaneously. So, here is the Bullcrap stamp for graviton. 

 

Conclusion: 
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#how2CalculateCosmologyConstant, see http://vixra.freeforums.org/david-gross-nobel-laureate-on-cosmology-

constant-t824.html  

#how2CalculateAlpha, see http://vixra.freeforums.org/is-137-0359-137-0359-t825.html  

#how2CalculatePlanckCMBdata, see http://vixra.freeforums.org/a-magic-numerological-formula-baryongenesis-

t826.html  

#how2CalculateHiggsbosonMass, see https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/before-lhc-run-2-begins-enough-jeh-tween-gong  

 

Now we have a QG (quantum gravity) which not only is able to meet the three criteria: 

One, giving rise to fermion mass/spin and SM zoo, 

Two, expansion and acceleration of the Cosmos, 

Three, every particle is interacting with ALL particles simultaneously, 

but is addressing all the Structure parameters issues below: 

One, Vacuum boson (Higgs) mass: 125.09 +/- 0.24 Gev 

Two, dark energy/dark mass/visible mass distribution 

Three, Neff = ??? 

Four, Hubble constant (Ho) 

Five, baryongenesis 

Six, dark flow??? 

Seven, nature constants (Alpha, Cosmology constant, etc.) 

 

 

 

http://vixra.freeforums.org/david-gross-nobel-laureate-on-cosmology-constant-t824.html
http://vixra.freeforums.org/david-gross-nobel-laureate-on-cosmology-constant-t824.html
http://vixra.freeforums.org/is-137-0359-137-0359-t825.html
http://vixra.freeforums.org/a-magic-numerological-formula-baryongenesis-t826.html
http://vixra.freeforums.org/a-magic-numerological-formula-baryongenesis-t826.html
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/before-lhc-run-2-begins-enough-jeh-tween-gong
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The rise of gravitation, and hierarchy problem no more! 
Written April 29, 2012 

(See https://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/rise-of-gravitation-and-hierarchy.html ) 

 

If the Nature physics built this universe with an axiomatic procedure, not with any trial-and-errors steps, then, we can 

discover this Nature physics by trying to build an Axiomatic physics (AP) of our own. If the axiomatic sentences of AP do 

make contact with “all” the known laws of Nature physics, then the validity of AP is very much certain. This AP, of 

course, must also answer “all” current open questions, such as, in the following list. 

a. dark matter and dark energy, 

b. acceleration of the expanding universe, 

c. origin of mass, the mass-rising mechanism, 

d. origin of space and time, 

e. origin of flavors, 

f. origin of generations, 

g. super unification of all forces, the coupling constants hierarchy issue, 

h. how do free parameters get their values? 

i. baryongenesis, 

j. etc. . 

The origin of time, of space and of mass was answered [in the previous chapters]. Today, I will discuss the issue of “super 

unification of all forces and the coupling constants hierarchy issue”. 

 

In the previous article “Axiomatic physics, the final physics” (at http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/axiomatic-

physics-final-physics.html ), I have built such an AP. I will, however, list out its framework as below for the convenience. 

 

A. The axiom ---   Alpha = e^2/c * h-bar   (Axiom One) 

 

B. Definitions 

1. time: 

   i. time is a quanta, that is, delta t > 0, and delta t = 0 is not defined. 

   ii. time creates two copies of universe, one with the real time, the others with the imaginational time, and this is 

manifested as ‘quantum spin’, see two copies of universe. 

 
 

2. space:  Delta s = (N) c * delta t, N is a trait matrix, c the light speed, t the time. 

 

https://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/rise-of-gravitation-and-hierarchy.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/axiomatic-physics-final-physics.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/axiomatic-physics-final-physics.html
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3.  mass: 

     i. m (mass) = (h-bar/c)(2pi/L),   L is the wavelength (lambda) of a particle. As the L (lambda) is an attribute of a 

particle, m (mass) is also an attribute (not a universal constant) of a particle.  

     ii. M (mass) = (Ms * Mt) ^ (1/2) = (h-bar/c) (1/[c* delta s * delta t]) ^ (1/2) 

        a. Ms (space-defined mass) = (h-bar/c) * (1/delta s); c (light speed), s (space) 

        b. Mt (time-defined mass) = (h-bar/c) * (1/[c * delta t]); t (time) 

 

4. S (spin of a charge, mass or electric charge) = (1/2) h-bar 

5. e (electric charge) = (+/-)[(1/2) h-bar * c]^(1/2) = (+/-)(S * c)^(1/2), this is a universal constant. 

 

All these parameters above are defined axiomatically, without the concern of any operational or experimental issues. 

These definitions will be used to “derive” some axiomatic sentences, which will be comparing to the “discovered” 

physics laws. While the definitions of an axiom system can be chosen arbitrary, we still want to ask the question of why 

the Nature chose them as they are, not otherwise. 

   i. Why should “time” is defined as it is? 

   ii. While the N (trait matrix) will give rise to all known particles and their masses, why N is chosen as it is, not 

otherwise? 

   iii. Why Alpha has the value as it is? 

 

Of course, this AP must answer these questions, and they will be answered one at a time. Now, I should derive some 

axiomatic sentences. 

 

The “force” in this AP will be defined as follow. 

F (unified force) = K ħ / (delta T * delta S) 

K is the coupling constant. So, 

            K = F * (delta t * delta s)/ h-bar 

K (coupling constant) can be calculated in the unit of time when two different forces have the same strength.  So, 

    K(e) /K(g) = delta s(e)/delta s(g) 

In this AP, K(e) is defined as 1/(137.0359) and delta s(e) is the radius of electron  [delta s(e) ~ 2*10^(-15) meters]. This 

definition is based on the “Prequark Chromodynamics” (PC) at http://www.prequark.org/ . In PC, the electron is 

composed of three “Angultron”, which carries 1/3 of electric charges. That is, the standard range for the electric charges 

interaction is the radius of electron.  

This same electron also carries a mass-charge which interacts with “all” masses in the universe. Thus, the delta s(g), the 

averaged distance for this interaction is the radius of the universe, which is about 10^27 meters. So,  

     K(g)  = K (e)/ [delta s(e)/delta (g)] = k(e)/( 10^42) 

With this AP force equation, the hierarchy problem is easily resolved. On the page 50 of the book “Super Unified Theory” 

(ISBN 0-916713-02-4, Copyright # TX 1-323-231, Library of Congress Catalog Card Number 84-90325), it wrote, {THE 

GRAVITATIONAL CONSTANT (G) HAS TO DECREASE RAPIDLY. … We can define the time unit (TU) as follow, 

   TU [delta t] = TU (big bang) * r (radius of big bang) / R (radius of the current universe) 

… And the size of this universe is about 10^17 light years. … the value of gravitational constant (G) is also decreased 

10^34 times. …} 

 

http://www.prequark.org/
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The above quote answers the question of why the “time” is defined in such a way in this AP partially and the question 

about “dark matter” partially. Furthermore, the “uncertainty principle” will be the direct consequence of this AP force 

equation. 

Delta P = F * Delta T = K h/ Delta S 

so, delta P * delta S = Kh 

Thus; 

When, K >=1, then delta P * delta S >= h 

When K ~ 1, the uncertainty principle remains significant. 

When K << 1, then uncertainty principle is no long important. 

 

A more detailed description of this AP forces is available in the article “The Rise of Gravity and Electric Charge” at 

http://www.prequark.org/Gravity.htm . 

 

Nothingness vs (Nothing there): the quantum gravity 

Written on March 16, 2016 

(See https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/03/16/nothingness-vs-nothing-there-the-quantum-gravity/ ) 

 

With almost 100 years struggle, all efforts on quantizing the General Relativity have failed thus far. 

 

 

http://www.prequark.org/Gravity.htm
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/03/16/nothingness-vs-nothing-there-the-quantum-gravity/
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For Newtonian gravity, it describes the interaction (fighting) between two masses: 

One, (who could be out of each other’s reach, or even out of the sight, the event horizon) 

Two, in a field (the space, which could be infinite in size) 

Three, forever and ever (that is, time is not involved), like the boxing match above.  

 

For General Relativity, the gravity is described as the interplay between 

‘one’ mass 

and the universe-bed-sheet (the u-bed-sheet, or UBS which is woven with ‘space AND time’), 

and the ‘local’ curvature of the UBS depends on the size of that mass, see graph below. 
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As this UBS is defined inside the causal sphere, GR gravity resides in the causality sphere, and ‘mass’ is not a part of the 

UBS. Then, there are some consequences and attributes of and from GR. 

One, black hole: 

 

 

 

Two, gravitational wave: it is only an attribute of GR gravity, and it (the gravitational wave) is not the ‘TOTAL’ interaction 

between two masses. 
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Three, the wormhole: 

 

 
 

The ‘mass’ is the key parameter for the both gravity theories above. But, they both do not definite or describe what 

‘mass’ is. 

 

The carriers for ‘mass’ are particles. As both gravity theories above have absolutely nothing to do with the particle 

theory, there is no chance for them to describe what ‘mass’ is. So, quantum gravity is not about quantizing the UBS (as 

the Loop quantum gravity trying to do) but must be describing UBS with particles (theory). 

In the G-string gravity theory, the UBS is described with ‘Equation zero’: 

Delta S = N * C * (Delta T) 

= (i^n1, i^n2, i^n3) * C * (Delta T), 
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see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/48-exact-number-for-number-of.html  

This equation describes THREE parameters (space, time and particles). Then, the real/ghost symmetry mechanism gives 

‘mass’ to those particles (see, http://www.prequark.org/Gravity.htm ).  

 

That is, the particles are the protrusions of the G-string UBS, looks like egg carton: it can be written with the equations 

of elliptic curves. 

 

When particle moves in the G-string UBS, it looks like a mouse moving under a bed sheet. So, the G-string UBS is 

different from the GR UBS in the following ways. 

One, while the GR mass sits on the GR UBS, the G-string mass is embedded (as a part) in the G-string UBS. 

GR mass and GR UBS: 

 
 

G-string mass and G-string UBS: 

 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/48-exact-number-for-number-of.html
http://www.prequark.org/Gravity.htm
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Two, GR UBS is a ‘flat’ sheet (continuous) without any internal structure. G-string UBS has an internal structure (about 

the fermion particles, quantized). 

 
 

Three, GR UBS resides in the causal (local) sphere while the G-string UBS connects causal and non-causal spheres via the 

‘real/ghost’ symmetry. 

Love in GR UBS: 
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Love in G-string UBS: 

 

 
 

 

Conclusion: 

Quantizing the GR UBS (such as the Loop Quantum Gravity) is no use at all. The only way for quantum gravity is to 

construct a UBS with particles, that is weaving {space, time and particles/mass} into a Universe-Bed-Sheet. And, our 

‘Equation zero’ (transforming ‘Nothingness’ to ‘Something’) is the only way. 

That is, 

Newtonian gravity: an eternal boxing field with boxers, 

General Relativity: a universe-bed-sheet with dead weights on it, 

Quantum gravity (M-string, loops, etc.): just verbiages, the hollow talking, 

G-string gravity: ruler of the Nature. 

 

Note:  

There is no internal structure in the GR UBS (nothing there), and there is no chance to get a quantum gravity from the 

{GR nothing}. So, GR has 
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nothing to do with quantum spin (see https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2014/02/16/visualizing-the-quantum-spin/ , 

nothing to do with dark energy and the emergent of uncertainty principle (see 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-energy-make-universe.html , 

nothing to do with the rising of SM particle zoo (see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/48-exact-number-for-

number-of.html , 

nothing to do with the mass-rising mechanism (see http://www.prequark.org/Gravity.htm  , 

nothing to do with many, many more. 

  

This universe has one root (the Equation Zero) and three branches: {causal sphere, non-causal sphere and the bridge 

(mass)}. The ‘mass’ straddles the two spheres via the {Real/Ghost} symmetry mechanism. The causal sphere is defined 

by photon. The non-causal sphere is defined by ‘mass’. However, GR does not go beyond the causal sphere. 

 

Now, the {G-string Nothingness} vs the {GR nothing} is the key for the quantum gravity. Of course, the GR UBS is a great 

approximation of G-string UBS at macro level. 

 

References: 

https://medium.com/@Tienzen/sabine-hossenfelder-mistakes-that-the-measuring-the-gravity-between-quantum-

particles-is-the-c7e264b64cd5#.lhareif6x  

 

 

 

 

The Rise of Gravity and Electric Charge 
Written In 1996 

(See http://www.prequark.org/Gravity.htm ) 

 

Where is Tomorrow? 

I am writing this topic "Where is Tomorrow?" now. You will read it in a later time than now. But, this topic was clearly 

thought though in my mind 20 years ago. Thus, I do know that there are past, present and future. Should we still wait for 

an experimental proof from physicist before we believe that tomorrow is really a reality? Or, we simply prefer to play 

the word game to classify tomorrow as a potentiality, not a reality and thus to shelf the question. Physicists are able to 

calculate the potential of any physical field and to obtain a value for it. Is that value not a physical reality? Is potentiality 

not a physical reality? 

However, there is no need to argue over these points. "Where tomorrow is" can be clearly described in terms of physics. 

You can judge it yourself after you have read all the following arguments. 

 

I: A brief history on the concept of time 

In order to know how tomorrow becomes today in terms of physics, we need first to revisit the historical thoughts on 

space and time. 

In Newtonian physics, both space and time are viewed as absolute at least in four aspects. 

One, space and time are absolute different entities. 

Two, there are absolute yardsticks for both space and time. 

Three, all events (dynamic or static) will not alter the absoluteness of both space and time. 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2014/02/16/visualizing-the-quantum-spin/
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-energy-make-universe.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/48-exact-number-for-number-of.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/48-exact-number-for-number-of.html
http://www.prequark.org/Gravity.htm
https://medium.com/@Tienzen/sabine-hossenfelder-mistakes-that-the-measuring-the-gravity-between-quantum-particles-is-the-c7e264b64cd5#.lhareif6x
https://medium.com/@Tienzen/sabine-hossenfelder-mistakes-that-the-measuring-the-gravity-between-quantum-particles-is-the-c7e264b64cd5#.lhareif6x
http://www.prequark.org/Gravity.htm
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Four, although there is no preferred absolute point in space, every point is the center of universe, that is, every point is 

absolute relative to the rest of universe. This is relative absoluteness. On the contrary, Newtonian time does not have 

relative absoluteness but is absolute absoluteness. 

 

The space and time in Einstein's special relativity differ from Newtonian concepts completely. 

One, there is no absolute yardstick for space nor for time. Both yardsticks of space and time can be compressed or 

stretched. 

Two, space and time are no longer different entities. Time is the fourth dimension of space. 

Three, time is no longer absolute absoluteness. Every point in space needs its own (absolute) watch. This relativeness is, 

in fact, a relative absoluteness. 

Four, all events can change the yardsticks of space and time, that is, space and time are no longer independent of 

events. 

The phenomenon of special relativity is a fact in nature; thus it is not wrong. Only the interpretation of that fact by 

Einstein and other physicists are inadequate. They do not know that the relativeness is the foundation of absoluteness. 

Perhaps, Einstein did recognize that there is a major problem in his special relativity theory. In fact, he did change his 

opinion about space and time in his general relativity. 

  

In General Relativity, there is an absolute time. Time can no longer defined arbitrarily at any reference frame as the 

Special Relativity has suggested. Time is defined by a geometrical structure caused by mass. Nonetheless, this absolute 

frame of time cannot be known by physicists because General Relativity does not know the absolute mass of universe. 

 

Not only the three views about time above contradict one another but they do not truly give a metaphysical definition 

about "what is time?" They only described a partial characteristics of time, especially from the operational point of view. 

Besides this relativeness and absoluteness issue, there is another issue about time --- the directionality of time. Today, 

most physicists recognize three arrows of time. 

The expansion (direction) of universe. 

The arrow of entropy (thermodynamics). 

The arrow of human psychology (the brain is a thermodynamic system, so it senses the arrow of entropy). 

 

But, these three arrows are, in fact, effects, not causes. 

What is the direction of time when and if the universe contracts? So far, no experiment or theoretical works show that 

the direction of time will be reversed when the universe contracts. 

Life creates order and reduces entropy inside its skin although the global entropy still obeys thermodynamics. So, the 

arrow of entropy and the arrow of life (before its death) are running in opposite directions. 

The brain creates intellectual knowledge and is the best order creation (entropy reduction) machine. So, the arrow of 

intellectual and the arrow of physiological of brain are also running in opposite directions. Why shall one direction 

(physiological) be more prestige than the other (intellectual) in terms of time? 

Furthermore, not only life reduces entropy but is the result of increasing entropy. The life on earth is supported by the 

energy of the Sun. The temperature on the surface of Sun is 6,000 degrees kelvin. The temperature of empty space that 

surrounds earth is 2.7 degrees kelvin. This huge thermal imbalance accelerates the entropy increasing process. If this 

imbalance is reduced, say, if the temperature on the surface of Sun drops 1,000 degrees, then all lives on earth will be 

frozen to death. In fact, the change does not need to be this big, say, if the background temperature of the empty space 

increases 100 degrees, then Earth surface will be unable to cool below 150 degrees Celsius, that is, all lives on Earth will 
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be baked to death. In short, life is feed on and supported by this increasing entropy. Only with this increasing entropy 

process, the reduction entropy of lie can survive. 

 

Nonetheless, we do know that time had a direction. No one (except a few in Hollywood) will confuse tomorrow with 

yesterday. The directionality of time must be explained by a new physics. 

In short, in order to know "Where is tomorrow?" we must answer the following questions. 

What is time? 

Why is there time? 

How does the direction of time arise? 

 

II: Intrinsic Spin: see Chapter four.  

 

III: The Real-Ghost symmetry: See Chapter four: the First Principle. 

 

Delta S = (i^n1, i^n2, i^n3) * C * (Delta T) ..................... Equation zero 

= N * C * (Delta T) 

Alpha = the fine structure constant calculation 

 

The rise of Standard Model particle zoo. 

 

IV: Where is tomorrow?  

Tomorrow resides in the ghost world (as the imaginary time), and when it jumps into the real world, it becomes today. 

At exactly the same time when today jumps into the ghost world, today becomes yesterday. Not only these jumping acts 

in the real-ghost symmetry give rise to gravity, to electric charge, to space, to prequarks, it also gives time a direction. 

This jumping (flip-flap) process of real-ghost time is, in fact, a ball to donut transformation process, see Chapter twenty-

four. 

 

The Rise of Gravity and Electric Charge 

I: Two old Gravity Theories 

The Newtonian gravity has two special traits. One, there is no event horizon for Newtonian gravity. Two, it transmits its 

force in a manner of immediate (spooky) action at a distance. So, the non-locality is the direct consequence of 

Newtonian gravity. 

Before James Clerk Maxwell formulated electrodynamics in mid-19th century, the idea of immediate action at a distance 

was quite reasonable. But, electrodynamics hinted that the causal signal cannot be transmitted with infinite speed. If so, 

then there must be a speed which is the upper limit of all speeds. It also appears obvious that this speed must be 

invariant. If it can vary, then which variation is the upper limit? But what was this upper limit? 

It was our experience that no speed was greater than the speed of light. But, is the speed of light an invariant? In 1887, 

Albert Abraham Michelson and Edward Williams Morley demonstrated that the speed of light was indeed independent 

of the frame of reference. In 1905, Einstein rushed out to proclaim that the speed of light is not only the upper limit of 

all speeds but is indeed an invariant, that is, this upper speed limit is finite and absolute. He used this as his first 

postulate. His second postulate that all reference points (inertial frames) are completely equivalent is in fact saying that 

every reference point is absolute in relation to the rest of universe. This is a statement of subjective absoluteness. 
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With these two absolutes, the rest of world has no choice but to give in, that is, to bend over backwards to 

accommodate these two absolutes by stretching its time unit, compressing its yardstick, or even changing its weight 

scale. In short, the essence of special relativity is the subjective absoluteness of two chosen absolutes. 

 

These stretching or compressing effects are verified on a daily basis in large accelerators. The most renown result of this 

special relativity theory is the well-known equation E (energy) equals to MC square (E = M C^2). This equation is the 

foundation of producing nuclear bombs, and we all know that the killing power of nuclear bombs is real. Japan knew it 

well. But, Einstein must have recognized that all those wonderful realities cannot be the final reality. Thus, he went on to 

develop the General Relativity. 

 

I call those wonderful experimental verifications of special relativity the partial realities. On all levels, all scientific 

experiments are subjectively biased, that is, we can get some results by our choosing of how to set up the experiment. 

For example, someone can set up an experiment to prove that the desk I am using to write this paper is a desk. Someone 

else can also prove it is wood. It can also be proved to be a 300 year old oak tree. Then, biochemists can prove that it is 

only composite of molecules. Then, physicist can prove that 90% of that desk is only vacuum and void. 

This obvious phenomenon of subjectivity of science seems to be a big joke for many, but it is very important in the path 

of searching for a final theory. Those experimentally proved realities are only partial realities at best. A straight stick 

must look bent when it is half-submerged in the water. If it is not, then something is wrong. But, which one is reality, 

bent or straight? When we walk along a parallel railroad track, the two parallel tracks must look intersecting at a 

distance. If it is not, then your eyes must have problem. But, which one is reality, parallel or intersecting lines? 

Perhaps, physicists regard these types of question as philosophical nonsense. But, in the micro-world, this philosophical 

nonsense becomes the most important reality. The results of all observations about the quantum world depend on how 

the observations were made. The Copenhagen Interpretation of uncertainty principle guarantees that the reality-as-

itself can never be known. All we can get are subjective, illusory and biased phenomena. 

 

Although Einstein did not understand, let alone believe in, the facts discussed above, he nonetheless intuitively knew 

that the special relativity is sort of baloney. He quickly abandoned one of the two absolutes he chose for special 

relativity. He must feel vulgar for the fact that all interactions depend upon the reference frame being used, which is the 

namesake for special relativity. 

In General Relativity, he abandoned that vulgar postulate, that all inertial reference frames are completely equivalent 

which is only a relative absoluteness. He tried very hard for 10 years to find a higher and better absolute, which will be 

completely independent of any reference frame. He found Galileo mass (that inertial mass and gravitational mass not 

only cannot be distinguished but is an invariant for all reference frames). This is the well-known principle of equivalence. 

This principle of equivalence is indeed a better and higher absolute than the inertial frame postulate which is only a 

relative absoluteness. With this new set of two absolutes (principle of equivalence and the absolute finiteness of light 

speed), the rest of the world (such as time and space) again must bend over backwards to accommodate them. That is, 

spacetime must look bent in his well-known elevator thought experiment. 

For eighty years, physicists have thought that Newtonian gravity was incomplete and only as a crude approximation of 

General Relativity. Today, two newly discovered facts (horizon issue in cosmology and the non-locality of quantum 

physics) prove that General Relativity is very much incomplete. 

Although Einstein abandoned one vulgar postulate (the inertial frames) of special relativity, he kept the other vulgar (but 

not wrong) postulate (the absolute finiteness of light speed) in his General Relativity. This bad choice of absoluteness 

made General Relativity a LOCAL theory and trapped it in a self-created event horizon. That is, the General Relativity will 

break down beyond the event horizon defined by light signal. 
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If we define Universe in terms of light signal, there are many parts of universe laying outside of that universe. This is 

called horizon issue in cosmology. In short, General Relativity cannot define universe without self-contradiction. If 

universe means ALL, then the universe of General Relativity is not a universe. 

In addition to this horizon problem, the non-locality is now a fact in nature, and there is no way that General Relativity 

can encompass this fact. 

 

II: The Superior Gravity Theory 

On the other hand, the Newtonian gravity theory does encompass both facts. There is no event horizon issue in 

Newtonian gravity. The non-locality (immediate or spooky action at a distance) is the hallmark of Newtonian gravity. 

Even without these two new found facts, we can still see that Newtonian gravity is much more superior to General 

Relativity. 

In order to explain this, we again need to revisit the history of how Newton developed his gravity theory. What 

absolutes did Newton choose for his gravity theory? He also chose two!! The first is the Galileo law that mass is 

independent of gravity. The second is the Kepler law that the planets sweep nonzero equal areas in equal time. 

All physicists believed that Einstein was the one who discovered that spacetime has curvature and Newton saw 

spacetime as a piece flat sheet. Not so!! In Newton's gravity law, when two planets pull themselves TOWARD each 

other, it causes a SIDE motion in an ellipse orbit. If spacetime is not curved, why is there a SIDE movement? 

 

Among absolutes, Newton and Einstein shared one, the Galileo law of mass. But, the second absoluteness selected by 

Newton that the planets sweep nonzero equal areas in equal time is much, much superior to Einstein's choice that light 

speed is an absolute finiteness. This fact can be understood quite easily. 

Let's imagine that a star A is moving away from star B. There is a gravitational interaction between the two stars 

according to both Newton and Einstein gravity theories. According to General Relativity, the spacetime between the two 

stars is curved. A greater curvature of spacetime will slow down the clock because light signal will take longer time to 

travel through it. Now finally, star B moved out the event horizon of star A because.… At this point, gravity between the 

two stars can no longer be defined in terms of General Relativity. 

But, there is still gravitational interaction between these two stars under this condition according to Newtonian gravity. 

Although star B can now FREELY move along its own course, there is still a gravitational interaction between A and B as 

long as the movement of star B sweeps out a nonzero area relative to star A regardless of the fact that there is no causal 

contact between the two. In short, gravity has much richer meanings than General Relativity can describe. So, General 

Relativity is only a very crude approximation of Newtonian gravity. 

 

This fact can be understood in common language. Let's imagine that I made a causal contact with Einstein 30 years ago 

by calling him on telephone. I wanted to talk with him about physics. But the phone was cut off suddenly because he 

had sunk into the ghost world (dead). During the past 30 years, I was unable to make any more causal contact with him 

personally. But his work did mark history (bent the spacetime); so I can interact with him although we are separated in a 

time-like separation, that is, no signal traveling at light speed can carry information between the separated entities. 

 

Furthermore, the universe is not only the composite of all past and the present but includes the entire future. Three 

years ago, I received an invitation to participate in the 19th World Congress of Philosophy.  

 

This event was one year away in the future then, but I had interacted with this still-a-ghost event for almost a whole 

year. I wrote one paper for this still-a-ghost event in April, 1993. I also went to obtain my visa, bought airline tickets and 
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made hotel reservation in Moscow, all for this still-a-ghost event. Obviously, no causal contact could be made between 

then and that still-a-ghost event, but a lot of interactions were already taking place. 

 

 
 

 

Today, physicists agree that there are only four fundamental forces in nature. The strong and weak forces are short 

range forces; they are the forces which construct the building blocks of universe. The electric force is a long range force, 

and the force carrier of this electric force is photon, the light signal. As I have showed that using light signal in Einstein's 

way to define universe is a very bad choice, which cannot encompass the facts of horizon issue and of non-locality. At 

the present stage of universe, the electric force and gravity are significantly different. Don't you think that it is very 

stupid to define gravity with the attribute of electric force (the photon)? The universe is much bigger than a spacetime 

linked with causal contact by light signal; it must encompass not only the entire history but also the entire future. 

 

So, the remaining candidate for defining universe is gravity; there is no other choice. Newton's choice of a true and pure 

geometrical description for gravity was a much better choice. The difference between Newton and Einstein is that the 

geometry is the guiding principle in Newton gravity but is only a result in General Relativity. The wrong impression that 

Newton gravity is not geometric was caused by Lagrange and Hamilton who rewrote Newton gravity in terms of 

analytical algebra. 

 

III: A New Gravity Theory 

From the examples above, all gravity theories are theories of selecting absolutes -- the yardsticks to define universe. The 

finiteness of light speed is not wrong, but to choose it as an absoluteness of a theory will be inevitably to produce a 
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partial theory, such as General Relativity. A better selection of absoluteness for a theory will produce a better theory, 

such as Newtonian gravity. 

Nonetheless, the Newtonian gravity theory is not an ultimate theory. It does not contain General Relativity. He also 

selected too many absolutes, two to be exact. In fact, the absoluteness of time and of space in Newton theory are not 

guiding principles of his theory but the consequences of it.  

Philosophically, using two or more different yardsticks to measure anything (including universe) will inevitably distort 

the item being measure. If two is too many, then one or zero is the remaining choice. If there is no yardstick, the causal 

universe cannot arise. Because there is a causal universe, there is one and only one absolute in the universe and no 

more. It is ZERO, the Nothingness. Nothingness must always remain to be Nothingness; this is the only absolute 

absoluteness. Perhaps, someone will argue that the nothingness is not even a physical reality. How can it then be a 

guiding principle of a gravity theory?  

First Principle: {The essence of THIS universe is 'NOTHINGNESS', and it must remain to be nothingness} 

The manifestation of this First Principle is the {Perfect Symmetry (Real/Ghost symmetry)}, and its expression is a time-

hose. 

 

Because of this Nothingness absoluteness, real time cannot arise without being accompanied by a ghost time, and the 

physical universe cannot arise without being accompanied by a ghost world. Every particle is bouncing between the real 

and the ghost universes (see perfectsymmetry, Chapter four). This bouncing act gives rise to quantum spin and gravity. 

Every mass carrier (fermion) sees two copies of universe (Real sphere and Ghost point) which is the result of (1/2) spin. 

 

Now consider a pepsi can which rests at your coffee table. It is not truly at rest in relation to Sun, to moon or to any 

other stars, but we can fairly to say that it is at rest in relation to Earth. However, according to this new physics, this 

resting pepsi can is not truly at rest. It is, in fact, bouncing between two states (the real and the ghost worlds) as in 

Figure 1. In other words, it is moving in time as in Figure 2. 

 

 
 

The force which drives this pepsi can moving in time is the force of gravity, and we can calculate it very easily. 

According to Special Relativity, no particle with nonzero rest mass (such as the pepsi can) can move in space with light 

speed. However, that pepsi can can move in time (bouncing between two universes) with light speed without violating 

the Special Relativity. So, at t1, it has a momentum 

      p(t1) = m(r) * c, m(r) is the nonzero rest mass. At t2, there is a momentum change, 

      delta p = -2m(r) * c.  

We then define two functions. 

Potential function PO: Delta PO = m * delta P / delta T 
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Force function F: F = (B/ (a) ^2) * delta PO 

Both B and a have a dimension as mass, (a) is Planck mass. 

With this new concept, some mathematical operations and Equation Zero, the force between the pepsi can and Earth 

can be easily derived as: 

F (m, M) = (hc/a^2) (mM/r^2) .....................Equation One  

= G (mM/r^2) 

m is the rest mass of pepsi can, M mass of Earth, h Planck constant, c light speed, a Planck mass, G gravitational 

constant. 

Obviously, Equation One is Newton gravity equation, and it is derived from two different physics. 

One, it is the intrinsic spin which is quantum physics giving rise to the concept of real-ghost worlds. 

Two, I did not abandon Einstein's concept of the absoluteness of light speed but reinterpreted it. That is, every particle 

(with nonzero rest mass) is bouncing between the real and the ghost worlds with light speed. This concept of absolute 

velocity that a nonzero rest mass particle which travels in TIME with light speed does not contradict with Einstein's 

relative velocity concept that a nonzero rest mass particle cannot travel through SPACE with light speed. 

 

In short, Equation One (the Newton gravity equation) is derived by combining quantum physics with Relativity. 

Furthermore, Equation One (derived from the Newton's second law) proves that mass of acceleration is identical to the 

mass of gravity. 

In summary, because the ghost world is a reality, the spooky action at distance is transmitted via the ghost world (not 

via the space with relative velocity), and the spooky action is the necessary consequence not only of quantum physics 

but also of gravity. Because the spooky action at a distance is a reality, the universe can be defined without self-

contradiction caused by any event horizon. 

 

IV: The Rise of Electric Charge 

The gravity keeps all matter trapped in time, that is, push them moving in time. So, all matter (fermions) has two legs; 

one roots in real time, the other in ghost time. This real-ghost time interaction gives rise to space according to Equation 

Zero, 64 subspaces to be exact. Some of those subspaces are in line with real-ghost time; others are sort of fall-off-the 

bed. Those fall-off-the-bed subspaces form an angle between it and the real-ghost time line. 

This in-line-with particle is one-dimensional, sort of a two headed arrow (seeing itself in mirror after only 180 degrees of 

rotation); that is, having an intrinsic spin of 2. The fall-off-the-bed particle forms a triangle. It is sort of a one-headed 

arrow, with an intrinsic spin of 1/2. The figure below, an angle with the real-ghost time line gives rise to an angular 

momentum L = (h/2) which moves in time with light speed (C), and the square root of L*C is electric charge. 

 

 
 

 

 q (charge) = (L * C)^(1/2) = [(1/2)h * C]^(1/2) ............... Equation two 

Electric charge is a true constant. The value of electric charge carried by proton is the same as carried by electron 

although with an opposite sign. However, electric charge is not a fundamental constant because it can be written in an 

equation of some other constants. In fact, it is composed with three constants, h, C, and electric fine structure constant 

(1/137.035999). 
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In Prequark Theory, the universe's topological shape is a torus which is a ball with two connecting poles (holes). Quark 

generations (genecolors) resides in one pole and quark colors resides in the other.  

 

Three quantum numbers (quark colors, genecolors, and electric charge) can describe the entire quark universe. The 

figure above is published in my book Super Unified Theory (Copyright 1984, Library of Congress Catalog Card number 84-

90325; International Standard Book Number ISBN 0-916713-01-6) 

 

V: The Rise of Cabibbo and Weinberg angles 

see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/theoretical-calculation-of-cabibbo-and.html  

 

VI: The Super Unification 

In the Standard Model, Cabibbo and Weinberg angeles give rise to particle's mass. That is, the electric charge and mass 

can be unified. This is also why one of the prequark is named Angultron in the Prequark Model. 

 

Equation one can be rewritten as follow: 

F (gravity) = (mM/a^2)(hc/r^2) = f1 (hc/r^2) ...........Equation 1' 

And, Coulomb law can be rewritten from Equation two as: 

F (electric) = k* q1 * q2/r^2 = f2 (hc/r^2) ...............Equation 2' 

f1, f2 are coupling constant. In fact, the only difference between Eq. 1' and Eq. 2' is that they have two different coupling 

constants. Both of them have the same structure, and a unified force equation can be derived from Equation zero, Eq. 1' 

and Eq. 2'. 

F (unified) = K h / (delta T * delta S) ...... Equation three 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/theoretical-calculation-of-cabibbo-and.html
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K is a coupling constant, h Planck constant, T time, S space. From this unified force equation, the uncertainty principle 

can be derived very easily. 

Delta P = F * Delta T = K h/ Delta S 

So, delta P * delta S = Kh 

 

There are many theories (such as, Supergravity, Supersymmetry, Superstring/M-thoery, etc.) fighting for the title of 

Super Unified Theory. Yet, for super unification, there are only two approaches: 

One, proving the fundamental quantum phenomena are manifestations of spacetime. 

Or two, proving spacetime is quantized. 

Of course, there is a third approach -- the combination of the two approaches above. 

Only this (Real/Ghost symmetry) gravity is successfully encompassing both pathways. 

 

There are four major differences between gravity and other forces. 

First, all gravity theories (Newtonian or General Relativity) are instinctively related to spacetime while other forces are 

forces between particles. 

Second, all particles in Standard Model are viewed as something roam in spacetime freely but not instinctively as part of 

spacetime. 

Third, the vision of those other forces is short-sighted because there is a minimum energy requirement to generate the 

force carriers. Although the electromagnetic force could be a long distance force, most large objects are electric neutral. 

Although photon can travel far, it itself does not carry electric charge. 

Fourth, the vision of gravity is infinite. Every mass sees all masses in the rest of universe at the same time. 

 

If gravity also has a force carrier (such as graviton) in the traditional sense, then every particle must throw out zillions 

gravitons and at the same time be bombarded by zillions, zillions gravitons all day long. It will get tired very quickly. If a 

gravity theory could, indeed, be constructed in this way, it would be quite ugly. However, this new gravity theory based 

on real-ghost symmetry does not have this tiring problem. In the whole universe, there is only one graviton -- the ghost 

point which is shared by every particle. When a particle interact with this ghost point, it sees the entire rest of universe, 

and the rest of universe sees it at the same time.  

The Equation Three shows that the Unified Force is a function of space and time only. According to Prequark 

Chromodynamics, space and time have the following attributes: 

 

One, space is trisected (having three seats), and it gives rise to: 

Prequarks -- Vacutron and Angultron 

Quark colors -- they are not attributes of prequarks but are attributes of seats (space) 

 

Two, time is also trisected, and it gives rise to three generations which are not attributes of prequarks but are attributes 

of time. 

 

And, all forces are different interactions between space and time: 

Three of them are constructive forces, constructing the structure of this universe. 

Strong force -- the residual force of quark (seat) color force. 

Electromagnetic force -- the result of the combination of quark color and genecolor interaction. See page 21 of Super 

Unified Theory (Library of Congress Catalog Card number 84-90325) 

Gravity force -- by moving the entire universe in time (in and out of the ghost point and itself) with light speed. 
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Then, there is a destructive force: 

Weak force – it breaks the structure, as the gateway of spacetime. It manifests as the genecolor force, as in the Muon 

decay, and as the result of interaction between particle and the fluctuation energy of spacetime vacuum, such as in the 

neutron decay 

Thus, the Super Unification is obtained. 

 

Deriving the Planck constant 

Traditionally, physics is divided into two disjoint areas: 

Quantum physics (including the elementary particle physics). 

Relativity theories (including gravity theories). 

In this paper, I have pointed out that the second Kepler law is the center point of Newton gravity. One of my 

collaborator Dr. Fangil Gareev (at Bogoliubov Laboratory of Theoretical Physics, JINR, Dubna, Russia) pointed out that 

the Planck constant is also a direct consequence of the second Kepler law. 

First, consider the ground state of a hydrogen atom in a classical way. The classical Hamiltonian for a hydrogen atom is; 

 
Then, introduce the quantity f = r v, the invariant of motion according to the second Kepler law is; 

 
The H (min) can be obtained as: 

 
With the experimental value for the ground state of a hydrogen atom, f is; 

 
And, mf is exactly equal to the Planck constant; 

 
This result is amazing, and it points out a direct linkage between quantum physics and gravity theory.  

 

And now, we can see all the links in Super Unification. 

Newton gravity is based on: Galileo mass and the second Kepler law 

General Relativity is based on: Principle of equivalence, and Absolute finiteness of light speed 

Quantum physics is based on -- uncertainty principle (m v r), that is, the Planck constant which is the result of second 

Kepler law 

 

This new gravity theory is based on: 

Real-Ghost symmetry -- the result of intrinsic spin (Planck constant) 

Moving in time with light speed 
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VII: The Ball-Donut transformation 

Furthermore, this new physics unifies gravity and quantum physics with three new physics concepts. 

One, there is one and only one absolute absoluteness which is Nothingness. Because this Nothingness must remain to 

be Nothingness (the Nothingness conservation law), the physical universe cannot arise without being accompanied by a 

ghost world. That is, there is a real-ghost symmetry which is totally different from the traditional supersymmetry. This 

real-ghost symmetry is already a broken symmetry. In terms of space, the real universe has a radius of about 17.8 billion 

light years across, but the ghost would is only a geometrical point (I called it ‘Black point’ in my SUT book, on page 72). 

 

Two, in terms of time, the real universe manifests as a symmetry partner of the ghost world. Or, we can say that all 

fermion particles are bouncing between the real and the ghost worlds. 

 

Three, every particle with a nonzero rest mass (excluding the bosons) is moving in time (bouncing between the real and 

the ghost worlds) with an absolute velocity of light speed, although it can never move in space with light speed. 

 

From the three concepts above, gravity, electric charge, prequarks, intrinsic spin, etc. arise. However, this new physics 

does not unify the traditional physics into a static system. They can only be unified with a dynamic process --- a creation 

process. The Nothingness to real-ghost symmetry is a creation process which gives rise to Equation zero. Then, 48 

quarks-leptons arise in the material world. These 48 quarks-leptons can be represented with three quark colors, three 

generations and one colorlessness. 

In Topology, there are one four color theorem and one seven color theorem. The four color theorem can be represented 

with a topological ball, seven color with a topological donut. Thus, every generation of quarks can be topologically 

represented as a topological ball. The entire three generations of quark can be topologically represented as a topological 

donut.  

Again in Topology, a topological ball can never be transformed into a topological donut by a continuous deformation 

process, but the creation process is not a continuous deformation process. The only way to transform a ball into a 

donut (a tube) is by punching two holes on the ball. The two holes of {yesterday and tomorrow} are the gateways 

between the real universe and the ghost world. Gravity is the force which pushes all particles (the entire real universe) in 

and out of these two holes. 

 

Frequently Asked Questions 

Q: Why do both Equation Zero and Equation Three use delta T and delta S instead of the traditional differential 

operators (dt, ds)? 

A: This theory is actually a new string Theory. Every string has a finite length, and it cannot be reduced to zero. So, both 

equations do not use differential operator. 

Q: What are the differences (if any) between this theory and the traditional Superstring Theory (now, the M-theory)? 

A: There are three major differences: 

M-theory views quarks as fundamental particles without an internal structure, and it can be called Quark Superstring 

Theory. This new theory shows that quarks have an internal structure, and it can be called Prequark Superstring Theory. 

One of the cornerstone of M-theory is Supersymmetry which predicts some superpartners (squarks, etc.). The 

superpartner of this new theory is a ghost world which is an already broken perfectsymmetry. No SUSY (s-particles). 

Q: Newtonian physics has only a few cornerstone equations, such as: F = ma and the gravity equation. It is the same for 

quantum theory which has only a few cornerstone equations, such as: uncertainty principle and Schrodinger equation. 

What are the cornerstone equations for Prequark string Theory? 
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A: The Prequark rstring Theory needs only two equations. The first equation defines the strings, and it is the Equation 

Zero. The second equation defines the strings interaction force, and it is the Equation Three. 

 

References: 

One, See, http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-energy-make-universe.html , 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2015/04/22/dark-energydark-mass-the-silent-truth/  and 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/alpha-fine-structure-constant-mystery.html  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-energy-make-universe.html
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Chapter nine: New Science Epistemology 
 

About Lee Smolin and the Falsifiability 
Written on February 14, 2015 

(See https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2015/02/13/lee-smolin-and-the-status-of-modern-physics/comment-page-

1/#comment-11968 ) 

 

Massimo: {… I’m not sure what it means to say that falsifiability is wrong because truth cannot be falsified. I’m afraid 

that sentence betrays a lack of understanding of what Popper said.} 

 

“Falsifiability” might be a philosophical issue for philosophers; it is now a life-death issue for theoretical physicists. So, if I 

am lacking the understanding of what Popper said, I do know what I have faced Popperianism in the past 30 years. That 

is, what Popper have said does not truly matter. I and many top physicists do know what the Popperianism (in terms of 

falsifiability) means in physics. 

 

There are two types of theoretical physics. 

T1, empirical data BASEd model building: the interplay of theories and verifications. 

T2, philosophical insights BASEd framework construction: can be verified (not falsified) and refuted with anchor-web 

matching and with beauty-contest. 

 

I personally do not see that T1 is truly theoretical physics. On the other hand, the M-string theory is a T2 work although 

it failed to make any contact to any known physics. Today, the T2 physics faces two situations. 

S1, its consequence (not prediction) is way beyond the current technology to probe it. 

S2, the true truth must not be falsified, per definition. Of course, the non-true T2 claims can of course be proved as 

WRONG by many means, (such as, ‘theoretical truth’). 

 

Most of the top physicists who join the anti-Popperianism camp is because of the S1. But, my stance comes from the S2. 

Then, what is the ‘theoretical truth’? 

 

If X is a system which is declared true by some means (such as with T1 physics), then the LANGUAGE which describes X is 

‘theoretical truth’ although language itself was neutral (without any truth/false value). Well, without examples, this will 

just be talking talks. Here are some examples. 

Ex 1, the Standard Model fermions are deemed as true. Then, the LANGUAGE (such as G-string, see 

http://putnamphil.blogspot.com/2014/06/a-final-post-for-now-on-whether-

quine.html?showComment=1403375810880#c249913231636084948 ) which describes them is a ‘theoretical truth’. 

Ex2, {(1/Alpha) = 137.0359 …} is deemed true. Then, an equation which derives that number is a ‘theoretical truth’, no 

need for any gadget-testing verification. 

 

The mission for the M-string theory is to get {string unification} but failed. If no one succeed, the failure itself is not a 

proof of it being wrong. But, we do have one LANGUAGE which successfully describes all SM fermions, and this is 

enough to declare that M-string is wrong; that is, that unfalsified under Popperianism is falsified via ‘theoretical truth’. 

https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2015/02/13/lee-smolin-and-the-status-of-modern-physics/comment-page-1/#comment-11968
https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2015/02/13/lee-smolin-and-the-status-of-modern-physics/comment-page-1/#comment-11968
http://putnamphil.blogspot.com/2014/06/a-final-post-for-now-on-whether-quine.html?showComment=1403375810880#c249913231636084948
http://putnamphil.blogspot.com/2014/06/a-final-post-for-now-on-whether-quine.html?showComment=1403375810880#c249913231636084948
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The objective of multiverse is to show that this fine-tuned universe is just a happenstance among zillions possibilities. 

Their key argument for this is that these fine-tuned nature constants of this universe cannot be DERIVED. By “Showing” 

how to derive them, multiverse is easily refuted; again, unfalsified under Popperianism is falsified via ‘theoretical truth’. 

 

The ‘anti-falsifiability’ issue is clearly defined and understood among physicists, regardless of what Popper had said. Yes, 

‘falsifiability’ must go in both case (S1 and S2). Popperianism could be a great ‘intellectual’ topic for philosophy, but it is 

just a stupidity for true theoretical physicists. 

 

 

 

About gadget epistemology 
Written on March 28, 2013 

(See http://profmattstrassler.com/2013/03/28/hes-not-wrong-the-us-and-science-research/#comment-50470 ) 

 

This article touches the “heart” of the human-physics, the epistemology on physics which is 100% based on the gadget 

data. But, the cost for modern gadgets is no longer sustainable by humanity as a whole. We must look into a new physics 

epistemology. 

 

This gadget epistemology classifies physics into four groups. 

1. Established — a prediction is verified by some gadget data. 

2. Plausible and widely believed — its framework is consistent with the gadget data. 

3. Largely speculative — its framework is not supported but is also not ruled out by any gadget data. 

4. Simply wrong — all or part of its framework is ruled out by some gadget data. 

 

This gadget epistemology has done wonders for the human physics, and it has the following traits. 

a. Valid “prediction” is viewed as truth while the valid “postdiction” is very much discounted. 

b. The Nature-physics is differentiated with gadgets. There are many gadget truths (GT1, GT2, … GTn, …) which are often 

disjointed, incomparable or even contradict among them, such as the quantum physics vs general relativity; Standard 

model vs Planck CMB data, etc.. 

 

As the gadget epistemology is a differentiating epistemology, there should be an integrating one. When a theory A (TA) 

is based on a few new “physics” (for example three), 

i. physics one 

ii. physics two 

iii. physics three 

and while these three are unreachable by any known (or foreseeable) gadget, this new theory can still have some 

intrinsic (axiomatic) consequences (IC). When an IC of TA (theory A) matches one GT (gadget truth), TA is anchored in 

Nature physics with one anchor. The more anchors that TA has, the more TA is established. Thus, even without any new 

gadget, we can still do a lot of physics. 

 

 

 

http://profmattstrassler.com/2013/03/28/hes-not-wrong-the-us-and-science-research/#comment-50470
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Popperianism and Beauty-Contest 
Written on May 15, 2015 

(See https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2015/05/15/paul-steinhardts-remorse-popperianism-and-beauty-contest/ ) 

 

Paul Steinhardt is one of the major founder/inventor of ‘multiverse/eternal inflation scenario’. After the BICEP2 fiasco, 

he becomes remorseful not only on his early mistakes but concerns about the dishonesty of many his colleagues. 

      {The BICEP2 fiasco, where multiverse proponents first claimed a “smoking gun” vindication from B-modes, then went 

on to claim that no B-modes was just as good for their theory once they disappeared. … 

Steinhardt was furious. … 

Andre Linde has become associated with eternal inflation because he thinks the multiverse is a good idea,’ he told me. 

‘But I invented it, too, and I think it’s a horrible idea. It’s an emperor’s new clothes story. Except in that story, it’s a child 

who points out that the Emperor has no clothes. In this case, it’s the tailors themselves telling us that the theory is not 

testable. It’s Guth and Linde.}  (Quote from http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=7715 ). 

 

Steinhardt’s remorse has two parts. 

One, it is about the dishonesty of some prominent physicists who occupy the positions with the power of controlling the 

researching funding, with the power of manipulating the news media and with the power of silencing any dissenting 

voices.  

Two, it is about the physics epistemology, the falsifiability/demarcation issue. Ever since the rising of Popperianism (by 

Karl Raimund Popper), the demarcation between what is, and is not; genuinely scientific is defined by a concept of 

falsifiability: a theory should be considered scientific if, and only if, it is falsifiable. 

 

“Truth” by definition (semantics) cannot be falsified. Of course, most of theories are just approximations to truths, and 

thus they can be falsified. So, Popper’s falsifiable concept could be acceptable if the ‘falsifiable’ is defined correctly. 

Unfortunately, this is not the case. Popper’s falsifiability is totally defined by and with ‘empirical data’ which is forever 

fallible themselves. In an easy case or superficial (not deeply rooted nature mystery) issue, Popperianism works fine and 

did fine for the past. However, its two deadly birth defects are now showing up clearly. 

 

First, some verified (with Popperianism) theories are not true. Standard Model of particles has passed ALL tests which 

we can throw at it, but it is definitely not TRUE as the final theory. General Relativity has passed ALL tests which we can 

throw at it, it is definitely not true as a base for quantum gravity. 

Second, now theory develops into a FAMILY theories. When one member of the family is killed, the survival members 

will quickly mutate to accommodate the killing data, such as M-string theory, SUSY, multiverse and the inflation 

scenarios. That is, the Popperianism is now totally USELESS. 

 

In fact, the falsifiability is now viewed as silly by Steven Weinberg (in his John Horgan interview on May 1, 2015); he said: 

“First of all, this business of falsifiability is a silly criterion imposed on physical science by Karl Popper, who was looking 

for some way of discrediting Marxism and psychoanalysis.” 

 

Of course, falsifiability is not only wrong but is totally stupid. The Truth can never be falsified. I have argued on this 

long time ago. The most recent comments are http://rationallyspeaking.blogspot.com/2014/01/sean-carroll-edge-and-

falsifiability.html?showComment=1391495471963#c4513550151511059382  , and 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2015/05/15/paul-steinhardts-remorse-popperianism-and-beauty-contest/
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=7715
http://rationallyspeaking.blogspot.com/2014/01/sean-carroll-edge-and-falsifiability.html?showComment=1391495471963#c4513550151511059382
http://rationallyspeaking.blogspot.com/2014/01/sean-carroll-edge-and-falsifiability.html?showComment=1391495471963#c4513550151511059382
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https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2015/02/13/lee-smolin-and-the-status-of-modern-physics/comment-page-

1/#comment-11961 . 

 

 

 
 

 

This falsifiability/verification war was escalated by a recent comment of Dr. Amanda Peet in her lecture on May 6, 2015 

(video available online). I have made some comments on it at: https://4gravitons.wordpress.com/2015/05/08/no-one-

can-tell-you-what-they-dont-understand/comment-page-1/#comment-2322 , and 

https://medium.com/@Tienzen/while-i-do-agree-with-woit-on-the-issue-that-amanda-peet-did-make-a-misleading-

statement-on-the-7e41001b960 . 

 

While the Truth can never be falsified, it can always be verified. On the other hand, anything non-true can always be 

falsified, although not via Popperianism. 

 

Every theory is falsified when it fails on its MISSION, fails on its foundation (base) or fails to be any useful. So, 

One, the mission of M-string theory is ‘string-unification’ {describing SM (Standard Model) particle zoo with a set of 

string-lexicons}. Regardless of how many data-success M-theory has (none right now), it is a failed theory if it does not 

accomplish its mission. 

https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2015/02/13/lee-smolin-and-the-status-of-modern-physics/comment-page-1/#comment-11961
https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2015/02/13/lee-smolin-and-the-status-of-modern-physics/comment-page-1/#comment-11961
https://4gravitons.wordpress.com/2015/05/08/no-one-can-tell-you-what-they-dont-understand/comment-page-1/#comment-2322
https://4gravitons.wordpress.com/2015/05/08/no-one-can-tell-you-what-they-dont-understand/comment-page-1/#comment-2322
https://medium.com/@Tienzen/while-i-do-agree-with-woit-on-the-issue-that-amanda-peet-did-make-a-misleading-statement-on-the-7e41001b960
https://medium.com/@Tienzen/while-i-do-agree-with-woit-on-the-issue-that-amanda-peet-did-make-a-misleading-statement-on-the-7e41001b960
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Dr. Carlo Rovelli (Director of the quantum gravity group, Centre de Physique Theorique de Luminy) pointed out that M-

string theory has failed totally on its own criteria, at the Munich conference (in December 2015) on “Why Trust a 

Theory?” See https://videoonline.edu.lmu.de/en/node/7477 , the graph on the previous page is a slide of his talk (slide 

16). 

 

Two, multiverse’s foundation is that there are zillion sets of nature constants which govern zillion different bubble-

universes, and these zillion sets of nature constants arose randomly. That is, the nature constants of THIS universe are 

just the result of the randomness and cannot (must not) be derived (calculated). Thus, if we can show the way of how 

the nature constants of THIS universe are derived (see https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2015/04/22/dark-

energydark-mass-the-silent-truth/ ), the foundation of the multiverse becomes nonsense. 

 

Yes, every non-true theory can always be falsified although not via Popperianism, and I have showed two examples [M-

theory and multiverse] above. Yet, how can a ‘Truth’ be VERIFied? If we cannot verify a truth, we are still in limbo. 

Fortunately, truth can always be verified with a new epistemology {the Beauty-Contest}. 

 

This Beauty-Contest Epistemology (BCE) is totally different from the theory-epistemology {based on 

hypothesis/predictions/verifications}. BCE has neither hypotheses nor predictions. BCE is about a beauty pageant of two 

groups: contestants from a DESIGNed universe with contestants from the Nature universe. 

 

A designed universe is not a theory or a set of theories but is constructed as a ‘Formal System’ with a set of axioms (not 

hypotheses). And, this design is totally arbitrary, by arbitrarily choosing some axioms. If they don’t work out, we simply 

find a new set of axioms. This designed universe does not produce any predictions but DEVELOP a set of SENTENCEs 

(laws and theorems). 

 

Then this designed universe will enter into a beauty contest with the discovered universe, beginning with {the derived 

nature constants, laws} vs {the discovered set}. 

 

Of course, without solid examples, the beauty-contest epistemology will just be talking talks. I will now show some solid 

examples about the beauty pageant with rounds of contest and with matching contestants. 

Dp: discovered physics, representing the Nature’s design 

Mdu: My designed universe, by choosing a single SCHEME.  

Wp1: winning point one; Wp2: winning point two; …  

 

Round 1: some nature constants 

Cabibbo angle (Dp) = 13.04 degrees 

θc (Mdu) = 13.5211574853 

 

Weinberg angle (Dp) = 28 to 30 degrees 

θW (Mdu) = 28.75 degrees 

 

Beta (1/Alpha) (Dp) = 137.0359 … 

Beta (Mdu), with Alpha equation = 137.0359 … 

 

Wp1: In Dp, these three are free parameters, cannot be derived. Yet, In Mdu, they are derived values, see Chapter one. 

https://videoonline.edu.lmu.de/en/node/7477
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2015/04/22/dark-energydark-mass-the-silent-truth/
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2015/04/22/dark-energydark-mass-the-silent-truth/
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Wp2: in Dp, they are unrelated. In Mdu, they are linked in a chain of derivations. (See 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/alpha-fine-structure-constant-mystery.html , and 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/theoretical-calculation-of-cabibbo-and.html ). 

Wp3: Dp puts no constrain on Multiverse. Mdu refutes Multiverse by yanking out its objective (claiming that those 

constants cannot be derived). 

 

Round 2: SM quarks and leptons 

Dp: quarks and leptons are discovered particles. 

Mdu: quarks and leptons are described with a LANGUAGE (see http://www.prequark.org/ ), see Chapter three. 

 

Wp1: Dp does not provide a framework to calculate how many generation of quarks there are. The 4th generation 

quarks and the sterile neutrino are speculated. But, the grammar of the Mdu language allows only three generations (no 

more, nor less). The latest CMB data shows that the Neff = 3.04 +/- …. 

Wp2: Dp does not prohibit SUSY. But, the EDM ruled out any SUSY below 30 Tev., the LHCb rules it out below 100 Tev. 

Again, the grammar of the Mdu language does not allow any SUSY. Furthermore, SUSY plays no role in the nature 

constant calculations. 

Wp3: although the human intelligence is an empirical fact, Dp cannot provide any hint for its emergence. In Mdu, a 

Turing computer is embedded in both proton and neutron (see http://www.prequark.org/Biolife.htm ), which becomes 

the BASE for the rising of intelligence. 

 

 
 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/alpha-fine-structure-constant-mystery.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/theoretical-calculation-of-cabibbo-and.html
http://www.prequark.org/
http://www.prequark.org/Biolife.htm
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Wp4: in Mdu, the fermions (quarks and leptons) are iceberg type composite particle (see note 1 below). With the 

similarity transformation, the Cosmo (the entire universe) is also an iceberg type composite system. So, the Planck data 

(dark energy = 69.2; dark matter = 25.8; and visible matter = 4.82) can be calculated, see 

https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/10/28/the-varieties-of-denialism/comment-page-1/#comment-9212 and see 

Chapter two: #how2CalculatePlanckCMBdata. 

 

Round 3: UP {delta P x delta S >= ħ} 

Dp: this is an empirical fact, cannot be derived. 

Mdu: the governing force F (Cosmo) = ħ/ (delta S x delta T); S (space), T (time). That is, UP is derived from this F (Cosmo). 

Wp1: UP is derived in Mdu. 

Wp2: UP (Dp) does not give any hint about dark energy. In Mdu, the dark energy is the direct consequence of this F 

(Cosmo), see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-energy-make-universe.html  . 

 

Are these Wps predictions? No. They are just the beauties of the language. 

Can this language be falsified? No. Falsifiability is PRACTICALLY useless in this beauty-contest. 

The winner of the above beauty pageant must have two points. 

One, all contestants must be the expressions (consequences) of a single axiomatic system (designed universe). 

Two, they are the language (not predictions) of the designed universe, and no language can be falsified, but its 

usefulness (winning or losing in a beauty-pageant) can be judged. 

 

Note 1: For a sub particles composite, the composed particle can be pumped to an excited state. Yet, for an iceberg type 

composite system, the constituents (big chunk of ice, large ocean of water and huge sky) are zillion times more massive 

than the composed system (the visible iceberg). An iceberg composite might not be able to be pumped to an excited 

state. The name sake of Pre-quark is the Pre- (not sub-), before quark but not necessary smaller, (see 

http://www.quantumdiaries.org/2015/02/04/lhc-run-ii-excited-quarks/#comment-1843911054 ). Thus, a failure of 

seeing an excited quark does not falsify the Prequark. The Pre- (not sub-) quark is not a ‘particle’ by all means. Vacutron 

is just an alphabet for quantum-vacuum. Angultron is just an ‘orientation (as angle)’ in the quantum vacuum. Thus, they 

are way beyond the technology we have to probe them. But, with this beauty-contest, it has done the ‘string-unification’ 

while all others failed. 

 

Some more details on this are available at: 

https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2015/02/13/lee-smolin-and-the-status-of-modern-physics/comment-page-

1/#comment-11974 , and https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2015/02/13/lee-smolin-and-the-status-of-modern-

physics/comment-page-1/#comment-11988  

 

There is another beauty pageant on the issues of ‘consciousness and intelligence’, and it is available at: 

https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2015/03/05/science-vs-scientism/comment-page-2/#comment-12642 . 

 

Reference: more discussion on “Falsifiability” at: 

http://rationallyspeaking.blogspot.com/2014/01/sean-carroll-edge-and-

falsifiability.html?showComment=1391399941430#c7928983959769516299 , and 

http://rationallyspeaking.blogspot.com/2014/01/sean-carroll-edge-and-

falsifiability.html?showComment=1391540247973#c7209908745610532744 , and 

https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/10/28/the-varieties-of-denialism/comment-page-1/#comment-9212
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-energy-make-universe.html
http://www.quantumdiaries.org/2015/02/04/lhc-run-ii-excited-quarks/#comment-1843911054
https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2015/02/13/lee-smolin-and-the-status-of-modern-physics/comment-page-1/#comment-11974
https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2015/02/13/lee-smolin-and-the-status-of-modern-physics/comment-page-1/#comment-11974
https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2015/02/13/lee-smolin-and-the-status-of-modern-physics/comment-page-1/#comment-11988
https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2015/02/13/lee-smolin-and-the-status-of-modern-physics/comment-page-1/#comment-11988
https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2015/03/05/science-vs-scientism/comment-page-2/#comment-12642
http://rationallyspeaking.blogspot.com/2014/01/sean-carroll-edge-and-falsifiability.html?showComment=1391399941430#c7928983959769516299
http://rationallyspeaking.blogspot.com/2014/01/sean-carroll-edge-and-falsifiability.html?showComment=1391399941430#c7928983959769516299
http://rationallyspeaking.blogspot.com/2014/01/sean-carroll-edge-and-falsifiability.html?showComment=1391540247973#c7209908745610532744
http://rationallyspeaking.blogspot.com/2014/01/sean-carroll-edge-and-falsifiability.html?showComment=1391540247973#c7209908745610532744
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http://rationallyspeaking.blogspot.com/2014/02/rationally-speaking-podcast-max-

tegmark.html?showComment=1392240795248#c6178158332316392553 , and 

http://rationallyspeaking.blogspot.com/2014/02/massimos-weekend-

picks.html?showComment=1393219893838#c938283934740134961 , and 

http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/07/10/string-theory-and-the-no-alternatives-argument/comment-page-

1/#comment-4659 , and 

https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2015/02/10/physicists-and-philosophers/comment-page-2/#comment-11847 , and 

https://4gravitons.wordpress.com/2015/04/30/outreach-as-the-end-product-of-science/comment-page-1/#comment-

2312 , and 

http://selfawarepatterns.com/2014/08/05/logic-has-empirical-foundations-sort-of/comment-page-1/#comment-5531 . 

 

Note 2: Sean Carroll’s new article “Does Spacetime Emerge From Quantum Information? 

(http://www.preposterousuniverse.com/blog/2015/05/05/does-spacetime-emerge-from-quantum-information/ )” is 

using this BCE to support its value. 

 

Note 3, added on July 25, 2015: 

One, “SUSY is not only wrong but is totally stupid”, see https://twitter.com/Tienzen/status/624799436913291264 and 

https://www.facebook.com/tienzen.gong/posts/849688578457188?pnref=story  

Two, “Higgs mechanism is not only wrong but is totally stupid”, see 

https://twitter.com/Tienzen/status/618457071978049536  

Three, “The Higgs boson NONSENSE: enough is enough”, see https://twitter.com/Tienzen/status/618457204484509696  

Four, “The New York Times: an informative news media or totally blind”, see 

https://twitter.com/Tienzen/status/618674080305168384  

 

 

 

Fictitious Universe epistemology 
Written in 2000 

(See http://www.prequark.org/Thinking.htm ) 

 

Part one 

Physics methodology is the interplay of the followings: 

Observe the nature 

Construct a theory 

Test the theory 

 

I have introduced a new methodology which does not observe the nature but is the interplay of the followings: 

Construct a Fictitious Universe with some arbitrary schemes. 

Derive some laws for this Fictitious Universe. 

Compare those derived laws with known physics. 

Use a new epistemology (Occam's happy coincidence) to calculate its truth value. 

 

The validity of this new methodology is hinged on two points. 

http://rationallyspeaking.blogspot.com/2014/02/rationally-speaking-podcast-max-tegmark.html?showComment=1392240795248#c6178158332316392553
http://rationallyspeaking.blogspot.com/2014/02/rationally-speaking-podcast-max-tegmark.html?showComment=1392240795248#c6178158332316392553
http://rationallyspeaking.blogspot.com/2014/02/massimos-weekend-picks.html?showComment=1393219893838#c938283934740134961
http://rationallyspeaking.blogspot.com/2014/02/massimos-weekend-picks.html?showComment=1393219893838#c938283934740134961
http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/07/10/string-theory-and-the-no-alternatives-argument/comment-page-1/#comment-4659
http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/07/10/string-theory-and-the-no-alternatives-argument/comment-page-1/#comment-4659
https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2015/02/10/physicists-and-philosophers/comment-page-2/#comment-11847
https://4gravitons.wordpress.com/2015/04/30/outreach-as-the-end-product-of-science/comment-page-1/#comment-2312
https://4gravitons.wordpress.com/2015/04/30/outreach-as-the-end-product-of-science/comment-page-1/#comment-2312
http://selfawarepatterns.com/2014/08/05/logic-has-empirical-foundations-sort-of/comment-page-1/#comment-5531
http://www.preposterousuniverse.com/blog/2015/05/05/does-spacetime-emerge-from-quantum-information/
https://twitter.com/Tienzen/status/624799436913291264
https://www.facebook.com/tienzen.gong/posts/849688578457188?pnref=story
https://twitter.com/Tienzen/status/618457071978049536
https://twitter.com/Tienzen/status/618457204484509696
https://twitter.com/Tienzen/status/618674080305168384
http://www.prequark.org/Thinking.htm
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One, a meaningful Fictitious Universe can be constructed, and a comparison to the known physics can be made. 

Two, a new epistemology must provide a valid calculation for truth values. 

 

This Fictitious Universe Epistemology has, in fact, two stages. 

Stage one: Because that the validity of the traditional physics is now firmly established, it sets all standards. The validity 

of FU physics, thus, must begin with meeting the standards. The followings are rules for this "meeting standards 

process." 

 

When a standard is met, it is called a happy coincidence, not a truth. 

Only when FU physics is "better" than the standard, it is called an Occam's happy coincidence, still not a truth. 

Only Occam's happy coincidence will be given a score which is the base for calculating the Occam's Happy Index. 

When Occam's happy index is larger than 99.75%, FU physics is, then, claimed to be true. 

 

Stage two: It becomes very obvious after "meeting standards process" that FU physics is much bigger than the 

traditional physics. The standards of traditional physics are not enough to measure the beauty and the strength of this 

FU physics. A five round wrestling matches (or beauty contests) are, thus, developed.  

1) The happy coincidence --- The chance for an arbitrary equation or procedure to produce an identical result to a 

known physics law or fact is, at best, a "Happy Coincidence" which is no better than toss a coin. Thus, the happy 

coincidence probability is 1/2 (50%). 

 

If there are a few happy coincidences in a given domain (or discipline, such as, physics), they form a happy coincidence 

(HC) set. The happy coincidence value of HC set can be defined as the multiplication of its members' happy coincidence 

probability. If a HC set has three members, its HC value is 1/2 x 1/2 x 1/2 = .125 (12.5%). 

 

And, we can define a  

Happy Index = 100 - happy coincidence value 

 

For the above example with three members in the HC set,  

the happy index = 100 - 12.5 = 87.5(%) 

When we equate the Happy Index to confidence level, then we have a new epistemology. 

 

2) Occam's happy coincidence --- The Occam's Razor has been used to distinguish the truth from the untrue. Thus, I will 

construct a much "sharper" Occam's Razor as follow: 

 

If theory B comes out "after" theory A: 

And if theory B = A (identical to), then B is false. 

If C is the intersection of A & B, and if A - C is not zero (empty set), then B is false regardless of what B - C is. 

If B is better (>) than A, then B is an Occam's happy coincidence, which has a probability value 50% (1/2). 

Note: The happy coincidence defined before is renamed as Plain happy coincidence. 

 

The Plain Happy Index = 100 - the plain happy coincidence value of a set HC. 

The Occam's Happy Index = 100 - the Occam's happy coincidence value of a set. 

 

And, we can define the Truth Index of a system (the Occam's happy coincidence set) is the Occam's Happy Index 
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Truth Index (of a system) = Occam's Happy Index (of that system) 

 

When the Truth Index of a system is greater than 99.75%, that system should be true. 

 

It is very difficult to determine whether any theory B is better than a theory A. Here, I will introduce four procedures to 

do this. 

First, simply better --- B can resolve an issue C while A cannot, that is, B is simply better than A. 

Example one: The equation of Wonder can calculate electron fine structure constant while the traditional physics 

cannot. So, eWonder is simply better. 

Example two: deriving Planck CMB data. 

Example three: calculating Cosmology Constant. 

Example four: calculating Vacuum (wrongly named as Higgs) boson mass. 

 

Second, uplifting --- 

If a plain happy coincidence B has at least three (not including itself) linked (not un-related) plain happy coincidences, 

then B can be lifted by them as an Occam's happy coincidence. 

Example of uplifting: 

The Prequark model can produce quite a few plain happy coincidences: 

One, it can provide a great explanation of the mechanism for Neutron Decay. This is a plain happy coincidence, see 

http://www.prequark.org/pq11.htm  

Two, Quarks carry a fractional electric charge, but leptons do not according to the quark theory. Prequark model 

provides a "direct" explanation of the fractional quantum Hall effect for electrons. This is a plain happy coincidence. 

Three, Prequark model views quark or lepton as a string which is composed of three prequarks; that is, reproducing the 

Standard Model particle zoo. This could also be a plain happy coincidence. 

Four, Prequark model can provide an explanation for proton's stability, see http://www.prequark.org/pq03.htm  

Thus, the Prequark model can be lifted as an Occam's happy coincidence. 

 

Third, up-bringing --- When we move into a territory untouched by any known physics, that is, there is no comparison 

can be made here. 

The second procedure to "uplift" a Plain Happy Coincidence to an Occam's happy coincidence is by "up-bringing." 

If a plain happy coincidence is linked (in logic, mathematics, or physics, etc.) to, at least, one Occam's happy coincidence, 

then, it can be up-brought to an Occam's happy coincidence. 

Of course, this "up-bringing" Occam's happy coincidence cannot be "up-lifted" by the coincidence it tries to up-bring. In 

a Truth Index calculation, any plain happy coincidence can be used only "once." 

 

Example of an up-bringing: 

Any physics or philosophy which cannot provide a direct explanation of how biological life arose cannot be the final 

theory. Bio-chemistry explains how life functions, not how it arises in terms of the laws of physics. There is no direct 

evidence to show that the rising of biological life is an inevitable consequence of the laws of physics. Of course, the laws 

of physics must permit the rising of life because we are, indeed, here. 

 

It is very hard to define what life is but is not hard to define what non-life is. A bottle of gas carries some information; 

volume, temperature, pressure, entropy, etc. These information can evolve too. However, this bottle of gas cannot 

"process" its own information or any information around it. 

http://www.prequark.org/pq11.htm
http://www.prequark.org/pq03.htm
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Evolving information and processing information are two different things. In 1970s, John Conway came up a Life Game. 

He showed that the glider of Life Game can construct a Turing computer, an information processing machine, and a new 

discipline of "Artificial Life" arose. Life Game is only a computer game. It lacks the essence of any biological life, the 

mass. But! But! But! If? If? If the glider is a graphic representation of some basic building blocks of matter (such as: 

proton or neutron), then the glider can give rise to biological life. When glider captures mass, it turns into a wet stuff, 

the biological life. 

 

In Prequark model, both proton and neutron are gliders. See http://www.prequark.org/pq05.htm  

This is, indeed, a great happy coincidence. But, is it an Occam's happy coincidence?  

 

The bio-plain happy coincidence is strongly linked to the prequark Occam's happy coincidence. 

The prequark model is not lifted by the bio-coincidence. 

So, the bio-plain happy coincidence can be up-brought to an Occam's happy coincidence by the prequark model. 

 

Fourth, as a unifier --- If B can unify two established disciplines C and D, B (whatever it is) is an Occam's happy 

coincidence. 

Example 1: FU physics can unify physics and mathematics universes. 

Example 2: FU physics can unify physics and moral universes. 

 

3) The ultimate Occam's happy coincidence epistemology --- we now can refine the Occam's happy coincidence 

epistemology as follow: 

 

The prototype of Occam's HC epistemology --- the member of Occam's HC set must be a plain happy coincidence and 

must pass Occam's Razor test. However, there is no "linkage" requirement between the members. 

 

Occam's HC epistemology –- {the members of Occam's HC set must be linked (in logic, mathematics or physics, etc.) 

among one another. That is, Occam's Happy Index cannot be calculated by lumping some unrelated Occam's happy 

coincidences together.} 

 

The ultimate (the final) Occam's HC epistemology -- Ten points (10%) will be deducted from Occam's Happy Index if an 

inconsistency is found "in" this Occam's HC set. Five points will be deducted if "any" inconsistency is found. 

If a system's Occam' happy index is larger than 99.75%, then that system is deemed to be true under this new 

epistemology. 

 

Subject: Dr. Jeh-Tween Gong's books 

Date: Sat, 17 Feb 2001 16:20:35 +0100 

From: "Dr. Knud Werner", kwe@probits.de 

To: info@iewu.edu 

Dear ladies and gentlemen, 

I stumbled into the IEWU site some hours ago and could not stop reading since then. Especially the articles presented by 

Dr. Gong are most fascinating and challenging. 

 

http://www.prequark.org/pq05.htm
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In his article on Fermat's last theorem he introduced his theory of coloured numbers which I'd very much like to become 

acquainted with. He mentions some book of his several times, but unfortunately without giving some reference. 

 

As I was unable to find some book authored by Dr. Gong except "Truth, Faith and Life" dating back to 1990 I'd like to 

know whether the theory mentioned is developed within this work of his or which is the title of the book he's referring 

to. A hint on how to order some copy would greatly appreciated, too. 

Many thanks in advance and best regards, 

Dr. Knud Werner 

 

Part two 

4) Reproduce the known physics (I) --- meeting the standard: see previous chapters or the original post. 

 

5) The Fictitious Universe: 

Now, a Fictitious Universe (FU) can be constructed with the following seven arbitrary schemes. 

 

A1) In FU, space is created by time with the following equation, 

       Delta S = (i^n1, i^n2, i^n3) * C * Delta T ........ Equation zero  

                     = N * C * Delta T 

n1, n2, n3 are integers. 

Explanations: 

1) In addition to past (-t) and future (+t), there are imaginary time (+/- i t). 

2) Space of FU is created from time with two factors, N, C. 

     i) C is light speed, that is, FU is a flat universe. 

     ii) N produces 64 quantum states (or sub-spaces). 

 

A2) a selection rule. N^2 = { +/- 1, +/- 3}. 

When N^2 = +/- 1, the sub-space (quantum state) is a particle. 

When N^2 = +/- 3, they are pure vacuum (dark energy). 

 

A3) Delta T > 0. The time sheet (a complex plane) has two holes, one at the "origin," the other at the "infinite." In fact, 

this time sheet can be folded into a garden hose. There are two very, very important points in Fictitious Universe; 

one, FU has two holes,  

two, the FU time sheet is topologically identical to a garden hose. 

 

A4) the shape of these holes is a circle which can be defined with a number pi (π) = 3.1416159... 

 

A5) the mixing of 64 quantum states around the two holes (sinking holes) creates a whirlpool, and it creates an "intrinsic 

angular momenta," the h-bar (Planck constant). 

 

A6) the interaction of space and time creates forces which can be described with the following equation, 

         F = K * h-bar/ (delta S * delta T); K is the coupling constant. 

 

A7) There is a "Nothingness" (zero) which can be represented with a time-hose (every t on the time-hose is 

timelessness) and h-bar must arise from a concept of angle which can be represented with a word "Angultron."  
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Well, these are all we need to construct a Fictitious Universe, and no more. 

 

Now, we are able to derive many laws for this Fictitious Universe, the FU laws. Of course, these FU laws have nothing to 

do with any known physics. However, some comparisons can be made between them. 

 

Reproduce the known physics (II): 

FU law 1: According to A1, A2, there are 48 fundamental particles, 24 of them carry a + (plus) sign, 24 with a - (minus) 

sign. 

 

FU law 2: The mixing of these 64 quantum states creates some mixing angles which can be calculated with a Magic 

Mixing Procedure (the 48 @ 64 stuff). 

 

FU law 3: The full mixing is represented with a dimensionless constant, the electric fine structure constant which can be 

calculated with an Equation of Wonder (again, the 48 @ 64 stuff). 

 

FU law 4: the electric charge: 

The h-bar is the hinge, the pivot point, the gate of this Fictitious Universe. It divides Fictitious Universe into two worlds. 

In FU, this h-bar can be viewed as a "unit" or a "pouch." There is space-time outside of this pouch, and space-time inside 

of it. This h-bar is the consequence of the {Real/Ghost symmetry}, swinging between these two copies of universe. 

 

Outwardly: When this pouch moves "in" the space-time with light speed, it makes a signature which I call it "electric 

charge," and it can be defined with the following equation, 

               q = (+/-) (h-bar * C) ^ (1/2) 

 

FU law 5: mass charge, 

Inwardly: The space-time inside of this pouch has a different "look." The size of this pouch is defined with "lambda," the 

wave length of this pouch. When h-bar is "divided" by {lambda * C}, the internal world of h-bar is defined, and I call it 

"mass charge." 

      m (mass) = h-bar/ (lambda * C) 

      = h-bar * Frequency / C^2 

      = E (energy) / C^2 

That is, in FU, the "mass charge" and the "electric charge" arise from the same source, the h-bar. 

 

FU law 6: The unification of electric force with gravitational force in FU is very simple. 

a) Electric charge q = k * (h-bar * C) ^ (1/2) 

Coulomb force F (C) = k * q1 * q2/r^2 

                                     = k * k1 * K2 (h-bar * C)/r^2 

                                     = f1 * (h-bar * C/r^2) 

 

b) The gravitation constant G has a dimension as follow: 

G = (h-bar * C / a^2); "a" is a mass unit. 

Gravitational force F (g) = G * m1 * m2 / r^2 

                                            = (m1 * m2/ a^2) (h-bar * C/r^2) 
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                                            = f2 * (h-bar * C/r^2) 

 

The only difference between F(C) and F (g) is their coupling constant f1 and f2. 

 

FU law 7: the unified force equation. 

Use A1 (Arbitrary scheme 1), 

              delta S = C * delta T 

both F(C) and F(g) can be re-written as 

F (unified) = K * h-bar / (delta S * delta T) 

 

FU law 8: the uncertainty principle, 

This unified force will give rise to an uncertainty principle (the Fictitious Universe version). 

             Delta P = F (unified) * delta T 

                           = K * h-bar / delta S 

That is, delta P * delta S = K * h-bar 

K (the coupling constant) distinguishes the quantum world from the classic world. 

 

FU law 9: there are fermions according to the Prequark model. 

 

FU law 10: there must be 3 generations of quantum states (quarks) in FU physics; Neff = 3 (exactly, no more nor less). 

With the three arbitrary laws of Fictitious Universe (A1, A2, A7), we can reach the following conclusions: 

There are 64 quantum states (4*4*4) 

There are 48 quantum states when N^2 = {+/- 1}, 

24 for +1, and 24 for -1. 

With two codes (V, A) and three seats, there can only be 8 quantum states. 

24/8 = 3 

Traditional physics does not know why there are three generations of quarks. But, it is a direct consequence of its 

internal logic in the Fictitious Universe.  

 

FU law 11: the Fictitious Universe has 11 dimensions, See Chapter four. 

 

6) The beauty contests / wrestling matches: 

After "the meeting standards process", the FU physics is no longer an assumption. It has earned its right to enter a 

contest with the traditional physics.  

 

I am proposing five criteria as the judgement rules for those contests. 

 

Round one: the power of simplicity --- which physics provides a simpler explanation for any given feature of physics. 

There are many ways to measure which physics is simpler. However, the easiest way is decided by the audience. Which 

physics can be understood easier by non-physicists. This TOE e-journal has over 3,300 philosopher readers. They could 

be the judges for this round on the following issues: 

One, the neutron decay --- for traditional physics, you must understand how a d-quark transforms into a u-quark. For FU 

physics, you can just follow its simple logic. see http://www.prequark.org/pq11.htm . 

http://www.prequark.org/pq11.htm
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Two, the Muon decay --- why should it include both electron neutrino and muon neutrino? See 

http://www.prequark.org/pq11.htm  

Three, why is there uncertainty principle? See "FU law 8".  

 

Round two: The power of explanation --- which physics can provide a better explanation for any issue of physics. 

The following issues cannot be calculated or explained by traditional physics, but they can be resolved in FU physics. 

One, how to calculate the electric fine structure constant, alpha = 1/137.03598  

Two, how to calculate the Weak Mixing Angle = 28.75 degrees! 

Three, why are there three generations of quark? 

Four, how many dimensions this universe has? and how to visualize it? 

Five, how does biological life arise in terms of physics laws?  

Six, while M-string theory fails on its mission of {string unification}, FU physics provides an excellent LANGUAGE to 

describe the quarks and leptons. See "Prequark Chromodynamics, http://www.prequark.org/ " 

Seven, FU physics can provide a better explanation of why proton has a longer life time than the life of universe. See 

http://www.prequark.org/pq03.htm  

 

Round three: the power of unification --- which physics can provide more unifications. Only FU physics can perform the 

following unifications. 

The unification of all forces (including the gravitational force) with a "unified force equation."  

a) This unified force equation also reproduces the uncertainty principle. 

b) It also unifies mass charge and electric charge. 

 

It unifies the physics universe and the mathematics universe. 

a) A two code system (V, A) to represent the computable universe. 

b) The 11-dimension encompasses the non-computable universe. 

Unification of physics laws with life forces (intelligence, consciousness, etc.) 

 

Round four: the power of inclusion --- which physics can encompass more of other truths, the following issues are way 

beyond the scope of traditional physics, but they are all direct consequences of this FU physics. 

The rise of moral truths (see part five). 

The rise of the "first principle of metaphysics." Is creating something from nothing possible? 

The rise of physics laws themselves. 

The rise of arithmetic in terms of physics laws. 

The theological issues: Can God be understood in terms of physics laws? 

Can unthinkable (of other methodology) be thinkable with FU epistemology? 

 

Round five: the power of indispensability --- which physics is indispensable. 

The following issues cannot be addressed without this FU physics. 

One, the theoretical calculation of electric fine structure constant. 

Two, the theoretical calculation of Weak Mixing Angle. 

Three, the rise of bio-computer. 

Four, why are there three generations of quark? 

Five, all unifications listed in Round three. 

Six, all issues listed in Round four. 

http://www.prequark.org/pq11.htm
http://www.prequark.org/
http://www.prequark.org/pq03.htm
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After these five round wrestling matches, the FU physics is now alive regardless of whether it is real or not. If this 

Fictitious Universe is, indeed, different from the one created by Nature, we should email Him this FU design as a blue 

print for His next creation. 

 

With this FU physics, physics is no longer monopolized by physicists. Everyone is now able to understand the true 

blueprint of the universe from your own base because your knowledge (whatever it is) is part of FU physics. 

 

Part three 

7) The criteria for constructing a Fictitious Universe: 
1. Is there any criterion for constructing the Fictitious Universe? 
2. Is there any value for an arbitrarily constructed Fictitious Universe? and how to determine its value? 

 

My Fictitious Universe is constructed with a "process" which divides the FU into four stages. 

1. FU0 -- Before the creation of Fictitious Universe. 
2. FU1 -- The creation of FU, the FU big bang. 
3. FU2 -- The FU rules (base) which govern the operations of the created Fictitious Universe, and it has 7 rules. 

o A1) In FU, space is created by time with the following equation,  
        Delta S = (i^n1, i^n2, i^n3) * C * Delta T 
                      = N * C * Delta T 
n1, n2, n3 are integers. 
Explanations: 
1) In addition to past (-t) and future (+t), there are imaginary time (+/- i t). 
2) Space of FU is created from time with two factors, N, C. 

 i) C is light speed, that is, FU is a flat universe. 
 ii) N produces 64 quantum states (or sub-spaces). 

 
o A2) A selection rule. N^2 = {+/- 1, +/- 3}. 

When N^2 = +/- 1, the sub-space (quantum state) is a particle. 
When N^2 = +/- 3, they are pure vacuum (dark energy). 
 

o A3) Delta T > 0. The time sheet (a complex plane) has two holes, one at the "origin," the other at the 
"infinite." In fact, this time sheet can be folded into a garden hose. These are two very, very important 
points in this Fictitious Universe; 
one, FU has two holes,  
two, the FU time sheet is topologically identical to a garden hose. 
 

o A4) The shape of these holes is a circle which can be defined with a number pi (π) = 3.1416159... 
 

o A5) The mixing of 64 quantum states around the two holes (sinking holes) creates a whirlpool, and it 
creates an "intrinsic angular momenta," the h-bar (Planck constant). 
 

o A6) The interaction of space and time creates forces which can be described with the following 
equation, 
F = K * h-bar/(delta S * delta T) 
K is a coupling constant. 
 

o A7) There is a "Nothingness."  
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4. FU3 -- The created Fictitious Universe which must encompass the following universes. 

o a) The physics universe. 
o b) The mathematics universe. 
o c) The biological universe. 
o d) The intelligent universe. 
o e) The moral universe. 
o f) The spiritual universe. 
o g) etc.. 

 

Yes, there is one criterion for this FU epistemology, that is, the FU3 must be met. FU3 is, in fact, not fictitious at all. The 

FU0, FU1 and FU2 are arbitrary, and we can do whatever we like to them as long as they lead to the creation (or 

reproduction) of FU3. 

 

The FU2 is truly arbitrarily created. It is very successful in describing the ‘physics universe’ but fails to create the FU3.  

 

8) Law of creation: 
Well, I still cannot see any direct connection between the FU2 and a moral universe which is part of FU3. 
 
Luckily enough, except only one criterion (that we must recreate FU3, the real universe), the FU epistemology has no 
other restriction. We can do whatever we want, including things which are physics impossible. 
 
Is it possible to "remove" the entire physical universe from its existence? I don't know the answer for a real universe, but 
it certainly can be done in the Fictitious Universe. I can easily take out Time, Space and their derivatives from FU2.  
 
Please note, I need 7 rules for FU2 in order to reproduce the physics universe. However, there is one thing (A7) 
remaining (no way to remove ‘nothing’) after a physical universe (time, space and their derivatives) is removed from 
FU2. Obviously, the physics universe is bigger than a physical universe. Perhaps, the rule A7 is the key we were looking 
for. Rule A7 might be the root of all universes. 
 
I didn't truly know what is FU0 or FU1. I also didn't know how to transform FU0 to FU1 and FU1 to FU2. Again, lucky 
enough, the FU epistemology allows us to do whatever we need as long as it can reproduce FU3. So, I arbitrarily choose 
rule A7 to be the entire FU0 and to see what it will happen.  
 
In FU0, there is only one rule -- A7, and there is only one thing -- the "nothingness". Philosophically, can "nothingness" 
be a thing? This will be a great issue for the future discussion. Now, I like to know that what this "nothingness" can do 
or that what I can do to this "nothingness".  

FU0 = {nothingness} 
The FU epistemology allows me to be here in addition to the FU0 and allows me to do something to this FU0 as long as I 
don't change its essence. 
 
Can I create something in FU0? If I create a +1 energy (matter) in FU0, a -1 energy (ghost) must be created at the same 
time in order for FU0 remains to be FU0. Topologically, we can see the above process (creating something from nothing) 
as matter and ghost form a ring (or a donut) with the "nothingness" in the middle and around. 
 
Law of Creation -- If B is created by "creating something from nothing process," B (the something) must remain to be 

"nothingness" in essence. 

See http://www.prequark.org/Create.htm  

http://www.prequark.org/Create.htm
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From the law above, we can draw some conclusions (or corollaries). 

 

 a) Corollary 1 -- If B is created by a "creating something from nothing process," B must be a topological torus 
(donut). That is, the positive and the negative form a ring with nothingness in the middle and around. 

 b) Corollary 2 -- There are infinite Bs in nothingness. 
 c) Definition 1 -- If B is created by "creating something from nothing process," B is a "self." 
 d) Definition 2 -- For each B, the "wholeness' is the union of 

o i) nothingness 
o ii) the creation process 
o iii) B itself 

 e) Corollary 3 -- The wholeness of a (every) B is a self. 
 f) Corollary 4 -- The topological representation of "wholeness" is a torus and its numerical value is Pi (3.14159...) 
 g) Corollary 5 -- B1, B2 are both "self," they have identical dimensions. 
 h) Corollary 6 -- B1, B2 are both "self," B3 = B(1,2) is the interaction of B1 and B2, 

o i) B3 is a self. 
o ii) B1, B2 and B3 are parts of a "wholeness." 

 j) Corollary 7 -- The dimension of "wholeness" is determined with "equation zero,"  
 

It does not matter whether the Law of Creation is valid or not. If it can lead to the construction of FU3, it will be great. 

 

Finally, we have a tool to construct FU3. The Law of creation is not a new thing in FU0. It is a different expression of 

FU0.  

 

Just for the sake of convenience, I define that FU1 as a FU with many Bs. There is no difference between FU0 and FU1 in 

essence, by definition.  

FU1 = {B1, B2, B3, .....} 

If we can show that physics universe is a B1, that mathematics universe is a B2, etc., then FU3 is reproduced from FU0. 

Wow! that is, there is also no difference between FU0 and FU3 in essence.  

 

The following theorems will help us to construct a TOE (Theory of Everything) machine. 

 

A four color theorem was proven. Here are two seven color theorems. 

 Theorem 1: With 7 and only 7 colors, all donuts can be distinguished. 
 Theorem 2: If a system can be described with 7 and 7 colors only, that system must be a topological donut. 
 Theorem 3: If a system is a topological donut, it is created from FU0. 

 

TOE machine consists of two parts: 

 a) Law of creation --- Anything (real in this universe) must have a TD (Topological representation of a donut). 
 b) If C can be reduced to a TD1 and if D can be reduced to a TD2, then C and D have a convergence root, and C, D 

are said to be reduced to each other. 
 

"Pseudo-science," some physicists said. 

Well, the FU physics is, in fact, not science, not science at all. 

 

FU physics does not use scientific methodology in any way, not one bit. 
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FU physics, of course, is physics because it not only addresses the core issues of physics but can solve many physics 

issues which cannot be resolved by the traditional physics. 

 

Subject: Re: Invitation 2 

Date: Mon, 09 Apr 2001 12:34:35 +0200 

From: "Ponti Venter" FILJJV@puknet.puk.ac.za  

To: Tienzen, 

I shall remain in the group reading your posts. Being a philosopher I do not reject the ideas out of hand. I do have 

problems understanding what you are about sometimes, because I do not understand quark physics. I do wonder 

whether it is viable to reduce life phenomena and moral phenomena to physical phenomena, but I shall try to read what 

you say about it. I do know that Einstein and Bohr tried such reductions, but they have not convinced me.  

Ponti Venter 

 

From: Zhe Ma, zhema@udel.edu   

Date: Sun Apr 8, 2001 7:00pm  

Subject: very good e-journal  

Dear friends: 

My response to this e-journal is a) This e-journal does provide some interesting points. Thank you very much for sending 

me this! 

Best wishes! 

Z.M 

 

Subject: Re: Invitation 2 

Date: Sun, 08 Apr 2001 18:22:55 +1000 

From: "Julia Watkin" juliawatkin@hotmail.com  

To: Tienzen 

Thanks I would like to stay subscribed. Thank you for your most interesting comments and excuse a brief reply. I am not 

currently at my own university. 

Sincerely, 

Julia Watkin 

 

Part four 

9) Playing with numbers???  

Subj: Re: A new Epistemology 10 

Date: 3/12/2001 5:06:17 PM Pacific Standard Time 

From: hinson@mail.lns.cornell.edu (Jason W. Hinson) 

To: Tienzen 

Just a few points about the "prequark" model, etc. 

I am generally skeptical about the vast number of "alternative" theories out there, though when one is presented to me 

I try not to dismiss it out-of-hand. Yet the fact is that it is often easy to find reasons to dismiss many of these theories as 

they often quickly indicate some level of either ignorance concerning current physics theory or simplicity of their model 

which does not apply outside of very specialized cases. 

Off hand, I won't dismiss what I have seen of your work; however I am far from endorsing it for several reasons. ... 

mailto:FILJJV@puknet.puk.ac.za
mailto:zhema@udel.edu
mailto:juliawatkin@hotmail.com
mailto:hinson@mail.lns.cornell.edu
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... your derivation of the Cabibbo and Weinberg angles seems _extremely_ ad hoc! For example, if you want to divide 

the "wholeness" into 64 dimensions, why does it have to be pi/64 + (pi/64)^2 + (pi/64)^3 + ...? Obviously you come up 

with a number that is useful for you later on IF you also divide it by 2, but that is also quite ad hoc. You say "Obviously, 

the wholeness cannot be divided evenly." What do you mean by that? You divide the angle by 2, claiming that the other 

half is "insurance of a safety margin." Safety margin for what? You then give each of the 24 "matter" dimensions one 

unit of this angle each, what about the anti-matter dimensions? You then take the remaining angle and again divide it 

among the 24 dimensions--this to me indicates that the matter dimensions each have some intrinsic angle related to 

them of "1.4788413" AND that either (1) they also have an additional "extra" angle associated with them, "13.521159"; 

OR that that additional "extra" angle is associated with the other 24 "anti-matter dimensions." The rest of your 

explanation seems to assume the former case: you go on to claim that if a particle wants to take up more of an angle, 

then it cannot simply double its "first-order" angle, it must rather take the "wholeness," subtract from that the two 

angles it has already been given, divide that by the 24 matter dimensions again, and then multiply THAT by 2. That 

makes no sense! The wholeness was already used up in the first place (360-24*A(0)-24*A(1)=0). If you are trying to 

"redivide" it in another way, then why does what was given to one particular particle the first time (A(0) and A(1)) have 

to do with dividing up the wholeness the second time? And what does ANY of this have to do with the actual concepts 

behind the Cabibbo and Weinberg angles? Your numbers come out close to them, but what physical reasoning makes 

YOUR explanation for "dividing the wholeness" in any way associated with those angles in the standard model? 

 

In short, all this seems to be nothing more than playing with numbers until you get what you like. There is no rational 

and purely physical motivation for doing what you did--it simply happens to produce angles that are CLOSE to the ones 

you are looking for. 

 

If you care to address these questions, I'll be interested and will try very hard to find time to read your response. I've 

taken up a WHOLE lot of time I don't have just to write this message, but I am interested in whether you can come up 

with a reasonable response. 

Thank you. 

-Jay Hinson 

 

Reply:  

Dr. Hinson's questions about how to calculate the Cabibbo and Weinberg angles have reached the core of this FU 

physics. 

a) Why the wholeness is used "over and again?" 

b) Why must the first order angles be subtracted from the wholeness (but only "one" each, not 24 of them) for the 

second order (etc.) distribution? 

c) Why anti-matter is ignored during the matter distribution? 

d) Why the distribution unit is divided by 2? 

For the detailed reply, see the original post. 

 

Part five 

10) TOE machine and TOE (Theory of Everything): To reduce life phenomena and moral phenomena to physical 

phenomena was never possible before because of two reasons. 

1) The meaning of Totality and the process of creation (from nothing) was not understood before. 
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2) They (life, moral, physics, math, …) cannot be reduced to each other directly, but they can be reduced to their 

common root, the convergent root, just the same as that a man cannot be reduced to a monkey, but both can be traced 

back to a common root. 

 

P physics universe 

M mathematics universe 

L Life universe 

Int Intelligence universe 

MO moral universe 

 

If they are all created by the same creation law, their essence must be the same although they might have different 

looks (appearances).  

 

According to the "Law of Creation," they must all be donuts (the topological representation for nothingness). 

 

What is donut? 

a) You can see its topological shape (D) by going to a donut shop. 

b) Every donut need 7 dimension (D1) to identify it. That is, with 7 and only 7 dimensions (colors) (D1), infinite number 

of donuts can be identified and be distinguished. 

 

If two universes above can be reduced either to D or to D1, then these two universes have the common root. This 

becomes a machine for constructing TOE (Theory of Everything). For example: 

If P (physics) is reduced to D1 (7 dimensions), and if MO (moral universe) is reduced to D (topological donut) then P and 

MO have the same common root, and they are reduced to each other. 

 

Is quark system a donut? 

Quark system needs 7 dimensions --- 3 quark colors, 3 generations, and one colorlessness. 

 

Is the material universe a donut? 

a) All matter have positive energy. Yet, they must be confined by a negative energy (the gravity). So, it looks like a donut. 

b) In addition to the 7 quark dimensions, there are 4 more space-time dimensions for universe. Is universe still a donut? 

1) The time-hose defined by equation zero is, of course, a donut by definition. 

2) The material universe is a donut created by time-hose movement. A donut making a donut has 11 dimensions (see 

explanation before), and it is still a donut. 

 

Is mathematics universe a donut? 

See the chapters: 

1) Unification of physics and mathematics 

2) The philosophical meanings of Fermat's Last theorem. 

And Volume three of this book. 

 

Is life (even a single cell bacteria) a donut? 

See Volume two of this book. 
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11) The rise of moral universe: 

Traditional physics handcuffs itself to laboratories. Any realities (intelligence, moral truths or mathematics, etc.) which 

cannot be squeezed into a test apparatus of a laboratory is deemed to be beyond the scope of physics. 

 

This "scope" strategy not only forgives the traditional physics' inability to address many simple common truths but hints 

that "only" physics facts are the genuine truths, and any other proclaimed truths (philosophy, metaphysics, theology, 

etc.) are non-science. This strategy worked very well in the 20th century. 

 

But, no more! Now, FU physics not only is able to reproduce all known physics laws but can go beyond the "scope" of 

traditional physics.  

 

FU physics must encompass all common truths. Yes, the FU physics handcuffs itself to a real, real universe which 

encompasses all known (or unknown) truths. That is, intelligence, moral truths or theological truths must be addressed 

in FU physics. 

 

Can moral truths be encompassed in any kind of physics? See my book "The Divine Constitution," page 78; {Up to now, 

most philosophers, scientists and theologians accept a notion that the matter of value is different from the matter of 

fact, that ought to be is different from that that is. So, the descriptive statement is different from the prescriptive 

statement.}  

 

From: rune berg, rune@physics.ucsd.edu   

Date: Fri Mar 23, 2001 10:57am  

Subject: Re: A new Epistemology 11  

I think you're misinterpreting what physics is and what moral is. Moral is a survival instinct that some animals have 

including humans. Moral "truth" I guess is really the way the animal interprets its own instinct. It's similar to e.g. I like 

apples doesn't mean that it's a physical truth that apples are good. It has nothing to do with physics.  

Rune W. Berg 

 

From: "Stephen O'Kane" stgok@mistral.co.uk   

Date: Sat Mar 24, 2001 6:01am  

Subject: Re: A new Epistemology 11  

Dear Tienzen Gong, 

I am not quite sure whether I was the one who said you have a moral universe if there is 'intelligence' which can make 

'choices', but I agree with that general idea. No - I reckon intelligence itself cannot be defined in terms of physical laws. 

But perhaps the conditions which give rise to intelligence (which are the origins of intelligence, in other words) CAN be 

so defined? 

Certainly physical laws constrain the choices we can make, but they also set the patterns of technologies we use when 

making choices. One of the points about evolution (and history) many people find hard to grasp is that things can 

develop so they become quite distinct from their origins. Intelligence can, I suggest, develop through physical processes 

but emerge as something - an ability - which is constrained by physical laws but not defined by them. The same point 

applies to any ability we, or any organism, might have such as the ability to run, swim, etc. But it is clearer with 

intelligence that the ability goes beyond the physical starting point. 

Would you agree about that? 

Yours 

mailto:rune@physics.ucsd.edu
mailto:stgok@mistral.co.uk
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Stephen O'Kane (stgok@m...) 

 

Yes, superficially, the matter of value is different from the matter of fact; that ought to be is different from that that is. 

 

Yes, if there is "intelligence" which can make "choices," there is a moral universe. 

 

Can the above facts be reduced to a TD (Topological representation of a Donut)? 

If moral universe can be described with a TD, it will be isomorphic to physics universe. ‘That ought to be’ is just a subset 

(or emergent) of ‘that that is’, see Volume four for more details. 

 

It is the laws of behavior giving rise to choices and to a moral universe. The world of behavior has the following players. 

1) self --- an individual life 

2) Gself --- a species (that is, a gene of a species) 

3) Elf --- the entire ecosystem 

4) Cosmos --- the entire physical universe 

5) Axiom --- the goal of every Entity (above) is to maintain itself. 

 

With these four players and one axiom, a set of law of behavior can be constructed. 

a) Law of self (taking) -- for every self, it wants to take from others to maintain its survival. It can be written with an 

equation: 

             B (taking) >= M (t) * C(s) 

             C(s) = P (t) * D(s) 

B (taking), the benefit by taking 

C(s), the cost for taking 

D(s), a "life constant", or a death function (lost the self), or a survive function, one breath. 

P (t), the probability function for D(s), chance of survival. When P (t) =0, the life will die. 

M (t), a multiple constant, a return on investment ratio. It is a number, set arbitrarily by a self in a given circumstance. 

If B (taking) is larger than M (t) * C(s), it will take from others. 

 

b) Law of cooperation (giving) -- 

If B (giving) is larger than M (g) * I(s), the self will give. 

              B (giving) >= M (g) * I(s) 

I(s) = P (g) * D(s), the investment 

 

Example one: if the benefit to a kin is M (g) times the amount of the cost (sacrifice) from a self, the self (an individual) 

will make that sacrifice to insure the survival of the Gself (the gene).  

 

Note: when a millionaire gives $100 to a poor kid in the 3rd world, the cost is one drop in the bucket for that millionaire, 

and the benefit for the kid is one year of schooling, and the giver senses the feeling of loving and of accomplishment. 

That is, 

 

        B (giving) = B (receiver) + B (giver) + B (any other possible effects) 

 

Example two: human takes care of cows for his own survival. 
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c) Law of 2nd or higher order actions -- 

B (action) = Max {[B (g1), B (g2),...] - [B(t1), B(t2) B(t3),...]} 

This is a compromise between many "gives and takes." 

 

The moral universe arise from these laws of gives and takes. 

Example one: Why should we save mosquitos? 

B (saving mosquitos) will enhance our own survival. 

 

Example three: I cannot digest orange very well as it gives me a running belly, but apple is okay with me. So, 

                  C (orange) > C (apple), and I will often choose apple over orange. 

 

Example four: I like orange the same as I like apple. 

When I just ate one apple, then  

M (apple) would probably larger than M (orange) at that moment. My next choice could well be an orange instead of an 

apple if an orange is available at that moment. 

 

The above laws of behavior govern the entire ecosystem (from self, gself, all the way to Cosmos). So, plants convert the 

sun light, water and mineral into flowers (a big investment) for honey bees, and bees act as sex surrogate for plants, 

etc... 

 

In fact, the equations for taking and giving have the same formula. 

             B (action) >= M * P * D(s) 

 

If we define an action function (the actual action): 

              A = Action = A (action) = 1/ (M * P) 

then, B(action) = B (A) = B (action) * A  

                                        = B (action) * A (action) 

                                        = (M * P * D(s)) * (1/ (M * P)) >= D(s) 

 

B (action) = delta B (action)  

                 = B (action) - B (no action) 

B(no action) = 0 by definition 

It is the same for A(action). 

 

This formula of moral action is identical to uncertainty principle of physics if we make the following comparisons.  

D (self), the constant of Death or Alive, the hinge of moral universe is similar to h(bar), the hinge of the quantum world. 

B (action), the benefit of an action is similar to x (the position) of physics. 

A (action), the actual action is similar to p (the momentum) of physics. 

 

Now, the law of behavior of electrons of quantum physics has an identical formula to the law of behavior of intelligence. 

Delta x * Delta p >= h-bar 

Delta B (action) * Delta A (action) >= D (self) 
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A "self" can be viewed as a topological sphere which separates itself from the others. However, the action of "take" will 

punch two holes, breaking others and putting into itself. The same is true for the action of "give."  

 

That is, the laws of "give" and "take" punch every self (or gself, Elf) into a donut (a sphere with two holes, at least). 

 

The entire Moral Universe is governed by the laws of "give" and "take." The Moral Universe has a TD (topological 

representation of a Donut) too. See Volume four for more about the {is/ought} issue. 

 

With a TOE machine, there is a TOE (Theory of Everything). 

1) Physics universe is a TD. 

2) Mathematics universe is a TD. 

3) Life universe is a TD. 

4) Moral universe is a TD. 

 

Part six 

12) A new paradigm: 

There is a simple "fact" that traditional physics is unable to provide theoretical calculations for neither Cabibbo nor 

Weinberg angles, nor for electron fine structure constant. Traditional physics is also impossible to reduce life 

phenomena and moral phenomena to physical phenomena. 

 

Of course, there is a simple "reason" for that because the most important "ingredient" (or truth) for those calculations is 

way beyond the scope of traditional physics. This ingredient consists of two parts: 

 

One, the law of creation. 

Two, a TOE (Theory of Everything) machine. 

This new ingredient is not only improving the traditional physics but establishing a new paradigm. 

 

The paradigm of 20th century --- science connotes truth. Any other claimed truth is only a proclamation. 

 

The paradigm of 21th century --- Science is, of course, still one of the truth machine, but it cannot reach the domain of 

spacelessness or of timelessness which house a huge un-computable universe. The Occam's Happy Coincidence 

Epistemology (OHC) is the best truth tester. OHC epistemology is able to cover all universes. 

 

From: Paul Nord, pnord@exodus.valpo.edu  

Date: Mon May 7, 2001 3:05pm  

Subject: Re: A new Paradigm 3  

Alas I fear that FU physics has run into a moral dilemma. When faced with the question, "Why should we bother with FU 

physics?" the only answer is to retreat to some moral goal of truth and knowledge. These cannot be derived from 

physical laws or physical theories. I did hear one person suggest "instinct" as a possible reason. But when one says that a 

bird flies south by instinct all he really says is that he does not know how the bird does it. The word "instinct" just 

becomes a catch-all for the unknown forces of nature. What is humorous is that FU physics is trying to uncover the 

unknown forces of nature but cannot even begin to do so without calling on the unknown to give the whole pursuit 

meaning and direction. The only place you will find it is on the Tao. When I say "Tao" I refer to any one of hundreds of 

ancient traditions which, more often than you might have been led to expect, agree on the rules for a "good" life: 

mailto:pnord@exodus.valpo.edu
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A) Treat others as you want to be treated. 

B) Be kind to one another. 

C) Don't kill. 

D) Don't steal. 

E) Respect the old and teach the young. 

"Good" can only be defined in terms of the Tao and only understood from within the Tao. Good does not exist on its 

own in the vacuum of space. It is our traditions, or perhaps something far beyond them, that give stuff purpose. 

Paul 

 

13) The truth index of FU physics: 

               {Truth index (of FU physics) = Occam's happy index of FU physics} 

There are four ways to qualify Occam's happy coincidences: 

Simply better 

by uplifting 

by upbringing 

As a unifier 

 

The followings are the Occam's happy coincidences for FU physics. 

One, Equation of Wonder (calculating Alphs) --- simply better. 

 

Two, Magic mixing procedure (calculating Cabibbo and Weinberg angles) --- simply better. 

 

Three, Prequark model is uplifted by three plain happy coincidences: 

Reproduced Standard Model particle zoo (the String unification) 

Explanation for Muon decay 

Why proton has a longer life time than the life of universe 

 

Four, why are there three generations of quark? --- simply better. 

 

Five, explanation for Neutron decay --- simply better 

 

Six, why is physics universe having 11 dimensions? --- simply better 

 

Seven, both proton and neutron are Turing machines --- simply better & as a unifier 

 

Eight, explanation for Frictional Quantum Hall effect --- simply better 

 

Nine, a theoretical definition for electric charge --- simply better 

 

Ten, a theoretical definition for mass charge --- simply better 

 

Eleven, unification of electric & gravitational forces (a FU version, at least) is uplifted or up brought by the followings: 

Electric charge definition 

Mass charge definition 
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Unified force equation 

 

Twelve, deriving the uncertainty principle --- simply better 

 

Thirteen, unifies physics & mathematics universes --- as a unifier and simply better 

 

Fourteen, unifies physics & moral universes --- as a unifier and simply better 

 

Newly added after 2013 

Fifteen, calculating Planck CMB data 

 

Sixteen, calculating Vacuum (wrongly named as Higgs) boson mass 

 

Seventeen, calculating Cosmology Constant 

 

So, the Occam's happy coincidences value for FU physics {the probability for the above set (17 achievements) to be a 

random event} is 

OHC(V) = (1/2)^17 

               = .000007629 

               =.0007629(%) 

So, the truth index of FU physics is: 

TI (FU) = 100 - OHC(V) 

= 99.999237 (%) 

> 99.75 (%) 

 

 

 

 

How to Think About the Unprovable and the Unthinkable 
This paper is presented at Sixth International Conference on Thinking at Massachusetts Institute of Technology on July 

19th, 1994 

(See http://www.prequark.org/think01.htm ) 

 

I: The issue -- What is the cause of First Cause? If there is a cause for the First Cause, the First Cause cannot be the first. 

If the First Cause has no cause, then how does it arise? The issue of the First Cause was not only an unprovable but an 

unthinkable problem. But with the G-theory, the above argument is no longer valid.  

 

II: Different ways of thinking and their shortcomings: 

Scientific 

Philosophical 

Artistic 

Religious 

Mathematical 

http://www.prequark.org/think01.htm
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III: Examples of the unprovable and the unthinkable 

The beginning of the beginning 

Paradoxes 

The rise of biological life 

 

IV: How to think about the unprovable -- in the area in which traditional epistemology of physics that the validity of any 

physical theory must be judged with its predicting power against the experimental verification can no longer provide any 

guidance, the validity of any theory can still be judged with a New Epistemology which consists of five powers: 

The power of Simplicity 

The power of Explanation 

The power of Unification 

The power of Inclusion 

The power of Indispensability 

 

V: How to think about the unthinkable -- by definition, every paradox is always unthinkable. Every paradox always 

contains two truths, but they must be directly opposite both in their meaning and in their internal reasoning processes. 

For two contradictory parts, if one is true and the other is false, there is no paradox. Every paradox (unthinkable issue) 

always points out a higher truth which transcends the paradox itself. By transcending the paradox, the unthinkable will 

become thinkable. There are two ways to transcend all paradoxes. 

Downward symmetry-breaking 

Unification -- recovery a higher symmetry 

 

And, all unthinkable issues will become thinkable when five concepts are understood. 

Symmetry 

Symmetry-breaking: 

Complementarity (mutual exclusive) 

Mutual immanence (mutual inclusive) 

Totality (indivisible symmetry) 

 

II: Different ways of thinking and their shortcomings 

Scientific way of thinking 

Scientific way of thinking relies on the interplay between hypotheses and experimental verification. 

Strong points: 

There is a freedom to hypothesize. 

Experimental verification assures that all conclusions are supported by facts. 

Shortcomings: All experimental verification must be performed in the domain of space and time. Thus, any entity 

(eternal form, mathematical relation, religious conviction, the creation of the beginning, etc.) which transcends space or 

time cannot be thought in terms of science. 

 

Note: Although many people do recognize that mathematics is a discipline of science, mathematical way of thinking is 

completely different from scientific way of thinking. Mathematics does not rely on any experimental verification, that is, 

many mathematical relations or conclusions cannot be thought in terms of scientific way of thinking. 
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Philosophical way of thinking 

Philosophical way of thinking relies on speculation and reflection. 

Strong points: 

There is more freedom in speculation than in hypothesizing. 

Reflection on human experience can reach much wider and deeper realities (love, spirituality, psychic power, etc.) than 

experimental verification ever could. 

Thus, many unthinkable issues in science (ethics, religions, love, compassion, etc.) are thinkable in philosophy. 

Shortcomings: Reflection on human experience is still confined to space or time. Although philosophical speculations do 

discuss the issues of eternity, of transcendence, philosophers cannot truly verify those speculations with reflection from 

their experience. Furthermore, some paradoxes (such as the First Cause issue) are unthinkable problems in philosophy. 

 

Artistic way of thinking 

Artists think about this world with senses, imagination, and emotion. 

Strong points: 

Although senses and emotion are still confined to space and time, imagination can transcend both space and time. 

The artistic thought has no true-false value, that is, it has no need to be verified by either scientific experiments or 

philosophical reflection. 

Although many arts do correspond with some real world entities, they, in general, can create self-reference (such as, 

unicorn) without depending upon the real world. Those created imaginary entities do turn into realities and do give 

satisfaction to senses and emotion. 

Shortcomings: Artists do not try very hard to convince the public that the self-referencing imaginary universe is, indeed, 

a reality. 

 

Religious way of thinking 

Theologians think with preordained religious convictions. There is nothing unthinkable in terms of religious conviction. 

Strong point: Theologians do not need logic, reflection on human experience, common sense, nor experimental 

verification. As long as someone shares their conviction, they can claim victory. 

Shortcomings: Religious conviction is often violating many known facts. 

 

Mathematical way of thinking 

A few hundred years ago, Descartes, Euler and many others believed mathematics to be the accurate description of real 

phenomena and they regarded their work as the uncovering of the mathematical design of the universe. Today, almost 

all mathematicians believe that mathematics is no longer absolute but arises arbitrarily. So, mathematicians can 

arbitrarily choose a set of definitions to construct a new mathematics. After the discovery of Gödel’s Incompleteness 

Theorem, even the self-contradiction of a system is no longer a criterion to invalidate a new mathematics. 

 

Strong point: Seemingly, there is no restriction (such as experimental verification, philosophical reflection, etc.) as the 

domain boundary in mathematics, that is, there is seemingly no unthinkable issue in mathematics. 

On the contrary, quite a few issues are unprovable in mathematics, such as, Goldbach's conjecture, etc.. 

Shortcomings: Mathematical way of thinking still cannot encompass the other ways of thinking. Furthermore, this 

arbitrariness of mathematics is an ‘emergent’, not fundamental. See Volume three for the fundamental-ness of math.  

 

III: Examples of the unprovable and the unthinkable 

The beginning of the beginning, see original post. 
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Paradoxes 

 

Russell paradox: proposition A states "All propositions are true," and proposition B states "Proposition A is false." 

Obviously, proposition B must be true if proposition A is true. But, if B is true then A must be false. 

 

Grelling paradox: A word is said to be "autological" if and only if it applies to itself. For example, the word "English" 

means English, and it is, indeed, an English word; therefore, it is an autological word. On the contrary, the word "French" 

means French but is an English word instead of being a French word; therefore, it is not an autological word; instead, it 

is called a "heterological" word. 

Now, is the word "heterological" heterological? If we assume that "heterological" is heterological, then by definition, 

"heterological" is autological; on the other hand, if we assume that "heterological" is autological, the by definition again, 

"heterological" has to be heterological. 

 

Every paradox always contains two truths, but they must be directly opposite of each other both in their meaning and in 

their internal reasoning processes. 

Seemingly, every paradox is always unthinkable. 

 

The rise of biological life 

See original post or Volume two of this book. 

 

IV: How to think about the unprovable 

See the original post or previous sections of this Chapter. 

 

V: How to think about the unthinkable 

Abridged, see original post. 

 

So, all unthinkable issues will become thinkable when five concepts are understood. 

Symmetry 

Symmetry breaking: 

Complementarity (mutual exclusive) 

Mutual immanence (mutual inclusive) 

Totality (indivisible symmetry) 

 

Symmetry 

Symmetry always connotes chaos, degrees of freedom. A square peg can go into its mating hole in four ways, a hexagon 

peg into its mating hole in six ways. The higher the symmetry, the higher the chaos. The highest symmetry has the 

utmost chaos. For example, a round peg can go into its mating hole in infinite ways. 

 

Symmetry-breaking -- complementarity 

In physics, most natural symmetries are broken by a special symmetry-breaking process -- the spontaneous-symmetry 

breaking (SSB). The nature phenomena of spontaneous symmetry-breaking were expressed as Copenhagen 

Interpretation (CI) in quantum physics -- the principle of complementarity which consists of three parts. 

A "whole" (totality) must consist of two opposite parts. 
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These two opposite parts must be mutually exclusive. 

These two opposite parts are complementary to each other. 

 

In physics, this principle of complementarity is expressed as Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle. In quantum physics, the 

entire universe is divided into two mutually exclusive but complementary parts.  

 

EPR thought experiment 

Omitted 

 

Totality 

Totality is an indivisible symmetry. To break the totality symmetry will create three parts (not two) – {totality (itself 

remains); part one, and the symmetry partner of part one}. Part one and its partner are always forming a paradox. 

(Note: to break a symmetry which is not totality will not always create paradox). In physics, it manifests as spooky action 

or uncertainty principle. In mathematics, it manifests as Godel's incompleteness theorem. 

 

Totality in physics (Spooky action) … 

In short, the totality is absolutely indivisible. 

 

Today, given the laws of physics, the universe can, so to speak, take care of itself, including its own creation. But physics 

is framed in mathematics, and mathematics is incomplete according to Godel's incompleteness theorem which warns us 

that the axiomatic method of making logical deductions from given assumptions cannot in general provide a system 

which is both provably complete and consistent. There will always be truth that lies beyond, that cannot be reached 

from a finite collection of axioms. 

Since every mathematics system is built upon definitions and axioms, and since all definitions and axioms are symmetry-

breaking processes, all mathematical systems must be broken subsystems from a higher symmetry. The incompleteness 

theorem is, in fact, pointing out the vivid reality of totality in terms of mathematics. 

Thus, a mathematics system can suck in a countable number of axioms but can still and must puke up at least one 

undecidable statement. In short, the fire of Nature's spirit (the totality) will always burn a hole in every mathematics 

system invented by men.  

 

Mutual Immanence 

Although the notion of complementarity accepts the concept of totality in its logical framework, its methodology tries to 

divide this totality into two mutually exclusive parts. However, the uncertainty principle also means mutual inclusive.  
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In fact, the indivisible totality which is pointed out by the spooky action can only be understood with a mutually 

inclusive complementarity, that is, the mutual immanence. 

Mutual immanence is similar to complementarity but with much deeper meanings. Complementarity consists of 

opposites which are mutually exclusive. Mutual immanence are opposites which are mutually inclusive to make a whole. 

Consider several pairs of opposites: whole-parts, cause-effect, good-bad, universal-particular. Yet, is there not 

something about both of the two in each pair that makes them alike? We do not pair whole with bad although they can 

be viewed as opposites in being not each other. 

 

Examples of mutual immanence 

One: mutual immanence in mathematics 

See original post. 
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Two: Mutual immanence in physics --- Uncertainty principle 

Planck constant (h) is the basis for the entire quantum physics. It forms a horizon for all actions. In physics, action is 

defined as energy (E) multiplied by time (T). According to the uncertainty principle, all actions (delta E x delta T) must be 

larger than or equal to h (Planck constant). In fact, the uncertainty principle has two expressions. 

delta E x delta T >= h 

delta P x delta S >= h 

P is momentum, S distance, E energy and T time. 

These two expressions actually form a viewing window, see original post. 

 

 

 

Underdetermination of physics is no more! 
Written on August 20, 2016 

(See https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/08/20/underdetermination-of-physics-is-no-more/ ) 

 

After the 2016 data from {LHC, LUX, IceCube, etc.}, ALL mainstream BSMs (beyond standard models) are now dead. 

Yet, many (even very prominent) physicists are still praying for the resurrections of those mainstream BSM corpses 

under the philosophical idea of ‘underdetermination’ which states that all theories are underdetermined. 

What is underdetermination? The detailed definition of it is available at here 

http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/scientific-underdetermination/ . But, I will give a very simple example here for readers 

who do not have time to read that book size definition. 

 Example: 

Here has three known facts. 

One, Mike has $10. 

Two, orange costs $1. 

Three, apple costs $2. 

 

From these three facts, we can build a lot theories (models). 

Ma: Mike brought 11 oranges. 

Mb: Mike brought 2 oranges and 4 apples. 

Mc: Mike brought 4 oranges and 3 apples. 

Md, Mf, … 

With the three known facts (evidences or data), Ma is easily ruled out as being wrong. But for Mb and Mc (perhaps more 

Mx …), the known evidences are not enough to SEPARATE these competing theories. The situation now is 

underdetermined. Those theories (Mb, Mc, …) are underdetermined theories. 

As the goalpost of many theories (such as SUSY and multiverse) can be arbitrarily moved, those theories will be forever 

underdetermined, being a living-dead forever. 

But no, this is not the case for physics. There are four known facts (precisely measured) in physics. 

One, {1/Alpha} = 137.0359… 

Two, Planck CMB data: {dark energy = 69.2 +/- 1%; visible mass = 4.82 +/- 0.05%; dark mass = 25.8 +/- 0.4%} 

Three, Vacuum (wrongly named as Higgs) boson’s mass: {125.09 (+/- 0.24) Gev} 

Four, Cosmology Constant? {~ 3 x 10 ^ (-120)} 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/08/20/underdetermination-of-physics-is-no-more/
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/scientific-underdetermination/
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That is, any theory which cannot derive (calculate) these four known facts must be ruled out. With this criterion, physics 

is no longer underdetermined any more. 

 

Yet, if no one is able to come up a theory to meet the criterion, a resurrection elixir for those mainstream BSM corpses 

can be produced: {the only game in town}. 

Furthermore, many claim that those four facts are just simple numbers, and every number can always be reached with 

some numerological formulas. But, a numerological formula could always give hints for some underlying logic (physics). 

So, I have offered an award of US $5,000 for anyone who is able to come up numerological formulas for those four 

numbers. The detail of the offer is available at http://tienzen.blogspot.com/2016/08/two-thumbs-up.html . 

 

With this four-fact criterion, the underdetermination of physics is no more. 

 

 

 

Damning the Popperianism and the Multiverse 
Written on December 23, 2015 

(See https://selfawarepatterns.com/2015/12/20/is-falsifiability-essential-to-science/#comment-13464 ) 

 

Thanks for the Coyne link. 

The following is too long for a comment, just a conversation to you personally. So, if it is not suitable as a comment, just 

delete it. 

 

The way of confirming a theory is indeed very important, and it consists of two arenas. 

One, empirical knowledge (tests and observations) 

Two, conceptual contemplation (theorizing and speculation) 

 

From these, there are some derived issues. 

Science: what is science? 

Testability 

Falsifiability 

 

From here, it comes the Popperianism. Thus, I will discuss this issue with 4 steps. 

A, empirical knowledge (test and observation data) 

B, invaliding the nonsense which is unfalsifiable with empirical means 

C, about Popperianism and socially-biased science 

D, about the ‘only game in town’ 

 

Step one: the empirical knowledge is USEFUL but is only a very, very low level tool in the path of searching truths. In fact, 

it has absolutely ZERO power as a tool to confirm the true (final) truth. I will give three SOLID examples here. 

Example one, the Standard Model (of particle physics) is a phenomenological model; that is, every piece of it is based on 

empirical data. And, it has passed ALL additional (not the original discovering pathways) throwing monkey wrench 

challenges thus far (that is, to Today, December 23, 2015). Yet, with this total invincibility from all (any) empirical tests, 

http://tienzen.blogspot.com/2016/08/two-thumbs-up.html
https://selfawarepatterns.com/2015/12/20/is-falsifiability-essential-to-science/#comment-13464
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SM is still viewed as incomplete, totally wrong as a correct (final) theory. How do we know this? Because, it is totally 

USELESS to perform many genuine TASKs, such as: 

Gravity 

Baryongenesis 

Hierarchy problem 

Dark energy/dark mass (Planck CMB data) 

Calculating nature constant (Cabibbo/Weinberg angles, Alpha, etc.) 

Determining the Neff with an internal framework 

Providing a base (or just a language) for the SM particles 

Giving any hint about the initial condition at or before the Big Bang 

… the list goes on. 

Thus far, the empirical tests and observations are unable to give any hint for its improvement, and its being a wrong 

theory is CONFIRMED by its failures of performing those important TASKs listed above. 

 

Example two: the General Relativity (GR) has also passed (survived) all the monkey wrenches which we can throw at it. If 

the gravitation-wave is confirmed, it simply passed one more monkey wrench, an icing on the cake. If it is not confirmed 

(or confirmed as nonexistence), it cannot diminish GR’s great success on so many rounds of victory. Yet, GR is 

DEFINITELY a wrong theory, playing ZERO role in the correct (final) theory. We know this because: 

Not compatible with the quantum world, 

It also plays ZERO role in the very important tasks (open questions) listed in example one above: See, 

http://www.quantumdiaries.org/2015/03/13/einsteins-most-famous-equation/#comment-1909398622  

Some might say that ‘black hole’ is the god-child of GR. But, ‘black hole’ is a total trash (although real) in the correct 

theory. 

First, it is not directly verified. 

Then, it is totally useless, not being able to help its god-father to perform any tasks listed above. ‘Black hole” plays ZERO 

role: 

In any viable cosmology model: ‘black hole’ is not even needed in any viable galaxy formation model. 

It plays ZERO role in any viable dark model. 

Again, it is the task (not test) criterion cut the ‘black hole’ out to be any useful object in constructing a correct theory. 

 

Example three: the Higgs nonsense. A new boson (of 125 +/- Gev) was discovered in July 4th 2012, and it was NAMED as 

Higgs boson. Yet, more than 3 years later, the Higgs mechanism is not verified (empirically). Worse yet, even if Higgs 

mechanism were right, it would have given ZERO help for making SM a better (complete) theory. Furthermore, Higgs 

mechanism itself cannot provide a procedure to calculate the mass of the so called Higgs boson. On the other hand, a 

Vacuum Boson model (VBM) was able to calculate (derive) the mass of a vacuum boson as 125. 46 +/- Gev while the 

measured mass of new boson is 125.09 +/- 0.24 Gev., see https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/before-lhc-run-2-begins-

enough-jeh-tween-gong . 

 

That is, the ‘Empirical test (data)’ itself has no power of judgment, distinguishing the right from the wrong. The 

greatness of data must be evaluated via other means. The validity of Vacuum Boson is of course supported by its 

prediction of its mass which was verified with an empirical data. But, the key of its validity comes from its ability to 

perform all tasks listed above, and I will show the supporting links on this later. In addition to predicting the mass of the 

vacuum boson mass, the VBM made two other predictions. 

http://www.quantumdiaries.org/2015/03/13/einsteins-most-famous-equation/#comment-1909398622
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/before-lhc-run-2-begins-enough-jeh-tween-gong
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/before-lhc-run-2-begins-enough-jeh-tween-gong
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i. The excited state of vacuum energy (vev) is {X (n) = 2(n + 1) X, (X is the ground state)}. So, the X (1) should sit around at 

3 X = 738 +/- Gev. But, excited state is not a ‘particle’. 

ii. At ground state vev, the X (1) will not manifest. When the X (1) is reached, the ground state vacuum boson will be 

greatly reduced (if not disappear altogether) in accordance to a dynamic equation. 

On December 15, 2015, CERN released the RUN 2 (13 Tev) data, and there is a hint about a bump around 750 Gev 

region.  

Thus, this Vacuum Boson Model can be confirmed with LHC data in two ways. 

W1, a new bump (around at 750 Gev) is confirmed AND the old bump (125 Gev boson) is reduced. 

W2, when 125 Gev boson showed up, there must not have a 750 Gev bump. 

The W2 is already confirmed with 25 fb-1 data from each lab. In fact, with 4 fb-1 data, LHC Run 1 was already getting a 

hint for the 125 Gev boson. That is, with 4 fb-1 data for the LHC Run 2, the W1 can be evaluated: the 125 Gev bump 

should be reduced in relation to the height of the 750 Gev bump. 

Ignoring this fact by CERN is a social issue, nothing to do with the empiricism. Of course, this Vacuum boson vs Higgs 

nonsense issue will be resolved after more Run 2 data from LHC. Yet, this Vacuum boson issue can still be evaluated now 

with the ‘TASK’-epistemology (see step three). 

 

With these three examples, the empiricism is somewhat useful but plays only very low level role in the path of searching 

for truth, as a squire of the lowest rank. Performing the TASKs is the most powerful tool in the science epistemology. 

 

Now, step two, any empirical non-falsifiable nonsense can always be invalidated. I am going to use two SOLID examples 

on this. 

Example A, the KEY point of Multiverse (either as premise or as consequence) is that the Nature constants (of any 

universe) cannot be calculated (derived) as they are random happenstances. While Multiverse by its definition is beyond 

any empirical reach, it can be invalidated by showing its premise or consequence is simply nonsense, by showing the 

following two facts: 

F1, the nature constants of THIS universe can be derived (calculated). 

F2, to show that that calculation is not bubble dependent. See 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2014/02/18/damage-control-for-the-multiverse/ . 

 

Example B, M-string theory claims that all SM particles are formed as VIBRATIONS of M-string, but it does not have any 

vibrating-equation (formula) to describe those SM particles, the {string unification}. There is no need of empirical testing 

on their claim as it is a simply failed claim. How can a failed claim be truth? Richard Dawid came up a great idea (the only 

game in town) to rescue it. The only game in town in the Stone Age is {eat, sleep and sex}, and it is much truer than the 

M-string nonsense. In fact, the {string unification} is completed, see http://putnamphil.blogspot.com/2014/06/a-final-

post-for-now-on-whether-quine.html?showComment=1403375810880#c249913231636084948 ; that is, the G-string is 

the true ‘only game in town’. 

With these two examples, the empirical non-falsifiable nonsense can easily be invalidated. 

 

Step 3, about Popperianism 

Coyne wrote: “Pigliucci who, on weak grounds, claim that “Popperism is dead.” 

Massimo Pigliucci was in fact a diehard Popperianism defender, see 

https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2015/02/13/lee-smolin-and-the-status-of-modern-physics/comment-page-

1/#comment-11969 .  

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2014/02/18/damage-control-for-the-multiverse/
http://putnamphil.blogspot.com/2014/06/a-final-post-for-now-on-whether-quine.html?showComment=1403375810880#c249913231636084948
http://putnamphil.blogspot.com/2014/06/a-final-post-for-now-on-whether-quine.html?showComment=1403375810880#c249913231636084948
https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2015/02/13/lee-smolin-and-the-status-of-modern-physics/comment-page-1/#comment-11969
https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2015/02/13/lee-smolin-and-the-status-of-modern-physics/comment-page-1/#comment-11969
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I have written the falsifiability issue in detail at: https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2015/02/13/lee-smolin-and-the-

status-of-modern-physics/comment-page-1/#comment-11968  and 

https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2015/02/10/physicists-and-philosophers/comment-page-3/#comment-11910 . 

I am very happy that Pigliucci has changed his position and coming to the side of damning the stupidest idea of 

mankind, the Popperianism. 

There is NOT a single science advancement which is the RESULT of a (or some) theory being FALSIFIED. Science advances 

with new theory (replacing the outdate one) being verified. On the other hand, many other theories have been 

empirically falsified MANY times (such as SUSY) while those devotees are simply moving the goal-post. Popperianism is 

totally powerless to weed them out. Popperianism is only an ideology for atheism, and it is not only wrong but is totally 

stupid as a SCIENCE epistemology. 

First, truth (by definition) cannot be falsified. Any theory not representing truth can of course be falsified. A true 

description of truth can never be falsified. 

Second, the not-testable and the not-falsifiable are two different things. True truth is always testable (with empirical 

means or with task performing) but not falsifiable (by definition). 

Third, a ‘proposition’ can totally be confirmed with the ‘TASK’-epistemology. For example, the vacuum boson model 

(VBM) is the result of a unified force equation {F (unified force) = K ħ / (delta T * delta S)} which can perform the 

following TASKs. 

Part one: 

Calculating the Planck CMB data (Dark energy and dark mass), see 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2015/04/22/dark-energydark-mass-the-silent-truth/  

Calculating nature constant (Cabibbo/Weinberg angles, Alpha, etc.), determining the Neff with an internal framework, 

see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/alpha-fine-structure-constant-mystery.html  

Hierarchy problem, see https://medium.com/@Tienzen/why-making-something-easy-so-difficult-

aae8e3715b6d#.mt3p8do26 and http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/rise-of-gravitation-and-hierarchy.html . 

Baryongenesis, see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/12/baryongenesis-master-key-of-all.html  

String unification, see http://putnamphil.blogspot.com/2014/06/a-final-post-for-now-on-whether-

quine.html?showComment=1403375810880#c249913231636084948  

Linking physics to the origin of life, see https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/02/key-mission-of-life/ and 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/05/origins-of-life-mind-and-cosmos/  

Gravity, see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/12/the-great-divide_1900.html and 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-energy-make-universe.html  

 

Part two: ruling out the nonsense (not falsifiable empirically) 

SUSY, see https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/08/natures-master-key-cuts-out-susy-the-undead/ and 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/19/barked-up-the-wrong-trees-m-theory-and-susy/  and 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/05/gone-with-the-wind-susy/  and  

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/the-hope-of-susy-parousia.html  

Multiverse, see https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2014/02/18/damage-control-for-the-multiverse/  and  

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/10/multiverse-bubbles-are-now-all-burst-by.html  

M-string theory, see https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/25/m-f-string-theories-failed-theories/  

 

Conclusion: 

One, {truth} by definition in semantics cannot be falsified. The Popperianism is a good Tool but not a Gospel. 

https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2015/02/13/lee-smolin-and-the-status-of-modern-physics/comment-page-1/#comment-11968
https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2015/02/13/lee-smolin-and-the-status-of-modern-physics/comment-page-1/#comment-11968
https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2015/02/10/physicists-and-philosophers/comment-page-3/#comment-11910
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2015/04/22/dark-energydark-mass-the-silent-truth/
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/alpha-fine-structure-constant-mystery.html
https://medium.com/@Tienzen/why-making-something-easy-so-difficult-aae8e3715b6d#.mt3p8do26
https://medium.com/@Tienzen/why-making-something-easy-so-difficult-aae8e3715b6d#.mt3p8do26
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/rise-of-gravitation-and-hierarchy.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/12/baryongenesis-master-key-of-all.html
http://putnamphil.blogspot.com/2014/06/a-final-post-for-now-on-whether-quine.html?showComment=1403375810880#c249913231636084948
http://putnamphil.blogspot.com/2014/06/a-final-post-for-now-on-whether-quine.html?showComment=1403375810880#c249913231636084948
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/02/key-mission-of-life/
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/05/origins-of-life-mind-and-cosmos/
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/12/the-great-divide_1900.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-energy-make-universe.html
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/08/natures-master-key-cuts-out-susy-the-undead/
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/19/barked-up-the-wrong-trees-m-theory-and-susy/
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/05/gone-with-the-wind-susy/
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/the-hope-of-susy-parousia.html
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2014/02/18/damage-control-for-the-multiverse/
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/10/multiverse-bubbles-are-now-all-burst-by.html
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/25/m-f-string-theories-failed-theories/
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Two, the old scientific epistemology (hypothesis -- > theory -- > tests -- > Occam’s razor) is also a good tool but definitely 

not a Gospel. Example: 

Standard Model of particle physics passed ALL tests which we can throw at it, but it is definitely WRONG to be a 

final truth. 

General Reality passed ALL tests which we can throw at it, but it is definitely WRONG in terms of a final truth. 

 

Going beyond the gadget physics, the {Fictitious Physics epistemology (the beauty-contest)} is the only way for reaching 

the FINAL THEORY. 

 

Physics is now no longer underdetermined.  

 

So, Karl Popper’s idea that “a theory must be falsifiable to be scientific” is totally stupid if science is defined as truth 

searching machine. Here is the bullcrap stamp for Popperism. 

 

 
 

This article is also available at https://medium.com/@Tienzen/damning-the-popperianism-and-the-multiverse-

4ea7740fcca6#.lhz1lbrjg   

 

 

 

Epistemology on brain in a vat 
Written on June 18, 2014 

(See https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/06/18/are-you-sure-you-have-hands/comment-page-2/#comment-3985 

) 

 

{(1) I don’t know that I’m not a BIV (brain in a vat). 

 (2) If I don’t know that I’m not a BIV, then I don’t know that I have hands. 

Therefore: 

(3) I don’t know that I have hands.} 

https://medium.com/@Tienzen/damning-the-popperianism-and-the-multiverse-4ea7740fcca6#.lhz1lbrjg
https://medium.com/@Tienzen/damning-the-popperianism-and-the-multiverse-4ea7740fcca6#.lhz1lbrjg
https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/06/18/are-you-sure-you-have-hands/comment-page-2/#comment-3985
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The above is indeed a formally valid argument, but it is a ‘particular’ case without a ‘universal value’. I will examine this 

issue with the following steps (questions). 

Question one: Is there ‘someone’ besides the ‘I’ around? 

Question two: Can he know that ‘I am not a BIV’? 

Question three: If he cannot, then why? Is he also a BIV? 

Question four: Is ‘BIV’ positively defined, that is, identifiable? If not, then there is no issue of being a BIV or not. If yes, 

Question five: Why is another BIV unable to identify a BIV when he encounters one? If the answer is ‘by definition’, then 

it goes to next question. 

Question six: Is there ‘someone’ besides the ‘I’ who is not a BIV around? If this question is unanswerable, then being a 

BIV or not is no longer an issue. If there is a non-BIV around, then goes to the next question. 

Question seven: Is this non-BIV able to identify a BIV when he encounters one? At this point, this BIV problem is no 

longer a logic issue but is a ‘technology’ issue if BIV is clearly defined and identifiable. 

 

Even while we change ‘I’ to ‘we’ in this BIV story, the problem is still on the issue of “why the he-BIV is unable to 

identify whether ‘I am a BIV or not’.” 

 

When there is an ‘external’ point outside of a system, all paradoxes in that system can be resolved from this ‘external’ 

point of view, and this is one important theorem of “Martian Language Thesis — Any human language can always 

establish a communication with the Martian or Martian-like languages” (that is, all mysteries are connected to the 

‘known’ part of this universe). 

 

Massimo: {I’m not really sure what you have shown, nor am I positive I understand the he vs I thing, or what it has to do 

with BIVs. See https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/06/18/are-you-sure-you-have-hands/comment-page-

4/#comment-4081 } 

 

My view was not about (he ‘vs’ I) but is about (he ‘and’ I). By having two BIV in the same room, the epistemic capability 

changes dramatically. The ‘he’ can be anything ‘additional’ to the currently stated BIV system. A mirror in addition to 

that system can already do wonder for the epistemic capability. I will go a bit more detail from considering Aravis’ 

comment. 

Aravis Tarkheena: “The value of engaging the skeptic is to better understand our own conception of justification. On 

what grounds *do* we believe the things we do and why?” 

 

There can be no disagreement on this. But, in addition to as a great mentality, the skeptic involves the implementation 

(the debates and arguments). And, there are four types of arguing. 

One, argument with ‘reason’ (based on knowledge and rationale). 

Two, argument with ‘tongue in cheeks’: as my tongue can utter much more words than you ever can, that is, I have no 

chance to lose the argument. A special form of this is ‘the chicken talks to the duck’. 

Three, argument with ad hominem. 

Four, argument with ‘calling names’. 

 

The (two, three and four) are meta-arguments. While the most meta-arguments can be spotted easily, the chicken/duck 

can be easily ‘embedded’ in some logic system. Now, we can examine this BIV argument. 

 

https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/06/18/are-you-sure-you-have-hands/comment-page-4/#comment-4081
https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/06/18/are-you-sure-you-have-hands/comment-page-4/#comment-4081
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“(1) I don’t know that I’m not a BIV. 

(2) If I don’t know that I’m not a BIV, then I don’t know that I have hands. 

Therefore: 

(3) I don’t know that I have hands.” 

 

First, is “(1) I don’t know that I’m not a BIV.” a universal statement? If it is not, then the whole argument has no 

universal value. That is, if we can find one ‘I’ who knows exactly that that ‘I’ is not a BIV, then the ‘premise (1)’ is not 

universal. So, this becomes an empirical issue, testable by constructing a ‘model of BIV’ and to see whether there is one 

‘I’ who does know that that ‘I’ is not a BIV. Of course, there are other ways to examine this ‘universal’ issue, but I will not 

spend time on them here. 

 

Second, we should know exactly what BIV is before reviewing the (2) and (3). What is this ‘B’? 

a. It is a brain which ‘had’ a human skull before (not an artificial contraption, not a monkey brain, etc.). Then, this 

‘B’ had a ‘history’ before and ‘should’ had memory about that history. This ‘B’ had hands (in general) and ‘had’ the 

sensual ‘capability’ (in general). 

b. Is this ‘B’ still having the memory of the old history and the old sensual capability? Can this ‘B’ answer these 

questions? If the answers are positive, then what is the reason that this ‘B’ is unable to check out whether it ‘still’ has 

hands or not via its sensual capability? If the answers are negative, can this ‘B’ recognize that it itself is already a 

damaged ‘B’? If it is an unconscious ‘B’, then why the (2) and (3) have any relevancy to this ‘B’? If it is conscious about it 

itself is already a damaged ‘B’ (severed from its history), should this ‘B’ has the ability to ‘infer’ or to understand that its 

situation is in a BIV-like condition (that is, if this ‘B’ does understand what the BIV is)? If this ‘B’ does not even know 

what the BIV is, then where is the (1) coming from? 

c. If this ‘B’ is conscious about it is now severed from its history and knows about what the BIV is, what is the 

reason to prevent it inferring that it is in a BIV-like condition? 

d. If this ‘B’ is able to infer (from the ‘fact’ being severed from its history) that it might be in a BIV-like condition, 

how can it make a firm statement (I don’t know that I’m not a BIV.)? 

 

Third, let’s accept {(1) I don’t know that I’m not a BIV.} as a genuine premise. Why is (1) making {(2) If I don’t know that 

I’m not a BIV, then I don’t know that I have hands.} correct? 

1. Is there a direct logic connection between the {‘knowledge’ of being a BIV or not} and the {knowledge about the 

hand}? Why is (2) a correct statement? Many definitions are lacking here, and there are too many presumptions in (2). 

Such as, BIV has no hand; thus, I do not know that I have hands if I do not even know that I am ‘not’ a BIV. This 

statement hinges on one ‘presumption’ that ‘hand’ (as a something) is definitely unable to be verified in any ‘other’ way 

in addition to the sole {‘knowledge’ of being a BIV or not}. Lacking of that knowledge, there is absolutely no way to verify 

a thing called ‘hand’ which is with this ‘B’ or not. And, this is a very, very big ‘presumption’. 

2. We don’t even know what the ‘hand’ means in this BIV story. This ‘B’ should ‘had’ hands (in general). Obviously, 

this ‘B’ is now not knowing whether it still has hands. Are B’s old hands (in the freezer) no longer its hands? Are the fake-

hands which attached on the vat not its hands? Before this ‘hand’ is clearly defined, the {knowledge on this ‘hand’} is 

really a non-issue. 

 

({what is ‘B’}, {what is hand}, {knowledge of being a BIV or not}, {knowledge about hand} and {ways to verify a hand}), 

these particles can easily form a confusion story. 
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Is God incomprehensible? 
Written on February 1, 2015 

(See https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2015/01/30/the-peer-to-peer-hypothesis-and-a-new-theory-of-free-will-a-

brief-overview/comment-page-2/#comment-11515 ) 

We have recently discussed many very important issues {emergent/reductionism, free-will, body/mind, mind/soul, etc.}. 

The result is the chicken/duck conversation. You sing your yaya; he says his gaga.  

When I face an equation, I will not try to solve it right the way. I will first try to find out whether it has any solution; then 

what kind of solution it will be. Now, it is a good time to find out whether there are solutions for all the issues which we 

discussed. I will start with the BOUNDARY issue, brought up by labnut. 

One, are there boundaries in Nature itself? 

Two, are there some roadblocks (not boundary) in Nature becoming the forever impenetrable with human capability? 

 

First, is there anything in Nature wrapped up totally without any gate for the outsider to enter? If yes, there is a place in 

Nature inaccessible from other part of Nature. The black-hole firewall issue could be the example. Today, the consensus 

is that the black-hole is not totally black but kind of gray. That is, the answer for this question is NO.  

The firewall issue is so technical; I will not discuss its details here (reader can read 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/05/30/alicebob-paradox-sum-wrong-i/ ), but with a simpler issue: the known 

vs the unknown.  

When our knowledge grows in volume (as a ball), the unknown is pushed outward, as the SURFACE. Then, this 

unknown/knowledge ratio is the surface/volume {= r^2/r^3 = 1/r}. When r becomes large, the unknown could be quickly 

overpowered (but not to zero). Good equation, but not good enough to show that Nature is totally knowable in a finite 

time (the lifetime of this universe). Yet, this calculation is based on ‘holograph’ which is based on complementary. And, I 

have discussed many times at this Webzine that the complementary is the wrong description of Nature. If the Nature is 

mutually immanence, the 1/r will quickly go to zero with a finite r. This calculation is a bit more complicated, and thus I 

will not show it now, might be later. 

 

Second, if we can prove a theorem, such as: 

Theorem X: A Self (conscious or not) is not able to reference (conscious of) itself. 

If theorem X is true, we have an unreachable domain. The BIV (brain-in-a-vat) argument ALMOST proved this theorem: 

the BIV (A) has no way of knowing that it is not a BIV.  

 

Yet, can BIV (B) know that BIV (A) is a BIV? If not, why not? Of course, if we can prove that any BIV (B)-like BIV cannot be 

reality, then the theorem will be still true (see, http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/06/18/are-you-sure-you-have-

hands/comment-page-2/#comment-4014 ). In fact, as long as there is a reference point (does not to be another BIV) 

outside of BIV (A) itself, many experiments can be constructed to inform the BIV (A) about its status.  

 

Without such a theorem or a theorem with similar mission (describing a total DARK place), any claim that 

{consciousness, soul/body issue, etc.} are unknowable is just opinion. 
 

https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2015/01/30/the-peer-to-peer-hypothesis-and-a-new-theory-of-free-will-a-brief-overview/comment-page-2/#comment-11515
https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2015/01/30/the-peer-to-peer-hypothesis-and-a-new-theory-of-free-will-a-brief-overview/comment-page-2/#comment-11515
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/05/30/alicebob-paradox-sum-wrong-i/
http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/06/18/are-you-sure-you-have-hands/comment-page-2/#comment-4014
http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/06/18/are-you-sure-you-have-hands/comment-page-2/#comment-4014
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On Whether Quine was a "Verificationist" 
Written on June 20, 2014 

(See http://putnamphil.blogspot.com/2014/06/a-final-post-for-now-on-whether-

quine.html?showComment=1403329115355#c4963720466770510827 ) 

 

{Whether Quine was a "Verificationist", ...  A sentence is testable, in my liberal or holistic sense, if adding it to previously 

accepted sentences clinches an observation categorical that was not implied by those previous sentences alone; but 

much good science is untestable even in this liberal sense.} 

 

Excellent posts. {much good science is untestable} should really be a very important idea in the science-epistemology, 

as many truths which sit on top of the ‘net’ of empirical facts need not to be observable themselves. Thus, I have 

proposed a ‘beauty-contest’ epistemology. Instead of ‘discovering’ laws of nature, we can ‘design’ a universe and 

deduce (derive) the laws of this designed-universe. Then, a beauty-contest can be set up between the ‘discovered-laws’ 

and ‘the derived-laws’.  

 

This ‘epistemology’ issue is hotly discussed at some other blogs. One is about the BIV (brain in a vat), and two views on 

that issue may have some relevancy to this article. See, http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/06/18/are-you-sure-

you-have-hands/comment-page-2/#comment-3985  and   http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/06/18/are-you-

sure-you-have-hands/comment-page-4/#comment-4081  . 

 

 

 

 

{Not testable = not reality} = Bullcrap 
Written on July 1, 2014 

(See  http://selfawarepatterns.com/2014/06/30/sean-carroll-makes-the-case-for-the-many-worlds-interpretation-of-

quantum-mechanics/comment-page-1/#comment-5076 ) 

 

SelfAwarePatterns:  “… and I can’t see how a concept that is not testable in any foreseeable manner should count.” 

I must disagree with you on this one.  

In recent years, many people try to go around the falsifiability issue or simply abandon it for variety of reasons, such as, 

the failure of M-string theory, the failure of SUSY and the failure of multiverses. I strongly disagreed with their cases 

because of their using the wrong arguments.  

 

Falsifiability ‘was’ a great ‘tool’ for physics over 400 years, but it is wrong in ‘principle’ as the ‘true truth’ cannot be 

falsified by ‘definition’. In order to overcome this ‘definition’ issue, anti-realism arose from two directions (pathways). 

School one, from the notion that ‘final truth’ is all elusive to the conclusion that the ‘final truth’ is a non-reality. This 

school is based on the falsifiability ‘principle’. If a thing is not testable, it is not a reality. The fallacy of this argument is 

taking the falsifiability as a ‘principle’ while the ‘falsifiability’ is the issue of being inquired; that is, proven the issue with 

the issue in question. This school calls themselves as ‘model builders’. They are not searching for ‘truth’, and that all 

http://putnamphil.blogspot.com/2014/06/a-final-post-for-now-on-whether-quine.html?showComment=1403329115355#c4963720466770510827
http://putnamphil.blogspot.com/2014/06/a-final-post-for-now-on-whether-quine.html?showComment=1403329115355#c4963720466770510827
http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/06/18/are-you-sure-you-have-hands/comment-page-2/#comment-3985
http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/06/18/are-you-sure-you-have-hands/comment-page-2/#comment-3985
http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/06/18/are-you-sure-you-have-hands/comment-page-4/#comment-4081
http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/06/18/are-you-sure-you-have-hands/comment-page-4/#comment-4081
http://selfawarepatterns.com/2014/06/30/sean-carroll-makes-the-case-for-the-many-worlds-interpretation-of-quantum-mechanics/comment-page-1/#comment-5076
http://selfawarepatterns.com/2014/06/30/sean-carroll-makes-the-case-for-the-many-worlds-interpretation-of-quantum-mechanics/comment-page-1/#comment-5076
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they do is building the models. (see http://www.quantumdiaries.org/2014/02/07/interpretations-of-quantum-

mechanics/#comment-172367 ). 

 

School two, with a BIV (brain in a vat) argument, this is a much more powerful argument. BIV attempts to crash the long 

established solid foundation of “cogito, ergo sum”. This BIV attempts to create a ‘mystery space (MS)’. And in this MS, 

no objective knowledge can be attained. Thus, if no objective knowledge is attainable, then a reality (if any) is 

meaningless.  

This BIV argument can be voided with two steps. 

1. To show that everything in a (any) MS is totally knowable if there is ‘one’ external point outside of that MS. 

2. To show that there is no totally ‘isolated’ MS (without an ‘external’ point) in ‘this’ universe. 

The school one (the model only school) can be voided by showing some ‘solid’ good physics which are not the results of 

falsifiability-tool. Facing with this kind of solid ‘examples’, Hilary Putnam (a prominent philosopher on philosophy of 

science himself) again quoted from Quine’s saying {much good science is untestable}, (see, 

http://putnamphil.blogspot.com/2014/06/a-final-post-for-now-on-whether-

quine.html?showComment=1403375810880#c249913231636084948 ). 

 

While I disagree with some wrong reasons for abandoning the falsifiability-tool, I must say that the falsifiability is wrong 

in ‘principle’ as a check for the true-truth. While I agree with the fact that falsifiability-tool has done a superb job in the 

past 400 years in physics, it is no longer useful when we have gained the solid knowledge to such height in physics as we 

have now. We now can do a lot not-testable good physics. I am saying this, not as a principle nor as a philosophy. Many 

solid examples are on the table for everyone to see now. 

The wind direction has changed. The tide has changed. 

 

References: 

One, Damning the-Popperianism and the-multiverse, https://medium.com/@Tienzen/damning-the-popperianism-and-

the-multiverse-4ea7740fcca6#.wqlug8e9j  

Two, Axiomatic physics, the end of the old physics epistemology 

 (See http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/03/lhc-and-knowledge-based-phyiscs.html ,  and 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/lhc-end-of-old-physics-epistemology.html ,and 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/axiomatic-physics-final-physics.html ) 

 

Three, About Dawid’s book (See http://rationallyspeaking.blogspot.com/2014/02/massimos-weekend-

picks.html?showComment=1393219893838#c938283934740134961 ) 
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Chapter ten: the String-M theory Bullcrap 
Written on October 2, 2016 

(see https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/10/02/the-dawn-of-a-new-physics-paradigm/ ) 

 

In the past half a century (over 45 years), the theoretical physics paradigm is dominated by the String (M-) theory. Of 

course, there is a very weak opposition, led by Peter Woit, Lee Smolin and Carlo Rovelli, on the reason that it (String M-) 

does not make any testable prediction. But, they (Woit, Smolin and Rovelli etc.) do not have any alternative.  

 

 

 

Edward Witten, a physics hero 
(Written on December 1, 2017, see https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2017/12/01/edward-witten-a-physics-hero/ ) 

 

On November 28, 2017, Quanta Magazine published an article of Natalie Wolchover (a senior writer at Quanta 

magazine, winner of 2017 AIP Science Writing Award) who interviewed Edward Witten recently. That article is available 

at https://www.quantamagazine.org/edward-witten-ponders-the-nature-of-reality-20171128/ . 

I must praise and complement Witten’s courage to give the death sentence to M-string theory finally, as it is after all his 

hallmark. 

  

Of course, Wolchover’s article itself is heavily camouflaged for upholding Witten’s dignity, with many side-attractors. 

However, the following direct quotes of Witten’s statement from the article will reveal Witten’s true intention clearly. 

  

A) The direct quotes 

{Now, Nati Seiberg [a theoretical physicist who works down the hall] would possibly tell you that he has faith that 

there’s a better formulation of quantum field theory that we don’t know about that would make everything clearer. I’m 

not sure how much you should expect that to exist. That would be a dream, but it might be too much to hope for; I really 

don’t know. 

… 

Physics in quantum field theory and string theory somehow has a lot of mathematical secrets in it, which we don’t know 

how to extract in a systematic way. 

… 

I could point to theories where the standard approach really seems inadequate, so at least for those classes of quantum 

field theories, you could hope for a new formulation. But I really can’t imagine what it would be. 

… 

I think our understanding of what it (M-theory) is, though, is still very hazy. AdS/CFT and whatever’s come from it is the 

main new perspective compared to 22 years ago, but I think it’s perfectly possible that AdS/CFT is only one side of a 

multifaceted story. There might be other equally important facets. 

… 

Maybe a bulk description of the quantum properties of space-time itself, rather than a holographic boundary 

description. There hasn’t been much progress in a long time in getting a better bulk description. And I think that might 

be because the answer is of a different kind than anything we’re used to. That would be my guess. 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/10/02/the-dawn-of-a-new-physics-paradigm/
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2017/12/01/edward-witten-a-physics-hero/
https://www.quantamagazine.org/edward-witten-ponders-the-nature-of-reality-20171128/
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… 

I guess I suspect that there’s an extra layer of abstractness compared to what we’re used to.  … But I can’t say anything 

useful.} 

  

The above statements clearly show four points. 

One, QFT is a failed program for describing the nature. 

Two, {M-string theory + AdS/CFT + hologram} fail to describe nature. 

Three, he suspects that there is an extra layer of abstractness in addition to the two above. 

Four, he simply does not know what that extra layer of abstractness could be. 

  

These four points not only give M-string death sentence but also on all other theoretical cornerstones (QFT, AdS/CFT, 

and hologram) of the mainstream paradigm for the past 50 years. 

  

B) A brief history 

Is his finally accepting the total defeat the result of the no-show of SUSY at LHC? 

For many SUSY devotees, the no-show of SUSY at LHC is just a great reason for building a bigger collider, such as the 

proposed 100 Tev Chinese Super Collider,  which was pushed by the entire West, the most notable prominent physicists 

are David Gross, Witten, Steven Weinberg, Sheldon Glashow, Hawking and countless others (Nima, Tommaso Dorigo, 

etc.). 

 

 

 
Figure 1 
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Figure 1a 

 

However, my Protégé Dr. Li xiaojian (Professor of North China University of Technology, Beijing, China) talked to David 

Gross at String 2016 about the G-theory. 

 
 

Two thumbs up. About the new LHC 2016 data: see, http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2016/07/before-cern-lhc-2016-data-

release-three.html and https://medium.com/@Tienzen/before-the-cern-lhc-2016-data-release-

7fdb0eba4ace#.tceeg69lr 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2016/07/before-cern-lhc-2016-data-release-three.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2016/07/before-cern-lhc-2016-data-release-three.html
https://medium.com/@Tienzen/before-the-cern-lhc-2016-data-release-7fdb0eba4ace#.tceeg69lr
https://medium.com/@Tienzen/before-the-cern-lhc-2016-data-release-7fdb0eba4ace#.tceeg69lr
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This might lead to the article of K. C, Cole {The Strange Second Life of String Theory, on September 15, 2016, 

see https://www.quantamagazine.org/string-theorys-strange-second-life-20160915/ } which strongly hinted that the 

first life of M-string was dead. 

  

By May 11, 2017, the CSC (100 Tev Chinese Super Collider) was officially killed after my series (4) of articles, 

see https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2017/05/05/china-super-collider-part-three-a-misled-hype-or-dishonesty/ . 

 
Figure 3 

  

Finally, on Oct 17, 2017, Steven Weinberg gave a video presentation for ‘Int’l Centre for Theoretical Physics’ and 

revealed that both Witten and Nima have given up M-string theory (see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mX2R8-

nJhLQ at one hour 32 minutes mark). 

 

C) An analysis 

Can Witten hold out his total surrender? 

Of course, not. 

For saving M-string, it must add two points. 

In my November 5, 2011, article {M-theory, a TOE if and only if it adds two points, 

see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/11/m-theory-toe-if-and-only-if-it-adds-two.html }, I showed only one point. 

M-string is a string without any INTERNAL structure while the G-string is composed of prequarks and with internal 

structure. 

https://www.quantamagazine.org/string-theorys-strange-second-life-20160915/
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2017/05/05/china-super-collider-part-three-a-misled-hype-or-dishonesty/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mX2R8-nJhLQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mX2R8-nJhLQ
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/11/m-theory-toe-if-and-only-if-it-adds-two.html
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Figure 4 

  

This G-string immediately provides the ‘String unification’, describing all fundamental fermions with a clearly defined 

language. 

  

It also immediately resolves the BaryonGenesis mystery. 
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Figure 5 

  

I did not discuss what the second point needed for M-string theory is in that 6-year-old article (in 2011). Now, here it is, 

the ‘First principle’: the real/ghost symmetry. 
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Figure 6 

  

The direct consequences of this are: 

 
See https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/totally-blind-deaf-googlefacebookblogosphere-era-jeh-tween-gong 

Figure 7 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/totally-blind-deaf-googlefacebookblogosphere-era-jeh-tween-gong
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See https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/04/24/entropy-quantum-gravity-cosmology-constant/ 

Figure 8 

  

 
About the Higgs: see, https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/before-lhc-run-2-begins-enough-jeh-tween-gong 

Figure 9 

  

D) My comment 

The past 100 years were very successful in the experimental physics while it was a total disaster on the theoretical side, 

see https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2017/11/12/the-angel-and-demons-in-the-100-years-of-physics-nightmare/ . 

I, however, must congratulate Witten’s courage of finally admitting that M-string was a total failure. Only hero has this 

kind of courage. 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/04/24/entropy-quantum-gravity-cosmology-constant/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/before-lhc-run-2-begins-enough-jeh-tween-gong
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2017/11/12/the-angel-and-demons-in-the-100-years-of-physics-nightmare/
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Note (added on December 4, 2017): on December 1, 2017, Scientific Controversies (Sci Con; a series of conversations 

between scientists hosted by PW Director of Sciences Janna Levin) held a public discussion with the title {Scientific 

Controversies: String Theory} with two prominent physics {David Gross (Nobel Laureate in Physics) and Clifford Johnson}. 

Levin began the discussion by asking the two of them where they stood on string theory: pro, con or agnostic? This 

flustered Gross a bit (he’s one of the world’s most well-known and vigorous proponents of string theory) and Levin 

somehow took this as meaning that he was agnostic. Finally Gross clarified things by saying something like “I’ve been 

married to string theory for 50 years, not going to leave her now”. 

 

 
Figure 10 

 

Obviously, however wrong the M-string theory is, Gross cannot abandon her after 50 years marriage. Although without 

the courage of Witten, Gross’ loyalty for LOVE must also be praised. 
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#StringTheoryOfficiallyDead 

 

 
 

On September 15, 2016, K.C. Cole (the most senior science reporter of the world) wrote an article at Quanta magazine 

(the most prominent science journal) and said: {String theory has so far failed to live up to its promise as a way to unite 

gravity and quantum mechanics. See https://www.quantamagazine.org/20160915-string-theorys-strange-second-life/ } 

And, #StringTheoryOfficiallyDead is now a wide spread consensus. 

 

Massimo Pigliucci (very prominent philosopher/biologist) was a speaker at the Munich conference (Why Trust a Theory, 

see https://platofootnote.wordpress.com/2015/12/08/why-trust-a-theory-part-i/ ). 

 

https://www.quantamagazine.org/20160915-string-theorys-strange-second-life/
https://platofootnote.wordpress.com/2015/12/08/why-trust-a-theory-part-i/
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Eight days (on September 23, 2016) after Cole’s article, the most diehard String (M-) theorist admits three points:  

One, String theory has been called the particle physicist’s approach to quantum gravity. … 

Two, When people talk about the failure of string [M-] theory, they’re usually talking about its aspirations as a “theory of 

everything”. 

Three, The quirky thing about science: sociologically, success and failure look pretty similar. Either way, it’s time to find a 

new project. 

That is, the string-theorists can still be {entanglers or bootstrappers}. 

What the heck is {entanglers or bootstrappers}? See https://4gravitons.wordpress.com/2016/09/23/the-parable-of-the-

entanglers-and-the-bootstrappers/ . 

 

The 2016 data (from LHC, LUX, IceCube, etc.) has very much ruled out the dominant paradigm of the theoretical physics 

of the past half a century: the {SUSY, WIMPs, sterile neutrino, extra-large dimensions, etc.}. However, I made a very 

https://4gravitons.wordpress.com/2016/09/23/the-parable-of-the-entanglers-and-the-bootstrappers/
https://4gravitons.wordpress.com/2016/09/23/the-parable-of-the-entanglers-and-the-bootstrappers/
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strong point on this many years ago, see https://profmattstrassler.com/2013/09/17/did-the-lhc-just-rule-out-string-

theory/#comment-86626 .  

This dominance of M-string/SUSY was motivated and supported by the following issues. 

One, the super successful of the Standard Model and its obvious incompleteness. 

Two, the discovery of dark mass and dark energy. 

Three, the discovery of a positive Cosmology Constant. 

Four, the totally incompatibility between Quantum principle and General Relativity, while both of them are totally 

empirically valid (without a single failure on their predictions). 

Five, the hierarchy issue. 

Six, the naturalness issue. 

 

The ‘naturalness’ criterion is obviously not discovered in nature but is a human cooked-up desire. This desire came from 

the failure that the mainstream physics model must hand-put in many parameters in its equations; that is, the desire to 

avoid the ‘fine-tuning’ any of those parameters. 

 

The ‘naturalness’ and ‘fine-tuning’ are thus closely related but can still form some subgroups. 

The obvious ‘naturalness’ issues are: 

Hierarchy issue: the difference between weak coupling and gravity is over 30th order of magnitude. 

Cosmology Constant: it is over at least 120th order of magnitude smaller than 1. 

Vacuum (wrongly named as Higgs) boson mass: it is too light for the M-string quantum gravity. 

 

The obvious ‘fine-tuning’ issues are: 

Alpha = 1 / (137.0359…): there is no way of calculating this value in the mainstream physics. 

Planck CMB data (DE=69.22 % 、D=25.90 % 、V=4.86 %): again, there is no way of calculating these numbers in the 

mainstream physics. 

 

In summary, the ‘naturalness’ issue is all about the following four hashtags. 

#how2CalculateAlpha 

#how2CalculatePlanckCMBdata 

#how2CalculateHiggsbosonMass 

#how2CalculateCosmologyConstant 

 

Yet, string M-theory cannot calculate any (not a single one) of these. It thus at least is totally useless. But, it still claims to 

be the {Only Game in Town}. 

The fact is that these four tasks were completed and available online long ago.  

#how2CalculateAlpha, see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/alpha-fine-structure-constant-mystery.html   

#how2CalculatePlanckCMBdata, see https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2015/04/22/dark-energydark-mass-the-silent-

truth/   

#how2CalculateHiggsbosonMass, see https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/before-lhc-run-2-begins-enough-jeh-tween-gong   

#how2CalculateCosmologyConstant, see https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/04/24/entropy-quantum-gravity-

cosmology-constant/   

Of course, science is a human endeavor, prone for errors. So, making mistakes in science is normal. But, science should 

have self-correcting mechanism. However, the String M-theory has lost this self-correcting (self-introspection) ability. 

https://profmattstrassler.com/2013/09/17/did-the-lhc-just-rule-out-string-theory/#comment-86626
https://profmattstrassler.com/2013/09/17/did-the-lhc-just-rule-out-string-theory/#comment-86626
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/alpha-fine-structure-constant-mystery.html
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2015/04/22/dark-energydark-mass-the-silent-truth/
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2015/04/22/dark-energydark-mass-the-silent-truth/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/before-lhc-run-2-begins-enough-jeh-tween-gong
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/04/24/entropy-quantum-gravity-cosmology-constant/
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/04/24/entropy-quantum-gravity-cosmology-constant/
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String M-theory as physics is now a self-lying and dishonest enterprise; that is, it is no longer a scientific error but is a 

total Bullcrap. 

 

In addition to this simple fact above, the string M-theory bullcrap can be defined with following eight fallacies. 

One, if one theory (or anything else) fails on its stated missions, it is wrong. 

At the Munich conference (in December 2015) on “Why Trust a Theory?” Dr. Carlo Rovelli (Director of the quantum 

gravity group, Centre de Physique Theorique de Luminy) pointed out that M-string theory has failed totally on its own 

criteria. See https://videoonline.edu.lmu.de/en/node/7477 , the graph below is a page of his talk (slide 16). 

 

The most dramatic failure is about the {string-unification}, describing Standard Model particle zoo with a LANGUAGE, 

based on a first principle. It proclaims that the low-energy string vibrational patterns (wavelength and amplitude) on 

Calabi-Yau space correspond to our familiar elementary particles (fermions and bosons). One of the vibrational states of 

a string corresponds to the graviton. The hole in the Calabi-Yau space represents the family of particles, 3 holes, 3 

generations. But, where is the list (or equation) for this {particle/music note} description? Where is the BEEF?  

It is all hot-air. 

 

 
 

https://videoonline.edu.lmu.de/en/node/7477
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 On the other hand, here is the beef! See Chapter three. 

 
 

Two, how can brain-dead still be alive? 

String M-theory is totally depending on SUSY to generate fermions, being as a Dicephalic parapagus twins.  
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Type I: Supersymmetry between forces and matter, with both open and closed strings, no tachyon, group symmetry is 

SO (32) 

Type IIA: Supersymmetry between forces and matter, with closed strings only, no tachyon, massless fermions spin both 

ways (nonchiral) 

Type IIB: Supersymmetry between forces and matter, with closed strings only, no tachyon, massless fermions only spin 

one way (chiral) 

Type HO: Supersymmetry between forces and matter, with closed strings only, no tachyon, heterotic, meaning right 

moving and left moving strings differ, group symmetry is SO(32) 

Type HE: Supersymmetry between forces and matter, with closed strings only, no tachyon, heterotic, meaning right 

moving and left moving strings differ, group symmetry is E8 x E8. 

 

But, SUSY is dead, see Chapter seven. 
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See https://medium.com/@Tienzen/indeed-the-m-string-theory-is-a-total-bullcrap-for-the-following-reasons-

ca9a44931938#.qugm959un  and Chapter seven of this book. 

 

How can it (string m-theory) stay alive while SUSY is now dead?  

 

Three, how can heartless be alive? 

Without ANY contact to the real world, String M-theorists proclaim many great successes and three great revolutions 

about the string M-theory. 

One, all the known string theories included a massless spin-two particle that obeyed the correct Ward identities to be a 

graviton. That is, string theory can be the candidate of quantum gravity, a TOE. But, no graviton thus far. 

Two, only string theory is able to accommodate chiral fermions like the neutrino; that is, string theory is truly a 

consistent theory of gravity. (G-string was published 30 years ago). 

Three, super string theory naturally accommodate SUSY and extra dimensions. (SUSY is now dead.) 

Four, Calabi–Yau manifolds are the compactifications that preserve a realistic amount of supersymmetry. (Calabi–Yau 

leads to the multiverse nonsense.) 

Five, the low-energy string vibrational patterns (wavelength and amplitude) on Calabi-Yau space correspond to our 

familiar elementary particles (fermions and bosons). (Just hot-air, without actual list or equation.) 

 

That is, {Super string theory, SUSY and Calabi–Yau manifolds} are mutually vindicating one another.  

 

Then, there are three great revolutions. 

The first revolution: 

The confirmation that the 10 dimensional theory is the only valid theory, with superstring theory being 10-dimensional 

and supergravity theory 11-dimensional. Two dualities (S and T) were discovered. 

https://medium.com/@Tienzen/indeed-the-m-string-theory-is-a-total-bullcrap-for-the-following-reasons-ca9a44931938#.qugm959un
https://medium.com/@Tienzen/indeed-the-m-string-theory-is-a-total-bullcrap-for-the-following-reasons-ca9a44931938#.qugm959un
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S-duality: a relationship which says that a collection of strongly interacting particles in one theory can, in some cases, be 

viewed as a collection of weakly interacting particles in a completely different theory 

T-duality: a string propagating around a circle of radius R is equivalent to a string propagating around a circle of radius 

1/R in the sense that all observable quantities in one description are identified with quantities in the dual description.  

 

The second revolution: 

D-branes were discovered to represent the higher-dimensional objects. 

The compactification of extra dimensions must use Calabi–Yau manifold. 

Then, AdS/CFT correspondence was discovered: 

 
 

Furthermore, the AdS/CFT correspondence leads to the discovery of holographic principle which became the dominant 

tool for dealing with the ‘black hole’ issue. 

 

First, to relate string theory to another type of physical theory, such as a quantum field theory. 

Second, to relate 11-dimension supergravity to 10-dimension superstring. 

Finally, it unified all different superstring theories into an M-string theory. 

M-string unifies those six string theories in SPIRIT, not in formal formalism (no unified equation). That is, String M- has 

no heart, not even a theory.  

 

The third revolution (Not yet claimed): 

The large number of possibilities (about 10 ^ 500) arises from different choices of Calabi–Yau manifolds (together with 

Monstrous moonshine) and different values of generalized magnetic fluxes over different homology cycles leads to the 

great idea of ‘multiverse’ physics. As this large number is NP complete, no practical (or theoretical) chance of any kind to 

find the answer {which vacuum corresponds to our (this) universe}. That is, ‘multiverse physics’ is now by definition a 
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‘theology’ which is deemed true regardless of the empirical evidences, as there cannot be any evidence at all 

(guaranteed by the NP completeness). 

 

This conclusion firmly states that the four tasks below are impossible. 

#how2CalculateAlpha 

#how2CalculatePlanckCMBdata 

#how2CalculateHiggsbosonMass 

#how2CalculateCosmologyConstant 

With these, String M-theory confidently declares that it is the “Only Game in Town”. See {Fallacy eight: the dishonest 

fallacy}. 

 

Four, how can magic wand be science?  

String M-theory has no new PHYSICS principle (besides SUSY) but changes the geometry of particles from ‘point-like’ to a 

‘string’. When SUSY is dead, string M-theory becomes a magic show. 

 

Is String (M-) theory a theoretical framework? 

How to theorize a physics theory? 

In the history, we see TWO different ways of theorizing physics. 

 

 
  

One, phenomenology: theorizing about something that was already experimentally accessible and with many data 

available. And, it consists of at least four steps. 
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First, inferring (conjecturing) laws from data, such as Faraday, Newton laws and conservation laws, etc. 

Second, translating laws into mathematical language, such as Maxwell’s theory of Electromagnetism and Classic 

mechanics (Lagrangian and Hamiltonian mechanics). 

Third, making predictions. 

Fourth, making massive calculations (such as calculating the LHC background). 

  

Two, principle-based-theorizing (PBT): its BASE is not empirical data. And, there are at least three different types of PBT. 

First, based on different PERSPECTIVE. String (M-) theory is initially only changing the ‘point’ particle into a ‘string’ while 

did not introduce any new physics or new principle.  

Can this {point to string} stretching produce new physics? In principle, it cannot. In reality, it does not. 

Second, based on WISHFUL thinking, such as choosing SUSY to explain the difference between fermion and boson. 

Third, based on {First Principle}. 

 

Of course, String (M-)/SUSY twins are written in math language which is in PRINCIPLE no difference from English (a great 

language for fiction). That is, math language can write a great and consistent physics-fiction. 

No, String (M-)/SUSY twins are not theoretical physics framework but are fictions. 

 

Five, how can one claim victory with other’s success? 

 

 
 

Is {String (M-) theory} useful on any other ‘open’ physics issues? 

There are at least five open issues (not all inclusive). 

One, the naturalness: 
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1. The hierarchy issue, 

2. calculating nature constants (such as Alpha) 

3. calculating Cosmological Constant 

4. calculating Vacuum (wrongly named as Higgs) boson mass 

Two, dark mass/dark energy issue: the Planck CMB data (DE=69.22 % 、D=25.90 % 、V=4.86 %) 

Three, the baryongenesis 

Four, the Neff = ???, the 4th generation and sterile neutrino issues. 

Five, the ‘base’ for the SM particles: a physics or language description for those particles. 

  

String (M-) theory fails on ALL those open issues. 

The current data: 

The structure of THIS universe is now defined with at least seven (not all inclusive) sets of data. 

One, Planck CMB data:  

Dark energy/dark mass: (DE=69.22 % 、D=25.90 % 、V=4.86 %) 

Neff = 3.04 

Hubble constant (Ho) = 66.93 ± 0.62 km s−1 Mpc−1 

Two, LHC data: 

Higgs-boson-like mass = 125.09 +/- 0.24 Gev 

Ruling out any new particle (SUSY, extra-dimension, micro-black-hole, 4th generation fermions, etc.) 

Three, WIMPs data (from LUX, Fermi satellite, etc.) 

Four, IceCube data (ruling out sterile neutrino) 

Five, Cosmology Constant ~ 3·10^−120 to 3·10^−124 (depending on using h or ħ) 

Six, other Hubble constant (Ho) data: 

Riess, Lucas M. Macri data: Ho = 73.24 ± 1.74 km s−1 Mpc−1 (see http://news.berkeley.edu/2016/06/02/universe-

expanding-faster-than-expected/ ). 

Europe’s Gaia space telescope data: Ho = 73.0 km s−1 Mpc−1 (see http://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-

37438458  ). 

Seven, other data, such as: 

1. V.e.v = 246 Gev 

2. Alpha = (1/137.0359…) 

3. Masses of elementary particles, electric charge, etc. 

  

Except for Hubble constant, all above data are consistent among one another. 

The {4th generation fermions, sterile neutrino, extra-dimensions} are firmly ruled out by the above data. 

 

As a very complex math construction, String (M-)/SUSY twins can hide in the Ivy Tower for long time, without being 

shooting down by the lay public. Yet, its multiverse fantasy becomes the last straw for its downfall. 

Original string theory had 26 dimensions, in order to be math consistent. The Superstring theory (the String (M-)/SUSY 

twins) has 10 dimensions, which are obviously 6 more than the empirical observation. 

In order to pack these 6 additional dimensions away, string theorists pack them into a ‘polynomial-equation’, set to be 

‘zero’. With this packaging (Compactification), those additional dimensions are hidden away. 

 

http://news.berkeley.edu/2016/06/02/universe-expanding-faster-than-expected/
http://news.berkeley.edu/2016/06/02/universe-expanding-faster-than-expected/
http://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-37438458
http://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-37438458
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The geometry of this arbitrarily chosen {polynomial-equation = 0} can be described as Calabi–Yau manifold.  

As the coefficient of this Calabi–Yau polynomial can also take some arbitrary numbers, the solutions for the Calabi–Yau 

manifold are huge (although finite), such as, 10 ^ 500 or higher. 

 

So far so good, everything seems logical for string M-theory: 

Stretching a point into a string, 

Marrying SUSY to get fermions, 

Packing the unobservable extra dimensions into Calabi–Yau manifold. 

  

Now, here is the bombshell. The ‘solution landscape of Calabi–Yau manifold’ is too huge, as NP-complete: {that is, no 

(fast) solution to them is (or can be) known}. 

  

There can be two choices for this result. 

One, all the works on the String (M-)/SUSY twins are the wasting of time. 

Two, Nature denies human intelligence forever to reach its secret. That is, no way to sieve out THIS universe (with its 

defining nature constants) from the {solution landscape of Calabi–Yau manifold}. The nature constants of THIS universe 

are not derivable, just a happenstance in string M-theory. And, this is called the multiverse-doctrine. See {Is God 

incomprehensible? https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2015/01/30/the-peer-to-peer-hypothesis-and-a-new-theory-

of-free-will-a-brief-overview/comment-page-2/#comment-11515 } 
 

https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2015/01/30/the-peer-to-peer-hypothesis-and-a-new-theory-of-free-will-a-brief-overview/comment-page-2/#comment-11515
https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2015/01/30/the-peer-to-peer-hypothesis-and-a-new-theory-of-free-will-a-brief-overview/comment-page-2/#comment-11515
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The String (M-)/SUSY twins have failed on all the ‘open issue’ tests and on meeting all known data, but the Calabi–Yau 

manifold is the last straw which causes their total downfall as the {NP completeness} argument is wrong in terms of 

physics. The four #how2 hashtags was derived in G-string theory. 

Anyone who denies multiverse while believing in String (M-)/SUSY twins is either a fake string-theorist or being 

dishonest. 

Correct math does not guarantee the validity of a physics theory.  

 

Six, how can one claim mirage (as string M-theory naturally accommodate SUSY, graviton and extra dimensions, 

graviton, etc. …) as success? 

On September 27, 2016, Sabine Hossenfelder (Theoretical Physicist) wrote an article: {What do physicists mean by 

“quantum gravity”? http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2016/09/dear-dr-b-what-do-physicists-mean-by.html } 

She wrote: {Physicists refer with “quantum gravity” not so much to a specific theory but to the sought-after solution to 

various problems in the established theories. … Physicists are presently pursuing various approaches to a theory of 

quantum gravity, notably string theory, loop quantum gravity, asymptotically safe gravity, and causal dynamical 

triangulation, for just to name the most popular ones. But none of these approaches has experimental evidence 

speaking for it. Indeed, so far none of them has made a testable prediction.} 

 

 
 

That is, there is thus far no {quantum gravity theory} in the mainstream physics. String (M-) theory is thus of course 

failed its calling as a {quantum gravity theory}. 

{Graviton, SUSY, extra-large-dimensions, and String (M-) quantum gravity} are mirages. 

 

Seven, with all the above, string M-theory still claim to be the long-live king of physics, and this is Bullcrap. 

M-string theorists do admit a few shortcomings on their own. 

http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2016/09/dear-dr-b-what-do-physicists-mean-by.html
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One, it does not have a consistent formulation (such as Newton’s law or Einstein’s GR equation) to make contact 

(describe) to this real universe. {Note: in this sense, it is not physics, but is claimed as the best HOPE.} 

Two, it does not know how to define string theory in a single theory (regardless of the claim of M-string). It does also not 

know whether there is any principle by which string theory selects its vacuum state. Unlike in quantum field theory, 

string theory does not have a full non-perturbative definition, so many of the theoretical questions that physicists would 

like to answer remain out of reach. So, it is not even a theory. 

 

 
 

Three, the goal of string theory is to find a solution of the theory that reproduces the observed spectrum of elementary 

particles, with a small cosmological constant, containing dark matter and a plausible mechanism for cosmic inflation. 

But, this goal is far beyond the horizon at this moment, a total failure. 

 

Four, there is so far no experimental evidence that would unambiguously point to any of these models being a correct 

fundamental description of nature. 

Yet, String M-theory claims that all these shortcomings are just hiccups for growth pain. When these hiccups are over, 

then ‘Long Live the M-string’. 

String M-theory failed on resolving all the open issues after 45 year trying, and there is no chance of any kind for it to 

find any solution, as it is on a total wrong path for the solution. The solution of those open issues are known now, and it 

bases on a completely different pathway. 
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Eight, this ‘only game in town’ claim becomes ‘dishonesty fallacy’ as all open issues have being resolved. See the links 

to the four #how2 hashtags. 

All fallacies are excusable. But, this ‘dishonesty fallacy’ cannot be excused. 

The litmus tests for the correct physics. 

One, the only way to falsify multiverse-doctrine is by showing that the nature-constants of THIS universe can be derived, 

and they are bubble independent. 

So, I have offered $10,000 award prize for anyone (Nobel laureates included) who is able to calculate the following four 

simple nature constants: 

#how2CalculateAlpha 

#how2CalculatePlanckCMBdata 

#how2CalculateHiggsbosonMass 

#how2CalculateCosmologyConstant 

The detail of this offer is available at http://tienzen.blogspot.com/2016/08/two-thumbs-up.html . 

 

Two, reconciling two Hubble constant (Ho) data: 

Riess, Lucas M. Macri data: Ho = 73.24 ± 1.74 km s−1 Mpc−1 (measurements from the CURRENT sky) 

Planck CMB data: Hubble constant (Ho) = 66.93 ± 0.62 km s−1 Mpc−1 (measurements from the ancient relic) 

Obviously, there is a DARK FLOW (about 9%), flowing from now to past. This dark flow is in principle tied in with 

#how2CalculatePlanckCMBdata and with the Baryongenesis. 

  

Three, encompassing {quantum gravity} 

Quantum gravity (QG) must consist of three attributes (not all inclusive): 

1. Governing the cosmos (that is, being source of expansion and acceleration; dark energy/dark mass) 

2. Giving rise to particle zoo (as every particle carries mass, the key parameter for gravity). QG must also be a 

particle theory. 

3. Giving INTERACTION simultaneously (every particle interacts with ALL other particles in this universe at the 

SAME time) 

 

Four, encompassing {life/intelligence/consciousness}, which are all about processing INFORMATION. At the BASE of 

physics law, a computing device must be embedded in it. 

 

http://tienzen.blogspot.com/2016/08/two-thumbs-up.html
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Conclusion: 

{String (M-)/SUSY twins} is not only dead but is bullcrap all along. 

 

 

 

Multiverse is falsified 
Written on June 5, 2014 

(See https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/06/05/the-multiverse-as-a-scientific-concept-part-ii/comment-page-

1/#comment-3158 ) 

 

Good posts, but I must disagree with you because of the following reasons. 

https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/06/05/the-multiverse-as-a-scientific-concept-part-ii/comment-page-1/#comment-3158
https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/06/05/the-multiverse-as-a-scientific-concept-part-ii/comment-page-1/#comment-3158
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Coel Hellier: “If you don’t like the idea of a multiverse extending vastly beyond our observable horizon, or consider it to 

be unscientific, then realize that conventional cosmological models extend to infinity in much the same way. …and to 

have established that overall the theory does a better job than any alternative that we know of.” 

 

Instead of arguing over the ‘speculations’, I will show ‘facts’ only here, that is, all those speculations are not ‘needed’. 

The cyclic universe (C-multiverses, with different initial conditions while having the same physics laws and nature 

constants) is the central point in my book “Super Unified Theory; ISBN 9780916713010, US Copyright number TX 1-323-

231”. That is, I only disagree with the simultaneous-coexist-multiverse (S-multiverse, with different physics laws and 

nature constants). And, this S-multiverse can of course be ruled out with four points (facts) although by definition that 

those other universes are unobservable from ‘this’ universe. 

 

Point one: for the S-multiverse as a ‘fact’, it has produced a special universe which we are living in. For the S-multiverse-

theory, it has failed to describe that ‘fact’, as being unable thus far to find out how ‘this’ universe came about from the 

S-multiverse fact. That is, the S-multiverse-theory is useless and nonsense. 

 

Point two: ‘all’ open issues (such as, the dark matter, dark energy, the fine-turning and the ‘string-unification’, etc.) of 

this universe can be addressed without the need of knowing anything about the S-multiverse. I am showing just a few 

such cases below. 

The most widely known open issues of today are the dark mass and the dark energy, and they are precisely outlined 

with the Planck CMB data (dark energy = 69.2; dark mass = 25.8; and visible matter = 4.82). 

The current paradigm is having ‘dark matter’ (such as SUSY particles) to account for the dark mass. But, all dark particle 

searches are coming out empty hand thus far. Yet, both dark issues can be fully accounted for with a ‘structure’-model 

which describes ‘this’ universe with a set of structure number (64, 48). Then, the dark mass is accounted for with “the 

Pimple model (or house-address name model)”.  See Chapter two. 

 

Of course, for every given number (as a target), one can ‘always’ reversely engineer a ‘bow and arrow’ to hit that target. 

Thus, it is very easy to tell whether a formula is a ‘numerology’ or not with two criteria. 

Criterion one: does the formula has a ‘preset’ framework which is not ‘directly’ connected to the target(s)? 

Criterion two: a bow/arrow set which hits one target in a ‘field’ must be able to hit the other targets in that same field 

(field as discipline, such as, physics, chemistry, biology, etc.). 

If one ‘bow/arrow’ is able to hit all targets in a field, it becomes a ‘base’ of a new language which describes all those 

targets. If the targets are true, their describing language must be ‘necessary’ true. Of course, the key is that that 

‘bow/arrow’ must not be a single-shot gismo (being reverse-engineered from one target). Every structure can always be 

outlined with a few demarcation markers (or landmarks) which are seemingly unrelated superficially among one 

another. In the case of this universe, those landmarks are a set of numbers (or values). The structure-bow/arrow (64, 48) 

must hit all other structure targets in order to become a ‘language’ of that field. The followings are some examples of 

this bow/arrow/targets demonstration. 

Target one/two: #how2calculatePlanckCMBdata, see Chapter two. 

Target three: (1/Alpha) = 137.0359 … 

Bow/arrow: the structure ‘number’ model — the structure of this universe is 100% described with two numbers (64, 48), 

see Chapter one: #how2CalculateAlpha 

Target four: Weinberg angle (from 28 to 30 degrees) 

Bow/arrow: the same as for the Alpha calculation. See http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/theoretical-calculation-

of-cabibbo-and.html  . 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/theoretical-calculation-of-cabibbo-and.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/theoretical-calculation-of-cabibbo-and.html
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Target five: Cabibbo angle (about 13 degree) 

Bow/arrow: the same as for the Weinberg angle. 

Target six: Neff (the numbers of neutrino species) => 3 and smaller than 4. 

Bow/arrow: 48/16 = 24/8 = 3 (for matter field), three known neutrino species. 

For the CMB, the dark energy can be read (or misread) as a sterile-neutrino, that is, (48 + 16)/16 = 4; thus, in the CMB 

reading, the Neff can be close to 4. 

In fact, those six targets are hit by the same bow/arrow. 

 

Point three: if we can show that the physics laws and nature constants of ‘this’ universe are bubble-independent (need 

not invoking the S-multiverse hypothesis), then the laws and constants of this universe is ‘universal’. In the second point 

above, all the constants of ‘this’ universe are accounted for without using any ‘bubble’-dependent variable or 

parameter, as they all arise from two pure numbers (64, 48). That is, S-multiverse is not needed for ‘this’ universe. 

Furthermore, the S-multiverse hypothesis cannot derive any of those nature constants anyway. As those numbers of this 

universe are precisely calculated, there is no fine-tuning issue neither.  

Fourth, Coel Hellier: ” However, where one quantum fluctuation can occur so can another, and thus it is natural to 

suppose that there might be many other such universes. In particular, we have no strong reason to suppose that the 

quantum fluctuation that originated our universe was the origin of all things or of time itself — though equally we lack 

arguments against those possibilities, … This tells us that some aspects of what we see are local “accidents,” variations 

allowed by the underlying laws but contingent on local circumstance.” 

Disagree 100%. 

First, quantum fluctuation produces different vacua (different snowflakes). There is no logic, no physics law and no 

theorem of any kind stating that quantum fluctuation is able to produce different laws and different nature constants. 

 

Second, the quantum principle is in fact the direct ‘consequence’ of this universe. 

F (Force of ‘this’ universe) = K ħ/ (delta S x delta T) 

K (coupling constant, dimensionless); ħ (Planck constant); S (space); T (time). 

Then, delta P (linear momentum) = F x delta T = K ħ/ (delta S) 

So, delta P x delta S = K ħ 

When, K is near to 1 (but a bit smaller than 1), then delta P x delta S > ħ (the uncertainty principle). 

When K ħ is near to (0 ħ), the F is ‘gravity’. 

F (of ‘this’ universe) is not bubble-dependent, and the quantum principle is the consequence (not fundamental) of this 

universe. More details (see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-energy-make-universe.html ). 

 

 
 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-energy-make-universe.html
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Not one thing in ‘this’ universe is bubble-dependent. S-multiverse is now totally ruled out from ‘this’ universe. 

String M-theory, SUSY and multiverse are all wrong. Being wrong is a big OK. But trying to weasel in and out in order to 

cover those wrongs, it is Bullcrap. Here is the bullcrap stamp for those three {String M-theory, SUSY and multiverse}. 

 

 

 

Take the Kuhn-loss and move on 
Written on June 9, 2012 

(See http://tienzen.blogspot.com/2012/06/take-kuhn-loss-and-move-on.html ) 

 

Thomas Samuel Kuhn (the most influential philosopher of science of the twentieth century, 

http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/thomas-kuhn/ ) wrote, “Not all the achievements of the preceding period of normal 

science are preserved in a revolution, and indeed a later period of science may find itself without an explanation for a 

phenomenon that in an earlier period was held to be successfully explained.”  This feature of scientific revolutions has 

become known as the ‘Kuhn-loss’. 

 

But one can certainly take refuge in the belief that only one is the ‘true’ set of SUSY parameters, and that excluding all 

other sets does not make that less probable. It depends on your prior beliefs. 

 

The LHC data is now ruling out many SUSY (with s-particles) while many physicists are denying those facts with their 

“prior” beliefs. But, this kind of self-denial can never escape from the inevitable “Kuhn-loss”.  

 

Kuhn again said that “The decision to opt for a revision of a disciplinary matrix [new paradigm] is not one that is 

rationally compelled; nor is the particular choice of revision rationally compelled.”  

Yet, however the tortuous path that science must take, there is no way of any kind to go around the truth which sits 

there silently. The mainstream physics must take the Kuhn-loss eventually and face the truth squarely sooner or later. 

The article {LHC, the end of the old physics epistemology, http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/lhc-end-of-old-

physics-epistemology.html } is showing a way for us to move on. 

References: 

One, Damage Control for the Multiverse (See https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2014/02/18/damage-control-for-the-

multiverse/ ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://tienzen.blogspot.com/2012/06/take-kuhn-loss-and-move-on.html
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/thomas-kuhn/
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/lhc-end-of-old-physics-epistemology.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/lhc-end-of-old-physics-epistemology.html
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2014/02/18/damage-control-for-the-multiverse/
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2014/02/18/damage-control-for-the-multiverse/
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Chapter eleven: Higgs Bullcrap 
 

Higgs Nonsense: enough is enough 
Written on July 4, 2015 

(See https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/before-lhc-run-2-begins-enough-jeh-tween-gong?trk=pulse_spock-articles ) 

 

Three years after the discovery of the new boson (with 125.4 Gev), the Higgs mechanism (elephant swims in a tar-lake) 

is not verified (see the article from Nigel Lockyer, Director of Fermi Lab. at 

http://www.quantumdiaries.org/2014/04/24/massive-thoughts/ ). 

 

 
 

Peter Woit (a prominent particle physicist) commented on September 28, 2015: {You need to, when possible, 

experimentally test an idea like the Higgs mechanism, not just believe it since it seems to be the most plausible idea. 

Often ideas you think are the most plausible turn out to be wrong (or only part of the story); 

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=8002&cpage=1#comment-220120 }. 

 

Theoretical Physicist Matt Strassler wrote (on December 15, 2015): "We are calling the new Higgs particle ‘Standard 

Model-like’ because we have a lot of work left to do before we can be confident that it really is the one that is present in 

the Standard Model. (http://profmattstrassler.com/2015/12/15/exciting-day-ahead-at-lhc/ ). 

 

In fact, the mass of this newly discovered particle (named as Higgs boson) cannot be calculated by ALL mainstream 

physics models, and this is confirmed in the article {China’s Great Scientific Leap Forward, [on Sept. 24, 2015, by DAVID J. 

GROSS (Nobel Laureate in physics) and EDWARD WITTEN (recipient of the U.S. National Medal of Science)], They wrote: 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/before-lhc-run-2-begins-enough-jeh-tween-gong?trk=pulse_spock-articles
http://www.quantumdiaries.org/2014/04/24/massive-thoughts/
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=8002&cpage=1#comment-220120
http://profmattstrassler.com/2015/12/15/exciting-day-ahead-at-lhc/
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“But the discovery [new boson] also left many questions unanswered. These include the mass of the Higgs particle, the 

unification of all subatomic forces, … “,see http://www.wsj.com/articles/chinas-great-scientific-leap-forward-

1443136976 }. 

In fact, this new boson mass can be easily calculated in the G-string. But, I should discuss the difference between the 

two models of neutron decay first. 

 

 
 

What is the source of this {flavor change/weak current)? The answer was the ‘Higgs mechanism”, which can house a 

‘Higgs boson’. 

However, this wild goose answer does not provide a (any) way of calculating that goose’s mass. A new boson’s mass was 

measured, without any theoretical base. And, it is still the case even after the discovery.  

 

On the other hand, the neutron decay is explained with a total different mechanism, see the scheme (from page 20, 

Super Unified Theory, US copyright TX 1-323-231, issued on April 18, 1984) below. 

 

http://www.wsj.com/articles/chinas-great-scientific-leap-forward-1443136976
http://www.wsj.com/articles/chinas-great-scientific-leap-forward-1443136976
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 In this mechanism, the Step 2 is mediated with a vacuum boson, and its mass should be: 

               {Vacuum energy divided by 2} + {a push over energy (vacuum fluctuation)} 

The vacuum fluctuation is predicted as 1% of the vacuum energy. However, this equation is not a prediction nor a 

postdiction but is the direct consequence of the dynamics. 

If the vacuum energy is 20, then the mass of its vacuum boson will be 

                                 {20/2} + {20 x 0.01} = 10.2 

 

As the ‘measured’ vacuum energy = 246 Gev., this vacuum boson mass must be 

                  {246/2} + {246 x 0.01} = 123 + 2.46 = 125.46 +/- … Gev. 

The above calculation has only one parameter: the vacuum energy. As a vacuum boson, its key feature is having a zero 

(0) spin. 

 

{Note: the official measurement of mH (the new boson's mass) up to now (July 4, 2015) is, 

mH = 125.09 ± 0.21 (stat) ± 0.11 (syst)  GeV. 

or,  mH = 125.09 ± 0.24 GeV 

With the uncertainties for the vacuum energy (246 Gev) and vacuum fluctuation (1% +/- …), the 125.46 Gev value can be 

refined.} 

 

Here is #how2CalculateHiggsbosonMass 
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Note: In June 1, 2016 issue of SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, it wrote, {... The Standard Model has a hole where a 125-billion-

electron-volt Higgs boson would fit perfectly. And that is what scientists found at the LHC. The twist is that physicists 

cannot explain why the Higgs has that mass. See, http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/the-collider-that-could-

save-physics/ }.  

 

On June 22, 2015, George Johnson (The New York Times) wrote, "… Other values, like the mass of the Higgs, or the 

strength of the force that binds together the cores of atoms, appear to be just as finely tuned. Bump the dials just 

barely, and nothing like our universe could exist." 

Johnson is in fact referring to the Higgs boson mass which was not calculable with any mainstream models. Thus, the 

search (for it) was from 104 Gev all the way to 800 Gev before its discovery.  

 

The new (wrongly named as Higgs) boson was confirmed (on July 4, 2012) mainly via the two photons (γ) decay which 

accounts 0.2% among all channels. The largest decay channel {to bottom (b) quark/antiquark pairs, accounts over 

60%} is still not confirmed in the Run two (2016) data. 

http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/the-collider-that-could-save-physics/
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/the-collider-that-could-save-physics/
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The bottom (b) quark/antiquark channel will eventually be verified, perhaps not meeting the 60% prediction. However, 

this is not the key points for Higgs boson. 

Higgs boson must be the product of Higgs mechanism. The only way to verify the Higgs mechanism are two points. 

One, neutrinos must be Majorana. 

Two, Higgs boson’s mass must be derivable, that is, having SUSY 

 

Without Majorana neutrinos and SUSY, the Higgs mechanism is wrong, totally nonsense, and of course there is no Higgs 

boson; it is a Vacuum Boson. The better detail is available at http://profmattstrassler.com/articles-and-posts/particle-

physics-basics/the-known-forces-of-nature/the-strength-of-the-known-forces/#comment-61734 . 

 

http://profmattstrassler.com/articles-and-posts/particle-physics-basics/the-known-forces-of-nature/the-strength-of-the-known-forces/#comment-61734
http://profmattstrassler.com/articles-and-posts/particle-physics-basics/the-known-forces-of-nature/the-strength-of-the-known-forces/#comment-61734
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Of course, we can ask another very simple question.  

What can Higgs boson do for nature? The answer is simply ‘nothing’. Higgs boson does no good on answering any open 

questions {the dark energy, the dark mass, the calculation of nature constants, the rising of mass of all particles, etc.}.  

On the other hand, the vacuum boson gives answers to all, and I have showed this throughout this book.  

 

Note (added on March 10, 2020): {the official measurement of mH (the new boson's mass) up to (July 4, 2015) was,  

mH = 125.09 ± 0.21 (stat) ± 0.11 (syst)  GeV. 

or,  mH = 125.09 ± 0.24 GeV. 

It was later revised to 125.26 +/-  

On February 15, 2020, CMS revised it to 125.46 +/- (excluding the early 125.09 measurement), see the graph below.} 

This new measurement is exactly identical to my calculation. 
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China Super Collider, Part III --- A misled hype or dishonesty 
(Written on May 5, 2017, see https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2017/05/05/china-super-collider-part-three-a-misled-

hype-or-dishonesty/ ) 

 

With the failure of verifying Higgs mechanism and the failure of discovering the SUSY (see Chapter 7), the mainstream 

physics community desperately wanted to get a new collider (100 Tev), and they tried to push China to pay the bill (to be 

the idiot). 

As nature did not order Higgs mechanism, no collider of any kind can verify it.  

For G-string theory, there is no need for any new collider to verify it. Thus, I did strongly against China to be the idiot to 

bear the cost for the Higgs nonsense. Since April 5, 2017, I wrote 4 articles to denounce the China-Super-Collider project 

(CSCP). My last article (4th) was published on May 5, 2017, and by May 11, 2017, China officially killed the CSCP. I, then, 

tweeted this news on May 14, 2017, see the graphs below. 

 

 

 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2017/05/05/china-super-collider-part-three-a-misled-hype-or-dishonesty/
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2017/05/05/china-super-collider-part-three-a-misled-hype-or-dishonesty/
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For detailed debate (my four articles), see China-Super-Collider-

analysis  (https://tienzengong.files.wordpress.com/2017/05/china-super-collider-analysis.pdf ). For Chinese edition, 

see China-Super-Collider-debate 2 

 

The followings are the key points in my first two articles. 

One, there is no new physics for a 100 Tev p-p collider, according to the newest March 2017 data. See China-Super-

Collider-part-one 

Two, all 3 Nobel Laureates of physics (Steven Weinberg, David Gross, and Sheldon Lee Glashow) did not commit to any 

prediction that 100 Tev p-p machine can produce any new physics. That is, there is no clear MISSION for this machine. 

https://tienzengong.files.wordpress.com/2017/05/china-super-collider-analysis.pdf
https://tienzengong.files.wordpress.com/2017/05/china-super-collider-analysis.pdf
https://tienzengong.files.wordpress.com/2017/05/china-super-collider-analysis.pdf
https://tienzengong.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/china-super-collider-debate-2.pdf
https://tienzengong.files.wordpress.com/2017/05/china-super-collider-part-one.pdf
https://tienzengong.files.wordpress.com/2017/05/china-super-collider-part-one.pdf
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And, all 3 of them did not try to push USA (their own country) to build such a machine while a tunnel for it is already 

100% ready (that is, 70% of the cost is already paid for while the other cost could be shared by other countries). That is, 

USA will not even waste an idle space for the GREAT project while it is almost free. See China-Super-Collider-part-two 

 

They three are supporting the Chinese project solely on the non-science points. The most important one is the ‘spin-off’ 

argument, with the example that {CERN invented World Wide Web}. That is, if Chinese Super Collider will not produce 

any new physics, it still has a chance for having some great ‘spin-offs’, perhaps just as great as the WWW. 

 

The following is the article three. 

 

If this is the key argument for building the Chinese SC, we should then examine whether CERN truly invented WWW or 

not. 

 

First, what does World Wide Web (WWW) mean for the streetwalking persons? It has two meanings. 

One, everyone (streetwalking person) can browse zillions websites. 

Two, everyone can publish one’s view and stories online. 

  

With the above definition or understanding, then, what does WWW consist of? What are its backbone parts? 

It should have at least (not all inclusive) two parts. 

One, everyone has one web device (PC or smart phone) on hand. 

Two, these web devices can communicate among one another (download and upload). 

  

So, what is WWW? 

Answer: the infrastructure which encompasses the two parts above is a WWW. 

Now, we can analyze the parts and the history of this infrastructure. 

One, computers must communicate among one another long distance. This was accomplished via internet, invented in 

1960s (see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Internet ). 

  

Two, EVERYONE needs a computing device. This possibility starts with the first Apple computer sold by Steve Jobs and 

Steve Wozniak in 1976. When IBM introduced PC in 1981, the foundation for WWW has set, 

see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_personal_computers . 

 

Three, without a user friendly computer (usable by every streetwalker), the WWW of today will not be realized. That is, 

without the introduction of MS window in 1985, PC was not truly usable by everyone, 

see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Microsoft_Windows . 

  

Four, without the development of the 32-bit data bus processer {such as the Pentium Pro (a sixth-generation x86 

microprocessor) developed and manufactured by Intel, introduced in November 1, 1995, 

see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pentium_Pro }, PC was only able to process some text messages, not the kind of web 

page of today. 

  

Five, without a commercial ISP (Internet service provider), there will be no WWW. The first commercial ISP in the US 

opened in November 1989, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_World_(Internet_service_provider ). 

  

https://tienzengong.files.wordpress.com/2017/05/china-super-collider-part-two.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Internet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_personal_computers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Microsoft_Windows
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pentium_Pro
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_World_(Internet_service_provider
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Six, without the communication connection (capable of handling the huge data transmission) among continents, there 

will be no WWW. The first transatlantic telephone cable to use optical fiber t went into operation in 1988, 

see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fiber-optic_communication . 

  

Seven, by 1979, UseNet allowed users to communicate through a virtual newsletter, a text-based web page. While the 

chat-pages were widely spread in the late 1980s, the modern web pages (with graphs, easily readable by layperson) 

appeared after the easy using web browser, introduced by Mosaic (later Netscape) in 1993, 

see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_web_browser . 

 

Eight, with many different computing devices, the browsers are having difficult time to read and to display web pages 

for the different devices; that is, no World Wide pages. In 1995, Java platform (developed by Sun Microsystems which 

has since been acquired by Oracle Corporation) resolved this issue, 

see http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/overview/javahistory-index-198355.html . 

Nine, without a search engine, everyone will be lost in this web site ocean. The first web search engines (Archie search 

engine, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timeline_of_web_search_engines ) appeared in 1990, 4 years before Yahoo 

and 14 years before Google. 

  

Ten, without the first free social media 

https://smallbiztrends.com/2013/05/the-complete-history-of-social-media-infographic.html , not everyone is able to be 

a publisher; that is, no WWW of today. By 1988, internet relay chats (or IRCs) was already widely used. The first 

recognizable social media site, Six Degrees, was created in 1997. It enabled users to upload a profile and make friends 

with other users. In 1999, the first blogging sites became popular, creating a social media sensation that’s still popular 

today. 

After the invention of blogging, social media began to explode in popularity. Sites like MySpace and LinkedIn gained 

prominence in the early 2000s, and sites like Photobucket and Flickr facilitated online photo sharing. YouTube came out 

in 2005, creating an entirely new way for people to communicate and share with each other across great distances. 

By 2006, Facebook and Twitter both became available to users throughout the world. These sites remain some of the 

most popular social networks on the Internet. 

 

The above ten are the backbones of WWW. But, where is CERN in this picture? Of course, CERN has absolutely nothing 

to do with this picture, this infrastructure. 

  

There is only one hyped or dishonest STORY. 

Being generating so many documents from so many different departments, CERN commissioned one person (Sir 

Timothy John Berners-Lee, a computer engineer) to come up a way to handle the communications among departments. 

Berners-Lee used himself as the hub (a repository) for all documents, the Berners-Lee web site, appeared on 6 August 

1991. 

Berners-Lee wrote, {Most of the technology involved in the web, like the hypertext, like the Internet, multifont text 

objects, had all been designed already. I just had to put them together. It was a step of generalizing, going to a higher 

level of abstraction, thinking about all the documentation systems out there as being possibly part of a larger imaginary 

documentation system.} 

Yes, Berners-Lee was the one who coined the term {World Wide Web} and made some contribution on the HTML 

language. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fiber-optic_communication
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_web_browser
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/overview/javahistory-index-198355.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timeline_of_web_search_engines
https://smallbiztrends.com/2013/05/the-complete-history-of-social-media-infographic.html
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But, how dare for him to claim that he invented the WWW while the first commercial ISP was in business in November 

1989, while the first web search engine was available in 1990, while the virtual newsletter (a text-based web page) was 

already in use in 1979, and while Internet relay chats (or IRCs) were widely used in 1988? 

  

As none of the ten above is able to claim the sole credit for WWW, no one challenges Berners-Lee’s dishonest claim. But, 

how dare for CERN (a big institution) to claim (or not denying) that CERN invented WWW? How dare of those Nobel 

Laureates to spread this nonsense. 

No, WWW is not a spin-off from CERN. 

  

Then, there is another misleading (dishonest) push about the cost of the construction for this China-Super-Collider. 

Steven Weinberg and Sheldon Lee Glashow did not talk about this at all. David Gross claimed that the first stage (the 

CEPC) will cost about 6 billion US dollars while refused to make any speculation about the cost for SPPC. 

  

Yet, the BEPC leadership claims that the total cost (for both CEPC and SPPC) is about 20 billion US dollars. If this is not 

stupid, must be a lie. 

Just check out the cost for LHC. 

One, the LHC itself (the first upgrade) costed over 10 billion US dollars. 

Two, the LHC used the LEP tunnel. That is, the pre-LHC cost should also be included. The construction of LEP and 15+ 

years of operation costed over 15 billion US dollars. 

Three, the designed LHC life is 25 years.  With the current cost (without the future inflation), it is now over one billion 

dollar a year as the operation cost. The lifetime operation cost will be over 30 billion US dollars. 

Four, LHC planed three more upgrades: from 7 to 13 Tev (in 2014); from 13 to 14 Tev (in 2018); then goes to HL-LHC 

(High Luminosity LHC, in 2020) (http://hilumilhc.web.cern.ch/ ). These three upgrades will cost about 5 billion US dollars. 

So, the current estimate for LHC is (15 + 10 + 30 + 5 = 60 billion $), without considering the first 25 billion which could 

account for as 40 billion of today’s money. And, the next 35 billion could well be under estimated. That is, the cost for 

LHC (and its upcoming upgrade) will be more than 75 billion US dollars. 

  

But, wait, wait, wait! 

CERN itself is unable to process all the data it collects. CERN has a  {worldwide LHC computing grid 

(http://wlcg.web.cern.ch/ )} which is a global collaboration of more than 170 computing centers in 42 countries, linking 

up national and international grid infrastructures. The operation cost per year for this huge network is over one billion 

US dollars a year. For 25 years, the cost is over 25 billion today’s dollars. 

  

So, for a 14 Tev machine, the lifetime cost is over 100 billion US dollars. 

This brings up another issue. Is this {worldwide LHC computing grid} available for Chinese super collider (CSC) when it 

begins to run? The answer is almost 100% NO. Is there another computing grid available for CSC? Another big NO for 

now. That is, China must build her own grid, which will cost at least 10 billion US dollars. 

  

Pushing CSC without any supporting infrastructure, it is evil, trying to do China in. Giving a birth, it costs only 1,000 US 

dollars, but the lifetime cost for that baby could well go over one million US dollars. 

The BEPC leadership is trying to do Chinese people in with their evil ego. 

 

 

 

http://hilumilhc.web.cern.ch/
http://wlcg.web.cern.ch/
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Only a fool will do it …  
(written on 2-10-2019, see https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2019/02/10/only-a-fool-will-do-it/ 

 

After I single-handed killed the CSCP, the CERN is trying to build a FCC (Future Circular Collider, with 100 Tev p-p colliding 

energy).  

Dr. Sabine Hossenfelder wrote an Op-Ed article {The Uncertain Future of Particle Physics} at The New York Time 

on January 23, 2019 (see https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/23/opinion/particle-physics-large-hadron-collider.html ) 

trying to stop that CERN nonsense. 

 Dr. Sabine Hossenfelder is a theoretical physicist at the Frankfurt Institute for Advanced Studies and is the author of the 

book: {Lost in Math: How Beauty Leads Physics Astray, Published on June 12, 2018). Her book criticizes the recent (past 

40 years) development on the foundational theoretical physics which is based on the ideas of naturalness, SUSY and 

multiverse. She views that these lead the theoretical physics into a wrong path. However, she did not object the building 

the larger particle collider (larger than the current LHC) in her book. Her objection of FCC is only a recent conviction, 

after I informed her on December 6, 2018, that I have single-handed killed the China Super Collider project, see tweet 

below. 

Or see https://twitter.com/Tienzen/status/1070773333052940288 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2019/02/10/only-a-fool-will-do-it/
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/23/opinion/particle-physics-large-hadron-collider.html
https://twitter.com/Tienzen/status/1070773333052940288
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Also see her statement {That’s right, I changed my mind about building a larger collider because I realized I am not 

consistent with myself when being in favor of it.}, see http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2019/02/why-larger-particle-

collider-is-not.html?showComment=1549545555732#c3900326954831152945 

  

http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2019/02/why-larger-particle-collider-is-not.html?showComment=1549545555732#c3900326954831152945
http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2019/02/why-larger-particle-collider-is-not.html?showComment=1549545555732#c3900326954831152945
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More details about this debate, see her blog post: {Particle physicists surprised to find I am not their cheer-leader 

(February 02, 2019, http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2019/02/particle-physicists-surprised-to-find-i.html )}. 

 

While Hossenfelder is rehashing this 100 Tev p-p collider debate on FCC of CERN, it will be very useful to review the 

HISTORY on the same debate for the China Super p-p 100 Tev collider. 

One, the push for the China Super p-p 100 Tev collider began in 2015 by Dr. Shing-Tung Yau (William Caspar Graustein 

Professor of Mathematics) at Department of Physics of Harvard University, 

see https://www.physics.harvard.edu/people/facpages/yau ) who published a book:  {From the Great Wall to the Great 

Collider: China and the Quest to Uncover the Inner Workings of the Universe}, published by International Press of 

Boston, (214 pp.). ISBN 978-1-57146-310-4 (on Oct 23, 2015)}. 

 

 

This book was reviewed by: 

By Peter Woit (Not Even Wrong), see http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=8114 

And, by https://physicstoday.scitation.org/doi/10.1063/PT.3.3140 (01 April 2016) 

 

Two, Strings 2016 was held in Beijing in August 2016 to promote the Super China Collider (SPPC, 100 Tev.), see 

http://cmsablog.fas.harvard.edu/2016/08/strings-2016-conference-at-tsinghua-university-in-beijing/  

Almost one thousand String theorists attended the conference, including David Gross (Nobel Laureate), Edward Witten, 

Nima Arkani-Hamed (who was then the Direct of SPPC project). 

 

 

http://backreaction.blogspot.com/2019/02/particle-physicists-surprised-to-find-i.html
https://www.physics.harvard.edu/people/facpages/yau
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=8114
https://physicstoday.scitation.org/doi/10.1063/PT.3.3140
http://cmsablog.fas.harvard.edu/2016/08/strings-2016-conference-at-tsinghua-university-in-beijing/
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Three, on 2016/09/04, Dr. C.N. Yang (Nobel Laureate) wrote an article against the SPPC project with the reason that 

China is still a developing country and is not ready for this kind of endeavor (not on the physics reason), see his article { 

https://thegreatcollider.com/2016/12/13/china-should-not-build-a-super-collider-now/ }. 

 

Four, by December 2016, the promoters of SPPC project (Dr. Yifang Wang, the director of Institute of High Energy 

Physics (IHEP) of The Chinese Academy of Sciences, and Dr. Shing-Tung Yau)  had secured almost the entire HEP 

community to endorse the SPPC projects, the big names are, see (https://thegreatcollider.com/blog/ for their endorsing 

articles) : 

Stephen Hawking (December 30, 2016) 

Steven Weinberg (Nobel Laureate), December 28, 2016 

Sheldon Lee Glashow (Nobel Laureate), December 23, 2016 

Edward Witten, December 21, 2016 

David Gross (Nobel Laureate), December 19, 2016 

Nima Arkani-Hamed (Institute for Advanced Study, School of Natural Sciences, director of SPPC project) 

 

The most convincing argument is from Stephen Hawking, saying {China has an incredible opportunity to become the 

world leader here — don’t waste it. A good example is to build the Great Collider that can lead high energy physics for 

the next fifty years.} 

 

Five, Hawking’s argument is very powerful for any political leader. By March 2017, the rumor says that the SPPC project 

was officially approved by the highest official of China (meaning by President Xi). Of course, Dr. C. K. Yang alone was no 

match to all those Nobel Laureates. 

 

Six, after knowing that SPPC program was officially approved, on April 7, 2017, I decided to oppose the project and 

wrote my first article. On May 5, 2017, I wrote my 4th (final article), see tweet 

https://twitter.com/Tienzen/status/860650702690852865 . 

 

https://thegreatcollider.com/2016/12/13/china-should-not-build-a-super-collider-now/
https://thegreatcollider.com/blog/
https://twitter.com/Tienzen/status/860650702690852865
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By May 11 (less than one week later), I got the feedback that the SPPC program was officially killed. I tweet this on May 

14, 2017, see https://twitter.com/Tienzen/status/864348431338184706 

 

 

More details are available at https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2017/05/05/china-super-collider-part-three-a-misled-

hype-or-dishonesty/  

For the pdf of the four articles, see https://tienzengong.files.wordpress.com/2017/05/china-super-collider-analysis.pdf  

https://twitter.com/Tienzen/status/864348431338184706
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2017/05/05/china-super-collider-part-three-a-misled-hype-or-dishonesty/
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2017/05/05/china-super-collider-part-three-a-misled-hype-or-dishonesty/
https://tienzengong.files.wordpress.com/2017/05/china-super-collider-analysis.pdf
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For the Chinese version of the articles, see https://tienzengong.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/china-super-collider-

debate-2.pdf   

 

From the timeline above, it is super clear that I was the one who single-handed killed SPPC program of China. 

 

How can I do it? 

One, this kind of big project must be approved by the TOP, TOP leader, in this case, President Xi. While Xi is a great 

political genius, he does not know physics. That is, he will only count the names of each group. On the pro-group, there 

are three Nobel Laureates + Stephen Hawking (who is a super celebrity in China) + almost all HEP big names (Witten, 

Nima, etc.) + his physics advisors (Yifang Wang and Shing-Tung Yau). On the Con-side, there was only one (Dr. C. N. Yang) 

who did not opposite it on the reason of physics. Thus, if SPPC does not produce any physics, Xi will not be responsible 

for this. By all means, the SPPC program will make China the leader of the HEP for the next 50 years. Furthermore, a null 

result from SPPC will officially move HEP into new territory, abandoning the current paradigm. Furthermore, the claimed 

cost for SPPC was only 16 billion (US dollars) which is only a packet change for China as she had over three (3) trillion 

cash reserves at that time. 

Conclusion: President Xi’s approving the SPPC project (as the rumor said in March 2017) cannot go wrong, 1) 20 billion is 

only a packet change, 2) will be the leader of HEP for the next 20 years at least, 3) the null result — > new paradigm, 4) 

almost 99.99% of HEP community support the project. 

That is, no amount of physics or else arguments can defeat the 4 points above. 

 

Two, as the supreme leader of China, President Xi has everything. All that he cares about is his achievement in HISTORY. 

If there is one line in the history says: {President Xi did not listen to the advice of Gong on the SPPC project}, this one 

sentence will destroy all his great legacy. Of course, if Gong is a nobody in Chinese history, this sentence will never be 

written. But President Xi knows all too clear that in the entire humanity (from ancient to eternal future) only one person 

he (Xi) cannot afford to challenge, the Gong. When he challenges Gong, a sentence will be written in history, either way. 

 

Conclusion: my four articles are very powerful but truly carry no weight; as if they were written by others, they will carry 

no power at all on this debate. My name (the Gong) is the only reason killed SPPC project. 

No leader in China has the courage to oppose me if he wants to preserve his legacy in History. 

  

On the other hand, my name has no meaning in Japan. That is, the death of ILC (if happens, see note) will not be caused 

by my name. However, the Japanese must have investigated the SPPC case of China. My four articles (while carrying no 

weigh in China) must carry some weigh in Japan. 

 

I published a new book {Nature’s Manifesto: Nature vs Bullcraps; in January 2017 with the US copyright # TXu 2-078-

176}. This book is available at many university libraries, such as Princeton, see graph below. 

https://tienzengong.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/china-super-collider-debate-2.pdf
https://tienzengong.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/china-super-collider-debate-2.pdf
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It is now available at https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/12/10/natures-manifesto-on-physics-2/ 

  

After the publication of this book: 

Edward Witten has officially abandoned the String theory. 

Sean Carroll is no longer hyping the multiverse; from January 25, 2017 to now, he is writing less than 1 blog a month in 

comparing to the average of one per week before that. See https://twitter.com/Tienzen/status/1040012008819580929 

 

 

 

 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/12/10/natures-manifesto-on-physics-2/
https://twitter.com/Tienzen/status/1040012008819580929
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With my book, only a fool will build a new collider. 

Welcome Dr. Sabine Hossenfelder to the right (and winning) side of the history. 
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In addition to the China Super p-p collider (which I killed 18 months ago), there are two other super collider projects in 

the world. 

One, ILC (International Linear collider) in Japan, and its fate will be determined next month (March 2019). With my 

killing the China Super collider, it is very hard for Japan to continue the project. It is very much dead with the recently 

leaked out rumor. We will see soon enough. 

Two, FCC (Future Circular collider, will be run by CERN, the Europe project), and it is now very much in doubt. 

Scott Aaronson (the David J. Bruton Centennial Professor at MIT) is a proponent of building the FCC but is admitting that 

FCC is now in trouble, see his comment ( https://www.scottaaronson.com/blog/?p=4122#comment-1803928 ). This is 

also reported by Peter Woit (a very prominent HEP physicist), see graph. 

 

 

 

For the past 40 years, both M-string and SUSY failed on every experimental test but insisted that they are the ONLY 

GAME in town. 

Now, Lee Smolin (a theoretical physicist at Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics) just admitted that they are not 

the only game in town, see graph below. 

 

https://www.scottaaronson.com/blog/?p=4122#comment-1803928
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The above shows that SUSY and M-string theory is not the only game in town. This can be shown with the following 

graph. 
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Today (2-19-2019), the New Yorker published an article {A different kind of Theory of Everything}, by Natalie Wolchover 

(interviewed Nima Arkani-Hamed),  Nima finally accepted the theory of Prequark, see graph below. 
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Theoretical Physicist Matt Strassler and his group are still looking for new particles beyond SM 

(see  https://profmattstrassler.com/2019/02/19/a-broad-search-for-fast-hidden-particles/ ). But with the book {Nature’s 

Manifesto: Nature vs Bullcraps}, there cannot be one, the reason for not building FCC. 

{Note (added on March 7, 2019): the ILC of Japan was killed, see https://physicsworld.com/a/disappointment-as-japan-

fails-to-commit-to-hosting-the-international-linear-collider/ 

On 22 Feb 2019, CERN director-general Fabiola Gianotti tried to sure-up the support for future larger colliders (including 

ILC) in a Physicsworld interview (see https://physicsworld.com/a/preparing-for-a-post-lhc-future/ ).  

Now, Gianotti fails on this ILC issue. 

 

 

https://profmattstrassler.com/2019/02/19/a-broad-search-for-fast-hidden-particles/
https://physicsworld.com/a/disappointment-as-japan-fails-to-commit-to-hosting-the-international-linear-collider/
https://physicsworld.com/a/disappointment-as-japan-fails-to-commit-to-hosting-the-international-linear-collider/
https://physicsworld.com/a/preparing-for-a-post-lhc-future/
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Higgs chicken, Higgs egg and Higgs hallucination 
Written on June 1, 2013 

(See https://profmattstrassler.com/articles-and-posts/particle-physics-basics/the-known-forces-of-nature/the-strength-

of-the-known-forces/#comment-61734 ) 

 

After the discovery of a 125 Gev boson last July (2012) at LHC, it is now called as Higgs boson. Thus, I must show that the 

Higgs hallucination is simply fairy tales with the following stories, as there is a good other model available. 

 

Story one: 

Mother: Hi, baby, it is the time to hit the sack.  

 

Baby: I am still working on my homework, the neutron decay. How can a three string particle (u, d, d) become 5 strings 

(u, u, d, e, anti-e-neutrino), especially a “d” had a sex-change for becoming a “u”? 

Mother: This is the most famous fairy tale. Here comes an angel who gave the “d” a kick on its butt, and it becomes the 

“u”. 

 

Baby: Who is the angel? 

Mother: Who? Who?  The “W”. 

 

Baby: Then, where are this e and the neutrino coming from? 

Mother: Oh. The “W” angel flies away as the e and the neutrino. 

 

Baby: Where was the “W” angel coming from? 

Mother: There is a Higgs chicken (field) which is omnipresent, and it can lay a Higgs egg anywhere at any time at its 

choosing. The “W” angel was hiding in the Higgs egg all this time. 

 

Baby: Thanks Mon. This is a great fairy tale. I now can sleep in peace. 

 

Story two: 

Brother: Mon, your fairy tale is very interesting. But, I learned a different story about the neutron decay. 

Mother: There cannot be any different story. This fairy tale is the “Standard Model”. But, go ahead tell me your story. 

 

Brother: Every system consists of three parts. 

i. An envelope which divides it into two regions. 

ii. The “internal” --- with some members, having some relationships among them (the dynamics) 

iii. The “external” --- with sea of … 

For the convenience, we call these members as “chairs”; the dynamics as “music-chair game”. And, the external sea is 

expressed as a sea of (virtue) chairs. 

When one of the internal chairs is captured (arrested) by external (virtue) chairs, the system breaks up (must decay). If 

the external (virtue) chairs [the vacuum energy] lack the energy to arrest an internal chair of a system, that system will 

not decay. These can be summarized as the “Show-will-never-end” principle:  If the music-chair-game can be played 

forever “internally” (self-playing), the system will never decay. If the extern chair can crash the door of this system and 

https://profmattstrassler.com/articles-and-posts/particle-physics-basics/the-known-forces-of-nature/the-strength-of-the-known-forces/#comment-61734
https://profmattstrassler.com/articles-and-posts/particle-physics-basics/the-known-forces-of-nature/the-strength-of-the-known-forces/#comment-61734
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capture the internal chairs, the system must decay. With these, it is quite easy to show that Proton will not decay at 

the current vacuum energy level. Thus, I will only talk about the neutron decay.  

 

Mother: Interesting concept and making sense. But, what is this got to do with the neutron decay which is wholly 

understood with the Higgs tale? 

Brother: The Higgs hallucination is truly a fairy tale. The true process is that the (u, d1, d2) picks up a virtue d-pair (d3, -

d3), the vacuum disturbance.  And it forms a 5-quark blob. Then, 

Step 1: (d1, -d3) got together 

Step 2: (d1, -d3) turns into (u1, -u3), that is, a vacuum state transforms into another vacuum state. 

Step 3: (d3, -u3) got together. Then, this blob has a genetic exchange and flies away as the e and the neutrino.  

 So, (u, d1, d2) decays into as (u, u1, d2, e, e-anti-neutrino). 

Mom, you have mistaken this vacuum transformation blob as the Higgs egg.  

 

Mother: Your story follows all physics laws, and it makes sense. But it is wrong because that it is not the Standard 

Model.  

 

Story three: 

Baby: I don’t like your “vacuum blob” story. It is too rational and too cold. I like the fairy tale, not because of its being 

the Standard Model but because that it is “Magical”. A Higgs chicken (field) is omnipresent and can lay Higgs egg any 

time at any place at its choosing. Then, out it pops a “W”-angel when neutron got out of from bondage. Furthermore, no 

gadget thus far (including the LHC) in this world is able to distinguish your “vacuum blob” from the Higgs egg. That is, 

that fairy egg can be as real as the “vacuum blob” reality, and there is no gadget data can prove it otherwise. 

Brother: Hi, baby, for the gadget testing concern, you might be right for the next decade or two. But, in sports, any tie 

can be easily broken by “overtime”, the tie-break-litmus test.  

The Standard Model is absolutely correct in terms of that entire gadget testing data. But, as soon as it goes out of its 

baby crib, SM fails from left to right, from top to bottom. It (SM) cannot derive most of the “parameters” it used in the 

model (such as, the Cabibbo and Weinberg angles, the Alpha, etc.). Furthermore, it fails on all the following known 

physics facts; 

i. Planck data --- dark energy (accelerating expansion of this universe), dark mass, Neff = 3 (minimum), etc. . . . 

ii. Neutrino oscillations 

iii. Proton’s stability 

iv. Guidelines for SUSY (with s-particle) 

v. About gravity 

vi. Unification between quantum and determinism. 

That is, the Standard Model is only the hodgepodge of the gadget data.  And, simply it has “no” theoretical “base” for 

deriving those parameters and for connecting to those other physics facts. 

Thus, those other facts above become the overtime litmus tests. Anyone who can solve any one of those other facts or 

derive those free parameters is the winner of this contest.   

Baby: Yet, most of those issues are controversial and cannot be decided with the current gadget testing. 

 

Brother: Indeed. But, the Cabibbo - Weinberg angles and the Alpha are only three “numbers”. The only gadgets needed 

for testing them are “paper and pencil” which are in the hands of every first grader. There will be absolutely no 

controversy about whether an equation for calculating one of them is correct or not. Thus, we can simply choose Alpha 

as this overtime Litmus test, to be the “first” criterion for the correct final physics. 
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Baby: That is great. But, verifying the “prediction” of a theory was the only criterion for physics theory thus far. How can 

you convince physicists to accept your overtime idea?  

Brother: Most of theory is the “extension” of known physics. Thus, it must “predict” something new in order to be 

credible. But, when a “system” is constructed from a “base” which contains no “known” physics of any kind, it is 

credible only if it can “reproduce” all known physics, not just any puny “prediction”.  That is, system has “outcomes (or 

consequences)” while theory has “predictions”. And, there is a super strong requirement for “base”.  It must not contain 

any “known physics”, that is, no known physics is “put-in” into the base. Thus, “reproduce all known physics from a base 

(without containing any known physics)” is the second “Overtime test”, the second criterion. 

 

Baby: Must a base be verified by gadget testing? 

Brother: No, no, and no! The “base” needs no verification. If a “wrong” base produces a system which can reproduce all 

known physics, it is a “good” base.  

 

Baby: Just heard in the news that a “W”-einstein had discovered the final physics theory. Do you know anything about 

it? 

Brother: No, never heard about it. If he can pass two tests, 

a. Litmus test --- deriving the Alpha with a physics equation 

b. A base is able to reproduce, at least, the known 48 elementary particles 

then, he could be on the path to the final physics. Otherwise, even the “Z”-einstein won’t do any good. 

 

Baby: Obviously, the Higgs story failed the first overtime litmus test. Can you derive Alpha from a base (without 

containing any known physics)? 

Brother: Yet, see the article “Alpha, Fine Structure Constant, mystery no more!” 

at http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/alpha-fine-structure-constant-mystery.html   

 

This article is also available at http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/06/higgs-chicken-higgs-egg-and-higgs.html . 

 

 

 

Higgs boson, a bad idea! 
Written on May 6, 2011 

(See https://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/05/higgs-boson-bad-idea.html ) 

 

The concept of Higgs boson was reviewed by the entire physics community for the past 40 years, and tens billion dollars 
were spent on building the LHC (Large Hadron Collider) for the purpose of producing it. Then, how can it be wrong, let 
alone to be a bad idea? 
 
Furthermore, there is a genuine need for a Higgs-like particle(s) for the known physics, as the Standard Model is not a 
complete theory, that is, with a big hole. The Standard Model needs something to plug that leaking hole which is caused 
by a fact of the “Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking” (SSB). That is, there must be a cause for this SSB, and the Higgs boson 
was invented to fit the bill. 
 
Yet, the SSB can be caused by many different mechanisms. However, the validity of the Higgs particle(s) can be tested by 
a machine, like LHC. Thus, tens billion dollars were spent to build LHC. Now, the LHC is in operation, and a verdict on 
Higgs will be known very soon. 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/alpha-fine-structure-constant-mystery.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/06/higgs-chicken-higgs-egg-and-higgs.html
https://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/05/higgs-boson-bad-idea.html
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However, before that tens billion dollar answer is out, I would like to give a verdict on Higgs by using the principles of 
Linguistics Manifesto (see ISBN 978-3838397221). In Linguistics Manifesto, all large complex systems arose in tier-
structure.  

Tier-structure principle (TSP) --- the higher tier of a large complex system arises from a similarity transformation 
of its lower tier. That is, the higher tier is a self-reflection of its lower tier. 
        Corollary of TSP --- the members of the higher tier is the composite of from the members of its lower tier. 

For examples: 
i. Proton and neutron are composites of quarks. 
ii. Atoms are composites of proton, neutron, electron, etc... 
iii. Chemical compounds are composites of atoms. 
 
With this TSP, the Standard Model is obviously having more than one hole (the SSB issue). While the proton and the 
neutron are composites, the electron and the neutrino are not composites of any known particles. Thus, according to 
TSP, the proton and the electron cannot be in the same tier. I will discuss this later. 
 
Now, the question is whether the Higgs is in the same tier with quarks. 
a. If the Higgs is in the same tier with the quarks, then Higgs must come into being the same time (not before) with 
quarks. Thus, the Higgs cannot act as a cause for the SSB. 
b. If the Higgs is in a lower tier to the quarks, then quarks must be composites of Higgs. And, this is not the case in the 
description of Higgs in the Standard Model. 
 
While we are all waiting for the tens billion dollar answer from LHC, I am giving out my verdict on Higgs here. It is a bad 
idea as, 
1. the SSB issue can be addressed with a different mechanism, a lower tier of the quark, such as Prequark. 
2. the quarks can be the composites of the prequarks. 
 

In Linguistics Manifesto, there is another principle, the language principle (LP). 

Language Principle (LP) --- 

i. System Z is described with a language X. 

ii. A language Y (different from language X) can wholly describe the system Z. 

Then, system Z is a proper subset of language Y.  

     Corollary of LP --- if system Z is a proper subset of language Y, language Y must be valid to system Z. 

For the Standard Model, the Higgs boson is a part of the model, not a language to describe that entire model. 

 

If there is a “language” which can describe and reproduce the Standard Model, then, that “language” must be valid to 

the Standard Model. 

 

In fact, the Prequark Chromodynamics (http://www.prequark.org/  ) is a “language” which can describe and reproduce 

the entire Standard Model. Thus, regardless of whether the prequarks can be tested or not, the Prequark 

Chromodynamics is valid to the Quark Model according to the Language Principle of Linguistics Manifesto. That is, 

regardless of whether the idea of the Higgs boson is right or wrong, it is a bad idea in comparison to a “language” which 

can describe and reproduce the Quark Model. Prequark Chromodynamics is not about new particles but is describing the 

space-time sheet for the quark universe. 

Perhaps, no physicist will care for this “Language Principle.” However, I am putting out this post as a mark on the 

issue of the Higgs boson. 

 

http://www.prequark.org/
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Comment on "John Conway's article (The LHC, the Tevatron, and the Higgs Boson)" 
at Discover magazine 

Written on July 27, 2011 

(see http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/cosmicvariance/2011/07/27/the-lhc-the-tevatron-and-the-higgs-

boson/?utm_source=twitterfeed&utm_medium=twitter&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+DiscoverBlogs+%28Discover+Blogs

%29&utm_content=Twitter#comment-791033081 ) 

 

There are two good things about common sense rambling; 1) it can be understood by everyone, including physicists (no 

proof is needed), 2) it can easily discuss the BIG picture in addition to the nitty-gritty. 

At this moment of great discovery at LHC and Tevatron, I would like to offer some common sense ramblings to paint a 

big picture. 

The works of web page and websites are now common sense knowledge. Every web site has a home page, and it could 

have some internal pages, often hyperlinked from the home page. Sometimes, those internal pages come out as Popup 

Windows, and I would like to call them as pops. 

Our universe can be viewed as a website. The Big Bang is the home page, the Grand Daddy Pop (the GD pop). Under this 

GD pop, there are a few other pops, the Life pop (life sphere), the Intelligence pop, the Linguistics pop, the Mathematics 

pop, etc... 

Every pop (page) has, at least, two types of context; 1) some texts, 2) some hyperlinks to the other pops. For some 

internal pops, they can be the end of links without any outgoing links. However, for the GD pop (being the Grand Daddy, 

the home page), it must have outgoing links to reach all internal pops. In fact, it is those outgoing links defining the GD 

pop. 

There is no need to prove that the Big Bang is the GD pop. If anyone disagree with this, then so be it. As a GD pop, it 

must have links to all other pops. That is, the validity (or vitality) of a GD pop “theory” can be easily checked with the 

following checklist. 

a. Does it link to (giving rise to) the Life pop? 

b. Does it link to (giving rise to) the Intelligence pop? 

c. etc.. 

This Big picture of pop-links was ignored for long time as our physics theories were too primitive. Now, we are reaching 

the gate of a final theory, and these pop links must become the final checklist. Physics can no longer hide in an isolated 

page. Does Higgs encompass or complete all those pop links?  If not, Higgs is simply useless (nonsense).  

 

Higgs is simply wrong. Being wrong is a big OK. But trying to weasel in and out from that wrong is shame, a total 

Bullcrap. Here is the Bullcarp stamp for Higgs. 

 

http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/cosmicvariance/2011/07/27/the-lhc-the-tevatron-and-the-higgs-boson/?utm_source=twitterfeed&utm_medium=twitter&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+DiscoverBlogs+%28Discover+Blogs%29&utm_content=Twitter#comment-791033081
http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/cosmicvariance/2011/07/27/the-lhc-the-tevatron-and-the-higgs-boson/?utm_source=twitterfeed&utm_medium=twitter&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+DiscoverBlogs+%28Discover+Blogs%29&utm_content=Twitter#comment-791033081
http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/cosmicvariance/2011/07/27/the-lhc-the-tevatron-and-the-higgs-boson/?utm_source=twitterfeed&utm_medium=twitter&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+DiscoverBlogs+%28Discover+Blogs%29&utm_content=Twitter#comment-791033081
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Alice/Bob paradox = Sum {Wrong (i)} 
Written on May 30, 2016 

(See https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/05/30/alicebob-paradox-sum-wrong-i/ ) 

 

For any genuine paradox (G-paradox), it must have two FACTs which lead to CONTRADICTORY results. 

In Chapter three of {The Divine Constitution (ISBN 0916713067, 9780916713065, see 

https://books.google.com/books?id=8MMzPwAACAAJ&dq=inauthor:%22Gong+Jeh-

Tween%22&hl=en&sa=X&ei=9oDyT9z8E-PO2wWznf2fAg )}, it states: every G-paradox (such as, the Grelling autological 

paradox, Cantor’s paradox, Russell set paradox, etc.) can be resolved in two ways. 

One, there must be a higher symmetry which is able to unify the contradiction. 

Two, the contradiction can always be removed by further symmetry breaking. 

 

However, for a wrong-paradox, it is defined with the following equation: 

            Sum (fact (i)) + sum (error (i)) = wrong-paradox 

In this article,  i = {physicists} 

 

I: A brief history 

With this definition, we can now review the {Alice/Bob (black hole information) paradox}. 

First, some facts. 

One, according to GR (general relativity), some stars (with about 3 times of Sun’s mass, 3 M☉ (the Tolman–

Oppenheimer–Volkoff limit)) would collapse into a stellar black hole (a region that even lights cannot get out or escape) 

which has an event horizon (having Schwarzschild radius). 

Two, this stellar black hole should be ‘hairless’, that is, having only three macro-parameters (mass, electric charge, and 

angular momentum) without any other variables (hairs). 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/05/30/alicebob-paradox-sum-wrong-i/
https://books.google.com/books?id=8MMzPwAACAAJ&dq=inauthor:%22Gong+Jeh-Tween%22&hl=en&sa=X&ei=9oDyT9z8E-PO2wWznf2fAg
https://books.google.com/books?id=8MMzPwAACAAJ&dq=inauthor:%22Gong+Jeh-Tween%22&hl=en&sa=X&ei=9oDyT9z8E-PO2wWznf2fAg
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Note 1, at this point, there is no paradox. This stellar black hole is a burial site for a once living star while all the quantum 

information of the star were buried (as a dead skeleton) but not lost. 

 

Yet, there is i = 1 (Stephen Hawking), and he made the following CLAIMs. 

One, black hole is a black body, and thus it should have THERMAL-radiation (photons). 

Two, this thermal radiation of black hole will lead to the eventual TOTAL evaporation of the black hole. 

Three, this thermal radiation is not a carrier for any dead-skeleton (information). 

 

So, the conclusion is that when this burial site (black hole) is totally evaporated, no dead-skeleton can be found while 

they were not carried out by the outgoing vapors (the thermal radiation, the photons). So, the dead-skeleton is simply 

lost (the black hole information paradox). But, this conclusion is in conflict (contradicting) with the laws of quantum 

mechanics. 

 

Now, we have a ‘dead-skeleton lost’ paradox. 

Then, there are i = 2 (Leonard Susskind, Larus Thorlacius, and some others), and they made the following CLAIMs. 

One, the vapors are virtual particle pairs (Alice and Bob, not thermal photons) which are constantly being created near 

the horizon of the black hole, and one of them (always Alice) falls into the hole while Bob escapes. 

 

Two, the escaping Bob will eventually lead to the TOTAL evaporation of that black hole. 

Three, as Alice and Bob are entangled twins (only different in sex), all information of doomed Alice can be recovered 

from Bob. 

The conclusion: although Alice’s dead-skeleton was lost forever, her SOUL is preserved in her twin-brother Bob via the 

quantum entanglement. So, there is no ‘dead-skeleton (information) lost’ paradox. 

 

 
 

Note: Stephen Hawking conceded to be wrong for stirring up this ‘dead-skeleton lost’- paradox at this point. 

 

Finally, there is i = 3 (Ahmed Almheiri, Donald Marolf, Joseph Polchinski, and James Sully), and they CLAIMed the 

followings. 
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One, Alice was not killed in vain, as she puffs out a bit blue light during her last breath (of course in accordance to the 

law of GR), and that little blue light made the black hole’s event horizon a bit bluer. 

Two, after enough (when about half of the black hole has evaporated) blue light accumulated, the event horizon 

becomes a firewall for any new infalling Alice who will be fried and never be able to go into the hole. That is, in all 

practical senses, the HOLE has disappeared (nothing can fall in anymore). 

 

Second, some questions: 

Is the un-evaporated half-black hole still there (as a reality)? 

If it is still there, how can it evaporate from this point on? 

If it keeps evaporating somehow, what happen to the remaining ‘dead skeleton”? As the complementarity scheme can 

no longer work for firewall enclosed black hole, is the remaining ‘dead skeleton” lost or not? 

 

Well, the SHOW must keep going. So, there is i = 4 (Stephen Hawking, Andrew Strominger, Malcolm J. Perry). Of course, 

the easiest way out for all those wrongs is to denounce the ‘no-hair’-theorem. So, they now CLAIM that all black holes 

have ‘HAIRs’. 

 

But, but, but, LIGO just announced that it observed ‘gravitational wave’ which was produced by the collision of two black 

holes. Yet, in its calculation (from and with that observed gravitational wave), these two colliding black holes have ‘NO-

HAIRs’. Furthermore, the amount of Hawking block hole hairs might not be ENOUGH to carry all the dead-skeleton. 

 

For a (any) stellar black hole, it has in fact NO Hawking THERMAL radiation in any practical sense, as the apparent 

temperature of black hole is much colder than the ambient CMB temperature (about 2.7 Kelvin). That is, instead of 

radiating out, a (any) stellar black hole will absorb thermal radiation from its surroundings. No (absolutely not) stellar 

black hole formed from the supernova process can evaporate up to now or in a foreseeable future (at least twice the life 

time of this universe). 

 

Then, why is this ‘dead-skeleton’ paradox still going? 

Well, there could be some primordial black holes (result of Big Bang, not from the supernova process) which have much 

smaller mass. And, the black hole temperature is inversely proportional to its mass. To have a black hole temperature 

larger than 2.7 K (and be able to evaporate), it would need a mass less than the Moon, and such a black hole would have 

a diameter of less than a tenth of a millimeter, and it can evaporate by now. During its last stage of evaporation, a 

primordial black hole can give out burst of gamma rays, which should be detectable. Searches for such flashes have 

proven unsuccessful and provide stringent limits on the possibility of existence of low mass primordial black holes. 

However, NASA’s Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope launched in 2008 will continue the search for these flashes. 

 

If the prospect of the primordial black holes is not good, again, why is this ‘dead-skeleton’ paradox still going? 

Well, there should have some kind of micro-black holes according to the M-string theory. For a black hole of mass 1 

TeV/c2, it could be detected at LHC (Run I). But, no such a micro-black hole was found thus far, including the LHC (Run II) 

data thus far. 

Note: if any SUSY particle with mass over 1.5 Tev., it could turn into a black hole and should radiate out easily detectable 

gamma ray flashes. But no such flashes are detected thus far. 

 

Again, why is this ‘dead-skeleton (information)’ paradox still going? 

They said: there are some great discoveries during the above history. 
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One, a new kind of entropy: 

Hawking showed under general conditions that the total area of the event horizons of any collection of classical black 

holes can never decrease, even if they collide and merge. This becomes the second law of black hole mechanics, 

remarkably SIMILAR to the second law of thermodynamics. With the mass acting as energy, the surface gravity as 

temperature and the area as entropy, there is a new type of entropy. 

 
 

This is the Bekenstein–Hawking entropy (S) of a black hole, which depends on the area of the black hole (A). The 

constants are the speed of light (c), the Boltzmann constant (k), Newton’s constant (G), and the reduced Planck constant 

(ħ). 

In classical entropy, black holes should have near-zero entropy. But with this new type of entropy, Bekenstein claimed 

that black holes are maximum entropy objects—that they have more entropy than anything else in the same volume. 

 

Two, with this new entropy, Gerard ‘t Hooft and Leonard Susskind discovered the holographic principle, which suggests 

that anything that happens in a volume of spacetime can be described by data on the boundary of that volume. 

 

Three, with the holographic principle, Juan Maldacena discovered the AdS/CFT correspondence in 1997. This AdS/CFT 

correspondence becomes lifesaver for M-string theory on its issue of compactification. 

Today, this AdS/CFT correspondence is the only pathway for the beyond the Standard Model physics for the mainstream 

physics. 

 

II: A detailed review 

The above is a brief history for the modern physics in the last 40 years. Is this history leading to a great future? Or, is it 

totally wrong? 

 

If I do not have a different PATHWAY from the above wrong one, I will not have the right to call it wrong. If my pathway 

is not correct, I will not have the right to call other’s wrong. The comparison is very simple. 

Who can derive all nature constants (Cabibbo/Weinberg angles, Alpha, Cosmology Constant, etc.) and the Planck CMB 

data? 

No one in the above history (the mainstream) can, but I can: see, https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2015/04/22/dark-

energydark-mass-the-silent-truth/ and https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2015/05/15/paul-steinhardts-remorse-

popperianism-and-beauty-contest/  (also see recently added note below). 

 

With these comparisons, there is no more argument about, the scientific methodology or else. And now, I have the right 

to call a spade a spade. The history of this ‘information paradox’ is totally on a wrong path. 

Before showing the correct PATHWAY, I will point out a few Errors in the above history first. 

Error one, Hawking radiation was all about thermal photons, and it is practically meaningless. 

Error two, black hole will not evaporate with the Alice/Bob drama. Bob is not a part of the ‘PRINCIPLE’ in any black hole’s 

bank account; that is, the escape of Bob will not take any energy away from black hole. Even if this Alice/Bob drama 

were paid for with the ‘principle’ of the black hole, there is no physics law demands that Alice must always carry the 

‘negative’ energy (which reduces the ‘principle’ of the black hole). Alice being a particle (not just photon), she carries 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2015/04/22/dark-energydark-mass-the-silent-truth/
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2015/04/22/dark-energydark-mass-the-silent-truth/
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2015/05/15/paul-steinhardts-remorse-popperianism-and-beauty-contest/
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2015/05/15/paul-steinhardts-remorse-popperianism-and-beauty-contest/
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some rest mass. So, if she does not provide more mass to the black hole, this Alice/Bob drama will at least not cause 

evaporation of black hole at all. 

 

Error three, if the black hole does evaporate, its final Schwarzschild radius will go to zero, and its entropy ‘AERA’ will 

become zero too. That is, Hawking’s ‘area’ law of black hole is wrong. 

 

The correct path is only about one issue. What is gravity? 

Gravity is very simple; it moves the Pepsi can (sits on my desk at REST) from {[here, now] to [here, next]}. And, it takes a 

force F (gravity) to do it. 

       F (gravity) = K*ħ/ (delta S*delta T), K is a coefficient constant. 

Then, quantum principle emerges from this F (gravity). See http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-

energy-make-universe.html for details. 

 

 

 
 

Of course, we can make more detailed definition for gravity as follows. 

One, gravity must be based on particle physics, as only particles are carrying mass (the only parameter for gravity). Both 

Newtonian gravity and General Relativity have nothing to do with particle physics, and thus they are wrong gravity 

theories. See https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/03/16/nothingness-vs-nothing-there-the-quantum-gravity/  

Two, the strength of gravity between any TWO objects is described with Newtonian gravity equation (GmM/r^2), the 

distance (r) between the two is measured in the ‘world sheet’, but the ‘gravity interaction’ is via the ‘ghost point’ . 

Three, gravity must be both instantaneous and simultaneous (to ALL particles in this universe). Gravity is DEFINITEly not 

transmitted with light speed, although the gravitational wave (an attribute of gravity) is. Gravity by all means is not 

‘local’. But, the strength of gravity for the Pepsi can which sits on my desk at rest is: 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-energy-make-universe.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-energy-make-universe.html
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/03/16/nothingness-vs-nothing-there-the-quantum-gravity/
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        F (Pepsi gravity) = Gm {sum [M(i)/r(i)^2]}  ….. Equation A 

i represents the particles of the entire universe, except the Pepsi. 

r (i) is the distance between the two measured in the ‘world sheet’. 

R (i) is the distance between the two via the Ghost point. 

 

The Pepsi can is sitting on my desk (a spot on the world sheet) at rest, and it (Pepsi can) is interacting with ALL other 

particles in this universe {which consists of two parts: the world sheet (real universe) and a Ghost point}. That is, this 

Pepsi can is linked to all other particles of this universe in two pathways: 

One, in the real (matter) world, the distance between it and other particles is r(i) > {a Planck length}, measured in the 

‘world sheet’. So, the gravitational interaction strength between them is calculated with the Newtonian gravity 

equation. 

Two, it (Pepsi can) is linked to all other particles via the Ghost point, and the distance between it and all other particles is 

R(i) = {a Planck length} for all “i”. 

 

 
 

So, the gravity STRENGTH for Pepsi can is calculated with Equation A. 

The TIME for the gravity transmission is a {Planck time}, practically instantaneously. 

While the gravity strength of ONE object (such as a Pepsi can) with others is calculated with Equation A, and the gravity 

transmission is via ‘Planck time’, the true definition for gravity is that it moves the entire universe from {now to next}. 

See graph below and http://www.prequark.org/Gravity.htm for details. 

 

http://www.prequark.org/Gravity.htm
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Note: 

There are three different gravity theories. 

One, Newtonian gravity, attractive force for mass. 

Two, space-time sheet curvature about mass, the GR (General Relativity). 

Three, moving the entire universe from {[(here now), now] to [(here (next), next)}, and this is {dark energy} all about, see 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-energy-make-universe.html , and this force is 

           F = ħ/ (delta S x delta T) 

The AdS/CFT correspondence is also the direct consequence of the above mechanism. 

 

 
  

III: Paradox no more! 

Now, we can address the ‘information’ issue in two ways. 

One, every bit of information of this universe since its inception (Big Bang) is recorded with a detailed bookkeeping, the 

Cosmology Constant (CC). By comparing the calculated CC and the measurement, we will know whether there is any 

information loss. My calculation shows that there is no information loss at all, see 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/04/24/entropy-quantum-gravity-cosmology-constant/ . 

Two, black hole is not formed via the Alice/Bob drama. How can a ‘fringe’-drama dig into the essence? Only by knowing 

exactly of how black hole is formed, we can then discuss its eventual death (if any). 

 

In general, we said that gravitational collapse occurs when an object’s internal pressure is insufficient to resist the 

object’s own gravity. This statement is not wrong but is misleading, and it did mislead. 

What is its internal pressure? 

What is its own gravity? 

 

I will make these more clear with two concepts. 

One, {free particle}: 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-energy-make-universe.html
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/04/24/entropy-quantum-gravity-cosmology-constant/
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In the case of our Sun, the entire space (a BOX) that a given atom (hydrogen atom, etc.) in its lifetime (before becoming 

a helium) roamed in is viewed as a free particle (the box, not the atom). This free particle (the box) might be a cube with 

100 miles on its sides, and it contains billions atoms. For every free particle (the box), it is viewed as a at rest (not 

moving) particle. 

Definition: if a NET force on a particle = zero, it is a free particle. 

That is, a {free particle} is always at rest (in terms of the box), as that box does not receive any external force and does 

not project out any force. 

      Theorem one: for a particle in a compact object, it is a free particle 

            Corollary one: the water molecular in the ice-lattice is a free particle. 

So, a neutron inside of a neutron star is a free particle. 

 

Two, tidal force: 

For a rod (or a box) with one meter long, [(rB – rA) = 1 meter], there is a tidal force on this rod (or box) if it (the box) is 

not a free particle of a compact object (the source of the tidal gravity), 

      Tidal force of (A, B) = F(r) – F(r-1) = Tf(A, B) 

The gravity force for A and B are: 

F(A) = F(r), r is the distance of point A to the center of the packed object. 

F(B) = F(r + 1), one meter farther away from the center. 

 

If the gravity tidal force of a compact object on a box (A, B) is smaller (<) than the structure binding force of the box 

(hydrogen atom), it could form stars, as it cannot tear atoms apart. 

 

If the gravity tidal force of a compact object on a box (A, B) is larger (>) than the structure binding force of the box 

(hydrogen atom), then the atoms will be pulled apart. In this case, it most likely becomes a ‘neutron’ star. 

 

When the gravity tidal force of a compact object on a box (neutron) is larger (>) than the structure binding force of 

neutron, it pulls neutrons apart and becomes a black hole. Of course, most of black holes are formed without going 

through the neutron star stage. 

 

So, basically, there are, at least, three types of stars. 

One, ‘proton’ star (PS): like our Sun which is 99.99% composed of ‘hydrogen atom (containing proton)” 

Two, ‘neutron’ star (NS) 

Three, ‘black hole’ (BH) 

 

The diameter of PS (like Sun) is in average of ‘one million’ miles, and mostly composed of protons (hydrogen atom). The 

tidal force of Sun is not big enough to break up the hydrogen atom. Yet, the nuclear fusion produces enough ‘thermal-

energy’ to balance the gravitation force of the Sun. So, it has a huge diameter. 

 

When the hydrogens are all burnt out, the helium fusion produces much less thermo-energy, the gravitational force will 

get the upper hand and pull the matter inward. It collapses, with a few pathways. 

Type I Supernova: results a white dwarf star, the carbon fusion begins to support a radius about 7000km (about the size 

of Earth). Yet, it is still a ‘proton’ star. 
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Type II Supernova: When the tidal force is big enough to break up hydrogen or helium atoms, it collapses as a neutron 

star with the average radius of (1 to 10 miles), a size of a small city. All atoms are pulled apart, and no proton can 

survive. 

 

If the tidal force is strong enough to break up ‘neutron’, it becomes ‘black hole’ with Schwarzschild radius about 10 miles 

for a 3-solar-mass black hole. All hadron particles are pulled apart. 

 

Then, what is inside of the black hole? 

The wrong way of saying says that black hole converts the baryons and leptons in the collapsing body into entropy. 

Other wrong way says that there could be the quark/gluon plasma. 

 

In the classic theory, black hole is defined with a Schwarzschild radius which marks an event horizon. However, in this G-

string-gravity theory, black hole is formed by tearing apart all particles via the spaghettification. 

 
 

After this spaghettification, all particles are torn apart and become strings. 

In M-string theory, those strings form the branes. 

In G-string theory, those quark/lepton-strings (line-string) curl up into ring-strings, which has zero area and zero volume. 

 

The big difference between G-string and M-string is that G-string has ‘internal’ structure (described with A, V). Those 

quark/lepton G-strings are ‘line’-strings. When they become ring-strings, they are no different from the M-ring-strings, 

see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/11/m-theory-toe-if-and-only-if-it-adds-two.html . 

 

 That is, all M-string’s formula do work for G-string. In the black hole, G-string will become an M-ring-string. 

Note: without the internal structure, M-string is unable to describe the universe outside of the black hole and is a failed 

theory, see https://medium.com/@Tienzen/indeed-the-m-string-theory-is-a-total-bullcrap-for-the-following-reasons-

ca9a44931938#.5lav4kdh8 . 

 

When G-quark/lepton-string (line-string) curls up into a ring-string, the quark color charge and generations are 

neutralized (not destroyed). So, when a particle (neutron, proton, lepton or else) falls into a black hole, it becomes a 

ring-string, with all charges neutralized but conserved. When they are radiated out later (if any), the rings straighten 

back up to regain their charges. That is, no information lost, nor gained. 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/11/m-theory-toe-if-and-only-if-it-adds-two.html
https://medium.com/@Tienzen/indeed-the-m-string-theory-is-a-total-bullcrap-for-the-following-reasons-ca9a44931938#.5lav4kdh8
https://medium.com/@Tienzen/indeed-the-m-string-theory-is-a-total-bullcrap-for-the-following-reasons-ca9a44931938#.5lav4kdh8
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There are four differences between this G-string description and the classic one. 

One, instead of an event horizon with Schwarzschild radius, there is a spaghettification zone. As soon as a particle (or 

else) is spaghettified, it breaks up into G-ring-strings. 

 

Two, the Schwarzschild description of black hole has a ‘singularity’ at the CENTER of the Schwarzschild sphere. But, in 

this G-string description, each ring-string is a ‘singularity’ of itself, and there is no singularity at the center of anywhere. 

 

Three, each ring-string is a free particle inside of the black hole. That is, there is no longer any free-falling or tidal gravity 

on this ring-string when it passes the event horizon. 

 

Four, the event horizon is the innermost circle of this spaghettification zone. 

 

So, ‘quantum gravity’ is not about the gravity between neutrons in the neutron star! 

Gravity is the force which MOVEs this entire universe with quantum units, see 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-energy-make-universe.html and the quantum principle is the 

emergent of gravity. 

 

Again, every particle in a compact object (solid ball, star, etc.) is a free particle. 

So, the gravity of a particle in a compact object EQUALs to all particles in that compact object in accordance to the 

Equation A. 

And, the neutron at the center of the neutron star sees the same gravity as the neutron at the edge. 

 

IV: Conclusion 

This information issue is addressed in two ways. 

One, the bookkeeping, the calculation of the Cosmology Constant. 

Two, the internal structure of the black hole, all ring-strings which still carry the mass and electric charge, but all other 

information is stored away. 

Finally, the holographic principle is the direct consequence of the moving (from now (t1) to next (t2)) universe. 

 

Note (added on June 10, 2016): 

Black holes are only burial sites for cosmological objects and play minimal role in the structure of the cosmos, which is 

ruled by {dark energy, dark mass and visible mass}. 

The recent (2016) study done by (Adam G. Riess, Lucas M. Macri, Samantha L. Hoffmann, Dan Scolnic, etc.) shows that 

the Local value of the Hubble Constant is about 9% higher than the Planck CMB data (2015) estimation. 

This result implies that there is a ‘dark radiation’ (or Neff = 3.4), See, http://news.berkeley.edu/2016/06/02/universe-

expanding-faster-than-expected/  

This ‘dark radiation’ was PREDICTed long ago with G-string gravity model, See Chapter two: 

#how2CalculatePlanckCMBdata 

 

 

 

 

 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-energy-make-universe.html
http://news.berkeley.edu/2016/06/02/universe-expanding-faster-than-expected/
http://news.berkeley.edu/2016/06/02/universe-expanding-faster-than-expected/
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 In what way GR is wrong 
Written on June 2, 2015 

(See https://medium.com/@Tienzen/how-the-solar-eclipse-of-1919-changed-our-understanding-of-the-universe-

forever-has-confirmed-86d788a9339b#.bpa0dv8en ) 

 

“How the Solar Eclipse of 1919 changed our understanding of the Universe forever. … has confirmed General Relativity 

as perhaps the most successful physical theory of all-time.” 

How SAD these statements are! 

Mr. A is the greatest murder mastermind, planning to destroy the mankind with a single blow. Yet, Mr. A passes all tests 

(interviews, police investigations, psychological evaluations, etc.) and is viewed as a nice guy always. Indeed, GR (general 

relativity) has passed all tests that we have put on it, but it will not alter the fact that GR is a totally failed theory, 

total useless. It, 

Fails to encompass the dark mass, 

Fails to account for the dark energy, 

Fails to provide any hint on deriving the Nature constants, 

Fails to make link to quantum-ness, 

Fails to give any clue about ‘Why is there something rather than nothing?’ 

Fails to play any role in the construction of quark/lepton, 

Fails almost on everything. 

How can such a totally failed theory be viewed as having any value at all? For Nature, all those GR failures are essential 

parts of it. In fact, if we can answer one GR’s failure, we get the answers for all others. 

I have showed the answer of deriving the Nature constant (such as Alpha, see https://medium.com/@Tienzen/ethan-

siegel-the-story-of-what-the-universe-is-like-from-it-s-literally-the-greatest-story-one-e6163c12814d ). That equation 

depends ‘ONLY’ on three pure numbers (Pi, 64, 48). The rising mechanism (process) from {‘timelessness’ to ‘arrow of 

time’} must produce those three pure numbers. Any theory cannot produce those three numbers, it is simply wrong. 

Please see (Litmus test for the final physics, http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/04/litmus-test-for-final-physics.html ) 

and see (NATURE’S MASTER-KEY CUTS OUT SUSY THE UNDEAD, 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/08/natures-master-key-cuts-out-susy-the-undead/ ). 

In addition to the above failures, GR ‘resides’ in a 100% causal universe {with the exception of black hole, a totally non-

important issue for the STRUCTURE of the universe, as the Alpha and anything else’s calculations do not need it} which is 

defined totally with PHOTON (the massager of electromagnetism). If there are mass beyond the event horizon (the 

causal universe), the GRAVITY of those masses are way beyond GR’s reach. GR is simply wrong in this case. 

GR’s foundation is a geometric space-time which is a HIGH level geometry, that is, with much narrower SCOPE. The 

foundation of Newtonian gravity is about ‘sweeping out equal area from their center of mass point’. This is a lower level 

GEOMETRY, which encompasses much bigger scope. Of course, NG is also a totally failed theory the same as GR. Its error 

is about ‘the center of mass point’, which is clearly defined inside of the causal universe but not definable beyond the 

event horizon. Only by resolving this issue, the three pure numbers (Pi, 64, 48) can flow out automatically. With these 

three pure numbers, the nature constants, the dark mass, dark energy can easily be calculated. 

The essential properties of the interaction between the YONDER and this causal universe are two: Instantaneity, 

Simultaneity. From the both accounts above, GR is only a subset of Newton gravity (NG), and NG is much better and 

powerful theory than GR ever can be. 

In fact, GR’s geometric space-time conception is totally wrong (in essence, not in phenomenology) and philosophically 

stupid. Yet, is GR a stepping stone for the final theory? No, it is totally useless as any guide or HINT at all for the final 

https://medium.com/@Tienzen/how-the-solar-eclipse-of-1919-changed-our-understanding-of-the-universe-forever-has-confirmed-86d788a9339b#.bpa0dv8en
https://medium.com/@Tienzen/how-the-solar-eclipse-of-1919-changed-our-understanding-of-the-universe-forever-has-confirmed-86d788a9339b#.bpa0dv8en
https://medium.com/@Tienzen/ethan-siegel-the-story-of-what-the-universe-is-like-from-it-s-literally-the-greatest-story-one-e6163c12814d
https://medium.com/@Tienzen/ethan-siegel-the-story-of-what-the-universe-is-like-from-it-s-literally-the-greatest-story-one-e6163c12814d
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/04/litmus-test-for-final-physics.html
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/08/natures-master-key-cuts-out-susy-the-undead/
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theory. In fact, it is a major roadblock for the advancement of the correct theory. The three pure number theory was 

published 34 years ago (“Super Unified Theory”, US copyright TX 1–323–231, ISBN 9780916713010, see 

https://books.google.com/books?id=rieCAAAAIAAJ&q=inauthor:%22Jeh-Tween+Gong%22&dq=inauthor:%22Jeh-

Tween+Gong%22&hl=en&sa=X&ei=JIHyT-3sO8mA2wW90bz3AQ ) and again published in (“Linguistics Manifesto”, ISBN 

978–3–8383–9722–1, see https://books.google.com/books?id=Uh8EtwAACAAJ&dq=inauthor:%22Jeh-

Tween+Gong%22&hl=en&sa=X&ei=JIHyT-3sO8mA2wW90bz3AQ&ved=0CE4Q6AEwBA ). Without the GR roadblock, the 

human knowledge will at least ahead of now for thirty some years. 

There is only one Nature. Nature has only one answer. There is no other way for calculating those nature constants. 

More details, see http://www.quantumdiaries.org/2015/03/13/einsteins-most-famous-equation/#comment-

1909398622 . 

 

 

 

 

Redemption of Nobel-Physics 
Written on October 15, 2016 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/10/15/redemption-of-nobel-physics/ ) 

 

Almost everyone expected that the physics-Nobel (2016) will and should go to LIGO. 

Yet, {setting LIGO bullcrap} at backburner has redeemed Nobel-physics from its Higgs bullcrap. 

 

Yes, gravitational wave (GW) was verified indirectly long ago. But, GW definitely is not the media (way) for the gravity 

interaction. GW is at best an attribute of gravity. 

Yes, LIGO detected two signals. But, it could well be the collision of two moving currents in the Earth’s liquid core, 

which cannot be detected with the standard Seismometer.  

Anyway, LIGO has said much (much, much, …) more than it actually knows. 

 

When the first detection was announced, I had no way to know the nature of the signal, as it could well be a GW signal. 

But, LIGO’s explanation about two 30 M☉ mass black holes collision is definitely nonsense.  

 

With the direction of the event is reported: 

One, all telescopes (ground or space based, optical or otherwise) can search the area.  

Two, as the black hole is much colder than the space ambient CMB temperature, that kind of event should give some 

signature in the CMB data. 

Three, theorists can now exam the forming 30 M☉ mass TWIN-black holes mechanism. 

Thus, I kept my silence at the first detection announcement. 

 

When the second and perhaps the third detections were announced a few days ago (in June 2016, becoming firecracker 

show), the bullcrap begins, as no such high density of Twin-BH systems is observed from any type of sky survey. The 

observed facts are:  

Dark mass cuddles around the visible matters;  

An essence for the Planck CMB data (DE=69.22 % 、D=25.90 % 、V=4.86 %) calculation. See 

http://profmattstrassler.com/2013/09/16/a-quantum-gravity-cosmology-conference/#comment-86056 . Also see 

https://books.google.com/books?id=rieCAAAAIAAJ&q=inauthor:%22Jeh-Tween+Gong%22&dq=inauthor:%22Jeh-Tween+Gong%22&hl=en&sa=X&ei=JIHyT-3sO8mA2wW90bz3AQ
https://books.google.com/books?id=rieCAAAAIAAJ&q=inauthor:%22Jeh-Tween+Gong%22&dq=inauthor:%22Jeh-Tween+Gong%22&hl=en&sa=X&ei=JIHyT-3sO8mA2wW90bz3AQ
https://books.google.com/books?id=Uh8EtwAACAAJ&dq=inauthor:%22Jeh-Tween+Gong%22&hl=en&sa=X&ei=JIHyT-3sO8mA2wW90bz3AQ&ved=0CE4Q6AEwBA
https://books.google.com/books?id=Uh8EtwAACAAJ&dq=inauthor:%22Jeh-Tween+Gong%22&hl=en&sa=X&ei=JIHyT-3sO8mA2wW90bz3AQ&ved=0CE4Q6AEwBA
http://www.quantumdiaries.org/2015/03/13/einsteins-most-famous-equation/#comment-1909398622
http://www.quantumdiaries.org/2015/03/13/einsteins-most-famous-equation/#comment-1909398622
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/10/15/redemption-of-nobel-physics/
http://profmattstrassler.com/2013/09/16/a-quantum-gravity-cosmology-conference/#comment-86056
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https://medium.com/@Tienzen/yes-ligo-no-one-else-has-detected-two-signals-but-not-too-fast-

4c12ed099d2#.iviy01d4a .  

More reasons for this bullcrap: 

First, no one (not a single person in this world) knows the population density for the LIGO type twin black holes. Only 

after enough detections, we can then estimate that density. Only after knowing this density: 

A calculation can then be made to see whether this density can be produced with the known mechanism which 

produces the black holes via the supernova process (SP).  

Is this density matching with the known data? 

 

Second, if these twin black holes are primordial black holes, then there must have three sub-issues. 

 
 

One, if these are primordial black holes (not via SP), they must have some signatures in the CMB data, as they are much 

colder than the CMB ambient temperature. But, no such signature is found thus far. 

Two, if a primordial black hole can have over 30 M☉ mass, then the entire ‘inflation’ idea will be in jeopardy, and this is 

contradiction to the ‘flatness’-observation data. 

Three, we should have some production mechanisms about their productions first before making any big claim. 

 

Third, gravitation WAVE is a wave; that is, it is in RIPPLEs. Yet, thus far, LIGO only detected a single silver bullet (with 

three contours) for each GW. Until we can detect more than one ripple from the same GW, … 

 

Fourth, if the population (via SP or primordial) of this kind of twin black holes is very high, it must play some very 

important roles in the ‘Dark Mass’ issue. But, right now, there is no sign of this from any other types of data (Planck 

CMB, NASA’s Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope survey, Dark energy survey, etc.). Furthermore, this high density is in 

contradiction to the Planck CMB data CALCULATION (via the G-theory). 

https://medium.com/@Tienzen/yes-ligo-no-one-else-has-detected-two-signals-but-not-too-fast-4c12ed099d2#.iviy01d4a
https://medium.com/@Tienzen/yes-ligo-no-one-else-has-detected-two-signals-but-not-too-fast-4c12ed099d2#.iviy01d4a
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For a science, verification from a different experiment is the minimum requirement for a science claim. The two 

detectors of LIGO consists of only one experiment. We need data from someone else. 

Furthermore, we should also verify a claim with different experimental methods. When the event LOCATION can be 

identified, that region can then be investigated with other means (optical, X-ray, gravitational lensing, etc.). 

Today, too many theoretical issues are not addressed, and there is not a single VERIFICATION from other experiments up 

to this point. LIGO has said much too much more than it actually knows. 

In addition to the above simple points, the most important issue is that whether this twin-black-holes STORY can address 

some simple questions, such as: 

#how2CalculateAlpha;  

#how2CalculatePlanckCMBdata;  

#how2CalculateHiggsbosonMass;   

#how2CalculateCosmologyConstant 

I tweeted to LIGO on its nonsense directly, and that tweet received many retweets and likes. But, no apology nor reply 

from LIGO yet thus far (on December 29, 2016). 
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Yes, GW (gravitational wave) is real, and it will be detected one day. It is very possible that LIGO will be the one to 

accomplish this. But, LIGO announcement this year (2016) is definitely a bullcrap. And, here is the bullcrap stamp for 

{LIGO 2016}. 
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Note (added on December 22, 2016): On December 5, 2016, (Daniele Gaggero, Gianfranco Bertone, …) published an 

article {Searching for Primordial Black Holes in the radio and X-ray sky, https://arxiv.org/pdf/1612.00457v1.pdf }, saying: 

{we find that PBHs [primordial black holes] with M ~ 30M ☉, that could be responsible for the gravitational waves 

detected by LIGO, contribute less than 20% to the whole DM density. … Even more stringent constraints arise in 

principle from the analysis of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) … We show that under conservative 

assumptions on the accretion process, the possibility that O(10) M☉ primordial black holes can account for all of the 

dark matter in the Milky Way is excluded at 4σ by a comparison with the VLA radio catalog at 1.4 GHz, and at more than 

5σ …}.  

The above finding shows: 

One, BH (black hole) as a major player for the dark mass issue is ruled out. That is, the BH population density is not very 

high. 

Two, the LIGO type BH has very small population density. That is, the LIGO Bullcrap (III) is vindicated.  

References: 

One, Higgs boson, a bad idea, part four, see https://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/05/higgs-boson-bad-idea-part-

four.html  

Two, about substructure (in quark), see https://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/07/higgs-boson-bad-idea-part-five.html  

Three, Higgs Boson, a bad idea, part nine, see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/higgs-boson-bad-idea-part-

nine.html  

Four, G-string, the final nail seals the Higgs coffin  (See http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/06/g-string-final-nail-seals-

higgs-coffin.html ) 

Five, Higgs game over (See http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/04/higgs-game-is-over.html ) 

 

Note: I tweeted to CERN on this Higgs nonsense directly, and that tweet received hundreds retweets and likes. But, no 

apology nor reply from CERN yet thus far (on December 29, 2016).  

 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1612.00457v1.pdf
https://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/05/higgs-boson-bad-idea-part-four.html
https://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/05/higgs-boson-bad-idea-part-four.html
https://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/07/higgs-boson-bad-idea-part-five.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/higgs-boson-bad-idea-part-nine.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/higgs-boson-bad-idea-part-nine.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/06/g-string-final-nail-seals-higgs-coffin.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/06/g-string-final-nail-seals-higgs-coffin.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/04/higgs-game-is-over.html
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Chapter twelve: Nature’s manifesto on physics 
(see https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/12/10/natures-manifesto-on-physics-2/ ) 

 

 
One, first principle: 

For physics -- > Perfect (real/ghost) symmetry -- > time-hose; manifests as equation zero and unified force equation. 

 

For life: {Nothingness = timelessness + immutability}. Timelessness --- > species immortality. Immutability --- > 

individuality. {(Intelligence + consciousness) = (evolution + individuality)}. See Volume two. 

 

For math: {Nothingness = 0 = (1/infinities)}. Concretization of infinities leads to the creation of physics universe. See 

Volume three. 

 

 

Two, time-hose winds into 11 dimension universe. 

 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/12/10/natures-manifesto-on-physics-2/
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A garden hose has two spaces, and they cannot know each other. Every point on the garden hose needs two sets of 

coordinates. For observer standing outside the garden hose, he sees a point on the garden hose with a set of 

coordinates (Xe, Ye, Ze). The same point viewed from the inner space of the garden hose has (or must use) a new set of 

coordinates (Xi, Yi, Zi).  

When this garden hose winds itself into a donut, the external coordinates further divides into two sets (Xei, Yei, Zei) and 

(Xee, Yee, Zee).  

Then, the empty space around the garden hose must also be one dimension, E (nothingness).  

This garden hose world sheet now has (or needs) 10 dimensions -- (Xi, Yi, Zi), (Xei, Yei, Zei), (Xee, Yee, Zee), and E 

(nothingness). 

The above garden hose world sheet is a static. For a dynamic garden hose, T is ordinary time. 

Finally, the space-time world sheet has (or needs) 11 dimensions. 

o (Xee, Yee, Zee) and T are ordinary 4 sapce-time dimensions. 
o (Xei, Yei, Zei) are three generations (genecolors). 
o (Xi, Yi, Zi) are three quark colors. 
o E (nothingness) is pure vacuum, the Nothingness or Colorlessness. 

 

Three, measuring rulers are locked by Alpha. 
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Four, quantum gravity expands universe 

 

 
 

Five, universe accelerates. 
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Six, energy/matter interaction (dark flow). 

 
 

Seven, energy/matter distribution, see graph above. 
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Eight, the emergent of fermions. 

 

 
 

Nine, setting the base (vacuum). 
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Ten, the emergent of dominions. 

 
 

Eleven, the bookkeeping. 
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Twelve, the fate of universe. 

 

 
The clarifications/denouncements 
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Summary 
 

 
 

Real/ghost symmetry produces quantum (1/2) spin. Bouncing between real/ghost universes generates mass for 

fermions.  
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See https://medium.com/@Tienzen/indeed-the-m-string-theory-is-a-total-bullcrap-for-the-following-reasons-

ca9a44931938#.rk29ib17v  

 

 

 

 

 

https://medium.com/@Tienzen/indeed-the-m-string-theory-is-a-total-bullcrap-for-the-following-reasons-ca9a44931938#.rk29ib17v
https://medium.com/@Tienzen/indeed-the-m-string-theory-is-a-total-bullcrap-for-the-following-reasons-ca9a44931938#.rk29ib17v
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Bio-computer is provided. 

 

 

 
 

 

 
See https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/before-lhc-run-2-begins-enough-jeh-tween-gong  

 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/before-lhc-run-2-begins-enough-jeh-tween-gong
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The *Certainty Principle*! 
Written on December 27, 2014 

(See https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2014/12/27/the-certainty-principle/ ) 

 

Sean Carroll *was* a diehard {Everett (many-worlds) formulation} supporter. Yet, on December 16, 2014, he wrote: 

“Now I have graduated from being a casual adherent [Everett (many-worlds) formulation] to a slightly more serious one. 

(http://www.preposterousuniverse.com/blog/2014/12/16/guest-post-chip-sebens-on-the-many-interacting-worlds-

approach-to-quantum-mechanics/ )”.  

The {Uncertainty Principle (delta P x delta S >= ħ)} is now over 100 years old, and it helped the great advancement in 

physics for formulating the Standard Model in 1970s. However, almost 50 years since then, there is no (absolutely zero) 

‘theoretical’ advancement in the ‘mainstream’ physics (as, SUSY, M-string theory and multiverse are all failures thus far). 

Today, this UP (Uncertainty Principle) stands with five points. 

One, UP is about *uncertainty* which is an intrinsic attribute of nature (cannot be removed by better measurement). It 

is also *fundamental*, not an emergent. That is, it is an *empirical*, not *derived*. 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2014/12/27/the-certainty-principle/
http://www.preposterousuniverse.com/blog/2014/12/16/guest-post-chip-sebens-on-the-many-interacting-worlds-approach-to-quantum-mechanics/
http://www.preposterousuniverse.com/blog/2014/12/16/guest-post-chip-sebens-on-the-many-interacting-worlds-approach-to-quantum-mechanics/
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Two, in addition to the *uncertainty*, UP has a very bizarre attribute (the superposition); that is, a *particle (although 

wave-like)* can be at *different* location at the same time. Yet, this superposition is not *observed* at all. Thus, it gives 

rise to many different *interpretations* (such as the dead/live cat and many-words formulation, etc.). 

Three, with UP, Quantum Field Theory (QFT) was formulated, and its application on Standard Model (SM) is a great 

success. But its further applications in SUSY, M-string theory and multiverse are thus far total failures. 

Four, SM is a 100% phenomenological model as it has many *free parameters* which need some theoretical bases. After 

50 years trying by thousands top physicists, the *mainstream* physics has failed on this task. One easy way out for this 

failure is to claim that those ‘free parameters’ are *happenstances* which has no theoretical *base*. Again, UP became 

the mechanism which produced many (zillions) *bubbles* at the ‘starting point’, and these bubbles evolve with many 

‘different sets’ of free parameters. Thus, the free parameters of ‘this’ universe need not to have any theoretical base 

(cannot be *derived*). 

Five, UP is obviously not compatible with the General Relativity (GR, a *gravity* theory). The *quantum gravity* (an 

attempt of unifying these two) is thus far a total failure. 

 

These five points are where we stand on this UP, and there is no sign of any kind for any breaking through. In fact, there 

will be no breaking through at current points, as most of those points are wrong. There is no chance of getting it right 

with many wrongs. 

 

The UP equation (delta P x delta S >= ħ) is of course correct, as it is an empirical formula. The problem is about its 

*interpretation*. 

There is a Universe which we are living in and observing. This universe has a *structure* which is *stable*, that is, many 

things about this universe are *Certain*. 

Point 1, there is an *Event Horizon (EH)* for ‘this’ universe. Anything beyond the EH can only be speculated. So, we 

should FIRST discuss the *framework (structure)* of this universe inside of the EH. 

 

Point 2, the EH is constructed mainly by *photon* which is the production of Electromagnetic interaction (governed by a 

nature constant, Alpha). Alpha is a *pure number* (dimensionless), that is, it could be a true constant. Is it truly a true 

constant? There is no reason to get into anything is not 100% certain. I will thus define an EC (Effective Certainty): 

anything is not changing during the life-time of this universe is an EC-constant. Furthermore, Alpha consists of three 

other nature constants {c (light speed), ħ (Planck constant), e (electric charge)} which are also the EC-constants. 

     e (electric charge) = (ħ c)^(1/2). 

{ħ = delta P x delta S} is not about *uncertainty* but is a *viewing window* (see http://www.prequark.org/Constant.htm 

). Then, the largest *viewing window* is (ħ c). This *certainty (Event Horizon, the ‘causal world’)* is totally defined by {ħ 

= delta P x delta S}, as EH = (ħ c) T, T is the life-span-of-this- universe. Thus, EH (event horizon) is totally certain. 

 

Point 3, if this universe is built with some fixed measuring rulers, its structure must be CERTAIN. For the EH, it is built 

with two EC measuring rulers (c, ħ), and these two rulers are locked by another EH constant e {electric charge = (ħ x c)^ 

(1/2)}. Then, 

{c, ħ, e}, the *measuring rulers*, are further locked by an EC-constant (the Alpha, a pure number, dimensionless). 

Thus, this EH (Event Horizon) is very much constructed with *certainty*, locked by two safety locks. 

 

Point 4, going beyond the EH (event horizon), why is there something rather than nothing? The answer is that the 

Nothingness is the essence while the something is the emergent, see https://medium.com/@Tienzen/here-is-the-

http://www.prequark.org/Constant.htm
https://medium.com/@Tienzen/here-is-the-correct-answer-5d1a392f700#.x9via6kfe
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correct-answer-5d1a392f700#.x9via6kfe . This {nothing to something transformation} is 100% certain. Its consequences 

are also 100% certain. 

One, it gives rise to 48 SM (Standard Model) fermions and 16 energy spaces (dark energy), see 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/48-exact-number-for-number-of.html . 

Two, it gives rise to nature constants (Cabibbo and Weinberg angles), see 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/theoretical-calculation-of-cabibbo-and.html . 

Three, the calculation for Alpha is 100% certain, see Chapter one: #how2CalculateAlpha 

Four, the UP equation {delta P x delta S >= ħ} can be precisely derived. 

The few examples above show that this universe (its EH at least) is governed by *certainty* while that certainty is based 

on the equation {ħ = delta P x delta S}. But, can this equation be derived, from something more fundamental? The 

answer is a big YES, see Chapter eight. 

 

This universe is expanding (accelerating in fact). But, where does it expand into? It expands from *HERE* to *NEXT*, and 

this is powered by the so called the *dark energy* (see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-energy-

make-universe.html ) which is described by a unified force equation. 

          F (unified force) = K ħ / (delta T * delta S), K the coupling constant. 

Then, Delta P = F * Delta T = K ħ/ Delta S 

So, delta P * delta S = Kħ >= ħ; now, this equation is *derived*, no longer as only an empirical formula.  

That is, it (UP) is not fundamental, as the unified force (UF) equation is more fundamental. However, this {delta P * delta 

S >= ħ} should be named as *Certainty-Principle*. Also see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-

energy-make-universe.html  

 

 
Figure 1: the topology of this universe 

 

https://medium.com/@Tienzen/here-is-the-correct-answer-5d1a392f700#.x9via6kfe
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/48-exact-number-for-number-of.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/theoretical-calculation-of-cabibbo-and.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-energy-make-universe.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-energy-make-universe.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-energy-make-universe.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/why-does-dark-energy-make-universe.html
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Five, the Planck CMB data on dark energy and dark mass can be PRECISELY calculated with 100% certainty, see Chapter 

two. With only *numbers* (not variables), it again show that this universe is *certain*.  

Six, how about the part of the universe which goes beyond the EH (event horizon) and how about the quantum 

entanglement? 

The center of the figure 1 is the North Pole, the outer circle is the South Pole {the entire circle (with infinite geometric 

points) is just a single point}. When we split a quantum state at North Pole and send them to point A and B. The distance 

between AB can be viewed as 2r (radius of the circle). The CAUSAL transmission between the two points takes time t = 

2r/C. Yet, in reality (nature, with quantum entanglement), the distance between AB is zero (being the same point); so 

the real transmission takes t’ = 0/C, the instantaneous, the spooky action. 

 

For two particles C and D, their causal distance CD is measured with photon, and the causal transmission time is t = 

CD/C. On the other hand, the gravity arises from each particle (C, D or E) bouncing between the real and the ghost point, 

and their distances to the ghost point (such as the South Pole) are the same regardless of their causal distances that 

CD > CE. That is, their gravity interaction strength is measured with the causal distance (1/r^2) while their transmission 

rate are all the same (for CD, CE or DE), as they are linked through the ghost point. 

Quantum entanglement is also linked via this ghost point, and thus their transmission rate is also instantaneously. 

This Real/Ghost symmetry is the base (source) for all physics laws. 

First, giving rise to SM particle zoo. 

Second, providing the calculation for nature constants. 

Third, giving rise to quantum spin (1/2 ħ). 

Fourth, giving rise to gravity and dark energy via this quantum, see https://medium.com/@Tienzen/quantum-gravity-

mystery-no-more-1d1bf39ad255#.qs69g6a58  

Fifth, the instantaneity is the FACTs for both gravity and quantum entanglement. 

 

Of course, I should still address 1) the *interpretation* issue which is mainly powered by the double-slit experiment, and 

2) the supersymmetry issue. 

Double-slit pattern is the result of waves. For sound wave, its carrying medium is air particles. For water wave, its 

carrying medium is water molecules. For the quantum wave, its carrying medium is the ‘spacetime’ itself. That is, the 

particle (such as electron, proton, etc.) are not waves themselves as they are as rigid as any steel bullet. Their wave-

patterns are produced by their carrier (the spacetime, the eternal wave). When surfers go through a nearby double-slit 

surfing contest at beach, the landing pattern will just like a wave-pattern. Please see 

(http://putnamphil.blogspot.com/2014/05/the-measurement-problem-in-

qm.html?showComment=1402087925047#c6965420756934878751 and 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2014/06/07/measuring-the-reality/ ) for more detailed discussion. Thus, the 

Schrodinger’s cat anxiety is not needed, and the ‘many world interpretation’ is totally nonsense. 

Last but not least, I should discuss the *supersymmetry* issue. Yes, there is a higher symmetry above the SM symmetry. 

Yes, there is a symmetry-partner for this SM universe. This again is the result of ħ, the quantum *spin*. For all fermions 

(with ½  ħ), they see *two* copies of universe. And, that second copy is the supersymmetry-partner of this SM universe 

(see https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2014/02/16/visualizing-the-quantum-spin/ for details). That is, the ħ is the 

‘source’ of supersymmetry which is the ‘base’ for gravity. Gravity is the force which moves the entire universe from 

“HERE” to “NEXT” (see http://www.prequark.org/Gravity.htm ), and ħ is the ‘source’ of the gravity. Quantum gravity is 

now complete. 

The {Nothing to Something transformation} is precise and certain. 

The measuring rulers are double locked, with total certainty. 

https://medium.com/@Tienzen/quantum-gravity-mystery-no-more-1d1bf39ad255#.qs69g6a58
https://medium.com/@Tienzen/quantum-gravity-mystery-no-more-1d1bf39ad255#.qs69g6a58
http://putnamphil.blogspot.com/2014/05/the-measurement-problem-in-qm.html?showComment=1402087925047#c6965420756934878751
http://putnamphil.blogspot.com/2014/05/the-measurement-problem-in-qm.html?showComment=1402087925047#c6965420756934878751
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2014/06/07/measuring-the-reality/
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2014/02/16/visualizing-the-quantum-spin/
http://www.prequark.org/Gravity.htm
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The calculations of nature constants and Planck CMB data are precise and totally certain. 

The SM particle rising rule is totally precise and certain. 

The expansion of the universe is totally precise and certain. 

 

Now, the conclusion here is that the equation {ħ = delta P x delta S} is all about *certainty*, not about uncertainty. 

PS: In addition to the above points, the quantum algebra can be a very powerful point on this issue, see 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/09/quantum-algebra-and-axiomatic-physics.html . 

Furthermore, many prominent physicists are now coming over to my camp, such as Steven Weinberg (Nobel Laureate), 

see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/01/welcome-to-camp-of-truth-nobel-laureate.html  and Gerard ’t Hooft (Nobel 

Laureate) who just showed that quantum behavior could be described with cellular automaton (totally deterministic), 

see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/08/quantum-behavior-vs-cellular-automaton.html . 

 

The last but not the least, the so-called black-hole information paradox. 

In the mid-1970s, Stephen Hawking claimed that block hole will destroy all information about what had fallen in, in 

accordance to the UP (uncertainty principle). And, this gives rise to the black-hole information paradox. Yet, in the last 

year (2015, 40 years after his claim), Hawking claimed the opposite, the information is not lost. Andrew Strominger 

(physics professor at Harvard University) explained the facts which forced Hawking to change his heart. 

Fact one, without deterministic, the laws of nature cannot manifest and stay constancy, let alone to govern this 

universe.  That is, even if UP were truly about the uncertainty, UP ITSELF must be certain (determined). If black hole 

destroys information, then this universe is not deterministic; this is a theoretical tragedy and empirical untrue. 

Fact two, if determinism breaks down in the big black hole in accordance to the UP, there should be little black holes 

popping in and out of the vacuum too under UP. Again, this is empirically untrue, and it is now ruled out by the recent 

LHC data. 

Fact three, in order to say that a symmetry implies a conservation law, you need determinism. Otherwise symmetries 

only imply conservation laws on the average. Again, this ‘average’ is empirically untrue. The conservation laws are 

precise, not just in average. 

These facts are pointed out by Strominger and Hawking (see http://blogs.scientificamerican.com/dark-star-

diaries/stephen-hawking-s-new-black-hole-paper-translated-an-interview-with-co-author-andrew-strominger/ ). After 

being wrong for over 40 years, Hawking has finally changed his heart exactly one year after I published this “Certainty 

Principle” article. 

 

 

 

Quantum algebra and axiomatic physics 
Written on September 2, 2012 

(See http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/09/quantum-algebra-and-axiomatic-physics.html ) 

 

Since 1930s, quantum mechanics was viewed as one of the two foundations for physics, more fundamental than the 

classic physics. Seemingly, without adding “quantum” in front of a physics theory, it cannot be a viable theory.  Yet, 

besides all those quantum-theories, what is the ontological essence about “quantum”? 

In general, the Uncertainty Principle can be interpreted in two descriptions. 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/09/quantum-algebra-and-axiomatic-physics.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/01/welcome-to-camp-of-truth-nobel-laureate.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/08/quantum-behavior-vs-cellular-automaton.html
http://blogs.scientificamerican.com/dark-star-diaries/stephen-hawking-s-new-black-hole-paper-translated-an-interview-with-co-author-andrew-strominger/
http://blogs.scientificamerican.com/dark-star-diaries/stephen-hawking-s-new-black-hole-paper-translated-an-interview-with-co-author-andrew-strominger/
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/09/quantum-algebra-and-axiomatic-physics.html
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One --- In the article {Ball on a Spring (Classic vs. Quantum physics), http://profmattstrassler.com/articles-and-

posts/particle-physics-basics/fields-and-their-particles-with-math/ball-on-a-spring-quantum/ }, it wrote, {A is the 

amplitude of oscillation (which we are free to choose to be as large or small as we want).  … 

In quantum mechanics, things change.  At first glance (and that’s the only glance we need, really, …) there’s really only 

one thing that changes, and that is the statement that ‘we are free to choose [the amplitude] to be as large or small as 

we want.’  It turns out this isn’t true.  And correspondingly, the energy stored in the oscillation cannot be chosen 

arbitrarily.  … 

A single quantum of oscillation wouldn’t even make the ball move by a distance of an atomic nucleus! No wonder we 

can’t observe this quantization!!  If the ball moves an amount that we can see, it has an enormous number of quanta of 

oscillation — and for such large values of n, we can make A be anything we want, as far as we can tell; …. We can’t 

measure A nearly well enough to notice such fine restrictions on its precise value.} 

 

In this description, although the quantum is the foundation, it becomes insignificant at the large scale which is ruled by 

determinism. That is, there is no conflict or contradiction between quantum facts as a foundation in a small region and 

the rule of determinism which rules the large scale.   

Strassler says again, “… Even when there are no quanta of oscillation in the oscillator at all — when n = 0 — there’s still 

some amount of energy in the oscillator.  This is called zero-point energy, and it is due to a basic jitter, a basic 

unpredictability, that is at the heart of quantum mechanics.” 

 

This shows that the “quantum zero” is seemingly significantly different from the mathematics zero which is a “static 

zero, the foundation of determinism”. In the quantum region, zero cannot be defined at a specific space-time point, and 

it can only be defined by averaging out a range of space-time points. The larger this range is, the closer the quantum 

zero approaches to the mathematics zero. The largest space-time range is this physical universe, and the quantum zero 

for it is the Cosmology constant, which is the best known measured “Physical zero”, a non-zero zero to be exact.  Again, 

there is no conflict or contradiction between the quantum zero and the determinism (the mathematics zero). 

Furthermore, no any kind of quantum dancing is able to help the quantum zero escaping from the confinement of the 

deterministic zero. 

 

Two --- UP (uncertainty principle) can be stated with the following statement. 

Statement A --- Quantum mechanics doesn't allow us to predict anything else than probabilities. So there's always some 

uncertainty about the answer to the question. 

If statement A is absolute, then it itself is a statement of determinism. If we add a statement B, 

Statement B --- The validity of statement A depends on a probability. 

Then, is the system of “statement A + statement B” absolute? 

 

In fact, regardless of how many statements are added to the above, there is no way of any kind (even by God) to 

construct a Quantum-system to escape from the grip of the determinism at the end.  I call this “quantum-ness paradox”. 

 

With the two points above, it is clear that the important-ness of quantum-ness was over hyped in the past 80 years. I 

can show this more with the following three points. 

A. Quantum algebra: 

In mathematics, sugar + sugar = more sugar, and one apple + one apple = two apples (not two oranges). But, in quantum 

algebra, there is a significantly different rule. 

               Quantum + quantum = deterministic, such as, 

http://profmattstrassler.com/articles-and-posts/particle-physics-basics/fields-and-their-particles-with-math/ball-on-a-spring-quantum/
http://profmattstrassler.com/articles-and-posts/particle-physics-basics/fields-and-their-particles-with-math/ball-on-a-spring-quantum/
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       Quantum particle + quantum particle = deterministic particle, for examples, 

                   Proton + electron = hydrogen atom 

                  Hydrogen atom + hydrogen atom = hydrogen molecule 

                   Two hydrogen molecules + one oxygen atom = water (wholly deterministic). 

In fact, any kind of quantum dancing (fields, operators, etc.) will eventually lead to the determinism, and there is no way 

escape from it. It does not take too many steps to erase the quantum-ness. 

B. All-important quantum parameters can be derived in the axiomatic physics deterministically. 

The most important quantum parameters for the construction of this universe are the Cabibbo angle, the Weinberg 

angle and the Fine structure constant (Alpha).  And, they can all be derived deterministically in the axiomatic physics. 

Please read the article {Axiomatic physics, the revolutionary physics 

epistemology, http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/05/axiomatic-physics-revolutionary-physics.html } for details. 

C. Both proton and neutron must be Turing computers in order to give rise to a biologic universe. Please read the article 

{Quantum behavior vs. the Cellular Automaton determinism, http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/08/quantum-

behavior-vs-cellular-automaton.html } for details. 

With the five points above, I have concluded that the quantum-ness is only a naughty child of the supreme Daddy of 

Axiomatic physics.  

 

 

 

Arbitrariness and the final unification in physics 
Written on April 7, 2012 

(See http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/arbitrariness-and-final-unification-in.html ) 

 

In a nutshell, physics is a science which studies three parameters; the space, the time and the mass. Now, the LHC is 

probing these three parameters from inside of the proton which can be viewed as a micro-copy of the big universe. 

 

Yet, these three physics parameters are intuitively known by the people before the modern physics. Furthermore, they 

were arbitrarily defined by the human conveniences. It was quite straight forward to define the time by using the spin of 

the Earth, and the unit (in second) was also arbitrarily chosen as [1/ (60x60x24) of an Earth’s spin duration]. The length 

(in meter) was also chosen with a convenience, an arbitrarily chosen friction of the estimated distance between the 

poles of the Earth.  The mass was also defined with an arbitrarily chosen metal slug. However, we are now probing the 

space, time and mass inside of the protons with those arbitrarily chosen units. 

 

While these three parameters are the fundamental bases for constructing a universe by Nature, why are they able 

arbitrarily defined by us? The answer is very simply. Any arbitrary acts of ours can never mess up the “absoluteness” of 

the Nature design. Those three “Nature” parameters must be “locked” by Nature with an anchor lock. And, I have 

showed that there is, indeed, an “anchor lock” in the article (LHC and the knowledge-based physics, 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/03/lhc-and-knowledge-based-phyiscs.html ). 

 

With this anchor lock (Alpha, the Electron Fine Structure Constant), the entire “Universe” is fully defined. Thus, the 

physics underneath of this anchor lock will be the rock bottom physics for the entire universe. 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/05/axiomatic-physics-revolutionary-physics.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/08/quantum-behavior-vs-cellular-automaton.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/08/quantum-behavior-vs-cellular-automaton.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/arbitrariness-and-final-unification-in.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/03/lhc-and-knowledge-based-phyiscs.html
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First, this anchor lock (Alpha) is a dimensionless pure number, that is, it is independent from the chosen units of its three 

parameters [electric charge (e), light speed (c) and Planck constant (h-bar)].   Thus, we can define the three units (length, 

second and mass) arbitrarily, with our conveniences. 

Second, as the anchor lock for these three parameters (e, c, h-bar), its value (Alpha) must be the direct consequence of 

the physics which define these three parameters. Yet, these three parameters are known via our test data, that is, they 

are defined in terms of “operations”, without any theoretical bases. 

 

As I have showed a theoretical calculation for Alpha (Electron Fine Structure Constant) in a previous post, I will show the 

theoretical bases for each of those parameters. In the next post, I will show the theoretical definition for “mass”. 

 

References: 

Quantum behavior vs. the Cellular Automaton determinism, see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/08/quantum-

behavior-vs-cellular-automaton.html   
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Chapter thirteen:  Nowhere to run! 
Written on June 8, 2012 

(See http://tienzen.blogspot.com/2012/06/nowhere-to-run.html ) 

 

Most of scientists believe that “Science is not about beliefs but is about facts and explanations.” Yet, Thomas Samuel 

Kuhn (philosopher of science) held a contrasting view “That we judge the quality of a theory (and its treatment of the 

evidence) by comparing it to a paradigmatic theory.” That is, science judges a theory not about its merits or its 

evidences. Science is not about facts but is about beliefs on a paradigm. 

 

 
 

 

As scientific revolutions involve a revision to existing scientific belief or practice (the paradigm), science in general 

ignores and discredits any revolutionary ideas. Kuhn's view is that during normal science scientists neither test nor seek 

to confirm the guiding theories of their disciplinary matrix [paradigm]. Nor do they regard anomalous results as falsifying 

those theories.  … Rather, anomalies are ignored or explained away if at all possible. It is only the accumulation of 

http://tienzen.blogspot.com/2012/06/nowhere-to-run.html
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particularly troublesome anomalies that poses a serious problem for the existing disciplinary matrix (one that 

undermines the practice of normal science, a widespread failure in such confidence) giving rise to a ‘crisis’. 

 

Yet, the truth and facts are sitting there silently, and science can never go around them. There is no place for science to 

run but to face those facts squarely sooner or later. The followings are those simple facts. 

1. The Prequark Chromodynamics (http://www.prequark.org/ ) simply reproduces the entire fermion universe.  

2. The “Super Unified Theory” (SUT) simply gives a better (but correct) explanation for the electroweak symmetry 

breaking (http://tienzen.blogspot.com/2012/05/neutron-decay-occams-razor.html ). 

3. The SUT simply provides theoretical calculations for Cabibbo angle (θc), Weinberg angle (θW) and the Alpha (the 

electron fine structure constant), http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/05/higgs-boson-bad-idea-part-four.html . To 

calculate these three independent parameters with a single thread is either a result of the facts or a miracle.  

4. The “accelerating expansion of Universe” is a direct consequence of this SUT, 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/nobel-prize-2011-accelerating-expansion.html . 

5. “No fourth generation matter” is again a direct consequence of the SUT, http://tienzen.blogspot.com/2012/05/three-

and-only-three-generations-of.html . 

 

These facts above can never be gone around by any means.   

 

 

 

Silent truth, blocking all detour attempts 
Written October 19, 2013 

(http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/10/silent-truth-blocking-all-detour.html ) 

 

Henry Gee, a senior editor at Nature penned a piece entitled, “Science: the religion that must not be questioned 

(http://www.theguardian.com/science/occams-corner/2013/sep/19/science-religion-not-be-

questioned?commentpage=1 )”. His conclusion is, {Why is this? The answer, I think, is that those who are scientists, or 

who pretend to be scientists, cling to the mantle of a kind of religious authority. And as anyone who has tried to 

comment on religion has discovered, there is no such thing as criticism. There is only blasphemy.} 

 

Truth sits here silently, blocking all detour attempts. Anyone who is sincerely seeking for truth must face this silently 

sitting truth squarely. Any those self-proclaimed religious-like authorities will simply fade away into the trash in history. 

The Alpha equation is a simple truth *checkable* by every 8th grader. Yet, the physics underneath this equation sits 

there silently, blocking all detour attempts. No one can go over, go under or go around it. See Chapter one: 

#how2CalculateAlpha. 

 

http://www.prequark.org/
http://tienzen.blogspot.com/2012/05/neutron-decay-occams-razor.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/05/higgs-boson-bad-idea-part-four.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/nobel-prize-2011-accelerating-expansion.html
http://tienzen.blogspot.com/2012/05/three-and-only-three-generations-of.html
http://tienzen.blogspot.com/2012/05/three-and-only-three-generations-of.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/10/silent-truth-blocking-all-detour.html
http://www.theguardian.com/science/occams-corner/2013/sep/19/science-religion-not-be-questioned?commentpage=1
http://www.theguardian.com/science/occams-corner/2013/sep/19/science-religion-not-be-questioned?commentpage=1
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Indeed, the new era is defined by dark mass and the dark energy which requires a conceptual revolution in physics. One 

revolution is about the mass-charge which gives our own mass. This mass-charge is described in a Pimple model. The 

details of this model is available at  

http://profmattstrassler.com/2013/09/16/a-quantum-gravity-cosmology-conference/#comment-86056 , 

http://www.preposterousuniverse.com/blog/2013/09/16/dark-energy-detectives/#comment-7295910552604271829 , 

and 

http://physicsfocus.org/katie-mack-space-station-ams-detector-has-not-found-dark-matter-despite-what-some-media-

reports-say/#comment-3232  

Truth sits here silently, blocking all detour attempts. No one can go over, go under or go around it.  

 

 

 

Welcome to the camp of truth! Nobel Laureate Steven Weinberg 
Written on January 25, 2013 

 (See http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/01/welcome-to-camp-of-truth-nobel-laureate.html ) 

 

The papabear, Nobel Laureate Steven Weinberg, published a new book "Lectures on Quantum Mechanics, ISBN-13: 978-

1107028722" on November 30, 2012, and it is a textbook, suited to a one-year graduate course on Quantum Mechanics.  

One passage of the book which is quoted widely among physics blogs is, {My own conclusion (not universally shared) is 

that today there is no interpretation of quantum mechanics that does not have serious flaws, and that we ought to take 

seriously the possibility of finding some more satisfactory other theory, to which quantum mechanics is merely a good 

approximation.} 

Although I have advocated this view since 1980, the most recent articles which are available online were posted in April 

2012 (six months before Weinberg’s book).  The axiomatic physics (the satisfactory other theory that Weinberg is 

looking for) is more fundamental than Quantum Mechanics. The followings are a few of them.  

http://profmattstrassler.com/2013/09/16/a-quantum-gravity-cosmology-conference/#comment-86056
http://www.preposterousuniverse.com/blog/2013/09/16/dark-energy-detectives/#comment-7295910552604271829
http://physicsfocus.org/katie-mack-space-station-ams-detector-has-not-found-dark-matter-despite-what-some-media-reports-say/#comment-3232
http://physicsfocus.org/katie-mack-space-station-ams-detector-has-not-found-dark-matter-despite-what-some-media-reports-say/#comment-3232
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/01/welcome-to-camp-of-truth-nobel-laureate.html
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a. Axiomatic physics, the final physics (APRIL 28, 2012, http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/axiomatic-physics-final-

physics.html ). 

b. Axiomatic physics, the revolutionary physics epistemology (MAY 1, 2012, 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/05/axiomatic-physics-revolutionary-physics.html ). 

c. Quantum behavior vs. the Cellular Automaton determinism (AUGUST 16, 2012, 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/08/quantum-behavior-vs-cellular-automaton.html ). 

In fact, the Copenhagen Interpretation of QM expressed the Principle of Complementarity. Yet, the more fundamental 

principle is the Principle of Mutual Immanence which was discussed at http://www.prequark.org/Overview.htm#Mut , 

which was posted online in February 1996.  

Steven Weinberg did not escape from G-theory. 

 

 

 

The cyclic universes (C-multiverses) 
Written on November 02, 2016 

http://vixra.freeforums.org/the-cyclic-universes-c-multiverses-t839.html ) 

 

On 09/07/2016, Paul Steinhardt gave a colloquium at Fermilab, advocating the {ekpyrotic cyclic models and anamorphic 

cosmology}. 

The cyclic universe (C-multiverses) with different initial conditions while having the same physics laws and nature 

constants is the central point in the book “Super Unified Theory; ISBN 9780916713010, US Copyright number TX 1-323-

231”.  

 
The simultaneous-coexist-multiverse (S-multiverse, with different physics laws and nature constants) is totally wrong. 

And, it (S-multiverse) can of course be ruled out although by definition that those other universes are unobservable 

from ‘this’ universe, see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/10/multiverse-bubbles-are-now-all-burst-by.html . 

Paul Steinhardt did not escape from G-theory. 

 

 

 

Accelerating expansion of universe was predicted in 1984 
Written on October 7, 2011 

(See http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/nobel-prize-2011-accelerating-expansion.html ) 

 

The Nobel Prize in Physics 2011 was awarded for the work on "the discovery of the accelerating expansion of the 

Universe through observations of distant supernovae”. 

Yet, the driving force behind the acceleration is unknown in the mainstream physics; it is guessed as vacuum energy (in 

this context called dark energy).  

In fact, that this universe is expanding with acceleration was predicted on page 42 of the book “Super Unified Theory” 

(ISBN 0-916713-02-4, Copyright # TX 1-323-231, Library of Congress Catalog Card Number 84-90325. 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/axiomatic-physics-final-physics.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/axiomatic-physics-final-physics.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/05/axiomatic-physics-revolutionary-physics.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/08/quantum-behavior-vs-cellular-automaton.html
http://www.prequark.org/Overview.htm#Mut
http://vixra.freeforums.org/the-cyclic-universes-c-multiverses-t839.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/10/multiverse-bubbles-are-now-all-burst-by.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/nobel-prize-2011-accelerating-expansion.html
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Accelerating expansion of universe did not escape from G-theory. 

 

 
 

Two thumbs up 
(See http://vixra.freeforums.org/two-thumbs-up-t829.html ) 

 

Strings 2016 (http://ymsc.tsinghua.edu.cn:8090/strings/ ) held at Tsinghua University, Beijing China (from August 1 to 5, 

2016); my Protégé Dr. Li xiaojian (Professor of North China University of Technology, Beijing, 100144, China) discussed 

my {G-string theory} with David Gross, James Sully and others. David Gross gave two thumbs up. 

http://vixra.freeforums.org/two-thumbs-up-t829.html
http://ymsc.tsinghua.edu.cn:8090/strings/
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David Gross cannot escape from G-theory. 

 

 

 

 

Vision Eulogy: the post checkmate temper tantrum fit 
Written on August 26, 2016 

(See https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/08/26/vision-eulogy-the-post-checkmate-temper-tantrum-fit/ ) 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/08/26/vision-eulogy-the-post-checkmate-temper-tantrum-fit/
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Dr. David Gross (Nobel laureate) gave a “Vision speech” on August 5, 2016 at {Strings 2016 conference 

(http://ymsc.tsinghua.edu.cn:8090/strings/ ) held at Tsinghua University, Beijing China}. 

 

 

 
 

It not only is a great eulogy for String theory but is an ‘unconditional surrender declaration’ for the mainstream physics. 

This eulogy/declaration consists of only three simple points. 

 

Point one, a framework is a hodgepodge, can rot but not be falsified. 

 

 
  

Point two, String-theory is a framework, a big hodgepodge. 

http://ymsc.tsinghua.edu.cn:8090/strings/
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Point three, mainstream physics is trapped in a triangle hellfire dungeon, with no way out. 

 
  

The first two points are the compliments of String theory in a nice eulogy. The last point is the total surrender 

declaration for the mainstream physics, being imprisoned in the hellfire dungeon by four guarding curses: 

#how2CalculateAlpha 

#how2CalculatePlanckCMBdata 

#how2CalculateHiggsbosonMass 
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#how2CalculateCosmologyConstant 

  

The mainstream’s hope relies on finding some new particles (SUSY, WIMPs, Extra dimensions, sterile neutrinos, etc.), but 

that hope was crashed by the 2016 data from {LHC, LUX, IceCube, etc.}. Furthermore, any more data from LHC will help 

very little, as the discovery rate will decrease exponentially, see graph below. 

 
 

That is, the entire mainstream BSM is now dead. There is no hope of any kind for the mainstream physics to escape 

from the imprisonment of the Hellfire dungeon via the help from mainstream BSM. 

Fortunately, all those four curses are removed by the G-string quantum-gravity. 
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#how2CalculateAlpha: http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/alpha-fine-structure-constant-mystery.html   

#how2CalculatePlanckCMBdata: https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2015/04/22/dark-energydark-mass-the-silent-

truth/   

#how2CalculateHiggsbosonMass: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/before-lhc-run-2-begins-enough-jeh-tween-gong   

#how2CalculateCosmologyConstant: https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/04/24/entropy-quantum-gravity-

cosmology-constant/   

 

Now, the guarding curses of the hellfire dungeon which imprisons the mainstream physics are removed. The 

mainstream physics is now rescued, see https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/08/13/mainstream-physics-rescued-

from-the-hellfire-dungeon/ . 

 

Yet, on a {15 year old “SUSY Bet” settlement event in Copenhagen on August 22, 2016}, most of the “SUSY Bet” losers 

(including Dr. David Gross) are still clinging on their SUSY-undead. 

{“In the absence of any positive experimental evidence for supersymmetry,” Gross said, “it’s a good time to scare the 

hell out of the young people in the audience and tell them: ‘Don’t follow your elders. … Go out and look for something 

new and crazy and powerful and different. Different, especially.’ That’s definitely a good lesson. But I’m too old for 

that.”} 

Gross is obviously going through the {first stage of grief}, the denial and giving up. Other deniers are more aggressive, 

proclaiming the {underdetermination} of the current situation. But, with the removing the three curses, the 

{underdetermination} of physics is no more, see https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/08/20/underdetermination-

of-physics-is-no-more/ . 

 

The post checkmate temper tantrum fit: 

There are three checkmates on the mainstream physics: 

One, the three unreachable curses (in Gross speech). 

Two, the 2016 data (LHC, LUX, IceCube), especially on M-string theory, SUSY and WIMPs, etc. 

SUSY was only a wild goose idea at the beginning. Then, it became an essential CONSEQUENCE of M-string theory. 

Finally, it becomes the hope for solving the dark mass issue. Yet, SUSY is now checkmated by the 2016 data. 

Three, the G-string rescue: the G-string is not different from M-string in degree but is in kind. The foundation of G-string 

is completely different from the entire mainstream physics. The mainstream physics is phenomenologically based while 

the G-string is First Principle (axiomatic) based.  Yet, as the only theory being able to remove the first checkmate (the 

three hellfire dungeon curses), the G-string rescue becomes the final checkmate on the mainstream physics. 

 

Now, we have a classic post checkmate temper tantrum fit. 

First, the denial: String (M-string) theory is a framework, can rot but not falsifiable. 

Second, placing the blame: String (M-string) is innocent as the entire PHYSICS is imprisoned by the three curses. 

Third, self-excuse:  {… the young people … Go out and look for something new and crazy …}, that is, I am smart but not 

crazy. Don’t blame on me. 

Four, giving up: {But I’m too old for that.} 

Five, making a religion: the TRUTH in religion can be ordained without the concerning of evidences of any kind (empirical 

or rational). Now, John Ellis (a prominent theoretical physicist at CERN) has ‘also’ announced that no matter what the 

LHC says, he’s not giving up on SUSY. See, http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/the-hope-of-susy-parousia.html . 

 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/alpha-fine-structure-constant-mystery.html
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2015/04/22/dark-energydark-mass-the-silent-truth/
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2015/04/22/dark-energydark-mass-the-silent-truth/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/before-lhc-run-2-begins-enough-jeh-tween-gong
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/04/24/entropy-quantum-gravity-cosmology-constant/
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/04/24/entropy-quantum-gravity-cosmology-constant/
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/08/13/mainstream-physics-rescued-from-the-hellfire-dungeon/
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/08/13/mainstream-physics-rescued-from-the-hellfire-dungeon/
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/08/20/underdetermination-of-physics-is-no-more/
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/08/20/underdetermination-of-physics-is-no-more/
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/the-hope-of-susy-parousia.html
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Yet, the real and final CHECKMATE is the G-string rescue; that is, the MAINSTREAM theoretical physics in the past 50 

years is totally wrong, a total trash. Tens thousands of great physicists were simply wasting their lives away and wasting 

billions of tax payers money away. The post checkmate temper tantrum fit on this will be like this: 

 

 
 

After the {anger and depression}, David Gross (and all others) will definitely get a upward turn, as my Protégé Dr. Li 

xiaojian (Professor of North China University of Technology, Beijing, 100144, China) had showed this “G-string rescue” to 

Dr. David Gross and others. 

See https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/08/13/mainstream-physics-rescued-from-the-hellfire-dungeon/  

 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/08/13/mainstream-physics-rescued-from-the-hellfire-dungeon/
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See https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/08/26/vision-eulogy-the-post-checkmate-temper-tantrum-fit/   
 

 

 

 

Topology and the final physics 
June 1, 2012 

(See http://tienzen.blogspot.com/2012/06/topology-and-final-physics.html ) 

 

In the article {25 Years of Topological Quantum Field Theory, 

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=4727 }, it wrote, “It occurred to me today that right about now is 

the time someone should have chosen as the date for a celebration of the 25th anniversary of the birth of the idea of 

‘Topological Quantum Field Theory’ [in May 1987], as well as some much less well-known ideas about the relationship of 

QFT and mathematics that still await full investigation.” 

 

Topology is one key point in the “Super Unified Theory” (ISBN 0-916713-02-4, Copyright # TX 1-323-231, Library of 

Congress Catalog Card Number 84-90325). The chapter nine of the book is about “Unilogy” (page 70 – 74), a special 

topology for our cosmos.  That is, the topology as a key part in physics is a bit longer than 25 years.  

 

Yet, there are two big differences between this Unilogy and the topological QFT. 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/08/26/vision-eulogy-the-post-checkmate-temper-tantrum-fit/
http://tienzen.blogspot.com/2012/06/topology-and-final-physics.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=4727
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1. In topology, a ball cannot be transformed into a donut. Yet this transformation happens in nature, and this is the 

direct consequence of Unilogy. 

2. The Unilogy led the final super unification of the final physics while the topological QFT did not provide any guideline 

to the Standard Model (SM) as we are still testing the SM at LHC. See the article {Predictions from Axiomatic physics, 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/05/predictions-from-axiomatic-physics.html }. 

Topological Quantum Field Theory did not escape from the G-theory. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/05/predictions-from-axiomatic-physics.html
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Some interactions with the mainstream physics community. 
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Volume two: Life-TOE 
 

What is life? Life’s spectrum is very wide, from virus to super intelligent human. But, it has some shared traits: 

One, reproduction and metabolism, 

Two, having four codes (A, C, T, G) only for all their DNA/RNA, 

Three, sharing a single ecosystem. 

 

Yet, in this book, the emphases are on two points: 

First, the origin (the base and life rising mechanism) of life, see Chapter seventeen. 

Second, the highest expressions of life: intelligence and consciousness.  

 

 

Key Mission of Life 
Written on September 2, 2013 

(See https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/02/key-mission-of-life/ ) 

 

@Phil Gibbs: “If you think that life arises naturally no matter what the parameters of physics are then you would expect 

life to take a very diverse range of forms. …  I mean that there should be different solutions to the chemistry of life that 

work on other planets. … If we find that all higher lifeforms on other planets uses these same processes then we can be 

sure that physics is fine-tuned for life.” 

This is the issue of massive confusion entanglements on “multiverse, preciseness and fine-tuning”. 

First, even with a set of absolute precise laws of life (with “zero” wiggling room), there will still have zillions of different 

human faces, as there are zillions different boundary conditions. The absolute preciseness of a law will not necessarily 

kill the diversity of the boundary conditions. 

Second, the “chemistry” of life is a very high “tier”-expression of life. The laws of life underlie many tiers below the 

chemistry. I will discuss only two laws of life here. 

      1. The “key” mission of life is about “individuality”, that is, distinguishing a self from the others. Even the “identical” 

twins are two “individuals”. When virus replicates into two in a  cell, there are two individual viruses. There is a “four 

color theorem” which is able to produce zillions “distinguishable” balls. Thus, the life of “this” universe uses “four color 

codes, the (A. G, T, C)” as a way for the manifestation of the essence of life (the individuality). Thus, 

        Law of life (1) in “this” universe —- the essence of life (the individuality) is expressed with the “four color 

theorem”. 

    2. The key functions of life (reproduction and/or metabolism) are carried out by processing information. Any 

information can be processed with a computing device, such as the Turing computer, the abacus or a set of counting 

straws. Thus, 

        Law of life (2) in “this” universe —- life must carry a computing device. 

If a life in the (multiverse + 1)th-verse, 

a. not about “individuality”, such as, only  as a gigantic blob for the whole-verse, 

b. not using 4-color-theorem for individuality but using another way (not available and/or known in “this” universe) for 

the manifestation of individuality, 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/02/key-mission-of-life/
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c. needs no computing device or uses a device not available (or known) in “this” universe, (note, the life of this universe 

uses “Turing”-computer as the computing device, see http://www.prequark.org/Biolife.htm ). 

then, that (multiverse + 1)th-verse life is “different” from the life of “this” universe. Otherwise, it will be no different 

from the life of “this” universe even if it is “silver”-based instead of the carbon-based life of this universe, as they two 

are still governed by the same two laws of life. 

 

So, that the life forms (high or low) in the other -verse use these same (or completely different) processes (on chemistry 

level) as in “this” universe needs not to be the consequence of any “tuning”. 

Furthermore, any-verse is governed only by some measuring rulers (which are the sources for the axiomatic expressions 

of laws). Those rulers are “nature-constants” for that any-verse. Yet, there must be a “lock” to lock those rulers 

absolutely tight. In the case of “this” universe, the “final lock” is the Alpha (electron fine structure constant). 

If the (multiverse + 1)th-verse uses four rulers (instead of three), such as (Turtle-speed, dog-charge, tail-spin and the 

whatnot-else), is it different from “this” universe, that is, not a part of this universe? 

The answer is in its “lock”. If its lock is different from our “Alpha”, then, it is definitely not a part of “this” universe. If its 

lock is also a dimensionless number with the numeric value identical to Alpha of “this” universe, then it is still a part of 

this universe even if it has completely different “measuring rulers” (the nature-constants). Multiverse or not is not 

about those zillion parameter spaces but is about the “lock”. If the locks are different, there are different-verses. The 

“Lock-physics” ends the story. 

Reference: 

The fermion universe can be expressed as {Red, Yellow, Blue, White, G1, G2, G3} 7-codes, and the base (necessary 

condition) for consciousness is also described with a 7-code language, see 

http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/12/23/free-will-skepticism-and-its-implications-an-argument-for-optimism-

part-2/comment-page-2/#comment-10472  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.prequark.org/Biolife.htm
http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/12/23/free-will-skepticism-and-its-implications-an-argument-for-optimism-part-2/comment-page-2/#comment-10472
http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/12/23/free-will-skepticism-and-its-implications-an-argument-for-optimism-part-2/comment-page-2/#comment-10472
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Chapter fourteen: about intelligence 
Written in 2010 

(See http://www.prebabel.info/aintel.htm ) 

 

I will not define what "intelligence" is with any terms. I will defined it by working on some intelligent tasks and, thus, to 

show that what intelligence is in the process. I am using a well-known problem in AI (artificial intelligence), the Bongard 

problem, as the example. The following is a chaotic system with only 36 (a very small number) members.  

 

a. A Small Chaotic System 

 

A chaotic system with 36 members 

   

  

 

 

 
 

  

 

 

   
  

 
 

 
 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

b. The Acts of Intelligence 

 

As you (the reader) are an intelligent being and facing a very small system above, what are you going to do (the 

http://www.prebabel.info/aintel.htm
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interaction between an intelligent being with an arbitrary system)? Nothing, it will be fine, and your intelligence is simply 

inactive. If you are willing to do something, then what? What does your intelligence want to do with this system?  

 

Now, we know that an "active" intelligence must have an "intention", wants to do something.  

But, doing what? With the above example, a fun thing could be trying to find some orders in it.  

 

 Let us start with the graph (1, 1). It has three triangles and one circle which encloses one triangle. By a choice, I would 

like to see whether or not any other graphs also have this special feature, a circle enclosing a triangle. By simply 

scanning all graphs, I find five more of them.  

 
 

Now, let us look at the graph (1, 2). It has three little "o"s spreading around a figure. Again, are there other graphs also 
having this feature? Here, they are.  

 
 

How about the graph (1, 3)? It has three identical lines and .... If we choose the "three identical" as our searching 
criterion, the following is our answer.  
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Then, we can easily group the remaining graphs into three more groups with the above procedure.  
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Now, we have organized the chaotic system of 36 members into a six group system. Can we reduce it any further? What 

should be the criterion for this further reduction? Any arbitrary grouping can be done without any intelligence. The 

"smart" way will be to group them if they are similar while also different. With this criterion, the 6 groups can be further 

reduced into three groups, as below.  
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These three are the well-known Bongard problems --- what is the major difference between the left group from the 

right? I will not give the answers of them here. In fact, the readers should already know those answers by now. That is, 

the answer of any problem is embedded in the manifestation process of that problem.  

 

I. Intelligence Exactly, Here It Is 

With the above exercise, we, now, know exactly what the intelligence is. 

a. It must be an intention. Any intelligence which has no intention is not intelligence. 
b. There must be some tasks for that intention. 
c. There must be some methods to accomplish those tasks. 

 

Now, many AI programs can perform many intelligent tasks. But, they are not intelligence if the intention of performing 

those tasks is not spontaneous from the programs. Any well-defined intelligent problems or tasks can always be carried 

out with a formal system procedure which is mechanic, not intelligence. Thus, the intelligence must be, 

i. a spontaneous intention. 
ii. some tasks identified by that spontaneous intention. 

iii. some methods to accomplish those tasks. 
 

When an intelligence encounters with one situation, it has only two choices, does nothing or does something. However, 

if there are millions ways of identifying the tasks of a situation and millions methods of accomplishing these tasks, then 

the chance for us to reproduce intelligence (as AI) is not very good. On the other hand, if these two issues are as simple 

as 1, 2 and 3 for all situations, then AI is definitely possible.  

 

In fact, there is one and only one task for "any" intelligence, finding "orders" from a situation. And, there is one and only 
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one method to perform the above task, finding the "commonality" among differences. These facts not only allow the 

rising of intelligence but make AI possible.  

 

From the above example, it is very clear that the commonness and the difference are mutually immanent to each other. 

By "only" finding the commonality, the differences are sieved out automatically. An invading virus must find a host's 

enzyme which is "similar" enough to its own to begin the process of replicating its own DNA for a successful invasion.  

 

And, the sole task (finding some orders) of any intelligence is to construct a FGL system (Formal, Godel and Life system) 

for any situation of which it encounters. Thus, this task of intelligence is identical to the task of linguistics, which is 

described in detail in the paper "The Linguistics Space (I) -- the Life System," available at 

http://www.prebabel.info/lifesys.htm .  

 

II. Types of Intelligence 

a. Zombie Principle and the Intuitive Intelligence 

 

In fact, there are two types of intelligence. For every well-defined intelligent task, it can always be carried out with a 

corresponding "formal system," which can be wholly processed with a computer program. This kind of intelligence 

becomes a zombie as soon as such a program is written. Now, we have a zombie principle.  

 

Zombie Principle -- there is intelligence which is not reachable by zombie. 

 

One such an intelligence which evades the capture by zombie is the intuitive intelligence. From our previous discussion, 

every system (however chaotic it is) can always be formalized wholly or partially. Thus, by definition, the intuitive 

intelligence cannot easily be "wholly" formalized. It has some parts which evade the formalization, and it has, at least, 

the following capabilities. 

1. It can get a correct answer 95% of the time while 50% or more of the relevant data is lacking. 
2. It can get a correct decision 95% of the time while 50% of the relevant answers are unavailable.  

Currently, there are some probabilistic and statistical methods for learning and uncertain reasoning, such as, 
Bayesian network or hierarchical temporal memory method. However, they are all formal systems; a zombie 
that is. 

3. It can go against the formal reasons. 
4. It can make choice among contradictions. 
5. etc.. 

 

In fact, the human intelligence consists of three parts, 

A. Formal system -- logic and computable. A brute force computation can always perform this task. 
B. Consciousness -- an awareness of the boundary between a self and others. This awareness arises from, 

o a process of ad infinitum self-referential loop (Godel process), 
o the process of renormalization which establishes a finitude (a boundary) by terminating the ad 

infiniteness. 
C. Free will intention -- behaviors are the outcomes of intentions, and most of behaviors can be achieved by some 

brute force computation. A pool of intentions (mimic of free will intention) can also be pre-programmed with a 
bootstrapping learning procedure. Yet, the true free will intention can never be formalized. 

http://www.prebabel.info/lifesys.htm
http://www.prebabel.info/lifesys.htm
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b. The Zombie Boundary 

During the past 50 years, the zombie boundary has advanced forward with an amazing speed. And that boundary will be 

significantly different from what we know today ten years from now.  

Yet, the key point of this boundary is about that some intelligence is very difficult to be formalized. The meaning of this 

boundary will become much clearer after we understood the hardware for the intelligence.  

 

III. The Hardware for Intelligence 

a. The Intelligence Process 

For the current AI, the hardware is computer with chip and hard disk (HD) memory. For bio-life, the hardware is a brain.  

 

With our understanding on intelligence, as, 

1. a spontaneous intention for doing a task on any encountered situation, 
2. the sole task which is to construct a FGL system for that situation and makes a decision with that analysis, 
3. the sole method for the task which is to find commonality in FGL and in matching it with the objectives of 

intelligence. 
 

Then, what kinds of Hardware are needed for the above? In FGL, it has the following systems. 

A. Formal system -- it is computable. So, a computer is needed. 
B. Godel system -- it is self-referential loops to ad infinitum. The same information is processed in many different 

ways, that is, it is viewed in many different angles. Thus, a memory is needed to record all these different views.  
There are, at least, two tiers for any task. 

o analyzing the situation, the FGL(I) 
o analyzing a decision, the FGL(II) --- every intelligence has a set of internal parameters. The analysis of 

FGL(I) will result a set of values from its variables. A decision for the situation can be made by 
intelligence by comparing the commonality or similarity of these two sets of values. 

These form a self-referential loop, and this process can go ad infinitum. However, it will always top-out for an 

intelligence. 

C. Life system -- 
o Contradictions arise in all situations. These contradictions must be evaluated equally. They must co-exist 

in FGL, that is, mutually immanent to each other. Thus, a mutual immanent machine (mechanism) is 
needed. 

o Many situations encompass infinities and infinite chaos. These infinities and chaos must be 
renormalized. Thus, a renormalization machine (mechanism) is needed. 

 

Among the AI theories, one of them believes that the intelligence emerges spontaneously (the strong emergence) from 

a hierarchy building while the lowest system (and all its members) has no intelligence. Yet, all (each and every) 

hierarchies of the world are built by self-referential loops or the similarity transformations of fractal, without an 

exception.  

For example, a car factory has many tiers of hierarchy. 

1. All parts and machines are for the making of cars. 
2. All workers are for the making of cars. 
3. All managers are for the quality and production of cars. 
4. All VPs are for the managing the finance of making cars. 
5. All shareholders are for the profit from making the cars. 
6. etc. 
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In fact, every level is about cars, and they process the same set of information over and over, perhaps from a different 

angle and prospective; no strong emergence.  

 

b. The Hardware of Intelligence 

For a feature X, the higher hierarchy has higher complexity for X, that is, X is more fully expressed in the higher 

hierarchy. However, there is no chance for the emergence of X if no such a X to begin with. Of course, that who creates 

this X is not an issue in this paper. My interest here is to find or to show the Hardware which "carry" the intelligence Xs, 

not about how the Xs are created.  

 

1. A Turing computer -- we need a Turing computer at the bottom of intelligence. Only by computing, the 
commonness can be compared in a computable world, the formal system.  
In fact, this Turing computer is an innate feature of elementary particles, proton and neutron. Please read the 
article "The Rise of Biological Life," at http://www.prequark.org/Biolife.htm.  

2. A memory machine with a re-call memory ability -- Memory is needed for constructing hierarchies. A re-call 
memory is needed to analyze those hierarchies.  
Please read the article "The Intelligence Machine," at http://www.prequark.org/inte001.htm.  

3. A mutual immanence machine -- the opposites (or contradictions) must accommodate each other.  
The sex mechanism is a mutual immanent machine. Please read the article "Sexevolution," at 
http://sexevolution.wikia.com/wiki/Sexevolution_Wiki  

4. A renormalization machine -- If there is "one" way to capture the infinity, infinity can always be renormalized.  
Please read the article "How to Think About the Unprovable and the Unthinkable," at 
http://www.prequark.org/think01.htm. 

 

With these hardware, intelligence is no longer a rootless concept, coming out of the blue.  

 

c. Two Types of Memory 

We all know that there are two types of memory machines. 

 Chip - Hard Disk (CPHD), 
 Neuron. 

There are significant differences between these two types of memory machines. 

1. Re-call ability 
o Neuron -- spontaneously. Read the article "The Intelligence Machine," at 

http://www.prequark.org/inte001.htm 
o CPHD -- called by an external program 

2. Date type 
o Neuron -- the data itself is an intelligence program which can call "other" data by itself. 
o CPHD -- although some computer languages (such as, LISP) treat the data the same as a program, the 

actual data resides on the CPHD cannot act as a program spontaneously. It must be a part of an external 
program. 

 

IV. More about Intuitive Intelligence and Linguistics Test 

a. More About Intuitive Intelligence 

 

By knowing the difference between the two types of memory machines, the nature of intuitive intelligence can, now, be 

understood much better. For the following situations, 

1. Some systems -- very difficult to be wholly formalized, such as the process of writing a novel. 
2. No formal way to renormalize the Life System of a given FGL (a formalized system), 

http://www.prequark.org/Biolife.htm
http://www.prequark.org/inte001.htm
http://sexevolution.wikia.com/wiki/Sexevolution_Wiki
http://sexevolution.wikia.com/wiki/Sexevolution_Wiki
http://www.prequark.org/think01.htm
http://www.prequark.org/think01.htm
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intuitive intelligence is able to get some informal rules from a non-formalized system and able to renormalize a formally 

un-renormalizable system.  

 

However, the renormalization process itself is often intuitive and cannot easily be formalized. That is, the second (or 

higher) order formalization of a 100% first order formal system might not be formalizable, and it must be renormalized 

which is a complete different process from the formalization process.  

 

In linguistics, language is, in general, a formal system, 

1. word roots, 
2. words, 
3. word phrases, 
4. sentences. 

These form the first order formalization, and they can be formally analyzed. The meaning of "a" sentence can be done 

by parsing it. However, to formalize an essay (with many sentences), it requires a memory system similar to the neuron 

system. Every data (a sentence) is a program which fuses itself with others with self-referential loops. Furthermore, this 

ad infinitum loops must be renormalized in order for a meaning to be manifested. In fact, linguistics is the best example 

on intuitive intelligence. Linguistics is 100% isomorphic to the total intelligence (both formal and intuitive intelligence).  

 

In conclusion, the intuitive intelligence is all about the renormalization for a runaway system (including formal systems), 

and it can be done easily with a neuron type of memory machine.  

 

b. Linguistics Test 

Alan Turing saw intelligence as human "behaviors". Many human acts can be formalized or largely (90%) formalized, 

such as, 

a. Reasoning -- logic or illogic, 
b. Knowledge representation -- a huge knowledge data base, 
c. Planning -- with set goals and fixed rules, 
d. Learning -- with a self-adding knowledge data base, 
e. Perception -- with mechanic sensors and a large knowledge data base, 
f. etc.. 

 

All the above can be achieved by a brute computation force together with a huge memory capacity. Any computer 

program (using CPHD memory) which can perform those tasks is not an intelligent program. Thus, many non-intelligent 

programs can pass the Turing test.  

 

As linguistics is the only system which is isomorphic to total intelligence, only "linguistics test" can provide a true test on 

intelligence.  

 

Linguistics Test -- if a machine can read an (arbitrary) essay and write a commentary about it, that machine is 

intelligent if no human can distinguish its work from other human's writings on the same essay. 

 

V. Bottoming out further 

Now, all four essential features of intelligence have bottomed out to material levels and to some physical processes, and 

this sets a solid foundation for this intelligence theory. However, I stated before, "For any theory (whatever it is, physics, 

math or the whatnots) which violates the principle of linguistics, the chance of it to be correct at the end will be none."  
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There is a problem for the above "material foundation-intelligence" loop, which is only a two tier loop. Every two tier 

loop will go ad infinitum, which cannot be described linguistically. And then, it cannot be handled by intelligence. Every 

ad infinitum loop can make sense (having meaning) for an intelligence if and only if it can be renormalized, and this 

renormalization process must be the third tier. In fact, there is a principle on meaning.  

 

Principle of meaning --- for a variable x of system B, x is meaningful to an intelligence if and only if B has, at least, 

a "three-tier" self-referential loop. 

 

That is, system B must be, 

i. having a bottom -- the nutshell expression, with some members and rules as seeds, 
ii. having developed -- the theorems expression, expanding from the nutshell, 

iii. having a top -- the renormalized expression, sealing off from ad infinitum. 
Then, this sealed off system B itself can be a bottom of a higher system C.  

 

Thus, the system of "intelligence" has only two choices. 

a. material bottom --> intelligence --> a top 
b. conceptual bottom --> material foundation --> intelligence 

As the intelligence is obviously a sealed off system, the second choice (b) must be the choice. And then, the intelligence 

can be the bottom for any higher system.  

 

From our previous experiences, the linguistics is bottoming out on FGL (Formal - Godel - Life system). And, all formal 

systems are bottoming out on "number theory," the mathematics. Furthermore, intelligence is isomorphic to linguistics. 

Thus, the intelligence must also bottom out on mathematics. That is, we must be able to find all essential features of 

intelligence in mathematics. Yet, no such mathematics is known currently, especially on the issues of mutual immanence 

and renormalization of Life System. A new mathematics will be discussed in the paper [Linguistics Space (III) --- the New 

Mathematics]. 

1. Metaphysics of Linguistics -- Renormalization at http://www.chinese-word-roots.org/cwr018.htm  
2. Mutual Immanence of mathematics 

 

VI. Intention Paradigm and Producing AI 

a. Intention Paradigm 

Thus far, AI approaches are roughly divided into two camps, the symbolic school which deals only the zombie 

intelligence and the non-symbolic school which attempts to deal some intuitive intelligent issues. Both schools see 

intelligence as behaviors which are the results of some intentions. While all the end results are concretized and thus can 

be formalized, the intention has infinite freedom, and these free intentions cannot be encompassed by any formal 

system. These free intentions are the only source and the only essence for intelligence. And, they are also the only 

source for true creativity.  

 

As soon as we accept this "Intention Paradigm," the so-called AI-effect (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AI_effect ) is no 

longer an issue.  

 

b. Producing Artificial Intelligence (AI) 

With the article "The Intelligence Machine," at http://www.prequark.org/inte001.htm , a full-fledged (identical to 

human intelligence with free will intention) intelligence machine could be built, at least, be simulated in computer. 

http://www.prebabel.info/newmath.htm
http://www.prebabel.info/newmath.htm
http://www.chinese-word-roots.org/cwr018.htm
http://www.chinese-word-roots.org/cwr018.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AI_effect
http://www.prequark.org/inte001.htm
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However, a partial intelligence AI machine (for a well-defined range of encounters) can be built with today's hardware 

(with the HD type memory) by designing a set of software programs. 

A. Establish intention (mimic of a free will intention) 
1. Program 1 -- understanding the encounter 
2. Program 2 -- selecting an intention 

B. Analyze the situation (with symbolic or non-symbolic algorithms) 
3. Program 3 -- constructing a FGL for the encounter (the situation) and calculating some variables of the 

FGL 
4. Program 4 -- reading the meanings of those FGL variables, especially evaluating the contradictions 
5. Program 5 -- matching the commonality or similarity of those meanings with the internal setting of the 

objectives 
C. Make decision 

6. Program 6 -- getting a first order decision, and re-evaluating this choice by comparing against its 
opposite, the contradictory decision. 

7. Program 7 (renormalization) -- getting a final decision, the top-out, halting the above loops. This 
program 7 can be activated as soon as the second order decision is obtained. 

This three tier structure is processing different aspects of the same set of information.  

 

c. One Example of Renormalization 

In physics, an electron can be written with a wave function. Before the collapse (renormalization) of this wave function, 

it is just a virtue particle, not an identifiable entity. In the real world, every physical entity (particle, bio-cell, man-made 

products, etc.) must be renormalized in order to having an identity. On the contrary, "renormalization" is not a term in 

mathematics. No mathematician attempts to renormalize any Godel system which goes ad infinitum. Any infinity has no 

physical meaning in the real world. Yet, in reality, every Godel system is a shadow of an infinite system. That is, a Godel 

(the 2nd type of formal system) system is the first order renormalization of a chaotic system. As I have showed in my 

previous paper, the 2nd or higher order renormalization can be achieved only after the expansion of the Godel process.  

 

As the linguistics is 100% isomorphic to intelligence, the best example of this renormalization process is in linguistics, the 

PreBabel Principle. And, the best example of this PreBabel Principle is available at 

http://linguistlist.org/pubs/papers/browse-papers-action.cfm?PaperID=30320 .   

 

Conclusion 

The intelligence is all about, 

1. a spontaneous intention for doing a task on any given situation, 
2. the sole task is to construct a FGL system for that situation and to make a decision with the FGL data 
3. the sole method for the task is to find commonality of FGL analysis to the internal objectives of the intelligence 

There are two types of task. 

 Formalization 
 Self-realization (consciousness) 

1. self-referential loop to ad infinitum 
2. renormalization (reigning in infinite) 

The above issues can be accomplished with four machines, 

a. Turing machine, 
b. Memory machine, 
c. Mutual immanence machine, 
d. Renormalization machine. 

http://linguistlist.org/pubs/papers/browse-papers-action.cfm?PaperID=30320
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There are two types of memory mechanism. 

 Chip - Hard disk (CPHD) 
 Neuron, with the definition described in the article "The Intelligence Machine," at 

http://www.prequark.org/inte001.htm. 
 

There are two types of intelligence. 

i. Zombie intelligence, always reachable with CPHD type machine.  
Zombie Principle -- there is intelligence which is not reachable by zombie. 

ii. Intuitive intelligence, reachable with neuron type machine. 
o self-realization (consciousness), awareness of the boundary between self and others. 

1. mutual immanence --- knowing the opposites, logic -- illogic and all contradictions. 
2. renormalization --- reigning in infinities and all infinite chaos 

o free will intention 
There are some fundamental differences between these two types of intelligence. Zombie can deal with all formal 

systems, while it cannot handle a system which needs to be renormalized. All zombie tasks can be done with a CPHD 

machine. All intuitive tasks can be done easily with a neuron machine.  

 

As all tasks of intelligence are done in FGL (formalization - renormalization), these tasks can always be described 

linguistically. Furthermore, intelligence itself can be described in linguistics. Linguistics is isomorphic to intelligence. If a 

machine can pass the following "linguistics test," then it is an intelligent machine.  

 

Linguistics Test -- if a machine can read an (arbitrary) essay and write a commentary about it, that machine is intelligent 

if no human can distinguish its work from other human's writings on the same essay.  
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Chapter fifteen: Nature’s manifesto on Life 

--- The seeds (bases) of life 
 

 

Physics laws must give rise to biological lives directly 
November 6, 2011 

(See http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/11/physics-laws-must-give-rise-to.html ) 

 

The scope of “Fictitious Universe (FU) physics (G-theory)” must encompass the entire known physics (derived by the 

gadgets, such as Tevatron or LHC) and “all” known realities, such as, 

a. the rise of biological lives from the laws of physics, not just obeying physics laws by lives, and 

b. the rise of intelligence and consciousness in terms of physics laws. 

 

This concept of going beyond the gadget physics was described in the article “Higgs Boson, a bad idea, part seven” at 

(http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/08/higgs-boson-bad-idea-part-seven.html ).  Thus far, I have showed many 

fingerprints marching between this FU physics and the gadget physics. The FU physics did reproduce the following 

known physics. 

1. Reproducing the particle zoo of Standard Model, see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/11/m-theory-toe-if-and-

only-if-it-adds-two.html         

2. Deriving of Uncertainty principle, see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/super-unification-in-fictitious.html  

3. Theoretical calculation of Cabibbo and Weinberg angles, see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/theoretical-

calculation-of-cabibbo-and.html  

 4. Theoretical calculation of Alpha (Electron Fine structure constant), see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/v-

behaviorurldefaultvmlo.html  

5. Theoretical calculation of Planck CMB data, see https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2015/04/22/dark-energydark-

mass-the-silent-truth/  

6. Theoretical calculation of Cosmology Constant, see https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/04/24/entropy-

quantum-gravity-cosmology-constant/  

 

With these fingerprints marching, there are enough and enough proofs to show that the gadget physics is only a subset 

of the FU physics (Super Unified Theory). However, if the FU physics cannot encompass “all known realities”, then it is 

useless. That is, this FU physics must provide the BASE for life. 

 

 

The Rise of Biological Life 
Presented at 19th World Congress of Philosophy, 1993 

(See http://www.prequark.org/Biolife.htm ) 

 
Any physics or philosophy which cannot give rise to biological life cannot be the final theory. Those who ignore this 
simple fact are simply become irrelevant. 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/11/physics-laws-must-give-rise-to.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/08/higgs-boson-bad-idea-part-seven.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/11/m-theory-toe-if-and-only-if-it-adds-two.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/11/m-theory-toe-if-and-only-if-it-adds-two.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/super-unification-in-fictitious.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/theoretical-calculation-of-cabibbo-and.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/theoretical-calculation-of-cabibbo-and.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/v-behaviorurldefaultvmlo.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/v-behaviorurldefaultvmlo.html
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2015/04/22/dark-energydark-mass-the-silent-truth/
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2015/04/22/dark-energydark-mass-the-silent-truth/
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/04/24/entropy-quantum-gravity-cosmology-constant/
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/04/24/entropy-quantum-gravity-cosmology-constant/
http://www.prequark.org/Biolife.htm
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Although life does obey physics laws after it has arisen, there is no way to give rise to life by physics laws while quarks 
are viewed as the rock bottom building blocks. 
DNA stores, transmits and processes all kinds of bio-information, and it controls and gives rise to all kinds of bio-
processes, such as morphogenesis, metabolism, and reproduction, etc... The essence of life is the information 
processing. The search for the origin of biological life is in fact the search for a Bio-CPU. 

Where and what is this Bio-CPU? 

Although there are millions different kinds of biological life on Earth, there is only one set of molecules of life. In short, 
there is only one tree of life. 

I: What is life? 

There are many attributes for life, such as: birth, death, growth, evolution, metabolism, reproduction, etc... There are 

some unique attributes for higher form of life, such as: emotion, consciousness, intelligence, spiritual craving, etc... 

Many of these attributes are shared by non-life in a lesser degree. 

Every machine was born and will die. But, the birth and death of a machine is quite different from the birth or death of a 

life. A machine can be born one piece at a time, but a life is generally born as a whole simultaneously. In other words, 

life intertwines with space-time in a much closer fashion than a machine does. 

 

I will not try to define what life is but discusses two issues of life. 
One, the ‘original’ of life, see chapter seventeen. 
Two, the highest expressions of life: intelligence and consciousness. 
I will show that ‘computing ability’ is essential for both ‘intelligence and consciousness’, in more details in other articles. 
Here is a very important (the key) point for biological life; it must possesses mass. This article is all about how a 
computing device is embedded in mass. 

II: Conway's Life Game 

In 1936, Alan Turing invented a Turing machine which is an ideal computer. In 1970, John Horton Conway wanted to find 
a set the simplest rules that could explode into the infinite power of a universal Turing computer. He invented a 
mathematical game, LIFE. His ‘glider-life’ game (Figure 1) was proved to be a base for a Turing computer. 
 

 
Figure 1 

Since every computer must have counter, a clock, the glider gun was discovered by R. William Gosper at MIT in 
December 1970. Using glider streams to represents bits, all logic gates (And- Or-, Not-gates) can be produced. In fact, a 
new discipline arose, and it is called Artificial Life or the science of dry life. 

III: Proton is a glider 

However, Life Game is only a game. It lacks the essence of any biological life, the mass. In fact, Life Game does not even 
give the slightest hint of how the biological life arose. 
But! But! But! If? If? If the glider is a graphic representation of some basic building blocks of matter (such as: proton 
or neutron), the Life Game will give rise to biological life immediately. When glider captures mass, it turns into a wet 
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stuff, the biological life. According to Prequark Chromodynamics, both proton and neutron are gliders. One of the 
prequark representation for both proton and neutron is listed in the table below. They are, in fact, gliders. 
 

Comparison of proton, glider and neutron 

Proton as quarks Proton as Prequarks  Glider  Neutron as Prequarks Neutron as quarks 

up (red) (V, A, A)  ( , * *)  - (A, V, V) down (red) 

up (yellow) (A, V, A)  (* , *)  - (V, A, V) down (yellow) 

down (blue) - (V, V, A)  ( , , *)  (A, A, V) up (blue) 

 
With Conway's Life Game and Prequark Model, both proton and neutron are bio-CPUs. Thus, the difference between 
biological life and lifeless system is not in substance but in processes. There are two very important processes that give 
rise to biological life. 

 Self-organization --- from chaos to order. 
 Morphogenesis --- from simplicity to complexity (from order to chaos) 

 

 

IV: Rise to complexity 

These is a big gap between the fundamental laws of nature and the complexity of phenomena. While one knows all the 

rules of chess but cannot play well. Is there a new law to fill this gap? 

 

Yes, it is called Self-Similarity principle, which is the essence of fractal geometry. It means that the complexity is 

constructed by repeating a very simple pattern. 

There is a Collage Theorem in fractal geometry. It states that all complex systems can be represented with fractal space. 
And, all fractal spaces can be generated with a two-code space, such as (0, 1) or (Vacutron, Angultron).  

Frequently asked questions 

1. Q: Laws of atomic structure are responsible for the chemical reactions which produce life, but they are almost 
entirely independent of the structure of the proton.  
A: Yes, this is true, but the laws of atomic structure is a high tier expression of its lower tier laws. 

 

2. Q: Look at other planets, there you can find millions of protons and neutrons, but no biological life. 
A: Proton and neutron are seeds of life. Only at the right conditions, the seeds can germinate. 

3. Q: The properties of a proton, which are quantum mechanical, can in no real or complete way be compared to a 
glider, which is manifestly classical.  
  A: Glider is not a proton, but proton is a glider. 

 

 

 

Intelligence and consciousness 
Written on April 27, 2014 

(See http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/04/25/plato-and-the-proper-explanation-of-our-actions/comment-page-

1/#comment-1265 ) 

 

Aldo Matteucci: “Whether his analogy of the “computer simulation” will turn out to be useful in explaining our mind is 

anyone’s guess. For one, what makes human mind so special, it’s its plasticity and adaptability – it is a (mainly 

unconscious) learning system, while computers simply crunch as per overt program (for the moment). … Becoming a 

http://www.prequark.org/Q1.htm
http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/04/25/plato-and-the-proper-explanation-of-our-actions/comment-page-1/#comment-1265
http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/04/25/plato-and-the-proper-explanation-of-our-actions/comment-page-1/#comment-1265
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better driver in ever denser city traffic is more important than ferreting out what’s under the hood. … Does it all sound a 

bit like casting away the chess-board? Sure: maybe ‘go’ is an alternative.” 

 

“Go” is definitely more complicated than “chess”, but there is no way to say that chess is inferior to go. 

Your description of ‘mind’ is not wrong according to the 20th century paradigm. But, ‘mind’ is now understood as 

basically composed of two major parts, the consciousness and the intelligence. Although these two parts are seemingly 

entangled at the highest tier of manifestation, at the base level they are completely different. 

 

Consciousness is all about ‘tagging’ every entity uniquely; thus, each entity can distinguish itself from all others. 

Intelligence is all about ‘information processing’; that is, it needs a counting device (counting straws, abacus or Turing 

computer). 

Intelligence can arise from the material in four steps (or be reduced to ‘material’ level in four steps). 

One, Turing imbedding in material (see, http://www.prequark.org/Biolife.htm ). 

Two, the essence of intelligence (What is intelligence?) See, http://www.prebabel.info/aintel.htm . 

Three, the ‘rising’ mechanism for intelligence, see http://sexevolution.wikia.com/wiki/Sexevolution_Wiki . 

Four, the intelligence machine, see http://www.prequark.org/inte001.htm . 

 

The issue that Ms. Goldstein pointed out is much more than a traditional ‘mind/body’ issue. It does point to the issue of 

‘physical (including the mind)/moral’ issue. The gap between physical/moral is much bigger than the mind/body one. 

 

 

 

Is ‘will’ a physics-reality? 
Written on December 25, 2014 

(See https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/12/23/free-will-skepticism-and-its-implications-an-argument-for-

optimism-part-2/comment-page-2/#comment-10472 ) 

 

Is ‘will’ a physics-reality? What is ‘will’ anyway? 

“Will’ as a noun is used to describe an empirical human experience. As a helping verb, it is a driving force for an action. 

So, ‘will’ is not just a linguistic token but describes an empirical reality. 

 

Now, ‘free’ is a physics-reality (see Chapter twenty-seven: Politics in TOE; Governability) and ‘will’ is an empirical reality. 

Yet, is ‘free-will’ a reality? If we can show that ‘will’ is a physics-reality (putting being an empirical reality aside), then 

two physics-realities can interact, and their dynamics can be written out and be measured. 

 

First, what is ‘will’? I will start it with, 

                Will = Consciousness + Intelligence 

If anyone has a better definition, we can discuss it later. 

 

For intelligence, 

The necessary condition = having a counting device (such as counting straw or Turing computer) 

The sufficient condition = all entities in this universe are uniquely tagged. 

 

http://www.prequark.org/Biolife.htm
http://www.prebabel.info/aintel.htm
http://sexevolution.wikia.com/wiki/Sexevolution_Wiki
http://www.prequark.org/inte001.htm
https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/12/23/free-will-skepticism-and-its-implications-an-argument-for-optimism-part-2/comment-page-2/#comment-10472
https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/12/23/free-will-skepticism-and-its-implications-an-argument-for-optimism-part-2/comment-page-2/#comment-10472
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For consciousness, 

The necessary condition = the ability to distinguish itself from all others [note: the necessary condition for this = all 

entities in this universe are uniquely tagged]. 

The sufficient condition = the relationships among all entities and itself can be analyzed [note: the necessary condition 

for this = having a counting device]. 

 

Intelligence and consciousness are obviously related but are definitely different. When we prove that the ‘necessary 

condition’ of each is a physics-reality, they two are automatically proved to be the physics-realities. 

First, I have showed that both proton and neutron are the bases for a Turing computer (see 

http://person.zju.edu.cn/yyweb/text/biolife.htm ). 

 

http://person.zju.edu.cn/yyweb/text/biolife.htm
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Second, I have repeatedly showed that ‘7-codes’ can uniquely tag all entities in this universe (see http://www.chinese-

word-roots.org/cwr018.htm ), such as {A, G, T, C, M (male), F (female), K (kid)} or {Red, Yellow, Blue, White, G1, G2, G3}, 

etc. 

 

http://www.chinese-word-roots.org/cwr018.htm
http://www.chinese-word-roots.org/cwr018.htm
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The G-string (Prequark Chromodynamics, see https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/05/22/my-philosophy-so-far-

part-ii/comment-page-2/#comment-2432 ) is a ‘language’ for describing the quarks. As a language, it has no ‘right or 

wrong’ issue. Yet, it provides the ‘answers’ for the both necessary conditions. 

 

 
 

Without the G-string, there is no way to link the ‘intelligence’ to physics. 

https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/05/22/my-philosophy-so-far-part-ii/comment-page-2/#comment-2432
https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/05/22/my-philosophy-so-far-part-ii/comment-page-2/#comment-2432
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Without this G-string, there is no way to link the ‘consciousness’ to physics. Furthermore, this 7-code G-string 

demands that Neff = 3 (not 2.9 nor 3.1). The recently (last week) released Planck data gives {Neff = 3.04}. 

 

Fortunately, both jobs are now done. Now, ‘will’ is a physics-reality. It will not be difficult to show that ‘free-will’ is also 

a physics-reality, based all the way on the fundamental laws of physics. 

 
 

 

About ‘absolute’ vs ‘free will’ 18 

Written on March 13, 2014 

Posted at (http://rationallyspeaking.blogspot.com/2014/03/this-isnt-free-will-youre-looking-

for.html?showComment=1394690233246#c1832738504891602291 ) 

 

First, {Fixed Past => Present Possibilities/Choices => Future 

Now, surely most of us can agree that the past is fixed — we can’t change it; what happened, happened.} 

But, the ‘past’ is not truly fixed. The ‘past’ is always a part of now and of future. The wrong of ‘past’ can still harm us 

now and future. The wrong of ‘past’ can always be righted now or in the future. The same for the greatness of the ‘past’ 

which is … now, … future. 

 

Second, {And if the interferers that contribute to these alternate possibilities originate outside the agent (a malicious 

squirrel), thwarting the agent’s expressed desire (of sinking a putt), then the agent has no ultimate control.} 

I do not believe that the ‘free will’ must be tied up with the ‘outcome’. That my free actions fail every time on their 

desired ‘outcomes’ does hurt my feelings but will do no harm on my free will. 

 

http://rationallyspeaking.blogspot.com/2014/03/this-isnt-free-will-youre-looking-for.html?showComment=1394690233246#c1832738504891602291
http://rationallyspeaking.blogspot.com/2014/03/this-isnt-free-will-youre-looking-for.html?showComment=1394690233246#c1832738504891602291
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Third, {He may have had a subsequent thought that approved of the thought to change his thumb position, but then one 

can ask where that thought came from, and so on ad infinitum.} 

If I change my will any which way, it is always my free will. 

My opinion is that the free will issue has only two points. 

a. Is there a limitation on my free will? That is, what kind of power does [human] free will have? What does free 

will ‘mean’? 

b. Is the Nature (or God) having free will?  

In my view, the following is the [human] free will equation 

              [human free will] = pity + pity + … + weak + weak + .. + dismay + dismay + … 

Being such a ‘pity-weak-dismay’, we have been set ‘free’ to do whatever we freely want. We can freely dream up many 

other universes but not allowed to visit them, let alone to create them. Thus, there is no limitation on my free will, as it 

can do no harm anyway (in terms of the universe). 

 

Only when one is totally ‘confined’, he will be set free. When the three nature constants [(e, c, ħ), the measuring rulers] 

are ‘locked’ by Alpha, ‘this’ universe was set free for ... But, the ‘lock’ itself cannot be free for ‘this’ universe. 

‘Free’ denotes the ‘total confinement’ and connotes ‘weakening in comparison to all external powers’. Stronger a 

‘power’ has, lesser free it will be.  

‘Time’ cannot be free from: 

a. Not goes into past, 

b. Not becomes present (now), 

c. Not enters into the future. 

Indeed, the ‘powerful’ cannot be free. The three nature constants (measuring rulers, Kings, or the three Gods [e, c, ħ]) 

cannot be free to change themselves, at least, in ‘this’ universe which they govern, see 

(http://rationallyspeaking.blogspot.com/2014/03/this-isnt-free-will-youre-looking-

for.html?showComment=1394739590686#c2675118148845151928 ) 

 

 

 

Topology, the foundation of science 
--- An overview of laws of life, physics, and mathematics 

Written in February 1996 

(See http://www.prequark.org/Overview.htm ) 

 

I: Introduction 

Life is the manifestation of all Nature laws: physics, mathematics and all the whatnot.  
Looking at one multicellular life form (such as fruitfly or mammal), many questions arise. 

 One, from a single fertilized cell (the zygote), how do many different types of cell arise? 
 Two, when divided cells decide to stay together to form a greater unit, they give up their independence and 

hand over most functions (for example, the reproduction) to others. Why do they want to cooperate? How is 
this cooperation (specialization) carried out? 

 Three, there are different body shapes for different species. Are body shapes determined by genes? Or, are 
genes created (as tools to construct the particular body shape) by body shapes? Which one came first (the genes 
or the body shapes)? Or, is there an interplay between the two? 

http://rationallyspeaking.blogspot.com/2014/03/this-isnt-free-will-youre-looking-for.html?showComment=1394739590686#c2675118148845151928
http://rationallyspeaking.blogspot.com/2014/03/this-isnt-free-will-youre-looking-for.html?showComment=1394739590686#c2675118148845151928
http://www.prequark.org/Overview.htm
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 Four, is a kidney cell (or a cell of any organ) driven to that destiny? Or, does it choose that fate with free will? If 
it is driven to, then who or what is the driving master (force)? If it has free will, then how does it find or get the 
road map for its fate? 

 Five, every life form development is played out on the stage of time and space. Are time and space simply a 
stage? Or, perhaps, they are active actors in this life drama! 

The interplay between body shapes and genes involve Topology. The interaction between development and space-time 
involve physics. The driving master (whatever or whoever that is) or the free will is definitely some sorts of intelligence. 
These issues obviously involve philosophy, metaphysics, mathematics, physics and theology, but unfortunately the life 
science is so far confined mainly in Embryology, Molecular Biology and Genetics. In fact, all above questions can be 
understood, addressed and answered without the nitty-gritty knowledge of genetics or molecular biology. This paper 
intends not only to address all above questions with common language (no technical knowledge on molecular biology 
and genetics required) but to provide a unified scheme between all disciplines (mathematics, physics, biology, etc.). 

II: The initial signal for cell differentiation --- Geometry 

The early development of a life is played out in three stages. 
 One, the single fertilized cell (a ball) divides to form a sold ball (called morula), resembling a mulberry, during 

the cleavage stage. 
 Two, this morula grows into a hollowed ball (blastula, Greek word for bud) during the blastoderm stage. 
 Then, the third stage is the gastrulation (the most important stage in the history of any individual) --- a ventral 

(front) subset of the cells of the blastula rolls in to form a tube (donut). The inner layer is called mesoderm 
which form most of the internal organs. The outer layer is called ectoderm, which makes the epidermis (skin) 
and the central and peripheral nervous systems. 

During the cleavage period, all cells are equivalent (not differentiated). In fruitfly (Drosophila) experiment, a male cell 
was induced into a female embryo to form a gynandromorphs (an individual with male and female halves) during the 
cleavage period, and the mixtures of male and female parts in the adult is somewhat random. That is, the cell fate is not 
assigned during the cleavage. 
During the blastula stage, cells are differentiated, and this differentiation depends on the location of each cell in the 
blastula. The ventral part of blastula will become the internal organs. Furthermore, this initial differentiation is still 
reversible at this stage if cells are moved to a different location. The dorsal (back) of the blastula (the hollow ball) will 
become the outer layer during the gastrulation and will give rise to nerve system. However, their definite differentiation 
will not take place until they come in contact with another region, one of mesodermal (inner layer) origin. 
This very important life process, so far, does not need to be described in terms of molecular biology or genetics. It is 
simply transformations of geometry: from a single cell to a solid ball (Morula); from a solid ball to a hollow ball 
(Blastula); from a hollow ball to a tube (or a donut). It is the geometrical addresses which give rise to the cells 
differentiation. It is the geometrical contact which assigns the cell fates. My paper --- How to reach Ultimate Reality in a 
finite number of steps in terms of sciences (presented at 19th World Congress of Philosophy in Moscow 1993 and again 
at 8th Biennial Meeting of the International Society for the Study of Human Ideas on Ultimate Reality and Meaning at 
University of Toronto 1995) --- provides a unified scheme between Topology, physics, mathematics and life with the 
concept of ball-donut transformation. 

III: The active actors of life --- time and space 

The active actors of life in the eyes of all life scientists (molecular biologists, geneticists, etc.) are genes, enzymes, 
proteins, and perhaps, those actors play the life drama on the stage of space and time. No one ever see space and time 
themselves as the active actors (driving forces) of life. 
Every egg has a topological (or geometrical) structure and is, in general, asymmetric. Although different experiments 
(acts of external intervention) are able to alter the axes of the embryo (which end as head or tail), the shape of the egg 
do correlates with the axes of the embryo in wild when there is no external intervention. 
In the case of fruitfly, the body plan is controlled initially by four morphogenic gradients. Morphogen is a substance 
which determines the local pattern of differentiation. In order to make a head, the head genes (bicoid) must be present 
at the place that a head is going to be, and they shall not be (at least not in high concentration) at any other places. 
Otherwise, there will be heads everywhere. This is achieved in the following ways. 

 First, the egg is polarized. One end of egg produces the head gene (bicoid), the other end tail gene. 
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 Second, if the head gene is allowed to diffuse to the tail end, then the tail will grow a head. But, the half-life of 
the head gene is less than half an hour, and the giant distance between the two ends prevents it to reach the tail 
end. 

 Furthermore, the tail gene has the ability to destroy the head gene. Thus, the concentration of the head gene is 
reduced even in the middle part of the egg to prevent a head grow out from the belly. 

Therefore, the body plan of the fruitfly (or any multicellular life) is constructed (or determined) by four factors: 
1. A topological and chemical polarized structure; 
2. Genes of each organ (head, tail, etc.); 
3. The half-life of each gene; 
4. The geometrical separation (space) between the genes. 

In short, for the body development, time, space and geometry are controlling managers, and genes are only blue collar 
workers. 

IV: The interaction between past, present, and future 

The body development is controlled by a temporal hierarchy of genes. There are two types of veto genes in this 
temporal hierarchy. 

 One is the upstream veto gene which specifies the proper disposition of the downstream genes. 
 The other is the downstream veto gene which can overrule the previous actions. 

The sex chromosomes present in the fertilized ovum are handed down through many generations of cell division to all 
cells of the body. Thus, every cell, whether in the liver, the muscles, or the brain, has information defining its own sex, 
which is the same as the sex of the entire organism. However, the sex-determining gene TDF (Testis-Determining Factor) 
works only in one tissue, the gonad. Between the fifth and seventh week after fertilization, human embryos of either sex 
develop an all-purpose gonad that can later become either a testis or an ovary. If TDF (male sex gene) is blocked or 
switched off in anyway, the gonad waits until the thirteenth week and then begins developing as an ovary, and he 
becomes a girl. 
If he does get a testis and if it does produce the hormone testosterone (or androgens) in the eighth week of gestation, 
then some all-purpose embryonic structures develop into penis and scrotum. But, if he has a defective testosterone 
receptor (developed not by sex gene), then his all-purpose embryonic structures will develop into clitoris, labia and 
vagina while his testes are buried in the groin or labia. This kind of pseudo-hermaphrodites are often beautiful girls, and 
many cases have turned up among female fashion models. 
In laboratory experiments, if male rat pups are castrated at or prior to birth, they fail to show male-typical sexual 
behavior as adult, even if they are given testosterone. But if the castration is not performed until a few days after birth, 
as adults, testosterone induces male-typical behavior. 
In the above cases, three conclusion can be drawn. 

 One, those earlier events do affect or determine the future outcomes. That is, there is interaction between past 
and future. 

 Two, that act (by human experiments or by genes themselves) itself does not provide a definite outcome. Only a 
well-timed act will give rise to a definite outcome. 

 Three, the downstream actions can also change the course, which is set by the earlier actions. 
In fact, a newly fertilized egg already knows its adult body shape, what it shall be when it becomes an adult. It is not 
because that egg is a prophet, nor because that there is a strict genetic determinism. It simply follows the past-future 
interaction (genes hierarchy and environmental forces). 
It is the fact that today does interact with the future. The one child policy in China will determine (or alter) the 
demographic picture of Chinese society for decades to come. The budget debate in Capital Hill will determine the future 
fate of American society. The past does interact with today and tomorrow. The words of Confucius are still directing the 
thinking process of every Chinese people. 
But, the mainstream physics today cannot explain where tomorrow is. Where is Yesterday? How does tomorrow 
become today? How do today and tomorrow interact? The above examples (the development of life and society) clearly 
show that today does interact with the future. 
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Without being able to answer these questions, not only is the current mainstream physics not complete, but we will 
never truly be able to understand what life is. In my paper --- The Final TOE (Theory of Everything), presented at 19th 
World Congress of Philosophy in Moscow 1993, I did provide a model on where tomorrow is. 

V: Mutual Immanence 

--- the metaphysical foundation of life and the linkage to physics and mathematics  

During mitosis (the replication of chromosomes), many billions of genetic codes have to be reproduced. With today's 
technology and quality control standard, a process produces only 200 defective products per million is considered to be 
a super reliable process. But, if there is only one error per billion during any chromosome reproduction, every species 
will lose its vital genetic traits in 10 generations. In the case of fruitfly, its compound eye requires that six photoreceptor 
cells (which look at one point in space) are connected to the same pair of neurons. A study traced 650 neurons, and 
none is connected to the wrong cells. 
On the one hand, although the development of the human brain indeed appears to be programmed genetically, there 
has been much latitude and plays introduced in the execution of this program. Even the identical twin who are 
absolutely identical genetically will never have identical nervous systems. This amount of play is an expression of 
epigenesis. Thus, every human individual has inscribed in the very structure of the brain his or her own singular history. 
Therefore, not only is there flexibility within genetic determinism, but there is an infinite possibility within the 
framework of absolute reliability. This absolute reliability guarantees that every human embryo (even with many 
defective genes) will in no doubt turn into a human. The infinite possibility guarantees that every individual is in no 
doubt a true individual. 
Furthermore, the body development of any life has only one process --- the body development. But this singular process 
clearly constructs two absolute opposite trends. 

 One, from order to chaos, a single egg becomes many differentiated cells. 
 Two, from chaos to order, those differentiated cells must be organized into organs to form a highly organized 

body. 
Yet, these two opposite trends are accomplished by a single process. In fact, the only way to construct an organized 

structure from a singular beginning is to become chaotic (differentiate) first. That is, the chaos is the cause and the 

driving force for orderliness. In short, chaos and order are two sides of the same coin. By the same token, the absolute 

reliability and the infinite possibility are also two sides of the same coin. 

 

This kind of relation between two absolute opposite trends, forces, or concepts is called mutual immanence.  

The foundation of modern physics is the Principle of Complementarity which is expressed as Copenhagen 
Interpretation (CI) of Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle, and it consists of three parts. 

1. A whole (totality) must consist of two opposite parts. 
2. These two opposite parts must be mutually exclusive. 
3. These two opposite parts are complementary to each other. 

The Copenhagen Interpretation is clearly not reflecting the true meaning of the Uncertainty Principle. When we want to 

get a more accurate position measurement of a particle (smaller delta x), we must pay for it with the price of knowing 

less accurate information on its momentum (larger delta p). That is, delta p transforms into delta x. Delta p and delta x 

are mutual inclusive (mutual immanence), not mutual exclusive. The Heisenberg uncertainty principle is, in fact, the 

principle of mutual immanence of physics.  

 

VI: Laws of body shape and brain structure 

In fruitfly experiments, when one pair of legs can enlarge while the other pairs remain unchanged, the different 
segments must be under independent genetic control. When a pair of legs can fatten but not lengthen, the different leg 
axes can be controlled independently. Seemingly, genes are the best candidates for controlling the body shape. But, 
when humans and chimpanzees are compared, their proteins are found to be more than 99% identical in amino acid 
sequence. Many of the differences have no functional consequence, and thus it is hard to credit that they could be 
responsible for the morphological differences between the two species. Furthermore, some groups of species are very 
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conservative and change little anatomically over long geological periods, others evolve at high rates. Yet when rates of 
change of protein sequences are compared in slow and fast evolving groups they are found to be about the same. Two 
species of fruitfly (D. Heteroneura and D. Sylvestries) with significant different head shapes can interbreed. D. W. 
Thompson observed that the body shape of one species could be transformed into that of another by simple 
proportionate changes in the different axes. He wrote, "There is something... indispensable ... In these transformations... 
every point that every line... keeps its relative order and position throughout all distortions....” 
Therefore, although body shape responds very rapidly to environment, the evolution still must follow the laws of 
geometry. In short, geometry is the controlling manager of body shapes, and genes are only blue collar workers. 
In the human brain, it has over 10 billion nerve cells (neurons) and 10 trillion connections (synapses) between the 
neurons. During the brain development, neurons undergo intense migratory activity. During its migration, each neuron 
projects out about 1,000 dendrites (short connections) and many axons (long connections) to make contact with other 
neurons to form neuronal networks. How does each neuron know where to go? How do the projections (dendrites and 
axons) find their way through the three-dimensional space of the brain matter? How do they recognize the cells (from 
billions of them) with which they must establish contact? 
There is no way for each individual neuron to possess those super knowledge and answers on the above questions. The 
brain development is simply a neurons stampede. Those neurons did not make the correct connections must die. 
During embryogenesis of the brain, from 10 to 80% (depending on the regions) of the neurons die. 
This phenomenon points out one very important conclusion. The human brain has a network structure which preexists 
the neurons stampede. Those migrating neurons must fit into that pre-designed structure or face the death. This pre-
designed brain network must be topological in nature, so does the laws of body shape. 

VII: Symmetry and symmetry breaking 

Most of insects or animals have left-right symmetry but not top-down or front-back. Perhaps, the top-down asymmetry 
could be caused by gravity, but how about the front-back asymmetry? Most plants do have four direction symmetry 
because they are unable to move around. Being able to turn round and round quickly, animals give up the front back 
symmetry because of the biological economy. But the symmetry breaking has much deeper metaphysical reason than 
just the simple biological economy. 
In moth, the development of scale (nerve cells), one epidermal cell divides asymmetrically, giving an internal 
smaller daughter that degenerates. The outer cell divides again slightly obliquely to give an external cell that makes the 
socket, and an internal cell that makes the scale. Again, this cells differentiation (symmetry breaking) comes from the 
division of one mother cell, and thus it cannot be caused by action of genes alone but is associated with or caused by 
topology (location and the available space). 
 

VIII: Conclusion 

Symmetry and symmetry breaking are central points in physics, mathematics and lives. The topological symmetry 
breaking gives rise to the entire universe (time, space, mass and lives). This is the foundation of the Super Unified 
Theory.  
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One, Origins of Life, Mind and Cosmos; (The “Life’s Origins” is much deeper than the order-creating-mechanism. See 
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breaking.html } 
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Chapter sixteen: the Darwinism bullcrap 
Written on October 11, 2014 

(See https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2014/10/11/intelligent-evolution/ ) 

 

Darwin’s theory drove off the ‘Divine story’ in the Christian Genesis. In recent years, those fundamentalist Christian (FC) 

used an ‘intelligent design’ story to replace the creationism. 

 

For the modern biologists, they ‘constructed’ modern evolutionary synthesis (MES). Then, all new discoveries (selfish-

genes, horizontal gene transfers, genetic assimilation, the Hardy–Weinberg principle, Hox genes, punctuated 

equilibrium, etc.) are packed into this MES. That is, any word (such as, intelligence) used by FC is a no-no for biologists. 

 

While the ‘intelligent design (advocated by the “Discovery Institute”)’ is totally nonsense, the packing of some major 

differences and conflicts between the newly discovered biological facts into MES is also powered by the ideology. Thus, 

this article is examining the science of those newly discovered biological facts and their underlying principles. 

 

The current state of this biological sphere is definitely reached by evolution, not by any divine-design. But, is this 

evolution solely powered by a ‘blind’ process? 

If yes, then what is the mechanism for giving rise to the intelligence? 

If no, is the ‘intelligence’ embedded in the laws of nature-physics? If yes, then show me. If the ‘intelligence’ is embedded 

in the laws of nature-physics, the evolution of biological sphere becomes the ‘expression’ of that embedded intelligence.  

 

Section one: Darwinism ‘proper’ consists of two parts 

Part one: the current state of lives is reached via ‘evolution’, not from any strokes of Divine-creation (or divine-

intelligence design). 

Part two: the evolution mechanism is ‘Nature Selection’ which encompasses the following attributes and definitions. 

a. Fitness: not about the power of an individual in the population or in the ecosystem but is all about how many 

‘offspring’ that it can produce. Thus, a King of an Empire will be not ‘fit’ if he has no offspring. 

b. Selection: an external force which weeds out the not-fit while perpetuates the fit (having more offspring). 

c. Selection unit: individual organism, not group nor species. 

d. Selection pressures (challenges): disease, climate change, shift in the available food source or isolation, etc. 

e. Phenotype: the complete set of observable traits that make up the structure and behavior of an organism [note: many 

aspects of an organism’s phenotype are not inherited; organismal phenotypes are not uniquely determined by their 

genotypes]. 

f. Phenotype variation: nature selection acts on the phenotype. Without phenotype variations, there will be no nature 

selection. 

g. Blindness: nature selection pressure is a blind challenge, without a teleological intention. 

h. Continuity and gradualism: Darwin noted in the margin of his 1844 Essay, “Better begin with this: If species really, 

after catastrophes, created in showers world over, my theory false.” 

i. Adaptation: In Darwinism, the natural selection is ‘claimed’ to be the only known cause of adaptation, for being better 

‘fit’, having more offspring. [Note: other definition (not Darwin’s) states that ‘adaptation’ is the process that makes 

organisms better suited to their habitat.] 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2014/10/11/intelligent-evolution/
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j. Speciation: when the nature selection selects enough better ‘fit individuals’, the phenotype of the population could be 

significantly different from the old population. This new population could become a new species, and this is called 

speciation by nature selection. 

In a nutshell, the Darwin-mechanism (DM) is {nature selection pressure acts on phenotype of ‘individual’ of a population 

gradually and leads to ‘speciation’}. 

 

Section two: the sources of genetic variations and the effectiveness of mutation 

While the Darwinism-proper is hinged completely on the heredity (being having more offspring), Darwin did not know 

anything about the genetics. When the Gregor Mendel genetics was better understood in 1930s, the relationship 

between the phenotype and the genotype was understood with the following points. 

1. The same gene could produce different phenotypes, such as the ecotype, etc. 

2. The same phenotype could be produced by different genes, such as the warm blood of birds and mammals. 

Thus, the phenotype of an individual is not directly connected to the inheritance, and the claim that the ‘nature 

selection’ acts on phenotype and leads to speciation is not true. Darwin was simply ignorant about the inheritance-

mechanism, and the DM is simply wrong. But some pioneers in the field of population genetics (such as J.B.S. Haldane, 

Sewall Wright, and Ronald Fisher) ‘claimed’ that mutation on gene is mainly caused by the nature selection pressure, 

and thus ‘nature selection’ is still the only cause for adaptation. This ‘claim’ became the ‘modern evolutionary synthesis’. 

But, the ‘modern evolutionary synthesis’ was formulated at the time that ‘molecular biology’ was not known at all. 

 

In molecular biology, the gene-mutations are mostly caused by the gene-dynamics, not by ‘nature-selection-pressure’, 

and the following is the list of gene-mutation mechanisms. 

A. Spontaneous mutations (molecular decay), random mutations arise spontaneously; stochastic and typically occur 

randomly across genes. 

B. Mutations due to error prone replication by-pass of naturally occurring DNA damage (also called error prone 

translesion synthesis: errors in DNA replication, duplications, insertions, deletions, inversions, and translocations). But, 

DNA repair mechanisms are able to mend most changes before they become permanent mutations, and many 

organisms have mechanisms for eliminating otherwise-permanently mutated somatic cells. 

C. Errors introduced during DNA repair, errors in the process of replication, or from the insertion or deletion of segments 

of DNA by mobile genetic elements. 

D. Induced mutations caused by mutagens (typically caused by radiation or chemical mutagens). Scientists may also 

deliberately introduce mutant sequences through DNA manipulation for the sake of scientific experimentation. 

E. Gene recombination can also generate particular types of mutations. 

 

Except the induced mutation which subjects to some external (environmental) factors, all the mutation-mechanisms 

above are well-defined genetic-dynamics, and they are definitely not the results of the Darwin-mechanism (blind 

selection). 

Furthermore, most induced and spontaneous mutations are neutral and deleterious; that is, it will not lead to a better 

fitness for the ‘individual’ and will not be ‘selected’ by the DM. Thus, this ‘effectiveness’ of mutation on any organism 

can be expressed by a ‘Bio-evolution-inertia’ equation: 

 

Bio-evolution- inertia: measured by the complexity of the organism; the more complex, the more inertia. The 

effectiveness of mutation (EoM) is much less for higher inertia. That is, 

EoM = P/I 

P, the probability of a mutation having effect on a genome. 
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I, the inertia. I = 1 for single cell genome. For every additional bio-mechanism above single cell (such as becoming 

multicellular; with differentiations; with complex organs, etc.), it increase a factor of ‘10’ for every addition complexity. 

So, for differentiated multicellular organism, I = 10^3. For a multicellular organism which has five internal organs, the {I = 

10^ (3 + 5)}, etc. 

For single cell organism, the EoM = P/1 = P 

For higher level organism {with n (complexity) = 8}, EoM = P/I = P/10^8. A mutation for this organism has very little 

effect. 

 

Then, for the high level organism (such as mammals) which reproduces with Meiosis process, it divides its body into two 

parts: the soma and the germline. In general, the mutations in the somatic cells will not directly link to the germ cells. 

That is, the majority of the mutations in this organism is not inheritable. So, the nature-selection-pressure of Darwin-

mechanism has very little effect on this organism. 

 

With these genetic dynamics, any claim that the ‘mutations’ can lead to Darwin-mechanism is not science. That is, most 

of the ‘variations’ (required for selection) are having nothing to do with the Darwin-mechanism. Again, all the known 

‘speciation-mechanisms’ are in conflict with the Darwin-mechanism, such as: 

One: genetic drift (with Founder effect). 

Two: hybrid speciation. 

Three: horizontal gene transfers. 

Four: allopatric speciation. 

Five: mutations. 

Six: genetic assimilation. 

 

Section three: the global biological evolutionary forces vs the Darwin-mechanism 

Then, most of newly developed evolutionary factors are in conflict with the Darwin-mechanism, such as: 

First, the selfish genes (will definitely fight against the nature selection pressure). 

Second, the punctuated equilibrium (definitely not gradualism). 

Third, genetic assimilation: some novelties are ‘acquired’ by genes, not selected externally. 

Fourth, toolbox genes (such as, the Hox genes): the expressions of gene are ‘regulated’ internally, not selected 

externally. 

 

While Darwin-mechanism can explain some species/sub-species movements, there is not a single evidence to show that 

Darwin-mechanism is the cause of any taxonomic diverging point (not a single one, either in the fossil records or in the 

molecular biology). In fact, all (not a single exception) biological evolutionary mechanisms do not depend on the 

Darwin-mechanism. 

First, all organisms survive and evolve as a species, not as an individual. 

One, the majority of individuals of social-insects (accounts for the half-biomass of all insects) gives up the right of 

reproduction. The Darwin-mechanism is simply wrong in this case. One example is the existential introduction (being 

wrong). 

Two, all (not a single exception) sexual organisms give up the right for all ‘individuals’ to reproduce itself. The survival of 

the organisms is a group effort (with partners). The Darwin-mechanism is wrong again in this case. Two example is the 

existential generalization (being wrong again). 

Three, there is a Large Number Law. For a large number population, a few great individuals will have no power to 

change the ‘average’ of a population. In fact, any novelty which is shared by less than 14% (1/e^2) of the population 
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might not have a chance to become a trait for the population. The Darwin-mechanism (selection on individual) for a 

large population is simply a mathematical nonsense. 

 

Second, the entire biosphere evolves with two ‘constructions’. 

One, the construction of an ecosystem: 

a. Biologization: converting the inorganic compounds into biological substances, mainly done by bacteria or archaeans. 

b. Global oxygenation: this started with oxygen-producing bacteria and was accelerated with oxygenic photosynthesis. 

c. The fungi rescue of wood crisis: restoring the greenhouse gas (stabilizing the globe temperature) and provided space 

and food for land animals. 

It is this constructed ecosystem providing a platform for all lives to survive and to evolve. And, this construction had 

nothing to do with the Darwin-mechanism. 

 

Two, the construction of the diverse life-forms. 

1. Started from single cell: bacteria or archaeans. But, it can form a colony. 

2. Multicellular organism (non-differentiated): the ubiquitous challenge for anything (such as a colony) growing in size 

beyond the scale of diffusion can be eased by movement of medium throughout the biofilm, such as forming a tube, 

etc. This follows the physics and topology totally and is absolutely nothing to do with the Darwin-mechanism (a blind 

selection). 

3. Multicellular organism (differentiated): again, the ‘individual’ cell gives up the right to survive and to reproduce 

‘alone’. It plays the game of ‘group surviving and evolution’. Although all the cells in the differentiated organism are 

having the identical genome, its genes have a set of dip (dual in-line package) switches, and these dip switches are 

turned on/off by toolbox genes (such as the Hox genes). Again, this multicellular construction (developing the dip 

switches and toolbox genes) has absolutely nothing to do with the Darwin-mechanism. 

This diversification is done in accordance of laws of physics and topology, having nothing to do with the Darwin 

mechanism. 

 

Three, the Mass Extinction: it ‘reshapes’ the ecosystem and is very important to the evolution of lives. Again, this major 

evolutionary force is absolutely nothing to do with the Darwin-mechanism. 

 

I have showed a 4-lock litmus test for physics, see Chapter twelve. That is, anything which is not key(s) for these 4-locks 

cannot be a correct theory for the Nature-physics. 

On the other hand, there are two biologic locks: the intelligence and the consciousness which are empirical facts as 

biological traits. That is, the Nature-physics must encompass some mechanisms to give rise to these two bio-locks. Then, 

the valid bio-evolution also must provide the keys for these two bio-locks. 

 

It will be a very intelligent guess that a ‘blind’ process (such as the Darwin-mechanism) will not and cannot give rise to 

either intelligence or consciousness. Furthermore, there is a ‘semantic’ issue too. A selection can be made internally or 

externally. For an external selection, the contestants need not to have any internal choosing power while they must be 

different (with phenotype variations in the case of Darwin-mechanism) by definition. On the other hand, the internal 

selection requires an internal choosing power (ICP), and this ICP cannot be blind.  

So, the surviving after an external selection is not an adaptation as it possesses the required attributes for the selection 

pressures before the selection. For surviving after an internal adjustment (choices), it has overcome the new challenge 

by ‘adapting’ it by making some choices. So, the Darwin-language that {nature selection is the only way of adaptation} is 

semantic wrong, totally nonsense. 
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Section four: the evolution of complexity vs Darwin mechanism 

Again, the semantic meaning of ‘selection’ is that the unselected must be forced out or abandoned (that is, extinction in 

terms of species). The extinctions of Neanderthals and Denisova hominin could be caused by nature disasters, major 

wars or assimilated by Homo sapiens. In fact, there is not a single fossil record showing that a species went extinct 

because of the Darwin-mechanism (the nature-selection-pressure which acted on phenotypes of some ‘individuals’ of a 

population led to the extinction of a mother or a sister species). While the fossil records might not be a good 

measurement for this ‘selection’ issue, the unfitted bio-mechanism should be abandoned under the Darwin-mechanism. 

But, while the bio-mechanisms do progress step by step, none of the old steps is abandoned. The following is a brief 

outline. 

One, single cell species (bacteria or archaeans) replicate via binary fission, the simplest ‘division’ mechanism. 

Two, eukaryotes could be arisen through fusion of an archaean and an eubacterium, the simplest ‘fusion’ mechanism. 

[Note: while eukaryote is an evolution advancement, the prokaryotes (bacteria or archaeans) were not ‘selected out’. 

In fact, Eukaryotes represent only a tiny minority of all living things.] 

Three, simple eukaryote replicates via mitosis (asexual) process. Again, the binary fission is not selected out. 

Four, meiosis process could be evolved from mitosis. Yet, mitosis is not only not selected out but is kept in all sexual 

species. 

 

Furthermore, all these evolutions are having nothing to do with the Darwin-mechanism (the nature-selection-pressure 

which acted on the phenotypes of some ‘individuals’ of a population). Each one of these processes is the results of 

physics laws, topology and economics (cost and redundancy). 

Binary fission (tearing self-apart) is by all means an entity (self) killer, but it increases the chance of survival of ‘species’. 

Mitosis doubles itself in biomass before tears itself apart, and this process not only increases the ‘chance’ of species 

survival but increases the biomass for the species. Meiosis divides its ‘information’ into four parts, that is, the life-

information of a species will not be placed in one basket (significantly increase the preservation of its life-information). 

This is also a great strategy to fend off the hackers and keep its life-information secure. Thus, for facultative sex species, 

it replicates asexually (with mitosis) in general but turns into sexual reproduction (meiosis) during ‘stressful’ situation. 

 

So, the survival of the species is enhanced with three evolutionary advancement. 

1. Increase the ‘number’. 

2. Increase the ‘biomass’. 

3. Preserve and secure the ‘life-information’. 

 

The evolution of these bio-mechanisms shows the following points: 

a. The evolution ‘unit’ is species, not individual. 

b. The ‘end objective’ for the evolution is to preserve and to secure the ‘life-information’ of the species. 

c. The ‘highest and best’ mechanism for reaching this end is the meiosis process (sex-mechanism). [Note: the sex-

mechanism forces every ‘individual’ of the species giving up the right to replicate itself. Every ‘individual’ needs a 

‘partner’ from the species in order to produce its offspring.] 

 

Processing ‘information’ is intelligence by definition. Now, all bio-mechanisms (generating variations, regulating the 

expressions of genes, developing morphological and physiological structures, developing life-information preserving and 

security mechanisms, etc.) are done with ‘well-defined’ genetic dynamics, not caused by any ‘blind’ external selection. 

These well-defined mechanisms are ‘adapted’ (chosen) by organisms. The blind external pressures are at best acting as 
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‘challenges’ to these organisms. That is, the evolution force in biology is ‘intelligence’, not an external blind selection. 

The detailed discussion on this is available at http://sexevolution.wikia.com/wiki/Sexevolution_Wiki . 

 

Section five: conclusion 

One, the genetic variations of a species (required for evolution) are produced by a set well-defined genetic dynamics 

(genetic drift (with Founder effect); hybrid speciation; horizontal gene transfers; allopatric speciation; mutations; genetic 

assimilation, the Hardy–Weinberg principle, etc.), not by any external blind selection. 

Two, the major global evolution stages (Biologization; Global oxygenation; The fungi rescue of wood crisis; etc.) are done 

at inter-species levels, not by any external blind selection. 

Three, the major developments of morphological structures {single cell; multicellular (un-differentiated); multicellular 

(differentiated), etc.} are following the laws of physics and topology, not by any external blind selection. 

Four, the major life-information preserving strategies {binary fission (increasing the ‘number’); mitosis (increasing both 

the number and the biomass); meiosis (increasing the number, the biomass and reducing the risk of putting all in one 

basket by increasing the ‘variations’)} are acts of ‘intelligence’, not by any external blind selection. 

Five, all the above are done at species and inter-species level. The selection of any (or some) individuals has no effect on 

evolution unless the number of those selected individuals goes over a threshold (about 14% [1/e^2] of the population). 

Yes, this threshold can be reached easier when there is a ‘population bottleneck’. Yet, at this threshold, the genetic drift, 

founder’s effect and genetic assimilation become the dominant evolution forces, again not by any external blind 

selection (as the population bottleneck could be reached by happenstance [such as, isolation], not by any selection). 

Six, at a giving environmental location, there are zillions different organisms with different phenotypes. That is, all those 

different phenotypes are adapting the same nature-selecting-pressure, and no phenotype was selected-out by any 

external blind selection. 

Seven, for a high level sexual organism (such as mammal), its morphological body is divided into two parts: the somatic 

and the germline. The external blind pressure is in general acting on the somatic cells. The mutation of the somatic cells 

can often become cancerous, but this mutation is in general isolated from the germline cells. That is, the mutation of 

somatic cells is in general not inheritable. On the other hand, when some novelties are ‘acquired’ by the somatic cells, 

they could be inheritable by genetic (somatic) assimilation. There is a somatic/germline communication pathway. Yet, 

this mutation/acquiring distinction is a well-defined internal ‘choice’. The bad and harmful somatic mutations will not be 

transmitted to the germline. 

Eight, while Darwin-mechanism (the nature-selection-pressure which acted on phenotypes of some ‘individuals’ of a 

population) could lead to a new ecotype (subspecies), there is no single taxonomic diverging point which is caused by 

the Darwin-mechanism (at least no single evidence [fossil or else] shows it being otherwise). 

 

With the above, it is very obvious that the Darwin-mechanism (the nature-selection-pressure which acted on 

phenotypes of some ‘individuals’ of a population) plays a very minimal (minimal, …, minimal, …) role in the ‘global 

biological evolution’. It is a wrong mechanism for describing the biological evolution. Claiming that Darwin-mechanism is 

the ‘major’ evolution force and the ‘only’ mechanism for adaptation is a total nonsense. 

 

The evolutionary ‘adaptations’ are intelligent choices to perpetuate the life of species (by preserving and securing its 

life-information, the genome). In fact, this evolutionary process leads to the full expression of ‘intelligence’. Excluding 

the nature events (repeated Mass-Extinctions), the biological evolution is powered by ‘intelligence’ (increasing the 

number, the biomass, the security via variations, etc.). Of course, this ‘intelligence’ is not the one of Christian-intelligent-

design (the teleological argument) but is embedded in the base of nature-physics laws (see 

http://www.prequark.org/Biolife.htm ). 

http://sexevolution.wikia.com/wiki/Sexevolution_Wiki
http://www.prequark.org/Biolife.htm
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Darwinism is a total bullcrap, and here is a bullcrap stamp for it. 

 

 
 

Darwin’s original work is a mediocre scientific work (being mostly wrong). But, the MES (modern evolutionary synthesis) 

which tries to elevate Darwinianism (especially the nature selection) to the status of G0d is the worst shamelessness in 

human history, see https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/04/20/deaths-of-two-gods/ . 

 

 

 

Denying Darwinism is not pseudoscience 
Written on March 29, 2014 

See (http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/03/28/what-is-science-and-why-should-we-care-part-iii/comment-page-

1/#comment-242 ) 

@Alan Sokal: 

Excellent article. For the George Bush and Tony Blair fiasco, I agree with you 100%, and it was a fraudulent 

misrepresentation and a big foreign-policy blunder. But, it goes way beyond that; it has pushed America into the path of 

decline, might be even passed the point of no return. Yet, I do have some opinions on the two issues that you have 

discussed. 

One: “… But other and more dangerous pseudosciences are endemic in the United States: prominent among these is the 

denial of biological evolution.” 

Why is denial of biological evolution not science? Many denials are based on the belief that there is a higher truth than 

the evolution science, and that higher truth is much more ‘evident’ and powerful than any evolution evidence can 

provide. Theoretical Physicist Matt Strassler (posted an article “Did The Universe Really Begin With a Singularity?”) 

denied that the universe began with a singularity. I rebutted it with a ‘tiers/fractal (with similarity transformations)” 

explanation (http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2014/03/22/logic-logic-are-they-logical/ ). That is, the visible universe 

is clearly not began with a singularity, but it does not prove that a lower tier follows the same result. As a great physicist, 

he posted a new article (http://profmattstrassler.com/2014/03/26/which-parts-of-the-big-bang-theory-are-reliable/ ) 

describing the universe with four tiers and affirmed that the top three tiers do not reduce to a singularity. On the same 

token, all the great evidences of the evolution do not give the answer for the “initial” condition of the beginning of 

lives. Furthermore, the denial of the ‘intelligent design’ by many scientists is not rational per this ‘tiers/fractal’ system.  

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/04/20/deaths-of-two-gods/
http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/03/28/what-is-science-and-why-should-we-care-part-iii/comment-page-1/#comment-242
http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/03/28/what-is-science-and-why-should-we-care-part-iii/comment-page-1/#comment-242
http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2014/03/22/logic-logic-are-they-logical/
http://profmattstrassler.com/2014/03/26/which-parts-of-the-big-bang-theory-are-reliable/
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With a single example, the ‘existential introduction’ is completed. The airplane and the internet are the results of the 

‘intelligent designs’. In this tiers structure, can this ‘intelligent design’ go all the way back to the ‘initial’ point? Yet, there 

is another problem for ‘evolution’, as the evidences are very strong (but ignored by many scientists) that the species 

‘evolve’ with a speed much more powerful than the Darwinian-evolution can describe.  

If species (such as human) can evolve intelligently, the ‘existential generalization’ for intelligent evolution (design) is 

completed. Of course, we are still lacking the ‘universal proof’ to extend the intelligent design to the first tier, the initial 

condition. With these two reasons (tiers-logic and intelligent design being introduced and generalized), the denial of 

Darwinian evolution is not all non-scientific. 

 

Two: “… example of adversaries of the scientific worldview, namely academic postmodernists and extreme social 

constructivists. … that science as I [Alan Sokal] have defined it is an illusion, and that the purported objective knowledge 

provided by science is largely or entirely a social construction.” 

By all means, science is not an illusion. Anyone who holds on this view can be ignored by all of us. Again, science is of 

course a social construction. In my view, human has three types of epistemological faculties. 

a. Rational 

b. Emotional 

c. Spiritual 

The spiritual has nothing to do with God or any spirits (outside of our body). The spiritual is the most powerful human 

faculty which gives every individual a meaning for his life, that is, the ability to ‘choose’ arbitrarily an answer for the 

meaning of his life, and this ‘choosing’ needs not to be rational or emotional. The God, spirits and religions are created 

by this faculty. In this faculty, both the question and answer are ‘absolute’ without any ‘room’ for other faculties. If 

anyone holds a position ‘absolutely’, he is using this ‘spiritual faculty’. If you [Alan Sokal] reject the postmodermists’ 

position ‘completely’, you have invoked your spiritual faculty in this matter, no longer rational. By all means, the 

postmodermists are not all wrong. The large part of the science is a human endeavor, that is, a social construction.  I 

can show you many examples but will make this comment too long.  
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Chapter seventeen: Deaths of two G0ds 
---- The origin of life 

Written on April 20, 2016 

(See https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/04/20/deaths-of-two-gods/ ) 

 

Section 1: There WERE two fake G0ds 

 

God of religions is not a topic of this article. This article is about denouncing two fake g0ds. 

 

First, the God of Dishonesty (the G0d), the Darwinianism which claims that life of this universe evolves with Darwinian-

evolution: {nature selection pressure (blind, non-intelligent) acts on phenotype of ‘individual’ of a population gradually 

and leads to ‘speciation’}. In the Chapter sixteen, I have showed that Darwinism is a total bullcrap. 

 

Second, the God of the gaps (the G0G): 

Although this omnipotent G0d (the nature selection nonsense) is totally BLIND, it is still unable to ignore a simple 

question: {why is there something rather than nothing?} After all, this totally blind G0d is itself a something. Thus, this 

G0d admits that there is a ‘God of the gaps (the G0G)’ who rules over all the current open questions. 

 

In physics, there are some open questions, such as {dark energy, dark mass, hierarchy problems, fine-tuning, etc.}. 

Except the fine-tuning issue, physicists believe that all other issues will be understood eventually. For the fine-tuning 

issue, many physicists have given it to the G0G, who rules over the ‘multiverse’. Of course, this G0G is by definition 

beyond the scientific epistemology. 

 

So, we now have two G0ds, {G0d and G0G}. And they are the ‘only game’ in their own town. 

This ‘only game in town’ epistemology can almost be elevated into a 3rd God if we cannot show that there is a true 

game in town. 

Fortunately, there is a true game in town. 

 

Section 2: Selection vs adaptation 

If you are not a scientist, we can discuss this G0d in terms of its semantic meaning. 

‘Selection’ is to mean selecting something from an existing pool. So, for an existing pool, something is selected ‘IN’ while 

something else is selected ‘OUT’. 

What is the meaning of ‘selected-OUT’? Extinction? If this is the case, many species are selected-OUT by the mass-

extinction (normally caused by major disasters), but ‘mass-extinction’ is not the Darwinian type of ‘natural selection’. 

The hallmark example of Darwinian evolution is the peppered moth: the dark phenotype of moth became dominant 

during the industrial pollution period. But, after the pollution was cleared, the light phenotype of moth bounced back. 

That is, in this case, the light moth was not truly ‘selected-OUT’. And, the dark moth was not a new species via Darwinian 

speciation. 

Another hallmark example of Darwinian evolution is the ‘superbug’ which gains the resistance for many antibiotics. Even 

in this case, the old-bugs are not ‘selected-OUT’. In fact, this new superbug is much weaker in the low antibiotic 

environment. By all means, the superbug is not an evolution achievement, and it is just an ecophenotypic variation. 

 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/04/20/deaths-of-two-gods/
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The modern evolutionary synthesis (MES) defines evolution as the change over time in genetic variation. The frequency 

of one particular allele will become more or less prevalent relative to other forms of that gene. Variation disappears 

when a new allele reaches the point of fixation — when it either disappears from the population or replaces the 

ancestral allele entirely. 

In MES, “Nature” refers to an ecosystem, that is, a system in which organisms interact with every other element, 

physical as well as biological, in their local environment. “Nature selection” most generally makes nature the measure 

against which individuals and individual traits, are more or less likely to produce offspring. 

 

 

 
Thus, the ecotype speciation plays no role in the historical current of evolution, as it does not make major changes in the 

genetic variation, and it in general does not select-out any old population. 

 

The light moth was not selected out by the dark moth. 

The old bugs were not selected out by the superbug. 

The finches were not selected out by one another. 

 

The plant Hieracium umbellatum of broad leaves and expanded inflorescences (found around rocky, sea-side cliffs) is not 

selected out by a narrow leaves (with compact inflorescences, among sand dunes) variety. 
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 Thus, those hallmarks of Darwinianism examples are at the best the examples of epigenetics. 

In fact, in the entire taxonomic hierarchy, not a single taxonomic branching has been verified to be the result of 

Darwinian mechanism (nature selection acts on …). 

 

The best example is the rising of eukaryote, which is not selected-IN from neither bacteria nor archaea. Eukaryote arose 

from the ‘interaction (not selection)’ between bacteria and archaea. 

 

The bottom-line is that ‘selection (of any kind)’ can only be selecting-In or selected-OUT from existing pool, and no 

‘selection’ can select from ‘future’ (not yet existing). “Selection” is not a creation process. 

Selection is a process from ‘without’, an external process. ‘Adaptation’ is a process from ‘within’, an internal process. 

 

In science, every term must be clearly defined. The semantic meaning of {selection and adaptation} must be clearly 

distinguished. 

 

If a species survives the external pressure with its existing ‘tool box (the variation of the gene pool, etc.)’, it has been 

‘selected’, not adapted. 

Thus, adaptation must not be the result of selection. The ‘adaptation’ must be defined as ‘acquiring’ a (or some) new 

tool in some ways. 

 

So, the semantic definitions are: 

One, ‘selection’ cannot produce anything truly ‘new’, selecting something beyond the existing pool. 

Two, ‘adaptation’ cannot be the result of selection but must be acquiring something ‘NEW’. 
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Eukaryote is obviously not a result of selection, as it is something new. So, eukaryote-rising-mechanism (ERM) is one 

kind of ‘adaptation’. However, there are two more adaptation-mechanisms. 

 

First, adaptation in accordance to physics laws and topology. 

 

 
  

Example one, the rising of body shape: when a single cell replicates with ‘binary-fission’, it produces a grape-bunch like 

mass in a nutrient soup. Of course, the internal cells of the mass are deprived from the nutrient. So, a tube like structure 

will be the way to get nutrient for all cells. So, the adaptation of a tube-like body shape for multi-cells organism is simply 

following the laws of physics and topology. 

 

Example two, the rising of differentiation: it simply follows the topology, see, (What is Topological command? At 

http://sexevolution.wikia.com/wiki/Switching_off_cancer_cells ). 

 

Example three, the rising of the first DNA: the stability of any ‘structure’ is 100% depending on the physics laws. That is, 

all forms of stable ‘structure’ are predetermined by the physics laws. Yet, the easiest stable structure is a symmetrical 

structure. And, the double helix structure is a physics predetermined stable structure. As soon as there are suitable 

Lego pieces for that structure, it will form automatically. 

 

In Conway’s game of life, when some stones are randomly dropped on the life-board, some patterns will quickly appear 

in accordance to the rules of the game. While most of the patterns will become sterile, some will become lively, and the 

‘glide’ is such a lively pattern. Although the initial ‘seeds’ are randomly dropped, this is absolutely not a ‘random’ 

process, as it is governed by the ‘rules of the game’. 

It is already a fact that amino acid can be produced from a non-organic soup. Then, those amino acids can combine 

again in accordance to the physics laws. While most of the combinations are not suitable for fitting in into some stable 

structures, some of the combinations will become suitable Lego pieces for some stable structures. 

 

http://sexevolution.wikia.com/wiki/Switching_off_cancer_cells
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Double helix is a very simple stable structure, needs much less lego types than the high heel above and only needs one 

super glue (the hydrogen bond). Again, this is not a ‘random’ process (no Boltzmann monkeys are needed), as it is 

governed by the laws of physics. So, the first piece of double helix (with A, C, T, G) can appear in very short time period 

(in terms of the life evolution time-scale). 

Then, the DNA replication process (via RNA) and the using protein as the language for metabolism are both the result of 

‘in accordance to laws’ and a new adaptation mechanism (the intelligence). 

 Second, the adaptation with ‘intelligence’: the biggest (biggest, biggest, …, biggest,…) evolution force is the ‘mass-

extinction (normally caused by major disasters)’ which reshuffles the evolution players completely. 

At the beginning, the ecosystem was ruled by the physical strength (such as in the Mesozoic Era). Thus the weaker must 

be innovative with some defensive measures. Any kind of innovation is the result of ‘intelligence’.  And, those defensive 

measures were more effective to fend off the major disasters. 

Thus, after repeated ‘mass-extinctions’, the ‘intelligence’ becomes the dominant evolution force. 

This is about the macro-intelligence. The micro-intelligence which invented ‘protein language’ requires more detailed 

discussions. But, it will become clear after we address the following issues. 

What is intelligence? 

Where is the source for intelligence? 

How intelligence is manifested (expressed or implemented)? 

They were all discussed in Chapter fifteen. These together with the Physics-TOE, all ‘gaps’ are filled. That is, the G0G 

(God of the Gaps) is now also dead. 

 

Conclusion: 

In fact, this ‘nothing to something creation’ process has many expressions (manifestations). 

Physics expression: the Real/Ghost symmetry (see ‘Super Unified Theory’) 

Math expression: zero/infinities symmetry 

Life expression: intelligence/consciousness 

Linguistics expression: large complex system theorem 

In fact, all these manifestations (expressions) are isomorphic to one another. There are two points on this fact. 

One, when one manifestation is fully understood, all other manifestations will be understood too. 

Two, although the expression of each manifestation is completely different from others’ superficially, they must be 

identical in their essences. 
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So, in physics expression, the ‘nothingness’ is expressed as {timelessness and immutability}, and thus this {timelessness 

and immutability} must be the essence for all other expressions. 

In physics, the ‘timelessness’ is expressed as the rising of ‘arrow of time (with time-hose)’ via the {real/ghost 4-time 

dimensions}. The ‘immutability’ is expressed as the {planned attack by the Ghost rascal}. 

 

In life, the timelessness (eternality) is achieved by both {the species immortality} and {the timeless stable structure in 

accordance to the laws of physics}. The immutability is maintained with both {DNA stability and its repairing mechanism} 

and evolution (the Ghost rascal in the life-realm). 

 

 
The ‘arrow of evolution’ is isomorphic to the ‘arrow of time (time-hose)’. 

 

So, the {timeless stable structure} created the first DNA. 

Then, the immutability of life-realm is expressed as evolution, which consists of two forces. 

One, ‘selection’: the most powerful selection is the ‘mass-extinction’ which is of course not {Darwin’s nature 

selection}. Selection is an external force, often ‘blind’. ‘Selection’ cannot produce NEW by definition. 

Two, ‘adaptation’: overcoming the external force by acquiring some new tools. Thus, surviving in ‘selection’ is 

not adaptation. ‘Adaptation’ must acquire something NEW. 
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There are three ways of adaptation. 

One, the eukaryote-rising-mechanism (ERM): the interaction (not selection) among the old, and something NEW is 

produced. 

 

Two, arising out in accordance to the rules of the game (such as, the rules of life-game of glider or the laws of physics, 

etc.). That the lego pieces (A, C, T, G) which fall into the predetermined stable structure (double helix, etc.) is one 

example. Another example will be the rise of ‘human-like-brain’, see http://www.prequark.org/inte001.htm . 

Three, advancing with ‘intelligence’: the species intelligence, see 

http://sexevolution.wikia.com/wiki/Species_Intelligence_and_its_Internal_Sanction . “Intelligence” is the most powerful 

evolution force for the very complex life-systems. 

 

So, life is constrained and confined by the laws of physics and theorems of topology. While being the rulers of constrain 

and confinement for life, the laws of physics and theorems of topology are also providing zillions (unbounded many) 

options; that is, the ‘nature options’. Then, life has intelligence and can choose the best option from a set of ‘nature 

options’. There is no ‘nature selection’ which is not only wrong but is a total bullcrap. 

Now, I have showed a ‘true game in town’ (answering the issue of {why is there something rather than nothing?}), and 

thus the G0d and G0G are now dead. More details, see https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/01/18/the-final-toe-

theory-of-everything/ .  

 

Darwin’s original work is a mediocre scientific work (being mostly wrong). Although the most later works (such as, 

genetics, horizontal gene transfer, genetic drift, genetic assimilation, punctuated equilibrium, molecular biology, etc.) 

are scientifically correct, they are all in conflict with or in contradiction to the Darwinianism. But, they are synthesized 

into MES (by sweeping those contradictions under the synthesizing carpet) for the reason of trying to elevate 

Darwinianism (especially the nature selection) to the status of G0d in order to fight against the Christian God. And, this is 

the worst shamelessness in human history. Worshiping the G0d by ignoring all scientific facts, it is the most shameful 

thing in this universe.  

 

The ‘Creation of Life’ is now totally understood. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.prequark.org/inte001.htm
http://sexevolution.wikia.com/wiki/Species_Intelligence_and_its_Internal_Sanction
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/01/18/the-final-toe-theory-of-everything/
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/01/18/the-final-toe-theory-of-everything/
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Chapter eighteen: The Human Intelligent Brain 
Written in 2001 

(See http://www.prequark.org/inte001.htm ) 

 

I. Dive into the un-computable universe 

Intelligence is the source for understanding physics, but traditional physics is unable to understand how intelligence 

arises. 

a) What process(es) give(s) rise to intelligence? 

b) What physical structure can house an intelligence machine and can generate intelligence? 

 

II. The mapping principle 

For human, to understand a thing (its structure, internal logic, and what not) must map it into human brain. That is, a 

"subset" of human brain structure must be "isomorphic to" that thing. 

If the entirety of the universe (its structure, logic, laws etc.) can be mapped into human brain(s), then the universe can 

be understood in its entirety by mankind. 

If the entirety of God (His structure, logic, essence, laws, etc.) cannot be mapped into human brain(s), then God is 

incomprehensible by mankind. 

 

This "Mapping Principle" can be a tool to investigate two issues. 

a) To "design" an artificial intelligent brain with a "reverse engineering process" when we already understood many 

other things, such as the physical universe. 

b) To find out whether God can be understood by this artificial intelligent brain. 

We can "design" this artificial intelligent brain without knowing anything about the human brain physiology. 

 

Can we design a brain better than a human brain? 

Can this be a method to understand the structure of human brain? 

 

III. Engineering a science 

Is engineering a science? If it is, it is quite different from the science of physics. For engineering, a problem can be 

resolved without truly knowing its cause. For example, a machine is vibrating very badly. Engineers can use some 

vibrating isolators and shock absorbers to solve the problem without knowing the cause of or eliminating the source of 

the vibration. 

 

In Fictitious Universe Epistemology, we are actually "engineering" physics, and this provides many more degrees of 

freedom in the research of physics. … 

Even if the real universe were absolutely different from the "engineered" universe, this FU shows that there are other 

possible universes and other possible physics. 

 

IV. Designing parameters for an intelligence machine 

The moving space-time can often obscure or even erase its previous signatures, as (hysteresis, history or trace killing 

process). Thus, things can develop and become quite distinct from their origins. The research of an intelligent machine 

http://www.prequark.org/inte001.htm
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(brain) might not be able to discover what intelligence itself is. And this type of research is confined by its research 

object. We will have a much freer hand by designing an intelligent machine from the ground up. 

 

Now, we shall first set some designing parameters or list some issues. If they don't work out, we simply change them. 

Is the known intelligent machine (brain) a source of intelligence?  

Or, is it (brain) a result (product) of an intelligence (process)? 

Can intelligence be created by or composed of something not intelligent?  

 

Human brain consists of three things: 

a) matter (proton, neutron, electron, etc.) 

b) structures (cells, circuits, connections, etc.) 

c) activities (internal, external, etc.) 

Which one creates intelligence? 

It would be the easiest if all three carry intelligence. Do we truly have a free hand to design intelligence in such a way? 

 

 This engineering process has a similar problem to the transcendence and immanence paradox of theology. 

Does an intelligence exist apart from each intelligence machine? 

Does every and each part of an intelligence machine carry intelligence? 

Human brain seemingly has an unlimited memory (in terms of one’s lifespan). 

The death of some number of neurons in the course of human life naturally seemingly will not cause a memory loss. 

 

Intelligence consists of, but not limited to, the followings: 

a) memory (different from computer memory) 

b) rational reasoning 

c) irrational reasoning 

d) emotion, spirituality, psyche, etc.. 

I will not discuss the above as right or wrong issues. I will simply "design" some mechanisms or processes to perform 

them. 

 

V. Topological neuron 

We can design an intelligence machine by first designing a topological neuron (the t-neuron). This t-neuron has the 

following properties: 

It has about 1,000 dendrites (short connections) and many axons (long connections) to make contact with other t-

neurons. 

This t-neuron is a topological torus (a ball with two holes). One hole let things go into this t-neuron; one let things go out 

from it. The hole can be as one point or as the entire surface of this t-neuron. 

This t-neuron has an ideal "balanced" state. 

This t-neuron can get into an excited state by receiving something (being fired or charged upon) through its entrance 

hole (the end of one or many dendrites or axons). This state can be called as waking state. 

When a t-neuron is fired repeatedly, it will finally reach a fatigue state, and it no longer can be fired. 

An excited t-neuron can discharge (firing) something through its exit hole and gets back to its balanced state. 

A fatigued t-neuron must go through a "reset process" by discharge something (firing others) in order to regain the 

ability to get into the waking state. 
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When a t-neuron is imbedded in a t-neuron mass, it must follow a social rule. When its neighbors are waking, it most 

likely be stay awake. A fatigued t-neuron cannot easily be reset when others are waking. That is, a mass of t-neuron 

must "reset" together about the same time. 

 

A resetting t-neuron must, in fact, charge others. However, a group (mass) t-neuron can still be reset with the following 

tactics: 

a) Slow down the discharge rate together. 

b) Discharge to neighbors who are not as fatigue. 

The bigger this t-neuron mass is, the longer the resetting time it needs. 

 

A t-neuron mass must be reset (t-neuron sleep), and there are many t-neuronal activities during this t-neuron sleep (the 

t-neuron dreams, charging others). 

 

When a cell has only a handful neighbors (like a muscle cell), it can be somewhat as itself. When a cell is connected with 

thousands neighbors, it must obey the social rules: 

It forms, at least but not limited to, three state: 

i) an ideal "balanced" state 

ii) an excited (being fired) waking state 

iii) fatigue state 

 

It takes two processes to mediate the three states above. 

a) be charged by others 

b) resetting (charging other) 

 

Because every t-neuron is connected with thousands neighbors, it cannot function the two processes alone but must 

synchronize with others. This makes two states for a t-neuron mass: 

i) waking state (with mental activities) 

ii) sleeping state (with dreaming activities) 

Yes, a t-neuron mass must sleep and will dream. 

 

After a memory system is designed for this t-neuron mass, it can perform the followings: 

a) rational reasoning 

b) irrational reasoning 

This t-neuron dream will also provide a similar mechanism for Freudian dreams.  

 

VI. Two design criteria 

Whether human brain can store infinite bits of information or not, the intelligence machine I am designing should be 

capable of doing so. Mathematicians would disagree the using of the term of "infinite" here. I will make a definition as 

follow: 

       "R is the number bits information that our intelligent machine can store. For a (any) nature number N, R can 

always larger than N." 

Strictly speaking, especially in terms of mathematics, R is called "finite but unbounded," not infinite. However, in this 

paper, I will make the terms of "unbound" and of "infinite" to be inter-changeable. I will prove that the R of my machine 
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is "unbounded," and will simply call it "infinite." This might not be exactly correct in terms of mathematics, but it is 

convenient to our discussion, and it will not distort any of the issues. 

 

My t-neuron mass (the intelligent machine) has a finite number of t-neurons (about 10 billions) and has a finite number 

of connections (about 10 trillions).  

If the information is stored in individual t-neuron or its circuits, we can always find a N larger than R. Perhaps, this R is 

large enough for human's life time, but the R of my machine must be infinite. 

 

Because my t-neuron is a life, it could die. If information is stored in individual t-neuron itself or its circuits, its death can 

cause to lose a vital bit of information or to disable an important memory circuit. 

 

For the two reasons above, my design will not choose the above methods regardless of whether human brain uses them 

or not. 

In order to resolve the t-neuron death problem above, my machine uses a group (for example, one million) t-neurons 

to store one "unit" of information. Thus, the death of 10 or 20% members of this group will not lose the stored 

information. 

In order to find an R to be an infinite, the finite number of t-neurons must be used "over and over" for different bits of 

information.  

 

Information can be written on a "magic slate" (a toy) "over and over."  

A magic slate has two states: 

as a white sheet 

as a written page. 

It must go back to the white sheet state before a new page can be written. 

 

VII. Window signal and signal memory 

Now, my t-neuron machine has a few windows; vision window (eyes), sound window (ears), pressure window, etc... 

When a chair is detected from a vision window: 

It generates a window signal. 

A group (about one million) t-neurons got excited when they receive this window signal. 

This excited group forms a topological map (topo-chair, as a written page) in this t-neuron mass. 

When this window signal disappears, the topo-map (topo-chair) disappears, and the t-neuron mass goes back to its 

"random state" (the white sheet state). 

When a desk is detected, another group got excited (written state) to form a topo-desk. 

Topo-chair and topo-desk can share some t-neurons (10%, 20%, … 80% or...) 

When that same chair appears again, a new topo-chair forms, and this new topo-chair is about 95% identical to the old 

topo-chair in terms of their t-neuron members. 

After repeating the chair window signal, a "signal memory" comes alive as the topo-chair's members become consistent, 

being burnt-in. Of course, this signal memory is far from a recall memory. 

 

With this "signal memory" mechanism, two problems are resolved. 

The R of this machine can be as an infinite because the finite number of t-neurons can be used over and over. The 

information is not stored in individual t-neuron itself but is stored as a window signal topo-map (ws-topo-map). A finite 

number of t-neurons can create infinite number of ws-topo-maps as the t-neuron mass has two states: 
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a) The random state (the white sheet) 

b) The mapped state (the written page) 

When a t-neuron mass loses its ability to return to its random state, some particular images (topo-maps) will 

stay and appear over and again. This t-neuron mass will, then, suffer a schizophrenia-like symptom. Drugs which 

can relax t-neurons back to their random state will ease this symptom. 

Because the information is stored in a group (about one million) t-neurons in the form as a topo-map, the death of 10% 

or more of that group will not lose the stored information as the topo-map should not be distorted significantly. 

 

VIII. Signal registration 

With a repeated window signal, a ws-topo-map will soon reach a fatigue state which must begin to discharge. Because 

this group is connected with one another via their dendrites (short connections), it is much easier to discharge via axons 

(long connections) under this circumstance. That is, a new topo-map at a distant place is generated by this fatiguing ws-

topo-map. I call this action as registration of the ws-topo-map and this new topo-map as register (reg-map) or syntax of 

this ws-topo-map. 

 

Now, a chair can generate a window signal. 

This window signal generates a ws-topo-map in the t-neuron mass. 

A fatiguing ws-topo-map generates a reg-map (or syntax) at a distant part of the t-neuron mass.  

If we can design a mechanism to activate the reg-map internally, this reg-map could activate the ws-topo-map without 

the window signal. That is, we would have designed a recall memory. 

With a recall memory, we can, then, design a "thinking machine." 

 

IX. Second registration & recall memory 

Although the window signal can be registered in the t-neuron mass, a mechanism is needed to activate its reg-map 

internally (without the window signal) for a true recall memory system. 

 

So far, the signal memory has a uni-direction only: 

window signal --- > ws-topo-map --- > reg-map (syntax) 

Now, four window signals are mapped into (not onto) a t-neuron mass as followings: 

chair --- > ws-topo-chair --- > reg-chair 

table --- > ws-topo-table --- > reg-table 

baby --- > ws-topo-baby --- > reg-baby 

crying --- > ws-topo-crying --- > reg-crying 

These four reg-maps can be viewed as a new topo-map. When this new topo-map is getting fatigue, it generates a 2nd 

order reg-map (a relation-map). A relation-map can be called as reg2nd-map. 

 

The next day, four window signals are mapped into this t-neuron mass as followings: 

chair --- > ws-topo-chair --- > reg-chair 

table --- > ws-topo-table --- > reg-table 

baby --- > ws-topo-baby --- > reg-baby 

laughing --- > ws-topo-laughing --- >reg-laughing 

 

Obviously, the topo-map of reg2nd (chair, table, baby, crying) has a significant overlap with the topo-map of reg2nd 

(chair, table, baby, laughing). 
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The more syntaxes the two reg2nd maps share, the less the difference between the two maps. When the difference 

between the two reg2nd maps reduces to a level, they can switch from one to another and vice verse. I call this very-

alike switching (or va-switching). 

 

That is, after a reg2nd (chair, table, baby, laughing) is activated by some window signals, it has a chance to switch to 

reg2nd (chair, table, baby, crying), and it can activate reg-crying without the window signal of crying. 

With the 2nd (or higher) order of registration system and a va-switching mechanism, a recall memory system is 

designed. 

 

Now, we need to summarize what we have designed so far. 

A t-neuron, as a ball with two holes; that is, it can be charged and be discharged. 

A t-neuron mass (about 10 billion t-neurons), its member has 1,000 dendrites and many axons. 

This t-neuron mass can be excited by window signals. 

t-neuron will reach a fatigue state after being excited repeatedly. 

There are two ways to reduce the t-neuron fatigue: 

       i) t-neuron sleep 

      ii) topo-map registration (1st, 2nd or higher order) 

The t-neuron mass is a white sheet 

This white sheet can be written repeatedly, as it always goes back to a white sheet state when the external signal 

disappears. 

Although this t-neuron mass is a white sheet, a "signal memory" can exist, the membership memory via burnt-in. 

The window signal can be registered as reg-map at another part of this t-neuron mass 

The 2nd order registration forms a topo-map network 

With a va-switching mechanism and a topo-map network, a recall memory system can be designed. 

 

This topo-map network is not a hardware circuit which could be found in this t-neuron mass because the background 

state of this t-neuron mass is a white sheet (the randomness). 

 

This topo-map network is formed with the followings: 

a) signal memory (membership memory of a group members via burnt-in) 

b) registration pathways 

c) va-switching 

d) recall mechanism 

 

If we feed two "identical" t-neuron mass (having identical neuronal connections) with different window signals, their 

topo-map networks will be completely different. They will be two entirely different intelligent machines. 

 

For a window signal-chair, only when the reg2nd-chair has "burnt in," it will, then, become a part of the long term 

memory from which the reg-chair can be recalled. That is, the t-neuron mass is, now, having three different functioning 

sections: 

A section for window signal mapping. 

A section for short term memory -- 1st order of registration, reg-map. 

A section for long term memory -- 2nd order of registration, reg2nd-map. 
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X. Topological map memory and recall memory 

I have briefly outlined the design of a "recall memory" system which starts out from a "signal memory". As I am not 

researching the human brain memory system, there is no issue about right or wrong on this signal memory. It is simply 

an issue of whether it is a good or a bad design. So, I am not obligated to provide an explanation of why this signal 

memory should work. However, I do want to provide an explanation on it here because that mechanism is very 

important to our future design works. 

 

The forming of ws-topo-chair is quite arbitrary when the t-neuron mass receives a window signal-chair the first time. 

The shapes of ws-topo-chair for two different t-neuron mass could be quite different. 

 

With a repeating window signal, two things happen to this ws-topo-map. 

The member of this map begins to recognize the other group members and retains a memory for the membership. 

The group as a whole moves toward to a fatigue state which causes a registration, the generation of a reg-map. 

 

Every t-neuron has over 1,000 dendrites, and we can number them as follow: 

(D1, D2, ..., D1000, ...) 

A t-neuron (good boy) can join: 

the topo-group1 with D3 connection 

the topo-group2 with (D3, D7) connections 

..., etc., 

Thus, an individual t-neuron can be a member of many (almost unlimited) different topo-groups. And this t-neuron will 

reduce the "activation resistance" for a "group signal" of which it is a member. If a signal in the form of (D1, D3, D8) is 

not recognized as a member signal, the activation resistance will be higher, and this t-neuron will not get excited until 

that signal is high enough to draft this t-neuron to be its member. 

 

This membership mechanism gives rise to a "topo-map memory" which applies to all topo-maps (ws-topo-map, reg-

map, reg2nd-map, etc.). Again, this topo-map memory cannot be found as any hardware circuit in the t-neuron mass. 

 

We, now, can give a more detailed outline of our t-neuron mass memory system design as follow: 

The information is stored in topo-map (a group t-neurons, numbers from tens thousand to a few millions), not in any 

individual t-neuron. 

An individual t-neuron can be a member of many different topo-maps. Its ability to recognize those different topo-maps 

gives rise to a "topo-map memory." 

With a fatiguing mechanism, a topo-map can be registered with a reg-map. 

With a 2nd order registration, the reg2nd-map forms a topo-map network. 

With a very-alike switching mechanism, a recall memory system can be designed. 

 

XI. A thinking system (I) 

I arbitrarily designed that the group size for the ws-topo-map to be about one million t-neurons. The group size for reg-

map does not need that big; one-tenth of one million should be fine. The group size for reg2nd-map can be even 

smaller. 

 

The smaller the group size a topo-map has, the easier it can be activated. 
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Our t-neuron mass does not have a power supply plug. It is "on" all the time. It is "on" even during the t-neuron sleep. 

 

Although the background state for the t-neuron mass is a white sheet (the randomness state), a reg2nd-map can be 

activated even during the t-neuron sleep because of two reasons: 

the activation resistance for a topo-map is much smaller than the resistance of an arbitrary group. 

the reg2nd-group is relatively small. 

So, a reg2nd-group can be activated internally, and randomly. This is an internal random activation mechanism. 

 

The more often a topo-map is activated, the lower its activation resistance will be. 

Now, there are two ways to recall a topo-map: 

by window signal via a very-alike switching mechanism. 

by an internal power activation mechanism of the t-neuron mass. 

Soon, a small group of reg2nd-maps will have a much lower activation resistance compared to the others. This small 

group of reg2nd-maps will, then, take over the control of the neural activities of this t-neuron mass. When some topo-

maps can be activated internally in a non-random fashion, a thinking machine has come alive in this t-neuron mass. 

 

So, what is "thinking" in terms of the traditional definition? With my new intelligent machine, I can define "thinking" as 

follow: 

Although window signal can be a part of thinking, thinking is neural activities which do not rely on any window signal 

and is activated internally in the t-neuron mass. 

Thinking is not a random activation process. It is led by a small group of reg2nd-maps. 

Thus, thinking must have a starting point (the initial condition) and a pathway provided by those initial topo-maps. 

 

With a "thinking" system designed, we, now, are able to discuss the issues of: 

rational reasoning 

irrational reasoning 

 

XII. A thinking system (II) 

When a few reg2nd-maps light up at the same time, they form a new topo-map, and it can also be registered. For the 

designing concern, we can map this 3rd order registration onto the reg2nd section, but this might not be a good design. I 

will create a new section -- reg3rd-map and let all higher order registrations (4th, 5th, ...) map onto this reg3rd section. 

That is, there is no registration section higher than reg3rd. This is not a right or wrong issue but is a design choice. 

 

Now, let's review our design again. 

Information (ws-topo-chair, reg-chair, reg2nd [chair, desk,..], etc..) is stored in a group of t-neurons, not in any individual 

t-neuron. 

An individual t-neuron can be a member of many different groups (topo-maps), such as a man can be a member of his 

family, an auto club, a discount club, etc.... 

Individual t-neuron has the ability to memorize all its membership ID.  

Every group gathering will enhance the group memory (topo-map memory) by lowering the activation resistance for the 

group signal. This is called "burn in". 

Some topo-maps have much deeper burnt in than others, and they can be activated much easier than others. Smaller 

the topo-map's size is, easier it can be activated. 

Reg2nd-map forms a "small" topo-map network. 
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Reg2nd-map can link many other "small" topo-maps networks via a very-alike-switching mechanism and, thus, provides 

a recall memory mechanism. 

Reg3rd-map (or higher order registrations) links all "small" topo-map networks (reg2nd-maps) together. 

Topo-map is not a hardware structure in the t-neuron mass. For two identical t-neuron mass (with identical neuronal 

connections), one might have only 1,000 topo-maps stored while the other has over one trillion topo-maps in it. 

 

For the sake of discussion, I am mapping (projecting) all topo-maps of a t-neuron mass onto a ball surface, depending 

upon its activation resistance level and its registration relationships. This ball will, then, look like a golf ball. Every point 

on this golf ball represents one topo-map. The topo-map which has the lowest activation resistance sits on the bottom 

of the valley of this ball surface. The inside of this ball is an "internal energy wheel" of this t-neuron mass. Obviously, 

only those topo-maps sit in the bottom of the valley can be reached by this energy wheel directly. Those topo-maps 

which sits on the hill can only be activated indirectly or by some external energy -- the window signal. 

 

This golf ball is my thinking machine -- with billions (or trillions, ...) topo-maps and with an internal energy wheel. 

Thinking is, thus, done in the reg2nd and reg3rd sections because reg2nd and reg3rd are converging points of many 

topo-maps and will have longer "burn in" time and lower activation resistance. Thinking does not rely on any window 

signal. Although the reg-(beautiful girl) can be recalled, the ws-topo-(beautiful girl) cannot easily be activated by this 

internal energy. 

 

In a given time, a few points (topo-maps) on this golf ball surface will be lighted up by this internal energy. I call this a 

"frame" or a "page". In the next time step, it can have a few other points being lighted up, or those old points can begin 

to grow and to migrate. Thus, thinking can start from some initial "thinking points" which form the first page. The 

moving of the frames (pages) becomes a "thinking process". With some thinking points and with a thinking process, a 

few different thinking and reasoning processes can be designed. 

 

Per my design, every "page" will also be registered. That is, an entire thinking process (a book) can be recalled with a 

much more efficient manner than its first pass creation can be. This "booking mechanism" gives the thinking machine 

some special properties. 

The more a machine thinks, the more efficient it becomes. 

With some preferred thinking pathways, a thinking machine could be trapped by those pathways and lose its 

creativity, for not trying any new pathway. 

 

Now, this t-neuron mass has four sections: 

Window signal mapping section -- ws-topo-map 

Short term memory section -- reg-map 

Long term memory section -- reg2nd-map 

Thinking section -- reg3rd-map. 

Because the reg3rd-map must also be a part of the long term memory, the section 3 and 4 have some overlaps. That I 

list them separately is just a design choice. 

 

Before the design of this t-neuron mass intelligence machine, there were two contradictory facts: 

Physics laws govern the rise of the entire universe which, of cause, includes intelligence. 

The issue of intelligence is beyond the scope of physics. 
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Now, things have changed. We can soon show that physics laws and the underlying principles of intelligence arise from 

the same source. 
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Chapter nineteen: the sexevolution 
 

While Darwin mechanism was and still is viewed as the only ‘science’ on evolution and was declared so by many US 

courts, I have showed that Darwinism is totally wrong in my previous chapters. However, if the correct evolution process 

is not known, Darwinism could still claim to be the ‘only game in town’. Thus, I must show a viable evolution process 

which is scientifically sound in order to damn Darwinism for good. 

 

I have showed the ‘original of life’ in Chapter seventeen and the ‘intelligence machine’ in Chapter eighteen.  

 

The ‘intelligence’ is an empirical trait of human, an ontological reality. If it was coming out of the ‘blue’, then I would like 

to know the essence of that blue. The Darwinism as it is is a totally ‘blind’ process. Can ‘intelligence’ be produced by a 

‘blind’ process, as a ‘strong emergence’? If the answer is Yes, then show me.  

 

Even if a Boltzmann-brain can produce the entire book of Shakespeare in 100 billion years (7 times the life of this 

universe), that Boltzmann monkey will still not know that its production is a great literature. I have showed that 

intelligence encompasses at least one attribute, the counting (computing). The Boltzmann-brain process is definitely 

having nothing to do with any computation.  

 

Of course, the human intelligence could be the result of a single stroke from a divine-super-intelligence. Even if this were 

the fact, my question is not answered, as it is only pushed from what is human-intelligence to what is the divine-

intelligence. Simply, this is not an answer. 

 

If the current state of the human intelligence is the result of a ‘growing process’, then there must be a seed somewhere, 

either at the rock bottom of physics laws or being inserted into the bioprocess (as a strong emergence) at one stage. If 

this is the case, the human intelligence is the product of ‘evolution’. That is, the evolution must also be an intelligent 

process. Or, at least, it must be an intelligent-producing process.  

 

For an intelligent evolution, I must address the following issues in order to validating it. 

1. Where is the base of intelligence in physics? I have done this in the previous chapters. 

2. What is the species intelligence? 

3. How to construct a high intelligent machine (such as a human brain), see Chapter eighteen.  

By addressing these questions, I have showed that ‘intelligence evolution’ is the correct evolution mechanism. 

 

 

 

Sexevolution Wiki 
Written on October 3, 2009 

(See http://sexevolution.wikia.com/wiki/Sexevolution_Wiki ) 

 

http://sexevolution.wikia.com/wiki/Sexevolution_Wiki
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I have showed that Darwinism cannot be the driving force for the evolution of lives. After all, every individual life must 

die. Life’s mission is reaching the immorality. And thus, Life cannot be defined by individual life, let alone its evolution 

being determined by individual. This conclusion can be restated with the following points. 

One, why is Darwinian evolution mechanism not a major evolution force for lives? 

         First, Darwinian evolution force has the following characteristics: 

               a. One directional -- it pushes a species to climb an evolution hill to reach a local summit, and it stuck there. 

               b. Non-intelligent (blind) -- it comes along by chance, not from a Will. 

               c. External -- the nature selection is an external force. If the gene bank of a species has enough varieties for 30% 

of its members to survive this external force, this species will overcome the challenge. But, this kind of battle is only a 

number game, and no intelligence is involved. This reaction force is also non-intelligent (blind).  

 

          Second, Darwinian evolution force is not the major force which threatens the survival of a species. Every life form 

ages and dies even without a Darwinian encounter. To perpetuate the life of a species is the major issue of any species. 

This is a will, a species Will. And, there are two ways to do it, 

               i. Cloning 

               ii. Sex reproduction: Why sex? Is sex a simple alternative of cloning? Is sex a better way to fend off the 

Darwinian challenge? Is sex a new kind of evolution process? 

 

          Third, Darwinian process cannot produce intelligence. If it can, what is its mechanism?  

 

In order to reach the summit of the highest evolution mountain, a species must have an evolution vehicle which has the 

followings: 

         I. Forward gear -- climbing up the hill. Darwinian force can be this forward gear. 

         II. Reverse gear -- coming down from the summit of a local evolution hill. This is a force against the Darwinian force. 

         III. A steering wheel -- selecting a higher evolution hill to climb. This needs some intelligence. At any rate, this must 

be an internal choice, not simply fending off an external Darwinian challenge.  

 

Two, is intelligence a product of evolution (not a pre-designed product by a creator with a single stroke)? If yes, then 

what kind of evolution mechanism can produce it? 

      Darwinism is definitely not a mechanism to produce intelligence. 

      In Sexevolution, sex is not just a simple alternative for cloning, not just a better way to face off the Darwinian 

challenge but a new kind of evolution process. And, it has the following characteristics: 

         a. It can achieve the goal of immortality for a species. 

         b. It can evolve even without any Darwinian encounter (the nature selection). That is, there is an internal 

evolution force. In fact, there is an internal sanction force to weed out the non-performing members. 

         c. It can evolve backwards, coming down from a local summit.  

 

In addition to the Darwinian evolution force, what kind of challenges many species (lives) must face? Death is not a 

Darwinian force but is faced by all lives.  

      Now, we know that every sexual species engineers two systems to confront with the force of death (of 

degeneration). 

         a. To give up the old and to start new by convincing the individual of the species that sex is its life mission. 

         b. To slow down the degeneration by engineering a very complicated waste management system. Every organ of 

our body is in the waste management.  
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To perform sex is our fate, implanted in our genes by our species in its great conspiracy in order to gain the immortality 

for itself.  

 

Life is a will to perpetual itself for immortality. Yet, every individual life fails on this mission. In fact, only SPECIES is truly 

alive while individual life is just a relay runner for the LIFE of species. 

All known high level taxa individual live must die, as its cell carries an age marker. 

 

Is age marker a designed product? Or, is it a result of Darwinian force (Nature selection)? These questions are not really 

important, as the fact of ‘death’ was overcome by the will-to-live (perpetuating into immorality) of species.  

 

What is ‘will’ then?  

Every ‘will’ must consist of two parts: 

One, a mission (objective). 

Two, a way to carry out that mission. 

 

In a pathway of a (any) mission, there are always many obstacles (such as the Darwinian challenges).  When a “will” 

encounters with one situation, it has only two choices, does nothing or does something. These choices are intentions.  

 

What is ‘intention”?  

a.  For an encounter, there must be an intention to make some choices. 

b. There must be some tasks for that intention, such as, making a choice and overcome the obstacles. 

c. There must be some methods to accomplish those tasks.  

 

In fact, the three parts above are the results of ‘intelligent’ process. This is discussed in detail in the book "Linguistics 

Manifesto (ISBN 978-3-8383-9722-1)”.  

 

Yet, for every choice, it consists of two parts. 

1. Selecting ONE from many options. 

2. Undone the chosen one if it turns out to be a bad choice. 

Darwinian-evolution obviously does not have the UNDONE mechanism. Thus, for the high level taxa live forms, they live 

(evolve) in the environment intelligently. Darwinism (nature selection) plays minimal role in their evolution. 

 

Sex – the mechanism for giving rise to high intelligence 

Here, I will show how this sex mechanism gives rise to high level intelligence. Yet, we should understand why there are 

sexes.  It is a well-discussed issue. I am repeating it here for many readers who did not read this issue in details before. 

 

Let's review its disadvantages first. 

    * In cloning, every member of the species reproduces while only 50% of the sex species does so. 

    * In cloning, there is no issue of mating while mating is not always 100% guaranteed for sex species.  

 

Thus, the reproduction rate (or chance) for sex species is less than 50% in comparison to the cloning species. This is a 

very steep price to pay for any species. 
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Yet, sex reproduction has two major advantages over cloning. 

1. It can win the bio-war easier (the Red Queen's Hypothesis). For a cloning species, the entire species could be 

wiped out when its genetic code was decoded by an enemy (virus or bacteria). Yet, the sex reproduction alters the 

genetic coding a little bit for its offspring. So the decoding of one parent by a virus might not allow it to decode 

the offspring's code. The chance of survive for the species is, thus, increased significantly. 

       * Sex divides the body into two parts: the soma and the germline, and this further reduce the force of the 

external Darwinian pressure (epigenetics).  

  2. The evolution force forces every species to evolve to become better. This one-directional force pushes every species 

moving upward to the peak of its evolution path in the evolution landscape. That is, every species is now sitting on the 

summit of its own evolution hill and stuck there. There is no chance for those kind of species to move to a higher 

evolution hill. The only way to move to a higher hill is to get off from a local summit. And, only sex reproduction has a 

chance to produce an offspring which is genetically worse than its parent. That is, only sex reproduction can provide a 

counter force which can reverse the upward moving evolution force. So, a species can be un-stuck itself from a local 

summit, go down to the valley and starts anew to climb a higher hill.  

 

However, this two advantages are not enough rewards for its cost. The harem system of most of sexual species (such as 

deer, big horn, etc.) reduces this counter force to a minimum.  

 

So, in order to fulfill the design intent (as a counter force of this one directional Darwinian evolution force), the on-heat 

season must be removed with hidden estrus or Concealed ovulation. The strategy of achieving this goal is to convince 

the members of a species that sex is enjoyable, is a pleasure. And this changed everything. 

   * When mating is readily available, sex is no longer the entire meaning of life for this species. It can begin to 

do something else, such as intellectual thinking.  

Human sexuality goes far beyond a simple sex reproduction. It truly becomes a genuine counter force to the Darwinian 

evolution force, biologically and then intellectually.  

One, it is a process to counter the traditional Darwinian evolution process. 

Two, it is a process to create high level intelligence.  

Three, the hidden estrus of human releases the human sexual energy to intellectual endeavors.  

 

Species Intelligence and its Internal Sanction 

We all understand the terms of State and Nation. A Nation is a Being with a Will and of course with Intelligence. But 

most of the time, we do not view the term of Species to have Intelligence. Our human intelligence belongs to the 

individual. The intelligence of a Nation is just the collective intelligence of its citizens. A great philosopher of 19th 

century, Arthur Schopenhauer, did recognize that species has a Will. He saw the Species Will to be only a Non-intelligent 

and a Blind force. Thus, there can only be two consequences: 

   1. All human intelligent works are meaningless to this Blind Will. So, all these wonderful works (including the 

pleasures) have only a temporary existence and meaning. 

   2. We do inherit this blind will, the ‘will to live’. Of course, we all must fail.  

 

So, the philosophy of Schopenhauer is the most important canon of pessimism. But, optimism today views that the two 

points above are also correct although the optimism gets an optimistic conclusion. 

They (pessimist and optimist) both see that the Blind Will is the Darwinian evolution force.  

   1. The Nature Selection (as the external force) comes along by a Chance, not by an intelligent design nor by an 

intelligent will. 
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   2. The Survival of the Fittest is again by Chance. As long as 30% of the species survived, this species has won the battle. 

And, this is a number game, no intelligence involved.  

 

Well, my theory (Sexevolution) sees this issue in an entirely different way. In Sexevolution, the Species Will is not Blind. 

The individual intelligence is only a sub-set of the Species Intelligence. Only two years ago in 2003, we completed the 

human gene sequencing work, on paper. Yet, the human genes were well-designed and implemented into a functional 

body by the Species millions years ago. 

 

Our Species Will has one and only one goal, the Immortality. In order to achieve its goal, it must implement two systems, 

   1. Two well-designed human bodies (male and female), and a very attractive and pleasurable sex act for these two 

bodies. 

   2. A very, very, very strong Supervision System, hidden deeply in the bio-computer of its immortality surrogates (male 

and female individuals) to check out their performance. A disciplinary action will be taken if the performance is not up to 

par of the assignment.  

 

The first system (the bodies) is of course partially under the dominion of the Darwinian evolution force which is external 

and blind. The second system is an internal sanction force which is designed to weed out the non-performers. And, this 

is the major difference between the Darwinian evolution theory and my Sexevolution. 

 

There is an internal supervision system planted in our bio-computer by the Species to inspect our performance of 

fulfilling the Species' goal of immortality. If we failed the inspection, a sanction will be issued. A menopause system will 

be switched on and this lady is layoff (furloughed) from this immortality industry of the species. Every effort will be 

made to reduce the chance of her consuming any more limited semen supplies. Her body chemistry will be set at out-of-

balance. Consequentially, her organs will be also out of balance, receiving ‘The Sentence’ from the species sanction.  

 

As the sex slave of the Species, a man was given the suicide notice at puberty. He was marching to the death bed with 

every ejaculation. Therefore, there is no point to issue another death sentence to a man by the Species. Every drop of 

man's semen is valuable and useful to the Species. A movie talked about a story: A lady nurse had a baby from her dying 

patient; then he went to up-stairs with a peaceful smile on the face after he squirted out his last drop of semen. She got 

pregnant, and the movie began.... 

 

In Sexevolution, on the one hand, the Species is a Being of Immortal with a strong Will. On the other hand, the Species 

resides in each of us, and it still controls all of our bodily functions. It does have a sanction and a disciplinary program 

with its watching eyes. 

 

The rise of human intelligence 

The human intelligence resides in (or is managed by) the Frontal Cortex, and this gives rise to the following questions. 

   1. How does this frontal cortex come about? Why does human's frontal cortex take up more than 60% of space in the 

human brain while it is only an appendix for other animals? 

   2. How does frontal cortex create (or manage) the intelligence?  

   3. What is intelligence? 

   4. There is a very thick and very strong firewall between the frontal cortex and the brain stem. How does this firewall 

come about? And why? 

   5. Is there a way to create a pathway to bridge over (or to tunnel through) this firewall?  
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If we are able to build a bridge to go over this firewall, we will be able to manage the functions of our organs and able to 

diagnose and to cure our illness with our minds. This is the major issue of Tao of Meditation. Even if we are only partially 

successful on this, the anti-aging is in our grasp.  

 

In this article, I want to discuss only the first issue. How and why did our Species create the frontal cortex? Did our 

Species want a free roaming mind? Will our Species' survival be threatened without this free roaming mind? And, how 

did our Species implement a plan to manufacture this free roaming mind? 

 

It is very obvious that our Species does not allow this free roaming mind meddling the functions of our internal organs. 

However, it is very helpful to the Species if it has an intelligent surveilling eye to watch out the dangers of the external 

world. As long as a very strong firewall can be built to prevent any coup attempt from this free roaming mind, the 

Species should not object of employing such a watching eye or a body guard. But, the remaining question is whether this 

free roaming mind is intentionally designed by the Species with one stroke or is allowed to come about with a slow 

evolution process. 

 

For many believers of creationism, our free roaming mind is of course coming into being with only one stroke by the 

Creator. Well, I am not going to argue with them on this. From engineering standpoint, it is much easier to develop a 

system slowly, one step at a time, learning and correcting the mistakes along the way. So, I will present a workable 

strategy for developing such as system.  

 

Did nature really use my method? It is beside the point. As long as my design and strategy is workable, we can email this 

design to the Creator for His consideration for his next creation. 

 

Today, there are a few theories talking about the issue of how and why this free roaming mind comes about. 

   1. After human walked on two legs, the brain mass got away from the hot surface of the earth and is able to grow 

bigger. Then, the giraffe should be the smartest animal in the world. This theory is a joke. 

   2. The intelligence arises from the bicameral design of the brain. But, our brain is not the only brain with a bicameral 

design. This theory confuses the effect to be the cause.  

 

In fact, this issue must be divided into two questions. 

   1. How does a pile of neurons (the frontal cortex) create or manage intelligence? See Chapter eighteen. 

   2. How and why does this pile of neurons arise?  

 

The key issue of this paper is to discuss a strategy of how to acquire a pile of jobless neurons by a species. This strategy 

demands that Species to have, at least, four abilities: 

   1. Able to evolve forward. 

   2. Able to evolve backward. 

   3. Able to change direction on its evolution. 

   4. Able to keep all history.  

 

In short, this force must be much bigger in scope than the scope of Darwinian force. With these four abilities, to acquire 

a big pile of neurons is no longer a big job. 
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   1. To develop a new ability (such as a very good hearing) when a Darwinian situation demands. This is the forward 

ability. Of course, some neurons are needed to perform this new function. And, it is always easier to produce some new 

neurons than to train the old ones to do this new task. 

   2. When an ability is no longer needed as the original design, it will be cut back. This is the backward move. The extra 

employees (neurons) will be layoff. The layoff neurons will give a retirement pension, an eternal free ride ticket, while 

they are not allowed of meddling any departmental affairs any more. This is keeping all history. 

   3. As it is always easier to produce new neurons for a new task, the number of jobless retirees becomes bigger and 

bigger. 

   4. If a species evolves forward, backward and with a new direction in a very fast pace, the number of jobless and 

retired neurons will reach a critical mass. At this point, a thinking machine begins. Please read “A design of human brain 

-- A Intelligence Machine”.  

 

Regardless of whether our Species got the frontal cortex in the manner I described above or not, it is a workable 

strategy. If our Species used a different method, we can email It our design for Its consideration the next time around. 

 

Conclusion: 

One, the BASE for intelligence and consciousness is embedded in the laws of physics, 

Two, the consciousness (the ability of distinguishing self from others) is the base for species integrity. 

Three, the intelligence is the driving force for the evolution of species (not individual). 

Four, the higher evolution mechanism is SEX. 

Five, the human-like brain arises from the frequent forward/backward evolution process.  

Six, the hidden estrus or Concealed ovulation releases the sex energy for a species performing some other tasks. 

 

 

References: 

One, Creation of Life, (See https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/05/13/creation-of-life/ ) 

Two, Mystery of Chinese medicine,(See http://www.chinese-word-roots.org/ebook04.htm ) 

Three, Intelligent Evolution (See https://selfawarepatterns.com/2014/10/09/does-evolutionary-theory-need-a-

rethink/comment-page-1/#comment-6060 ) 
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Volume three: math-TOE 
 

The modern math today has two key points. 

One, mathematics is not absolute but arise arbitrarily.  The current status of math has a BASE totally disjoined from 

NATURE. The modern math INVENTed a set LANGUAGEs and plays a language game internally. Language by definition 

has no truth/false value in itself. Its truth/false is totally defined linguistically. Logic is also not a check for truth value but 

is a device for manipulating language. 

Two, although math is an arbitrary human invention, it nonetheless is a great TOOL for describing Nature. 

 

Thus by definition above, math can never be unified with the laws of Nature (physics). On the contrary, this G-theory 

(Axiomatic physics) must be isomorphic to the math universe of Nature. In the following diagram, ‘arithmetic’ is indeed 

the math (numbers) of Nature (or God) while the math (human) is just a recreation game allowed by Nature. 

 

This is not a proclamation nor a philosophy; that is, I must show that the laws of physics is the emergent of Nature math 

(Chapter twenty-one). And, this must begin with two new concepts. 

One, the internal structure of every number,  

Two, the entanglement of numbers. 

 

In the mainstream math, its base is {continuity}. That is, for number A and B, if A ≠ B, then there are uncountable 

numbers between them. 

On the contrary, the numbers of Nature (A and B), when (A – B) = 0, (A ≠ B) can be true for two reasons: 

One, 0 (zero) has internal structure. 

Two, numbers of Nature are entangled. 

That is, continuity in (human) math is not Nature. 

 

So, this volume will mainly discuss three issues. 

First, the internal structure of a number, 

Two, the entanglement of numbers, 

Three, the emergence of the laws of physics from the numbers (including infinities) of Nature. This is the key point for 

this volume (see Chapter twenty-one). 
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Reference: 

The math and physics are isomorphic structures: the fermion universe can be expressed as {Red, Yellow, Blue, White, 

G1, G2, G3} 7-codes; the math structure can also be rewritten with a 7-code language: {zero (countable), zero (HC), zero 

(uncountable), 1, C (countable), HC (pseudo uncountable), U (uncountable)};, see 

http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2015/01/05/apa-2014-4-emergence-and-complex-systems/comment-page-

1/#comment-10743  
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Chapter twenty: the internal structure of number ZERO 
 

 

 
 

 

The unreachable number principle 
--- the internal structure of zero 

Written on May 14, 2012 

(See http://tienzen.blogspot.com/2012/05/unreachable-number-principle.html ) 

 

Prime number is a well-studied subject. There is a prime number theorem (PNT) which describes the asymptotic 

distribution of the prime numbers. There are many types of prime, such as, the Sophie Germain primes, primorial 

primes, Fermat primes and the Mersenne primes. In my article {The Largest Prime Number Conjecture, 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/11/largest-prime-number-conjecture.html }, it shows that the type and the shape of 

the number are always known for the largest prime. Yet, with all the above, what is the “existential meaning” for the 

prime in the numbers? 

 

The answer is very simple. The existential meaning of the prime is to show that there are numbers beyond the reach of 

the “multiplication” operation. With this understanding, I will expand it to an unreachable numbers principle. 

{Unreachable numbers principle (UNP) --- there is, at least, one number Y which is unreachable by all means, 

mathematics (operations) or else while 0 < Y < 1.} 

With this UNP, the following situation, 

                       (A – B = 0, but A is not B) can be studied. 

http://tienzen.blogspot.com/2012/05/unreachable-number-principle.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/11/largest-prime-number-conjecture.html
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That is, the zero (0) has a very rich internal structure, and we already has a hint on this in the article {The first 

gobbledygook, http://tienzen.blogspot.com/2012/05/first-gobbledygook.html }.  

I will introduce the “zero neighborhood” concept to clarify the fact of the internal structure of zero. 

{Zero neighborhood --- in the neighborhood of zero, there are many numbers (such as X, Y, Z) which are not 

reachable by all means (mathematics or else).} 

Thus, X – Y = 0 while X and Y are different numbers.  

For any number (for example 3),  3 + 0 = 3, then the number 3 has an internal structure too. 

 

 

 

Zero or zeros 
Written on May 15, 2012 

(See http://tienzen.blogspot.com/2012/05/zero-or-zeros.html ) 

 

In the traditional mathematics, every point on the number line represents a number. The algebra or arithmetic deals the 

relationship among numbers. Thus far, there is no internal structure for every single number in the traditional 

mathematics. Yet, I have discussed that there are different nothingness in the article {Nothingness Smack down, 

http://tienzen.blogspot.com/2012/05/nothingness-smack-down.html }. They are different at least ontologically. Then, 

are they also different mathematically? Are the following two zeros different? 

1. 0(c) = 1/countable infinity 

2. 0(u) = 1/uncountable 

Is 0(c) and 0(u) the same entity? Again, they are obviously different ontologically. Yet, are they different 

mathematically?  The answer is Yes.  

In general, the validity of mathematics relies not on any correspondence to a reality. But, the reverse is not true. A 

physics which is not mathematically valid cannot be a valid physics. 

 

Today, the LHC has ruled out most of the hardcore SUSY theories and of most of the String theories. The only viable 

physics remaining is the {Prequark Chromodynamics, http://www.prequark.org/ }.  Yet, this “Prequark 

Chromodynamics” is the direct consequence of the fact that zero (0) has a very rich internal structure. That is, this new 

mathematics does have a correspondence on the physical reality. 

In the book “Super Unified Theory (ISBN 0-916713-02-4, Copyright # TX 1-323-231, Library of Congress Catalog Card 

Number 84-90325)”, there are three chapters discussing this issue of zero’s internal structure. 

Chapter 7 --- Colored numbers (page 53 – 61) 

Chapter 8 --- Chromology (page 62 – 69) 

Chapter 9 --- Unilogy (page 70 – 74)   

(See, Computability and the internal structure of zero, http://tienzen.blogspot.com/2012/05/computability-and-

internal-structure-of.html ) 

 

 

 

The source of the “Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking” 
Written on May 9, 2011 

(https://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/05/source-of-spontaneous-symmetry-breaking.html ) 

http://tienzen.blogspot.com/2012/05/first-gobbledygook.html
http://tienzen.blogspot.com/2012/05/zero-or-zeros.html
http://tienzen.blogspot.com/2012/05/nothingness-smack-down.html
http://www.prequark.org/
http://tienzen.blogspot.com/2012/05/computability-and-internal-structure-of.html
http://tienzen.blogspot.com/2012/05/computability-and-internal-structure-of.html
https://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/05/source-of-spontaneous-symmetry-breaking.html
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In my previous post, I have showed that the Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking (SSB) for quarks arises from three 

spontaneous symmetry breakings. 

1. Energy symmetry breaking (zero/non-zero energy), ED 

2. Singularity (geometry) symmetry breaking (singular geometrical point/a loop), GD 

3. Internal structure of a loop symmetry breaking (a loop/a line [with two distinguishable end points]), ID 

These three SSBs form a space-time sheet for quarks. As the lower tier of the quarks, this space-time sheet can produce 

the quark tier via a similarity transformation with the following representations. 

a. ED is represented with V (zero energy) and A (non-zero energy) 

b. GD and ID are represented with two ternary charges, 

        i. Generation charge --- three generation of quarks 

        ii. Quark color charge --- three quark colors. 

And, these form the Prequark Chromodynamics (http://www.prequark.org/ ). Thus, the Prequark Chromodynamics is 

not about new particles but is a language which describes the space-time sheet for the quark universe, and it is the 

source of Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking for the quark tier. 

Yet, what are the sources of Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking for ED, GD and ID? 

In physics, we say, 

1. that ED arises from the vacuum fluctuation (guaranteed by the uncertainty principle) , 

2. that GD (rising a loop string from a singularity) is also caused by the vacuum fluctuation, 

3. then, how about ID (the breaking of a loop into a line string)? 

Well, if anyone is happy about this “vacuum fluctuation” answer, he has question no more. However, I am not happy 

about this answer which is nonsense to me. The uncertainty principle is only a phenomenon (emergent) and cannot be a 

source at this level. 

 

Yet, in all senses, the Prequark Chromodynamics is at the end of physics. That is, any issue that below the Prequark 

Chromodynamics cannot be addressed with and in physics. We must look for the answer in Mathematics. If not in 

mathematics, we might need to construct a new math. 

Yes, we do need to find a process which is the source and the cause of itself for our question (What are the sources of 

Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking for ED, GD and ID?)  And, there is no chance to find such an answer in the current 

Math. 

In the current Math, we do know that there are two types of infinities (countable and uncountable).  For, 

a. zero (1) = 1/countable infinity, 

b. zero (2) = 1/uncountable infinity, 

yet, zero (1) = zero (2) in the current Math. With this answer, there is no chance to get an answer for our question.  

If zero(1) and zero(2) are two different entities, then the ED symmetry breaking becomes an innate property of the point 

zero, as it has two different entities to begin with. 

 

Of course, the current Math has no such an idea of having two distinct zeros. That is, we must construct a new Math on 

this. Yet, I will start this with the philosophy first. We do have three “nothingness” in Ontology. 

1. zero(i) --- it is “Nothing” now but will come into being in the future. 

2. zero(ii) --- it was “Something” but is “Nothing” now. 

3. zero(iii) --- it is “Something” now but will become “Nothing” in the future. 

 

The zero(iii) is, seemingly, different from the zero(i) and zero(ii) significantly. Yet, it is a true zero ontologically. 

http://www.prequark.org/
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If there are three zeros in ontology, should we also have three zeros in Math? How can these zeros be unified?  

While the ED symmetry breaking can be explained with the concept of having more than one zero at the “point” zero, 

how does the GD symmetry breaking arise (from a singularity point to a loop or a line)? Why should the split of zeros 

turn into a loop? 

The loop is the intrinsic nature of the singular geometric point. Yet, how can such a loop be defined mathematically? 

The geometric point on a number line is defined with and by a number; that is, every point in the number line has one 

and only one number according to the current Math. However, I will show this issue in a different view. 

1.   1/3 = 1/2 - 1/4 + 1/8 - 1/16 + 1/32 - 1/64 + 1/128 - 1/256 + 1/512 - 1/1024 + 1/2048 -... +...  

              = .33349 - ... + ... = .3333333333333..... 

2.   Pi / 4 = 1 - 1/3 + 1/5 - 1/7 + 1/9 - 1/11 + 1/13 - ... + ... (with "countable" infinity steps)  

For 1/3 (with an odd number as the denominator), it can only be “reached” with the sum of a sequence of numbers with 

only the even numbers as the denominators. 

For pi (an irrational number), it can only be “reached” with a set of numbers which have the old numbers as the 

denominators and by multiplying with an even number 4. 

 

Thus, for the entire number set, there are three “types” of numbers, the odd, the even and the irrational. Yet, these 

three different types are not separated as complements but are deeply entangled. 

The odd (frictional) number can only be reached by a set of even frictional numbers. That is, the odd frictional number is 

permanently confined in (or glued onto) the even frictional numbers.    

On the same token, all irrational frictional numbers are permanently confined by both groups, the odd frictional and the 

even frictional (rational) numbers. 

This concept of permanent confinement is one of the central point of the book {Linguistics Manifesto (ISBN-13: 978-

3838397221)}. 

 

This kind of entanglement among different type groups gives rise to loops. Yet, how is a loop defined in this new 

number theory? 

I have showed, 

1. There are three types of numbers (odd, even and irrational). 

2. One type of number is reachable by another type or types. Thus, 

     a. every number is a fruit of (or hanging on) other types of numbers, 

     b. every number is known (or conscious of) by many other numbers, in addition to its self-awareness. 

Thus, however chaotic the number set (especially for the irrational numbers) looks like, every number is reachable via 

the information of other numbers. In a sense, the number set contains infinite amount of information. Thus, in this new 

number theory, I will see the “number” itself as an information “agent”. 

 

In the current Math, a number is a point on the number line which is a geometric line.  

In this new number theory, the “point” of a number is a “knowledge” point, in addition to be a geometric point. By 

knowing the “point” of number “3”, the number “1/3” is known. That is, the “point” of number “3” actually houses two 

numbers “3” and “1/3”. The number “3” is reached with an operation on “1/3”, and the vice-verse.  In fact, this two way 

operation forms a loop. Loop (1/3) = 3, and loop (3) = 1/3.  

Thus, every number “point” actually houses three entities (x, loop, 1/x). That is, every number “point” carries, at least, 

three distinguishable information, and these information are vitally important for locating other numbers. 
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Thus, the “Point” of “3” and the “point” of “1/3” is, in fact, the same “point” (a pinched point of 3 and 1/3 via an 

operation [loop]). This pinched point has the “self-awareness”. By knowing “3”, the “1/3” is also known. Of course, the 

“1/3” can also be reached via other points, 

1/3 = 1/2 - 1/4 + 1/8 - 1/16 + 1/32 - 1/64 + 1/128 - 1/256 + 1/512 - 1/1024 + 1/2048 -... +...  

              = .33349 - ... + ... = .3333333333333..... 

For number x, it is always reachable via its pinched point. For example, x = square root of y, then the pinched point (as 

an information agent) of x has the information of (x, y, and a loop [square root operation]). 

So, every number “point” has self-awareness via a loop (operation) and other numbers, and it is conscious of by other 

points. Without this kind of self-awareness and consciousness as a part of the intrinsic nature for numbers, we (as an 

intelligent being) have no chance to reach any of those numbers. Thus, the terms of “self-awareness” and of 

“consciousness” are not a figures of speech. Thus, however chaotic the number set (especially for the irrational 

numbers) looks like, it is highly organized by its consciousness, and every number is reachable via that consciousness of 

other numbers. 

 

With this new number “point” for numbers, the GD symmetry breaking (giving rise to a loop from a singular point) 

becomes an innate and spontaneous process, as every number point (geometry point on the number line) has an 

internal structure.  

In the above example, the point “3” sucks other numbers in via a “loop”. Thus, the point “3” is the “node point” of 

many, many loops, with every loop as a pathway to pinch a number into the point “3”. 

References: 

One, {Nothingness Smack down, http://tienzen.blogspot.com/2012/05/nothingness-smack-down.html }. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://tienzen.blogspot.com/2012/05/nothingness-smack-down.html
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Chapter twenty-one: giving rise to physics laws 
 

I have showed how the ‘first principle’ gives rise to the laws of physics in Volume one. Yet, the whole issue about this 

new math is about how the nature-math gives rise to the laws of physics.  

 

 

The rise of the physical universe 
Written on May 15, 2011 

(See https://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/05/rise-of-physical-universe.html ) 

 

While a singular geometric point has an infinite internal structure, how can a “single” space-time sheet arise from those 

infinite possibilities? Why are these series of SSBs producing only “one” certain pathway? There are only three 

generations of quarks, absolutely not 4 nor 5. The quark color dimension is a Ternary charge, not Binary nor Unitary. 

 

The fact is that the entire number line arises from one singular point, “0” (zero). 

i. zero (1) = 1/countable infinity 

ii. zero (2) = 1/uncountable infinity 

 

How can the finite number arise from the two equations above? I will discuss this issue later. My question now is how 

the physical universe arose. The zero(s) are singular points. The infinities are unreachable in physics. How can the 

equations of zero(s) gave rise to the physical universe? That is, how can the infinities be concretized? 

If we can find a known concrete object which encompasses the infinity, then that infinity is concretized into that 

concrete object. 

 

We know that trisecting an angle is impossible in the Euclidean geometry as it takes a countable infinite steps (see the 

following equation). 

 1/3 = 1/2 - 1/4 + 1/8 - 1/16 + 1/32 - 1/64 + 1/128 - 1/256 + 1/512 - 1/1024 + 1/2048 -... +...  

              = .33349 - ... + ... = .3333333333333..... 

Yet, a trisected angle is a concrete object. Thus, the “countable infinity” manifests into a concrete object as a trisected 

angle. Is it a happy coincidence that the quarks carry a 1/3 or 2/3 unit of electric charge? 

 

Can uncountable infinity manifest into a concrete object? Of course, it must, for the rising of a physical universe from a 

singular point (zeros). 

In 1/3 = .3333333….., it has countable digits. Yet, for the number pi (3.14159…), it has uncountable digits as it is a 

“normal” number. 

           {(Pi / 4) = 1 - 1/3 + 1/5 - 1/7 + 1/9 - 1/11 + 1/13 - ... + ... (with "countable" infinite steps)}  

That is, pi (having uncountable digits) is reached with the above equation. Yet, there is a concrete object (a circle) which 

always associates with the number pi. Thus, the uncountable infinity manifests as a circle which is a concrete object. 

 

Now, I have showed that the two equations of zeros are giving rise to two concrete objects. Yet, how can these two 

concrete objects give rise to a physical universe? See {Physics-TOE}. 

https://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/05/rise-of-physical-universe.html
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The emerging of Quantum Principle 
Written on December 16, 2013 

(See http://tienzen.livejournal.com/973.html ) 

 

For the past 100 years, physics is very successful while *ignoring* some other obvious *facts*: the life and the math 

(using it only as tools). The exclusion of these two facts from the scope of physics was necessary tactically, as the laws of 

mainstream physics are, thus far, seemingly unable to encompass them two. But, by excluding them in *principle* (such 

as using Boltzmann Brain as a possible cause for the rising of life), physicists are then fooling themselves, as this Nature 

consists of, at least, three parts. 

a. The physical universe (not including life), 

b. Lives, 

c. Numbers. 

Then, there are two possibilities. There are three different sets of laws for these three parts. Or, those three are 

governed with a set of unified laws. For the current physics paradigm, it has chosen the former. On the other hand, I 

have selected the later (they are unified). With this choice, the other two facts (lives and numbers) become the *check 

points* for forming the physics theory. 

 

Numbers encompass infinities (countable and uncountable). Thus, a physics theory must also encompass those infinities 

(in a concretized form, at least), not just cut-them-off by using the renormalization. 

 

Now we have two types of physics. 

A. Human physics --- physics laws *discovered* by human. 

B. Nature physics --- physics laws created by Nature. 

 

These two types of physics are significantly different in the aspect of the emerging processes. The human physics comes 

about in piece meal. The Nature physics must come as an axiomatic system expression, that is, the axiomatic physics 

(see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/axiomatic-physics-final-physics.html ). This axiomatic physics is expressed 

with some numbers. I have used some numbers (the Cabibbo and Weinberg angles, Alpha and Planck CMB data) as the 

showcases, because that there is no arguing about whether we have matched those numbers or not. 

 

In fact, there are two types of math. 

           i. Math of Nature --- giving rise to a physical universe (concretizing the infinities). 

          ii. Math of human --- inventing some lego pieces and building some wonderful lego structures. 

 

Today, the human math is very much different from the physics. The validity of human math needs not be verified by 

any *external* physical reality, that is, it is in fact de-linked from the physical universe in principle although it is the 

best *tool* for describing the laws of physical universe. So, there are some issues: 

a. Is the math we know of today (human math) mainly the human construct (as the lego games)? 

b. Is the human math the re-discovery of the Nature math, similar to the human physics which is the re-discovery of the 

Nature physics? 

c. If there is indeed a Nature math, what is its *mission*? 

http://tienzen.livejournal.com/973.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/axiomatic-physics-final-physics.html
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d. Is the human math converging to the Nature math? Or just going all over the map, as the scope of the Nature math 

has infinite degree of freedom? 

e. Is the Nature math governed by a set of unified laws which also govern the physical universe and life? 

f. Many more. 

The above questions are simple and reasonable, and they should change our view about math completely just by those 

questions, regardless of their answers.  

The symmetry structure of the laws of physics are indeed the properties of many math structures. Steven Weinberg 

said, "String theory is attractive because it incorporates gravitation, it contains no infinities, ...".  

In this new math, the physical universe (although totally finite) must encompass all infinities which are the essential 

parts of the math universe. And, this becomes a very important check-point for any physics theory. Thus, the 

concretization of infinities in a physics theory becomes the central point.  

Yet, we don’t see any such a connection between the human physics and the human math. The major problem comes 

from the definition of *continuity* in human math, which sweeps the essence of the Nature math under the carpet. The 

key essence of the Nature math can be expressed with one simple equation. 

        {A – b = 0 but A is not b.} 

What does this mean? 

The *numbers* are in *principle* (with some exceptions) not *reachable* by all finite *means* (arithmetic/algebra 

operators, etc.), such as (1/3) = .333… = .3C (C as countable digits); Pi (π) = 3.14159… = 3.14159+ (+ as uncountable 

digits); etc. . . .  

This *unreachable* fact is permeated all over the places. Thus, when b being a *touching* number of A [that is, their 

distance (A – b) = 0], but A is not b. That is, b is unreachable by all means, and the best way to identify b is A+ or A-. 

Thus, the majority of numbers must be *color* coded [let, A as yellow, A- as red and A+ as blue]. Then, there are 

*reachable numbers* (the white). 

 

As numbers must be a colored-system, it could be the base for the life-color system (A, G, T, C) which gives rise to 

individuality. In fact, life has a third attribute, the immortality which needs 3 additional codes (colors) --- G1, G2 and G3 

[G1 as M (male), G2 as F (female) and G3 as K (kids)]. If we can show that the numbers are in fact a 7-color system, then 

the Nature math is the base for life. 

This new paradigm claims that the *mission* for the math of Nature is to derive all laws of Nature (physics). Thus, I 

must show at least one solid example here, in addition to the deriving of the Cabibbo/Weinberg angles and the Alpha. 

 

Again, the essence of the math of Nature is all about infinities and the pathways of their concretization. The key 

equation is, 

          {A – b = 0, but A is not b.} 

This means that most of numbers are unreachable by finite means (arithmetic and algebra operations), as every *finite* 

number is the concretization of infinities (either countable or uncountable), and it does carry a tail with infinite digits. 

That is, for any selected number *A*, it is surrounded by zillions (at least two) neighborhood numbers which are not 

distinguishable from the number *A* by all means. Thus, all those unreachable (indistinguishable from the number *A*) 

numbers must be color-coded, such as, b = A (red) or = A (blue). 

 

Yet, there is always a number C, and 

         A – C > 0 

The largest C cannot truly be determined with finite means. But, in principle, there is always *a* largest C in the physical 

universe *with* finite means. That is, 
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        A – C = g 

Although we do not know the exact value for g, g is larger than 0 (g > 0). In the math universe, g is un-determined and 

can approach the concept of *continuity*. Yet, in the finite (physical) universe, this g becomes the smallest 

*deterministic unit*, distinguishing the number *C* from the number *A*. Indeed, in the *physical* universe, the g can 

actually be determined. Let, 

       X-axis as space, thus, the (delta S > =g). 

       Y-axis as momentum, the (delta P >= g). 

So, (delta P) x (delta S) >= g^2 

 

In physics, the photon is the medium for causality (see Constants of Nature, http://www.prequark.org/Constant.htm ). 

Thus, the smallest *deterministic* unit (for causality) in the physical universe is (photon/c), c is the light speed. That is, 

in the physical universe, 

                   { g^2 = (photon / c)} 

Yet, photon is the result of the interaction of e (electron). 

So, g^2 = (photon/c) = (e^2/c), e is electric charge. 

In the article “The Rise of Gravity and Electric Charge, (http://www.prequark.org/Gravity.htm )”, the e-charge is, 

 {e (charge) = (L * C)^(1/2) = [(1/2) ħ * C]^(1/2); L the angular momentum, C light speed, ħ (Planck constant).} 

So, g^2 = ħ * C / C = ħ, 

Thus, {(delta P) x (delta S) > = g^2 >= ħ} 

 

Now, the uncertainty principle of physics is the direct consequence of the *Nature math*, the essence of infinities and 

of unreachable of numbers. With this *derivation*, this new paradigm is fully verified. Yet, there is one very important 

additional point. That is, this major essence of the *unreachable numbers* is swept away in the human math by the 

concept of *continuity*. That is, the human math is completely unaware of this *Nature math*. 

 

 

 

The creation before the big bang and before the inflation 
Written on December 16, 2013 

(See http://tienzen.livejournal.com/584.html ) 

 

The Alpha (electron fine structure constant) is derived with the following equation. 

Beta = 1/alpha = 64 (1 + first order mixing + sum of the higher order mixing) 

= 64 (1 + 1/Cos A (2) + .00065737 + …) 

= 137.0359 … 

A (2) is the Weinberg angle, A (2) = 28.743 degrees 

The sum of the higher order mixing = 2(1/48) [(1/64) + (1/2) (1/64) ^2 + ...+(1/n)(1/64)^n +...] 

= .00065737 + …  

 

This Alpha equation is dominated by the numbers (48 and 64) and the Weinberg angle. The "Theoretical calculation of 

Cabibbo and Weinberg angles (http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/theoretical-calculation-of-cabibbo-and.html ) are 

also based on these two numbers (48 and 64). Why are these two numbers for structure of Nature? They are in fact the 

results of *the infinities to finite* concretization processes. When a finite universe was transformed from states of 

http://www.prequark.org/Constant.htm
http://www.prequark.org/Gravity.htm
http://tienzen.livejournal.com/584.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/theoretical-calculation-of-cabibbo-and.html
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*infinities* (the countable and the uncountable), it creates Cabibbo, Weinberg angles and Alpha. That is, the creation of 

this material universe followed the laws of Mathematics. In the book “Linguistics Manifesto (ISBN 978-3-8383-9722-1)”, 

it shows two concretizing processes. 

One, embedding the countable infinite in finite --- this is done by trisecting an (any) angle. The following is quoted from 

that book. 

       {If a thing "TA" is the product of an infinity to finite transformation, then TA is the concrete representation of that 

infinity. Can we find such a TA? 

If such a TA does exist, it must be produced with "infinite" steps. Then TA and infinity (TA) are two sides of the same 

coin. That is, 

From TA, we get infinity (TA) 

From infinity (TA), we get TA. 

In mathematics, there are two kinds of infinity, countable and uncountable. There is a commonly accept belief that there 

is no way to trisect an angle in Euclidean geometry. In fact, if we can evenly divide an angle, we can always trisect that 

same angle with the following process. 

Divide angle A evenly. 

Divide the two angles evenly again. 

The top and the bottom angles are now 1/4 of A. As they are symmetrical, we will look the top angle AT only. 

The middle angles are divided evenly again. They become 1/8 of A. 

Let AT plus 1/8 A, and it is larger than 1/3 A. 

Divide the 1/8 A evenly again, 1/16 A. 

Let AT (1/4 + 1/8) minus 1/16 A. "AT" is now smaller than 1/3 A. 

the above process goes countable steps. 

Then, AT = 1/2 - 1/4 + 1/8 - 1/16 + 1/32 - 1/64 + 1/128 - 1/256 + 1/512 - 1/1024 + 1/2048 -... +... 

= .33349 - ... + ... = .3333333333333..... = 1/3 

With countable steps, the above process trisects the angle A "exactly". That is, 

with countable infinity, we get AT. With AT, we get countable infinity. 

 

With the above trisecting angle procedure, we know that 1/3 = 0.333333..., that is, 1/3 has countable number of digits. 

In mathematics, we do know that the number pi (=3.14159...) is a normal number, that is, it has uncountable number of 

digits in it. Then, how can we reach pi (precisely)? Well, we can reach it with the following equation. 

Equation A: 

      [(The circumference of a circle with a radius of 1/8) = 1 - 1/3 + 1/5 - 1/7 + 1/9 - 1/11 + 1/13 - ... + ... (with "countable" 

infinite steps) = pi / 4] 

That is, the number pi (which contains uncountable number of digits) is reached with a "countable" steps. So, the 

uncountable infinity can be renormalized with countable infinity, and countable infinity can be renormalized with the 

trisecting angle procedure. 

 

Note 1: There is something interesting in equation A. The circumference of a circle with a radius of 1/8 (with an even 

number denominator) can be reached only with a sequence of odd number denominators. 

Note 2: The area of this circle = pi / 64; then, the number "64" must be fundamental for this uncountable infinity 

renormalization process.}, end quote. 

 

In the two equations above, the countable is concretized as a trisected angle, and the uncountable is concretized as a 

pie (with a radius of 1/8). These two concretizations are in fact the creation process (from infinities to finites), and it 
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depends on two very important numbers [3 (or 1/3), 64 (or 4^3)]. Yet, these are the numbers for the Alpha-equation 

above.  

 

Nature created this universe with the following steps. 

i. Concretizing the infinities (both countable and uncountable) with *physical* processes (the trisecting an angle and 

*dividing a pie*). This concretizing process is the *creation* process, and the Alpha-equation is this creation equation, as 

the anchor or the lock for the process. 

ii. Second tier concretizing process (the rising dimensions) --- this is completely different from the extra-dimension of M-

string theory. This dimension is defined with Georg Cantor’ theorem ( In 1870s, Georg Cantor proved that every n-

dimensional space can always be brought into a one-to-one correspondence with the one dimensional line, that is, one 

dimensional line can give rise to n-dimensional space. See http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/origin-of-spatial-

dimensions-and.html ). The number *64* becomes (4^3). That is, 3 spatial dimensions while each carries 4-sub-

dimensions; total of 64 dimensions. Then, these 64 dimensions are divided into two groups, 48 matter (anti-matter) 

dimensions and 16 vacuum dimensions (4 real-spacetime x 4 ghost-spacetime = 16; the dark energy). Yet, with the inter-

dependent relations, these 64 dimensions are reduced to 11 dimensions [7 colors (packed and hidden) and 4 expressed]. 

This 4-sub-dimensions form a higher symmetry than the Standard Model symmetry, that is, SUSY (with s-particle) is 

ruled out. Then, the Quantum/gravity unification and the mass-rising mechanism are truly the same issue. I have 

showed that the ħ (Planck constant) is, in fact, the gravitation force for the ground state of a hydrogen atom (see 

http://www.prequark.org/Gravity.htm which also discusses the mass-rising mechanism). 

 

Now, I have showed that the following ‘physics parameters and structures’ are the result of Nature-math. 

One, calculations of Cabibbo/Weinberg angles and Alpha. 

Two, production of Standard Model particle zoo. 

Three, dark energy (16 vacuum dimensions) leads to the Planck CMB data calculation, see Chapter two. 

Four, 11 dimensions with 7 packed color-dimensions. 

Five, deriving the ‘uncertainty principle’. 

 

 

 

The base of quark colors 
Written on November 27, 2014 

(See https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/11/24/infinities-in-literature-and-mathematics/comment-page-

1/#comment-9782 ) 

 

Happy Thanksgiving to all. 

Coel: “But the *spatial* *extent* was infinite. … both … the multiverse variants start with an infinite extent of stuff.” 

John Smith: “… using no limit to the “upper bound” does in fact expand. Something infinite in itself doesn’t expand, …” 

Thanks Coel. ‘Extent’ is not a precisely defined physics term, but I will not disagree with you on this. Yet, I do like Smith’s 

view, as the essence of the ‘infinite’ is immutable although the ‘countable’ is viewed as the ‘endpoint’ of an ensemble. 

 

‘Infinities’ are the keys for this universe. In my previous two comments, I listed two tasks. 

Task 1, to show that the physics is a triplet and to show the unification among them. 

Task 2, to show that ‘hypothesis of the continuum (HC)’ is needed in the above unification. 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/origin-of-spatial-dimensions-and.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/origin-of-spatial-dimensions-and.html
http://www.prequark.org/Gravity.htm
https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/11/24/infinities-in-literature-and-mathematics/comment-page-1/#comment-9782
https://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/11/24/infinities-in-literature-and-mathematics/comment-page-1/#comment-9782
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The tactics for the task 1 is to show that all 3-Ps are having the same ‘structure (same dimensions)’ although they have 

different expressions. 

 

For P1 (physical universe), it is totally described with 7 codes {R (red), Y (yellow), B (blue), W (white), G1, G2, G3}. There 

are two ‘color systems’ {quark colors and generation colors} with the W (white) linking them two. The consequence of 

this 7-code is that Neff = 3.0 [not 2.9 nor 3.1]. That is, no sterile neutrino, no SUSY, nor dark matter particles. 

 

For P2 (bio-lives), it is totally described with 7-codes {A, G, T, C, M (male), F (female), K (kids)} 

 

For P3 (math), it is totally described with {zero (0), finite numbers, infinities}. Yet, is this {zero (0), finite numbers, 

infinities} a 7-code?  

I have showed the answer many times. P3 (math) has 7-codes only {0c, 0p, 0+, 1, infc (countable), infp 

(pseudouncountable), inf+ (uncountable)}. 

 

This 7-code math is the key issue in the book “Super Unified Theory (copyright TX 1-323-231), and it is available at, 

http://inspirehep.net/search?p=find+a+gong,+jeh+tween , 

http://www.worldcat.org/title/super-unified-theory-the-foundations-of-science/oclc/11223955&referer=brief_results  

Now, 3Ps are unified and HC (infp) is found. 

References: 

One, (the axiomatic physics (see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/axiomatic-physics-final-physics.html ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://inspirehep.net/search?p=find+a+gong,+jeh+tween
http://www.worldcat.org/title/super-unified-theory-the-foundations-of-science/oclc/11223955&referer=brief_results
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/axiomatic-physics-final-physics.html
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Chapter twenty-two: Unification of physics and mathematics 
Written in May, 1996 

(See http://www.prequark.org/Mlaw.htm ) 

 

I: Three mathematics schools  

What are laws of mathematics? Are they laws of God (absoluteness)? Or, they are just invented by men (arbitrariness)! 

Greeks, Descartes, Newton, Euler, and many others believed that mathematics to be the accurate description of real 

phenomena and that they regarded their work as the uncovering of the mathematical design of the universe. In other 

words, mathematics is absolute. But, gradually and unwittingly mathematicians began to introduce concepts that had 

little or no direct physical meaning. After the introduction of quaternions, non-Euclidean geometry, complex elements in 

geometry, n-dimensional geometry, bizarre functions, and transfinite number, almost all mathematicians today accept 

and recognize the artificiality of mathematics. That is, mathematics is no longer absolute but arise arbitrarily. But if 

mathematics is only the invention of men, then why is it so consistently successful as a description of physical world? 

Because of this invented-discovered (arbitrariness-absoluteness) paradox of mathematics, there are at least three 

schools of mathematics -- formalism, intuitionism and logicism. Logistic school was led by Russell and Whitehead. They 

started with the development of logic itself, from which mathematics follows without any axioms of mathematics 

proper. Nonetheless, the development of logic consists in stating some axioms of logic, from which theorems are 

deduced that may be used in subsequent reasoning. 

The formalist school was led by Hilbert. He tried to provide a basis for the number system without using the theory of 

sets and to establish the consistency of arithmetic. He developed a proof theory, a method of establishing the 

consistency of any formal system. Controversial principles such as proof of existence by contradiction, transfinite 

induction, and the axiom of choice are not used. The formalists also maintain that logic must be treated simultaneously 

with mathematics. In short, to the formalist, mathematics proper is a collection of formal systems. Mathematics 

becomes not a subject about something, but a collection of formal systems, in each of which formal expressions are 

obtained from others by formal transformations. Since a formal system can be unending, metamathematics must 

entertain concepts and questions involving at least potentially infinite system. However, only finitary method of proof 

should be used. 

The intuitionist school was led by Kronecker. He viewed Cantor's work on transfinite numbers and set theory was not 

mathematics but mysticism. He was willing to accept the whole numbers because these are clear to the intuition. These 

were the work of God, and all else was the work of man and suspect. To the intuitionist, mathematical ideas are 

imbedded in the human mind prior to language, logic, and experience. The intuition, not experience or logic, determines 

the intuition is opposed to the world of causal perceptions. Language serves to evoke copies of ideas in man's minds by 

symbols and sounds. But thoughts, especially mathematical thoughts, can never be completely symbolized. 

Mathematical ideas are independent of language and in fact far richer. 

On the other hand, logic belongs to language. Logic is not a reliable instrument to uncover truths and can deduce no 

truths that are not obtainable just as well in some other way. Logical principles are the regularity observed a posteriori 

in the language. They are a device for manipulating language, or they are the theory of representation of language. The 

most important advances in mathematics are not obtained by perfecting the logical form but by intuitively perceiving 

the mathematical truth itself. Thus, logic rests on mathematics, not mathematics on logic. 

The intuitionists therefore proceed to analyze which logical principles are allowable in order that the usual logic conform 

to and properly express the correct intuitions. Consequently many existence proofs are not accepted by the intuitionists. 

The law of excluded middle can be used in cases where the conclusion can be reached in a finite number of steps. In 

http://www.prequark.org/Mlaw.htm
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other cases the intuitionists deny the possibility of a decision. This gives rise to a new possibility, undecidable 

propositions. The intuitionists maintain, with respect to infinite sets, that there is a third state of affairs, namely, there 

may be propositions which are neither provable nor unprovable. 

The battle among these schools on the issues about what the essence of mathematics is or what the correct 

methodology for mathematics is has a great significance which goes way beyond mathematics itself but enters into the 

domains of philosophy and theology. At least three issues in mathematics are beyond the reach by mathematics. 

 

First, there are many undefinable concepts in mathematics. 

Second, all axioms seemingly arise arbitrarily. 

Third, there is a consistency issue in every school. 

In formalist school, Hilbert reduced the consistency of geometry to the consistency of arithmetic, but the consistency of 

the latter remains to be an open question. The logistic school reduced arithmetic to logic. But, logicism does have many 

undefined ideas, as any axiomatic system must have since it is not possible to define all the terms without involving an 

infinite regress of definitions. The consistency of logic axioms remains to be an open question. Seemingly, mathematics 

is built on sinking sand, and it can never find a solid bed rock to rest upon it. However, if physics laws must be the direct 

consequences of mathematics principles, then the arbitrariness of mathematics can, then, find a solid bed rock. 

 

II: The Corresponding Principle 

The traditional physics was and still is built up from the bottom up, that is, from observations to form hypothesis, then 

verify it with experimentations and more observations, then on and on. This bottom up method can discover those 

constants of nature but will not be able to understand why they arise. On the other hand, the Final TOE must be able to 

construct physics from top down, that is, from a principle -- the corresponding principle -- to deduce a complete physics 

system. 

The Corresponding Principle states --- the complete physics system (the current mainstream physics is not yet complete) 

is isomorphic to the complete mathematics system (the current mathematics is not yet complete). 

Seemingly, this principle is too vague to be useful and the term ‘complete’ is not yet defined at this point. Nonetheless, 

the following theorem can be very useful. 

       Theorem 1: Every mathematical issue (especially those unsolvable mathematics problems) has a corresponding issue 

in physics or in physical world. 

        Corollary 1: If an unsolvable mathematics problem has no obvious corresponding issue in physics or 

in physical world, then there is a process which has smoothed out that problem in the physical world. 

With this corresponding principle, two things have changed completely. 

 

One, mathematics is no longer only as a tool or as a language for physicists to describe physics. 

Two, we can construct a complete physics by using mathematics as the foundation and the starting points. 

 

Because we now do have plenty experimentally verified physics on hand already, they can be the landmarks to verify the 

validity of this new physics (G-theory). But, from the zillion mathematical ideas (many of them not yet discovered), 

which ones could or should be chosen as the starting points. I am choosing three mathematics issues --- computability, 

countability, and uncountability --- as the foundations of a new and complete math/physics. 

 

III: The computable and the uncomputable 
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The definition of recursive function in mathematics is quite technical; I will not repeat it. The functions in the sequence 

sum, product, ... belong to the class of primitive recursive function. Today, the following three theorems are proven in 

mathematics. 

 

Theorem A: All recursive functions are abacus computable. 

Theorem B: All abacus computable is Turing computable. 

Theorem C: All Turing computable functions are recursive. 

 

But, are all computable functions Turing computable? No one knows, but Alonzo Church's thesis (which does not admit 

of mathematical proof) says yes. 

Church's thesis is not based on marvelous abilities of the Turing machine but is based on its inability of knowing that 

enough is enough, not knowing when to halt the calculation. This inability of Turing machine is called busy beaver 

problem or the halting problem. 

Turing machine can calculate a function forever and ever. Thus, both Turing computer and we will never know whether 

that function is computable or not. If we or Turing machine itself can find a procedure to tell it to halt at a certain point 

and to print out one of the two answers: 

 

the value of this function is ****, or 

this function is uncomputable, 

then this busy beaver problem is solvable. 

It is now mathematically proven that if Church's thesis is true, then busy beaver problem is unsolvable. This proof is in 

no means implying that Church's thesis is true. 

Church's thesis itself (that all computable functions are Turing computable) is not as important as the fact that it itself is 

unprovable. The fact that Church's thesis defies the mathematical proof clearly points out that there is a hole existing in 

mathematics. This hole will become the rock solid foundation of a new physics. That is, there must be a corresponding 

difficulty in physics, or there is a process that has smoothed out that difficulty in the physical world.  

By accepting Church's thesis and combining it with the busy beaver problem, we can easily prove an existence theorem 

for uncomputability. 

Theorem 2: There are functions which are not computable (by Turing machine or by anything else). 

       Corollary 2: There is at least one uncountable infinity. (Georg Cantor proved this long ago). 

Definition 1: The universe is the union of two sets A and B. Set A is the set of all computable functions; B is the set of all 

uncomputable. 

Theorem 3: Every computable space can be represented with a two codes space, such as: (0, 1), (Yin, Yang) or (Vacutron, 

Angultron). Note: Many college math books have proof on this theorem. 

 

IV: The ghost world of the mathematics universe 

The concept of a ghost world in the physical universe is derived from a fact of physics --- the intrinsic spin. According to 

the corresponding principle, there must be a corresponding ghost world in mathematics. 

In order to finish this discussion in a few pages, I will discuss this topic in a conceptual level and with examples. I will not 

provide leak proof definitions and theorem proofs. 

Example 1: A = {0, ', +, *, =}. From set A, we can make some arbitrary definitions, such as: 0 = 0, 0' = 1, 0'' = 2, 0''' = 3, ... . 

F1 is a function and F1(0'''') = 0'', F1(0''''''''')=0''', etc.. F1, F2,... are functions which contain no symbols in addition to 

those in set A, and they are elements of set FA = {F1, F2,...}. The values from functions of set FA form set R = {0, 0', 0'',...}. 

Definition 2: All mathematical functions are called function. 
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Definition 3: Set A has finite number of elements. Its elements are symbols of functions. Set A is called a base set. 

Definition 4: All elements of set F are functions. F is a function set. 

Definition 5: All functions of set FA contains no symbols in addition to those in base set A, FA is a base A function set. 

Definition 6: The elements of set RA = {0, 0', 0'',...} are values of functions of FA. RA is a range of FA. 

Definition 7: The elements in set LA are logical operators (L1, L2, ...) defined by any logic. Set LA is called logic set of base 

A. 

Definition 8: F belongs to FA. L belongs to LA. P = LF is called a statement. P belongs to set PA 

Definition 9: If set SA is the union of set A (base), set FA (functions), set RFA (range), set LA (logic), and set PA 

(statement), then SA is a system of base A. 

Definition 10: P1, P2, ..., Pn are statements. If P = Pn with a finite number n, P is True in SA, otherwise P is False. 

Definition 11: F is an element of FA. F is a legitimate function in SA if F has at least one value which belongs to SA. 

For example F is the function of square root. F(2) is not in SA, but F(4) is. Thus, F is a legitimate function in SA. 

Definition 12: H is a hole of system SA if H = F(x) not belongs to SA and F is a legitimate function of SA, or if H = P (a 

statement) and P is False. 

So far, I did not invent a new mathematics but construct a new language in order to reinterpret an old theorem. 

Kurt Godel's incompleteness theorem --- it states, "If any formal theory T adequate to embrace number theory is 

consistent and if the axioms of the formal system of arithmetic are axioms or theorems of T, then T is incomplete."  

That is, there is a statement S of number theory such that neither S nor not-S is a theorem of the theory. This 

incompleteness cannot be remedied by adjoining S or not-S as an axiom because there will be other statements 

unprovable in this enlarged system. This result applies to all mathematics schools --- logicism, formalism and 

intuitionism. Thus, no system of axioms is adequate to encompass, not only all of mathematics, but even any one 

significant branch of mathematics. There always exist statement whose concept belongs to the system, which cannot be 

proved within the system but can nevertheless be shown to be true by nonformal arguments. 

This incompleteness theorem not only dealt a death blow to axiomatization of mathematics and placed a limitation on 

mathematical reasoning, but it is in fact the intrinsic property of reality. The prevailing interpretation among physicists 

and mathematicians about this incompleteness theorem is the conviction that this theorem places a limitation on any 

attempt to understand the ultimate nature of universe. 

On the contrary, I see this incompleteness theorem is the only gateway to Ultimate Reality. 

 

First, I will restate Godel's theorem with the new language I constructed above. 

Theorem 4: If system Ar contains system Ap and system Ap obeys the incompleteness theorem, then system Ar has at 

least one hole. 

For example, in a system which discusses the computability, the Church's thesis and the halting problem form a hole. At 

least one of them is unprovable. 

Theorem 5: If the system Af has an uncountable infinite number of elements, then Af has at least two holes. 

 

Definition 13: Set T is the union of Af (which has an uncountable infinite number of elements) and its holes, T is called 

totality. 

Second, we can use Godel's theorem to build a process. We can start from system A1, and it has one unprovable 

statement S1. Then we can construct system A2 from A1 by adjoining S1 as an axiom. Then, there will be a S2 which is 

unprovable in A2. And this process can go on with countable infinite number of times. See graph below. 

 

Definition 14: Ar is a system. H = {h1, h2, h3, ...} and h1, h2, h3,... are holes of Ar. Ar is called a real mathematical 

universe (RMU in short). H is called the ghost mathematical world (GMW) of Ar. 
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Definition 15: Ar, Ap are RMUs. Ap contains Ar. Sr is an unprovable statement in Ar but provable in Ap. Sr is called a 

mathematical quanta. 

Definition 16: Sr is an unprovable statement of Ar. Ap is constructed as the union of Ar and Sr. The process of 

constructing Ap is called System Construction Process (SCP in short). 

Definition 17: Ar is a system which obeys Godel's theorem. AF is a system constructed after repeating SCP a countable 

infinite number of times, AF is called Final System. 

                     Conjecture 1: T (totality) contains AF (Final System). 

 

The above discussion points out three new concepts. 

First, there are holes in mathematics. Those holes form a mathematical ghost world which is a shadow of its associated 

mathematical system. In fact, any mathematical system is permanently entangled with its ghost world. 

Second, there are mathematical quanta. With mathematical quanta, the big bang of mathematical universe arises. 
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Finally, totality and final system are defined. The final system is the largest mathematics system can ever be constructed 

by any intelligent being, but the totality is still larger than the final system. 

 

V: Mathematics gives rise to physics 

On the time sequence, it is the laws of physics which govern the evolution of the physical universe. Humans arose 17 

billion years after the creation of those physics laws, and mathematics were created a few million years after the rise of 

humans. However, in order truly to unify physics and mathematics, mathematics must also be able to give rise to physics 

laws, that is, the laws of physics must be direct consequences of laws of mathematics. 

According to the previous sections, the real mathematics universe is permanently entangled with the ghost mathematics 

world. For the sake of convenience, I will approximate the entire mathematics universe (union of the real and the ghost) 

by dividing it into three parts --- computable-, countable infinite- and uncountable infinite-universes. 

Per theorem 3, the computable universe can be fully represented by a two code space, such as (Yin, Yang) or (Vacutron, 

Angultron). Thus, quarks cannot be the rock bottom building blocks of the physical universe. Prequark model (Vacutron, 

Angultron) is indispensable. 

Someone might argue that there must have more layers of inner structure inside of the prequarks. Again, we can prove 

that that idea (more inner structure of prequarks) is wrong simply from the argument of mathematics. 

If there has only one subparticle, named D, underneath prequarks, then we can consider two cases. 

One, if V = D and A = D, then V = A. It is a contradiction to the Prequark Model. 

Two, if V = D, A = (D, D), ..., then A does not carry electric charge. Electric charge must be represented in another way. 

Then, it turn out to be a two code system again. It is a tautology. 

 

If there has two subparticles, named (D, E), underneath prequarks, it is definitely a tautology.  

 

If there has three or more subparticles, named (D, E, F), underneath prequarks, then there not only is no reduction but 

an increase to complexity. 

Thus, there is no reduction by adding one more layer of structure underneath any two code system. 

Again, because there is an uncomputable universe in mathematics, the physical universe can never be represented with 

just two codes only. More dimensions are needed in the physical world to represent that uncomputable (math) 

universe. 

a: The finitude of physical universe 

Heinrich Olbers and Alexander Friedmann showed that this universe had a finite beginning; that is, not infinite in size 

even now. This physical universe is a finitude. 

b: Transforming infinities into finites 

According to the Corresponding Principle, those mathematical infinities must be transformed into finites in the physical 

world by some processes because the physical universe is a finitude. 

Then, how to transform the infinities into finites? 

One, it takes countable infinite number of steps to trisect an angle. That is, the countable infinity is transformed into 

finite as Angultron via a trisecting process. This process also gives rise to the followings: 

Space is trisected into three seats. 

Time is trisected into three generations. 

Charge is trisected into 1/3 e. 

Two, the uncountable infinity can be transformed into finite via a soft compass (Archimedes spiral). This process creates 

time {real (arrow of time) and ghost (timelessness)}. This transformation gives rise to ‘intrinsic spin’ of fermions. 
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The computable universe {two codes (V, A)}, countable infinite universe (three seats, three generations, electric charge) 

and uncountable (intrinsic spin) give rise to a measurable and causal universe, the Prequark Model. 

 

In mathematics, the uncountable infinity gives rise to the concept of indivisibility. Let us presume that the intersection 

between the set of nature number B and the set of irrational number IR is an empty set. Then, we can color nature 

number in blue and irrational in red. The Fermat's last theorem tells us that we can never find a blue number (z) while its 

nth power equals to the sum of nth power of a blue number (x) and the nth power of another blue number (y) when n is 

larger than 2. However, we do able to find a z, but it must be a red number. This theorem points out two very important 

points. 

One, the blue number system is not complete, that is, the value of some operations will fall out of its boundary, In short, 

the blue number system has holes. 

Two, the number system is indivisible. That is, it cannot truly be divided into red or blue numbers. The red and the blue 

numbers are permanently confined to or entangled with one another. 

This indivisibility of mathematics must show up in the physical world. And, it does, as the reality of non-causality via the 

spooky action. 

 

VI: Dimensionality of the physical universe 

Time is one dimensional in Equation zero which gives rise to 64 space dimensions (subspaces). Then, they are reduced to 

11 dimensions with some internal relationships, such as prequarks, quark colors and generations. These 11 dimensions 

consist of 4 spacetime dimensions and 7 colors dimensions which are curled up into a topological structure, a torus. How 

can one dimensional time line transform into 64 or 11 dimensions? Is this transformation allowed by mathematics? 

See Chapter four: the First Principle --- Origin of spatial dimensions, and the definition for dimension or See 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/origin-of-spatial-dimensions-and.html ) 

 

VII: The Essence of Mathematics --- the ball-donut transformation 

Godel's incompleteness theorem constructs a process, and it shows that all mathematical systems which are invented by 

men who have arbitrarily chosen a few finite number of axioms and mathematical reasoning rules will always come alive 

and puke up at least one mathematical statement which is beyond the comprehension of its inventors. In short, the fire 

of Nature's spirit will always burn a hole on every mathematical system invented by men. This process is a ball-donut 

transformation. 

In Topology, a topological ball can never be transformed into a topological donut by a continuous deformation process, 

but the growing process of mathematics above is not a continuous deformation process. This ball-donut transformation 

process of mathematics must manifest in the physical world. In fact, it does. 

In physical world, the ball-donut transformation manifests on all levels. 

For biological life, a single fertilized egg turns into a tube-like system. 

On the scale of Cosmos, there are two holes --- the eternal past (before the Big Bang) and the eternal future. 

On the micro-level, there are seven color dimensions for elementary particle, and these seven color dimensions are the 

result of the ball-donut transformation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/origin-of-spatial-dimensions-and.html
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Chapter twenty-three: Fermat’s last theorem 
Written in 1992 

(See http://www.prequark.org/Fermat.htm ) 

 

Colored numbers are the key point in the book {Super Unified Theory (ISBN 0-916713-02-4, US Copyright # TX 1-323-

231, Library of Congress Catalog Card Number 84-90325)}, and this article was written in 1992, two years before Andrew 

Wiles’ proof. I did sent this paper to Wiles in 1993 after his first failed attempt. That is, my proof is two years before his. 

Wiles’ proof did not truly advance the concept of math in any big way. On the contrary, my proof points out that nature 

numbers (integers) are permanently entangled with (or confined to) the irrationals. My proof is the result of {colored 

numbers (the internal structure of every number and the entanglement of numbers)}. 

 

I: Introduction (omitted) 

II: Brief History 

Fermat's equation (nth power of x (x^n) + nth power of y (y^n) = nth power of z (z^n)) is the combination of two 

equations: the Diophantine equation which must be solved in whole number, and the generalized Pythagorean equation 

which substitutes the 2nd power with n which can be all positive numbers. For the sake of not writing Fermat's equation 

repeatedly, I am giving it a unique name -- Hyper-Pythagorean-Diophantine equation or HPD equation in short. Thus, 

Fermat's last theorem can be restated as follow: 

Fermat's Last Theorem -- There is no positive integer solution for HPD equation when n>=3. 

Thus, if Fermat's last theorem is false, then we can and must find positive integer solution(s) for HPD equation when 

n>=3. 

When n=2, HPD equation becomes traditional Pythagorean equation, and it has infinitely many whole number solutions, 

for example: 3^2 + 4^2 = 5^2, or 5^2 + 12^2 = 13^2, etc.. 

In the next 350 years after Fermat, some great mathematicians succeeded in proving Fermat's last theorem in a few 

special cases. Table 1 lists the solvers of those special cases. 

Table 1: Solver of special cases 

Year Solver Exponent 

1640s     Pierre de Fermat     n = 4 

1750s     Leonhard Euler           3 

1820s 
   Peter G Lejeune Dirichlet 
   Adrien-Marie Legendre 

          5 

1850s    Ernst E. Kummer     n < 100 

1993    Computer     n < 4 million 

 

With the help of computer, Fermat's last theorem is proved to be valid when n < 4,000,000. Nonetheless, the computer 

proof is not a valid mathematical reasoning; so Fermat's last theorem is still not proved in terms of mathematics (at the 

time of this writing). 

On the mathematics front, two paths of significant progress on trying to prove Fermat's last theorem have opened up 

during the last 350 years. One path combines number theory with the theory of elliptic curve; the other combines 

number theory with Topology. 

http://www.prequark.org/Fermat.htm
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In 1840s, Gabriel Lame introduced a new concept -- algebraic numbers which are more general numbers than just whole 

numbers. In general, most algebraic numbers can be expressed as a product of primes in a unique way. By 1850s, Ernst 

E. Kummer modified and improved Lame's idea and proved that Fermat's last theorem is true for all n up to 100. 

The further progress came from the modern approach to Diophantine equations -- the theory of elliptic curve, which is a 

perfect square equal to a cubic polynomial (y^2 = ax^3 + bx^2 + cx + d). In 1955, Taniyama made a conjecture -- that 

every elliptic curve is modular: the equation of the elliptic curve are divisible by a prime. 

In 1980s, Gerhard Frey came up an idea to use the x^n and y^n of the HPD equation as perimeter to construct elliptic 

curves. So, if all elliptic curves must be modular (divisible by a prime), then HPD equation (associated with x^n, y^n) 

have positive integer solutions, and the Fermat's last theorem must be invalid. Thus, Frey's strategy provides a major 

machinery to test the validity of Fermat's last theorem in terms of elliptic curve theory and Taniyama conjecture. 

In 1986, Kenneth A. Ribet proved that if the Taniyama conjecture is true, then Frey's elliptic curve can never exist. The 

task of proving Fermat's last theorem becomes either to prove that Taniyama conjecture is true or that Frey's elliptic 

curves cannot exist. 

In 1993 (one year after this article), Andrew Wiles announced that he had proved that a portion of the Taniyama 

conjecture (relevant to the Fermat's last theorem) is true. 

 

III: Revisit the Issues 

Fermat came up his last theorem by generalizing Pythagorean equation to higher power (greater than 2) and restricting 

its solution to be positive integer in terms of Diophantine equation. So, Fermat's last theorem is really an issue of prime 

number. Thus, I will give a brief visit on the theory of prime. 

Prime numbers have two personality -- A) chaotic and B) somewhat ordered and confined. 

A) Its chaotic nature: 

First, there are infinite number of prime. 

Dirichlet theorem -- Every arithmetic sequence, a, a+b, a+2b, a+3b,..., a+nb,..., 

Where a and b are relatively prime, contains an infinite number of primes. 

Dirichlet theorem is much more powerful than Euclid's theorem on the infinitude of primes in the sequence of natural 

number, 1, 2, 3, ..., n, .... 

Second, the distribution of primes is also very chaotic. The prime distribution function D(x) represents the number of 

primes not exceeding x. Thus, D(4) is 2 because 2, 3 are prime and are smaller than 4. As x increases, the additional 

primes become scarcer and the problem was, what is the proper analytical expression for D(x)? Legendre, who had 

proved that no rational expression would serve, at one time give up hope that any expression for D(x) could be found. 

B) The orderliness of primes:  

First, primes are the building blocks of the entire integers. There are two very important theorems on this. 

Goldbach's conjecture: a) Every even integer is the sum of two primes. For example: 10 = 3 + 7, 26 = 7 + 19, etc. 

b) Every odd integer is either a prime or a sum of three primes. 

Waring's theorem -- Every positive integer can be expressed as the sum of at most r kth powers, the r depending upon k. 

For example: Every integer is either a cube or the sum of at most nine cubes, and every integer is either a fourth power 

or the sum of at most 19 fourth powers. 

Second, primes not only are building blocks of the entire integers but have self-reflective orderliness. There are at least 

two theorems reflecting this. 

Wilson theorem -- If and only if p is prime, the quantity (p-1)! + 1 is divisible by p. 

Fermat's minor theorem -- If p is any prime and if a is any integer, then pth power of a (a^p) minus a is divisible by p. 

Third, although the distribution of primes is very chaotic, it is nonetheless confined and bounded. Carl Friedrich Gauss 

used tables of primes to make conjectures about D(x) and inferred that D(x) differs little from the integration of (dt/log 
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t) from 2 to x. He also knew that the ratio between the above integration to (x/log x) equals to 1 when x tends to infinity. 

His conjecture became the well-known Prime Number Theorem which was finally proved by Jacques Hadamard in 1896. 

In 1850s, Pafnuti L. Tchebycheff also proved that there is always at least one prime between n and 2n - 2 when n>=3. 

Thus, the distribution of prime is, indeed, confined and bound although it is also very chaotic. 

This paradoxical nature of prime (being both ordered and chaotic) is the heart of Fermat's Last Theorem. Any approach 

(such as the Frey-Ribet-Wiles approach by using Taniyama conjecture on elliptic curve) trying to prove Fermat's last 

theorem without first to understand the meaning of this paradoxical nature of prime is doomed for failure.  

In my book The Divine Constitution, I pointed out a paradox axiom -- every paradox always points out and leads to a 

higher truth. Thus, this paradoxical nature of primes must lead to a higher truth. Indeed, it does. Fermat's last theorem, 

in fact, points out that natural numbers are permanently entangled with (or confined to) the irrationals. But, what does 

this mean? And, how? 

 

IV: The Internal Structure of Geometric Point 

In quantum gravity, there are three big problems. First, there is an important difference between the graviton and the 

photon, that is, the photon couples only to charged particles, but the graviton couples to all particles, including the 

graviton itself. This kind of self-entanglement can give rise to infinity. Second, the quantum vacuum has a nonzero 

energy. Since gravity is supposed to interact with every form of energy and should interact with this vacuum energy. 

Thus, a vacuum would have a weight. On the one hand, quantum vacuum does not have weight in the real world. On the 

other hand, this quantum vacuum energy causes many gravity theories to produce meaningless answers -- infinities. 

Third, all theories seemed to diverge to infinity when they regard the fundamental particles as mathematical points. 

Without the ability to address the issues of self-entanglement and of quantum vacuum energy, many physicists rushed 

to tackle the point-particle issue. They stretched the mathematical point into a geometrical string -- the so-called 

Superstring theory. 

Although the superstring theory insists that the mathematical (geometrical) point has an internal geometrical structure, 

it does not know what kind of internal structure a mathematical point has. In my Prequark Chromodynamics, I insist that 

the internal structure of a mathematical point is not a sphere nor anything else but a donut, which can be described with 

7 colors (3 quark colors, 3 generation colors and one colorless color). 

In fact, there are many clues about the internal structure of mathematical and geometrical point even without the 

modern physics such as superstring or my Prequark Chromodynamics. There are clues in Topology. When we make a 

map by using North pole as the center, the entire outer edge (either to be a rectangle of a circle) represents a SINGLE 

point (South pole), that is, the single point and the infinite number of points (the outer edge of the map) is identical in 

Topology. In this case of Topology, don't you think that there are some internal structures in mathematical or geometric 

point? 

In the physical world (in physics), there are some physical properties associated with each mathematical or geometrical 

point. The collection of these points is a physical field. When two points in the physical field collide (that is, r [the 

distance between the two points] becomes zero), most of the physical properties associated with these points diverge 

into infinity. In fact, in the physical world, zero (r=0) and infinity are indistinguishable in the case of point particle. The 

mathematical point (which contains two collided physical field points) has very rich internal structure which consists of 

both nothingness (0) and infinity. 

In mathematics, there is a relationship between 0 and infinity on the one hand, that is, infinity equals one (1) over zero 

(0). On the other hand, the fact that 0 and infinity are indistinguishable can also be clearly understood even in 

mathematics. When n approaches to infinity, the sequence 1, 1/2, 1/3, ..., 1/n,... approaches to 0. There is no way to 

distinguish zero (0) from infinity by this sequence. This sequence reaches infinity and zero at the same time. That is, 

infinity and zero resides in the same point!! 
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But, why do all mathematicians (from past to present) have no clue whatsoever on the issue of internal structure of 

mathematical point? There are three major fallacies in mathematics.  

First, that the single point can be stretched into infinite points (as a circle) in Topology is viewed as a mathematical trick 

(as only convenience for mathematicians), not as an essence of mathematics. 

Second, by definition, mathematical and geometrical points do not possess any physical property. All the misfortunes in 

physics on the point particle issue are the misfortunes of physicists, and it has nothing to do with mathematics. 

Third, the greatest fallacy of mathematics is the definitions of LIMIT and CONTINUITY in the modern mathematics. The 

definition of LIMIT artificially equates a POINT with a big interval defined by epsilon and delta. 

A few hundred years ago, Descartes, Euler and many others believed mathematics to be the accurate description of real 

phenomena, and they regarded their work as the uncovering of the mathematical design of the universe. Today, almost 

all mathematicians believe that mathematics is no longer absolute but arise arbitrarily. Thus, to equate a point to a giant 

interval defined by epsilon is perfectly legitimate in the modern mathematics, but this notion inevitably leads 

mathematics to the path of failure. The modern definition of LIMIT and CONTINUITY in mathematics have not only 

prevented mathematics reaching Ultimate Reality but have caused many unsolvable problems, such as the Fermat's Last 

Theorem. 

The concept of continuity has a very important physical meaning. A string AB is continuous between point A and B if a 

pull force is applied on A and B, and string AB remains to be a single string. Thus, continuity can be defined in terms of 

physics. In physics, a point C in string AB is continuous if C is in touch with its neighboring points, that is, point C has at 

least two or more touching points in terms of physical bonding force. But, this concept of touching point is not  defined 

in modern mathematics. 

In mathematics, function f is continuous on an open interval (a, b) if every point c between (a, b) is a limit point of a big 

interval defined by epsilon and if f(c) is also a limit point of a big interval defined by delta. With this definition, for point 

C to be continuous, it must overlap with its neighboring point with a giant interval (defined by two epsilons) which 

contains an infinite number of points. On the one hand, this definition of continuity in continuous function) must be 

permanently confined to and entangled with its neighboring points, that is, every mathematical point has a very rich 

internal structure. On the other hand, this definition prevents mathematics of ever knowing that rich internal structure. 

That is, the touching point can never be defined in mathematics under the current concept of continuity. 

Fermat's last theorem is not an isolated mathematical curiosity. It not only lies at the heart of number theory but points 

out the final secret that every number has an internal structure -- the naturals are inseparable from the irrationals. But, 

what is this internal structure? 

I must introduce a new kind of number -- the touching numbers. Let b>0 and b<1. The distance between b and 1 is r. 

When r-->0, b-->1. In traditional mathematics, b=1 when r=0. With the concept of touching number, when b touches 1, 

that is r=0, b does not equal to 1. The traditional law of identity (a-b=0, then a=b) can no longer be applied in this region 

(the internal structure of a single number). Every number n on number line has at least two touching numbers, touching 

from each side. In fact, there are infinite amount of number which touches the number n from each side, but they can 

all be represented with a colored number (or a colored set). Thus, for every n, there are at least three numbers, and they 

can be expressed as n, n) or (n. The distances, r1=[n, n)], r2=[n, (n] and r3=[n), (n] are all equal to 0. Traditionally, n, n) 

and (n are utterly indistinguishable. But, we can actually color code these three numbers; such as: n as red, n) as yellow, 

and (n as blue. 

 

V: Colored Numbers 

Colored numbers are the result of the internal structure of mathematical point. Only with colored numbers does the 

internal structure of numbers become distinguishable. Since I discussed the concepts of colored numbers in details in my 

previous three books, I will only give a brief summary here. 
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Every number has an infinitely long tail. But, there are three different types of tails. The tail of 1/3 is infinitely long but 

predictable. The tail of number Pi is infinitely long and ultimately unpredictable. The tail of square root 2 is more 

predictable than the tail of Pi but less than the tail of 1/3. I used three colors (c, p, +) to identify these three different 

types of tails. So, 1/3 can be written as .3c, square root 2 = 1.414p, and Pi (π)  = 3.14159+. C means countable, + means 

uncountable, p is pseudo-uncountable. 

Every tail has a ghost partner, that is, an infinity. C-tail corresponds to countable infinity, + tail to uncountable infinity, p-

tail to pseudo-uncountable infinity. I used three colors {S(1), S(2), S(3)} to identify these three different types of 

infinities. 

Zero (the Nothingness) is colorless. So, the entire number system consists of 7 colors {0, c, p, +, S(1), S(2), S(3)}. The 

entire rational numbers (except 0) is c-colored. Square root of 3 is p-colored. Pi is +colored. In this new number system, 

infinities are also numbers, colored numbers to be exact. Only by including infinities as number, the number system can 

be complete. 

In 1922, Louis J. Mordell used a different approach (different from the Frey-Ribet-Wiles path) to tackle the Fermat's last 

theorem. Instead of trying to prove or disprove that theorem, he asked a different question -- how many solutions a 

Diophantine equation might have. Some Diophantine equations have infinitely many solutions -- such as the 

Pythagorean equation. Some have none, such as HPD equation when n>=3 and smaller than 4 million. He tried to work 

out what distinguished these possibilities. He noticed that if we look at all solutions of such an equation in complex 

numbers, then those solutions form a topological surface which has a finite number of holes, like a donut. The equations 

with infinitely many whole number solutions always had no hole, or just one, when solved in complex numbers. The 

number of holes on the surface corresponding to HPD equation is (n-1) (n-2)/2, and for n>3, there are always at least 

two holes. Thus, Mordell made a conjecture -- that equations that give rise to surface with two or more holes have only 

finitely many integer solutions. 

In 1983, Gerd Faltings proved Mordell's conjecture, soon afterward D. R. Health-Brown modified Faltings' approach to 

prove that the proportion of integers n for which Fermat's last theorem is true approaches to 100 percent as n becomes 

very large. Since the values of n in this approach was not specified, the proof was considered still incomplete. 

Nonetheless, this Mordell's approach is much superior to the Frey-Ribet-Wiles path. Mordell's approach connotes the 

validity of colored numbers. 

 

VI: A new Number Theory 

Now, from the concepts of colored numbers and its associated torus (Topology), a new number theory can be 

constructed. Again, since I have described it in details in my books, I will only give a brief summary here. 

In addition to the concept of colored numbers, I must introduce two more attributes of number -- softness and selfness. 

All finite number are somewhat rigid; 3 is always larger than 3-1. When the size of number increase, its rigidness 

reduces, such as the difference between three trillion and three trillion minus 1 becomes very insignificant. When the 

size of a number reaches infinity, it becomes utterly soft. We can squeeze infinitely more numbers into infinity without 

increasing its size. This ability to be itself is a very important attribute of infinities and numbers -- the SELF. 

 

Definition 1: r} is the ghost partner of a finite number r. r} is the number generated by removing the decimal point of r to 

the right side with a forever flying rocket. For example: 1/3}=333333...3333.... 

Theorem 1: r} is an infinity. 

Definition 2: S is a SELF if Sth power of S is S itself (S^S=S). Example: the number 1 is a self. 

Definition 2a: If a <> b, and a * S(i) = b * S(i), then S(i) is a base color. 

Theorem 2: There are four SELF -- S(0)=1, S(1)=Countable infinity, S(2)=Pseudo-uncountable, S(3)=Uncountable. 

Theorem 2a: For i=1, 2 or 3, S(i) is a base color. 
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Definition 3: C(i) is a colored tail if C(i) equals to -S(i)th power of 10. 

Theorem 3: 0, C(1), C(2), and C(3) are four base colors. 

Theorem 3a: There are seven base colors {0 (colorless), c, p, +, S(i), S(2), S(3)} in the number system. 

Theorem 4: All numbers (finite or infinite) can be represented by seven colors. Example: 

Pi=Pi}* -S(3)th power of 10 = 3.14159+ 

Pi}= Pi * S(3)th power of 10 = 314159...+ 

1/3 = 1/3} * -S(1)th power of 10 

Theorem 5: These seven colors form a torus. 

The number line (including infinities) is isomorphic to a torus. 

With the improved Mordell's conjecture, theorem 6 proved that Fermat's last theorem is true when n is large, but 

Fermat's last theorem can be proved with colored number theory without using Mordell's conjecture after the 

introduction of complementary rule and partner rule. 

Definition 4: If A(i) = +/- B(i)th power of 10, A(i) and B(i) are corresponding partner. 

Theorem 5a: For i= 1, 2 or 3, C(i) is corresponding partner of S(i) 

Definition 5: The elements of color set A is not partner among one another, A is a subset of the base color set of number 

system (defined in theorem 3a), and c is an element of A, set B= A-c, then c is the complement color of B. 

Definition 6: All integers are colorless numbers, rational numbers (excluding integers) are c-colored, all algebraic 

irrational numbers are p-colored, nonalgebraic irrational numbers (such as Pi) are + colored. 

Theorem 7: N is an integer, N has three complementary numbers Nc, Np, N+. Note: In the traditional number theory, 

these four numbers N, Nc, Np and N+ are indistinguishable. That is, the distance between them is zero. And, Nc, Np, N+ 

each contains infinite amount of numbers. 

Theorem 7a: N - Nc = 0 and N <> Nc 

Proof: N has colorless color by definition. Nc is c-colored and is a complement colored number of N. So, N < > Nc 

Nc = N + ((-)S(1)th) power of 10 

Nc - N = ((-)S(1)th) power of 10 = 0, S(1) is countable infinity. Although ((-)S(1)th) power of 10 = 0, it changes the color of 

N from colorless to c-colored. 

Theorem 8: The quotient between two different colored numbers will not have the same color as the denominator's. 

Theorem 9: The n roots of nth root of a number r (a complex number) equally divide a unit circle. 

Theorem 10: The number Pi is + colored. 

 

The Final Proof of Fermat's Last Theorem 

2 Pi is divisible by 2. So, there are infinite whole number solutions for the HPD equation when n=2. 

In order to have whole number solution for HPD equation when n >=3, 2Pi must be divisible by n per theorem 9. That is, 

Pi must be divisible by 2 (when n=4) or by all odd primes. 

Per definition 6, all primes are colorless colored numbers. 

Per theorem 10, Pi is + colored. 

Per theorem 8, Pi divided by any prime cannot be a colorless colored number (whole number). 

Thus, Fermat's last theorem must be true for all n >=3. 
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Chapter twenty-four: law of creation 
Written in 1996 

(See http://www.prequark.org/Create.htm ) 

 

I: The Immortal Sphere 

Our universe possesses only one history, but there are many possible paths for its evolution. There are many different 
sets of solution to either General Relativity equations or the Wheeler-DeWitt equation. Thus, the history of our universe 
could have been otherwise, and in fact the future of our universe is indeed uncertain. This simple fact points out that 
there are other possible (metaphysical) universes (not the string M-theory’s simultaneous-multiverse) coexist with ours, 
the actual manifested one. Those possible universes are as real as ours but do not actually possess (real) time, space, 
and mass. Thus, we can draw three conclusions. 

1. There is a timeless world --- the Immortal Sphere which encompasses all those possible universes. 
2. There is a perfect symmetry which encompasses both actual universe and its immortal symmetry partner (the 

Immortal Sphere). 
3. There is a process of symmetry breaking to transform the perfect symmetry into actual universe and its 

symmetry partner. 
 

This timeless world (Immortal Sphere) not only exists before Creation (the Big Bang) but also exist now. For example, a 

group of people went to climb a mountain; rocks fell and killed Mr. Johnson, but Mr. Smith survived. Thus, the actual 

universe is that Mr. Johnson was killed by a fallen rock, but obviously there are many other possible universes, such as: 

 Mr. Smith was killed by a fallen rock. 
 Both Mr. Johnson and Mr. Smith were killed by fallen rocks. 
 Both Mr. Johnson and Mr. Smith survived. 

In fact, this timeless world (totally different from the M-string multiverse), which encompasses all possible universes, is 

the foundation of free will and of Moral Philosophy. Besides to prove its existence, this paper intends to discover the 

laws that govern this timeless world. 

 

All physics laws are related to time in one way or another. The laws of General Relativity cause the curvature of space-
time. The laws of Thermodynamics give rise to an apparent direction of time. Thus, all physics laws must break down in 
this timeless world. This timeless world (the Immortal Sphere) must have a set of its own laws which are laws of initial 
conditions at and before the Creation (Big Bang). 
Per Einstein's first postulate of Special Relativity, laws of nature must have the same formula in all points of universe. 
Thus, the difference from point to point in the universe is not and cannot be caused by laws of nature but by a local 
condition. At the point of the beginning of universe, the local condition is the only condition. But, this only condition can 
be the manifestation from a set of many (or infinite) possible initial conditions. Thus, there can be a few cases. 

 If there is only one possible initial condition (case 1), then all laws of nature must arise from it. 
 If there are many possible initial conditions (case 2), then laws of nature can be or could be independent of any 

particular initial condition. In case 1, the choice is zero. In case 2, the choice is many, perhaps infinite. 
 If initial conditions can be annihilated by a (or any) process, such as the inflationary bang or a converging system 

which rapidly lose memory of their initial condition or a diverging system which is ultimately chaotic, then any 
difference between case 1 and case 2 vanishes (case 3) 

 If initial condition at the beginning of creation cannot be annihilated by any process, then that initial condition 
must give rise to both laws of nature and the boundary condition of our current universe (case 4) 

In case 3, the difference between zero (0) and infinity has been annihilated. In case 4, the initial conditions (nothingness 

perhaps) must have the same internal meaning as the boundary condition (infinity perhaps) of our current universe. In 

http://www.prequark.org/Create.htm
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both cases, they point to a unification between zero and infinity in a timeless world. 

 

II: Zero - Infinity Symmetry 

The symmetry partners do not need to be identical. As a round CD disk, it has a perfect symmetry along its center axis. 
Now, if we chip off a very small chunk from the edge of the disk, this small chunk breaks its symmetry, and it is a 
symmetry partner of that defective CD disk. They two together form a symmetry, and they are symmetry partners of 
that symmetry. Zero and infinity form a symmetry. This zero-infinity symmetry is the definition of timelessness and 
immortality. This point is clearly described in Chapter IV of The Divine Constitution. I am now quoting a few paragraphs. 

 "Mathematicians tell us that zero is the inverse of infinity and vice versa. So, in mathematics, there is, indeed, a 
relationship between zero and infinity, but they are not the same. Now, both common sense and 
mathematicians tell us that zero is not the same as infinity... ." 

 "For any two points A and B, the distance from A to B usually does not equal to the distance from B to A. ... Just 
look at your watch, the point A is 12 o'clock, point B 11 o'clock. Then AB equals 11 units and BA equals one unit. 
AB does not equal to BA. If we move B approaching to A and finally overlaps with A, then AB equals 12 units, and 
BA is zero. If we increase the radius of our watch to infinity, then AB is an infinity, and BA is still zero." But, AB 
and BA is in fact the same point now; that is, zero and infinity cannot be distinguished. (Page 49, The Divine 
Constitution). 

Any difference in finite (that associate with time) causes difference in essence, but difference in 'Infinite' will not change 

the essence of the Infinite. Infinite minus zillions is still Infinite. Because the essence of the Infinite is immutable, an 

infinite number of finites (beings) can be pulled out (creation) of the Infinite without changing the essence of the 

Infinite. Thus, Creation is the inevitable consequence of the zero-infinity unification. Thus, with this zero-infinity 

symmetry, the difference among case 1, 2, 3 and 4 is eliminated. Now our task is to find out how timelessness creates 

time. 

 

III: Creation of time 

Universe was not created in time but with time. Since there is no free lunch because of all conservation laws of nature, 
even God cannot create something from nothing unless nothingness contains an infinite number of something. 
The physical transformation of timelessness to time is a process that transforms infinity to finite or a process that 
transforms Nothing to Something. This time creation process is clearly described in my books, Super Unified 
Theory (1984); Truth, Faith, and Life (1990); and The Divine Constitution (1992). 
For the infinity to finite transformation process, I am quoting a few paragraphs from Chapter X of The Divine 
Constitution. 
"On the other hand, the concepts of time and space in prequark model are defined in physics mainly in terms of 
operational definition, meaning by being able to measure these variables without the concern of where and how these 
variables arise. From a theological view point, both time and space are undefined, meaningless null words. Where and 
how do time and space arise? 
"No doubt, God creates time, then space manifests itself as the result of this flowing time [according to Equation Zero]. 
But, How? How does God create time? 
"As I stated before, there is another infinity, the uncountable infinity which is a much higher infinity than the countable 
infinity. Can this uncountable infinity be transformed into finite? 
"Infinities have one very important characteristic, softness. All finite numbers are very rigid. Three is larger than two. 
Three trillion is larger than three trillion minus one. On the other hand, infinity is very soft. Infinity plus one trillion is still 
infinity. We can even compress an infinite amount of a thing into infinity but will not increase its size. Thus, this 
characteristic of softness must manifest in some ways in the mortal universe. 
"Softness, as defined above, really means absoluteness; no amount of external force can either increase or decrease its 
size. ... 
"Uncountable infinity is clearly defined in mathematics; it can be represented with the tail of the number Pi (3.14159...). 
There is an uncountable infinite number of digits in the tail of Pi. Thus, to transform uncountable infinity to finite is the 

http://www.prequark.org/Res3.htm
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same as to triangle a circle. The order of symmetry of a unit circle (2 Pi) is infinite, but it is finite for a triangle (three). 
"This squaring a circle problem is now at least two thousand years old, and we now know that it cannot be accomplished 
by using only a compass and a straight edge. The compass and straight edge are rigid tools and can never probe the 
region of softness. Nonetheless, a circle can be transformed into a triangle with a soft (uniformly moving) compass 
which is Archimedes spiral (see Super Unified Theory for details, and see the figure below). 
"Obviously, only a dynamical moving compass (Archimedes' spiral) can transform the character of softness of 
uncountable infinity into finite, and the projection of this Archimedes' spiral is a time cone. In other words, time is 
created by this uncountable infinity to finite transformation. … (page 145, The Divine Constitution). 
 

 
 

Note: The area of circle AB (center at A with radius B) is the same as the triangle ABC 

 

IV: Imaginary Time 

For the Nothingness to Something transformation process, a concept of Ghost Partner must be introduced. This concept 
of ghost partner is clearly described in Chapter IV of my book Truth, Faith, and Life. In short, time cannot be created 
unless a ghost time (imaginary time) is also created simultaneously. 
 
In the history of physics, the idea of imaginary time was used only as a useful computational procedure to compute 
bubble nucleation in false vacuum states, especially in states during the inflationary period. In short, this Euclidean 
technique (i.e. imaginary time for computation) is only a computational procedure but does not recognize that time is 
imaginary in essence. On the other hand, the concept of ghost partner in my Super Unified Theory demands the 
existence of imaginary time which is as real as real time in essence. In summary, the uncountable infinity to finite 
transformation gives rise to a time-hose. The nothingness to something transformation points out that the imaginary 
time is as real as real time. 
 
That the Newtonian physics sees time and space are two variables which differ in essence. On the contrary, General 
relativity demands a linkage and a connection among mass, space and time. Thus, time can no longer be arbitrary but 
must be defined by mass and space, such as the curvature of space-time. In Special Relativity, there could exist no 
absolute standard of time, and all time measurements are made relative to the motion of the observer. Thus, there is no 
preferred cosmic time in Special Relativity. On the other hand, in general relativity there is a preferred absolute cosmic 
time which is defined with the total mass of our universe. 
In recent years, the development of Quantum Cosmology has regarded time as being truly like space in the ultimate 
quantum gravitational environment of the Big Bang. This approach goes one step beyond General Relativity which 
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merely demands a linkage between space and time, and the conventional picture of time melts away and time becomes 
indistinguishable from space as the effects of the quantum gravitational environment is felt. 
 
From these two concepts (a. there is imaginary time; b. time and space are indistinguishable in a quantum gravitational 
environment), I proposed a Time-Space equation in 1979, long before the recent development of Quantum Cosmology. 
This equation was discussed in detail in my book Super Unified Theory published in 1984. 

dS = (i^n1, i^n2, i^n3) * c * dT = N * c * dT .... Equation ZERO 

i is the imaginary number, i^n2 is the n2th power of i; n1, n2 and n3 are nature numbers; dS is a unit of space, dT of 

time; c is light speed. N is a ghost-real field, and N square has four possible values. 

                        N^2 = {+/- 1, +/- 3} .............Equation O' 

Equation Zero links time and space in a precise manner. The ghost - real field N gives rise to 64 subspaces. Equation O' is 
a selection rule. When a subspace has N^2 = +/- 3, then this subspace is a true space (vacuum, the dark energy). When 
N^2 = +/- 1, this subspace is, in fact, a particle. Equation O' gives rise to 48 fundamental particles (fermions) which are 
the direct consequence of Equation zero. The graphic representation of Equation zero: See Chapter four: the First 
Principle. 

 
 

V: The rise of mass, of electric charge, and of quarks 

Now, time and space are no longer defined only in terms of operational definition. Time is the result of a transformation 
which transforms uncountable infinity to finite, and space is the direct consequence of this flowing time and is defined 
with Equation Zero. But, how does mass manifest? 
The mass of elementary particles are constants of nature. Any slight deviation from their current values, the states of 
our universe will be entirely different, and the lives as we know of will never arise. But, why are there constants of 
nature? 
This universe consists of two parts --- computable and uncomputable. The computable part of universe is always 
algorithmically compressible. The uncomputable part consist of infinities.  

 
Today, mathematicians recognize two infinities, countable and uncountable. Both of these infinities must be 
transformed into finite in order to give rise to a perceivable universe. The uncountable infinity manifests as time. The 
countable infinity also must manifest as some constants of nature in order to give rise to an algorithmically compressible 
universe. This transformation is accomplished by trisecting angles. It takes a countable (infinite) steps to trisect any 
angle (AOB) according to the figure below, 
 

 
 
that is, the countable infinity is transformed into finite via a trisected angle, the Angultron. This is also the reason why 
it takes countable infinite steps to trisect an angle with straight edge and compass. The consequences of this trisecting 
process are giving rise to the followings. 

http://www.prequark.org/Mlaw.htm#Unc
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 Since the countable infinity to finite transformation is done by a procedure of trisecting, the trisected thing 
(angle) must be the basic building block of the universe, and I call it Angultron. As soon as the 
countable infinity is transform into finite with a process, the entire countable universe is computable, and it 
could be represented with two codes. I, thus, constructed a Prequark Model with two prequarks, Vacutron 
(vacuum or nothingness) and Angultron (trisected angle). 

 In Standard Model, the mass of elementary particles arise from Cabibbo and Weinberg angles, which are free 
parameters in that model. However, I have showed that they are direct consequence of this trisecting angle 
process in the paper of The Rise of Gravity. 

 I also showed that the trisected angle gives rise to electric charge. 
 

VI: The rise of three generations of elementary particle 

Today, there is a generation problem in theoretical physics. How many particles of a similar type must be? I discussed 
this issue in my book The Divine Constitution. 
"... although currently only three families (generations) of elementary particles are discovered, the Standard Model does 
not provide a theoretical framework for this trisecting phenomenon. ..." (page 144, The Divine Constitution. 
 
In fact, the number of generations of elementary particles can be derived theoretically from the ghost-real/space-time 
geometry. Equation zero gives rise to 64 subspaces. With Eq. (2), only 48 subspaces can manifest into particles; 24 of 
them are anti-particles. Because the space is trisected into three seats in the Prequark Chromodynamics, only 8 
elementary particles can be generated with three seats for each generation {2 quarks with three colors each [=6] and 2 
leptons}. Thus, only three generations of particle can ever exist, no more nor less, period. This is as simple as 1, 2, or 3 
because 24/8 = 3. 
 

VII: The rise of biological life 

All lives must process information, that is, a universal computer must be imbedded in their structure. All biological lives 
must have mass, that is, a universal computer must be imbedded in (or constructed from) matter (or elementary 
particles). 

 John Conway proved that the glider of Life Game can, indeed, support a universe in which a universal Turing 
computer is embedded. 

 The Prequark Model showed that the graphic representations of both proton and neutron are, indeed, gliders. 
 

VIII: The totality and indivisibility 

When totality (T) is divided into P1 and P2, three things (T, P1, P2) are created because totality is indivisible, and P1, P2 
are mutual immanent to each other. That is, if T is indivisible, then T must remain after a process divides T into parts. 
This concept is very bizarre according to the traditional sciences. However, it is a very common phenomena in the 
everyday life. For example, family is indivisible. When a death process divides a family into deceased and survivors, 
the family remains. When kids marry out, and it divides a family into two families, but the family remains. When divorce 
divides a family which separate man and woman, the family remains. 
The indivisibility is the foundation (or source) of creation process. Only via the indivisibility, totality can create 
something from nothing --- P1, P2 were created while T remains unchanged. This indivisibility appears in nature 
everywhere. The following pages address it from different aspects. 

1. Aspect experiment and spooky action. 
2. How to think about the unthinkable? 
3. The ghost world of the mathematics universe. 
4. The real-ghost symmetry 
5. Mutual Immanence 

 

IX: Law of creation 

The followings form the law of creation: 
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1. There is totality which is: 
o a zero-infinity symmetry, 
o indivisible 

2. There is a symmetry breaking process to divide totality (T) into three (T, P1, P2), not two (P1, P2) because T is 
indivisible. P1 and P2 are mutual immanent to each other. 

3. The interplay between totality and symmetry breaking creates ... everything. This process is, in fact, a ball to 
donut transformation process. Examples are in: 

o Mathematics: 
1. Godel's incompleteness theorem 
2. Fermat's last theorem 
3. Four color and seven color theorems 

o Physics: 
1. Tomorrow to today transformation 
2. Quark colors and generations 

o Life: 
1. From a single fertilized cell (ball) into a tube (donut) during gastrulation 

That is, laws of physics, of mathematics, of life and of creation are all isomorphic to one another. 

4. Totality and symmetry breaking process are mutual immanent to each other because the zero-infinity symmetry 
(totality) is already a broken symmetry. In fact, they are two sides of the same coin. 

o Zero (nothingness) and infinity form a symmetry 
o Zero and infinity are indistinguishable in the timeless world 
o Both zero and infinity are indivisible 
o Zero-infinity symmetry is already a broken symmetry. 
o Zero-infinity symmetry is totality. 

The creation process can create something from nothing because the nothing is the symmetry partner of infinity which 

can puke up an infinite number of finites (beings) without changing the essence of itself. 

a: Creation of the Mortal (timed) Universe 

 
The interaction of real time and ghost time gives rise to Equation Zero which creates the followings: 

1. Intrinsic spin 
o Give rise to constant of nature (h) 
o Trisecting angles 

 Give rise to electric charge 
 Give rise to prequarks 

2. Give rise to Cabibbo and Weinberg angles 
3. Give rise to quark generations 
4. Give rise to space 
5. Give rise to gravity 

This is, in fact, a ball to donut transformation. Two holes were punched on the ball of totality. 
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b: Creation of Immortal Sphere 

 
The indivisibility of totality gives rise to arithmetic in following ways: 

1. "0" -- the nothingness is an intrinsic part of the totality 
2. Because "0" is indivisible, by dividing "0", the "+" (plus) operation and the number "-1" and "+1" are created. 
3. By dividing "1", the "x" (multiplication) operation and all rational number s are created. Example, an even 

division of 1 creates 1/2 and 2. 
4. By dividing "one square", the irrational numbers (such as square root of 2, e) are created. 
5. von Neuman ordinals consist of "0" only and give rise to the concept of mutual immanence. 

o 0 = 0 
o 1 = {0} 
o 2 = {0, {0}} 
o 3 = {0, {0}, {0, {0}}} 
o ... 
o ... 

 

c: The Final TOE 

The diagram below are creation (symmetry breaking) and unification processes. 
The totality symmetry breaks into: 

 Immortal (timeless) sphere 
 Mortal (timed) universe which breaks into: 

o Life force (intelligence, emotions, etc.) 
o Super unified force which breaks into: 

 Gravity force 
 Grand unified force which breaks into: 

 Strong force 
 Electroweak force which breaks into: 

 Weak force 
 Electromagnetic force which breaks into: 

 Electric force 
 Magnetic force 

 
The unifications in physics were going from the bottom up. The current prevailing mainstream theories: 

 (1) Supersymmetry Theory 
 (2) Super Gravity Theory 
 (3) Superstring Theory 
 (4) Cold Dark Matter Model 

are all trapped at or below the level of grand unification. I have written three books to discuss the above diagram. 

 Super Unified Theory (Library of Congress Catalog Card number 84-90325) 
 Truth, Faith, and Life (Library of Congress Catalog Card number 90-092907) 
 The Divine Constitution (Library of Congress Catalog Card number 91-90780) 

http://www.prequark.org/Res3.htm
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d: Law of creation in mathematics form 

1. S is a system. 
2. S has a topological representation ST. 
3. E is the Euler number of ST. 
4. H is the number of holes on ST. (see definition 12 on holes). 

Theorem zero: If E - H = zero, then ST can be transformed to a topological ball with H number of holes on the ball 
surface. 
Definition A: If system T obeys theorem zero, then T is indivisible. 
Law of creation: If T is indivisible, T can create something from nothing. 
I call this creation process Unilogy, and it is clearly described in my book Super Unified Theory. 
Definition B: If system T is not created by any other system, T is a self. 
That is, self arises itself and can be the first principle. 
Theorem S: Nothingness (zero) is a self. 

1.  The nothingness (zero) symmetry can be broken into (+t, -t and +it, -it), the real and imaginary time, See 
Chapter four.  

2. This complex plane can be bent into a ball (time-hose). 
3. Although +t, -t, +it and -it are realities, nothingness (zero) is, in fact, a hole being a non-existent. 
4. That is, the ball [real (+t, -t) and ghost (+it, -it) worlds] created by nothingness is really a donut, having 

two holes (nothings and infinity), becoming a time-hose. 
 

This is a ball to donut transformation process, which is the creation process and is foundations of: 
 Laws of physics 
 Laws of life 
 Laws of mathematics 

http://www.prequark.org/Mlaw.htm#Gho
http://www.prequark.org/Create.htm#Sut
http://www.prequark.org/Create.htm#Cim
http://www.prequark.org/Gravity.htm#Bal
http://www.prequark.org/Overview.htm#Geo
http://www.prequark.org/Mlaw.htm#Ess
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 Law of creation 
That is, laws of physics, of life, of mathematics and of creation are isomorphic to one another. 
 
The above can be stated in another way as follow: 
If I create a +1 energy (matter) from nothingness, a -1 energy (ghost) must be created at the same time in order 
for nothingness remains to be nothingness. Topologically, we can see the above process (creating something from 
nothing) as matter and ghost form a ring (or a donut) with the nothingness in the middle. 
 
Law of Creation 1': If B is created by a "creating something from nothing process", B must be a topological torus (donut). 
Theorem 1': There are infinite Bs in nothingness. 
A four color theorem was proven. Here are two seven color theorems. 
Theorem 2': With 7 and only 7 colors, all donuts can be distinguished. 
Theorem 3': If a system can be described with 7 and 7 colors only, that system must be a topological donut. 
 
The diagram below is another view of the creation process. 
 
Theorem 4': If a system is a topological donut, it is created from nothingness.  

 Quark system is a topological torus because it can be described with 7 and only 7 colors (3 quark colors, 3 
generations and one colorlessness). 
Why are there four more space-time dimensions? See FAQ. 

 All physical bodies of life (even one cell life) are topological donuts. The essence of life is also a donut with two 
holes (birth and death). See "Laws of life in Taoism." 

 Arithmetic also form a donut. See "Fermat's last theorem..." and Unification of Physics and Mathematics. 
 
 

http://www.prequark.org/Q7.htm
http://www.prequark.org/Taolife.htm
http://www.prequark.org/Fermat.htm
http://www.prequark.org/Mlaw.htm
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This chapter can be summarized with a time machine. 

1. Time moves forward as an Archimedes' spiral. This process transforms uncountable infinity to finite. 
2. This spiral forms a torus (a donut) which is the topological form of life. That is, every life is also a time machine. 
3. The universe is build up with many time machines by a self-similarity process. 
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Chapter twenty-five: the Final Total TOE 
Written on August 1, 2016 

(See https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/08/01/the-final-total-toe-theory-of-everything/ or 

https://medium.com/@Tienzen/final-toe-theory-of-everything-9b12ec7c0c9f#.rotcxcxrq ) 

 

For a Final total TOE, it must consist of, at least, three pillars and two criteria: 

Three pillars: 

One, physics-TOE 

Two, life-TOE 

Three, math-TOE 

Two criteria: 

It must arises from a single FIRST PRINCIPLE.  

And, it must make contact to ALL known facts (not theories). 

These criteria are simple enough and are verifiable by every street walking person. 

 

Section one: the philosophy 

Wigner (in a 1969 essay) argued that {“the enormous usefulness of mathematics in the natural sciences is something 

bordering on the mysterious”, and that “there is no rational explanation for it”.}  

Wigner’s statement shows the current status of math which has a BASE totally disjoined from NATURE. The modern 

math INVENTed a set LANGUAGEs and plays a language game internally. Language by definition is recursively defined 

and is a machine for producing paradoxes and riddles.   

Furthermore, the key point here is that the math-universe is a multiverse, with infinite many sub-universes while THIS 

physical universe is unique with many known attributes: nature constants, Planck CMB data, SM particle zoo, etc. 

 

So, the key issues here are that:  

One, is math ONLY as a great tool and language for describing physics? Or, 

Two, {math universe} is totally isomorphic to the {physics universe}, the total universal structural realism. Or,  

Three, THIS unique physical universe of ours is just a happenstance in the physics-multiverse. 

 

The answer from nature is {Two}, and this was the key point in the book {Super Unified Theory, US copyright TX 1-323-

231} which describes this issue with three Chapters:  

Chapter Seven – Colored numbers (page 53 – 61) 

Chapter Eight – Chromology (page 62 – 69) 

Chapter Nine – Unilogy (page 70 – 74) 

Some of discussions of this issue were also post online over 20 years ago, see {Unification of physics and mathematics, 

http://www.prequark.org/Mlaw.htm and, Law of Creation, http://www.prequark.org/Create.htm }. 

 

As the criterion is that all these three TOEs must arise from a single ‘First Principle’, there is no way to prove that the 

third TOE (math) is correct if we cannot show the details of two other TOEs. Thus, I will show the validity of math-TOE by 

showing the two other TOEs first. 

 

Section two: physics-TOE 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/08/01/the-final-total-toe-theory-of-everything/
https://medium.com/@Tienzen/final-toe-theory-of-everything-9b12ec7c0c9f#.rotcxcxrq
http://www.prequark.org/Mlaw.htm
http://www.prequark.org/Create.htm
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See Chapter twelve: Nature’s manifesto on physics. 

 
Section three: life-TOE 
See Chapter fifteen: Nature’s manifesto on Life. 
 

Section four: the math-TOE 

There are three key points for the current mainstream math: 

One, number line has the cardinality of continuum; that is, between any {two points}, there are ‘infinite’ numbers 

between them. 

Two, there is ONE ‘number’ for each ‘point’ of the number line. 

Three, Continuum Hypothesis is undecidable. 

 

On the other hand, this math-TOE must have the followings: 

One, number line has the cardinality of continuum; that is, between any {two points}, there are ‘infinite’ numbers 

between them. 

Two, there are at least ‘TWO’ numbers for each ‘point’ of the number line. This is the key for the math-TOE. 

Three, Continuum Hypothesis is false. I will not prove it here in a traditional way but will give an example (the bridge 

between two cardinalities).  

First, I should renormalize the Godel’s incompleteness to regain the completeness in TOTALITY, see 

http://www.prequark.org/Create.htm . More detailed discussion is available at http://www.prebabel.info/lifesys.htm , 

completeness is regained in life-system via a renormalization process.  

 
Second, there are at least two NUMBERs in each number-line POINT. 

 

http://www.prequark.org/Create.htm
http://www.prebabel.info/lifesys.htm
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In the graph above, the ‘X’ point is the point A = 0. The point B is a moving point. When B moves to ‘X’, B = 12. That is, 

the point ‘X’ in fact has two numbers (0, 12).  

 
Third, Continuum Hypothesis is false; there is a bridge between two infinities. 
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Fourth, more entanglement: 

 One: 1/3 = 1/2 - 1/4 + 1/8 - 1/16 + 1/32 - 1/64 + 1/128 - 1/256 + 1/512 - 1/1024 + 1/2048 -... +...  

For 1/3 (with an odd number as the denominator), it can only be “reached” with the sum of a sequence of numbers with 

only the even numbers as the denominators, see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/05/source-of-spontaneous-

symmetry-breaking_13.html and http://www.prebabel.info/newmath.htm  

Two: prime numbers cannot be reached via multiplication with nature numbers. 

Three, Fermat’s last theorem: the sum of two nature numbers cannot be reached via the same algebra operation. 

Each point (number) is in fact entangled with (or reachable by/from) infinite number of other numbers. For example, 3 is 

linked to 1/3, {3^n, integers}, {3 ^ (-n), irrational}, etc. 

This ‘number entanglement’ is the base for the third cardinality. 

 

Fifth, the ‘HOLE’ point contains infinite number of geometrical points. 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/05/source-of-spontaneous-symmetry-breaking_13.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/05/source-of-spontaneous-symmetry-breaking_13.html
http://www.prebabel.info/newmath.htm
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With the above, we can reconstruct the NUMBER line as follow: 

One, with the “number entanglement’, there are three cardinalities: countable, uncountable, the bridge (pseudo-

uncountable).  

Two, there are three ‘zeros’, in correspondence to the three infinities.   

     0 (c) = 1/countable 

     0 (u) = 1/uncountable 

     0 (p) = 1/pseudo-uncountable 

Three, every POINT on the number line has three different NUMBERS. 

     4 + 0 (c) = C4 

     4 + 0 (u) = U4 

     4 + 0 (p) = P4 

Yet, these three different ‘4’ cannot be distinguished algebraically or by any known math operations. That is, for some 

numbers A < > (not the same as) B, {A – B = 0}. 

Now, there are two theorems: 

  Theorem 1: between two ‘points’ of number line, there are infinite ‘numbers’. 

  Theorem 2: between two ‘numbers’, there could have either infinite or finite numbers. 
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Four, with a seed number {1}, we can construct the entire number line (including three infinities) with a 7-color code 

system. 

 

Section five: The map of Final TOE 

I have constructed the physics-TOE from the first principle together with two manifested equations, as below. 

The first principle: {The essence of THIS universe is ‘NOTHINGNESS’, and it must remain to be nothingness}; definition of 
‘nothingness’: {timelessness and immutability} 
            {Delta S = (i^n1, i^n2, i^n3) x C x Delta T} … Equation zero 
            F (unified) = K*ħ/ (delta S*delta T), K is a coefficient constant … Equation one 
At this point, there is seemingly a major difference between math and physics. 

Physics manifests IN time/space (the equation zero), and thus it is constrained in Energy (an expression of space/time). 

Thus, physics universe is a FINITUDE. The physics-multiverse is denounced at here, 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/10/multiverse-bubbles-are-now-all-burst-by.html . 

 

On the other hand, Nature-math manifests IN nothingness {the union of zero(s) and infinities)}.  

Thus, the evolution of math has no physical constrain and can have infinite expressions. While math evolution can lead 

to multi-math-universe (arbitrary constructions, such as the Grassman, Quaternion and Octonions numbers), its BASE 

(the basic lego pieces) is totally NATURE (total Platonism: basic math lego pieces are timeless entities, independent of 

the physical world and of the symbols used to represent them) while the human-math is all about the ‘construction’ of 

‘structures’. 

 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/10/multiverse-bubbles-are-now-all-burst-by.html
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As the Continuum Hypothesis is undecidable in the set theory, it is valid to select a third cardinality as a new axiom. But, 

no. This third cardinality is not a humanly selected axiom but is a part of nature’s math basic lego piece. The reason for 

the insistence of this is that it is the only way to DERIVE the physics universe from math-universe.  

 

By knowing the difference between the two, the only way to DERIVE the physics universe from math-universe is by 

transforming infinities into FINITUDE (same as creating something from nothing).  

 

In math universe, the finite numbers are produced by the INVERSE operation of infinities. Yet, transforming infinites into 

physics-universe (a finitude), they (infinities) must be transformed into CONCRETE objects. And, this was done with two 

Platonic equations. 

One: 1/3 = 1/2 - 1/4 + 1/8 - 1/16 + 1/32 - 1/64 + 1/128 - 1/256 + 1/512 - 1/1024 + 1/2048 -... +...  (trisecting an angle, 

taking countable steps); countable infinity is now transformed into a concrete object (A: angultron, a trisected angle) 

 

Two: pi /4 = 1 - 1/3 + 1/5 - 1/7 + 1/9 - 1/11 + 1/13 - ... + ... (with "countable" infinite steps to reach ‘uncountable digits’); 

uncountable infinity is now transformed into a unit circle (which gives rise to space/time equation zero; the 64 

subspaces: 48 fermions and 16 dark energy). 

See, http://www.prebabel.info/newmath.htm , 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/05/source-of-spontaneous-symmetry-breaking_13.html   and  

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/05/source-of-spontaneous-symmetry-breaking_11.html  

 

 
That is, the math-universe (infinities) gives rise to the physics-universe.    

http://www.prebabel.info/newmath.htm
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/05/source-of-spontaneous-symmetry-breaking_13.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/05/source-of-spontaneous-symmetry-breaking_11.html
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One, the generalization of a circle is elliptic curve, and the fermion is described with elliptic curve. 

Two, In addition to this {infinite to finitude} transformation, the key essence of these two equations is the {number 

entanglement: odd numbers can only be reached by even numbers, and vice versa}. This number entanglement is also 

the source for quantum (gravity) entanglement, See {The emerging of Quantum Principle, See 

http://tienzen.livejournal.com/973.html }; that is, the uncertainty principle of physics is the direct consequence of the 

*Nature math*, the essence of infinities and of unreachable of numbers (the number entanglement). 

With this *derivation*, this new paradigm is fully verified. Yet, there is one very important additional point. That is, this 
major essence of the *unreachable numbers* is swept away in the human math by the concept of *continuity*. That is, 

the human math is completely unaware of this *Nature math*.  
 

Three, this {number entanglement} is also the source for Fermat’s last theorem and abc-conjecture, and they are closely 

related to the elliptic curves. Fermat’s Last Theorem was proved by using elliptic curves but still not knowing the essence 

of the theorem: the entanglement caused by the colored numbers, see http://www.prequark.org/Fermat.htm . 

 

 

 

http://tienzen.livejournal.com/973.html
http://www.prequark.org/Fermat.htm
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Four, topologically a complex elliptic curve is a torus (can be defined with 7 color-codes) which is the BASE for 

consciousness via the Theorem of consciousness (Ringel-Youngs theorem), see Chapter fifteen. 

 

Section six: conclusion 

One: Physics TOE 

First, nature constants (Alpha, Cosmology Constant, etc.) 

Second, Planck CMB data (DE=69.22 % 、D=25.90 % 、V=4.86 %) 

Third, expanding universe with acceleration 

Fourth, SM fermion zoo 

 

 
 

 

 

Two: Math-TOE --- First principle in math is {nothingness = 1/infinit(ies)} 

Consequences:  

First, {colored number/number entanglement: 0 (c) = 1/countable; 0 (u) = 1/uncountable; 0 (p) = 1/pseudo-uncountable} 

with 7 colors {1, c-numbers, p-numbers, u-numbers, countable, uncountable, pseudo-uncountable}. 

Second, Fermat’s last theorem, ABC conjecture, etc. 

Third, describing physics TOE 
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Fourth, as a base for life TOE 

Human math-universe is built up with arbitrary constructions by using a “lego base”, which is allowed by nature. 

 

 
 

Three: Life TOE --- Intelligence + Consciousness (see Chapter fifteen) 

 

 
 

First, definition of ‘intelligence’: 
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Necessary condition: there is a ‘counting’ device (counting strews, abacus or Turing computer). 

Sufficient condition: the ability to distinguish self from others. 

 

Second, definition of ‘consciousness’: 

Necessary condition: the ability to distinguish self from others. 

Sufficient condition: there is a ‘counting’ device (counting strews, abacus or Turing computer). 

 

Four, on a deeper level, physics TOE is derived from math by concretizing infinities. 

 
 

In 2014, Max Tegmark published a book “Our Mathematical Universe” which promotes an idea of {the mathematical 

universe hypothesis (MUH)} with the central point as: Our external physical reality is a mathematical structure. That is, 

the physical universe is mathematics in a well-defined sense, and "in those [worlds] complex enough to contain self-

aware substructures [they] will subjectively perceive themselves as existing in a physically 'real' world".}  

His key idea is similar to mine but with the following giant differences. 

One, Tegmark does not and did not know any physics-TOE; so, his idea is just a philosophy, no way to unify physics and 

math. 

Two, this math-TOE is totally based on the colored numbers (the third cardinality) and the number entanglement, and 

Tegmark does not have any idea of these. 

Three, Tegmark reached his conclusion for multiverse from two confusions: 

    First, (1/Alpha) is not computable, at least not in countable steps, and this is absolutely wrong. 

    Second, that there are unlimited (if not infinite) math-structures in comparison to a unique physical universe. In my 

math-TOE, math and physics have the same BASE lego set while physics manifests in the arrow of time (being 

constrained by energy) and math manifests in the essence of nature (the timelessness). The multiverse bullcrap is 
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denounced in the article {Multiverse bubbles are now all burst by the math of Nature, 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/10/multiverse-bubbles-are-now-all-burst-by.html }. 

 

Five, physics/math/life are totally unified. 

 

 
 

Note: this article was written as a part of presentation {(Modeling universe by G-string theory) at “Strings 2016 

(http://ymsc.tsinghua.edu.cn:8090/strings/ )” held at Tsinghua University, Beijing China (from August 1 to 5, 2016)} and 

will be handed out as handout at {The 7th International Congress of Chinese Mathematicians (ICCM 2016),  held from 

Aug. 6 to Aug. 11, 2016 in Beijing} delivered by my protégé Dr. Li xiaojian (Professor of North China University of 

Technology, Beijing, 100144, China). 

 

 

 

The great divide 
Written on December 18, 2013 

(See http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/12/the-great-divide_1900.html ) 

 

The *mainstream human physics* (MH physics) is now facing some unresolved questions. A short list is as below.  

a.      The derivation of Standard Model particle zoo (string unification) 

b.      The calculation for Planck CMB data for dark mass and dark energy 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/10/multiverse-bubbles-are-now-all-burst-by.html
http://ymsc.tsinghua.edu.cn:8090/strings/
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/12/the-great-divide_1900.html
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c.      The cryptic relationships between the experimentally measured Standard Model constants and the theoretical base 

for those free parameters (the Cabibbo and Weinberg angles, Alpha, mass-charges, etc.) 

d.     Superunification (Quantum/gravity unification) 

e.     The Baryongenesis 

f.      The calculation of vacuum (wrongly named as Higgs) boson’s mass  

g.      Many others (lives, arithmetic, etc.) 

 

That is, there is a great divide between this MH physics and the Nature physics. Can the MH physics from its current 

*standing* ground jump over this great divide? Even if SUSY (with s-particles) were true, it would still not be able to 

resolve all issues above. The M-string theory with many hypes cannot even reproduce the Standard Model particle zoo 

but invented a copout (the other-universes) for its failure.  

 

Those are failures. Repeating failures will not make them into successes. Yet, those unresolved issues can be discussed 

theoretically, through the steps of human physics development. 

 

First, collecting data --- knowing the phenomena. 

Second, finding the pattern (with equations to best fit the data) --- these equations have *variables* and *parameters*. 

Third, finding the underlying causes (dynamics) for the equations (especially for the variables). 

Fourth, finding the underlying framework for the *parameters*, deriving parameters from an axiomatic system. 

 

Thus, any success in the step four (4), {The cryptic relationships between the experimentally measured Standard Model 

constants and the theoretical base for the free parameters [the Cabibbo and Weinberg angles, Alpha, mass-charges, 

etc.]}, it will be an indicator for a promising pathway to get over this great divide. Yet, the evolution of the Nature 

physics {from axioms (deriving parameters, step 4) to phenomena (step 1)} goes opposite from the steps of human 

physics development.  And, such an indicator is available at http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/alpha-fine-structure-

constant-mystery.html . In fact, from here, the entire known human physics can be reproduced. However, instead of 

showing only the reproductions, I would like to show the divide which is in fact the place that the bridge is needed. Yet, 

this great divide can be discussed as four sub-divides. 

 

The great divide one: the issue of gravity. 

In the MH physics, the gravity was understood as Newtonian gravity (an instantaneous force) and as General Relativity 

(space-time curvature or the graviton). Today, the Newtonian gravity is abandoned as a proper gravity theory although it 

is still a good tool for calculating the orbits of launching rockets. The instantaneity issue is beyond the rational 

understanding of mainstream physics, and the General Relativity has provided a good description for the cosmos. Thus, 

the instantaneousness is no longer an issue, viewed as a nonsense now. In analogy of Standard Model of particle 

physics, the *graviton* was invented as the gravitational force carrier. Yet, MH physics has gone nowhere for the past 

80 years on this issue of gravity. 

By abandoning the instantaneity, it will of course forever block the MH physics to deal with this gravity issue.  

Nature starts with three steps (ready, get set, go). That is, it will not invent two *sets* of law. If the fast-than-light speed 

is not allowed for the other three forces, how can gravity get a special privilege?  Of course, not. Thus, the graviton must 

be nonsense. There must be a different mechanism for the instantaneity. This is done by “The Real-Ghost symmetry 

mechanism (http://www.prequark.org/Mphy.htm#Real ).  

 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/alpha-fine-structure-constant-mystery.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/alpha-fine-structure-constant-mystery.html
http://www.prequark.org/Mphy.htm#Real
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That is, there is a *ghost POINT* (only a topological point) as the symmetry *partner* of this material universe. Every 

particle of this material universe is bouncing between the two (ghost point and the material universe) with light speed. 

For two particles A and B, B is beyond the causal horizon of A, that is, A and B can never shaking-hands directly. But, they 

are still connected via the ghost point. The force between A and B is (see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/rise-of-

gravitation-and-hierarchy.html ),  

                                   F (gravity force) = K ħ / (delta T * delta S), K the coupling constant 

The intrinsic (rest) mass is, in fact, arising from this real-ghost mechanism (see http://www.prequark.org/Gravity.htm ).  

 

Thus, Nature has two types of force, 

1.    the contacting type by shaking hands with force carriers, limited by light speed 

2.    the non-contacting type via ghost point connection and is instantaneous 

 

For the contacting type, the way of shaking hands is via the *particle types* in the particle zoo which gives rise to the 

Cabibbo, Weinberg angles (see “Theoretical calculation of Cabibbo and Weinberg angles, 

(http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/theoretical-calculation-of-cabibbo-and.html )”) and Alpha. For the non-

contacting type, the sharing is via the ghost point.  

 

By resolving the gravity issue, all unresolved questions above are resolved automatically, as it can *predict* or 

*produce* (as the direct consequences) the followings. 

a.      The derivation of Standard Model particle zoo (string unification), see G-strings at 

http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/08/24/g-string-and-dark-energy/  

b.      The Planck CMB data for dark mass and dark energy, see http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/25/dark-

energy-mystery-no-more/  

c.        The cryptic relationships between the experimentally measured Standard Model constants and the theoretical 

base for those free parameters {the Cabibbo and Weinberg angles, Alpha, mass-charges, etc.}, see 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/alpha-fine-structure-constant-mystery.html  

d.      Superunification (Quantum/gravity unification), see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/rise-of-gravitation-

and-hierarchy.html  

e.      The Baryongenesis, see http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/12/baryongenesis-master-key-of-all.html  

What kind of phenomenological consequences should be demanded in addition to the above?  

 

The great divide two: the issue of lives. 

Even the above divide is bridged, there are still more divides for the MH physics. Although all lives obey the laws of 

physics, the rock bottom MH physics laws cannot describe the life-rising mechanism. In the past, this failure was covered 

up by expelling it from of the scope of physics. Recently, a new idea (Multiverse) was invented, saying that this universe 

which we are live in is a special variety among zillions of other-universes. That is, the physics law in general does not 

demand the rising of life, and the life arises as a happenstance, not prohibited by the zillion possible universes. We can 

examine this multiverse idea in three ways. 

 

First way, reality vs theory --- for multiverse as a reality, it has produced one special variety which gives rise to lives. Yet, 

for multiverse as a theory, it has failed to pin point a pathway of finding the nature’s way of generating this special 

variety *theoretically* {without any physical restriction}. That is, even if the multiverse ides were a good idea, the 

current multiverse idea is a failed theory. 

 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/rise-of-gravitation-and-hierarchy.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/rise-of-gravitation-and-hierarchy.html
http://www.prequark.org/Gravity.htm
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/10/theoretical-calculation-of-cabibbo-and.html
http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/08/24/g-string-and-dark-energy/
http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/25/dark-energy-mystery-no-more/
http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/25/dark-energy-mystery-no-more/
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/alpha-fine-structure-constant-mystery.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/rise-of-gravitation-and-hierarchy.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/rise-of-gravitation-and-hierarchy.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/12/baryongenesis-master-key-of-all.html
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Second way, there are three ways to produce different universes. 

    1.   With different physics laws, P-multiverses 

    2.   With different nature constants, NC-multiverses 

    3.   With different boundary conditions 

And, there are also three ways for the emerging of those different universes. 

      i.      Emerging vertically, one after another. 

      ii.     Emerging horizontally, zillions co-exist simultaneously. 

      iii.    Emerging both vertically and horizontally. 

For the Cycling Universes (C-multiverse), their boundary conditions are different. This C-multiverse needs not having 

different laws and different nature constants.  

On the other hand, if the horizontal type of multiverse (H-multiverses) does not have different laws or different nature 

constants, they are not a multiverse. Thus, their nature constants must be bubble-depend. Then, if we can show that the 

nature constants of *this* universe is not bubble-depend, there is no reason for the nature constants of the other 

universes to be bubble-depend. And, these H-multiverses should be all connected as one universe. This proof is available 

in the article “Multiverse bubbles are now all burst by the math of Nature”, at 

(http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/10/multiverse-bubbles-are-now-all-burst-by.html ). 

 

Third way, showing that the physics laws of *this* universe does give rise to lives, not a happenstance. Life has three 

special attributes. 

1.       It needs a computing device (an abacus, a counting straw or a Turing computer) 

2.       Its members have a special feature, the *individuality*, that is, it needs *four codes (or colors)*, such as, the (A, G, 

T, C) of the DNA codes. 

3.       Its species wants to be immortal. Then, it needs *seven codes (colors)*, such as, (A, G, T, C, F, M, K). F is female, M 

– male and K- kids.  

 

In the G-string representation, both proton and neutron are Turing computers, see 

(http://www.prequark.org/Biolife.htm ). And, there are 4-colors (red, yellow, blue, white) and 7-colors (red, yellow, 

blue, white, G1, G2, G3) in G-strings. These (4-, 7-) colors forms a Ball-Donut transformation, see 

(http://www.prequark.org/Gravity.htm#Bal ). For more detail of these, they are available in the article “KEY MISSION OF 

LIFE”, at (http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/02/key-mission-of-life/ ). 

 

That is, the physics laws of *this* universe carries the strong anthropic seeds. The lives in *this* universe do not arise 

with happenstance but is an expression of the anthropic seeds which are embedded in the physics laws (the G-strings) of 

*this* universe. Thus, regardless of the multiverse issue, there is a giant divide between the MH physics and the fact of 

*this* universe. More details are available in the article “Physics laws must give rise to biological lives directly”, see 

(http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/11/physics-laws-must-give-rise-to.html ). 

 

The great divide three: the numbers. 

Different from life’s attributes (computing device, individuality and immortality), the math universe (encompassing 

infinities) is seemingly intrinsically different from the *physical* universe (a finitude). Thus, the first task of this 

physics/math unification is about concretizing the infinities to finites.  The two concretizing processes are described in 

detail in the article “The creation before the big bang and before the inflation (http://tienzen.livejournal.com/584.html 

)”. These concretizing processes give rise to *space, time and mass*. 

 

http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/10/multiverse-bubbles-are-now-all-burst-by.html
http://www.prequark.org/Biolife.htm
http://www.prequark.org/Gravity.htm#Bal
http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/02/key-mission-of-life/
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/11/physics-laws-must-give-rise-to.html
http://tienzen.livejournal.com/584.html
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Then, from a *new* math, the Quantum Principle was *derived*. The detail is available in the article “The emerging of 

Quantum Principle (http://tienzen.livejournal.com/973.html )”. 

Then, we must reproduce the entire Standard Model particle zoo from math too, and this is done with the following 

articles,  a) “Computability and the internal structure of zero (http://tienzen.blogspot.com/2012/05/computability-and-

internal-structure-of.html )”, b) “The source of the “Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking, part 3 

(http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/05/source-of-spontaneous-symmetry-breaking_11.html )”, c) “48, the exact 

number for the number of elementary particles (http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/48-exact-number-for-number-

of.html )”. 

 

The following articles are also available for giving more analysis on this divide. 

Unification of physics and mathematics (http://www.prequark.org/Mlaw.htm ). The Philosophical Meanings of Fermat's 

Last Theorem (http://www.prequark.org/Fermat.htm ). 

Law of creation (http://www.prequark.org/think03.htm#A08 ):  

 Law of Creation -- If B is created by "creating something from nothing process," B (the something) must remain 

to be "nothingness" in essence. 

See, Law of Creation, part 2 (http://www.prequark.org/Create.htm ). 

 

The great divide four: the MH physics itself 

The three divides above are created by Nature. That is, even Martians will face those same divides in their Martian 

physics. However, human has created another great divide by the human’s own works and choosing, taking the wrong 

pathways. It will not be a big deal if both SUSY (with s-particles) and M/F-string theories are not supported by any test 

data while they can provide answers for the three nature-divides above. But, not only they did not, their arrogance has 

declared two strong anti-nature statements. 

1.        The nature is un-nature. Two articles, a) “Nonsense of the un-nature Nature 

(http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/12/17/nonsense-of-the-un-nature-nature/ )” and b) “CAN NATURE BE 

UNNATURAL? (http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/19/can-nature-be-unnatural/ )”, have discussed this issue in 

detail. 

2.       The Nature (this universe) is only a small part of a big whole (the multiverse), that is, the observed physics laws in 

this universe is not universal (according to the M/F-string theories) but is an odd-ball with no significance in the 

universal physics laws. Of course, I have showed that this is not the case, as the lives, the numbers are all isomorphic to 

one another and to the laws of physics of *this* universe. 

In fact, there are three wrong pathways in this MH physics. The first wrong pathway is SUSY (with s-particles). After 

many deadly blow by the recent data, the SUSY devotees are becoming *religious*. They have turned SUSY into the 

religious hope of SUSY parousia {see “The hope of SUSY parousia (http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/the-hope-of-

susy-parousia.html )”, “NATURE’S MASTER-KEY CUTS OUT SUSY THE UNDEAD 

(http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/08/natures-master-key-cuts-out-susy-the-undead/ )”.  

The second wrong pathway is built by M/F-string theories. I have showed that their hideout haven (the Multiverse) is 

nonsense in the anthropic physics above (“Multiverse bubbles are now all burst by the math of Nature”, at 

(http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/10/multiverse-bubbles-are-now-all-burst-by.html ) and in the argument of 

Newtonian methodology (Model building, paradigm and Truth, http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/12/model-building-

paradigm-and-truth.html ). Yet, M-theory is not all wrong and can be a TOE if it adds two points, see “M-theory, a TOE if 

and only if it adds two points (http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/11/m-theory-toe-if-and-only-if-it-adds-two.html )”. 

 

Two more articles below discuss more issues about M/F-string theories. 

http://tienzen.livejournal.com/973.html
http://tienzen.blogspot.com/2012/05/computability-and-internal-structure-of.html
http://tienzen.blogspot.com/2012/05/computability-and-internal-structure-of.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/05/source-of-spontaneous-symmetry-breaking_11.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/48-exact-number-for-number-of.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2012/04/48-exact-number-for-number-of.html
http://www.prequark.org/Mlaw.htm
http://www.prequark.org/Fermat.htm
http://www.prequark.org/think03.htm#A08
http://www.prequark.org/Create.htm
http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/12/17/nonsense-of-the-un-nature-nature/
http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/19/can-nature-be-unnatural/
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/the-hope-of-susy-parousia.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/11/the-hope-of-susy-parousia.html
http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/08/natures-master-key-cuts-out-susy-the-undead/
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/10/multiverse-bubbles-are-now-all-burst-by.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/12/model-building-paradigm-and-truth.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/12/model-building-paradigm-and-truth.html
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2011/11/m-theory-toe-if-and-only-if-it-adds-two.html
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M-/F-STRING THEORIES, FAILED THEORIES (http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/25/m-f-string-theories-failed-

theories/ ). 

BARKED UP THE WRONG TREES, M-THEORY AND SUSY (http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/19/barked-up-the-

wrong-trees-m-theory-and-susy/ ). 

Although the two wrong pathways have done some great damages on the advancement of the MH physics, they are still 

labeled as *Speculative*. The worst wrong pathway (which will hinder the advancement of human physics for 

generations to come) is the Higgs idea which is now viewed as *verified* physics.  

*After* the greatest discovery of mankind, the new 125 Gev boson is viewed as a useless blob if it is a Higgs, and this 

point was expressed by many prominent physicists after that new particle was *named* Higgs. 

A.      In the article “What *Should* We Be Worried About? (http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=5465 

), the Higgs connotes a great crisis of physics. 

B.       Jester (Résonaances, http://resonaances.blogspot.com/2013/08/what-about-b-to-k-star-mu-mu.html ) showed his 

trademark pessimism and frustration in August 2013. 

C.       In the article “the crisis in modern physics, (http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=6238 ), Turok 

(Director of Perimeter Institute) said, "Theoretical physics is at a crossroads [after the Higgs] right now…In a sense we’ve 

entered a very deep crisis. 

 

That is, the Higgs does not and will not give any help on resolving the unresolved issues. It is useless. The only chance 

for the MH physics to get out of its failure-cycle is that the new boson is *NOT* the Higgs, and this might take a 

generation or longer to conclude that. Fortunately, this newly discovered 125 Gev particle can be accounted for by G-

theory, see http://www.prequark.org/Q2.htm .  If we cannot find out that the new 125 Gev particle is not a Higgs very 

soon, the MH physics will be stuck for another long while. The Higgs analogy of an asphalt lake-like vacuum is wrong and 

can be replaced by the G-string vacuum, and this is discussed in detail in the article “Higgs chicken, Higgs egg and Higgs 

hallucination (http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/06/higgs-chicken-higgs-egg-and-higgs.html )”. 

 

While those SUSY (with s-particles) and multiverse devotees are *religious* when they are talking about their babies, 

they uphold the Newtonian methodology for all other models, that is, observation or else. In fact, *all* observations are 

not correct per se, although they might not be totally wrong.  Aristotle’s observations were the greatest at his time but 

are mostly not accurate now. It is the same for Newton. The greatest observation effort of mankind produced the 

Standard Model. Yet, it is the *rationale* which concludes that SM is not complete. It will take a while for observations 

to find out that the Higgs-vacuum is only a *shadow* of the G-string space-time, but we can rule out Higgs with two 

rationales.  

a.       Higgs is useless for any issue of these three Nature divides. 

b.      G-string has built bridges for all those three Nature divides. 

That is, by all means, Higgs is not needed, as it is simply useless.  

Searching and discovering the secret of Nature is the dream of all physicists. Yet, most often, they will not accept other’s 

answers even if they know that those are true, as they still try to find a different way to get those same answers in 

their own way (so they can claim the credit). But, for these three great Nature divides, they sit here silently, blocking all 

detour attempts, cannot go over, go under and cannot go around it.  

 

Furthermore, these are indeed the great divides in the literal sense, that is, I know all too well that this article will not 

move those SUSY and Multiverse devotees one bit. I simply just *MARK* my words here as the witness for the future of 

mankind. 

 

http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/25/m-f-string-theories-failed-theories/
http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/25/m-f-string-theories-failed-theories/
http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/19/barked-up-the-wrong-trees-m-theory-and-susy/
http://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2013/09/19/barked-up-the-wrong-trees-m-theory-and-susy/
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=5465
http://resonaances.blogspot.com/2013/08/what-about-b-to-k-star-mu-mu.html
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=6238
http://www.prequark.org/Q2.htm
http://prebabel.blogspot.com/2013/06/higgs-chicken-higgs-egg-and-higgs.html
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About Nature vs the Final TOE 
Written in March 2014 

See (http://rationallyspeaking.blogspot.com/2014/03/rationally-speaking-podcast-

neil.html?showComment=1394598380740#c9223348302600396155 ) 

 

Neil deGrasse Tyson, Excellent episode. 

If I am the one who completes the ‘Final’ physics theory which describes the Nature to its last detail, I will immediately 

realize three facts when the last period is dotted on that paper. 

a. I ‘am’ the inventor of this ‘Final’ physics model. 

b. The details of this perfect model ‘was’ implemented for creating a something (which we call it as ‘this’ universe 

today) about 14 billion years ago by, by, by, …, not by me. 

c. Jesus the God takes up ‘zero’ (absolutely zero) space in my invention, this perfect physics model. 

With these three facts, I will have no problem to label myself as a die-hard non-atheist (with all the denotations and 

connotations that the word atheist carries). 

 

Reference: 

See, https://medium.com/@Tienzen/amen-it-might-be-a-dream-come-true-8ddf1ed544a0#.oq1hag40e and 

https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/01/18/the-final-toe-theory-of-everything/  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://rationallyspeaking.blogspot.com/2014/03/rationally-speaking-podcast-neil.html?showComment=1394598380740#c9223348302600396155
http://rationallyspeaking.blogspot.com/2014/03/rationally-speaking-podcast-neil.html?showComment=1394598380740#c9223348302600396155
https://medium.com/@Tienzen/amen-it-might-be-a-dream-come-true-8ddf1ed544a0#.oq1hag40e
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2016/01/18/the-final-toe-theory-of-everything/
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Volume four: Social-science-TOE 
 

 
 

The Social science TOE is discussed in detail in the book {Linguistics Manifesto}. It is totally based on the {Large Complex 

System Principle" (LCSP)}. 

The "Large Complex System Principle" (LCSP) -- there is a set principles which govern all large complex 
systems regardless of whatever those systems are, a number set, a physics set, a life set or a vocabulary 
set.  
Corollary of LCSP (CLCSP) -- the laws or principles of a "large complex system x" will have their 
correspondent laws and principles in a "large complex system y." 
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The book {(Linguistics Manifesto, ISBN 978-3-8383-9722-1) is available at many university libraries, see 

http://www.worldcat.org/title/linguistics-manifesto-universal-language-the-super-unified-linguistic-

theory/oclc/688487196&referer=brief_results  

 
 

Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/Linguistics-Manifesto-Universal-Language-

Linguistic/dp/3838397223/ref=sr_1_3?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1292180552&sr=8-3  

Barnes & Noble: http://search.barnesandnoble.com/Linguistics-Manifesto/Tienzen-Jeh-Tween-

Gong/e/9783838397221/?itm=1&USRI=linguistics+manifesto  

 

This volume discusses some solid examples which was not covered in the {Linguistics Manifesto}. 

 

 

 

About Hume's guillotine 
(See https://selfawarepatterns.com/2015/08/30/in-search-of-an-objective-morality/comment-page-1/#comment-15689 

) 

Hume's guillotine (the is-ought problem) is now viewed as Gospel; that prescriptive or normative statements (about 

what ought to be) cannot be DERIVED by positive statements (about what is). And, it becomes the central point in moral 

philosophy.  

http://www.worldcat.org/title/linguistics-manifesto-universal-language-the-super-unified-linguistic-theory/oclc/688487196&referer=brief_results
http://www.worldcat.org/title/linguistics-manifesto-universal-language-the-super-unified-linguistic-theory/oclc/688487196&referer=brief_results
http://www.amazon.com/Linguistics-Manifesto-Universal-Language-Linguistic/dp/3838397223/ref=sr_1_3?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1292180552&sr=8-3
http://www.amazon.com/Linguistics-Manifesto-Universal-Language-Linguistic/dp/3838397223/ref=sr_1_3?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1292180552&sr=8-3
http://search.barnesandnoble.com/Linguistics-Manifesto/Tienzen-Jeh-Tween-Gong/e/9783838397221/?itm=1&USRI=linguistics+manifesto
http://search.barnesandnoble.com/Linguistics-Manifesto/Tienzen-Jeh-Tween-Gong/e/9783838397221/?itm=1&USRI=linguistics+manifesto
https://selfawarepatterns.com/2015/08/30/in-search-of-an-objective-morality/comment-page-1/#comment-15689
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One of the Hume’s original argument is: {given knowledge of the way the universe is, in what sense can we say it ought 

to be different?} 

At the time when the laws of universe is not fully understood, Hume’s argument does make sense. When the final 

physics is known, Hume’s argument becomes nonsense. 

This universe consists of only two parts. 

One, here it IS. 

Two, here are processes: creation and degeneration. 

 

When, IS(a) degenerates, it creates an OUGHT (a). 

So, IS(a) is fundamental while OUGHT (a) is the emergent. 

In fact, there is only one process: 

       Degeneration X = Creation Y (while X ≠ Y); Y is (ought to (IS (X)) 

“Ought” connotes “Options”, and it is the attribute in the temporal universe. Y is a state {ought to be IS (X)}, while {Y ≠ 

X}. 

 

On the other hand, {Pre-first (creation) = [First (creation); X] = [First (degeneration); Y]; X = Y}; that is, no option of any 

kind for the first (creation). Ought is the emergent from the {Pre-first (creation) = First (degeneration)}, while {First (IS) = 

First (ought) = No-first (ought)}. That is, no simultaneous-multiverse. 

{"ought" can never be derived from an "is"} is a total nonsense in both cases.  
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Morality is science 
Written on July 26, 2014 

(See http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/07/24/clarifying-sam-harriss-clarification/comment-page-2/#comment-

5156 ) 

 

Coel: "Many would agree that human morality is an entirely natural phenomenon that is therefore entirely within the 

domain of science, and thus that science can tell us a lot descriptively about human morals ..." 

Amen! 

Morality as a human behavior, it is totally empirical. Of course, its underlying ‘dynamics and mechanism' is an another 

matter (not totally empirical). Yet, morality must be a subject of science by all means, regardless of how the word 

‘science’ is sliced. The fact that all the morality theories are not meeting the criteria of being a science is a different 

issue. 

 

Brandholm: “...  become an issue in certain places like the US where people are trying to replace scientific methodology 

with religious doctrine. This has made me a bit more interested in the accuracy of terms/definitions with regards to 

science.” 

The ‘current’ science has three parts. 

One, the substance: the evolution theories are all about the ‘evolution’ of life, not about its origin. The ‘inflation and big 

bang’ are also only about the processes of the evolution of this universe, not its origin. So, for the issues of ‘origin(s)’, 

science has not even gain the ‘right’ to enter into that boxing ring. When religions are discussing the issues of 

http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/07/24/clarifying-sam-harriss-clarification/comment-page-2/#comment-5156
http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/07/24/clarifying-sam-harriss-clarification/comment-page-2/#comment-5156
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‘origin(s)’, how dare the ‘current’ science to engage that debate? Should ‘origin(s)’ be the issues of science? The 

answer is a definitely “YES”. Can science address these ‘origin(s)’ issues? Again, a definitely “YES”. But, the current 

‘mainstream’ science has failed to do it. 

 

Two, the methodology: the Popperianism is very ‘successful’ thus far. But, there is no ‘logic’ connection today showing 

all predictions of Popperianism are truly ‘logically’ connected to their hypotheses. When a hypothesis is only a ‘shadow 

(such as the Higgs mechanism)’ of the reality, it can still make a ‘correct’ prediction. Thus, the verified prediction (the 

result of the reality) is not really the true consequence of that ‘shadow’. Thus, Popperianism is fundamentally and 

conceptually wrong while it was useful and successful. Although the religious doctrine can never replace science, it is 

now the time for Popperianism to go.  

 

Three, the essence: science is only a human endeavor. Although with good ‘intention’ for seeking truth, it is the power 

grasping by the powerful. It plays the chicken/duck game. If the duck yaya is a better theory than their chicken gaga, 

they will simply put out more gaga to drown out the yaya. Massimo has correctly pointed out that: {What got lost in the 

kerfuffle is that of course science is both [1] an epistemic activity that at least strives (and has been historically 

remarkably successful) for a rational use of evidence, and [2] a social activity with inevitable ideological, political and 

even personal psychological components playing a non-inconspicuous part in it. (See, 

http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/07/17/is-there-still-a-continental-analytic-divide-in-philosophy/comment-

page-1/#comment-4891 ). 

 

This power hogging is called ‘paradigm’ by Kuhn. Only while the gaga is completely collapsed, there will be a paradigm 

shift. Fortunately, all gaga are mortals, that is, they will definitely fade away sooner or later (unfortunately, more often 

later). 

No, I will not worry about the religious taking over, as the ‘true’ science will eventually show up. Yes, Harris' is not 

science, but morality is.  

 

 

 

About metaphysically necessary 
Written on March 07, 2014 

Posted at (http://rationallyspeaking.blogspot.com/2014/03/what-does-it-mean-for-something-to-

be.html?showComment=1394235647558#c4641718145427631497 ) 

 

“…metaphysicians these days seem to make sense of the notion of metaphysical necessity by saying that something is 

metaphysically necessary if it is true in all possible worlds. … I am leaning toward the conclusion that there is no such 

thing as metaphysical necessity. That’s in part because one cannot find metaphysical laws, and in part because I doubt 

there is such a thing as necessity, period.  Nothing is physically or logically necessary - only possible or impossible. … But 

there are no laws of metaphysics,… ” 

 

You have given two different ‘definitions’ for ‘metaphysical necessity’ while they are internal consistent between them. 

Of course, I cannot disagree with you if I use these two definitions to discuss this issue. Thus, if you allow, I will make a 

new definition. 

 

http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/07/17/is-there-still-a-continental-analytic-divide-in-philosophy/comment-page-1/#comment-4891
http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/07/17/is-there-still-a-continental-analytic-divide-in-philosophy/comment-page-1/#comment-4891
http://rationallyspeaking.blogspot.com/2014/03/what-does-it-mean-for-something-to-be.html?showComment=1394235647558#c4641718145427631497
http://rationallyspeaking.blogspot.com/2014/03/what-does-it-mean-for-something-to-be.html?showComment=1394235647558#c4641718145427631497
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I will define this issue with two steps. 

First, finding out the concreteness. 

Two, finding out the ‘ultimate’ concreteness. 

 

It will take a 200 page book to talk about this concreteness. Thus, I will not go into the details of it in this short comment 

but just point out a few key points. The concreteness does not depend on the physics laws, math theory, reasoning, 

logic, time, eternal, or space. I am here now [will definitely be gone in a future time], and it is ‘concreteness’ for me and 

to anyone who interacts with me. A 125 Gev. particle were seen by 6,000 physicists at LHC, it is a concrete object for 

them. Now, we can make the ‘first’ metaphysical law (FML, law 1). 

FML --- for every concreteness, there is a something as the ‘metaphysical necessity’ for that concreteness. 

    Corollary --- if a concreteness is not the ‘ultimate’ concreteness, it cannot be its own metaphysical necessity. 

Now, with a unlimited concreteness set (UC) = {C1, C2, … Cn,…}, C(u) is a standalone single concreteness, not in (UC), and 

there is a set (in finite numbers) of rules which allows the C(u) to give rise to all members of set (UC), then C(u) is the 

‘ultimate’ concreteness.  

 

Of course, there is a big issue about whether such an ultimate concreteness can be found. Yet, with these new 

definitions, we might be able to address this issue in a new direction. 

 

@Thomas Jones: “I'm not being sarcastic. I'm just wondering how to reconcile this concreteness with Buddhist notions 

of impermanence and change, see http://rationallyspeaking.blogspot.com/2014/03/what-does-it-mean-for-something-

to-be.html?showComment=1394302356774#c5603144785232852634 )” 

 

Excellent question. In fact, my definition does not meet the requirement that the metaphysically necessary of ‘my 

concreteness’ is true in all possible worlds. 

 

Let’s start with your concreteness. Before I know you, your concreteness has no ‘meaning’ to my concreteness, that is, I 

can deny your concreteness without violating any physical or moral laws. Yet, as soon as I click the ‘reply’ button, a new 

concreteness arose, the interaction between us. There are two issues about this new concreteness. 

First, your concreteness can no longer be denied by my concreteness. 

Second, there is a ‘metaphysical necessity’ for this newly arose concreteness, and it consists of at least the followings: 

a. There must be a space which separates us. 

b. There must be a thing called ‘individuality’ which separates us in addition to space. 

c. Massimo Pigliucci must be a concreteness which I no longer can deny. 

 

Very quickly, this ‘local’ and transient concreteness is no longer local and transient anymore. Now, I will introduce the 

2nd metaphysics law. 

Law 2: If concreteness B is undeniable by concreteness A, then the ‘metaphysical necessity’ of concreteness B 

cannot be denied by concreteness A. 

Very soon, this ‘metaphysical necessity’ of concreteness B cannot be denied by many, and it is not too difficult to show 

that it cannot be denied in all possible worlds if they are also concreteness. 

 

Yet, I showed that there are two different types of concreteness. 

One, the “I”-type concreteness which can be denied in practice although not in principle because of the Law 2. 

Two, the ‘ultimate’ concreteness (the ‘u’-type) which by definition must give rise to all I-type concreteness. 

http://rationallyspeaking.blogspot.com/2014/03/what-does-it-mean-for-something-to-be.html?showComment=1394302356774#c5603144785232852634
http://rationallyspeaking.blogspot.com/2014/03/what-does-it-mean-for-something-to-be.html?showComment=1394302356774#c5603144785232852634
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Now, I must introduce: 

 the Law 3 --- The ‘metaphysical necessity’ of an I-concreteness must also be a concreteness. 

By definition, there is a u-type concreteness. But, is there a u-concreteness? Let me start with a subset of set (UC), the 

set (4), and it consists of only four concreteness. 

C1 = Alpha fine structure constant 

C2 = (Dark/visible) mass ratio, Planck CMB data 

C3 = particle zoo of Standard Model 

C4 = I am here (a “life”) 

 

Theorem one: If concreteness X is the ‘metaphysical necessity’ of set (4), it is a u-concreteness.  

Is concreteness X a concreteness? Can we find it? Of course, we can. 

How about the “Buddhist notions of impermanence and change”? A good ancient ‘opinion’, it does describe one point of 

view. 

 

 

 

Human faculties and spirituality 
Written on March 25, 2014 

See (http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/03/21/scientia-salon-a-manifesto-for-21st-century-

intellectualism/comment-page-2/#comment-123 ) 

 

… I would like to add one more dimension. In my view, there are three powers (faculties) in human nature, and they are 

the direct consequence of a neural-computer with capacity of the human brain.  

One: rationale, with the input of empirical data, this neural-computer will transform them into concepts and connecting 

these concepts into logic. This process is innately built in this neural-computer. The lesson of the ‘critical Reasoning’ is, 

of course, a better and refined row data set. When a person gets bad data (such as a dogma), he will have the dogmatic 

rationale, but still a rationale. Fortunately, there is a judge (the Nature) who decides which rationale makes sense to 

Him. 

 

Two: emotion, it arises from the reactions of the neural-computer when it faces the ‘social’ forces (being accepted or 

rejected). While rationale is ‘conception’ centered, the emotion is ‘self’ centered (does it good for me?) That is, the 

emotion is processed by the same neural-computer but with different boundary conditions (conceptions or self). 

Innately, emotion is more powerful than rationale while rationale can be trained to overrule the emotion. 

 

Three: spiritual, it is now a bad word for atheists as it is badly polluted by many religions. While religions were the result 

of spiritual power, but this spiritual faculty has nothing to do with religions. With the two faculties (rationale and 

emotion) above, human can still not go to bed with all issues resolved. There are some questions which cannot be 

resolved in due time by rationale. There are some situations which cannot be settled by any means. At this juncture, 

human uses his spiritual faculty either to set the issue aside or to make up a story to satisfy himself. This is why so many 

nonsenses in the Christian Bible were worshipped by many. In the eyes of rationale, many of those nonsenses are not 

only wrong, but stupid. But, this spiritual power is much more powerful than the other two. The only way to rein in this 

spiritual power is by showing a good (true) story to replace those made-up stories.  

http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/03/21/scientia-salon-a-manifesto-for-21st-century-intellectualism/comment-page-2/#comment-123
http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/03/21/scientia-salon-a-manifesto-for-21st-century-intellectualism/comment-page-2/#comment-123
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Thus, I think that we must include this ‘spiritual’ dimension as a part of discussion in this 21st century public 

intellectualism. Yet, all these three faculties are parts of ‘intelligence”. Thus, a precise definition for intelligence might be 

helpful in our discussion. A webpage on intelligence (http://www.prebabel.info/aintel.htm ) might thus be useful. 

 

@Joel McKinnon: “Sometimes I feel it as Neil deGrasse Tyson does when he describes science as his source of 

spirituality. Sometimes it is more a spontaneous reaction to beauty, often witnessed in nature.” (see 

http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/03/21/scientia-salon-a-manifesto-for-21st-century-intellectualism/comment-

page-1/#comment-128 ) 

 

Thanks for your comment. Tyson has used the traditional definition for spiritual. In my definition, spiritual is one of the 

three faculties of human while it is much more powerful than the other two (rationale and emotion), and it can overrule 

both of them with the blink of one eye. 

 

When one person made up a story (not true) and he knew that it is not true, he is telling a lie (by using his rationale 

faculty). When one person made up a story (obviously not true) but he proclaimed (deeply believed) that it is true, he 

has made up that story with his spiritual faculty.  

 

Spiritual faculty is neither rational nor emotional. It has the power to settle all un-deal-able issues (all questions which 

are not reachable by reasons, and all situations which cannot be resolved with emotion) which human faces all the time.  

Of course, all religions are the results of this spiritual faculty. Yet, it is also the powerhouse of physics today. The SUSY 

believers will never give up their ‘spiritual tablet’ regardless of all the negative findings. Any rational evidences are all 

nonsense for their spiritual faculty. Now, the multiverse is also setting up a spiritual temple of its own. If Tyson’s science 

is the product of reason, it can never be a source of any spirituality. The moment that one gets into a spiritual land, he 

must overrule all reasons and emotions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.prebabel.info/aintel.htm
http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/03/21/scientia-salon-a-manifesto-for-21st-century-intellectualism/comment-page-1/#comment-128
http://scientiasalon.wordpress.com/2014/03/21/scientia-salon-a-manifesto-for-21st-century-intellectualism/comment-page-1/#comment-128
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Chapter twenty-six: A new Economics Theory 
Written in 2011 

(See http://www.chinese-word-roots.org/econom01.htm ) 

 

Economics is a well-established discipline and well-defined with some sub-fields, such as, microeconomics, 

macroeconomics, political economics, comparative economic systems, etc... The basic laws of a market were almost 

wholly developed by Adam Smith. The recent advancements on utilizing the mathematics and game theory have 

transformed it into a physics-like natural science. However, this new economics theory will be developed by putting all 

those traditional economics theories aside and to construct a new theory from a set of principles outlined in "Linguistics 

Manifesto" (ISBN 978-3-8383-9722-1). Then this new theory will be checked with those old theories item by item (the 

theorems, laws, phenomena, etc.). If this new theory does not encompass the entirety of the old theories, then it is not 

a complete theory. If it does not give out some new insights in comparison to those old theories, then it is a wasting of 

the time. Fortunately, this new theory is, indeed, a complete theory.  

 

I. A brief introduction of the old theories.  

 

a. Adam Smith's theory 

The modern economics theory after Adam Smith can be encapsulated with the five laws below. 

1. Law 1 -- the price of a product is determined by its supply and its demand. 
2. Law 2 -- the preference for products is moved by an "invisible hand" which is the collective subconsciousness of 

a market.  
Note: this invisible hand can be expressed as the "Nash attractor" (also called Nash Equilibrium). 

3. Law 3 -- the higher productivity for a product will lower its price. 
4. Law 4 -- the price of products are also determined by the amount of money available.  

Lemma -- the monetary and the fiscal policies are ways of manipulating the money supply.  
Theorem -- the easier the money, the higher the prices. 

5. Law 5 -- the "free" market will allow the interactions of the above four laws resonating at the highest point (the 
optimal point).  

Theorem -- free competitions will lower the prices. 

 

b. The recent advancements on Economics 

The following concepts or statements are the brief summary of the most advanced economics theory of today. They are 

utilized or authored by Nobel Laureates from 2007 to 2010.  

1. Pareto optimal -- an outcome of a game is Pareto optimal if there is no other outcome that makes every player 
at least as well off and at least one player strictly better off. That is, a Pareto optimal outcome cannot be 
improved upon without hurting at least one player.  

2. Nash equilibrium (NE) -- for a given set of rules (or strategies) of a large complex system (or a game), if no 
member (player) of the system can do better by unilaterally deviating from those rules, it is a Nash equilibrium. 
And, it has the following attributes. 

o A Nash equilibrium of a system is, in general, not a Pareto optimal.  
o If a system has a Nash equilibrium, it is a stable (well-defined) system. 
o In a strong Nash equilibrium, no coalition (a group members of the system) can cooperatively deviate 

(from the set rules or strategies) in a way that benefits all its members. 
3. Any large complex stable system (or game) has, at least, one Nash equilibrium.  
4. About setting up the rules for a (any) large complex system: 

http://www.chinese-word-roots.org/econom01.htm
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o Question -- Can we implement a set of rules in which all equilibrium outcomes are optimal for a given 
goal function? 

i. Weak implementation -- every equilibrium is optimal. 
ii. Strong implementation -- every optimum is an equilibrium. 

o Answer -- Yes. We can always implement a set rules for a system (having more than 3 members) and 
make all Nash equilibria of that system to be Pareto optimal if the following two conditions are met. 

i. There is no veto rule -- if a system has veto rule, it becomes a monopoly or a dictatorship 
system. 

ii. It has a condition of Maskin monotonicity (MM) -- that is, if a rule is selected, it cannot be 
replaced by a new rule even though the new rule becomes more prominent in the system. 

5. Revelation principle -- any equilibrium outcome of a set of arbitrary rules of a system can always be replicated 
by a set of incentive-compatible rules. A set of rules is incentive-compatible if there is no hidden rules in it.  

6. Gibbard-Satterthwaite's indeterminacy (GSI) theorem -- For a (any) given large complex system (game) with a 
given set of rules, there are always more than one Nash equilibrium if the dictatorship (the hegemony or the 
veto power) is absent.  

7. Laffont-Maskin's Mismatch theorem -- if a system has a non-zero intrinsic friction (non-zero viscosity), the 
strongest power might not be the winner in that system.  

8. Diamond-Mortensen-Pissarides (DMP) model -- for a system having non-zero intrinsic friction, it has, at least, 
three attributes. 

o It always has sub-Nash equilibria (more than one NE), similar to the GSI theorem. 
o A leader (who initiates an act) is always more efficient than a follower in an equilibrium, a consequence 

of the Maskin monotonicity. 
o It will always takes some additional "efforts" (moving from one bad equilibrium to a good equilibrium) 

for a follower to catch up with the leader. 
 

II. The New Theory:  

a. Rules of a Market 

In fact, the essence of Economics is just one point, "How are prices set for products?" In traditional theories, it is 

described with the following mechanism. 

1. A seller is willing to sell if F >= p > > 0  
P = the minimum profit expected = s (selling price) - c (cost)  
Cost = production cost (material, labor, overhead, etc.) + transaction cost (advertisement, market friction, etc.) + 
tax (taxation, common resource cost, etc.).  
F is the desirable profit for a seller.  

2. A buyer is willing to buy if E >= b >> 0  
b (buyer's profit) = Bp (the value for the product in buyer's view) - s (the selling price).  
E is the enjoyment value from the product for the buyer. 

If p >> 0 and b >> 0, then a trade can be made at s (the price of a product)  

 

However, in "Linguistics Manifesto", every mechanism is a part of a self-referential loop. So, when the price of a product 

(p1) is initially set with the above mechanism (M1), a self-referential loop will kick into motion. 

a. Selling side -- new sellers are joining in; new technologies are developed; upgraded products are designed, etc.. 
b. Buying side -- new buyers are coming in, new tastes are developed, etc.. 

Thus, prices of products are not static but move on dynamic equilibriums, (m1, p1), (m2, p2) , (m3, p3), ...etc..  

 

b. The Inner Dynamics of Economy 

For any Nash equilibrium, there have two key points in "Linguistics Manifesto." 

A. All (each and every one) large complex systems are governed by the "same" set of principles and laws. 
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B. All (each and every one) large complex systems are composed of in tiers. 
Thus, in the physical universe, there is a hyperspace in addition to the ordinary space. In mathematics, there are 

imaginary numbers in addition to the real numbers. In linguistics, all languages are sharing the same metalanguage. 

Then, there must be a hyperspace for economics.  

 

As the hyperspace is also a part of the self-referential loop, the laws in it are parts to its ordinary (base) space. The 

dynamics of the hyperspace does affect the dynamics of the base space via the self-referential links. With these 

understanding, a "new" economics theory can be discussed with three new concepts (ghost, tail and flag).  

 

For an item (a product, such as oil), it has many attributes (its functions, its substances, its value, etc.). All those 

attributes roam in the base space. As soon as one attribute ascends into its hyperspace, it is no longer bound by the laws 

of base space. For the convenience, I will call this flying attribute a ghost of that item (which is in the base space). At this 

moment, the only attribute of a product of our interest is its value. That is, the price of an item is its ghost, roaming in its 

hyperspace. Now, we can define two new concepts. 

i. Tail -- in biology, the function of a tail is for balancing the entire body. In economy, a tail can carry the weight of 
the entire body. For example, the value of the entire stocks of a company is determined by a very small tail 
(often less than 1% of the whole) which is traded in a market. 

ii. Flag -- in warfare, the movement of the flag directs the movement of the entire army. In economy, the market 
movements can be directed by flags. 

In traditional Economics, there are types of sub-fields while they are not analyzed in a tier-structure. For example, oil is a 

product, and it obeys the five laws of Adam Smith in a market. However, oil has some derivatives, the oil options, future, 

etc... In traditional theories, these are simply derivatives or leverages and viewed as new products which roam (be 

traded) in the same market and obey the same economic laws. In this new theory, these new derivatives are viewed as 

its (oil) ghosts, tails or flags which roam in a hyperspace and obey a set laws which have the same forms as the basic 

laws but are not the same laws as their dominions are completely different. Thus, the ghost, tail and flag have much, 

much more freedom than their counter parts in the base space while they can change the dynamics of the base space. In 

fact, a product (such as oil can have "different" values (prices) at any instant point in the same market simultaneously. 

This is why the attribute of value (price) becomes a ghost which is not bound by the law of entity. The prices of a 

product are determined by the interaction between the base space and its hyperspace via a self-referential loop. Only 

with this ghost-tail- flag concept, the true dynamics of economy can be described.  

 

c. The Absolute Principle 

In the traditional Nash theories, they are, in fact, pointing out the followings. 

I. For every single system (or game), it actually has two or more subgames. For example, the rule book of the 
chess game is one game. Yet, the psychological plays in a player's mind is another game on a chess game. 

II. While by definition that no player or a group of players are able to gain with any unilaterally changed action in a 
NE, everyone is able to gain by moving from a bad NE to a good NE in a given system. 

These are, seemingly, contradictions. Yet, in "Linguistics Manifesto", there are two key points. 

a. Every large complex system must encompass all contradictions. 
b. An absoluteness will always emerge from those contradictions with a process of renormalization. 

The absoluteness which must emerge from the above Nobel economics is a "Cheating Principle" -- No one can make any 

gain by cheating in a (any) large complex system (game). Any act which violates or ignores the rules (one or more) of the 

system is a cheat. The most often cheat is that someone ignores a part of the system (game) by playing only the part he 

knows about. In the case of chess game, a computer with a brute computation power can win the game without 

concerning the psychological strategies as the chess game universe is relatively small. But, computation power alone will 
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not win a true intelligent game. 

 

In the 1750s, China's power has reached a zenith point. Its GDP was about half of the world total. Its land territory 

increased more than 4 fold (400%) in comparison to the Ming dynasty. The Emperor told the Ambassador of British, 

"China has everything and needs nothing from the outside world." That is, China ignored a big part of the game, the 

advancement of the Western world. By playing only half the game (system), China's demise did come just a few years 

later in 1842. In 1960s, Mao had mobilized China to a boiling point in a "closed" China. Yet, China remained poor and 

backward. After 1979, China began to play the "whole" game by learning and participating in the Western games. In a 

short 30 years, China is now the second largest economy in the world.  

 

The fact is that one (regardless of who he is) will not win the game if he is only playing the partial game, especially if the 

size of two parts has no huge difference (less than 10 to 1). When two economies meet, every single game has two 

subgames. Instead of learning Chinese game, we call it an unfair play, an uneven playing field. By only playing the half-

game, the US-China trade imbalance has reached a point of damaging America's national security. Of course, if we can 

eradicate the Chinese game completely, then we will be okay. Yet, there is no chance of annihilating Chinese culture 

(which is a major part of her game) in a foreseeable future. Perhaps, we should try to understand the true essence of the 

makeup of Chinese game.  

 

III. Applications of this New Theory  

a. Jobs and Unemployment 

Job is a very special product. By knowing the dynamics of the job market, the laws of the economics can be wholly 

understood. The job market is controlled by the following laws and variables. 

1. Law of demand / supply 
o Demand is decided by 

 Creativity and technology 
 Business cycle 
 etc. 

o Supply is decided by 
 demography 
 external force -- unemployment insurance, welfare, etc. 
 international trade 
 etc. 

2. Market (field) friction 
o information friction 
o location friction 
o etc. 

3. Business cycle 
o creativity and technology 
o market failures 
o etc. 

4. International trade 
o opportunity cost 
o comparative advantage 
o size of the economies 
o etc. 

5. External force 
o unemployment insurance 
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o welfare programs 
o etc. 

6. Market failure 
o traditional failure -- monopoly, incomplete markets, too high of social costs, ... 
o breakage of the self-referential loop 
o etc. 

7. Mis-march -- the supply is not needed by the demand 
The above facts are known by any economist. However, there are a few key points which are the direct consequences of 

the principles of "Linguistics Manifesto" (LM). 

I. They are not just interlocked but are parts of the self-referential loop. 
II. In LM, there is an Antidote principle -- the substance X is an antidote for substance Y, Z. etc., but it can never be 

an antidote for itself. Thus, the unemployment insurance and welfare programs can never improve the job 
market. 

III. In addition to the intrinsic market friction, the mis-march is the major factor to prevent any market mechanism 
to produce the full employment. This is, again, the consequence of LM. In physics, there are two types of 
elementary particles, boson and fermion. In any "Hole (job) and Particle (applicant) model," there is no mis-
march issue for boson. That is, any boson (un-skilled labor) can fit into non-fermion holes (non-technical jobs). 
However, for fermions, they can only fit into holes which accept their spin charge. Thus, even in job market, the 
concept of "Charge" must be introduced. 

The traditional economics is viewed as an empirical phenomenology which studies the broad observational data instead 

of doing controlled experimentations. Thus, the theories of economics are viewed more tentative than physical sciences. 

Yet, in LM, the above difference is not the key point of separating the two sciences. The major point is about the 

language being used. While the traditional economics theories do use the mathematics tools, such as, variables, 

functions and equations, they do not use the concept of "Charge" and others which are used in physics. However, in this 

LM economics, those concepts are the major part of the theory. Please visit http://www.chinese-word-

roots.org/cwr016.htm for details. 

 

b. The Market Failure 

Traditionally, market failure is about the monopoly, the incomplete market and over-regulations, etc... Yet, the recent 

financial crisis of 2008 can be analyzed easily with this new theory.  

 

Ricardo pointed out that Adam Smith gave out two conflicting definitions of the relative value of a product; 

1. the price of a product is the toil and the trouble of acquiring it, 
2. the price of a product is that it can impose upon other people. 

For Smith, the difference between these two definitions are not too great; 

a. one is the cost of production, 
b. the other is the utility value to a consumer. 

In this new theory, a product can have many different prices simultaneously in the same market; 

i. one is the cost of production -- the base value, 
ii. the others are determined by tails and flags, and these prices can be much higher or lower than the base value. 

Those tails and flags are self-referential parts of their base products. As they are roaming in a hyperspace, they have 

much, much more freedom than their base particles. However, these two spaces are linked via the self-referential loops. 

If such a link is broken, the hyperspace collapses. The financial crisis of 2008 was simply caused by a too high of a 

housing price which was no longer able to be supported by the base economy.  

 

For a house X, it has an original price Opx. While it is not in the market itself, a tail (about 1%) of the market was traded, 

and this tail action pushes the opx to a higher level Tpx (tail price of house X). That is, there is a net profit of pfy for 

http://www.chinese-word-roots.org/cwr016.htm
http://www.chinese-word-roots.org/cwr016.htm
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house X, and this net profit is not a result of any effort nor any toil done on the house X; it comes out of the blue, the 

action of a tail. Thus, a tail of a market can either create or destroy wealth for the entire body of that market. Obviously, 

this tail action is quite different from the concept of leverage. A tail is a ghostly force which can create or destroy out of 

the blue.  

 

Although this ghostly force has much more freedom than the particles in the base space, it is still linked to the base 

space via the self-referential loops. If that linkage is broken, this ghostly force must change its direction to regain the 

linkage. Its destructive force is just as huge as its creative force.  

 

This concept of economic hyperspace and ghostly force of tail and flag was never addressed by any traditional 

economics theory in such terms but is new from this new Economics Theory which is, again, the direct consequence of 

the "Linguistics Manifesto."  

 

c. The Currency Exchange rate and the International Trade 

Pushing the value of RMB (Renminbi) higher is, now, a joint effort among Whitehouse, Capitol Hill and the entire 

American intelligentsia (the academic and the media) with two major reasons.  

1. The claimed reason -- the artificially undervalued RMB is the major cause for the trade imbalance for America 
with the grave consequence of losing millions of American jobs.  

2. The unstated reason -- by pushing up the value of RMB, America will get an instant debt reduction as the value 
of T-bill in China's hand will lose significantly instantly. 

Yet, the higher value of RMB will definitely have the following consequences.  

a. All (each and every) Chinese people will instantly become richer. Then, even some poor Chinese with this 
godsend gift of wealth from America are, now, able to scoop up some great America assets (such as, real estate) 
dirt cheap. Yet, we are so thankful for their investing in America. 

b. The trustworthiness and the prestigiousness of RMB was instantly enhanced by our action of proving that it has 
undervalued repeatedly. A few years ago, RMB had a zero chance to become a creditable international currency, 
let alone to be the foundation for a future Asian dollar. Again, with our repeated guarantee that RMB is a very 
trustworthy currency, in a few more years, the financial institutions of East Asia will simply become branch 
offices of China's banks. That is, we have dug our own grave to end American dollars as the only world 
trustworthy currency. 

The following principles are direct consequences of LM.  

1. The entanglement principle: 
o Definition -- If variable B is a compound function of (x, y), then B is entangled with (x. y).  
o Principle -- The effect of B can be adjusted by manipulating either x or y.  

 
Thus, for the claimed reason -- the artificially undervalued RMB is the major cause for the trade 
imbalance for America with the grave consequence of losing millions of American jobs, the (adverse) 
effect of higher RMB value on China can be easily canceled out by some entangled variables, such as,  

i. the material cost will be significantly reduced for China's exporters,  
ii. the enriched Chinese poor people can become new buyers for those better quality export 

items,  
iii. the overhead cost in the America will be reduced for those Chinese exporters.  
iv. etc.. 

The net effect is that the higher RMB will not have much adverse effect on China's exporters. About three years 

ago, the RMB was 8.27 to 1 with US dollars, yet, US- China trade imbalance widened today while the ratio is now 

6.6 to 1.  
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2. The mutual immanence principle:  
While the opposites or the contradictions are viewed as demons in mathematics, they are permanently confined 
and mutually immanent between each other in the "Linguistics Manifesto". That is, if variable B has power X in 
the field F, then -B has the same power in that field. Thus, for the unstated reason (by pushing up the value of 
RMB, America will get an instant debt reduction as the value of T-bill in China's hand will lose significantly 
instantly), China can scoop up much more T-bill dirt cheap from then on, which has unbound profit in 
comparison to a fixed amount of lost.  

3. The richness principle -- no side effect of any kind of richness cannot be remedied by the richness itself. 
The "Linguistics Manifesto" is not just about languages. Its principles are universal, applicable to all fields. While we can 

ignore the above facts, we cannot escape from the omnipotence of the above principles.  

 

Paul Krugman (Nobel Laureate) wrote, "A government is trying to maintain a fixed exchange rate despite some 

fundamental imbalance that makes such a peg impossible to maintain in the long run." Thus, if China has artificially 

undervalued its RMB, she will definitely face a dire consequence sooner or later from the omnipotent force of the 

economic laws.  

 

According to this new theory, the issue of US-China trade imbalance rises solely from the "Cheating Principle." We are 

simply cheating ourselves by playing only the half-game. If we continue to play only a partial game (my way or the 

highway), our chance of winning is not very good.  

 

Furthermore, for any economy, the most important flag is its currency, according to this new theory. If that flag falls, 

that economy collapses. For winning the competition of any trade game, there are many ways to do it. Yet, to 

strengthen the competitor's flag can never be a smart move regardless of the fact of how many immediate spoils which 

we can scoop up.  

 

Yet, someone might say that we have done Japan in with the exact such a strategy, pushing the Japanese Yen from 400 

to 1 to the current ratio. And, the Japanese economy has been in a dungeon ever since, for over 20 years now. But, it is 

because that the Japanese yen was and still is genetically handicapped with the following reasons.  

1. Japan is simply a too small of a country on both her population and her landmass. 
2. The most of the Asia countries (China, Korea, and South-East Asia countries) will never accept the leadership of 

Japanese Yen because of the nightmare memory of the World War II. 
3. The Western countries do not give too much care for Yen in one way or the other. 

On the contrary, China is an entirely different species with a completely different genetic makeup. President Clinton 

once said, "in terms of the experience on hegemony, China-US ratio is two millenniums over half a century" (in 

paraphrase). To strengthen the Chinese flag has only one outcome, to do American dollar in.  

 

Conclusion:  

The traditional economics is defined by many sub-fields:  

1. Microeconomics 

a. Managerial economics 
b. Financial economics 
c. etc. 

2. Macroeconomics 
a. Monetary and fiscal policies 
b. Regulations 
c. National accounts 
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d. etc. 
3. Positive vs normative economics 
4. Orthodox vs heterodox economics 
5. National vs international economics 

Although there are links or interlocks among those sub-fields, no definite tier-structure nor self-referential loops are 

identified in the traditional theories.  

 

On the contrary, this new Economics Theory is based wholly on the principles from "Linguistics Manifesto;"  

 

       The "Large Complex System Principle" (LCSP) -- there is a set principles which govern all large complex systems 

regardless of whatever those systems are, a number set, a physics set, a life set or a vocabulary set. 

Corollary of LCSP (CLCSP) -- the laws or principles of a "large complex system x" will have their 

correspondent laws and principles in a "large complex system y." 

A. Every large complex system is constructed by self-referential loops, and it forms tier-structure. And, it is; 
o stable, 
o adaptive. 

B. Every large complex system must encompass all contradictions, and an absoluteness will always emerge from 
those contradictions with a process of renormalization. 

Furthermore, the governing principles; 

i. Cheating principle, 
ii. Antidote principle, 

iii. Entanglement principle, 
iv. Mutual immanence principle, 
v. etc., 

are not economic specific principles. They are general principles, applicable on any large complex system. Thus, 

economy is no different from any other large complex systems, physical universe, the number system, the linguistic 

systems, etc.. Indeed, this new Economics Theory is the direct consequence of the "Linguistics Manifesto".  
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Chapter twenty-seven: Politics in TOE 
Written in 2007 

(See http://www.chinese-word-roots.org/cwr016.htm ) 

 

In the book The Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of World Order (ISBN 0-684-84441-9), Dr. Samuel P. Huntington 
wrote, "Terrorism historically is the weapon of the weak, that is, of those who do not possess conventional military 
power. Since World War II, nuclear weapons have also been the weapon by which the weak compensate for 
conventional inferiority. In the past, terrorists could do only limited violence, killing a few people here or destroying a 
facility there. Massive military forces were required to do massive violence. At some point, however, a few terrorists 
will be able to produce massive violence and massive destruction." (Page 187 - 188).  
The above passage was written in 1996, five years before the event of September 11, 2001. It was truly a great insight. 
However, it is not a scientific prediction because that the Political Science is not a physics-like science. Many people 
believe that the Political Science can never be like physics because Political Science deals with the subject of intelligence 
and free will while physics describes only some mindless particles and forces. I do not wish to challenge this kind of 
opinion. I, however, would like to point out that there are many more differences between Political Science and Physics 
in addition to intelligence and free will. If those differences are reduced or eliminated, would Political Science be more 
physics-like? Before I give out another opinion, perhaps, the best way is to find out their differences first.  
A. The difference between Political Science and physics-like science 

1. The difference in the way of defining terminology 
2. About charges 
3. An example of dynamic system 
4. The ambiguity of terminology in Political Science 

B. The dynamics of Political Science 
1. Religion charges: exclusiveness verse inclusiveness, etc... 
2. The world religions, civilizations and their interactions 
3. The difference between Pre- and Sub- in the dynamic system 
4. Political force equation 

C. The equation of war 
1. Quantum collapse and quantum probability 
2. About war charges and their interactions 
3. A hypothetical example: the war cloud between USA and China 
Conclusion  

 
The difference between Political Science and physics-like science 
 

I. The difference in the way of defining terminology 

In Physics, there are entities (galaxies, chemical compounds, atoms, protons, quarks, prequarks, etc.) 
which interact among one another via charges (source of interaction) in a field (space and time). So, a physics equation 
can be written as a function (interactions) with some variables (entities, charges, fields or the combination of them). So, 
Physics is, indeed, very simple, and it consists of only five items.  

1. Entity -- an object which can be distinguished from the other objects. 
2. Charge -- a source of interaction which allows an entity to interfere the other objects. 
3. Field -- a stage or a playground for the entities to roam in or to show off their charges. 
4. Variable -- a quantitative representation of a situation created by the three factors above. 
5. Function (interaction) -- the result or the hodgepodge of many variables. 

Although political actions are constantly intervened by both intelligence and free will, there is seemingly no reason to 
prevent Political Science for adapting the physics methodology above. Let us make a try.  

http://www.chinese-word-roots.org/cwr016.htm
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 Entity -- religions, civilizations, races, nations, states, international institutions, etc... 
 Charge -- military force, economy, culture, history, language, technology, religion, kinship, etc... 
 Field -- geography, oceans, Earth, Space, United Nation, etc... 

Seemingly, there is a problem. Religion is listed as both an entity and a charge, and United Nation can be either an entity 
or a field. This is not an issue of right or wrong. In science, when a term has multiple meanings, it will render an equation 
becoming meaningless. If we want the term of religion to be an entity, then the force (charge) of a religion must use a 
different term. If we want the Political Science to be more physics-like, we must be sure that all its terms are clearly 
defined without any ambiguity, and this requirement has nothing to do with intelligence and free will. 

 

II. About charges 

Then, what is charge? In Physics, it has, at least, three types of charge, the unitary charge, the binary charge and the 
ternary charge. 

1. Unitary charge: 
Any unitary charge cannot stir up too many different scenes. It, in fact, can only produce one thing. In physics, 
the mass of any entity is a unitary charge. The mass of my body and the mass of an electron is exactly the same 
thing although they are having different quantities. Thus, a unitary charge can only produce one kind of 
interaction and result. In the case of mass, it produces only gravitation. 
If I guess or assign that grace is a unitary charge of all religions, it will also only produce one kind of result, the 
love of humanity. And, this grace charge can be used in the calculation of any political equation which contains 
this charge.  

2. Binary charge: 
Obviously, a binary charge can whip up many different combinations. In physics, the electric charges (+, -) and 
the magnetic charges (north, south) are binary charges. The simplest interaction of binary charges is the same as 
the electricity; the same charges repulse and the opposite charges attract, and this interaction can be written in 
a mathematical table.  

Interaction of electric charges 

electric 

charges 
           Positive        Negative 

Positive             Repulse          Attract 

Negative              Attract          Repulse 

3. There are many other types of binary charge interaction, and they can also be represented with mathematical 
tables. For convenience, I am using (0, 1) to represent the binary charges and Int (2) as interaction 2, Int (3) as 
interaction 3, … 

Interaction 2 of (0,1) 

Int (2)   0        1 

0   0       1 

1   1       0 

   

   

Interaction 3 of (0,1) 

Int (3) 0    1 

0 0    0 

1 0   1     
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            Interaction 4 of (0,1) 

Int (4)    0              1 

0    0              1 

1    1              1 

Many readers might already notice that Int (2) is, in fact, the Addition table for binary arithmetic, and it could be 
the representation of electric charge interaction. That is, the electric charge interaction is an addition-like 
interaction. The Int (3) is, in fact, the Multiplication table of binary arithmetic. 
If the political interactions can be described in terms of some charges, then the Political Science will become a 
physics-like science. Again, this does not have anything to do with intelligence and free will. I will demonstrate 
a religious binary charge in this paper later. It is better to know about the ternary charge now.  

4. Ternary charge: It is not hard to guess that the algebra of ternary charge is very complicated. So, I will just show 
a very simple example here. 
For a ternary charge, it needs, of course, three symbols. Let us choose them as 1, 2 and 3. The simplest ternary 
charge interaction is the interaction of complement, such as; 

1. 3 is the complement of (1, 2). So, we can write the equation 
(1, 2) = complement 3 = 3 

Please note, in general, complement 3 does not always equal to 3. However, in the case of this 

complement interaction, the above equation can be accepted as a notation convention because it won't 

cause any confusion. In the table below, the answer field is known to be the complement field. With this 

logic, the interaction of (1, 1, 2) can be calculated  

(1, 1, 2) = (1, (1, 2)) = (1, 3) = 2 

2. The complement of (1, 2, 3) is the wholeness, and we can use # to represent it. 
3. The self-interaction (3, 3, 3) is defined as a singularity, and we can use * to represent it. 

With the above definitions, an algebra table of this ternary charge can be constructed. I will show part of the 

table below. 

Complement interaction of ternary charge 

Ternary charge 1       2      3 

1, 1 *       2      3 

1, 2 2       1      # 

1, 3 3       #       1 

2, 1 ...       ...       ... 

Seemingly, this is a very strange interaction. First, we have not used 1, 2, 3 in this manner before. Second, we 
did not know any actual example of this kind of interaction in our life experience. Indeed, my choice of using 1, 
2, 3 as the symbols to represent this ternary charge was not a good choice. In our life experience, we do know a 
color law, three primary colors. Every primary color is the complement of the other two primary colors. When all 
three primary colors are mixed together, the result becomes colorless. So, using three primary colors as the 
symbols of a ternary charge will be a much better choice. So, let us re-write the above table in terms of colors 
below. 

Complement interaction of ternary charge 

Ternary charge   Red     Yellow Blue 

R, R * Y B 

R, Y Y R # 

R, B B # R 
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Y, R ... ... ... 

 

 

III. An example of dynamic system 

If the charges of Political Science are much more complicated than the charges of the physical world, they could be more 
complicated than ternary charge. However, there is a chance that some charges of Political Science can be described 
with these three well-known charges. Anyway, let us look into one ternary charge of the physical world first. 
The physical world is built up in a form of a hierarchy, as follow: 

1. Marco-world, the large body -- controlled with a unitary charge, mass, the gravitation. 
2. Chemical compound -- controlled mainly with a binary charge, the electric charge. The magnetic charge also 

contributes some controls in this arena. 
3. Atoms -- in addition to the above binary charges, the nucleus is held together with a strong force, the residual of 

a ternary charge. 
4. Proton or Neutron -- is composed of quarks which carry a ternary charge. As we can guess it, physicists give that 

ternary charge a name, the color charge. And, that model is called Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), as 
chromo- means color. 

In QCD, there are six quarks. But proton or neutron is composed only with two of them, the up quark and the down 
quark. The names of up or down are just names. In fact, the QCD is very simple. 

 Up quark carries 2/3 unit of positive electric charge. 
 Down quark carries 1/3 unit of negative electric charge. 
 All quarks carry a ternary charge, the color charge. So, the up quark has three variations, u (red), u (yellow) and 

u (blue). It is the same for the down quark. 
The fact that proton carries one unit of positive electric charge, its structure must be as:  

Proton = [u (+2/3), u (+2/3), d (-1/3)] = +1 electric charge 

and  

Neutron = [u (=2/3), d (-1/3), d (-1/3)] = 0 electric charge 

Yet, both proton and neutron do not show a ternary charge. That is, the ternary charge of quark must be cancelled out 
in the quark interaction. And, indeed, it does.  

Proton = [u (red), u (yellow), d (blue)] = colorless 

and 

Neutron = [u (red), d (yellow), d (blue)] = colorless 

Well, the most advanced physics is just this simple. The quark dynamics consists of: 
1. Two charges: 

o One binary charge -- electric charge. 
o One ternary charge -- quark colors. 

2. One field -- three seats (in proton or neutron). 
Seemingly, we can translate the American Constitution into this quark language, such as:  

America = [Congress, Court, President] = sovereignty 

or 

Sovereignty = [People, Territory, Government] = nation 

Of course, this will be a mammoth work, and I will not try to do it here with one stroke. 
 

IV. The ambiguity of terminology in Political Science 

In Dr. Huntington's book, The Clash of Civilizations ..., it has many good information and many more great insights. Those 
material are also organized into a very good structure. After reading it, we are truly enlightened. Yet, we are unable to 
come up with some laws or equations with those information and insights. That is, we are unable to make 
any scientific prediction with those information. There is, at least, one problem. Many terms are not clearly defined. Dr. 
Huntington wrote, "Religion is a central defining characteristic of civilizations, and, as Christopher Dawson said, 'the 
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great religions are the foundations on which the great civilizations rest.' Of Weber's five 'world religions', four -- 
Christianity, Islam, Hinduism, and Confucianism -- are associated with major civilizations. The fifth, Buddhism, is not." 
(page 47) 
In page 65, Dr. Huntington quoted a table from World Christian Encyclopedia: A comparative study of churches and 
religions in the modern world A.D. 1900 -- 2000. 

World population adhering to major religious traditions (in %) 

Year/ 

Religion 
 1900 2000 (est) 

Western Christian             26.9         29.9 

Orthodox Christian            7.5          2.4 

Muslim           12.4         19.2 

Nonreligious             0.2          17.1 

Hindu            12.5          13.7 

Buddhist              7.8            5.7 

Chinese folk            23.5            2.5 

Tribal               6.6            1.6 

Atheist                0.0             4.2 

While these two passages were quoted from someone else, Dr. Huntington failed to point out whether the Confucianism 
is a religion or not. Does Confucianism equal to Chinese folk religion? Without knowing these answers, how can he 
define the Sinic civilization in terms of his saying, "Religion is a central defining characteristic of civilizations, ...."? 
However, I do agree that we cannot truly understand a civilization only from an economic, technological, and political 
points of view. So, now is the best time to find out whether Confucianism is a religion or not. 
The book Christianity and Chinese Religions (ISBN 0-385-26022-9) was co-authored by Dr. Hans Kung (professor of 
ecumenical theology at the University of Tubingen in Germany) and Professor Julia Ching (a native Chinese scholar, 
professor of religious studies at the University of Toronto). Professor Ching wrote, "Are the Chinese a religious people 
and is their civilization rooted in religious beliefs? Had they gods, myths, and heroes as did other peoples -- Greeks, 
Hindus, and even Japanese? It may seem strange to raise such questions, and yet these are questions which have often 
been answered negatively by those scholars who specialize in one or another aspect of China's traditional and modern 
culture." (page 4). 
Dr. Kung wrote, "But this means that, seen globally, China is not the entirely incomparable and (ir-)religious foreign 
element that some philosophers of the European Enlightenment assumed it to be. Rather, with all the similarities and 
differences one might observe, China is part of parcel of the single 'religious history of humankind' (Wilfred Cantwell 
Smith). Next to the other two still-existing great religious river system of Semitic-prophetic and Indian-mystic origin, 

China has shown itself ever more clearly (the significance of 'sage' = sheng [ 聖 ] (holy) is striking) to be a third 

completely independent system." (page 36, ibid) 
Again, Dr. Kung wrote, "This is becoming especially apparent in Taiwan. In spite of an enormous injection of personnel, 
money, and time, in spite of forty years [over 65 years now] of unhindered missionary work, Christianity is stagnating 
there. Only 3.5 percent of the nineteen million Taiwanese [23 million now] could be won over to Christianity; and a large 
proportion of these are from the non-Chinese aboriginal population. And yet, Chinese folk religion is experiencing an 
unparalleled revival after extended political and cultural suppression under the Japanese colonizers (1985 - 1945). This 
flowering of a Chinese folk piety mixed with Buddhist, Taoist, and Confucian elements can be seen above all in the 
restoration and new construction of numerous temples. In Taiwan there are apparently around twelve thousand 
altogether. How is this development to be explained? It is more than a matter of economic prosperity; it also has to do 
with the search for spiritual sources in the traditions of one's own people and with all the feast and pilgrimages that the 
new media of communication encourage. ... 
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It need not be denied that such folk religion can be an opium of the people instead of a remedy for them. Mao Tse-tung 
and the Chinese Communists undoubtedly had good reason for their rejection of religion. “(page 48 - 49, ibid). 
In the preface, Dr. Kung wrote, "But a comparison between Christianity and the Chinese religions, this third great world 
religious 'river system' besides the Semitic-prophetic and the Indian-mystic? This is in fact my working hypothesis, one 
that will be confirmed again and again in the course of this book: within the single 'religious history of humankind' 
(Wilfred Cantwell Smith, Towards a World Theology [Philadelphia, 1981]), the Chinese religions are not some kind of Far 
Eastern and exotic appendage of general religious history, to be treated as marginal or as an afterthought as the 
textbooks usually do. No, the Chinese religions must be taken seriously as a third independent religious river system, 
equal in value to the others." (in Preface, ibid). 
In the book The Clash of Civilizations ..., Dr. Huntington wrote, "The Chinese have to date consistently defeated intense 
Western efforts to Christianize them. If, at some point, they do import Christianity, it is to be expected that it will be 
absorbed and adapted in such a manner as to be compatible with the central elements of Chinese culture." (page 76) 
From these five passages, we get the following impressions: 

1. The Chinese was and still is consistently able to defeat intense Western efforts to Christianize them. 
2. The Western theologians, including those in the time of European Enlightenment, view Chinese people is not 

religious. 
3. Dr. Kung gave some mixed signals: 

o Chinese religion(s) must be taken seriously as a third independent religious river system, equal in value 
to the other. 

o Taiwanese are folk religion mania. But, folk religion can be an opium of the people, instead of a remedy 
for them. 

o China has shown itself ever more clearly (the significance of sage [ 聖 ] is striking) to be a third 

completely independent system. 

Note: 聖 is the center point of Confucianism. Yet, Dr. Kung did not formally declare that Confucianism is a 

religion. 

In the book The Clash of Civilizations ..., Dr. Huntington wrote, "Perhaps the most important cultural diffusion not the 
result of conquest was the spread of Buddhism to China, which occurred about six hundred years after its origin in 
northern India." (page 49) 

Over 50% of Buddhism Sutra was translated into Chinese by 鳩 摩 羅 什 who was born in a place where now Kashmir is. 

He was a renowned Buddhism teacher in six century A.D... When his fame reached the Western China, the king sent a 
large army to kidnap him from Kashmir and made him the Teacher of the State. Furthermore, he, being a monk, was 
forced to accept a harem in order to preserve his seeds. With this true story, Chinese people, at least, at six century A.D. 
was religious fanatic. 
Seemingly, this kind of story and issue has not much to do with my objective here, to transform Political Science to a 
physics-like science. Not so! As the saying of Dr. Huntington, religion is, indeed, a central defining characteristic of 
civilization. Now, the question is no longer whether China has a religion or not. The question is whether we truly know 
the definition of religion. If China is a third religious river system, why is no one knowing about it before? While Dr. Kung 
insisted that Chinese religion is the third religious river system of humankind, why was he unable to put a finger on it? 
Although these issues are truly important, I, after all, have no time to discuss them in detail here. I will only give out a 
conclusion here, and move on to my original objective. 

1. Confucianism is an invisible religion: 

Confucius said, " 民 可 使 由 之 ， 不 可 使 知 之 。 ” (People can be taught to do things, but do not teach 

them the knowledge of why.) One way to achieve this is to camouflage the writing language. Over two thousand 
years, every Chinese learns the Chinese writing word as a stand along character while all (100%) Chinese words 
are composed of only from 220 word roots. If this root word system is known by everyone, the Chinese writing 
system can be mastered by any foreigner in six months, and the Chinese culture will become naked in front of 
the whole world. 
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In the book Christianity and Chinese Religions, Professor Ching wrote, "A phrase frequently found in the Book of 

History [尚 書] introducing royal pronouncements is Wang jo yue [王 若 曰]. The difficult term is jo [若]. Some 

philologists have explained it as 'The King, seized by the spirit (jo), said.' In this light, the kings appear to have 
made many speeches in a trance state, communicating what they had heard from the divine, or at least they 
were perceived as having done so. The loss of the etymological meaning of the word jo has caused Chinese 
exegetes and Western translators to understand it to mean 'The King said to the following effect.' " (page 25). 
There is no excuse for the errors in the above passage, especially as Professor Ching is a native Chinese scholar. 
Indeed, the Chinese Etymology is heavily camouflaged and is deeply hidden. It is not completely lost. 

Furthermore, the common meaning for the word 若 is "as... something" or "if...something." There is no chance 

of any kind for it to be a spirit of any kind.        

Let us look at the following words,  花 (flower),  茶 (tea),  苦 (bitter),  若.  All these four words share a word root 

(on the top of each word) which is a word root to identify that word is a name of a grass-like plant. You might 

already notice that the word 苦 (bitter) and the word 若 are very similar. The word 苦 is a name for a vegetable 

which is very bitter, so it also means bitter. The cross ( 十 ) right above the 口 (mouth) in the word 苦 is a 

different way to write the word root 屮(grass or weed). By pointing that cross 屮 directly into the mouth, it 

signifies to swallow it quickly as it is very bitter. Now, we might guess that the word 若 is a kind of vegetable 

which can be enjoyed slowly as that cross sits on the side of the mouth. Indeed, it is. 若 is the name of a chive-

like vegetable, and it is always served on the side of a main dish. That is, it is not the main thing. So, its derived 
meaning today is "as ... something." 

In the old time China, king's pronouncement was called edict. In professor Ching's passage, that king { 周 成 王 } 

was only a few years old kid then, and the country was ruled by his uncle ( 周 公 ), the most famous Duke of 

Chou who was the one setting the foundation for an 800 years of Chou dynasty. Thus, the pronouncement of a 

kid king can only be called as-edict. This was the reason that the text was written "King 若 (as...) pronounced." 

Indeed, no one today knows that the word 若 was a name of a vegetable as it was only recorded in an ancient 

dictionary which no one uses any more. Yet, since Chou dynasty, it already means "as ... something" or "if ... 

something." In fact, it gives rise to the meanings of many other words, such as 諾 (a promise, not yet something 

concrete), 惹 (provoking, not yet become a fighting). 

If 99.99% of native Chinese scholar does not know that Confucianism is a religion, what is the chance for 
foreigners to know better?  

2. Being an invisible religion, Confucianism is 
o not a missionary religion. The Sinicization of Vietnam, Korea, Japan, etc. is not the result of any 

missionary work. 
o an inclusive religion. It has Sinicized Buddhism as its sidekick, also the Taoism. 

3. In order to prove my view above, we need look into the following issues: 
o The theology of Confucianism -- please read the article Confucianism -- as a religion at 

http://www.chinese-word-roots.org/Confuciu.htm  
o The metaphysics of Confucianism -- please read the article Chinese culture and the World Security at 

http://www.chinese-word-roots.org/cwr011.htm  
o The transformation of Confucian theology to a form of Government. Many people are wishing the 

coming collapse of Chinese government. Only by understanding, we will be able to know whether this 
wish is a genuine hope or just a pipe dream. Well, I will write about this soon. 

o The transformation of Confucianism into a folk religion. Superficially, the folk religion is a pantheism 
while Confucianism is an absolute monotheism. Many practices of Chinese folk religion were 
documented in detail by a Belgian Missionary, Dr. J.J. M. de Groot, in his book The Religious System of 

http://www.chinese-word-roots.org/Confuciu.htm
http://www.chinese-word-roots.org/Confuciu.htm
http://www.chinese-word-roots.org/cwr011.htm
http://www.chinese-word-roots.org/cwr011.htm
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China, published around 1890s. In conclusion, the Chinese folk religion is a derived religion from 
Confucianism. I will also write about this soon. 

4. Conclusion: 
As Dr. Kung's saying, Chinese religion is a third religious river system. In China, there is only one religion, the 
Confucianism which begets one kid (the folk religion) and adapts two foster kids (Sinicized Buddhism and 
Taoism). Thus, Chinese religious river is as follow: 
Confucianism: with three sub-religions 

o Folk religion 
o Taoism (also Shin-Toism which is a carbon copy of Taoism) 
o Sinicized Buddhism 

Perhaps, not everyone agrees with this conclusion. Without knowing that Confucianism is a religion and that it is 

the mother or foster mother of all Chinese religions, we will not be able to define a very important religion 

charge. So, I must make this conclusion at this moment because that it is the center point of a religion charge, 

the exclusiveness and the inclusiveness. I will write about this issue in detail soon. 

The dynamics of Political Science 
I. Religion charges: exclusiveness verse inclusiveness, etc. 

By knowing that Confucianism is a genuine religion, we are now able to deal with Dr. Huntington's saying, "Religion is a 
central defining characteristic of civilization." Now, we are able to introduce two charges for religion. 

1. Charge one, the missionary -- this is a binary charge, aggressive or passive. 
2. Charge two, the Absoluteness, or simply Godness: 

o One kind of monotheism, such as Confucianism, is absolutely not worry about that His throne can be 
taken away by any means. That is, He permits all kinds of less deity dancing around Him. It, in fact, looks 
like a pantheism. This absoluteness charge is called Inclusive. 

o The Semitic religion is a different kind of monotheism. It takes the position of excluding all other deities 
and idols. This absoluteness charge is called exclusive. 

This Godness charge is obviously a binary charge, and it can have a few different types of interaction. 

Interaction (A) of Godness charge 

Godness 

Charge 
      Exclusive         Inclusive 

Exclusive        Exclusive           Exclusive 

Inclusive         Exclusive            Inclusive 

   

Interaction (B) of Godness charge 

Godness 

Charge 
         Exclusive       Inclusive 

Exclusive           Exclusive         Inclusive 

Inclusive             Inclusive         Inclusive 

Of course, as a binary charge, the Godness charge can have many other possible interactions. I have listed two of them. 
They show two possible pathways or outcomes when two religions met. The interaction A is a multiplication-like 
interaction. When an exclusive religion is stronger, it annihilates the other religion. The interaction B is an addition-like 
interaction. When an inclusive religion is stronger, it absorbs or adapts the other religion. 
With the concepts of charges, interactions and pathways, we can now consider two cases below: 

 A mindless particle was forced into one of the pathway by the dynamics of charges and interactions. 
 An intelligent being with free will carefully selected a pathway which is one of the pathways produced by the 

dynamics of charges and interactions. 
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Is there any difference between these two cases in terms of charges - interactions dynamics? Seemingly, at this level, 

the intelligence and free will is not a factor at all for distinguishing the Political Science and a physics-like science. If it is a 

factor, it will be in a different level.  

 

II. The world religions, civilizations and their interactions 

Now, by knowing the charges of religion, we are now able to calculate the effects of religions on different civilizations. 
By knowing what civilization is, we are able to calculate the dynamics of humanity. The religious system of this world is 
as follow: 

1. Semitic-prophetic religion: 
o Judaism 
o Christianity: 

 Catholicism 
 Protestantism 
 Orthodox 

o Islam 
 Sunni 
 Shi'ite 

2. Indian-mystic religion: 
o Hinduism 
o Buddhism 
o Jainism 

3. Sinic-moral religion: Confucianism 
o Folk religion 
o Taoism (Shin-Toism) 
o Sinicized Buddhism 

That is, there are only three root religions. Each root religion degenerates into a few religions. Some religions are 

further degenerating into a few sects (denominations). It is very important to make this hierarchy very accurate in order 

to define charges and fields of interactions very clearly. 

With this chart of religion of the world, we are able to define the world civilizations. 
1. Semitic 

o Western (Catholicism and Protestantism) 
 Latin American 
 African 

o Orthodox 
o Islamic 

2. Hindu 
o Buddhist (Thailand,...) 

3. Sinic -- Chinese 
o Japanese 

Obviously this chart is defined with the chart of religion. In the book Comparative Philosophy (ISBN 0-911714-10-3), Dr. 

Archie J. Bahm wrote, " 'Comparative philosophy,' in the sense being clarified here, involves, as a minimum, comparisons 

of views from all the major civilizations of the world and, as a maximum, that is, as an ideal, comparisons of all views 

from all civilizations. From the perspective of the present writer, there are three major civilizations -- the Indian, the 

Chinese and the European." (page 5) 

Although Dr. Bahm did have the same view as mine, many other scholars see the term of civilization with somewhat 
different definition. Again, its definition is very important in terms of the dynamics of charges and fields of interactions. 
So, I will define the three civilizations above as root civilizations. The term of civilization is defined with religion. That is: 

 Root civilization (RC) = root religion (RR) 
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 Civilization (CI) = religion (RE) 
 Sub-civilization (SC) = SC (religion, geography, history) 
 State (ST) = ST (religion, geography, history, sovereignty) 
 International organization (INO) = a group of states 

The following is the chart of world civilizations: 
1. Western (Catholicism and Protestantism) 

o Latin American 
o African 

2. Orthodox 
3. Islamic 
4. Hindu 

o Buddhist (Thailand,...) 
5. Sinic 

o Japanese 
The following chart includes the sub-civilizations:  

1.  Western (Catholicism and Protestantism) 

o Latin American 
o African 

2. Orthodox 
o Turkish Muslim 

3. Islamic 
o Arab Muslim 
o Turkish Muslim 
o Iranian Muslim 
o The other Muslim, Pakistan, Indonesia, etc. 

4. Hindu 
o Buddhist (Thailand,...) 

5. Sinic 
o Japanese 
o Muslim 

This chart is very close to the real world. That is, our definition for civilization is not too far off. For the Political Science 
to be a physics-like science, its model must be valid for the entire human history. Furthermore, that model must be 
calculable. However, the above definition is still a conception definition and is not calculable. Worst yet, I do discover 
some problems. 
 
In the Quark model,  

proton = [ u (red), u (yellow), d (blue)] 

This equation provides four precise information: 
1. Quarks (u or d) are precisely defined. They are the sub-particles of proton. 
2. Their electric charges are precisely described and balanced. 
3. Their color charges are also precisely described and balanced. 
4. Their field of interaction is precisely described, as three seats inside of the proton. Inside the proton, these three 

quarks interact very strongly. The attractive force is so strong that proton can never decay (fall apart) by itself. 
However, outside of the proton, its power reduces sharply. Yet, it still can provide enough force to hold mid-size 
(atomic number smaller than 90) nucleus together. For large nucleus, it often will decay. Outside the nucleus, 
this quark force has absolutely a zero power. 

On the contrary, the function (or the equation) of sub-civilization or State has three big problems.  
1. The definition of Sub-civilization (SC) = SC (religion, geography, history) is seemingly already very clear for many. 

But, what are those variables? Are they sub-particles of SC, similar to the case of proton - quarks model? Are 
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they variables of function SC? Is SC a function or a particle (entity)? Without knowing these, we are unable to 
deal with it as a science. 

2. We do not know the field of interaction for those variables. 
3. For proton, quarks are its sub-particles. Yet, religion is obviously not a sub-particle of sub-civilization or of a 

state. 
Unless we can resolve these issues, we are not any closer to our goal, to transform Political Science to be a physics-like 
science. 
First, let us look at the field of interaction of religion. Historically, the interaction between three religious river systems 
was very small, either there was no interaction or a significant effort resulted almost nothing. On the other hand, the 
interaction inside the river system was and still is very strong and did and still do often become military conflict. So, we 
can define two charges: 

1. The root charge: This is a charge carried by root religions. The interaction between root charges of religions is 
very weak. With only three root religions, it is a ternary charge. From the examples of history, it is seemingly 
producing a repulsive force. It prevents other root charges from invading it. This is similar to the quark color 
charges. When a red quark is taken up one seat in a proton, the next quark must settle with a yellow or a blue 
color. When both red and yellow are taken, the third quark has no choice but turns its face to a blue color. Now, 
it becomes understandable of why only 2% of Indians are converted as Christians while the British colonized 
India for over 100 years.  
 
Note: While quark color charges are repulsive in the above described situation, they are also producing a very 
strong force to hold the proton together. With these root charges of religion, the humans become a humanity.  

2. The root degeneration charge: it is very strong inside its root system. It can be a binary charge (fellowship, 
rivalry). When two religions who both carry exclusive Godness charge and rivalry root degeneration charge, 
there will be conflict between them for sure. 
While electric charge is a binary charge (+ or -), a particle can carry only one of them, such as, proton (+), 
electron (-). On the contrary, a religion can carry both fellowship and rivalry at the same time. 
In physics, the electric charge is called scalar charge. All charges (unitary, binary or ternary) that we have 
discussed so far are scalar charges. Yet, there are vector charges, that is, a charge contains two or more 
components, such as the root degeneration charge of religion contains two components (fellowship, rivalry).  
 
Note: Only particle (entity) can carry charges. Charge cannot carry charges. The vector charge consists of two or 
more dimensions. For a three dimension vector charge, it can always be reduced to a set of three scalar charges. 
This fact does not mean that charge carries charges. 
The vector algebra is a very mature discipline. I will show only one operation here, the inner product.  

o Root degeneration charge of religion A = (Fellowship A, Rivalry A) = (FA, RA) 
o Root degeneration charge of religion B = (Fellowship B, Rivalry B) = (FB, RB) 

The interaction (inner product) = (FA, RA) * (FB, RB) 

= (FA * FB + RA * RB) 

= F (A * B) + R (A * B) 

= Fellowship (A * B) + Rivalry (A * B) 

The inner product of two vectors is a scalar, a number. Obviously, if the fellowship number is bigger than the 

rivalry number, there is peace between A and B. Otherwise, there will be conflict between them. Seemingly, the 

degeneration between Catholicism and Protestantism resulted more fellowship than rivalry. On the contrary, 

the degeneration between Christianity and Islam produced more rivalry than fellowship. 

With the introduction of these two religion charges, the model of religion dynamics is very close to the real world. The 
entities, the charges, the interactions and the fields of interactions in this model are all clearly defined. However, I still 
see some problems.  
 

III. The difference between Pre- and Sub- 
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In physics, only particle (entity) can carry charges. The field is a space-time for particle to roam around and for 
interaction to play out. Yet, the field of this religion model is also religions, that is, the particle (entity) and the field 
cannot truly be distinguished in this religion model. Perhaps, the Political Science is different from Physics after all. 
Yet, there are some cases that particle and field are, indeed, cannot be distinguished in physics. 

1. In Newtonian physics, the mass charge is carried by particles (entities). In General Relativity, Einstein claimed 
that mass is the result of a wrinkle on the space-time sheet, that is, the mass charge is carried (or produced) by 
the field (the space-time). If his claim is correct, the Einstein mass charge will travel in this space-time sheet as a 
wave, the so-called gravitation wave.  

2. Today, physics is separated into two disciplines, the classic physics (the Newtonian physics) and quantum 
physics. They roam in two different fields, the classic field and the quantum field. However, if we can define a 
quantum charge (q0, q1), then a unified field which carries this quantum charge can represent both classic field 
and quantum field: 

o Classic (Newtonian) field = unified field (q0) 
o Quantum field = unified field (q1) 

This is not just a new way of representation. It changes the entire concept of physics. That is, the field can carry 

charges. Then, the difference between a particle and a field might not be significant any more.  

In the book Super Unified Theory (ISBN 0-916713-01-6), it outlined a Prequark model, as follow: 
 Quarks are composed of Prequarks 
 There are only two Prequarks (V, A) 

o V (Vacutron) is vacuum or nothingness. It carries 0 electric charge. 
o A (Angultron) is an angle which is created by the General Relativity wrinkle in the space-time sheet. It 

carries (+, -) 1/3 electric charge. Obviously, it should carry mass charge too. 
o Prequarks do not carry color charges. 

 Quark has three seats, similar to proton, and they form a field for Prequarks. 
 Quark colors are carried by those seats: 

Quark = (Red, Yellow, Blue) 

Note: This means that field is carrying (color) charges in this Prequark Model. 

Thus, religion being both entity and field is no longer unacceptable. The other issue is that religion, as a particle, is 
obviously not a sub-particle of a sub-civilization while it acts like one in the definition of sub-civilization. Can Prequark 
Model provides another rescue? I think so, but it will take a tortuous road. 
The quarks can be written as the composite of prequarks as follows: 

 u (up quark) = (V, A, A). Obviously, the electric charge is correct on both side. u (+2/3) = (0 + 1/3 + 1/3) = (+2/3) 
 d (down quark) = (V, V, -A). Again, d (-1/3) = (0 + 0 - 1/3) = (-1/3) 

The quark color charges are also correct. As V is vacuum, I will not write V out in the following equations; so the quark 

color, as the charge of the field, can be seen. 

 u (up quark, red) = (Red, A, A). As yellow and blue are covered by A's, the red shows through.  
So, u (up quark, yellow) = (A, Yellow, A)  
u (up quark, blue) = (A, A, Blue) 

 d (down quark, red) = (-A, Yellow, Blue). This d quark obviously has a ( - complement red) = red color. The yellow 
and blue d quarks work the same way. 

The Prequark Model above is very simple. However, I am discussing it here because it is the only model which can 

provide solutions for transforming Political Science into a physics-like science. 

Now, the Prequark Model, indeed, is a great language for describing quark model. Yet, according to the tradition of 
physics, only when prequarks are discovered in the laboratory, it becomes a verified theory. As we often need two id 
cards to identify a person, it is the same in physics. To identify a particle, it is necessary to know its mass plus, perhaps, 
its electric charge or one of the other charge. 
The prequark V is vacuum. Thus, it might not have any mass. So, the chance to discover V prequark in the laboratory is 
not good. How about the A prequark? First, we need to make a guess, the range of A's mass. As V is vacuum, we can 
omit V and write d quark as: 
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d quark = (V, V, -A) = ( , , -A) 

From the hint of d quark, we can make three guesses about the mass of prequark A. 

1. All d quark's mass is coming from the prequark A. That is, mass (d) = mass (A). 
 
This guess obviously cannot be correct for at least two reasons. 

o Then, there is no way to distinguish d and A. 
o The mass of u quark (A, A, V) differs from two d quarks significantly. 

2. If the General Relativity is correct, then a field has mass too. So, the mass of A-prequark is smaller than the mass 
of d quark. This guess is also very unlikely. If the mass of A is smaller than d quark, it could be discovered in the 
laboratory long ago as we have enough energy to produce it. 

3. The mass of prequark A is much, much, much higher than the mass of d quark. It is much heavier than we can 
produce in our laboratory. How can this be? 
When two protons form an atom, the mass of the atom is less than the sum of two proton's mass because some 
mass is converted as energy to bind them together. If the ticket price is very high for entering into the quark 
field, the prequark A might use out 99.99% its mass-energy for entering into the quark. Seemingly, this is the 
best guess. 

Thus, the prequark A, as a sub-particle of quark, is much more massive than the composite quark. So, the religion, as a 

constituent of a sub-civilization or of a state, can of course be much more massive than either of them. 

The prefix sub- means less than or subordinate. The prefix pre- means earlier or prior to. According to the above 
description, the prequark is not less than quark in terms of mass. Yet, it is prior to quark as it is the constituent of quark. 
Thus, this is the reason for choosing the term Pre-quark instead of Sub-quark in the Prequark Model. 
In the physics hierarchy, only prequarks break out the particle - subparticle axiom. Is there a similar example existing in 
our daily life experience? The best example is the visible iceberg (v-iceberg). As a particle, it can be written as: 

V-iceberg = (big chunk ice, ocean water, empty space above) 

Only with these three constituent parts, any v-iceberg can thus be seen or be measured. Yet, every constituent of this v-

iceberg is much more massive than the v-iceberg itself. 

Without the concept of pre-particle (not sub-particle), it will be very hard to define the term state (nation) in terms of 
religion, race and history, as each one of those is often more massive than a state itself. Without clear definitions, the 
Political Science cannot be a genuine science.  
 

IV. Political force equation 

Now, not only are we able to define many terms, we have done the followings. 
1. Root religions, religions, ..., civilizations, ... states and international organizations are defined as particles 

(entities) which can carry charges. 
2. By knowing the charges, the interaction between charges can be calculated. 
3. By discovering the pre-particles, 

o The particles can also be fields. 
o The constituent of particle can be much more massive than the particle itself. 

Note: Without the understanding of these two, there is no chance to transform Political Science to a physics-like 

science. 

4. By knowing particles, charges and fields, a field theory can be constructed. That is, a force equation can be 
written.  

Political force equation  

= K * [charge A(1) * charge A(2)] / [delta space * delta time] 

o The charge interaction always has an algebra table. For a vector charge, it can also be calculated with 
vector algebra. 

o Those algebra tables can always be quantified. The K is the coefficient of this quantification process. In 
physics, it is called coupling constant. 
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o Delta space is the distance between the two interacting charges. The bigger the distance, the weaker 
the interaction. 

o Delta time is the time has lapsed after two charges interact. The longer the lapse, the weaker the 
interaction. 

Now, we can check out two cases of religious (not political or economic) interactions: 

 between Israel and Jordan 
 between Israel and China 

Of course, there are many charges for religion. I have listed four sets of them. 

1. Grace -- unitary charge 
2. Godness -- inclusive verse exclusive, binary charge 
3. Root charge -- ternary charge 
4. Root degeneration charge -- a vector charge (fellowship, rivalry) 

We can calculate the force of each charge with the force equation above. 

 Case 1: between Israel and Jordan 
o Delta space -- very small, interaction will be strong 
o Delta time -- very small, as in contact constantly. Interaction will be strong. 
o Godness -- both exclusive, resulting repulsive 
o Root degeneration charge (fellowship, rivalry) -- very strong as having the same root charge (having the 

same root field). It could be very repulsive. 
 Case 2: Between Israel and China 

o Delta space -- large, interaction could be small 
o Delta time -- large, not in a frequent contact. Interaction could be small. 
o Godness -- one exclusive, one inclusive. Interaction is smaller than both being exclusive. 
o Root degeneration charge -- having different root charge, in different root fields. Interaction could be 

small. 
 
The equation of war 

I. Quantum collapse and quantum probability 

Even without the knowledge of the concepts of charges and equations, many people do reach the above conclusions. 
However, the model above does make the analysis easier. Yet, if we stop here, this model is not very useful. So what if 
we get a quantified number for both cases, such as: case 1 = X and case 2 = Y? For the question of what the probability 
of war between country A and country B is, how can the number X and Y play a part to calculate that probability? In 
order to calculate this kind of probability, we must look at some concepts of quantum probability first. 
For every quantum system, it consists of four concepts: 

1. Quantum states -- for a system, such as (country A, country B, war charge), it forms many possible scenarios. 
Each scenario is one quantum state. 

2. Quantum probability -- from many quantum states of that system, each quantum state will have a probability 
comparing with the other quantum states. 

3. Quantum collapse -- before the manifestation of a quantum event, that quantum system has many quantum 
states, and each quantum state has a probability for its manifestation as an event, such as, state (9) has the 
probability of 1% to become an event. However, when state (9) manifested as an event, its probability is no 
longer 1% but is 100%. This is called quantum collapse. The quantum probability gives us some information 
about the chance to manifest for each quantum state before the quantum collapse. For example, I brought one 
million Lotto tickets while Mr. A. brought only one. Thus, my chance to win is one million times higher than Mr. 
A's chance. However, Mr. A could be the winner, not me. When Mr. A won, his winning probability is no longer 
smaller than mine but is 100%. That is, however small a quantum probability is, it could turn out to be a 100% 
quantum reality. 

4. Quantum tunnel -- a quantum state has a zero quantum probability, yet it could turn out to be a 100% quantum 
reality. For example, I brought one million Lotto tickets while Mr. B had none. One month after the drawing, a 
Lotto ticket was blown to Mr. B's door step, and it is the winning ticket. 
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With quantum probability as an example, we are now able to construct the probability equation of war with the 
following steps: 

1. To find or to define a charge -- war charge 
2. To calculate the war charge interactions 
3. To calculate the force of that war charge with the Political force equation (a unified force equation) which uses 

the field of interaction as the denominator 
4. With the above (charges, interactions, forces, fields) and their combinations to find out all possible scenarios 

(quantum states) 
5. To construct a quantum probability equation for this charge or charges 
6. To calculate the probability of each quantum state 

Obviously, as soon as we find out or define the war charge, the rest steps are simply mathematics. So, what is war 
charge?  
 

II. About war charges and their interactions 

The war charge for civil war is completely different from all other wars. So, I will not discuss the civil war here. For all 
other wars, there are two kinds of motive for war, war of survival and war of wants. 

 War of survival has two types: 
o Offensive: to rob others in order to survive 
o Defensive: to defend from an offensive war 

 War of wants was the livelihood of Romans. In the book On the Origins of War (ISBN 0-385-42374-8), Dr. Donald 
Kagan wrote, "Clientage was one of Rome's most important institutions. The client was 'an inferior entrusted, by 
custom or by himself, to the protection of a stranger more powerful than he, and rendering certain services and 
observances in return for this protection.' The Romans spoke of a client as being in the fides or trust, of his 
patron, ... (page 235)  
 
"..., applying the deeply rooted internal principle of clientage based on fides to the arena of relations between 
peoples and states. A people defeated by the Romans was required to make an unconditional surrender. Then 
the Romans granted them a relationship, usually as an ally on one basis or another, but the defeated power was 
in the position of seeking a favor from Rome from a position of inferiority, as in private life an individual might 
have the status of a client seeking to be accepted into the fides of a patron. When the Romans accepted a state 
into its alliance and fides, they expected the performance of specified duties, and they expected allegiance and 
loyalty. In return they undertook a moral obligation to provide protection. ...  
 
"... One scholar's examination of the process leads him to this conclusion: 'Rome claims... the right to extend her 
alliance to any free state and to protect it against its enemies, even if the attack actually preceded the alliance. 
Thus the principle of the fetial law which prohibited aggressive wars was overcome and the legal form was 
developed which later permitted the conquest of the Mediterranean without clear infringement of this 
principle.' 
 
Rome's relations with other states, however, often seem less the extension of protection than the imposition of 
a protection racket, and there is considerable reason to believe that the Romans' remarkable expansion did not 
occur in a fit of absentmindedness or exclusively in defense of honor and friendship. ... Cicero emphasizes ... 'our 
ancestors took up arms not only to be free but also to rule.' The full story of Roman expansion, moreover, does 
not suggest that concern for their fides did very much to restrain the Romans from going to war. On the 
contrary, it often was the reason given for entering into a war that ended with the growth of Rome's territory 
and power; sometimes, perhaps it was just a pretext. Nor did the solemn legalities of the fetial law have a 
restraining effect. The Roman's demand for satisfaction of their grievances generally was framed in such a way 
as to guarantee a negative answer. We know of only one case in which the demand was complied with..." (page 
241 -242) 
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In a nutshell, the war of wants is the war for ruling over others. In the history, there are four types of war of 
wants. 

o To rule after the war -- colonial wars 
o To rule in the future time -- the preventive war, to prevent the rise of a strong enemy. The British's 

entering into the World War I was to annihilate the naval threat from Germany. 
o To prevent further conflict -- the spanking war, the only intention is giving a warning for any further 

conflict, such as, the Sino-India war of 1962 and Sino-Vietnam war in 1979. 
o To fight for others -- the alliance war, drawn into war by an alliance obligation. 

This war charge (survival, wants) is obviously not a scalar charge. However, every vector charge can always be reduced 

to a set of scalar charges. And, there are always many different kinds of interaction between charges. I will show two 

kinds of interaction here and treat them as the interaction of scalar charges. 

 The offensive survival war = OS 
 The defensive survival war = DS 
 The war of wants = WW 
 The interaction = Int (S) = (no war, war start) = (0, S) 

The following is the algebra table for this Int (S) interaction.  

 

Will war start table 

Int (S)         DS       OS      WW 

DS          0         S         S 

OS          S         S         S 

WW          S         S         S 

Although there are many types of WW, there is no need to write out each one of them in the above table, as each kind 
of them will always start the war. However, in a different interaction (such as, who will win the war), each type of WW 
might react differently. Let us define the term victory first. 

 Instantaneous victory -- a purely military victory which is gained after the military actions are ceased. 
 The final victory -- including the political victory which might arrive long after the end of military actions, 

perhaps hundred years later. 
This analysis is not an equation of the odds of winning a war in calculating the military tactics. In the book Art of War by 
Suntze (written 2,500 years ago), it does have such an equation. Please read the article Satellite Killer, unbreakable 
codes and more at http://www.chinese-word-roots.org/cwr015.htm . 
As we are now investigating the nature of war, it is okay to assume that the starter of war is always the military winner, 
as he should know better before he starts a war. Yet, will he always be able to win the final victory? It is a reasonable 
assumption that the endurance for a long lasting war is much less for WW than for DS. Of course, there is no reason to 
make such an assumption. We can always use other assumptions to calculate their interaction table. For the two tables I 
am showing below, I will use the following two assumptions: 

1. WW will always gain the instantaneous victory, WW win. 
2. WW will always has less endurance for a long lasting war. Thus, DS will always win the final victory. 
3. 0 means no war, no winner. ? means unknown. 

 

 

IV, Instantaneous Victory table 

IV         DS     WW 

   DS               0        WW Win 

  WW         WW Win               ? 

http://www.chinese-word-roots.org/cwr015.htm
http://www.chinese-word-roots.org/cwr015.htm
http://www.chinese-word-roots.org/cwr015.htm
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FV, the Final Victory table 

FV           DS         WW 

  DS               0        DS Win 

 WW             DS Win             ? 

Of course, there are many more such tables. In fact, the decision makers of national security are using this kind of 
information to formulate their war or peace decision although they might not write out those tables. That is, with these 
tables, we are able to deal with a war decision by evaluating many quantum states and by calculating the probability of 
each quantum state in an Equation of probability of a War. In addition to the motive of war, there are two more factors 
which will change the calculation of the probability. One is accelerator of war, the other the decelerator. 

 Accelerator: 
o military alliance is always an accelerator even if it is a defensive alliance. 
o military superiority 
o An easy and large gain (spoils) 
o etc. 

 Decelerator: 
o Deterrence 
o International laws 
o International organizations 
o etc. 

With these three factors (motives, accelerators and decelerators), the quantum states of any war cloud can be listed out 

as functions of these three factors and the combinations of them. And, the probability of each quantum state can be 

calculated. So, the probability of starting a war P (war) is:  

 

           P (war) = the sum of all probabilities of quantum states of this war cloud 

The quantum states of this war cloud arises from the following factors: 
 Motive of war, MO 
 Accelerator, AC 
 Decelerator, DE 
 The combination of the above three, CO 

So,  
              P (war) = P (war charges) = P (MO) + P (AC) + P (DE) + P (CO)  
 

III. A hypothetical example: the war cloud between USA and China 

Of course, MO, AC, DE and CO can be calculated with their interaction algebra table. With this equation, we can 
calculate the war cloud between USA and China. First, we must list out all possible quantum states. 

 state 1 
 state 2 
 State 3 -- Taiwan announced independence. China chooses to find a solution via diplomacy. 
 ... 
 state N 

o Motive: preventive on China's rising 
o Accelerator: 

 US-Japan and NATO alliances 
 China attacks Taiwan after Taiwan announced independence 

o Decelerator: 
 Deterrence -- might cause nuclear war 
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 US is now bogged down in Iraq 
 US needs China's help on many other issues 
 UN or other international organizations to mediate 
 The cost of human suffering on both sides 

 ... 
Now, we can calculate the probability of state N with two steps: 

1. Let us assume that there are a total 10 quantum states for this war cloud. That is, there are 10 pathways for this 
war cloud to settle. Again, assume that the probability of each quantum state is the same. So, the chance for 
quantum state N to manifest is 10% among all quantum states. 

2. The internal dynamics of state N is as the following table: 

Go, no go decision chart 

Decision 

                  Accelerator  

                verse 

                  Decelerator 

         Motive 

       verse 

               Decelerator 

go                             go                   0, 1 

no go                          no go                     0 

3. This chart is very much self-explanatory. After the comparison of accelerator with decelerator, only 
a Go decision will invoke the second comparison (motive verse decelerator). Without any decisive factor being 
known, the simplest way to calculate is to give an even outcome, 50/50. That is, with this chart, the probability 
of (go) is 25%. 

Combining the two steps above, the probability of state N to become a reality (go) is (0.10 x 0.25 =0.025) = 2.5%. Of 
course, this calculation used a few assumptions, and they are the simplest ones. With different assumptions, we will get 
a different calculation. The detailed charge interaction tables will provide us information for many different 
assumptions. In short, a number of calculations can be simulated with a computer model. 
The probability for state N is seemingly small. However, according to the concept of quantum collapse, state N could be 
a quantum reality, let alone to say that there is still a power of quantum tunneling. At this point, it is the time to inject 
our human intelligence and free will into this mathematical calculation and to do everything we can to prevent the 
collapse of state N. 
 

Conclusion: 

Yes, the Political Science can be transformed into a physics-like science via the following procedure: 
1. Describing every political statement or act with a dynamics. For example, the statement "Two men was fighting 

in the garden at 4 p.m." can be re-written with a dynamics as follow: 
o Entities (particles) -- actors (two men) 
o Charges: 

 Emotion, charge (e) 
 Fists, charge (f) 
 others 

o Interaction: 
 fighting, Int (f) 
 playing, Int (p) 
 others 

o Field (of interaction): 
 place, Fi (p) 
 time, Fi (t) 
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The above statement can be re-written as, "Two men who carry the charge (e) and charge (f) had the interaction 

Int (f) at Fi (p) and Fi (t)." This new statement is not only encompassing the original statement but is more 

detailed, and it can be used in a deeper analysis. 

2. In order to use the dynamics system above, every term must be defined according to the rules of dynamics, and 
it consists of three simple rules: 

o objects (nouns): 
 entities 
 charges 
 interactions 
 fields 

o action verbs (operators): 
 logic verbs 

 and - 
 or - 
 others 

 functions and equations 
examples: 

 force = (charge interaction) / field 
 quantum states = scenarios which are created by the degeneration of the forces 
 probability of a quantum state = the internal probability of a state * the probability of 

this state in the entire system 
o Principles: 

 Exclusion principle: every term defined above cannot have any intersection with other terms. 
For example: 

 Root religion charge (Semitic, Indian, Sinic) 
 Religion degeneration charge which produces 

 Christianity, Islam, etc. 
 Hinduism, Buddhism 
 Folk religion, Taoism, Sinicized Buddhism 

There is no overlap nor intersection between these two charges. 

 Completeness principle: Without knowing that Confucianism is also a religion, we will not be 
able to define the Godness charge (exclusiveness, inclusiveness). Without knowing the Godness 
charge, the interaction among religions cannot be defined. Each term must be complete. Of 
course, this is not an easy task. Yet, it can be done with a step by step approaching process. 

3. Political Science is, indeed, much more complicated than Physics. Besides the Prequark Dynamics, the entity and 
the field are 100% distinguishable in the entire Physics, as only particle can carry charges. Only in the Prequark 
Dynamics, the field can carry charges too. In a sense, field becomes charge. That is, the entity (particle), the 
charge and the field are all becoming not distinguishable in Prequark Dynamics. Yet, this is also the case for 
Political Science. The United Nation is obviously an entity (particle). It is also a field. The Roman Church is, of 
course, an entity while it is also a field. Without using this Prequark Dynamics, the Political Science cannot truly 
be transformed into a physics-like science. 
This Prequark Dynamics is not truly in conflict with the term exclusion principle above. There is a major 
difference between the following two cases: 

o A term was never defined clearly at the beginning, and it, of course, violates the exclusion principle. 
o A term was defined very clearly at the beginning, and it did not violate the exclusion principle. Yet, this 

term has many different functions as it can act as an entity, a field or a charge. There should be no 
confusion when the job assignments are clearly labeled for each term. So, Mr. A (entity) and Mr. A (field) 
will not cause any confusion. 

In Quantum physics, the act of observation of a quantum system can, in fact, change that system. That is, the very act of 
observation is changing the system which we are trying to observe. On the same token, can the equation of war of this 
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article not only be as a tool for politicians to calculate the probability of a given war cloud, but it will become a part of 
that decision making. I hope that this Equation of War will bring peace to this world as everyone can see that there are 
always many other pathways (quantum states) in addition to the course of war.  
 

 

 

Governability 
Written in 2007 

(See http://www.chinese-word-roots.org/cwr017.htm ) 

 

In the book The Clash of Civilizations -- and the Remaking of World Order (ISBN 0-684-8441-9), Dr. Huntington wrote, 

"Analysts compare the emergence of China to the rise of Wilhelmine Germany as the dominant power in Europe in the 

late nineteenth century. The emergence of new great powers is always highly destabilizing, and if it occurs, China's 

emergence as a major power will dwarf any comparable phenomena during the last half of the second millennium. 'The 

size of China's displacement of the world,' Lee Kuan Yew observed in 1994,' is such that the world must find a new 

balance in 30 to 40 years. It's not possible to pretend that this is just another big player. This is the biggest player in the 

history of man.' If Chinese economic development continues for another decade, as seems possible, and if China 

maintains its unity during the succession period, as seems probable, East Asian countries and the world will have to 

respond to the increasingly assertive role of this biggest player in human history." (page 231) 

Obviously, the statement above is conditional and is hinged on the condition of "if China maintains its unity during the 
succession period." Thus, many Sinologists have predicted the eventual collapse of China or of Chinese government 
under many different scenarios. However, most of those analyses were based on the political theory of the West, which 
might not be applicable in Chinese culture. 
A new theory can never be accepted or understood if it cannot make a contact with the old theory, as we always view 
the world only from the place where we stand, perhaps, from the place where we choose to stand. Thus, in this paper, I 
will summarize the Western Political Theory first. Then, I will outline the Chinese Political Theory. Finally, I will make a 
comparison between the two. 
Yet, I have discovered that most of college textbook on political science for freshman (such as the book, Governing by 
Consent, by John F. Bibby, ISBN 0-87187-527-6) discusses the US political system as it is without going into the details of 
its underlying theory and history. Thus, I am using three Classic Canons as the base for this discussion, and they are: 

1. Two Treatises of Government, by John Locke, the third edition of 1698. This book consists of two books, 
o Book one: The false principles and foundation of Sir Robert Filmer, and his followers, are detected and 

overthrown. 
o Book two: An Essay concerning the True Original, Extent, and End of Civil-government. 

2. The Social Contract, by Jean-Jacques Rousseau, translated by G.D. H. Cole, 1988, ISBN 087975-443-3 
3. Common Sense, Rights of Man by Thomas Paine, from rare editions of 1791 and 1792. 

In the book Governing by Consent, John Bibby wrote, "The government is an institution that through its actions has 
ultimate authority to allocate values in society -- to decide 'who gets what, when, how.' ... Government decisions are 
distinguished from those of other organizations by the fact that they are binding for all of society. ... have a monopoly on 
the legitimate use of force. ... to compel compliance. ... No other organizations in this society can legitimately use 
physical force." (page 7 - 8) 
Thus, the scope of this paper will be confined within three issues only. 

 What is the source from which the governing power arose? Is it a good and upright source? 
 What is the criterion to judge that a rightful government is doing its assigned responsibility? Who is the judge? 
 If a rightful government has failed on its responsibility, what is the procedure to remove it? This is also an issue 

of the conveyance of the Sovereign. 

http://www.chinese-word-roots.org/cwr017.htm
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I. Western Political Theories 

 Political theory of Sir Filmer -- the theory of Divine Right 
 Political theory of Locke, Rousseau and Paine (LRP) 

1. The pre-civil state 
2. The rise to a civil society 
3. Is the LRP process universal? 

II. Knowing the essence of Body Politic 
 Generalized LRP process 
 Spin-half system and the yardstick 

III. The Political Theory of China 
 Two novels 

1. 西 遊 記 (The Westward Journey) 

2. 封 神 榜 (The list of ordained gods) 

 The Canons of Chinese Political Theory 
 The differences between China and the West 
 The event horizon and the looping string system 

IV. The Real Politic  
Epilogue  

I. Western Political Theories 

John Locke's second treatise was the foundation for the modern Western political theory. Yet, his second treatise was 
really a product of his first treatise. Thus, we should first find out what the political theory was in Europe before Locke's 
theory. 
I. Political theory of Sir Robert Filmer -- it is wholly based on the Old Testament. 

1. Adam's Title to Sovereignty was by a Donation from God.  
 
"26. And God said, let us make man in our image, after our likeness; and let them have dominion over the fish of 
the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over the cattle, and over all the earth, and over every creeping thing 
that creepeth upon the earth. 
 
"27. So God created man in his own image, in the image of God created he him, male and female created he 
them. 
 
"28. And God blessed them, and God said unto them, Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth, and 
subdue it: and have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over every living thing 
that moveth upon the earth. (Genesis 1: 26 - 28)  
 
"And out of the ground the Lord God formed every beast of the field, and every fowl of the air; and brought 
them unto Adam to see what he would call them: and whatsoever Adam called every living creature, that was 
the name thereof." (Genesis 2 : 19)  

2. Adam's Title to Sovereignty was by the subjection of Eve.  
 
"Unto the woman he said, I will greatly multiply thy sorrow and thy conception; in sorrow thou shalt bring forth 
children; and thy desire shall be to thy husband, and he shall rule over thee." (Genesis 3 : 16)  

3. Adam's Title of Sovereignty was by Fatherhood.  
 
"And Adam called his Wife's name Eve; because she was the mother of all living." (Genesis 3: 20)  
"And Adam knew Eve his wife; and she conceived, and bare Cain, and said, I have gotten a man from the Lord. 
And she again bare his brother Abel. And Abel was a keeper of sheep, but Cain was a tiller of the ground." 
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(Genesis 4 : 1 - 2)  
 
In the book one of Locke, he wrote, "The Power of making Laws of Life and Death, is indeed a Mark of 
Sovereignty,..." (page 126)  
 
"And he that smiteth his father, or his mother, shall be surely put to death. (Exodus 21: 15)  
"And he that curseth his father, or his mother, shall surely be put to death." (Exodus 21: 17)  
 
"For every one that curseth his father or his mother shall be surely put to death: he hath cursed his father or his 
mother; his blood shall be upon him." (Leviticus 20 : 9)  
 
"If a man have a stubborn and rebellious son, which will not obey the voice of his father, or the voice of his 
mother, and that, when they have chastened him, will not hearken unto them:  
Then shall his father and his mother lay hold on him, and bring him out unto the elders of his city, and unto the 
gate of his place;  
And they shall say unto the elders of his city, This our son is stubborn and rebellious, he will not obey our voice; 
he is a glutton, and a drunkard.  
And all the men of his city shall stone him with stones, that he die: so shalt thou put evil away from among you; 
and all Israel shall hear, and fear." (Deuteronomy 21 : 18 - 21)  
 
"And it shall come to pass, that when any shall yet prophesy, then his father and his mother that begat him shall 
say unto him, Thou shalt not live; for thou speakest lies in the name of the Lord: and his father and his mother 
that begat him shall thrust him through when he prophesieth." (Zechariah 13: 3)  
 
"For God commanded, saying Honour Thy Father and Mother: and, He that curseth father or mother, let him die 
the death." (Matthew 15: 4)  
 
"... [Sir Robert Filmer's words] ... That every man that is born is so far from being free, that by his very birth he 
becomes a Subject of him that begets him." (page 49, Book one of Locke)  
 
"This Subjection of Children being, says he [Sir Robert], the Foundation of all Regal Authority." (page 69, Book 
one of Locke)  

4. The Conveyance of Adam's Sovereign Monarchical Power was with the Inheritance from Adam and with the law 
of Primogeniture.  

o "And the Lord said unto Cain, Why art thou wroth? and why is thy countenance fallen?  
If thou doest well, shalt thou not be accepted? and if thou doest not well, sin lieth at the door. And unto 
thee shall be his desire, and thou shalt rule over him.  
And Cain talked with Abel his brother: and it came to pass, when they were in the field, that Cain rose 
up against Abel his brother, and slew him." (Genesis 4: 6 - 8)  
 
"And the Lord said unto him, Therefore whosoever slayeth Cain, vengeance shall be taken on him 
sevenfold. And the Lord set a mark upon Cain, lest any finding him should kill him." (genesis 4 : 15)  

o "And Abraham gave all that he had unto Isaac.  
But unto the sons of the concubines, which Abraham had, Abraham gave gifts, and sent them away from 
Isaac his son, while he yet lived, eastward, unto the east country." (Genesis 25 : 5 - 6)  

o "And the Lord said unto her, Two nations are in thy womb, and two manner of people shall be separated 
from thy bowels; and the one people shall be stronger than the other people; and the elder shall serve 
the younger.  
And when her days to be delivered were fulfilled, behold, there were twins in her womb.  
And the first came out red, all over like a hairy garment; and they called his name Esau.  
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And after that came his brother out, and his hand took hold on Esau's heel; and his name was called 
Jacob: and Isaac was threescore years old when she bare them." (Genesis 25 : 23 - 26) 

With the four facts above, Sir Robert Filmer concluded, "That all Government is absolute Monarch. And the Ground he 
builds on, is this, That no Man is Born Free." (page 2, Book one of Locke) This Sir Filmer's theory is a theory of 
government by Divine Right. 
John Locke wrote 161 pages (the first Treatise of Government) in order to overthrown Sir Robert Filmer's theory. I will 
not quote them in details here. One of his key objection was about the conveyance of sovereignty via inheritance. Locke 
wrote, "For those who would perswade us, that by being born under any Government, we are naturally Subjects to it, 
and have no more any title or pretence to the freedom of the State of Nature, have no other reason (bating that 
Paternal Power, which we have already answer'd) to produce for it, but only because our Fathers or Progenitors passed 
away their natural Liberty, and thereby bound up themselves and their Posterity to a perpetual subjection to the 
Government, which they themselves submitted to. 'Tis true, that whatever Engagements or Promises any one made for 
himself, he is under the Obligation of them, but cannot by any Compact whatsoever, bind his Children or Posterity. For 
his Son, when a Man, being altogether as free as the Father can no more give away the liberty of the Son, then it can of 
anybody else." (page 255, Book two of Locke)  
 
This view of Locke gave rise to the concept of "that all men are born free" and was the driving force for America's 
Independence. For the declaration of English Parliament in 1688 to William and Mary, "The Lords spiritual and temporal, 
and Commons, do, in the name of the people aforesaid most humbly and faithfully submit themselves, their heirs and 
posterities, forever," in the book Rights of man, Thomas Paine wrote, "There never did, there never will, and there 
never can exist a parliament, or any description of men, or any generation of men, in any country, possessed of the right 
or the power of binding and controuling posterity to the 'end of time,' ... The vanity and presumption of governing 
beyond the grave, is the most ridiculous and insolent of all tyrannies. ... The parliament or the people of 1688, or of any 
other period, had no more right to dispose of the people of the present day, or to bind or to controul them in any shape 
whatever, than the parliament or the people of the present day have to dispose of, bind or controul those who are to 
live a hundred or a thousand years hence. (page 9)  
"Immortal power is not a human right, and therefore cannot be a right of parliament. (page 13, ibid)  
"... as government is for the living, and not for the dead, it is the living only that has any right in it." (page 14, ibid) 
Paine wrote again, "Every history of the creation, and every traditionary account, whether from the lettered or un-
lettered world, however they may vary in their opinion or belief of certain particulars, all agree in establishing one point, 
the unity of man; by which I mean that man is all of one degree, and consequently that all men are born equal, and with 
equal natural rights, and the same manner as if posterity had been continued by creation instead of generation, the 
latter being only the mode by which the former is carried forward; and consequently, every child born into the world 
must be considered as deriving its existence from God. The world is as new to him as it was to the first man that existed, 
and his natural right in it is of the same kind." (page 46, ibid) 
Obviously, the above views of Locke and Paine must give rise to a new Political Theory. Locke wrote, "All these premises 
having, as I think, been clearly made out, it is impossible that the Rulers now on Earth, should make any benefit, or 
derive any the least shadow of Authority from that, which is held to be the Fountain of all Power, Adam's Private 
Dominion and Paternal Jurisdiction, so that, he that will not give just occasion, to think that all Government in the World 
is the product only of Force and Violence, and that Men live together by no other Rules but that of Beasts, where the 
strongest carries it, and so lay a Foundation for perpetual Disorder and Mischief, Tumult, Sedition and Rebellion (things 
that the followers of that Hypothesis so loudly cry out against) must of necessity find out another rise of Government, 
another Original of Political Power, and another way of designing and knowing the Person that have it, then what Sir 
Robert F. hath taught us." (page 166, Book two of Locke)  
 
II. Political Theory of Locke, Rousseau and Paine -- it consists of three parts: 

 The pre-civil state -- the State of Nature 
 The rise to a civil state 
 The decaying paths of a civil state 
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A: The Pre-civil State 

The pre-civil state consists of six issues. 

1. There are two states in the State of Nature.  
o State of freedom -- Locke wrote, " ... a State of perfect Freedom to order their Actions, and dispose of 

their Possession, and Persons as they think fit, within the bounds of the Law of Nature, without asking 
leave, or depending upon the Will of any other Man." (page 167, Book two of Locke) 

o State of Equality -- Locke wrote, "A State of Equality, wherein all the Power and Jurisdiction is reciprocal, 
no one having more than another, there being nothing more evident, than that Creatures of the same 
species and rank promiscuously born to all the same advantage of Nature, and the use of the same 
faculties, should also be equal one amongst another without Subordination or Subjection, ..." (page 167, 
ibid) 

 

2. There could be having a State of War in the State of Nature.  
Locke wrote, "The State of War is a State of Enmity and Destruction; ... with him against whom he has declared 
such an Intention, and so has exposed his Life to the others Power to be taken away by him. ... For by the 
Fundamental Law of Nature, Man being to be preserved, as much as possible, when all cannot be preserv'd, the 
safety of the Innocent is to be preferred: And one may destroy a Man who makes War upon him, ..." (page 177, 
ibid)  

3. Slavery is a State of War. 
Locke wrote, "As Freedom of Nature is to be under no other restraint but the Law of Nature. ... For a Man, not 
having the Power of his own Life, cannot, by Compact, or his own Consent, enslave himself to any one, nor put 
himself under the Absolute Arbitrary Power of another, to take away his Life, ... For, whenever he finds the 
hardship of his Slavery out-weigh the value of his Life, 'tis in his Power, by resisting the Will of his Master, to 
draw on himself the Death he desires. This is the perfect condition of slavery, which is nothing else, but the State 
of War continued, ..." (page 182 - 183, ibid)  
 
Obviously, before Locke and Rousseau, there was the Right of slavery in Europe. In the book The Social Contract, 
Rousseau wrote, "Grotius and the rest find in war another origin for the so-called right of slavery. The victor 
having, as they hold, the right of killing the vanquished, the latter can buy back his life at the price of his liberty; 
and this convention is the more legitimate because it is to the advantage of both parties.  
But it is clear that this supposed right to kill the conquered is by no means deducible from the state of war. Men, 
from the mere fact that, while they are living in their primitive independence, they have no mutual relations 
stable enough to constitute either the state of peace or the state of war, cannot be naturally enemies. War is 
constituted by a relation between things, and not between persons; and, as the state of war cannot arise out of 
simple personal relations, ...  
War then is a relation, not between man and man, but between State and State, and individuals are enemies 
only accidentally, not as men, nor even as citizens, but as soldiers; not as members of their country, but as its 
defenders. Finally, each State can have for enemies only other States, and not men; for between things 
disparate in nature there can be no real relation.  
...  
The object of the war being the destruction of the hostile State, the other side has a right to kill its defenders, 
while they are bearing arms; but as soon as they lay them down and surrender, they cease to be enemies or 
instruments of the enemy, and become once more merely men, whose life no one has any right to take.  
...  
If war does not give the conqueror the right to massacre the conquered peoples, the right to enslave them 
cannot be based upon a right which does not exist. ... the right to enslave him cannot therefore be derived from 
the right to kill him.  
...  
So, from whatever aspect we regard the question, the right of slavery is null and void, not only as being 
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illegitimate, but also because it is absurd and meaningless. The words slave and right contradict each other, and 
are mutually exclusive." (page 19 - 21, The Social Contract)  

4. There is a Law of Nature.  
Locke wrote, "The State of Nature, has a Law of Nature to govern it which obliges every one, and Reason, which 
is that Law, teaches all Mankind, who will but consult it; That being all equal and independent, no one ought to 
harm another in his Life, Health, Liberty or Possessions; ..." (page 169, Book two of Locke)  
 
Locke again wrote, "The Freedom then of Man and Liberty of acting according to his own Will, is grounded on his 
having Reason, which is able to instruct him in that Law he is to govern himself by, and make him know how far 
he is left to the freedom of his own will. To turn him loose to an unrestrain'd Liberty, before he has Reason to 
guide him, is not the allowing him the privilege of his Nature to be free; but to thrust him out amongst Brutes, 
and abandon him to a state as wretched,..." (page 211, ibid)  

5. There are three Rights in the State of Nature.  
o The Right to punish the transgressors -- Locke wrote, " ... the Execution of the Law of Nature is in that 

State, put into every Mans hands, where by everyone has a right to punish the transgressors of that Law 
to such a Degree, as may hinder its Violation. ... to retribute to him, so far as calm reason and 
conscience dictates, what is proportionate to his Transgression, ... are the only reasons, why one Man 
may lawfully do harm to another, which is that we call punishment. ... upon this ground, every Man hath 
a Right to punish the Offender, and be Executioner of the Law of Nature" (page 169 - 171, Book two of 
Locke)  

o The Right to seek Reparation -- Locke wrote, "Besides the Crime which consists in violating the Law, and 
varying from the right Rule of Reason, whereby a Man so far becomes degenerate, and declares himself 
to quit the Principles of Human Nature, and to be a noxious Creature, there is commonly injury done, 
and some Person or other, some other Man, receives damage by his Transgression, in which Case he 
who hath received any damage, has besides the right of punishment common to him with other Men, a 
particular Right to seek Reparation from him that has done it. And any other person who finds it just, 
may also join with him that is injur'd, and assist him in recovering from the Offender, so much as may 
make satisfaction for the harm he has suffer'd." (page 172, Book two of Locke)  

o The Right of War -- Locke wrote, "... the State of Nature. But force, or a declared design of force upon 
the Person of another, where there is no common Superior on Earth to appeal to for relief, is the State 
of War: And 'tis the want of such an appeal gives a Man the Right of War even against an aggressor, 
though he be in Society and a fellow Subject." (page 179, ibid) 

 

Locke again wrote, "From these two distinct Rights, the one of punishing the Crime for restraint, and preventing 

the like Offence, which right of punishing is in every body; the other of taking reparation, which belongs only to 

the injured party, ..." (page 172, ibid)  

6. There are defects and inconveniences in the State of Nature. 
o Inconveniences -- Locke wrote, "... in the State of Nature, everyone has the Executive Power of the Law 

of Nature, I doubt not but it will be objected. That it is unreasonable for Men to be Judges in their own 
Cases, that Self-love will make Men partial to themselves and their Friends. And on the other side, ill 
Nature, Passion and Revenge will carry them too far in punishing others. And hence nothing but 
Confusion and Disorder will follow, ..." (page 174, ibid)  

o Defects -- Locke wrote, "To avoid this State of War (wherein there is no appeal but to Heaven, and 
wherein every the least difference is apt to end, where there is no Authority to decide between the 
Contenders) is one great reason of Mens putting themselves into Society, and quitting the Sate of 
Nature." (page 181, ibid) 

 

B. The rise to a Civil Society 

There are six issues about this Civil Society. 
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1. The transformation -- the rise to Civil Society.  
Locke wrote, "Man being born, as has been proved, with a Title to perfect Freedom, and an uncontrouled 
enjoyment of all the Rights and Privileges of the Law of Nature, equally with any other Man, or Number of Men 
in the World, hath by Nature a Power, not only to preserve his Property, that is, his Life, Liberty and Estate, 
against the Injuries and Attempts of other Men; but to judge of, and punish the breaches of that Law in others, 
as he is perswaded the offence deserves, even with Death itself, in Crimes where the heinousness of the Fact, in 
his Opinion, requires it. But because no Political Society can be, nor subsist without having in itself the Power to 
preserve the Property, and in order thereunto punish the Offences of all those of that Society: There, and there 
only is Political Society: where every one of the Members hath quitted this natural Power, resign'd it up into the 
hands of the Community in all cases that exclude him not from appealing for Protection to the Law established 
by it. And thus all private judgement of every particular Member being excluded, the Community comes to be 
Umpire, by settled standing Rules; indifferent and the same to all Parties: And by Men having Authority from the 
Community for the execution of those Rules, decides all the differences that may happen between any Members 
of that Society, concerning any matter of right, and punishes those Offences which any Member hath committed 
against the Society with such Penalties as the Law has established; whereby it is easy to discern who are, and 
who are not, in Political Society together. Those who are united into one Body, and have a common 
establish'd Law and Judicature to appeal to, with Authority to decide Controversies between them, and punish 
Offenders, are in Civil Society one with another; but those who have no such common Appeal, I mean on Earth, 
are still in the state of Nature, each being where there is no other, Judge for himself, and Executioner; which is, 
as I have before shew'd it, the perfect state of Nature." (page 229 - 230, Book two of Locke)  

2. The differences between the Pre-civil State and the Civil Society:  
Paine wrote, "Hitherto we have spoken only (and that but in part) of the natural rights of man. We have now to 
consider the civil rights of man, and to shew how the one originates out of the other. ... His natural rights are the 
foundation of all his civil rights. ... Natural rights are those which appertain to man in right of his existence. Of 
this kind are all the intellectual rights, or rights of the mind, and also all those rights of acting as an individual for 
his own comfort and happiness; which are not injurious to the natural rights of others. --- Civil rights are those 
which appertain to man in right of his being a member of society. Every civil right has for its foundation some 
natural right pre-existing in the individual, but to which his individual power is not, in all cases, sufficiently 
competent. Of this kind are all those which relate to security and protection. 
From this short review, it will be easy to distinguish between that class of natural rights which man retains after 
entering into society, and those which he throws into common stock as a member of society. 
The natural rights which he retains, are all those in which the power to execute is as perfect in the individual as 
the right itself. Among this class, as is before mentioned, are all the intellectual rights, or rights of the mind: 
consequently, religion is one of those rights? The natural rights which are not retained, are all those in which, 
though the right is perfect in the individual, the power to execute them is defective. (page 48 - 49, Rights of 
Man)  
 
In fact, this pre-civil to civil transformation consists of two parts: 

o The Law of Nature is transformed into the Civil Law, as Locke wrote, "... Those who are united into one 
Body, and have a common establish'd Law and Judicature to appeal to, ..." 

o The Natural Rights of Right of Punishment, Right to Reparation and of the Right to War are transformed 
into Civil Rights, the Civil Liberty. In the Declaration of The Rights of Man and of Citizens by the National 
Assembly of France, it defines the Civil Liberty with the Article IV, "Political Liberty consists in the power 
of doing whatever does not injure another. The exercise of the natural rights of every man, has no other 
limits than those which are necessary to secure to every other man the free exercise of the same rights; 
and these limits are determinable only by the [civil] Law." That is, the civil liberty is defined and confined 
by the civil law. 

Rousseau wrote, "Finally, each man, in giving himself to all, gives himself to nobody, and as there is no associate 
over which he does not acquire the same right as he yields others over himself, he gains an equivalent for 
everything he loses, and an increase of force for the preservation of what he has." (page 24, The Social 
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Contract)  
 
Note: For convenience, I will call this pre-civil to civil transformation as Locke-Rousseau-Paine process, or LRP 
process in short.  

3. The rise of a new species -- the Sovereign.  
As Rousseau said, "... and an increase of force for the preservation of what he has." That is, in addition to as a 
transformation, the LRP process is, in fact, a creation process. 
Locke wrote, "That all Men by Nature are equal; I cannot be supposed to understand all sorts of Equality: Age or 
Virtue may give Men a just Precedency: Excellency of Parts and Merit may place others above the Common 
Level: Birth may subject some, and Alliance of Benefits others to pay an Observance to those to whom Nature, 
Gratitude or other Respects may have made it due; ...  
Children, I confess are not born in this full state of Equality, though they are born to it. Their Parents have a sort 
of Rule and Jurisdiction over them when they come into the World,..." (page 204 - 205, Book two of Locke) 
Then, man is not born free even in the State of Nature. The best we can say is that man is born to be free. Again, 
man is not equal in many aspects in the real life. The best we can say is that all men ought to be born equal. 
However, even if the premise of LRP that man is born free and equal as two states in the State of Nature were 
wrong, it has no effect to the reality of Civil Liberty after the LRP process. After the LRP process, the Civil Liberty 
is a reality. Then, what is the essence of the LRP process? It encompasses three parts: 

a. It is a transformation process: 
 Law of Nature ----> Civil Law 
 Rights of Nature ----> Civil Liberty 

b. It is a creation process -- the rise of CommonWealth, the Body Politic or the Sovereign. 
c. It is a moral process -- the terms of "to be free" and "ought to be equal" are terms of moral philosophy. 

Rousseau wrote, "At once, in place of the individual personality of each contracting party, this act of 
association creates a moral and collective body... 
and now takes that of Republic or body politic; it is called by its members State when passive, Sovereign 
when active,..." (page 24 - 25, The Social Contract" 
Rousseau wrote, "If the State is a moral person whose life is in the union of its members, and if the most 
important of its cares is the care for its own preservation, it must have a universal and compelling force, 
in order to move and dispose each part as may be most advantageous to the whole. ... and it is this 
power which, under the direction of the general will bears, as I have said, the name of Sovereignty." 
(page 36, ibid) 

4. The embodiment of the Sovereign -- the Government.  
o The first embodiment, the heart of the Sovereign -- the Legislative. Locke wrote, "... the Legislative was 

placed in collective Bodies of Men, call them Senate, Parliament, or what you please, by which means 
every single person became subject equally with other the meanest Men to those Laws, which he 
himself, as part of the legislative had established; nor could anyone, by his own Authority avoid the 
force of the Law, ..." (page 237, Book two of Locke)  

o The second embodiment, the brain of the Sovereign -- the Executive. Rousseau wrote, "The body politic 
has the same motive powers; here too force and will are distinguished, will under the name of 
legislative power and force under that of executive power. ...  
...that the executive power cannot belong to the generality as legislature or Sovereign, because it 
consists wholly of particular acts which fall outside the competency of the law, and consequently of the 
Sovereign, whose acts must always be laws." (page 59 - 60, The Social Contract) 

o Other body parts of the Sovereign -- the Prerogative and others.  
Locke wrote, "This power to act according to discretion for the publick good, without the prescription of 
the Law, and sometimes even against it, is that which is called Prerogative,... (page 292, Book two of 
Locke)  
"For Prerogative is nothing but the Power of doing publick good without a Rule." (page 296, ibid)  
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Note: In the book The Social Contract, Rousseau listed a few others, such as, the tribunate, the 
dictatorship and the censorship. 

Theoretically, the Sovereign and its embodiment should be two sides of the same coin. Yet, in practice, many 

people use only one part of the embodiment as Sovereign itself, and this is wrong. Paine wrote, "... the French 

constitution distinguishes between the King and the Sovereign: It considers the station of King as official, and 

places Sovereignty in the nation. (page 79, Rights of Man)  

"The right of a Parliament is only a right in trust, a right by delegation, and that but from a very small part of the 

nation; ..." (page 123, ibid)  

5. The different types of embodiment -- the monarchy, the aristocracy and the democracy.  
Rousseau wrote, "... the Sovereign may commit the charge the government to the whole people or to the 
majority of the people, so that more citizens are magistrates than are mere private individuals. This form of 
government is called democracy.  
Or it may restrict the government to a small number, so that there are more private citizen than magistrates; 
and this is named aristocracy.  
Lastly, it may concentrate the whole government in the hands of a single magistrate from whom all others hold 
their power. This third form is the most usual, and is called monarchy, or royal government." (page 67, The 
Social Contract)  
 
That is, the monarchy, the aristocracy and the democracy are all products of LRP process.  

6. The decaying paths and the death of the Body Politic.  
Rousseau wrote, "... The moment a master exists, there is no longer a Sovereign, and from that moment the 
body politic has ceased to exist." (page 32, The Social Contract)  
 
Locke wrote, “As usurpation is the exercise of Power which another hath a Right to; so Tyranny is the exercise of 
Power beyond Right, which no Body can have a Right to. And this is making use of the Power any one has in his 
hands; not for the good of those who are under it, but for his own private separate advantage." (page 321, Book 
two of Locke)  
Note: Power without Right for doing public good is called Prerogative.  
 
Locke wrote, "Despotical Power is an Absolute, Arbitrary Power one Man has over another, to take away his Life 
whenever he pleases; and this is a Power which neither Nature gives, for it has made no such distinction 
between one Man and another, nor Compact can convey." (page 301, Book two of Locke)  
 
Thus, the Tyranny and the Despotism are two decaying paths for the LRP process. That is, they are parts of the 
LRP process. 

 

C: Is LRP process universal? 

Up to this point, there is no issue of right (correct) or wrong about this LRP process. Even if all its premises were wrong, 
it has produced a workable framework for Real Politic. Even if man were born not free and not equal, as long as the 
powerful and the meek are all willing to enter into this LRP process, the Body Politic is born. So, the premise of LRP that 
man is born free and equal could be a sufficient condition for this LRP process; it is definitely not a necessary condition. 
Only for Logic, the conclusion of a logic is wholly depended upon its premise. For Science, the premise is always a 
sufficient condition, not necessary to be a necessary condition. And, this is the case in most cases in the science history.  

 Newton viewed this universe was static and flat which was directly opposite to Einstein's view that the universe 
was dynamic and curved. Yet, Newton's laws are not wrong but fail to encompass the Relativity. 

 Einstein held a determinism view on this universe which is directly opposite to the Uncertainty Principle. Yet, his 
Relativity is not wrong but fails to encompass the quantum world. 

Although the validity of the LRP process does not depend upon its premises, it will still be very beneficial to understand 

those premises. Is man, indeed, born free and equal? In order to research this question, we must first know what free is. 
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In the book The Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Paul Edwards, Editor in Chief, Collier Macmillian Publishers, London, 1972), 
it wrote, "In the history of philosophical and social thought 'freedom' has a specific use as a moral and a social concept -- 
to refer either to circumstances which arise in the relations of man to man or to specific conditions of social life. Even 
when so restricted, important differences of usage are possible, and most of the political or philosophical argument 
about the meaning or the nature of freedom is concerned with the legitimacy or convenience of particular application of 
the term." (page 221, Volume III). I am summarizing those traditional views below.  

1. Negative freedom (freedom from ...) --- Freedom from any external force. 
o Absence of coercion or constraint imposed by another person. 
o Absence of any constraint imposed by any circumstance -- who lacks the means to get what he wants 

cannot be free. So, the under privileged is much less free than those who have means. 
2. Positive freedom (freedom to choice): 

o Many choices are available. 
o There are means to get that he chooses. 

I personally do not see any difference between these two kinds of freedom above. That the number of choices available 

is an external circumstance. That the means to get what one chooses is also an external circumstance, the state of being 

have or have not. That is, the term "freedom" in a general sense cannot be defined precisely. While it cannot be defined 

precisely, how can there be a true freedom in the real world? So, we came up a new kind of freedom, the "freedom of 

...," such as, the freedom of speech, freedom of assembly, freedom of worship, ... etc.. This kind of "freedom of ..." is 

more narrowly defined, and hopefully, it could be achieved. 

In my view, I do see two kinds of freedom. 
 Freedom to choose. 
 Freedom from choosing. 

Freedom from choosing is, often, indistinguishable from "lacking the freedom to choose" in the real world. However, 

their difference is distinguishable in the moral world. Furthermore, "freedom from choosing" has much 

better value than "freedom to choose" has. For example, there are five prizes. 

1. Prize one -- nothing 
2. Prize two -- a TV set 
3. Prize three -- a car 
4. Prize four -- a house 
5. Prize five -- a true love for marriage 

The rule for choosing is that everyone can only choose one and with the following choices. 

 By spinning a wheel 
 By paying a fee 

1. Prize one -- zero dollars 
2. Prize two -- $1,000 
3. Prize three -- $20,000 
4. Prize four -- $500,000 
5. Prize four -- Lifetime commitment 

 Others 
By having the freedom to choose, we will get one of the prize one way or the other. Yet, do we get what we truly want? 

If I have the "freedom from choosing," then, I could have the right to take all prizes. Seemingly, this is not an Earthly 

freedom. Seemingly, only God has the freedom from choosing. God acts, and it is done, and it is perfect. Only God needs 

no "freedom to choose." If this is the case, there again are having two kinds of freedom. 

1. Earthly freedom -- freedom to choose 
2. Godly freedom -- freedom from choosing. 

If the "freedom to choose" does not encompass the "freedom from choosing," then "freedom to choose" is not a 

complete freedom. If it is, then the "freedom to choose" can be voided at any time. Seemingly, we do not truly know 
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what the "freedom" truly is. It is about the same as to "electric charge." We seemingly know a lot about "electric 

charge." 

 We can cook our meals with electric charges. 
 We can watch TV and use computer, etc. with electric charge. 
 Electric charge can even kill a person. 
 Proton carries a positive electric charge and electron carries a negative one. 
 ... We know a lot more this kind of information about electric charge. 

Yet, what is electric charge? Anyway, we better get back to our topic. What is freedom? Although the above discussion 

has limited the term of freedom in the domain of human affair, I would like to view it from the biggest scope possible. 

So, I would like to define free or freedom as follow:  

Definition: Free or Freedom is a state which is not affected by any external force.  

Theorem one: A free particle must not lose its own energy.  

Theorem two: A free particle must not affect the external world. 

Obviously, the two theorems above become direct consequences of this definition. In the book The Divine 
Constitution (Library of Congress Catalog Card Number 91-90780), it wrote, "In physics, a free particle is defined as a 
particle that is not influenced by any external force; thus, it will not lose any of its own energy or essence. With this 
definition, does any free particle exist in this world? Most electrons are not free because they will be pushed or pulled 
by any nearby electrons and protons. Physicists tell us that a free particle can only exist in a potential well with an 
infinite depth. In other words, it can only exist in solitary confinement.  
Surprise! Surprise! The total freedom can only come from the complete solitary confinement -- the stronger the 
confinement, the greater the freedom. A neutron, when it is confined in a nucleus, is closely to be a free particle, and it 
can survive for a long time, almost forever [otherwise, atoms will decay]. When it is expelled from this confined 
environment and enters into the open world, it will die or decay in a matter of 15 minutes. Not only is the freedom of a 
neutron but its survival completely dependent upon the strength of the confining force. The stronger confining force 
acts on a neutron, more stable this neutron will be.  
This notion of freedom seems ridiculous and absurd, but it can be understood very easily. If there were only one person 
in this world, he would have the right to do whatever he wants to do, when he wants to do it, to what he wants to do it 
and under circumstances of his own choosing. He has the absolute freedom because he is in a complete solitary 
confinement and in a state of absolute loneliness. If there are two persons in this world, then one person's freedom is 
reduced and checked by the freedom of the other person. The confining force of this 2nd person is much less than the 
force of the solitary confinement; therefore, there is much less freedom between either of them.  
Every tyrant rules his subjects with his own hands. When we fight against any tyrant, we only fight against a single man. 
So, the confining force from any tyrant is very weak and often short-lived. On the other hand, democracy has a much 
stronger confining power. When we fight against democracy, we are fighting against the majority of population. Because 
democracy is a much stronger confining force, there is much more freedom in a democratic society.  
This notion of freedom can also be demonstrated in mathematics. When we live in a one-dimensional world, that means 
that we are confined with only one-dimensional force, our maximum freedom can never go behind one degree of 
freedom. When we are confined by a two-dimensional force, our maximum freedom also has a chance to be two 
degrees of freedom. The more dimensions a confining force has, the more degrees of freedom we can possibly have.  
We are confined by gravity force; so we have Earth as our nice home. We are confined by thermodynamics; so we are 
able to build cars and air conditioners. We are confined by Electrodynamics; so we are able to invent televisions, video 
machines and computers. ..." (page 83 - 84) 
The above passage points out the essence of freedom, 

 The stronger confinement = the greater freedom, 
 The higher-dimension confining force = the higher degree of freedom. 

It, in fact, points out the concept of "Asymptotic freedom." When a dog is tied up with a dog leash, the dog is seemingly 

not free. Yet, it has a great freedom inside the length of the leash. This kind of freedom is called Asymptotic freedom in 

physics. In fact, regardless of how we define the term of freedom, all Earthly freedom is asymptotic freedom. 
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The stronger the Civil Laws there are, the greater the Civil Liberty we have. This, of course, is one of the major reasons 

that the premise of LRP has nothing to do with the conclusion of LRP. 

Again, the same as to electric charge, we do know a lot about the LRP process, 
 It creates civil laws and civil liberties, 
 It creates sovereign, 
 Rousseau said that sovereign is a moral being, 
 LRP process has many decaying paths, to Tyranny, to Despotism, etc., 
 Many others. 

Yet, what is a moral being? What is moral? In the book Groundwork of the Metaphysic of Morals, Immanuel Kant 
wrote, "[paraphrase] The moral worth of an action lies not in the purpose to be attained by it, but in the maxim in 
accordance with which it is decided upon. Whether or not I attain my ends does not depend on me alone, and my 
actions cannot be pronounced good or bad according to the effects they actually bring about. But I can be praised or 
blamed for my intentions, and I can, if I choose, make sure that the maxim or subjective principle of my action accords 
with the requirements of morality." Then, what is the maxim? "To do this I have only to ask myself the simple question 
whether I could will that the maxim should become a universal law, governing not merely this particular action of mine, 
but the actions of all agents similarly circumstanced. ... an action can be permissible for me only if it is permissible for 
anyone in my situation." 
By accepting this definition of moral, a moral being must be a universal being. Then, its coming alive ought to depend 
upon to nothing. Yet, LRP claimed that LRP process is a consenting process to form a General Will, the Sovereign, the 
moral being, and an absolute right of not to consent must be a part of this LRP process. In order to resolve this issue, 
Locke wrote, "There is a common distinction of an express and a tacit consent, which will concern our present case. 
Nobody doubts but an express Consent, of any Man, entering into any Society, makes him a perfect Member of that 
Society, a Subject of that Government. The difficulty is, what ought to be look'd upon as a tacit Consent, and how far it 
binds, i.e. how far any one shall be looked on to have consented, and thereby submitted to any Government, where he 
has made no Expressions of it at all. And to this I say, that every Man, that hath any Possession, or Enjoyment, of any 
part of the Dominions of any Government, doth thereby give his tacit Consent, and is as far forth obliged to Obedience 
to the Laws of Government, during such Enjoyment,..." (page 257 - 258, Book two of Locke) 
Locke again wrote, "But submitting to the Law of any Country; living quietly, and enjoying Priviledges and Protection 
under them, makes not a Man a Member of that Society: This is only a local Protection and Homage due to, and from all 
those who, not being in a state of War, come within the Territories belonging to any Government, to all parts whereof 
the force of its Law extends. But this no more makes a Man a Member of that Society, and perpetual Subject of that 
Commonwealth, than it would make a Man a Subject to another in whose Family he found it convenient to abide for 
some time; though, whilst he continued in it, he were obliged to comply with the Laws, and submit to the Government 
he found there. ... Nothing can make any Man so, but his actually entering into it by positive Engagement, and express 
Promise and Compact." (page 259 - 260, ibid) 
These two passages are direct description of the reality today. However, the question is, is there any government (good, 
bad or else, but excluding the conquest) existing today not getting consents from its people? If we can find a single such 
a government which exists in peace today while without the consent of its people, then the LRP process is not universal, 
but a special particular species. Rousseau wrote, "This does not mean that the commands of the rulers cannot pass for 
general wills, so long as the Sovereign, being free to oppose them, offers no opposition. In such a case, universal silence 
is taken to imply the consent of the people." (page 32, The Social Contract). Are the tacit consent of Locke and the silent 
consent of Rousseau different species from the LRP consent? Is the LRP process universal or a special species? If it is 
universal, then we might not need to talk about the governability of China any more. It must be a subset of this LRP 
process. Perhaps, it is in a decaying state of this LRP process. 
Rousseau wrote, "... generally, democratic government suits small States, aristocratic government those of middle size, 
and monarchy great ones. (page 68, The Social Contract)  
"We found, on general grounds, that monarchy is suitable only for great States, and this is confirmed when we examine 
it in itself. (page 74, ibid)  
"It may be added that there is no government so subject to civil wars and intestine agitations as democratic or popular 
government, because there is none which has so strong and continual a tendency to change to another form, or which 
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demands more vigilance and courage for its maintenance as it is. Under such a constitution above all, the citizen 
should arm himself with strength and constancy, ..." (page 70, ibid) 
Obviously, the Founding Fathers of America took Rousseau's words into their hearts and passed the 2nd Amendment: 
Right to keep arms, a well-regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to 
keep and bear arms shall not be infringed. Yet, Rousseau's statement about that democratic government suits only small 
States is, seemingly, no longer correct. 
Perhaps, the same as to the electric charge, while we live in and with the LRP process all our life, we do not truly know 
the essence of it. 

II: Knowing the essence of Body Politic 

Now, the Locke-Rousseau-Paine (LRP) process can be summarized as below: 
1. Initial State -- State of Nature 
2. Transformation one -- consenting to form a General Will 
3. Transformed State -- Body Politic with Civil Laws and Civil Liberty, the Sovereign, a moral being 
4. Transformation two -- decaying paths, usurpation to tyranny or Despotism 
5. Final State -- State of Nature  

Rousseau wrote, "So that the moment of the government usurps the Sovereignty, the social compact is broken, 
and all private citizens recover by right their natural liberty, ..." (page 87, The Social Contract) 
 

A. Generalized LRP process 

By returning to its initial state, this LRP process comes alive, forming a perpetual process. As I have shown above, the life 
force of this LRP process is so strong, it does not depend upon the contents of either the states or the transformation 
functions. Thus, the following should still be a LRP process, or a generalized LRP process. For the convenience, I will 
name it as LRP-a process. 

 State of Nature -- it can be in one of the four states below 
1. Man is born not free 
2. Man is born free 
3. Man is born to be free 
4. Man ought to be born free 

 Transformation one -- it can be one of the two transformations below 
1. Consenting to form a general will 
2. A monarch + tacit consent + silent consent  

Rousseau wrote, "So far, we have considered the prince as a moral and collective person, unified by the 
force of the laws, and the depositary in the State of the executive power. We have now to consider this 
power when it is gathered together into the hands of a natural person, a real man, who alone has the 
right to dispose of it in accordance with the laws. Such a person is called a monarch or king. (page 72 -
73, The Social Contract)  
"We found, on general grounds, that monarchy is suitable only for great States, and this is confirmed 
when we examine it in itself." (page 74, ibid) 

 Transformed State -- Civil Laws and Civil Liberty, the Sovereign, a moral being 
 Transformation two -- it can be one of the two transformations below 

1. Usurpation to tyranny or Despotism 
2. Locke showed four kinds of decaying path in his Book Two, from page 330 - 340. 

 Final State -- State of Nature 
By reading the books of LRP in detail, this LRP-a process should still be the LRP process. However, if anyone disagrees 
with this view, it is still clear that the LRP process is a special case of this LRP-a process. In fact, we can generalize this 
process even further as below. 

1. State A 
2. Transformation one -- T1 (A) ----> B 
3. State B 
4. Transformation two -- T2 (B) ----> A 
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5. State A 
 

B. Spin-half process and the yardstick 

For the convenience, I will name the above process as LRP-g process. Obviously, this LRP-g process is no longer confined 

as a political process. It is now a mathematics system. That is, we are now able to study its general properties (which 

might go way beyond the scope of the political process) in terms of mathematics. Is there another natural process 

defined by or with this LRP-g process? Let us look at the following situation. 

 Case one -- I am standing in front of a mirror. With a rotating process, I see myself again after a 360 degree 
rotation. 

 Case two -- I am standing in front of a mirror. Yet, there is something strange. That mirror is somehow linked to 
my body, with some mechanic devices or with God's miracle hand. When I rotate 360 degrees, that mirror 
rotates 180 degrees. That is, I can no longer see myself in the mirror after a whole rotation. I must rotate 720 
degrees (two whole rotations) in order to see myself in the mirror again. 

It is very easy to see that there is an absolute freedom in Case one. I am not affected by the mirror during my rotation. In 
Case two, there is no absolute freedom but a confined freedom (the asymptotic freedom). For many people, the Case 
two does not exist in the real world; it could only be a good story in the Alice's wonderland. Yet, for physicists, the Case 
two gives rise to a very important physical property, the quantum spin. The case one can be viewed as an ordinary spin 
which has an integer value (0, 1, 2, ...). The Case two is the spin of quantum particles, such as proton, neutron or 
electron, and their spin value is always a fraction, such as 1/2, 1/3, etc.. For a particle having a spin half (1/2), it must 
make two whole rotations (720 degrees) before it returns to its initial condition. In physics, the particle with spin half 
(1/2) has the following properties: 

1. It exists in two worlds, one ordinary world which we can see with our common sense and a hyper-space which 
houses the quantum uncertainty. 

2. Spin half particle must obey the Pauli's Excluding principle, that is, no spin half particle can occupy the same 
quantum state with another spin half particle. In political term, the Pauli's Excluding principle is 
called Individualism. In physics, the spin half (1/2) particle is called Fermion. The particle with integer spin is 
called Boson. Boson does not obey the Excluding principle. 

With an analogy, the LRP process is very similar to the above description. Man also exists in two worlds, the State of 
Nature and the Body Politic. The civil laws which guarantees the individualism is similar to the Pauli's excluding principle. 
While every individual is similar to a fermion, there is a bosonic state. The Conjugal Compact between man and woman 
consists of a communion and right in one another's bodies and property. That is, two particles are occupying the same 
quantum state. In this case, man and woman become bosons. However, for the LRP-g process, it is no longer similar to 
the spin-half dynamics but is identical to it. With this conclusion, we get two insights right the way. 

1. The LRP process is a universal process. 
2. We can get a lot more insights about the LRP process by studying the spin-half dynamics. 

Now, what is the electric charge? This question is no longer as a physics question only. By knowing the answer, we can 
get a lot of insights about the LRP process. In physics, there are only three fundamental cornerstones, time, space and 
the spin. All other variables, (such as, electric charge, mass charge, forces, fields, etc.,) are derived from these three. The 
unit for spin is called the Planck's constant, the h-bar, which is a limit for the following equation. 

(delta Momentum) x (delta space) = h-bar  

or  

(delta energy) x (delta time) = h-bar 

So, what is h-bar, the unit of spin? According to the above equations, it is just a rectangle, such as, one side (delta 
momentum) times the other side (delta space). And there are two kinds of rectangle. These rectangles have a finite and 
fixed size. The nature use this fixed size rectangle to map the universe. The faster it (or we) can map it, the more it can 
know about (or control) this universe. Yet, there is a speed limit in nature, the light speed, c. That is, the best, anyone 
(we or nature) can do, is h-bar times the light speed, c * h-bar. 
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Again, what is the electric charge? Would you be surprised that electric charge is simply the square root of c * h-bar? 
The square root of a rectangle is a yardstick. The electric charge is one of the yardsticks that nature uses to control this 
universe. As I have shown above, the LRP is also a spin-half process, then it consists of the followings: 

 A unit of spin, politicizing process, the p-bar 
 A maximum speed for politicizing, v 
 The measuring or controlling yardstick (VP), the square root of v * p-bar 

For the LRP process, we do have Civil Law as its product. And, the civil law is the yardstick for controlling the Body Politic. 
With electric charge, we do enjoy many good things for life, such as, TV, computer, etc.. With Civil Law, we enjoy many 
things, such as civil rights, which are more important than any material things.  

 

III. The Political Theory of China 

As the LRP process is identical to the spin-half dynamics, we are greatly encouraged to use physics theory as a guide in 
studying the political theory. In physics, there are four kinds of charge, the measuring yardsticks. 

 The electric charge. For the convenience, I set its strength as 1 (one). 
 The strong force charge. In comparison, its strength will be 100. 
 The weak force charge. Its strength is about 1/0.0000000000000001 
 The gravity force (mass) charge. Its strength is to square the number (1/0.000000000001) twice. 

I would like to make some analogies first. The weak charge is very weak and is a destructive charge. It is the cause for 
many atoms to break up. I would like to say that the criminals in our society is the weak charge of the Body Politic. The 
mass charge in nature is very weak, yet constructive, and it is universal. I would like to compare it with the NGO which is 
the mass charge of the Body Politic. Of course, these are just analogies, as they are beyond the scope of this paper. The 
sole purpose of this paper is to discuss the Governability of China. Of course, it took quite a bit efforts to reach this point 
finally.  

A. Two novels 

By making the two analogies above, the Chinese political system must be as either an electric charge-like system (the 
LRP) or a strong charge-like system. Of course, there is no point to make any kind of guess here. We must discover it 
from the bottom up. I must begin with by talking about two Chinese novels. 

 西 遊 記 (The Westward Journey), 100 Chapters, about 880,000 words, written around 1640 a.d. 

 封 神 榜 (The list of ordained gods). 100 Chapters, about 725,000 words, written around 1650 a.d. 

A long movie (over 50 hours) was made about this novel. The name of the move is "The Legend and the Heroes." 
Of course, it is in Chinese. 

A: The story of The Westward Journey happened around 640 a.d.. The Tang emperor wanted to import Buddhism to 

China. He selected a monk 陳 玄 莊 (as Tang monk in the story) and sent him to India to learn Buddhism and to bring the 

canons of Buddhism back to China. It took about 16 years for the Tang monk to complete this assignment. The Emperor 
gave Tang monk a white horse for his journey. In the novel, Tang monk traveled with four disciples. Although the novel is 
based on this historical event, its objective is to describe the political-social theory of China. Although there are 
hundreds characters in the novel, only five of them form the backbone of the book. 

1. 唐 僧 (Tang Monk) -- he was the one who got the assignment to bring Buddhism canons back to China. He was 

a common human without any heavenly magic power. All that he had was the moral energy which was unable 
to overcome any kind of physical difficulty. Yet, good luck for him, he recruited four disciples on the way. These 
four disciples were all having some heavenly magic powers, and they together overcame all difficulties during 
the journey. However, the good lucks of Tang monk did not come from chance, they were all pre-arranged by 
Buddha himself. After the completion of the assignment, Tang monk was ordained as a new Buddha.  

2. 孫 悟 空 (the Monkey) -- This monkey was born by a stone. After absorbing the essence of the universe over 

millions of years, a stone received a spirit of life. Slowly, it turned into a stone monkey. Finally, this stone 
monkey came alive. He, then, went to a school and learned some heavenly magic, the 72 transformations. He 

also found a yardstick (如 意 金 箍 棒) in the bottom of the ocean. He could make this yardstick long, and it 
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reached Heaven. He could make it fat, and it covered the Earth. He could make it thin, and it became thinner 
than a hair. He could make it short, and it became shorter than a sand. He used this yardstick as his weapon 
during any kind of battle.  
 
Carrying this magic yardstick as weapon and with his learned magic (the 72 transformations), Monkey went up 
to Heaven. He demanded the highest Title in Heaven from the Emperor of Heaven. As his request was not met, 
he put up a big fight in Heaven, and there was no one who was able to control him. Finally, the Emperor of 
Heaven gave him a title as "horse keeper." Without knowing any better, the Monkey was very happy and very 
proud of his new title.  
 
One day, Monkey went into a peach orchard. He could not resist the attraction of those beautiful reddish 
peaches, and he stole two and ate them. This was very, very serious offense, and the Monkey must be punished. 
This time, there was no compromise. As still no one was able to control him in Heaven, the Monkey was finally 
arrested by Buddha himself. Buddha placed the Monkey under his five fingers, and these five fingers 
transformed into five big mountains. The Monkey was placed under these five mountains for five hundred 
years.  
 

When the Tang monk started his westward journey, the 觀 音 (Bodhisattva, a disciple of Buddha) went to see 

the Tang monk in disguise and gave him three headbands and showed him the ways of using them. He also told 
the Tang monk about the four disciples who were waiting for him to help him to accomplish his assignment at 
different locations on his westward path.  
 

Monkey was the first one that Tang monk met on his way. After placing the headband (緊 箍 圈) on Monkey, 

Tang monk let the Monkey get out of the Five Finger Mountain. Yet, if Monkey tried to act as he did before, 

Tang monk could sing the headband song (緊 箍 咒), and the headband would sink into the skin of Monkey's 

head. The Monkey would fall onto the ground right the way and lose all his magic powers. Although the magic 
power of Monkey was great, he must obey the order of Tang monk.  
 
During the entire journey, Monkey alone defeated all evil forces and overcame all physical difficulties. After the 
completion of the assignment, Monkey was ordained as a new Buddha, and his headband came off at that 
moment.  

3. 豬 八 戒 (The Pig) -- Pig was a General in the Court of Heaven. One day, he sexually flirted the Moon goddess. 

He was banished from Heaven. On his way of rebirth on earth, he went into the womb of a pig, and he became a 
pig-man. During the journey, he carried the luggage. Yet, the Pig got the entire group in trouble many times as 
he always fell into the traps which were set by the evil forces of disguising themselves as beautiful girls. For 
every this kind of occasion, the Pig must be rescued by Monkey. And, the journey was always delayed. Yet, the 
Pig was not a sex predator. He was simply unable to resist the slightest sexual flirtation.  

4. 白 馬 (the White horse) -- The White horse was the son of Dragon king in the ocean. One day, he disobeyed his 

father and burnt the dragon palace. He was banished from Heaven. On his way of coming to Earth, he swallowed 
the white horse of Tang monk, and he himself was transformed into that white horse. During the entire journey, 
he carried the Tang monk or the luggage.  

5. 沙 悟 淨 (the Sha monk) -- The Sha monk was a General of the Court of Heaven. One day, he 

was carelessly broken a very valuable vase. He was banished from Heaven. He became a watery creature before 
he was taking in by the Tang monk as one of the disciple. He lived in a kind of water which nothing can float. 
While the Monkey and the Pig can cross over that water as they both having the magic power, yet, their magic 
powers are unable to lift the human body (the earthly mass). Thus, only Sha monk could help the Tang monk to 
get cross that water. During the entire remaining journey, his job was taking care of the White horse, cleaning 
the horse dung. 
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On the surface, this novel (The Westward Journey) is about a Buddhism story. But, it did not try to convey a single 
Buddhism teaching. It tries to convey the followings: 

 On Religion, Chinese culture is inclusive. 
 The Emperor of Heaven is the final Judge in Chinese society. 

o The disobeying of the father, the carelessness, the sexual flirtation, etc. are crimes in Heaven. 
o The Heaven will help the moral man to overcome the earthly evils and physical difficulties with Generals 

of Heaven, although in disguise. That is, the Heaven is actively governing the earthly affairs. 

 The difference between human and beast is very minute. Mencius said, “人 之 所 以 異 於 禽 獸 者 幾 希 ， 庶 

民 去 之 ， 君 子 存 之 。 (How minute the difference there is between a man and an animal? The common 

man loses it, the righteous man keeps it.)"  
The Pig, the Watery creature (Sha monk) were all men who were in the body of animals. The Monkey became 
not only a man but a Buddha eventually. 

 This story is about Chinese theology, about Chinese theory of Government. Yet, the most important part is 
talking about what a Chinese man is. The five characters are just five sides of a single Chinese. Every Chinese is 
embodied with these five characters. 

1. The Tang monk represents the morality; thus, he has a human body. Yet, he has no ability to overcome 
any physical difficulty. But, he is the master of four disciples who are all taking the form of animals. 

2. The Monkey represents intelligence by having the Heavenly magic power of 72 transformations. He also 
represents the human sexuality. His weapon, the yardstick, symbolizes man's sex organ. Yet, this is a 
positive sex energy. It even becomes a yardstick. Together with the yardstick and the Heavenly magic 
power, the Monkey is able to overcome all earthly difficulties. Yet, Monkey's power must be checked by 
Tang monk (the morality) with the headband. 

3. The Pig represents the human body which is hard working, as carrying the luggage all the way. Yet, he 
also represents a negative sexual energy which not only gets him in trouble all the time but hinders the 
life journey time and again. He must be rescued by Monkey all the time. 

4. The Sha monk represents the unsinkable will of Chinese people. As carelessness is, often, the cause of 
turning the luck, yet, however lowly and dirty it becomes, Sha monk is able to handle it. 

5. The White horse represents endurance. 
 Humans are rooted on Earth, as the Monkey was born by a stone. 
 It describes the Chinese social order. 

0. When the Monkey was a baby, even the Emperor of Heaven could not control him. 
1. When he stole and ate the beautiful peaches (symbolizing woman's breast), that is, he reached puberty, 

and he must be placed under the Five Finger mountain, and there was no escape. 
2. When he was old enough to take a manly journey, a headband was placed on him. The power of the 

headband (morality) guarantees that he can never get out of the bound. 
3. Finally, when he himself became the embodiment of the morality (becomes a Buddha), his headband 

came off. 

B: The story of The List of Ordained gods happened around 1130 b.c.. It is the story about the falling of 商 (Shang) 

dynasty and the rising of the 周 (Chou) dynasty. That is, this story must center on the following issues: 

 The source of the legitimate governing power. 
 The criteria of examining the legitimacy of a governing power. 
 The way to remove a governing power which is no longer legitimate. 

Although this book has 100 chapters, I will talk about only four scenes which will briefly answer the above issues. 

However, I must explain some terminologies first. 

 妖 (iao), it is normally an animal (or sub-human life form, such as plants) who has acquired the human form after 

thousands years of self-cultivation. Yet, a jade can become an iao too. Iao always has some magic powers. 
Normally, iao lives outside of the human society. 
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 仙 (xin), in general, he is a man or a woman who has reached the immortality. Yet, in this book, an iao can 

become a xin if it is accepted by a group of xin. 

 神 (shin), he is a spirit (after death) of man, xin or of iao if he is appointed as an officer in the Court of Heaven by 

the government (Jade Emperor) of Heaven. 

 道 人 (Taoist), he is a man studying the Tao. He has learned some magic powers. Yet, he cannot go in or out of 

Heaven with a free will.  
Note: The founder of Taoism, the historical Laotze, was born about 600 years after this story. The true Taoism in 
China is Confucianism (while Confucius was also born 600 years after this story). The Laotze Taoism is, in fact, a 
truncated Taoism. (Please review the article, Confucianism -- as a religion at http://www.chinese-word-
roots.org/Confuciu.htm . 

 真 人 (True man), he is a taoist who is able to go in and out of Heaven with his free will. Of course, True man 

always has great magic powers. 
1. Scene one: Chapter one 

o Three characters 

1. 紂 王 (Emperor Zho, the 30th Emperor of Shang dynasty) --Shang dynasty was founded around 

1765 b.c. by 成 湯 (Emperor Chen Tung). 

2. 女 媧 (Lyi-uya), right after the creation of the universe, one man broke the seal of Heaven, and 

the sky rained non-stop. No man on earth was able to survive if the situation continued. Lyi-uya, 
a beautiful goddess, made some special stones by using a heavenly furnace and used them to 
repair the leaking area of the Heaven. 

3. 九 尾 狐 狸 妖 (a nine tailed fox iao) who possessed the body of a beautiful girl 妲 已 (Dia Ji) 

who later became the Queen of Emperor Zho. 
o The story 

1. Lyi-uya as a goddess who blesses the nation, every new Emperor must go and pay her a respect 
after he became the Emperor. With this tradition, Emperor Zho and his ministers went up to the 
Shrine of Lyi-uya to pay her a respect. At that moment, Lyi-uya went up to Heaven for some 
official business, only her jade body remained in the shrine. When the young Emperor Zho saw 
this beautiful goddess the first time, he fell in love with her beauty right the way, and wrote a 
love poem on the wall to express his desire of taking her back to the palace as his queen. When 
Lyi-uya came back from Heaven and saw the poem, she was greatly insulted. She ascended on a 
cloud and came to the palace of Zho, intending to kill the Emperor Zho on a revenge for his 

insulting harassment. Yet, when her cloud reached the palace, she saw the 氣 (Chi) of Emperor 

was still very strong. By calculating that chi, she knew that the Emperor has 28 more years to go. 

As that 氣 數 (the amount of Chi) was given by God, however powerful a goddess she was, she 

was unable to change it. 

2. Lyi-uya went back to her shrine and took out a 招 妖 旛 (a flag which can summon all evil spirits 

in the universe). Suddenly, all evil spirits in the universe came to her and asked what service 
they can offer. She asked three of them to stay and let all others go. Two of the three were the 
nine-tailed fox and the nine-head chicken. Lyi-uya taught them the way to possess the bodies of 

queen and two Emperor's concubines. With three 妖 (iao, evil spirits) at Emperor's side, the 

Emperor Zho became a tyrant. Slowly, Zho's 氣 數 (chi-shu, the amount of chi given by God) was 

exhausted. And the Shang dynasty was over thrown. 
 

2. Scene two: Chapter 12 to 14 
o Five characters: 

http://www.chinese-word-roots.org/Confuciu.htm
http://www.chinese-word-roots.org/Confuciu.htm
http://www.chinese-word-roots.org/Confuciu.htm
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1. 李 靖 (Li-jing) , A general of Shang dynasty. 

2. 哪 吒 (La-zha), son of General Li-jing. 

3. 太 乙 真 人 (Ti-i true man) who is able to go in and out of Heaven at will. He is the teacher of La-

zha. 

4. 東 海 龍 王 (the dragon king of East Sea), an official in the Court of Heaven to manager the 

weather, especially, the rain. 

5. 燃 燈 道 人 (Ran-Ding taoist) who knows the heavenly plan. 

o The story 
1. In order to overthrow a dynasty, it is not enough only to exhaust its Chi-Shu. There must be 

someone who is ready to receive the new Chi-Shu. So, a new Emperor was chosen, and many 
Generals who were going to help this new Emperor were sent to earth waiting for the 

occasion. 哪 吒 (La-Zha), the disciple of 太 乙 真 人 (Tai - i true man) was sent to earth for this 

occasion and was born as the son of General 李 靖 (Li-jing). 

2. At age seven, 哪 吒 (La-Zha) took a bath in the East Sea. His commotion caused the earth quark 

around the dragon palace. The third son of the East Sea dragon king came up to stop the 
commotion. La-Zha killed the young dragon. Then, the Dragon King went up to Heaven and 
demanded the justice. The Emperor of Heaven issued a sentence to arrest either La-Zha or his 
parents (General Li and his wife). In order to clear his parents from this trouble, La-Zha alone 
shouldered the blame. He killed himself in front of the Dragon King by cutting his belly open and 
pulling out his own lung and heart. He told his parents that he (La-Zha) received his life from his 
parents and now he had given it back to them. That is, they did not owe each other anymore; 
they were even. 

3. The next night, La-Zha came to the dream of his mother and asked her to build a shrine of him 
for him because that he could come alive in five years if that shrine could do enough good deeds 
for the people. Secretively, his mother built a La-Zha shrine about 30 miles from General Li's (La-
Zha's father) city. Every night La-Zha went to the countryside and helped people to solve their 
problems. After three years passed, La-Zha's life force was getting strong and stronger. Two 
more years, his wooden body in the shrine would come alive. One day, General Li went out the 
city to review the troop. He saw a shrine in the distance and asked what it is. The reporter said 
that it is the shrine of your son, La-Zha. How could a non-filial piety son have a shrine? General Li 
was very angry and ordered to destroy that shrine. 

4. Without the shrine and the wooden body, the spirit of La-Zha had no home to go. He went back 

to his master, 太 乙 真 人 (Tai - i true man). Tai - i said "I have been waiting for you to come and 

I do know what has happened." Tai - i picked up a piece of Lotus leaf and broke it into 365 pieces 
as the bones and picked up a few Lotus flowers as the body. By chanting some magic words, Tai 
-i led La-Zha's spirit entered into the lotus body. After La-Zha came alive with the lotus body, Tai-
i taught him more magic powers; then sent him off to help king Chou who should be the new 
Emperor to replace the tyrant Emperor Zho. 

5. Yet, La-Zha went after his father and told him that I had given my life back to you, that is, we 
were even. Why did you destroy my shrine and my wooden body? Now, you owed me a life, and 
you must pay it back with yours. With all these newly learnt magic power for La-Zha, General Li 

was no way to defend himself. He could only run and run. Finally, he saw a Taoist (燃 燈 道 人) 

under a tree. He yelled to him, help, help me. The Taoist came out and sucked La-Zha into a 
pagoda. General Li yelled to the Taoist, "He was the non-filial piety son of mine and now is an 
evil spirit. Please burn him into ashes inside the pagoda." The Taoist said that all acts of your 
free will were written in a book since time immemorial by three patriarchs of two schools. 
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 闡 教 (the enlightenment school) 

 Patriarch one: 元 始 天 尊 (The first Patriarch) 

 Patriarch two: 老 子 (Laotze)  

Note: the historical Laotze who write the Book of Tao was born about 600 years 
after this story. This enlightenment school is the forerunner of Confucianism as 
Confucius was also born about 600 years after this story. 

 截 教 (The truncated Tao school). This is the forerunner of the Laotze Taoism.  

 The patriarch three: 通 天 教 主 (Patriarch who knows Heaven). 

Both you and your son, La-Zha, were destined to help king Chou to overthrow the Tyrant Shang 

Emperor. That is, with all my magic powers, I am unable to alter it. General Li asked, what if La-

Zha is still wanting of my life. The Taoist let La-Zha out of the pagoda and give the pagoda to 

General Li. The Taoist told La-Zha that father will always be father regardless of how many times 

you have paid your life back to him. If you don't understand this, your father now can arrest you 

with the pagoda any time.  

 

As a magic weapon, the pagoda can win no battle against anyone, except La-Zha because that 

pagoda is the mausoleum for the progenitor. 

 

3. Scene three: Chapter 82 -- 三 教 大 會 萬 仙 陣 (The battle of ten thousand immortals among three schools). 

o Four characters 

1. 闡 教 (The Enlightenment school), 600 years later, it becomes Confucianism. 

 元 始 天 尊 (The first Patriarch) 

 老 子 (The second Patriarch) 

2. 截 教 (The truncated Tao School) 

 通 天 教 主 (the third Patriarch), 600 years later, it becomes Laotze Taoism. 

3. 西 方 教 主 (The Western School), 600 years later it becomes Buddhism. 

 The Western Patriarch. 
o The story  

As the screenplay was written by the three Patriarchs since time immemorial, all current actors who 
acted with free will were just playing the screenplay unconscientiously. If anyone was about to act not 
according to the pre-written play, a heavenly force would intervene to pull him back on track. Yet, 
slowly, very slowly, these three Patriarchs themselves were also pulled into the conflict. That is, the pre-
written play could no longer direct the story. It is now an open-end play.  
 
The third Patriarch (the truncated Tao School) suddenly decided to defend the tyrant Shang Emperor, 

contradicting from the original written screenplay. He summoned 萬 仙 (ten thousand immortals) to 

enter into the battle. As a truncated school, half of the immortals were 妖 (animals who have acquired 

human form), and they were of course having no chance of any kind to fight against the first two 
Patriarchs.  
 
The first two Patriarchs of the Enlightened School together with the Patriarch of the Western school 
went into battle against the truncated Tao School. After a day and a night, all those ten thousand 
immortals of the truncated school were either killed or arrested. Many of them were arrested by the 
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Patriarch of the Western school and took them back to India. One thousand years later, those arrested 
immortals came back to China as highly revered Buddhists. 

 

4. Scene four: Chapter 99 - 100. 
o Two characters 

 姜 子 牙 (Jing-tze-ya) , the Prime Minister of King Chou. He is also the disciple of the first 

Patriarch 元 始 天 尊. 

 武 王 (Emperor Wu), the founder of Chou dynasty. 

o The story:  
After the battle of ten thousand immortals among three schools, the Shang dynasty was overthrown. 
The business now was to establish a new dynasty. Yet, at the beginning of this revolution, Jing-tze-ya 
already received a list (which lists the names who will be ordained as officials of Court of Heaven) from 
the first Patriarch. The first business of this new dynasty was to appoint the officials of Court of Heaven 
according to this pre-written list. All of them were those who were killed during the conflict. Yet, over 
half of the names were deceased officials or generals of Shang dynasty. Most of them were ordained as 
deity to manage the Mother Nature, such as raining, snowing, ..., mountains, rivers, etc.. Governing 
Mother Nature according to God's command is the first business of a government.  
 
The second business was to establish a Court of Chou dynasty, and this was done by the new Emperor 
Wu.  
 

The new 周 朝 (Chou dynasty) was established around 1120 b.c., and it lasted over 800 years. 

This novel gives a precise description about the Chinese theology. Please read the article Confucianism -- as a 

religion for details. It also answered the three vital questions on government.  

A.  The source of the legitimate governing power. 

B.  The criteria of examining the legitimacy of a governing power. 

C.  The way to remove a governing power which is no longer legitimate. 

I, however, will summarize it briefly below. 

1. The right to govern is solely depending upon 天 命 (God's command) in terms of 氣 數 (Chi-Shu). As powerful as 

the goddess 女 媧 was, she was unable to alter it with her infinite magic power directly. 

2. The Court of Heaven is actively governing the Earthly dynasty. The first business of an Earthly dynasty is to 
accept the officials of Court of Heaven. 

3. The only way to exhaust Emperor Zho's Chi-Shu was turning him into a tyrant. Yet, the word tyrant here is 
different from Locke's definition, "... exercising power beyond right." It is also different from Rousseau's 
definition, "..., who governs violently and without regard for justice and law." (page 88, The Social Contract). The 
word tyrant in Chinese means that governing without regard for the livelihood of the people and without regard 
for Heaven's command. 

 

B. The Canons of Chinese Political Theory 

The two stories above are just novels. What do Chinese canons describe the Chinese political theory? 
1. The source of the legitimate governing power.  

o Confucius said, “堯 曰 ， 咨 ， 爾 舜 。 「 天 」 之 「 曆 數 」 在 爾 躬 。 允 執 其 中 。 ” (Emperor 

Yao said, listen, you 舜 (Shunn), God's command is upon you. Govern in the middle way." (The Analects, 

Book XX, verse one). 

o 尚 書 (Book of History), edited by Confucius. 
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1. 大 禹 謨 (History about Emperor 禹 (Yu), the founder of Sha dynasty (around 2205 b.c.). He 

received the God's command from Emperor 舜 (Shunn). The book wrote, "[in Shunn's saying] 「 

天 」 之 「 曆 數 」 在 汝 躬 ， … ， 人 心 唯 危 ， 道 心 唯 微 ， 唯 精 唯 一 ， 允 執 厥 中 

。 ” (God's command is upon you. ..., the people's desire is insatiable, the morality is very 

minute. Holding on the minute oneness, and stay on the middle way.) 

2. 周 書 (Book of History on Chou dynasty), it wrote, “天 祐 下 民 ， 作 之 君 ， 作 之 師 。 ” 

(God bless the people and gives them a king and a teacher.) 
 

These passages give two clear meanings: 

o The right to govern is solely based on God's command. 
o The way to govern is by holding the minute morality and by walking in a middle way. 

 

2. The criteria of examining the legitimacy of a governing power. 

o 周 書 (Book of History on Chou dynasty), it wrote, “天 視 自 我 民 視 ， 天 聽 自 我 民 聽 。 百 姓 有 

過 ， 在 予 一 人 。 ” (The people's eyes are God's eyes, the people's ears are God's ears. If people 

makes mistake, it is my (Emperor's) responsibility.) 

o 商 書 (Book of History on Shang dynasty), it wrote, “其 爾 萬 方 有 罪 ， 在 予 一 人 。 ” (Even if the 

whole country is doing crimes, it is my (Emperor's) crime alone.) 
Thus, there are two very clear criteria to examine the legitimacy of a governing power. 

o As the right to govern is given by God's command, only God has the right to examine the performance of 
his choosing man. Yet, people's eyes are God's eyes, and people's ears are God's ears. 

o If people themselves turn bad, it is also the crime of the Emperor. 
3. The way to remove a governing power which is no longer legitimate.  

 

商 書 (Book of History on Shang dynasty), it wrote, “非 台 小 子 ， 敢 行 稱 亂 。 有 夏 多 罪 ， 「 天 」 命 殛 

之 。 " (Not the meek man as I having the courage to rebel, the Sha dynasty made many crimes against people, 

and God commands me to overthrow it.) 
That is, the right of revolution is the divine right of Chinese people. It has been exercised 26 times during the 
past five thousand years. 

Now, Chinese political theory is very clear as bellow:  

Chinese Political Theory 

Source of right to govern    The structure of government 
 The conveyance of governing 

power 

God's command,  

entrusting in one person or a group of 

persons 

Court of Heaven and Court of     Earthly 

government 

 People, the eyes and the   ears 

of God 

Obviously, the political structure above does not have: 
 Locke's State of Nature, 
 Locke's transformation to a General Will. 

 

C. The differences between China and the West 

The goal of science is to describe nature. Science has made great progress in describing nature only because it has put 
aside all attempts to answer the greater problem of God who cannot be clearly defined in terms of science. Thus, the 
LRP process can be clearly defined in terms of science. Yet, the Chinese theory which contains God as a variable cannot 
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be truly defined in science. That is, we might not be able to calculate the stability of the Chinese system. Then, we don't 
truly know what that system is really about, although we have been mumbo jumbo about it for a long time now. 
Fortunately, I am able to show its dynamics in terms of science. However, before doing that, let us look at the 
differences between the Western system and the Chinese theory first. 

1. God's will and God's command 

In China, 天 命 (God's command), God commands, and it is done, and it is absolute and perfect. The word will (

志) has two radicals, 士 (a scholar) and 心 (heart). When a man wills, he is hoping or wishing to achieve 

something; yet, there is a big chance that he could fail. That is, God can never Will. God commands, and it is 
done; it is absolute and perfect. Only man wills. No amount of General Will of man can be of anything in 
comparing to God's command. 

2. The Court of Heaven and the Civil Religion 
In the book Rights of man, Paine wrote, "..., if everyone is left to judge of its own religion, there is no such thing 
as a religion that is wrong; but if they are to judge of each other’s religion, there is no such thing as a religion 
that is right;... (page 75)  
"Persecution is not an original feature in any religion; but it is always the strongly-marked feature of all law-
religions, or religions established by law. Take away the law-establishment, and every religion reassumes its 
original benignity." (page 77, ibid)  
Rousseau wrote, "Wherever theological intolerance is admitted, it must inevitably have some civil effect, and as 
soon as it has such an effect, the Sovereign is no longer Sovereign even in the temporal sphere:..." (Page 136, 
The Social Contract). 
As the Western God is a jealous and intolerant God, the Western God was excluded from the LRP process. On 
the contrary, as the Chinese God is an absolute - absolute monotheism, He has no need for jealousy nor for 
intolerance. No one, absolutely no one, has any chance to challenge His authority. Although man is a God-like 
creature, man can never challenge God's authority. Yet, man has three ways to partake God's blessing. 

o Confucianism -- to partake God's communion by living in God's virtues, the morality. God's virtues are 
embodied in many good persons. If George Washington were a Chinese, he would have been deified as 
a god of democracy. People do not worship Washington himself per se, they worship Washington as 
God's virtue of democracy. God has hundreds virtues, and there are hundreds gods. Those hundreds 
gods are not idols, not pantheism; they are virtues of one monotheistic God. Almost 99.9999...% of 
those gods were also appointed by the Earthly Emperor as the official in the Court of Heaven. That is, 
70% of Chinese society is governed by the Court of Heaven. This is called Chinese-folk religion which is 
nothing but a disguised Confucianism. 
In the West, we can distinguish different religions by simply reading the name of their religious building. 
A mosque must be a place for Moslem. A synagogue must be a place for Jew. In China, the following 

words are used for religious building, 宮 、 廟 、 寺 、 祠 、 觀 。Yet, all these buildings are buildings 

of Court of Earthly Emperor. 

 宮 (Emperor's palace) -- a deity who is ordained by Emperor can stay in 宮. 

 廟 (a shrine for the spirit of Emperor's progenitor) 

 寺 (a department of Emperor's Court, such as Defense Department). All Buddhism temples can 

only use the name 寺. As mighty as Buddha is, the best he can be is just a Department head. 

Buddhism in China is just a sidekick religion. 

 祠 (a shrine for the spirit of progenitor of common people) 

 觀 (a living place for Taoists, not a governmental building). 

By looking at which building where a deity sits in, we will know the rank of this deity in the Court of 

Heaven right the way. In fact, Buddha is not an official in the Court of Heaven; he is sort of a head of the 

NGO (non-governmental organization). 
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o Laotze Taoism -- to partake God's immortality by cultivating the Tao of Sex. 
o Buddhism -- to know God's essence in Nirvana. 

Note: Please read the article Chinese culture and the World Security for details, at http://www.chinese-word-

roots.org/cwr011.htm .  

3. Majority rule and the right of a single commoner  
 
As the Body Politic is the embodiment of the General Will, the majority must rule. Locke wrote, "..., and make 
one Body Politick, wherein the Majority have a Right to act and conclude the rest. ... , with a Power to Act as one 
Body, which is only by the will and determination of the majority." (page 238, Book two, Locke)  
"For where the majority cannot conclude the rest, there they cannot act as one Body, and consequently will be 
immediately dissolved again." (page 240, ibid)  
 
For the LRP process, as soon as the entering into the Social Contract, one has given the consent for all acts which 
are done by the Sovereign. Rousseau gave a very good explanation on this. Rousseau wrote, "Apart from this 
primitive contract, the vote of the majority always binds all the rest. This follows from the contract itself. But it is 
asked how a man can be both free and forced to conform to wills that are not his own. How are the opponents 
at once free and subject to laws they have not agreed to?  
I retort that the question is wrongly put. The citizen gives his consent to all the laws, including those which are 
passed in spite of his opposition, and even those which punish him when he dares to break any of them. The 
constant will of all the members of the State is the general will; by virtue of it they are citizens and free. When in 
the popular assembly a law is proposed, what the people is asked is not exactly whether it approves or rejects 
the proposal, but whether it is in conformity with the general will, which is their will. Each man, in giving his 
vote, states his opinion on that point; and the general will is found by counting votes. When therefore 
the opinion that is contrary to my own prevails, this proves neither more nor less than I was mistaken, and that 
what I thought to be the general will was not so. If my particular opinion had carried the day I should have 
achieved the opposite of what was my will; and it is in that case that I should not have been free." (page 106 - 
107, The Social Contract)  
 
On the contrary, the Politic of China is not a business of a General Will, but a business of God. How can the God 
allow a single commoner to suffer under any law? In the LRP system, this kind of problem is dealt with the 

prerogative power. In China, no one will suffer under 理 (Lee), the law of God. Yet, 法 (Fa), the law of man, as 

the necessary evil, can often mistake the innocent as the guilty. Locke wrote, "..., War is made upon the 
Sufferers, who having no appeal on Earth to right them, they are left to the only remedy in such Cases, an appeal 
to Heaven. ... Of that I myself can only be Judge in my own Conscience, as I will answer it at the great Day, to the 
Supreme Judge of all Men." (page 180 - 181, Book two of Locke)  
 
As God is the true Governor of Chinese Politic, every Chinese, however meek and lowly, can indeed appeal to 
God (through His appointee) on any injustice which is done upon him. In fact, there are two justice systems in 

China. One, the justice of 法 (law of man) which is handled by the court. Two, the justice of 理 (law of God) 

which can be handled only by 天 子 (Son of God, the Emperor). Although everyone is equal in front of 法, as 王 

子 犯 法 ， 與 庶 民 同 罪 。 (Violating the Fa (law of man) by a prince, he will be punished the same as the 

commoner who did the same crime), the Emperor can rule the case not a crime if that case is in accordance with 

the 理 (the law of God). Yet, this is not a pardon. This is called a 喊 冤 (Yelling for innocence) system. A beggar 

on the street from a remote part of China can appeal (no one can stop him) in front of Emperor to state his case. 
Often, such a beggar can bring down the governor of a province or even the Prime Minister. This system still 

exists in China today. It is called 上 訪 (visiting the Supreme). This system is outside the law of Court system. The 

right of every individual is thus guaranteed.  

http://www.chinese-word-roots.org/cwr011.htm
http://www.chinese-word-roots.org/cwr011.htm
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With such a 喊 冤 system in place, there is no need for an expressed Bill of Right on Free Speech. In fact, one 

should not speak about anything beyond his knowledge. Furthermore, Confucius said, “不 在 其 位 ， 不 謀 其 

政 。 ” (Not in that department, do not meddle the business of that department). Man should not speak about 

anything which is not of his own business, especially the governing of China is not a business of man but a 
business of God. The so-called political dissenters in China have done the crimes of ignorance, of against people 
and of against God. If they are not a shame for the people, the Government cannot truly punish them. 

4. The Civil Law and 理 (Lee), 禮 (Li) and 法 (Fa)  

The Civil Law is clearly defined as the product of the General Will to promote the good for the public in the 

framework of LRP process. For the etymological meanings of 禮 and 法, please read the article Chinese Culture 

and the World Security. The word 理 has two radicals, 玉 (jade) and 里 (unit of mile or a village) which again has 

two radicals 田 (grain field) and 土 (earth or dust). That is, the original meaning of 里 is the pattern of field on 

earth, and the word 理 means the nature pattern in the jade, which also means the law of nature or the law of 

God. Today, it also means reason.  
 
For the LRP process, the civil law is the only yardstick. Yet, there are two Courts in China, the Court of Heaven 

and the Court of Earth. Chinese society is governed by two laws, law of God 理 (Lee) and the law of Earthly 

Emperor 法 (Fa). However, these two laws do not work independently or separately. They are linked or unified 

with a unique entity, the 禮 (Li) which is not ethics nor morality. It is a social protocol.  

 

In the book 資 治 通 鑑 (The Encyclopedia of Governing in terms of History), written around 1060 a.d. with over 

9.2 million words, it wrote, " 夫 以 四 海 之 廣 ， 兆 民 之 眾 ， 受 制 於 一 人 ， 雖 有 絕 倫 之 力 ， 高 世 

之 智 ， … ， 豈 非 以 「 禮 」 為 之 紀 綱 哉 。 (Without the framework of 禮 (Li), how can one man 

[Emperor], even with the superman physical strength and even with a supreme wisdom, rule over billions of 
people and millions square miles of territory?)  
 
Locke wrote, "... an Usurper can never have Right on his side, it being, no Usurpation but where one is got into 
the Possession of what another has Right to." (page 319, Book two of Locke)  
Paine wrote, "..., the usurpation cannot alter the right of things." (page 157, Rights of Man)  

Confucius said, " … 為 政 ， … ， 必 也 「 正 名 」 乎 。 (... for governing, ..., the first is to Right the Title.) 

(Book 13, verse 3, the Analects)  
Rousseau wrote, "The strongest is never strong enough to be always the master, unless he transforms strength 
into right, and obedience into duty. ... that force does not create right, and that we are obliged to obey only 
legitimate powers." (page 16 - 17, The Social Contract)  
 
On this point, the East and the West share the same view. Without the Right Title, Emperor as a single man can 
never govern the nation. 

o Emperor's Right Title must be positively acknowledged by the people who is the eyes and ears of God. 
o With the Right Title, Emperor is able to rule over a bureaucracy. 
o As the government directly over the people, the bureaucrat is often the source to oppress the people. 
o The only place for people to appeal to against the oppression of the bureaucrat is the Emperor. And, 

every individual Chinese has this Right. 
With the political dynamics as above, three alliances are formed. 
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a. Emperor - people alliance -- people gives the positive acknowledgement of Emperor's Right Title. Emperor 
provides the protection to every single individual. 

b. Emperor - bureaucrat alliance -- Emperor delegates the governing power to bureaucrat. 
c. People - bureaucrat alliance -- if Emperor's Right Title is no longer legitimate, people together with 

bureaucrat to overthrow the emperor. In China's five thousand year history, this happened 26 times. 

These three alliances are forming a looped ring. The Right Title is the basis of 禮. This looped alliance ring is the 

cornerstone of 禮.  

 

Furthermore, the Western Civil Law is based on the concept of free will which is a product of Western morality. 

That is, every free man can choose to obey or to disobey a law. The concept of Western morality is about "ought 

to be." That is, "what ought to be" is different from "what it is." In terms of Quantum Physics, "ought to be" is a 

quantum possibility and "it is" is a quantum reality. In short, the Western morality is a very weak confining 

force.  

 

The Chinese morality is completely different. In the book The Divine Constitution (Library of Congress Catalog 

Card Number 91-90780), it wrote, "Furthermore, the notion of soul can solve another major issue -- the moral 

truth. It is very obvious that justice cannot always prevail on earth. Then, is there moral truth and justice? With a 

notion of immortal soul, any earthly unjust can be corrected in the afterlife, and the moral truths will be 

upheld." (page 156). That is, the Chinese morality is not "ought to be" but is "must be," 善 有 善 報 ， 惡 有 惡 

報 ， 不 是 不 報 ， 時 候 未 到 。 ” (Good deed will definitely receive blessing, evil deed will definitely receive 

punishment. If it is not so, it is just its time not here yet. It will eventually come.) With this Chinese morality, the 

Civil Law of China consists of three parts: 

o 法 (Fa), law of man -- this law can often be avoided by some very cunning crimes. 

o 理 (Lee), law of God -- no one can escape from this law eternally. 

o 禮 (Li), the social protocol -- this protocol gives no room for evil deed to wander. 

 

D. The event horizon and the looping string system 

There are many more differences between the Chinese Politic and the LRP process. The four above are the major ones. 
Yet, by knowing all these differences, it does not help us to know how to calculate the stability of the Chinese system, 
while the stability of the LRP system can be easily calculated as it is a well-defined spin-half system. 

Chinese Political Theory 

Source of right to govern The structure of government 
The conveyance of governing 

power 

           God's command,  

entrusting in one person or a group of 

persons 

    Court of Heaven and Court of     Earthly 

government 

      People, the eyes and the  ears 

of God 

 
In order to transform the above theory into a calculable dynamics, we must first to resolve the issue of God. How to 
define God in terms of science? 
We can always define a region of God in terms of science. If there is a region in the universe which is beyond the human 
ability to investigate scientifically, then it is a region of God. In terms of science, we can easily investigate a causal 
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universe. If there is an event horizon for this causal universe, then the region beyond the event horizon is the region of 
God. Is there an event horizon? 

1. What was before Big Bang? Some said that this question does not make sense. They said that Big Bang did not 
come in into time but time came in with the Big Bang. As the term of before is defined by time, there is no 
before before Big Bang. Well, they have said (I, of course, disagree with it), I will take it. That is, no event horizon 
before Big Bang. 

2. Can Big Bang itself produce an event horizon? This is not a too difficult question. A zillionth second after the Big 
Bang, the size of the universe was about the same size as a baseball, and it contained some information, a, b, ..., 
m, ..., n. If we (today on Earth) can detect all those original information, a, b, ..., m, ...n, then it might not have an 
event horizon. If Big Bang has created something new during its life, it will be a different story for us. Forty years 
ago, we discovered the microwave background which is the remnant of the Big Bang. Today, we are searching 
for the seeds of Galaxies in that microwave background. If we are successful on this, then 99.9999...% of 
information on Big Bang will be known by us today on earth. Then, the chance of having an event horizon after 
Big Bang is not good from this standpoint. 

3. While the process of Big Bang is of no use to our quest, we might find a rescue from some other processes. The 
followings are three fish tanks. Each tank is divided into three parts by two dividers, and they are filled with 
three watery colored inks. 

o (Red, Yellow, Blue) 
o (Yellow, Blue, Red) 
o (Blue, Red, Yellow) 

Obviously, these three tanks are easily distinguished. When a process of removing the dividers took place, those 

three tanks could no longer be distinguished after a while, days or months. We can no longer find out 

the original state after this process. That is, this process of removing the dividers has created an event horizon. 

In fact, there is another process which can also create an event horizon. When we elongate these tanks into long 
tubes and after a process of joining the ends, these three tubes again become indistinguishable. There is 
another event horizon. In fact, this looping process (transforming a line-string into a loop-string) is the 
fundamental process of Prequark dynamics which is the basis for forming quarks, the rock bottom building 
blocks of this physical universe. This looping string creates a permanent confinement. Because of this 
permanent confinement, no external or internal force can destroy the building blocks of this universe. Without 
this permanent confinement, this universe would have fallen apart long ago. In fact, this permanent 
confinement is the basis for Strong Force in physics. 

Now, we have resolved two issues. 
 One, there is event horizon in this universe. That is, there is a region of God. 
 Two, there are workable processes working with this region of God. The looping process above is the basis for 

Strong Force which is 100 times stronger and stabler than the spin-half process in physics. 
Is Chinese Political system,  

( 天 道 God's command, Government, People 人 心 ) 

a looping system? If it is, then this system is 100 times stabler than the spin-half process according to the force ratios 

listed above. 

 God's command -----> 
 Government -----> 
 People's eyes and ears -----> 
 God's (new, if needed) command -----> 

With this Chinese political system, we now have introduced a political science which is isomorphic to the science of 
physics. This could be a good beginning for a Theory of Everything (TOE). Their comparisons can be as follow: 

1. Spin one (or integer) system -- no excluding principle, no confinement. 
o In physics, bosons or bosonic states 
o Analogy, as the mixing of water and alcohol 
o In society, marital society (family) 
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2. Spin-half (1/2) system -- with excluding principle, with strong confinement 
o In physics, fermions or fermionic states. Fermions are often associated with a binary charge (electric 

charge) which forms one of the yardstick in the universe. 
o Analogy, as the mixing of water and oil, mutual exclusion. Water is confined under the oil, and oil is 

confined above the water. 
o In society, the civil liberty is confined with the civil law. Civil law is the yardstick of the civil society. 

3. Looping-string (with event horizon) system -- permanent confinement 
o In physics, prequark dynamics. With permanent confinement, no free prequark can be detected. 

Prequark system carries a ternary charge. 
o Analogy, body and soul 
o In society, the looping system of Chinese political system. For ternary charge, please review the 

article Political Science and the Equation of War at http://www.chinese-word-roots.org/cwr016.htm  
 

IV. The real Politic 

While the voting and the election of Western style were not necessary parts of the looping-string of Chinese political 
system, they are not in any contradiction with it. Slowly, Chinese will adapt some voting and election systems in their 
political structure. Yet, by so adaptation, it will not alter the foundation of the looping string system.  
 
America's political system follows almost step by step with the LRP process with only a very few exceptions. Although 
the LRP system is a very stable spin-half system, the strength of America does not come from it completely. America's 
strength is coming more from the spirit of American's patriotism which forms a permanent confinement, that is, no 
external force can break it. This permanent confinement is always a result of a looping-string-like system.  
 
Today, many people view that election is the only Hall Mark of Western system. Yet, neither Locke nor Paine discussed 
voting and election in their treatises. Rousseau had many reservations on them. Rousseau wrote, "How can a blind 
multitude, which often does not know what it wills, because it rarely knows what is good for it, carry out for itself so 
great and difficult an enterprise as a system of legislation? Of itself the people will always the good, but of itself it by no 
means always sees it. The general will is always in the right, but the judgment which guides it is not always enlightened. 
... The individuals see the good they reject; the public wills the good it does not see. All stand equally in need of 
guidance. The former must be compelled to bring their wills into conformity with their reason; the latter must 
be taught to know what it wills." (page 33 - 34, The Social Contract).  
"Men always love what is good or what they find good; it is in judging what is good that they go wrong." (page 125, ibid)  
 
In the book The Clash of Civilizations ..., Dr. Huntington wrote, "The first fairly contested elections in almost every 
former Soviet and former Yugoslav republic were won by political leaders appealing to nationalist sentiments and 
promising vigorous action to defend their nationality against other ethnic groups. Electoral competition encourages 
nationalist appeals and thus promotes the intensification of fault line conflicts into fault line wars. When, in Bogdan 
Denitch's phrase, 'ethnos becomes demos,' the initial result is polemos or war." (page 262)  
 
Rousseau wrote, "It is therefore essential, if the general will is to be able to express itself, that there should be no partial 
society within the State, and that each citizen should think only his own thoughts: which was indeed the sublime and 
unique system established by the great Lycurgus. But if there are partial societies, it is best to have as many as possible 
and to prevent them from being unequal, as was done by Solon, Numa and Servius. These precautions are the only ones 
that can guarantee that the general will shall be always enlightened, and that the people shall in no way deceive itself." 
(page 35, The Social Contract)  
 
The successes of America and of the Europe political systems do not prove that the insights of Rousseau were wrong. If 
we equate election to democracy, we are deceiving ourselves. Fortunately, election is not a cornerstone of LRP system. 
Yet, election is a good political mechanism for a system if that political system already has a very stable framework.  
 

http://www.chinese-word-roots.org/cwr016.htm
http://www.chinese-word-roots.org/cwr016.htm
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Note: 

These two articles were sent to “American Political Science Review” in June 2007. 

“Although these articles address an important SET of issues,…”, they are not suited for a professional journal of political 

science.  

These important SET of issues (however important they are) are not interested by the American science. 
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Chapter twenty-eight: Linguistics in TOE 
 

PreBabel Principle 
--- The true Universal Language 

Written in July 2009,  (See http://www.prebabel.info/ ) 

 

Law 1: Encoding with a closed set of root words, any arbitrary vocabulary type language will be 

organized into a logically linked linear chain. 

Law 2: When every natural language is encoded with a universal set of root words, a true Universal 

Language emerges. 

The theoretical definition -- a universal language (u-language) must be able to "re-produce" every nature language in 

existence. Here, the term "re-produce" is not translation. It must mean that the entire language system (vocabulary and 

grammar) of a selected language can be re- written with the codes, vocabulary of the u-language. In fact, this selected 

language must be 100% isomorphic to a subset of this u-language. Thus, English is a subset of u-language as U (English) 

while the Japanese is the subset U (Japanese), etc... 

 

 

Unification of Linguistics and physics/math 
Written in 2007 

(See http://www.chinese-word-roots.org/cwr018.htm ) 

 

On the web page ( Science and Civilisation in China, Volume 2, History of Scientific Thought, ISBN 9780521058001 at 
http://www.cambridge.org/catalogue/catalogue.asp?isbn=9780521058001 ), it wrote, "The second volume of Dr. 
Joseph Needham's great work Science and Civilisation in China is devoted to the history of scientific thought. Beginning 
with ancient times, it describes the Confucian milieu in which arose the organic naturalism of the great Taoist school, the 
scientific philosophy of the Mohists and Logicians, and the quantitative materialism of the Legalists. Thus we are brought 
on to the fundamental ideas which dominated scientific thinking in the Chinese middle ages. The author opens his 
discussion by considering the remote and pictographic origins of words fundamental in scientific discourse, and then 
sets forth the influential doctrines of the Two Forces and the Five Elements. Subsequently he writes of the important 
sceptical tradition, the effects of Buddhist thought, and the Neo-Confucian climax of Chinese naturalism. Last comes a 
discussion of the conception of Laws of Nature in China and the West." 
That is, Dr. Needham wanted to know: 

1. Externally, did Chinese language have the capability to describe the logic of science? 
2. Internally, could the internal logic of Chinese language lead the Chinese people entering into the domain of 

science? 
In addition to science, there are many items also parts of culture, such as, arts (painting, singing, dancing,...), 
architecture, and even cooking. However, we are unable to evaluate the culture energy scientifically with those items. 
Our only chance of comparing the culture energy among cultures is by studying their languages. In addition to as a tool 
for communication, the goal of any language is to describe the universe. By analyzing its capability of describing the 
universe, we are able to measure the scope and the energy of that language. 
I. Types of language and their scopes 

a. Perceptual and conceptual 
b. The capability of languages 

o How big a scope of the universe can a language cover or describe? 

http://www.prebabel.info/
http://www.chinese-word-roots.org/cwr018.htm
http://www.cambridge.org/catalogue/catalogue.asp?isbn=9780521058001
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o How good a memory space management system does a language have? 
o How strong an ability can a language adapt for a future challenge? 

c. The scope of a language 
i. About abstraction 

ii. About computability 
iii. About syntaxing 
iv. The scope of Chinese written language 

II. Memory space management in Chinese written language 
a. Views from Western Sinologists 
b. Eighty-two words analyzed by Dr. Joseph Needham 
c. Memory management in Chinese word system 

1. Rational 
2. Visual 
3. Auditory 
4. Webbing 
5. Error forgiving 

III. Learning Chinese written language 
IV. Conclusion and sample pages of the Canons 

I. Types of language and their scopes 
What is universe? Physicists have said a lot about it. Yet, in terms of any language, the universe has two parts: 

 A stage -- the space and the time. 
 The stories -- actors and their relations. 

a. Conceptual and perceptual languages 
Thus, there can have two kinds of language. In the book The Divine Constitution (Library of Congress Catalog Card 
number 91-90780), it wrote, "... English is a good example of a perceptual language. In English, there are many 
grammatical rules: such as tense, subject-predicate structure, parts of speech, numbers, etc... The purpose of tense is to 
record and to express the real time. The subject-predicate structure is for relating the relationship between time and 
space of events or things and to distinguish the knower from the known or the doer from the act. The parts of speech 
are trying to clarify the real time sequences and the relationship of real space or the relationships of their derivatives. In 
other words, English is a real time language, a perceptual language. 
On the contrary, Chinese is a conceptual language. There is no tense in Chinese. All events can be discussed in the 
conceptual level. The time sequence can be marked by time marks. Therefore, there is no reason to change the word 
form for identifying the time sequence. Thus, there is no subject-predicate structure in Chinese, because there are no 
real verbs. All actions can be expressed in noun form when they are transcended from time and space. There is no need 
to have parts of speech in Chinese. In short, there is no grammar in Chinese. The following are a few examples to show 
the difference between a perceptual and a conceptual language.  
Perceptual: I went to school yesterday.  
Conceptual: I go school yesterday. 
Perceptual: I am trying to find three pegs now.  
Conceptual: I try find three peg now." (page 71) 
Furthermore, the conceptual language has no alignment problem and, thus, will not cause any misunderstanding as the 
following example showed.  

I go to school and saw three dog yesterday. 
 
For a perceptual language, the above sentence is, indeed, giving a conflicting message. Yet, in the conceptual language, 
the following sentence does not give any conflicting message.  
 

I go school and see three dog yesterday. 
In short, the conceptual language marks the events with space and time marks. The perceptual language marks 
the syntaxes with space and time marks. 
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b. The capability of languages 
Almost all computer languages are conceptual language. Yet, different computer language has different capability. 

1. The HTML is a masking language. Its sole purpose is to organize a set of data to fit nicely on a web page. It can 
do not much else. 

2. Both Basic (of 1980) and C++ are general languages. Yet, their capabilities are different. The major differences 
are the way of how the data are treated and of how the memory space are managed. 

o For Basic, all data of the universe are divided into two groups, the numbers and the strings. The 
simplicity of these data sets prevents Basic to construct an effective memory space management 
system. It is also difficult to build a library with module programs. Thus, it is a slow and a weak language. 

o For C++, all data of the universe are represented with functions. That is, it can employ the entire 
mathematics and can easily construct a big library with module programs. With a great memory space 
management capability, C++ is now the most used computer language today. 

With these examples above, we now are able to list a set of criteria for comparing the capability and the energy of 
different languages. 

 How big a scope of the universe can a language cover or describe? 
 How good a memory space management system does a language have? 
 How strong an ability can a language adapt for a future challenge? 

For the first criterion, we again must know about what the universe is. In the story part of the universe, it consists of, at 
least, three items. 

1. Members of the universe -- a language must be able to name all members of the universe. I call this process 
as syntaxing.  
For a universe B with five members (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) and a language system C with only three syntaxes (a, b, c), it is 
very easy to prove that the language C is unable to name all members of universe B. With this simple example, 
we can readily conclude a law. 

Language law one: If and only if the size (number of syntax) of a language C is large than or equal to the size 
(number of member) of the universe B, then C is able to describe B. 

2. Relations among members -- for a three member universe (a, b, c), it has the following relations: (a), (b), (c), (a, 
b), (a, c), (b, c), (a, b, c). Yet, no relation {( ) , the emptiness} should also be one kind of relation. That is, for a 
three member universe, it has, at least, eight relations; for four member universe, 16 relations. Thus, we can get 
these with an equation: 

For an n-member universe, it has 2^n (nth power of 2) relations. 
If the order of the relation is important, then (a, b) is not equal to (b, a). Thus, for an n-member universe, its 
relations must be larger than or equal to 2^n. 
Furthermore, we do not truly know what the contexts of those relations are. I will call these relations 
as abstraction. 
Yet, we do know a few examples: 

o Vector Analysis is a language about vectors (V1, V2, V3, ..., V(n), ...). The Electromagnetic wave-function 
can be described wholly with only two vectors V1 = E (electric field) and V2 = H (magnetic field). 

o The wave-function of quantum particle cannot be described with vectors as it is only a function of 
probability. Thus, it can only be described with differential equation which is different from the vector 
analysis. 

o The symmetry property of elementary particles can neither be described with vector analysis nor with 
differential equation. Only the Group Theory can wholly describe it. 

With these examples above, we can readily conclude a new law. 
Language law two: if and only if the internal logic of language C is greater than or identical to the internal logic 

of universe B, then C is able to describe B wholly. 
3. Size of the universe -- in the book Mathematical thought -- from ancient to modern times (ISBN 0-19-506136-

5), it wrote, "Two sets that can be put into one-to-one correspondence are equivalent or have the same power." 
(page 995) 
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"Since the real numbers are uncountable and the algebraic numbers are countable, there must be 
transcendental irrationals." (page 997, ibid) 
As the mathematics is a part of the nature universe, the size of the nature universe must be larger than or equal 
to the size of the mathematical universe. That is, the size of the nature universe must be greater than or equal 
to countable infinity plus uncountable infinity. I call this size issue as infiniteness. 

c. The scope of a language 
Thus, to analyze a language on the first criterion, we must answer, at least, three questions: 

 The syntaxing -- naming members of a universe 
 The abstraction -- relations among members of a universe 
 The infiniteness -- the size of a universe 

With the Language Law One, we can intuitively guess that the syntaxing and the infiniteness are the same issue. If we 
can prove that the abstraction is also a subset of the syntaxing, then we can reduce the three problems above to just 
one issue. 

i. Abstraction 
What is abstract? In The American Heritage Dictionary, it wrote, abstract: 

 Considered apart from concrete existence 
 Not applied or practical; theoretical 
 Not easily understood; abstruse 
 Thought of or stated without reference to a specific instance 
 Designating a genre of painting or sculpture whose intellectual and affective content depends solely on intrinsic 

form 
However, these definitions do not help us to deal with "abstraction" scientifically. Then, there is no chance for us to 
make any comparison between abstraction and syntaxing. Thus, I will not try to define what abstraction is but to show 
some examples. 

1. It is generalization. There are many equations, such as, 1 + 2 = 3; 3 + 4= 7; 8 + 9 = 17, etc... Yet, all above 
equations can be written as (a + b = c). This kind of generalization is one kind of abstraction. 
Furthermore, even the operations of + (plus), - (minus), x (multiplication), ..., can be generalized, such as, a # b = 
c (# can be of +, -, x or ...). This # algebra is called abstract algebra. 

2. It is transcendental. In the book Mathematical Thought, ..., it wrote, "Any root, real or complex, of any algebraic 
(polynomial) equation with rational coefficients is called an algebraic number. ..., Consequently, every rational 
number and some irrationals are algebraic numbers,.... Those numbers that are not algebraic are called 
transcendental because, As Euler [Leonhard Euler, 1707 - 83, Swiss mathematician] put it, 'they transcend the 
power of algebraic method.'" (page 593)  

3. It is imaginary or absurdity. "Euler, in the latter half of the eighteenth century, still believed that negative 
numbers were greater than infinity. ... As late as 1831 Augustus De Morgan (1806 - 71), professor of 
mathematics at University College, London, and a famous mathematical logician and contributor to algebra, in 
his On the study and Difficulties of Mathematics, said, 'The imaginary expression (square root of (-a)) and the 
negative expression -b have this resemblance, that either of them occurring as the solution of a problem 
indicates some inconsistency or absurdity. As far as real meaning is concerned, both are equally imaginary, since 
(0 – a) is as inconceivable as (square root of (-a)).'" (page 593, ibid)  
Till today, the square root of (-1) is called an imaginary number i. 

The scope of abstraction is, of course, much greater than the three examples can cover. However, we can only handle 
what we know how to deal with first. The three examples above are, indeed, abstractions, and we know how to handle 
them. They all can be represented by functions. That is, they can be computed. In the book The Computational 
Brain (Patricia S. Churchland, ISBN 0-262-03188-4), it wrote, "Since this hypothesis concerning what makes a physical 
system a computational system may not be self-evident, let us approach the issue more gradually by first introducing 
several key but simple mathematical concepts, including 'function,' and the distinction between computable and 
noncomputable functions. To begin, what is a function? A function in the mathematical sense is essentially just a 
mapping, either 1: 1 or many: 1, between the elements of one set, called the 'domain,' and the elements of another, 
usually referred to as the 'range.' Consequently, a function is a set of ordered pairs, where the first member of the pair is 
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drawn from the domain, and the second element is drawn from the range. A computable function then is a mapping 
that can be specified in terms of some rule or other, and is generally characterized in terms of what you have to do to 
the first element to get the second....  
 
What then is a noncomputable function? It is an infinite set of ordered pairs for which no rule can be provided, not only 
now, but in principle. Hence its specification consists simply and exactly in the list of ordered pairs. For example, if the 
elements are randomly associated, then no rule exists to specify the mapping between elements of the domain and 
elements of the range. Outside of mathematics, people quite reasonably tend to equate 'function' with 'computable 
function,' and hence to consider a nonrule mapping to be no function at all. But this is not in fact how mathematicians 
use the terms, and for good reason, since it is useful to have the notion of a noncomputable function to describe certain 
mappings. Moreover, it is useful for the issue at hand because it is an empirical question whether brain activity can 
really be characterized by a computable function or only to a first approximation, or perhaps whether some of its 
activities cannot be characterized at all in terms of computable functions (Penrose 1989)." (page 62) 
 

ii. About computability 
That is, we, now, might be able to transform the issue of abstraction to be an issue of computability which is better 
defined in mathematics. In the book Computability and Logic (Richard C. Jeffrey, ISBN 0-521-38923-2), it wrote, "We 
shall see in the next chapter that although every set of positive integers is enumerable [countable], there are sets of 
other sorts which are not enumerable. To say that a set A is enumerable is to say that there is a function all of whose 
arguments are positive integers and all of whose values are members of A, and that each member of A is a value of this 
function: for each member a of A there is at least one positive integer n to which the function assigns a as its value. 
Notice that nothing in this definition requires A to be a set of positive integers. Instead, A might be a set of people 
(members of the United States Senate, perhaps); it might be a set of strings of symbols (perhaps, the set of all 
grammatically correct English sentences, where we count the space between adjacent words as a symbol); or the 
members of A might themselves be sets, ..." (page 4) 
"Now a set is enumerable if and only if it is the range of some function of positive integers. The empty set is enumerable 
because it is the range of e." (page 6, ibid) 
"... that the set of functions computable in our sense is identical with the set of functions that men or machines would 
be able to compute by whatever effective method, if limitations on time, speed, and material were overcome." (page 20, 
ibid) 
"Church's thesis: all computable functions are Turing [computer] computable." (page 54, ibid) 
"Abacus computable functions are Turing computable." (page 53, ibid) 
"Recursive functions are abacus computable. ... , the class of recursive functions is very broad indeed -- so broad as to 
make it plausible that all functions computable in any intuitive sense are recursive." (page 70, ibid) 
"Turing computable functions are recursive. ... We have seen that all recursive functions [R] are abacus computable [A] 
and that all abacus computable functions are Turing computable [T]. We shall now prove that all Turing computable 
functions are recursive. This will close the circle of inclusion  

R >= T >= A >= R [Law of computable universe] 
" (page 89, ibid) 
As soon as we know what abacus and the Turing computer are, we will be able to understand the above passages. 
Turing computer is an ideal computer which possesses unlimited memory space and unlimited time to compute. If a 
function is not Turing computable, it cannot be computed by any real computer of past, of present or of forever future. 
Thus, under this coverage, we can sense the scope of the computable universe which is larger than all tasks that all real 
computers can do. 
Most of us know that all computer languages need only two codes (0, 1). Furthermore, a functioning Turing computer 
has also only two states, NEXT and END. That is, every computable function (task) can be written as a Turing trace, such 
as: 

Function (task) = Turing {... next, next, ..., next (n), ..., End} 
 
If a Turing trace cannot reach the state End, its corresponding function (task) is not computable. 
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Of course, for a real computer, there are very complicated algorithms under every NEXT. Without knowing the true 
meaning of what the essence of those NEXT is, we are unable to understand what this computable universe really is. 
Perhaps, the abacus computation can help us. The abacus computation was invented in China about 5,000 years ago. It 
consists of 

 a set of spindles which are lining up from left to right, 
 a box of donut-shaped beads, 
 during the counting, 

1. one spindle is selected as a reference point at the beginning, 
2. number of beads are placed to that spindle according to the count, 
3. when that spindle has 10 beads, it moves one bead to the spindle on the left and empties the original 

spindle, 
4. repeat the procedure 2 and 3, 
5. when all counting is done, all movements stop. 

According to the Law of computable universe above, whatever and however complicated an algorithm it is, it is always 
reduced to counting beads. Furthermore, this abacus computer has also only two states, MOVE and STOP. That is, all 
computable tasks can be written as an abacus trace, such as, 

Computable task = abacus {... move, move, ..., move (n), ..., Stop} 
From these two examples (Turing computer and abacus computer) together with the Law of computable universe, it is 
easy to prove a Two-code language theorem, 
For universe B, and language C, B is computable.  
then, C can describe B wholly if and only if C is a Two-code language system. Such as, (0, 1); (Yin, Yang); (next, end) or 
(move, stop), etc... 
Now, we know what kind of language system is needed to describe a computable universe wholly. However, the 
computable universe is only a small part of abstraction. It is even smaller than the countable (countable infinity) 
universe. As we already know that the nature numbers, the rational numbers and the algebraic numbers are all 
countable infinity. (See page 994 - 998, Mathematical Thought,...) In the book Computability and Logic, it wrote, "Not all 
functions from positive integers [nature numbers] to positive integers are Turing computable." (page 27) 
 

iii. About syntaxing 
Now, we have reached two conclusions: 

1. The computable part of the abstract universe can be reduced to simple counting (which is syntaxing in terms of 
language), as the countable universe is larger than the computable universe. 

2. The non-computable part of the abstract universe must be described by a language system, if any, which has 
more than two-codes. 

Thus, before trying to understand the non-computable universe, we are better just studying the counting (syntaxing in 
terms of language) problem first. In this nature universe, there are men (man 1, 2, ..., n, ...), dog (dog 1, 2, ...) ,..., virus 
(virus 1, 2, ...), .... Can we syntax them all? What kind of language can syntax them all? 
So far, we seemingly are not concerned about this problem at all. From our experience and from our intuitive 
confidence, we (both English and Chinese) are confident to meet the challenge. Yet, only by solving this problem 
theoretically, we, then, are able to measure the energy of each language. 
There is a well-known four color theorem: four and only four colors are needed to distinguish all countries from their 
neighbors on Earth (ball-shaped), regardless of how many countries there are on Earth, one million, one trillion, or to 
countable infinity. 
What does this four color theorem truly mean? We can, in fact, borrow this four color theorem in our syntaxing 
procedure. For the first member of this nature universe, we give him a ball with one triangle on it. For the second 
member, we duplicate the last ball and add one dot on it. By connecting the new dot to the old triangle, there are two 
triangles on the second ball. For the third ball (for third member), we again add one dot, and it has three triangles on it. 
For every new member of this nature universe, we give him a ball as his id, the syntax, according to the above 
procedure. Guaranteed by the four color theorem, we can give out unlimited number (in fact, countable infinite) of balls 
without any duplication in them. Every id (syntax) is unique. 
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That is, with four and only four codes, we can syntax the entire countable (infinity) universe. In the book Truth, Faith, 
and Life -- I understand; Therefore, I worship (ISBN 0-916713-04-0), it wrote, "Amazingly, all lives also can be described 
with four and only four colors, A, G, T, C. A is Adenine. G is Guanine. T is Thymine. C is Cytosine. A, G, T and C are four 
basic chemical building blocks for all lives. The human being's genes and the bacterium's genes are constructed with 
identical building blocks, but their nucleotide sequence is different. In other words, all lives are singing their own life 
song with four 'universal' notes, or they are painting their self-portrait with four 'universal' colors." (page 58) That is, the 
four color theorem is not only a mathematics theorem but is proved in biology. 
However, there are more entities in a universe than its members. For a three member universe, it contains eight or 
more entities, as there are relations among members. Can the ball-syntaxing procedure syntax all those relations in 
addition to its members? The answer is NO. Georg Cantor proved two theorems, 

1. Nature numbers, rational numbers and algebraic numbers are countable infinity, denoted as N (0). 
2. Real numbers are uncountable infinity, denoted as c. And, c = 2^N(0). That is, c is infinitely larger than countable 

infinity.  
(See page 992 - 1002, Mathematical Thought -- from ancient to modern.) 

Even without the mathematics theorems above, we can easily guess that four codes are not enough to describe the 
nature universe. Although every single life can be syntaxed uniquely with four and only four codes, some processes 
cannot be described with those four codes. One of the example is the reproduction process. Even for a cloning process, 
it is not described by the four codes. It duplicates the four codes. That is, for a cloning universe, it needs, at least, five 
codes. For a bi-sexual universe, we need 7 codes. 

 Four codes (A, G, T, C) for a single life, the individual. 
 Two codes to identify sexes (M, F) or (x, y). 
 One code to identify the process of copulation or fertilization. 

Thus, we can describe the nature universe with a language which contains 7 codes, if we can prove that the entire 
uncountable universe can be described with 7 and only 7 codes. There is, indeed, such a proof in the book Truth, Faith, 
and Life (ISBN 0-916713-04-0). See page 47 to 55. 
However, how can we syntax the uncountable universe? There is a Seven color theorem: 7 and only 7 colors are needed 
to identify all countries on a donut-shaped planet. That is, instead of giving out colored-ball id (syntax), we can give out 
the colored-donut id. If we can syntax them all (members, relations, and else), we could describe that universe wholly. 
Thus far, we have discussed the following issues: 

 In order to describe the nature universe, our language needs to cover three issues at least. 
1. Syntaxing -- naming the members 
2. Abstraction -- describing the relations 
3. Infiniteness -- sizing the universe 

 The abstract universe contains two parts: computable and non-computable. The computable universe can be 
described with a simple counting procedure, and a two-code language system is able to describe it. 

 The countable universe is larger than the computable universe, and it can be described wholly by a four-code 
language system. 

 The uncountable universe is larger than the countable universe, and it can be described wholly by a seven-code 
language system. 

The only thing that we have not done so far is to prove that the uncountable universe is larger than or equal to the non-
computable universe. We can make this a conjecture. Then, the issues of language (syntaxing, abstraction and 
infiniteness) are reduced to syntaxing only. As long as we can syntax the entire universe (members, relations and else), 
our language is able to describe that universe wholly. Furthermore, that language needs only 7 codes. 
From the above examples, the word code can be a label, a process or a dimension. Male and female are dimensions. 
Cloning and copulation are processes. The Adenine (A) and the Guanine (G) are labels; yet, they can be viewed as both 
dimensions and processes. The labels of 0 and 1 are also dimensions and processes. 
Note: Part II and III are omitted. 
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The more detailed discussion on this is available in the book {Linguistics Manifesto, ISBN 978-3-8383-9722-1}. I have also 
used Chinese written language as one solid example, See {The great vindications, http://www.worldcat.org/title/chen-
yuan-da-bai-wei-hong-lou-meng-yu-han-yu-wen-ping-yuan/oclc/852149215&referer=brief_results } and { Chinese word 
roots and grammar, http://www.worldcat.org/title/zhong-wen-de-zi-gen-yu-wen-fa-tian-ma-xing-kong-de-han-
yu/oclc/73425595&referer=brief_results }. 
 

http://www.worldcat.org/title/chen-yuan-da-bai-wei-hong-lou-meng-yu-han-yu-wen-ping-yuan/oclc/852149215&referer=brief_results
http://www.worldcat.org/title/chen-yuan-da-bai-wei-hong-lou-meng-yu-han-yu-wen-ping-yuan/oclc/852149215&referer=brief_results
http://www.worldcat.org/title/zhong-wen-de-zi-gen-yu-wen-fa-tian-ma-xing-kong-de-han-yu/oclc/73425595&referer=brief_results
http://www.worldcat.org/title/zhong-wen-de-zi-gen-yu-wen-fa-tian-ma-xing-kong-de-han-yu/oclc/73425595&referer=brief_results
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Conclusion 
In addition to the space-time (4 dimensions), the content of this universe can be described with the following languages: 
One, computable universe --- 2-code language 
Two, countable universe (including some non-computable) --- 4-code language 
Three, uncountable universe (encompassing all non-computable) --- 7 code language. 
The fermion universe, the life universe, the number universe and the linguistics universe are all 7-coded. That is, they 
are all isomorphic to one another. 
 
Note: the PDF version of this book is available at  

 https://tienzengong.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/natures_manifesto2.pdf  
 

https://tienzengong.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/natures_manifesto2.pdf

